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PREFACE 
The Census of 1951 is the ninth Indian Census taken since 1872. This 

census has high importance for Orissa as it is the first census taken after 
amalgamation of the major portion of Oriya-speaking tracts into one single 
political and administrative unit. As a result of integration of the ex-state 
areas of Orissa with older districts, a new sense of unity and homogeneity 
developed among the population of both the tracts who were counted as 
members of a single territorial unit in one single operation for the first time in 
the history of the Oriya-speaking people. The result of such an important 
operation has been embodied in this Report. Orissa had no Census Report 
of its own, for although she was constituted into a Province of India in 1936, 
and a population census followed in the year 1941, there was no writing of 
the Report that year due to war conditions. This is thus the first compre
hensive review of demographic facts and problems relating to Orissa as one 
political unit. 

2. The actual operation of counting began on the 9th February 1951 . 
and continued for 20 days ending at the sunrise of the 1st of March. A vast 
number of 35,000 enumerators were employed to do this work all over Orissa 
who were assisted by another large number of 5,000 officers charged with 
supervision, direction and control of the operation. This large army of workers 
visited about three million houses scattered over 48 thousand villages and 
towns of Orissa, and prepared a record of every individual living therein. 
This record relates principally to the name, nationality, religion and age of the 
individual, as well as to many other details, such as marital status, mother 
tongue and other linguistic details, literacy and education, economic status 
particularly relating to dependency and employment, means of livelihood 
both principal and secondary, area of land owned and cultivated and so on. 
This fact-finding mission kept the enumerator engaged till the 28th February 
1951. That night he was required to make a special hunt for 'houseless' 
or 'floating' population, which he finished counting by the next sunrise, 

. the sunrise of the 1st of March. For a final check-up and bringing the enu
meration up-to-date with reference to subsequent births and deaths prior 
to the sunrise of the 1st of March, three days were allowed, namely 1st to 3rd 
March 1951. 

3. System of enumeration-The p:J;"actice of counting the population in 
course of a single night was abandoned after the Census of 1931. This system 
wa.s based on the principle of de facto enumeration and aimed at recording, 
a~ m England, the actual or.dejacto population of the country in a particular 
m~ht .. Wherever a person happened to be between the hours of 6 r. :M. and 
mid-mg~t on the 26th February 1931, there was he brought to account in the 
populatwn ?f that place. No person was asked to mention his ordinary 
plac~ of residence. This procedure involved enormous administrative diffi
culties ~nd was perhaps not fully conducive to accurate enumeration. The 
system mtroduced first in 1941 was based on modified de jure principle, the 
de facto principl~ being resorted to under certain restrictions. The system 
adopted m 1951 Is the same as in 1941, with some refinements. Under this 
sch~me, a. ~erson was enumerated in his normal residence, if (i) he was ordi
narily residing there between 9th February and 1st March or (ii) he left such 



residence on or after 9th February, irrespective of his date of return or (iii) he 
returned to the residence before the sunrise of 1st 1\Iarch 1951, irrespecth·e 
of the period of his absence from the normal place of residence. But if such 
a person left the house before 9th February and remained absent beyond 
the sunrise of 1st 1\Iarch, he was not required to be enumerated at his normal 
residence, but at the plac~ he was actually found during the period. The 
principle of enumeration adopted in 1951 is thus a compromise between 
de facto and de jure principles. A full account of the procedure adopted for 
the enumeration of population and the compilation of results has been given 
in the Administration Report published separately. 

4. Reliability of Statistics-Facts and figures appearing in this Report 
· have been drawn chiefly from two sources, census and non-census. Statistics 

embodied in Parts II-A and li-B of this Report are purely of census origin, 
but the subsidiary tables displayed at the end of each Chapter of this volume 
are partly based on census figures and partly on the reports, statements and 
information made available by various departments of the Government. 
All statistics of census origin are distinguished by a high degree of reliability, 
but the same cannot be said in respect of all statistics of non-census origin, 
as will appear from the comments in the Chapters that follow. There are 
good reasons why it is now possible to accept the comparative accuracy of 
census figures. In the past no attempt was made to verify the degree of 
error, if any, that existed in the enumeration figures. But on the present 
occasion, a verification of the 1951 Census count was undertaken for the first 
time through the independent agency of local magistrates of senior rank. 
The results of this magisterial verification has been summarised in the 
Administration Report for Orissa as follows : 
, "The results of the sample verification of the 1951 Census count has 

been very useful for dispelling the notions of the critic that the census 
enumeration has been vitiated considerably by under enumertaion. 
The net shortage of 0.54 per cent may be considered to be an error 
of no considerable magnitude, _particularly when it relates to a 
country-wide administrative operation such as the census." 

5. It is, however, not pretended that inaccuracies or other types of 
blemishes contained in this Report are limited to the small and negligible 
extent of under enumeration as found Qut by magisterial investigation, or 
to the incomplete and erroneous character of departmental figures of non
census origin. There are various stages in which there is the lurking dangre 
of errors being introduced by inadvertence or ignorance. The sorting and 
tabulation operations constitute one such stage, because a band of 600 in
experienced youngmen, mostly fresh from schools and colleges, temporarily 
employed for three or four months on unattractive remuneration and having 
no immediate prospect for the future, by no means create ideal conditions 
for patient, accurate and reliable statistical work. The remedy was, however, 
provided by adoption of a system of checks and counter-checks not only in 
local offices but also in the headquarters. :Finally thanks to the innovation 
and foresight of the Registrar General, a central tabulation office at New 
Delhi remained ever vigilant in scrutinising and rectifying defects, if any, 
in the mass of statistical tables turned out by local offices. The inaccuracies 
in the final result as now published have thus been reduced to the minimum. 
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6. Outstanding Features-The Census of 1951 is distinguished by 
number of new features, some of which are described below:-

(i) Economic Classification-In the past, population was classified 
on the basis of religion but now this has been done on economic basis. This 
is one of the most important changes made at this census. ·The present 
population has been divided broadly into two categories, namely, agricultural 
and non-agricultural. The agricultural population has again been divided 
into four classes according to difference in the status of ownership and in 
cultivating activities. Similarly the non-agricultur,al population has been 
divided into four classes according to the nature of employment or profession. 
The statistics gathered on the basis of such classification give a useful economic 
picture of the society. 

(ii) National Register of Citizens-An important gift of the present 
census is a complete record of all individuals living in Orissa on the 1st March 
1951. The names of citizens have been arranged by households, villages, 
police-stations, taluks (if any) and subdivisions in each district and informa~ 
tion relating to their sex, age, education, economic status, means of liveli
hood, land owned and cultivated, etc., have been recorded therein. The 
register is useful for various administrative purposes, such as revision of 
electoral rolls as well as for socio-economic surveys which may be taken up 
from time to time. · · 

(iii) District Census Handbooks-Compilation of District Census 
Handbooks for all districts of the State is a formidable task which was taken 
up for the first time in Orissa and completed succ~ssfully. These Handbooks 
contain a complete set of population and household statistics for each village 
in the district and statistics relating to small-scale industries and displaced 
persons. They also contain General Population Tables and Economic Tables 
relating to the district. As mentioned elsewhere in this Report, it is regret
table that the Handbooks were not printed by the State Government, so that 
they could be available to the public on sale. A limited number of sets were 
cyclostyled at the cost of Government of India and distributed. 

(iv) Census of small-scale Industries-Shortly before the population 
census was taken, a census of small-scale industries was organised and con
ducted for the first time in this State. Industrial estalishments engaging 
less than 20 persons working without the aid of power (electric, gas, etc.) 
or those engaging less than 10 persons working with the aid of such power 
have been classed as small-scale industries. The result have been embodied 
in the District Census Handbooks and have been .very briefly referred to in 
an appropriate place in this Report. 

(v) Caste Tabulation discontinued--Yet another significant· change 
made at ·this census is the abandonment of the collection and tabulation of 
data for different castes and communities. The only exception made is with 
regard to the backward classes and the Anglo-Indians. 

(vi) Verification of the Census Count-The population census, like 
all other administrative operations of comparable magnitude, is liable to 
er~or. In the past, no attempt was made to verify the extent of error that 
existed in the enumeration figures. But as increasing importance is attached 
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to population data, it was considered desirable that the degree of error in the 
census count should be ascertained in order to facilitate correct study and 
interpretation of the available data. The verification work was entrusted 
to non-census arrencies, namely to magistrates mostly of senior rank under 
the employment of the State Government. The results of such verification 
have been discussed in the Administration Report. 

7. Scope of the Report-Reports of the Indian Census of the past were 
distinrruished as works of great scholarship and erudition, written with a. view 
to lead and guide all thinking men of India. in the matter of outstanding 
problems. But now with the growth of specialized knowledge in different 
fields of human activities, it was realised that the scope should be limited to 
collection and presentation of statistical data. and to do as little as possible 
of writin(J' and to leave the figures to speak for themselves. Transition in 
the objegt and purpose of report-writing was first noticed in 1941, when 
Mr. Yeatts, the Census Commissioner of India held the view that the old 
styled omnibus report was out of date, and proposed to cut down the ~ope 
of the Census Report to such materials as were necessary to interpret and 
understand the tables. 

8. The scope of the present Report has been defined in a memorandum 
of Shri R. A. Gopalaswami, Registrar General, India, limiting the comments 
to the " numbers, life and livelihood of the people". It has been laid down 
that apart from an Introduction and (if necessary) some Appendices, the 
subject matter of the 1951 Census Report will be arranged in six Chapters 
as below:-

Chapter I 
Chapter II 
Chapter III 
Chapter IV 
Chapter V 
Chapter VI 

.. General Population 
Rural Population 
Urban Population 
Agricultural Classes 
Non-agricultural Classes 
Families, Sexes and 

· Principal Age Groups 

9. This limitati.on implied that the Report will exclude detailed treatment 
of the data relating to a number of subjects, such as literacy and education, 
language, religion, backward classes, displaced persons, etc. Special permis
sion was, however, secured to include brief narratives of these special topics 
at the end of prescribed Chapters, which now find place in this Report in the 
closing Chapter VII. The directions issued by the Registrar General, India 
also discouraged the display of maps and diagrams except one population 
map. In practice, however, the limitation had to be relaxed to an extent 
so that the present volume contains a few diagrams and maps, which though 
by far smaller in number than those that filled the pages of old series of Census 
Reports of India, are considered adequate for the present purpose. Lastly, 
in writing this Report, the ultimate object according to the official instructions 
,'}Vas to presct;tt such ~atters as "will be of value mainly as the starting point 
of more detailed studies (to be undertaken subsequently) of the inter-relation· 
ahip of population changes and economic changes in the country as a whole 
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as well as in the diffe~ent States and natural divisions of the country". In 
this connection, it is considered necessary to mention that the statements 
made and conclusions drawn in this Report are wholly the responsibility of 
the author alone in his personal capacity and do not necessarily represent the 
views of the Government. 

10 . .Acknowledgments-It remains to convey my acknowledgments 
to those who by their co-operation and assistance made the taking of the 
present census possible. A c~nsus may .be ~s good or as bad as the ~oral 
attitude of the people towards 1t. To begm With, therefore, I must pay tnbute 
to the people of Orissa whose good sense of citizenship was behind the smooth 
and orderly manner in which the operations were conducted. Conditions 
prevailing in 1951 were more favourable to the taking of a good and reliable 
census than ever before in the history of census of the country, for no such 
difficulty was encountered as the highly disturbed vital occurrences preceding 
the Census of 1921, or the Civil Disobedience Movement during the Census 
of 1931, or the uncertain war conditions and embittered communal relations 
at the time of the Census of 1941. In 1951, however, the material condition 
of the people was far from satisfactory and if the people in general displayed 
a sense of civic responsibility and co-operation in a country-wide administra
tive operation such as the Census, their correct attitude cannot but be admired. 
Side by side, I must also place on record my gratitude to that great body of 
nearly 35,000 honorary enumerators who at the cost of their cpnvenience and 
profits took the trouble of visiting over three million houses to prepare at 
the spot a record of every individual living therein. Acknowledgments are 
likewise due to other men and officers included in the census hierarchy, viz., 
Supervisors, Charge Superintendents, District Census Officers and District 
Magistrates, connected with the execution, supervision and control of .the 
operation at different levels. Without their active interest and close co
operation, the degree of success achieved in the conduct of the operation 
would have been impossible. · 

11. I am also grateful to my Tabulation staff, a large body of about 
600 paid workers, who turned. out immense mass of figures, sitting cross
legged on floor before small pigeon-holes in sombre serious atmosphere from 
morning to evening day after day. Many of these workers showed admirable 
zeal and outstanding merit in their work and won the President of India's 
medals, like so many brilliant workers engaged in the enumeration operations. 
Their names have been mentioned in the Administration Report. I should, 
however, like to make special mention of two of my officers, namely, 
Shri Padmanabha Misra, B.Sc., of the Orissa Administrative Service who as 
Deputy Superintendent of my office gave me ungrudging help in the prepara
tion of the District Census Handbooks and Shri K. Sriramamurti of the Orissa 
Subordinate Administrative Service who apart from being useful in his capacity 
as Assistant Superintendent of the Tabulation Office, was placed in charge of 
the final stages of the operation at the headquarters. 

12. I wish to express my obligation to all those persons, institutions and 
Government departments to whom I am indebted for assistance and informa
tion received on various occasions. To the Director of Industries, of Health 
and of Agriculture of the Government of Orissa, I am obliged for furnishing 
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facts and figures relating to their departments and to the Surveyor-General 
of India for preparing the maps and a few diagrams exhibited in this Report. 
I am under a debt of thanks to Shri S. H. Khan, Superintendent ofthe Orissa 
Government Press and his Deputy and Assistant Superintendents for the 
unbounded patience and the technical resources with which they undertook 
and completed the printing of all the Parts of the present Report against 
heavy odds. The printing of the statistical tables is burdened with extremely 
.meticulous instructions and if a. congested, over-busy and inadequately 
equipped Press is able to complete printing neatly and expeditiously, it is a 
matter of skill and labour not commonly seen. 

13. I cannot acknowledge too fully the valuable guidance and instructions 
received by me from Shri R. A. Gopalaswami, Registrar General, India in 
course of different stages of the operation from preliminary organisation of 
enumeration work to the writing of the Report. If his imagination and . 
initiative were behind the several new lines of investigation for which the 
Census of 1951 has earned distinction, his ready appreciation of individual 
difficulties and his effective and practical method of tackling complicated 
problems acted as a. source of inspiration and strength so much necessary 
for bringing a. stupendous country-wide operation to a satisfactory .conclusion. 
I must also express my keen sense of gratitude to Shri D. Natarajan, Assistant 
Census Commissioner for his sympathetic and prompt action in all technical 
and administrative matters and to Shri P. N. Kaul, Central Tabulation Officer, 
for his ever vigilant eye on the mass of statistics on which the present Report 
is based, which were checked and verified by him not only thoroughly but 
also ~ost expeditiously. 

14. I cannot conclude without paying grateful tribute to the late Mr. Asaf 
Ali who as the Governor of Orissa when the Census of 1951 was conducted, 
took keen interest in the result of the operations and more than once called 
for .compiled figures and descriptive report which were mostly in manuscript 
form at that time. He perused with scholarly zeal 'whatever material .was 
available till then and was pleased to record a. note of appreciation which 
appears in the following page. 

CuTTACK: 

Tke 30tk.ApriZ 1953 

M.AHMED 

Superintendent of Census Operations 
Orissa 



GOVERNMENT HOUSE, PURl 
The 26th April~ 1952 

· M~dern' ceDsus operations and the c~mprehensive preparation of a ~as~ of st~tistical 
data for the interpretation of experts in socwlogy, ant~uopology an~ economics m ~elation to a 
sub-continent of India's dimensions involve an orgamsed effort of Immense magmtude. One 
has only t<l look at the bulk of several district handbooks containing facts and . figures 
connected with the Province of Orissa which have emerged from these labours to realise how 
much of intelligent and mechanical work go.es into ;their pre~~ntation. The census of 19~1 
in India was undertaken with several new lines of mvest1gatwn, because some of the basic 
facts and figures concerning the living conditi?ns, econm;nic: structure, a~d the asset~ and 
liabili.ties of the State were not available. W1thout precise or at least highly approximate 
d11ta no clear picture of the ascending or descending trends of national life can be formed and 
no plans for the correction of deficiencies or th_e pursuit of progressi':e development can be 
effectually laid down. If the effort made durmg the census operations of 1951 has been 
successful throughout the country, the data made available will be of immense value to 
statesmen and to all others concerned. 

I have had the privilege of looking at the 13 valumes of handbooks and two volumes 
of maps prepared by the staff of the Census Officer of Orissa (the final report is still in the 
course of elaboration) and I feel bound to place on record my unstinted appreciation of the 
work done. In spite of th.e formidable array of statistical material these volumes are 
attractive ~nough by their neat and methodical presentation, even for laymen. 

Ever since I have been in charge of Orissa I have been emphasising the urgency of 
revising the District Gazetteers which in a sense are the Bible of the District Officers and 
which have long been out of date. Further, since the integration of the 24 Eastern States 
with Orissa and the reorganisation of the old and new districts, all the maps have become 
partially obsolete. I am, therefore, particularly pleased to find tha.t up-to-date maps of 
districts and. thana-wise distribution. of population, etc., have been prepared and included 
in the Census Handbooks. The data supplied in these books with these maps will greatiy 
facilitate the preparation of a supplementary volume of the revised contents of District 
Gazetteers. 

Orissa is almost the richest Province potentially for its size: for it covers 60,000 square 
miles of territory with 23,000 square miles of forests, nearly 300 miles of sea-board, 
immense water and hydro-electric power, vas.t mineral deposits including coal, iron and 
manganese ores, bauxite, chromite and some 30 other occurrences of industrial value, 
and immense possibili~ies of pisci-culture, eri and ceri-culture, poultry farmina and cattle 
breeding, in addition to itS existing land produce, which is already enough to permit of an 
~xporta_bl~ surplus of o~er 1,00,000 tons of rice, etc. It is the paradise of enterprising 
I~du.str~ahsts and ~xpenenced farmers. But when we look at the existing conditions of 
hfe m 1ts 48.000 v1llages and some five towns of modest size and another· 34 of a smaller 
size, .a?d study the fact~ an~ .figur~s of its indust~ial and commerc!al ~mtput, and further 
scrutimes the charts of Its ci't1zens health, educatwn and average mcome we cannot fail 
to recognise' its heartrending poverty in almost every direction, except the passionate desire 
of its far-seeing and well-informed citizens for rapid improvement. · 

. rr'?e f_ncts and figur~s supplied i~ this R~port will greatly help to pick out the directions 
111 whJCh Improvement Is demanded 111 the highest order of priority. 

I congratuJate t~e Census Officer, l\fr. :M. Ahmed and his colleagues, staff, and casual 
helpers on the1r achievement, and commend the Census Report of Orissa to the notice of 
all who are interested in the welfare of the State. 

M. ASAF ALI 
GOVERNOR OF ORISSA 



INTRODUCTION 
I. General Description of the .State 

GEOGRAPHICAL SETTING 

1. The State of Orissa situated on the 
east coast of India is bounded by Bihar 
on the north, Madras on the south, 

Arabian Seil· 

West Bengal on the east, Madhya. 
Pradesh on the west and faces the Bay 
of Bengal on the south-east. It lies 
between 17°50' and 22°34' north 
latitude and between 81 °27' and 87°29' 

POSITION OF ORISSA 
IN THE INDIAN UNION 

Scale I: 45,500,000 
MILES . MILES 
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I Bilispur 
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3 Delhi . 
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5 Ajmer. 
6 Bhopal 
7 Travancore-Cochin 
B Sikkim 
9 Trlpura 

I 0 Vindhya Prade•h 
II Bhucin 
12 Manlpur 
13 Saurashtra 

The Indo-Pakistan boundary shown on this map has not yet been 
demarcated as an International boundary. The ali1nment, therefore, 
Is to be reprded as approximate and Is not authoritative. 

Sikklm and Bhutin are attached to India by special treaty. 

east longitude. The whole area of 
the State lies in the tropical zone, its 
most northerly point being about 1° 
below t'he Tropic • of Cancer. Physio
graphically, the territory of the State of 
Orissa may be divided into four well
defined tracts, each having its own dist
inguishing characteristics, namely, the 
Northern Plateau, the Eastern Ghats, 
the Central Tract and the Coastal Plains. 

PHYSICAL CoNFIGURATION 

2. The Northern Plateau covers the 
districts of Mayurbhanj, Keonjhar, 
Sundargarh and the Pal-Lahara sub
division of Dhenkanal district. It is an 
undulating upland tract with general 
slope from north to south. It is much 
broken by ragged ranges of hills and is 
traversed by drainage channels leading 
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from hill ranges to rh·ers, viz., the 
Subarnarekha, the Burabalang, the 
Salandi, the Baitarani and the 
Brahmani. Isola ted hills rising 
abruptly from the plains are common. 
Further towards north and east, 
occurrence of ranges of hills becomes 
frequent, finally ascending into table 
lands and peaks. Maximum height is 
attained by the peaks :Mankadanacha 
(3,639 feet) and Badamgarh (3,525 feet) 
of Bonai subdivision in Sundargarh 
district, Malyagiri (3,895 feet) in Pal
Lahars. subdivision of Dhenkanal district 
and Meghasani (3,824 feet) in the 
Similipal hills of Mayurbhanj district. 
These hills are the outer fringes of the 
Central India mountain ranges. Their 
slopes are buried in thickly grown 
large tropical forests. On their foot are 
frequently seen extensive plains and 
valleys with cultivation varying from 
fine cultivated paddy to occasional hill 
crops. 

3. The Eastern Ghats region has up
land plateaus, hills and peaks which 
are the highest in Orissa. The plateaus 
have wide expanse of open country 
fringed by forests and hills. The_ 
Deomali hills {5,486 feet) whose twin 
peaks can be clearly l!leen from Koraput 
town when· the sky is clear, has the 
highest altitude in Orissa. The 
Turiakonda ( 5,244 feet) and the Pola
mokani Parbat {5,201 feet) of Koraput 
district and the Bankasamo {4,182 feet) 
and the Karlapat {3,981 feet) of Kala
handi district are among the highest 
hills of the Eastern Ghats section in 
Orissa. While the summits of these 
hills reach sub-temporate altitude, their 
slopes are covered with thick forest 
growth. The Eastern Ghats region 
t'Xtends over the districts of Koraput, 
Kalahandi, Ganjam Agency and 
extends along the right bank of the 
Mahanadi from district Phulbani 
onwards. 

4. The Central Tract lies in between 
the Northern Plateau and the Eastern 
Ghats· region and mainly covers the 
districts of Bolangir, Sambalpur and 
Dhenkanal. Isolated hills rising abruptly 
from the plains are commonly. seen in 
this tract. This tract contains some 
of the fertile parts of the State, such as 
the Bargarh plains. It is drained by 
the river Mahanadi and its tributaries 
and is nowhere bare of vegetation and 
the villages are deeply embowered 
with palm and mango groves. 

5. The Coastal Plains are principally a 
maritime tract along the Bay of Bengal 
and lie between the borders of West 
Bengal and Madras. The greater part 
of the region is the outcome of alluvial 
deltaic formation of the river system of 
Orissa. It is the most fertile and densely 
populated region in the State, contain
ing rich mango, cocoanut and palm 
groves and very extensive rice fields well 
watered by a network of rivers and 
irrigation canals. The belt of land near
by the sea coast is marshy and abounds 
in swamps intersected by innumerable 
winding creeks and sluggish rivers. 
Tracts of blown sand are also noticeable 
along the coast in the shape of sand 
dunes. or ridges. The central portion 
of the delta, approximately 3,000 square 
miles in area is subject to damage by 
floods almost every year. 

RIVERS 

6. The principal rivers are the Maha
nadi, the Brahmani and the Baitarani, 
all running almost parallel from north
west to south-east. There are also some 
smaller rivers, namely, the Salandi, the 
Buraba.lang and the Subarnarekha, 
flowing over the northern part of the 
State and the Rushikulya, the Vansa
dhara, the Nagavali, the Indravati, the 
Kolab and the Machkund draining the 
districts of Ganjam and Koraput in the 
south. The Mahanadi is the largest -
among them with a total length of 533 
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miles, about half of which lies in Madhya 
Pradesh. It drains a basin of 51,000 
square miles and discharges during 
highest floods 1·6 million cusecs, or 
nearly as much as the Ganges. Rising 
in Raipur district, it passes through 
Bilaspur before entering into Orissa in 
district Sambalpur where its tributaries, 
the Ib, the Ong and the Tel and 
numerous minor streams make it a 
river of the first magnitude with a width 
0 f more than a mile. It then passes 
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through some rapids and deep gorges of 
the Eastern Ghats and ultimately reaches 
the deltaic region at Naraj; about seven 
miles west of Cuttack. It traverses 
Cuttack district from west to east 
throwing off numerous branches and 
falls into the Bay of Bengal through 
several channels near the False Point. 
The deltaic region has a net-work of 
branches and channels due to the 
inter-mingling of the three principal 
rivers of Orissa. 

~, ·~-.' 
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CRoss-SECTION oF ORISSA 

7. The above diagram, drawn to 
seal~, represents the cross-section* of 
Orissa. It gives a picture how Orissa 
will look like if cut along a line running 
north-east from the Sabari river in 
Koraput district (Latitude 18°05' and 
Longitude 81 °30') to the mouth of the 
Subarnarekha river in Balasore district 
(Latitude 21° 33' and Longitude 87°24'). 

~-~·· 
-

It 8hows the great irregularity of 
contour having steep elevations and 
abrupt falls all through. There are, 
however, distinguishing features, one end 
being the low level flat belt of the deltaic 
plains next to the sea coast and the other 
end being a tableland of notable eleva
tion beyond the pla~s of Rayaghada. 
It will be seen that over this tableland 
runs the Machkund river at a height of 
2,600 ft. above the sea level leading to 

• St~io~ly speakin~ t~is is _not the ?ross-section running along a straight line between two points. Such a 
geometr1~al me tho~ WIU miss sahen~ physiCal features of the country. Slight deviations are matle with a view to pass 
ov_er ~y_piCal.elevatwns a_nd ~epresswns, so as to secure a panoramic view of the hills and dales against the sky-line 
ooanou.l.ing with the sectwn hne, 
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the advantage.of the great hydro-electric 
power station at a suitable spot in the 
course of the river at Duduma, which 
is now under construction. In between 
the deltaic plains and the tablelands be
yond Rayaghada, lies a tract of uncertain 

surface of great heights alternating with 
low valleys, between the Kapilas Parbat 
in Dhenkanal district and the Kirimba
thali Peak in Koraput district. The 

. general relief of the country offers scope 
for interesting study. 

. 11. Brief History of the Lind and the People 

8. Emerging from pre-historic times :Marhattas for about half a century till 
~th references in the Vedic and Epic 1803 and was then conquered by the 
literatures, the people of ancient Kalinga British in India. 
distinguished themselves as pioneers in 
maritime activities and overseas colonisa .. 
tion in early days and took to empire
making under the Jain king Khara vela 
before the Christian era. He became 
the over-lord of the south and the west 
India and then spread his conquests 
towards the north. Mter Khara vela, 
Kalinga had periods of subjugation by 
foreigners, viz., by the Kushans- and the 
Guptas, but mostly had dynasties of its 
own ruling over the land and ~preading 
their sway over neighbouring countries. 
These dynasties had powerful kings 
credited not only for military prowess but 
also for cultural activities of abiding 
glory. The most noted kings_ are 
Lalatendu Kesari, the builder of the 
Bhubaneswar temple about the middle of 
the 9th century, Anangabhima Deva II 
the builder of the Jagannath tempi~ 
at Puri towards the close of the 12th 
century, N arasimha Deva, the builder 
of the Konarka temple about the middle 
of the 13th century and :M:ukunda Deva 
the builder of the Barabati Fort in th~ 
second half of the 16th century. At 
the height of their powers, the kings of 
the mighty kingdom of Kalinga ruled 
over the . territory extending from the 
banks of the Godavari on the south to 
the Ganges on the. north. 

9. Orissa came under the Pa than 
Sultans of Brngal and later under the 
Mughal Emperors of Delhi from 1568 to 
1751 when it was ceded to the l\larhat. 
tas by Alivardi Khan, Nawab of Bengal. 
It continued to be under the sway of the 

10. Orissa was then attached to the 
province of Bengal and in 1804 a Board 
of. two Commissione_rs was appointed to 
administer the territory. It was consti
tuted into the district of Cuttack in 
1805, but in 1823 it was first split up 
into three regulation districts of Cuttack, 
Balasore and Puri and 17 non-regulation 
tributary :M:ahals administered by 
native chiefs under the responsibility of 
a Commissioner. Khondmals was ceded 
in the year 1835 by the tributary chief 
of Baudh state while Angul was annexed 
in the year 1847. Ultimately, Sambalpur 
district was transferred from the Central 
Provinces to Orissa in 1905. Five tribu~ 
tary states of Patna, Kalahandi, 
Sonepur, Bamra and Rairakhol were also 
transferred from the Central Provinces 
to Orissa and in the same year the two 

" states of Gangpur and Bonai were 
transferred from Chotanagpur Division. 

11. Orissa continued to be an 
outlying Commissioner's Division of 
Bengal till 1912 when it was transferred 
to Bihar. ffitimately it was constituted 
into a separate province on the 1st of 
April 1936 by the Government of India 
(Constitution of Orissa) Order, 1936, 
when some portions of the Central 
Provinces and .Madras, · namely, N a wa
para subdivision and Ganjam and 
Koraput districts were added to the 
bounds of Orissa. This· was the result 
of prolonged and intensive movement 
for amalgamation of all Oriya-speaking 
tractt1 which gradually gathered so much 
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force that ultimately in January 1936 
an Order in Council was promulgated by 
the British Government creating Orissa 
as a separate province. 

12. The province of Orissa _as thus 
constituted comprised the six districts 
of Cuttack, Balasore, Puri, Sambalpur, 
Ganjam and Koraput. Oriya-speaking 
feudatory states, numbering twenty-four 
were placed under the Political Agent in 
charge of the Eastern Zone stationed at 
Sambalpur. One ofthe first tasks of the 
Government of the newly constituted 
province was to reconcile different 
systems of administration obtaining in 
the old districts of" Orissa, in the ex
Madras areas now constituted into · two 
districts, and in the portion of the~ 
Central ProVinces which was added to 
the district of Sambalpur. The systems 
were in many respects entirely different 
in detail and sometimes in underlying 
principles. 

13. The province was in its infancy 
when signs could be read of a . forth
coming change arising from conditions 
created by the World War in which India 
was engaged and ultimately culminated 
in the termination of the British rule 
in India in. the year 1947. The with
drawal of the British resulted in the 
lapsing of the British sovereignty over 
the Indian States. Side by side with 
the rising tide of nationalism in the 
British India territory, there was a rapid 
growth of peoples' movement in the 
state areas. Anticipating troubles, the 
rulers of Orissa states attempted to 
form the Eastern States Union in 1947. 
The idea of creation of. a separate 
province was also an alternative su(J"ges
tion occurring to many who ~ere 
opposed to _the creation of the Eastern 
States Union. But ultimately it was the 
development of events in the small 
state of Nilgiri which was the basis of 
an eventful decision. In the month of 
November 1947, the Adibasi problem 

became so acute in the state of Nilgiri 
that the ruler could not himself control 
it and the infuriated Adibasis rising up 
with bows and arrows began to occupy 
the lands of other people. The situation 
was out of control and the Government 
of Orissa apprehended that the repercus
sions may extend to the neighbouring 
district. The matter was placed before 
the National Government of India, with 
whose permission, the 9overnment of 
Orissa took charge of the administration 
ofNilgiri. 

14. Within a month of taking over of 
the administration of Nilgiri, the situa
tion in other states of Orissa called for 
intervention on the part of the· Govern
ment of India. This ultimately resulted 
in the merger of 23 states with Orissa 
with effect from the 1st January 1948. 
Conditions existing in . another state, . 
namely, l\Iayurbhanj were somewhat 
different as the ruler had vested exten
sive administrative . powers on a local 
body. It, however, took one full year 
for events to reach a parallel state in 
Mayurbhanj, which on the 1st January 
1949 finally merged with the State of 
Orissa. 

15. The State of ·orissa with 6 
districts existing since the year 1936 and 
with 23 ex-state areas merged in 1948 

" and another in _the year 1949, acquired 
its final territorial shape as it now 
stands. There was then the reconstitu
tion and delimitation of districts. Some 
of the ex-states were attached- to the 
adjoining old districts, while others 
particularly with a reasonable size · were 
given the status of a district of the 
State. In this way, Orissa ame to have -
the present number of 13 -districts. The 
State has now an area of 60,136 square 
miles and a population of 14,645,946. 
One of the late Governors is of the view 
that" In respect of its resources in land 
forests, rivers, waterfalls, mines and 
maritime potentialities put together, 
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Orissa. is next to none of the major 
Provinces of lndia. ". In territorial 
extent, Orissa. is bigger than England and 
\Vales and is over four times as large as 
Egypt. It has 23,000 square miles of 
forests and 300 miles of sea-board, 

enormous prospect of hydro-electric 
power, vast mineral deposits, namely, 
coal, iron, manganese ore, bauxite, 
chromite, mica, limestone and 30 other 
occurrences of industrial value and 
immense possibilities of development of 

COMPARISON OF AREAS 
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capital and cottage industries. Even if 
a part of the immense resources in land, 
water, minerals and man-power can be 
explored, Orissa will rise to unprecedent
ed height of prosperity and power. 
The mineral wealth of the State is lying 
unexplored and unexploited, the man
power which is admittedly intelligent 
and industrious is being wasted for 
want of opportunity. Thus, in spite of 
tremendous wealth in various forms, it 
is still in a. state of backwardness. 
Char~cteristically, the people of Orissa 
are SlDlple, goodnatured and contented. 

... 
They are generally not excitable and 
they accept the vagaries of nature with 
philosophic calm, seeing the hand of 
God in draught, rainfall, flood and 
pestilence. They are hospitable and so 
inherently conservative in rural areas 
that they have deeprooted distrus~ of 
any idea. which is new. But those that 
have modern education, have effectively 
discarded this conventional character 
and are progressive, ambitious and 
dynamic. 

16. Such is the land of Orissa. 
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111. Change in Area 

17. The changes in the area of Orissa 19. The present area of the State as 
since the year _1872 are shown in the furnished by the Surveyor General, 
statement below : - India is 60,135·9 square miles. This 

Year 

(1) 

1872 
1881 
1891 

1901 
1911 
1921 

}g31 
19!1 
1951 

Area in square miles 

Orissa. proper Orissa. states 

(2) (3) 

7,717 16,184 
9,053 15,187 
9,853 14,387 

9,841 14,387 
13,743 28,046 
13,736 28,046 

13,706 28,041i 
32,198 25,194 
60,136 

Total 
{4) 

23,901 
24,240 
24,240 

24,228 
41,789 
41,782 

41,752 
57,392 
60,136 

18. As shown above, the area of the 
province of Orissa in 1941 was 32,198 
square mile3. The Province was consti
tuted at that time of six districts only, 
viz., Cuttack, Balasore, Puri, Sambalpur, 
Ganjam and Koraput. So far as census 
operations of 1941 were concerned, there 
was a common authority for these six 
districts as well as for 23 feudatory 
states comprising :Mayurbhanj, Patna, 
Kalahandi and all the states in the 
Orissa States Agency except Gangpur, 
Kharswan and Saraikela. The area of 
these 23 feudatory states was 25,194 
square miles, so that the total area of 
the province of Orissa together with the 
23 states was 57,392 square miles as 
shown in the Census Report of 1941. · 

area is, however, different from that 
obtained from local sources which comes 
to 60,127 square miles. Generally the 
latter figure has been adopted for 
purpose of discussion of census statistics, 
as the Surveyor General, India does not 
keep a record of areas of administrative 
units below district level. The areas of 
smaller units had therefore to be 
ascertained from local sources, which 
give a slightly different total. 

-
20. The increase in the area of the 

State from 32,198 square miles in 1941 
to 60,136 square miles in 1951 is 
primarily due to the integration of the 
ex-state areas with the old area of the 
province. On the 1st August 1949, 24 
ex-states were completely merged with 
the province under the States Merger 
(Governor's Provinces) Order, 1949, 
increasing the area of the State to what 
it is now. The ex-states which·- thus 
merged are Athgarh, Tigiri~, Barainba, 
Narsingpur, Nilgiri, Nayagarh, Daspalla, 
Khandpara, Ranpur, Bamra, Rairakhol, 
Dhenkanal, Talcher, Pal-Lahara, Ath-

'. malik, Hindol, Keonjhar, Baudh, Patna, 
Sonepur, Gangpur, Bonai, Kalahandi 

·· . and Mayurbhanj. 

IV. Population Zones and Natural Divisions 

· 21. For a comprehensive study of the 
population data, it is necessary to 
proceed by suitable divisions of the 
country on the basis of administrative 
set up or physical features. This 
practice was in vogue in past censuses 
but it fell into disuse after 1911 in 
respect of all-India Report. On the 
present occasion, however, it was consi
dered necessary to revive the practice 
and, accordingly, India has been divided 
into 6 Union Population Zones on the 
basis primarily of contiguity and 

convenience for purpose of review. 
Out of these six Zones, namely-{ i) 
North India, { ii) East India, (iii) 
South India, {iv) West India, {v) Central 
India and {vi) North-West India Zones, 
Orissa along with some other States of 
Eastern India, namely, Bihar, West 
Bengal, Assam, Manipur, Tripura and 
Sikkim comes under Zone No. · ( ii) 
namely, East India. 

22. Administrative or political divi
sions of a country are not wholly 
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convenient for discussing the results 
o£ the census in all its aspects. There
fore a further division of the country 
becomes indispensable. Such a division 
o£ India. has been made on the basis 
o£ physical features, independent o£ 
political or administrative considera
tions. Accordingly, India. has been 
divided into five 'Natural Regions', 
based solely _ on physical features and 
without reference to the material differ
ences in soil and rainfall conditions. 
These five Natural Regions have been 
sub-divided into 15 Natural Sub-Regions 

on the basis of substantial difference 
within each Natural Region in respect 
primarily of soil or rainfall conditions, 

. and also taking into account differences 
in the cropping pattern. The 15 Natural 
Sub-Regions, in turn, have been divided 
into 52 Natural Divisions on the basis 
primarily of intersection of Sub-Regions 
with existing political divisions. 

23. The scheme of Natural Divisions, 
particularly relating to the State of 
Orissa is shown below :-

INDIA 

( Divided into 5 Natural Regions) 

.l 
Himalayan Region 

I I 
3·1 S·!! 

North-Wed North Cent
B I lis Bub- ral. Hills and 

Region Plateau Sub-
Region 

3·~r 

l 
North P I a i n a 

Region 

I 
3·3 

Nortb-E as t. 
Plateau Sub
Region (d i v i
ded into 3 Natu-

ral Divisions) 

I 
3·32 

Chot.anagpur 
Division. · 

East. M a d h y •· 
Pradesh Divi>~ion 

I 
I 
3 

Peninsular Hilla and 
P 1 a t e a u Region 
(divided into 5 Sub-

Regions) 

I 
I 

3•4 
I 

North De!'.can 
Sub-Region 

3•11 
South Deoe11n 

Sub-Region 

I 
3•33 

OriBSa I n I a n d 
Divi:;ion (Comprise s 

10 districts) 

I 
Sa.mbalpur 
Ganjam Agency 
Koraput 
Dhenkanal 
Keonjhar 
Phulbani 
Bolangir 
Sundar garb 
Kalah&ndi 
Mayurbhanj 

l I 
5 

Western 
Ghats and 
Coastal 

Eastern Ghats and 
Coastal R e g i o n 
( divided into 2 

Region 

I 
5•1 

North Madras and 
Or iss l Coastal Sub
Reg:on (divided 
into 2 N a t u r a 1 

Divisions) 

I 
I 

5•11 
Orissa C o a s t a I 
Division (C o m

prisos 4 districts) 

I 
Cut tack 
Balasore 
Puri 
Ganjam Plains 

Sub-Regions) 

I 
I 

5·2 
South Madras 
Sub-Rsgion 

5·12 
North Madras 

Division 

24. In accordance with the above 
scht'me, Orissa has two Natural Divi
sions, namely, Orissa Inland Division 
(Code No. 3·33) and Orissa Coastal Divi
sion (Code No. 5·11). 

25. The Orissa Inland Division is 
formed of an extensive hinterland 
extending over the three well-defined 
tracts of Orissa, namely, the Northern 
Plateau, the Eastern Ghats and the 



Central Tract. This natural division 
comprises the administrative districts of 
Sambalpur, Ganjam Agency, Koraput, 
Dhenkanal, Keonjhar, Phulbani, Bolan~ 
gir, Sundargarh, Kalahandi and Mayur
bhanj and has an area of 46,052 square 
miles. The Or!Bsa Coastal Division 

9 

comprises the administrative districts 
of Cuttack, Balasore, Puri and Ganjam 
Plains only with an area of 14,075 
square miles. The description of 
physical features of these areas has been 
given in earlier paragraphs. 

V. Geology and Minerals 

G EOLOGIC.A.L OUTLINE 

26. The territory covered by the State 
of Orissa is geologically one of the least 
known regions of India. There was no 
regular geological survey, but there were 
occasional traverses and some amount 
of rna pping made in selected areas during 
the last 80 years. An attempt to make _ 
a systematic geological survey of all 
reported mineral occurrences was made 
in the year 1939. The progress of 
work has· been slow indeed, but steady 
and a preliminary account of the known 
deposits visited by officers of the Geolo
gical Survey of India is now available. 

27. In earlier geological times, the 
portion of Orissa now occupied by the 
Eastern Ghats was low in level and the 
main streams, the Mahanadi and the 
.Brahmani which were then in existence 
flowed eastwards. The whole surface, 
sloping eastwards, was flat to modera
tely undulating with occasional hills 
rising here and there. In the next 
phase, there was the deposition of 
Gondwana beds, which led to the uplift 
of a belt ext€nding from Chotanagpur, 
through Keonjhar south to Phulbani, 
Ganjam and Koraput and finally into 
Madras. This uplift took place in a 
series of geological events. The first 
uplift was of the order of about 1,000 
feet, creating plateaus and uplands 
which became covered with extensive 
capping of laterite as represent€d by the 
high hills of the Eastern Ghats and the 
Koraput plateau. A prolonged erosion 
of the sru-face ensued reducinO' the 
altitude of the western part. 

0 

Then 

came the second uplift elevating the 
southerp. portion to a level of 3,000 
feet and the much-eroded . western 
portion to 2,000 feet. · The western 
portion was again subjected to erosion 
but the plateau from Khariar to Jeypore 
was spared to a considerable extent. 

28. East of the uplifted region is 
a zone of irregular and interspersed 
hills which can be followed up to a few 
miles parallel from the coast line. This 
zone also has attained its final eleva
tion by a succession of uplifts. Lastly, 
comes . the coastal strip, gradually 
sloping into the Bay of Bengal. Even 
this low-lying region is the result not 
merely of deltaic activity of rivers but 
of uplift movements, for around the 
Chilka lake certain deposits of shells of 
estuarine type occur at a height of 20 
to 30 feet above the present high water 
level indicating recent uplift. 

MINING : EARLY HISTORY 

29. The use of metals is older than 
the recorded history of mankind. In 
the past, iron, copper and other metals 
seem to have been worked extensively 
in India, as is evident from archaeological 
finds. The fame of ancient Indian Steel, 
W ootz, a very high grade of steel ex
ported to Europe even before the -
Christian era for manufacture of swords 
and weapons, testifies to the mining 
~d metallurgical skill of Indians. Indian 
metals also appear to have reached the 
south-east Asia in those early days. It 
is conceivable that Orissa must have 
played a prominent part in the extraction 
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of iron and other metals, not only for 
export to foreign countries, but also 
for military and domestic requirements 
of the homeland, for of all localities in 
India, iron is available in enormous 
quantity and high quality '\\ithin bounds 
of Orissa and the adjoining areas of 
Chotanagpur and Madhya Pradesh. But 
this is ancient history. Later on, the 
iron workers of Orissa were content with 
smelting of low grade iron that could 
be available by simple quarrying of 
superficial deposits, lying scattered from 
Koraput to Mayurbhanj. 

30. Notions of modern mining did not 
originate in· India. Since the 18th 
century when James \Vatt of· England 
invented the steam engine and Abraham 
Darby first used coke for smelting iron, 
the use of minerals has been increasingly 
associated with day-to-day life. The 
Industrial Revolution emphasised the 
value of coal and iron as the most 
coveted minerals of a country. Since 
then, the rise of industrial nations in the 
world has been largely dependent upon 
their possession or exploitation of 
adequate quantities of these two valuable 
minerals. The rapid development in the 
use of iron and steel led to an ever
increasing demand for other metals and 
minerals. Under these conditions, 
search for different minerals received 
great impetus and the Geological Survey 
started investigations in Indian soil in 
the last century. Private enterprises 
gradually appeared in the field of extrac
tion of minerals. 

SLow UNMETHODICAL DEVELOPMENT 

31. Orissa received rather cursory 
attention in the past from the Geological 
Surrey of India. This is because, till 
late nobody knew that a colossal wealth 
of economic minerals is hidden in her 
bowels. A survey was made as late as 
1939 and even this is not to be regarded 
as a comprehensive work. Under the 
circumstances there was no incentive 

for mining acth-ity in Orissa. Of course, 
the discovery of coal in Talcher and 
Sambalpur is nearly one century old, 
but these were stray cases, hardly attract
ing the attention they deserved. Slow 
occasional and unmethodical extractio~ 
of minerals was started in the present 
century. At present, the ore-bodies are 
worked, not for the extraction of metals 
contained in them, but for the purpose 
of exporting them in raw condition. The 
absence of metallurgical enterprise in 
Orissa has led to the total neolect of 
mineral deposits except in case gf those 
whose export in raw condition is paying. 
Even this activity is bein(J' done in a 
r~strict~d manner. on account of shipping 
difficulties, as Onssa has no port of its 
own worth the name. This is a serious 
drawback in the exploitation and deve
lopment of mineral resources of Orissa. 
Moreover, the haphazard manner and 
the crude methods which characterise 
the present day mining in Orissa amount 
to serious loss of national resources. 
The ores which are rich in mineral 
contents are taken out while those con
taining lesser percentage of minerals are 
left to waste. It should not be forgotten 
that unlike forest or agricultural 
products, minerals once extracted mean 
decrease in the total quantity of that 
particular wealth. Therefore, as far as 
possible, even the poorer grade of ores 
should be utilised to the full. This 
requires technical knowledge, in which 
field our mine-owners are so deplorably 
ignorant. Unless more enlightened types 

• of lessees come in future, there will be 
justification in considering the contro
versial issue of nationalization, of at 
least a few key minerals which are assets 
of the nation. 

:h!INERAL RESOURCES 

32. The description of mineral resour
ces of the State may be given, first, 
on the basis of two Natural Divisions 
of Orissa separately.* 

• Buo4 on information oolleoted !rom the Geological Survey or India. 
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ORISSA INLAND DIVISION 

33. This Natural Division is a part 
of the Natural Sub-Region 3·3-North
East Plateau, consisting of Chotanagpur 
division, east :Madhya Pradesh division 
and Orissa Inland division. This Sub
Region is the most highly m.i:J;teralised 
region in the whole of the Indian sub
continent and carries large reserves of 
iron ore, manganese ore, copper, bauxite, 
coal, limestone and mica, in addition 
to the other less important minerals like 
kyanite, chromite, wolfram, tantalite, 
pitchblende, vanadiferous magnetite, 
asbestos, . graphite, clays, etc. The 
greater portion of the region is occupied 
by crystalline schists, gneisses and 
granites of Archaean age in which occur 
patches and large basins of sedimen
tary rocks of Purana group as well as 
coal-bearing Gondwanas. The Sub
Region is important for · the large 
reserves of lower Gondwana coals esti
mated at about 4,500 million tons within 
a depth of 2,000 feet, of which nearly 
2,000 million tons are good quality 
coking coal. · 

34. The whole of Gangpur, Bonai, 
Keonjhar, :Mayurbhanj and adjoining 
areas are made up of phyllites schists, 
limestones, dolomites and other crystal
line rocks. The hill masses in Bonai, 
Keonjhar and parts of :Mayurbhanj 
contain banded hematite quartzites and 
iron ores. A large region in east 
Keonjhar and :Mayurbhanj extending 
upto south Singhbhum is composed of 
intrusive granites called the Singhbhum 
granites which are traversed by a net
work of dolerite dykes. The rocks of 
the iron ore series in South Singhbhum, 
Bonai, Keonjhar and :Mayurbhanj carry 
large reserves of workable iron ore 
estimated at 8,000 million tons, and 
amounting to nearly 60 per cent of the 
total Indian reserves. The deposits at 
Badampahar, Gorumahisani and Sulaipat 
in the district of :Mayurbhanj are being 
worked by Tata Iron and Steel Company 

and those at Barabil in Keonjhar by 
Bird and Company. The total quantity 
of iron ore produced from these areas 
is of the order of over 2! million tons 
per annum. In addition to the iron ore, 
there are large deposits of manganese 
ore in the iron ore series rocks in South 
Singhbhum, Bonai and Keonjhar. The 
annual output of manganese ore from 
this area has increased in recent years 
from about 60,000 tons in 1946 to nearly 
1,00,000 tons in 1949. 

35. Other important millerals. from 
the above mentioned areas are chromite, 
vanadiferous magnetite, ·· . kyanite, 
steatite, limestone, dolomite, china-clay, 
asbestos and apatite. The· annual 
production of chromite from Singhbhum 
and Keonjhar now is about ten to 
thirteen thousand tons. The kyanite 
deposits of Kharsw~n, Seraikela and 
Mayurbhanj are the largest in the, world 
with an annual output of 12,000 to 
14,000 tons. The reserves of kyanite at 
Kharswan has been estimated to be 
over 2 million tons. The production of 
steatite from Seraikela, Singhbhum, 
Keonjhar and Mayurbhanj is about 
1,000 tons annually. The reserves of 
limestone and dolomite in Sundargarh 
district are very large and these supply 
the entire demands of flux-grade lime-. 
stone and furance-grade dolomite to the 
iron and steel factories of eastern India. 
The annual production is of the order 
of 8,00,000 tons of limestone and 70,000 
tons of dolomite. There are also 
deposits of china-clay in Singhbhum, · 
Mayurbhanj and Keonjhar which 
produce 20,000 to -~30,000 tons per 
annum. 

36. There is a stretch of coal bearing 
sand-stones and shales of lower 
Gondwana age along the valley of the Ib 
in Sundargarh and the adjoining areas 
of Madhya Pradesh. There are several 
small coal fields like Rampur and 
Hemgiri in this area. · 
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37. The Eastern Ghats south of the 
:Mahanadi in Patna, Kalahandi, Khond
mals, Koraput and Ganjam are compos
ed of rock groups called the khondalitcs 
and charnockites, and carry untapped 
reserves of manganese ore, graphite, 
bauxite, etc., but O"\\ing to inaccessibility 
these areas remain still undeveloped. 
Numerous small deposits of bauxite 
estimated to contain over 3,50,000 tons 

"occur in the Karlapat hills in the Kala
handi district and also in the Khariar 
highlands .. The graphite deposits· of 
Athmalik, Patna, Rairakhol, Sambalpur 
and Koraput are known to be the. largest 
in India, the annual production of the · 
mineral varying from about 500 tons to 

'1,500 tons~ Deposits of manganese ore 
have recently been located in Kalahandi 
and adjoining areas and a production 
of a few thousand tons has been 
recorded from Koraput. Other impor
tant minerals are limestone, marble, clays 
glass-sands, steatite, etc.· A small 
patch of coal-bearing sandstones. 
covering an area of 200 square miles 
occurs in Talcher. Two workable 
seams of coal are known to occur, but 
though the field is worked, it has not 
yet been prospected in detail for proving 
the reserves. The present production of 
coal from the field is about 3,00,000 
. tons annually. 

ORISSA. CoASTAL DIVISION · 

38. This division along with the North 
Madras Natural Division forms the 
Eastern Ghats and· Coastal Sub-Region 
extending · along the sea coast 
from Balasore in the north to Madras 
City in the south. Balasore, Cuttack 
and Puri districts are underlain by 
recent deposits of sands, silts and clays 
with large patches of laterite extending 
for a width of 30 to 40 miles from the 
coast beyond which occur Khonda
lites and charnockites. In Ganjam 
district, the gneissic rocks approach the 
coast with only a fringe of recent 

deposits along the shore and river 
valleys. The Eastern Ghats of Ganjam 
and Visakhapatnam extending south
west into the East and the 'Vest Godavari 
districts are made up. of charnockites, 
Khondalites and associated bands of 
quartzites and marbles. 

39. Except for small deposits of 
·steatite, litho-marge, iron ore, fire-clay 
and pottery clay in the Cuttack district 
and numerous small occurrences of 
mica, some china-clay and manganese 
ore in the Ganjam district, the Orissa 
Coastal Division is poor in mineral 
resources. 

EcoNOMIC MINERALs 

40. The above review of mineral re
sources of Orissa has been a little too 
technical and an attempt is made below 
to give a simple outline of the economic 
minerals found in the State. With regard 
to the industries connected with mining 
and metals, reference may be made to 
Sections V and VII of Chapter V of this 
Report. 

IRON 

41. This mineral is the backbone of 
modern civilization. It is most fortunate 
for Orissa that there are immense 
deposits of high grade iron within its 
bounds. Iron ores probably not inferior 
to the best quality in the world are 
found in :Mayurbhanj, Bonai and Keon
jhar where the total deposits may exceed 
2,000 million tons. In other words, 
if exploitation is made at the rate of 
2 million tons of ore a year, the deposits 
in Orissa will be sufficient to last 1,000 
years. This gives some idea of the 
colossal quantity of deposits in the 
State. Another special feature about 
this mineral in_Orissa is that it is capable 
of being cheaply mined being located 
in comparatively less inaccessible tracts. 
Besides there are huge quantities of low 
grade iron ores spreading over different 
areas of Orissa from Koraput to 
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:Mayurbhanj. Sambalpur district has 
several small occurrences of low grade 
iron estimated at nearly 50 million 
tons scattered over different localities. 
In the district of Koraput there are 
several smaller deposits lying scattered 
here and there. High grade iron ores 
have been located at the Hirapur hills, 
in Umerkotc police-station in Koraput 
district, which though small, being 
estimated at 10 million tons, have high 
iron content ranging upto 63 per cent. 
A small deposit of iron ore, the total 
quantity of which has not yet been 
estimated, has been found in Sukinda in 
Cuttack district. Its iron content is 
supposed to be very high, namely, 66 
per cent to 69 per cent. This may be 
compared to iron ores of America which 
contain about 55 per cent of iron and of 
Lorraine which are smelt and worked in 
France and Germany containing 35 to 
40 per cent of iron. The ores found in 
England have a still lower iron content. 
The richness and high commercial value 
of the iron ores of Orissa are thus evident. 
At present the annual production of 
iron ores in Orissa is nearly one and a 
half million tons, mostly utilized by the 
Tata Iron and Steel Factory. 

CoAL 

42. Coal is the most important of 
mineral products in Orissa. Knowledge 
of occurrence of coal in Orissa dates 
back to 18~7, when a small deposit was 
noticed in Talcher. In 1854 another 
deposit of coal was discovered in Sambal
pur. But active development on modern 
lines was not commenced in Sambalpur 
till 1909 and in Talcher till 1919. At 
present five areas are known to have 
major coal-bearing rocks, namely, the 
Talcher Coal Fields, the Rampur Coal 
Fields in Sambalpur, the Himgir Coal 
Fields in Sundargarh, the Athgarh basin 
in Cuttack and the Khondmals basin. 
The Talcher Coal Fields yielded about 
5 thousand tons of coal in 1923, develop
ing to over three and a half lakh tons 

in 1933. In the Rampur Coal Fields 
production began in 1910 with about 
100 tons, rising to 61,000 tons in 1914. 
Since then the production has been 
fluctuating from year to year between 
20 and 30 thousand tons. The Himgir 
Coal Fields in Sundargarh district yield 
a good quality of coal though the quantity 
of production is small. Coal is also 
reported to' occur near· the Sidheswar 
hills, about 7 miles west of Cuttack but 

·this has not been properly investigated. 
The Athgarh andKhondmals basins how-

. ever do not hold out much prospect of 
success in a commercial sense.· The total 
production of coal in · Orissa exceeds 
4 lakh tons per year at present. 

1\i.A.NGANESE 

43. India is one of the largest producers 
of manganese ores in- the world, being 
second only to Russia. Most of such 
ores in India is being mined in Madhya 
Pradesh. Orissa may also be able to 
produce this mineral in large quantity 
as there is field for extensive extraction. 
Large deposits of high grade manganese 
have been recently found at Kutingi 
nearby the Rayaghada railway station. 
The present production is between 80 
and 90 thousand tons per year. It is 
estimated that about 4 lakh tons of 
manganese are available in the Kutingi 
deposits. Manganese mines are also 
being worked at present in Keonjhar 
district. 

BAUXITE 

44. Bauxite which yields the valuable 
industrial metal aluminium is available 
in the laterite hill tops of the Eastern 
Ghats in the northern portion of Koraput 
district, particularly in the Girliguma 
hills. High grade aluminiac laterite is 
to be seen in several hills of the Khariar . 
tableland and in Karlapat hills in 
Kalahandi district. These deposits are 
believed to be the best in quality in India. 
As electricity plays a vital part in 
aluminium metallurgy, there is good 
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prospect of de"f'elopment of this industry 
in Kalahandi and Koraput districts, when 
cheap electric power from the 1\Iachl"'"Ulld 
Hydro-Electric Project lrill be available. 

Clmomn: 

45. This is an important industrial 
mineral which is being mined in the 
district of Keonjhar. The production 
ranges between 5 to 6 thousand tons per 
year at present. 

LnmsTO:NE 

46. Extensive deposits of limestone 
and doloinite, suitable for lime burning 
and cement making as well as for fluxing 
the iron and steel industry occur in 
Sundargarh, Sambalpur and Koraput 
districts. The extent and magnitude of 
deposits have not been surveyed. ~ut 
it appears that hundreds of million 
tons of this mineral will be available in 
these districts. Limestone deposits also 
occur aloncr the Kolab and the Sabari 
rivers in 1\I~lkangiri in Koraput district. 
These limestones are of high quality, 
free from impurities and containing 
nearly 96 per cent of calcium carbonate 
and are suitable not only for cement 
makincr but also for chemical prepara
tions. 

0

ln the district of Sambalpur, 
extensive deposits have been located 
at Sulai, Padampur, Lakshmanpur, 
Dungri and in the neighbouring areas. 
Sundargarh district has v~ry high qu_ality 
of limestone and dolonnte, extensively 
scattered throughout the district, making 
possible the establishment of a. modem 
cement factory at Rajgangpur and 
several lime manufacturing concerns in 
the country. nearabout. 

MICA 

4 7. India. is the · largest producer of 
mica in the world, most of which comes 
from Bihar. It is also available within 
Orissa. though in a. much smaller extent. 
A sm;ll occurrence was found in village 
Bae1hudi about 4 miles from Soro railway 
station in Balasore district. Occurrence 

in some "f'illages of Cuttack, such as, 
Baideswar and Chhatia. and in some 
localities in Ganjam, Koraput and Sam
balpur districts have been reported. 
Some of these deposits are being surrepti-
tiously exploited. · 

GLASS-SAND 

48. Pure quartz-sand, free from all 
iron impurities and possessing a uniform 
grain and texture, is of economic value 
in the manufacture of glass. Such mate
rials are rare. Gondwana sand-stones, 
however, found near Naraj in Cuttack 
district as well as in the adjacent village 
Talgarh on the J\Iahanadi are sufficiently 
fine-grained and friable and are used for 
manufacture of glassware at the glass 
factory at Barang. Such sand-stones 
are also available near Dalapur in 
Koraput. 

. VANADIUM 

49. Orissa is the only State in India 
where vanadium which is an important 
mineral has been located. This mineral 
occurs in the district of Mayurbhanj 
but its production has not been high 
and has been subjected to fluctuation on 
account of unsatisfactory management. 

OTHER MINERALS 

50. Orissa abounds in many other 
ecomonic minerals of lesser importance, 
scattered over different districts. To 
mention a few out of them, are abrasives, 
such as, garnets available in abundance 
in village Banapur in Koraput district 
and 1\Iudepala in Nawapara subdivision 
of Kalahandi district ; gondwanas suit
able for mill-stones, hones, or grindstones 
available in Khandagiri and Nayapali 
in Khurda subdivision of Purl district ; 
white clay available at Naraj in Cutt~ck 
district ; refractories, such as, Kyamte, 
sillimanite and fire-clay available o"!er 
different parts of the country, and build
ing stones, such as, Khondalites, quart
zites, gametiferous granitic gneisses and 
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charnockites meant for walls and floors of 
houses, roof-making, bridge-building and 
even for works of arts, sculpture and 

carving, which are available extensively 
throughout the State. 

VI. The Soil 

51. There has been no systematic 
survey of different types of soil of 
Orissa. Such a survey will eventually 
be necessary, primarily for development 
of forestry and agriculture, both . of 
which play an important part in the 
economy of the State. 

CoNSTITUENTS 

52. The soil derives almost the whole 
of its constituents from the rocks 
underlying it, although some organic 
acids and carbon, being the product of 
environment get into its formation 
independently. The classification of the 
types of soil of Orissa has to be mainly 
based on the relative silica-clay com
position. The other soil constituents, 
such as, potash, phosphates, 
manganese, iron, etc., which are born 
of the rocks below, provide a scope for 
examination but the present knowledge 
about them is so scanty that the matter 
is left out of consideration. Even in 
respect of calcium which is regarded as 
the most important constituent of 
Orissa's soil next to silica and clay ade
quate knowledge is wanting, except that 
it is found in the shape of limestones 
or kankar scattered over or buried in 
surface soil in all districts of Orissa. · 

THE NORTHERN PLATEAU 

53. This tract has a type of soil which 
is known as red earth. The granite 
which is so widespread in this region, 
gives rise to a rather coarse sandy soil 
with just sufficient clay to hold it 
together. The soil is comparatively 
open in texture. Moreover, there are 
extensive iron ore deposits in this area 
and the climate is humid. This results 
in accumulation of plenty of iron 
hydroxide on the surface, which causes 

the uppermost crust of the soil to set 
as hard as cement in the dry season. The 
soil is poor in organic matter and plant 
nutrients 'and is therefore not parti
cularly fertile and suitable for agricul- _ 
tural operations. These characteristics 
are most marked in Bamanghaty sub
division of Mayurbhanj district, Bonai 
subdivision of Sundargarh district and 
in the basin of Sundargarh subdivision. 

THE EASTERN GHATS REGION 

54. It has mostly lateritic soil, but as 
the region has varying levels of elevation 
and abounds in slopes and is subjected 
to difference in normal rainfall on -the 
lee-ward and wind-ward sides of the 
Ghats, the natural environment and 
the action of weather find maximum 
scope for formation of the soil .. The 
rains wash down the silica and kaolin 
contents of the soil and bring them to 
lower beds leaving a preponderance of 
aluminium and ferric oxides higher on 
the slope. The existence of higher 
percentage of iron oxide is the principal 
characteristic of laterite soil: 

. 55. The covering of laterite soil is 
generally superficial, being limited- to a 
few inches of thickness, though at times, 
it may be several feet, particularly at 
higher level. Laterite~ m:ay be classi
fied as high level or low level laterites on 
the basis of elevation at which they are 
found, resulting in difference in_ appear~ 
ance and properties. High level 
laterites are found in the uplands of 
Ganjam and Koraput and .may be 
divided into sub-classes according ·to 
constituents. In consequence of its 
high iron content, the laterite soil is 
useless for agricultural purposes and 
does not permit dense and thickly 
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developed jungle growth. The hill 
tribes practice shifting cultiyation on 
this soil. 

56. The soil of lower altitudes of the 
Eastern Ghats has greater silica rather 
than iron content and is more appro
priately called the red earth. Valuable 
bases which are drained down by water 
from higher levels, enrich the soil of 
the lower tracts, but even in the lower 
tracts, the bases generally remain 
separate in depressed or hollow spots in 
the form of solutions ultimately drying 
into grey earth while sand is left 
behind to form high crests of red 
earth. 

THE CENTRAL TRACT 

57. This tract has a. variety of soils, 
such as those that are formed out of the 
parent rock below and those that are 
transported from a distance and are 
redistributed. The black cotton soil is 
found on either side of river :Mahanadi, 
spreading from Angul and Athmalik sub
divisions on the left bank to Baudh sub
division on the right, extending far into 
the districts of Bolangir and Kalahandi 
alon<' the northern banks of the rivers 
Suktel and Tel. The black soil is also 
foun~ in the north-eastern part of dis
trict Ganjam. In Angul and Athmalik, 
the soil has a light black colour and is 
well-suited for bamboo plantation but 
elsewhere it is grey in colour, good for 
scrub jungle. The black soil has a higher 
content of a clay mineral· called mont .. 
morillonite, remarkable for swelling pro
perties on wetting.- It has usually an 
admixture of kankar and is therefore 
limey. The~ soil cracks during the 

. summer· and becomes sticky during the 
rains. It is not ideal for building pur
poses but is more productive than red 
soil. Application of nitrogenous manure 
renders the soil suitable for growing 
foodcrops. 

58. The soil to the east of the river 
lb in Sambalpur district and extending 

upto Rairakhol subdivision is known as 
yellow soil. The colour is the outcome 
of iron oxide and silicic acid salts which 
occur in the soil. It is. sticky and is 
poor in fertility for cultiYated crop. 

59. Over the rest of the area compris
ed in the central tract, the soil is of 
distributed type. The innumerable 
streams of this tract drain granitic and 
gneissic rocks, so that the sediments are 
mainly sandy, but proportion of clay 

- increases downstream in consequence 
of sorting. But at places, there are 
clay sediments followed in the lower 
courses by sand. This is possible 
because where the streams traverse 
clayey rocks, the sediments contain 
more of clay and where they pass over 
siliceous rocks, there will be greater 
proportion of sand. In the mica-schist 
area of Sambalpur district, the soil is 
of the type of potter's clay, while the 
Gondwana beds lower down in 
Dhenkanal district contain heavy loam 
in the soil. Laterite caping is also 
present to some extent in this tract, 
On the whole, the central tract is more · 
widely covered with redistributed 
surface soils than any other natural 
tract in Orissa. 

THE COASTAL DIVISION 

60. It contains deltaic alluvial soil. 
It has larger content of clay, but the 
soil in various parts of the delta may 
be differentiated according to the clay
silica composition. In the northernmost 

. section which lies in district of Balasore 
and which has been formed by the 
rivers Subarnarekha, Burabalang and 
Salandi, the soil is sandy loam, while in 
the delta of the Baitarani and Brahmani 
stretching over Bhadrak and J ajpur 
subdivisions, the soil varies from clay 
loam to stiff clay. The delta of the 
Mahanadi which covers portions of 
Cuttack and Puri districts has a liberal 
proportion of clay and silt but further 
south, the Rushikulya delta of Ganjam 
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is remarkably sandy. There is a narrow 
stretch of saline soil along the sea 
board and also marshy and swampy 
patches of land here and there. Sand 
dunes are noticeable along the surf
beaten ~oast. 

SoiL EROSION 

61. As in the case of soil distribution, 
there has been no survey of soil 
erosion in Orissa. No information is 
available regarding the extent of scouring 
of the soil, the extent of erosion by 
action of wind, the loss of tonnage of 
soil per acre of cultivated area, the 
acreage of ravine lands formed due to 
erosion an~ so on. Even in the 
absence of such information, there is no 
difficulty in coming to the conclusion 
that soil erosion has been going on on 
account of such reasons as formation of 
fissures or nallahs, over-grazing and 
extension of cultivation. The extraction 
of stumps and roots and the destruction 
of forests and scrub jungle done in the 
interest ofintensive Cultivation Scheme 
or Grow More Food Campaign expose 
the bare land to the quick work of 
water and wind with . the result that 
the top soil, which is generally fertile, 
is lost. Nothing has been done to 

prevent or retard the pace of this loss 
by blocking the fissures, strengthening 
embankments and bunds, planting of 
suitable trees, grass or fodder crops or by 
stopping indiscriminate. grazing and 
destruction of jungle growth. The 
consequences are felt in the tragedy of 
loss in the yield of crops, silting of 
anicuts and dams and rising up of the 
beds of' rivers, particularly in the 
coastal division, which in turn, has 
been causing devastating floods in the 
country at frequent intervals. 

62. In the coastal division, soil erosion 
does not appear to have become a 
serious problem. Some extent of erosion, 
caused by over-grazing and opening of 
land for cultivation purposes in this 
division is mostly counter-balanced by 
the slow but steady deltaic activity of 
its rivers. The problem, however, is 
different in the inland division, 
particularly in the Eastern ·Ghats 
Region, where the steeply inclined hill 
slopes and the undulating surface soils 
are subjected to rapid erosion due to 
heavy rainfall and stream activity. This 
again is aggravated by deforestation. 
The problem calls. for early preventive 
measures. 

VII. Climate and RainfaiJ 
63. As characteristic of maritime 

tropical countries, Orissa may be 
roughly said to have three seasons, the 
cold weather, the hot weather and the 
rains. The cold weather lasts from 
November to February. The hot 
weather commences in March and 
te~min~tes with the setting in of the 
rams m June. Thereafter the rains 
continue till the month of October. 
The climatological particulars of the two 
natural divisions are mentioned below 
separately. 
ORISSA INLAND DIVISION 

64. This division consists of mountains 
peaks, low hills, valleys and plains: 

interspersed among one another and 
varying in altitude upto nearly 4,000 
feet. In an area of such varying 
orography and physical features, the 
climatic conditions are expected to vary 
considerably. . · .~ . ' . 

65. December is the coldest month of 
the year when the mean. maximum 
temperature is 80°F at ~ari:tbalpur (500 
feet above sea level) _an<;l 77°F at 
Koraput (3,000 feet above ~ea level). 
The mean minimum is 54°F and 48° F 
respectively. The · lowest mm1mum 
temperature recorded is 40°F at Sambal
pur and 37°F at Koraput. December 
is the driest month of the year, when 

2 
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little or. no rain is recorded. In 
January and February, howeYer, some 
rain amounting to half an inch or one 
inch occurs, generally as thunder
showers. 

66. The weather starts getting hot by 
March and continues so upto the onset 
of the monsoon in June. In May, the 
hottest month of the year, the mean 

· maximum temperature is 107°F at 
Samhalpur, hut very much lower, 94°F 
at Koraput. In the hilly areas, the 
temperature is expected to he apprecia
bly lower than in the valleys or plains. 
Samhalpur has recorded the highest 
maximum temperature of 117°F in :May 
and ll6°F in June, whreas at Koraput 
it has been only l04:°F. Thunderstorms 
are fairly frequent during the hot 
season and some of them are accompani-
ed by showers and squalls. ' 

67. The onset of the monsoon which 
takes place by about the lOth or 15th of 
June is preceded by the pre-monsoon 
thunderstorms which are very frequent. 
Even during the monsoon ·season, there 
is very pronounced thunderstorm acti
vity. The period June to September is 
the rainiest part of the year and July 
and August are the wettest ·months. 
Nearly 60 per cent of the annual rainfall 
·is recorded during these two months. 
The division lies in the path of the 
cyclonic storms or depressions · which 
pass accross north India from the Bay of 
Bengal and in association with their 
formation and mo~ement' very heavy 
rain is sometimes experienced. Sam-

. halpur has thus recorded in a single day 
10 inches of rain in June, 15·8 inches in 
July, 10·5 inches in August and 6·8 
inches in.Septemher and October. The 
rainfall in this division is mainly 
control'ed by the formation and move
ment of these monsoon depressions. In 
those years when these are few or are 
not of sufficient intensity, rainfall is 
much below normal and in other years 
when monsoon depressions form one 

after another in succession, there is an 
abundance of rainfall sometimes leading 
to floods. Thus, Sambalpur, which 
receives on an average 20·56 inches of 
rain in July had 41·96 inches of rain in 
that month in 1892, but on·y 7·43 in
ches in 1911. Similarly in August, when 
the average rainfall is 19·04: inches, a 
quantity of 35·83 inches of rain was 
recorded in 1907 hut only 4•75 inches in 

· 1892. .The rainfall in the wettest year 
at Sambalpur was 91 inches and that 
dUring the driest year 37 inches 
compared to an average annual of 66 
inches. The monsoon generally '\lith
draws from the division by about the 
15th October. The weather starts 
cooling by November. 

ORISSA CoAsTAL DIVISION 

68. This division is directly in the 
track of storms which frequently cross 
inland from the Bay of Bengal during 
the south-west monsoon. Rainfall is 
more in the northern districts than in 
the southern. On an average, about 60 
inches of rain falls in the northern dis
tricts while in the southern districts, it 
is about 50 inches. In the rainiest year 
the northern districts have received as 
much as 100 inches while in the southern 
districts the maximum was about 80 
inches. Another important feature of 
the division is that the rainfall has never 
fallen below 50 per cent of the normal. 
In the plains, the south-west monsoon 
Iains are heav.ier inland than on the 
coast whi"e the north-east monsoon gives 
mora rain on the coast than in the 
interior. Data of over 50 rain recording 
station; and of the observatories at 
Ba~asore, Cuttack, Puri and · Gopalpur 
illustrate the climatic features. 

69. December to Febmary has a fine 
weather except occas·onally when. the 
weather is slightly disturbed and light 
rainfall for about one or two days each 
month occur near the coast. Two to 
five days of thunder each month have 



been recorded near the hills. The early 
mornings are cool and misty. For about 
five to ten. days in December and 
January, thick mist persists till about 
10 A.M. in the Mahanadi delta. The 
early morning temperature is of the 
order of 60°F and the afternoon 
temperature ranges between 83°F to 
88°F. The lowest temperature of 44°F 
has been recorded at Balasore and 46°F 
at Cuttack. Winds are mainly N-NW. 
In the afternoons, winds near the coast 
become easterly in December changing 
to southerly in February. 

70. March to May is the hottest season 
with the average maximum temperature 
in the northern districts of Balasore and 
Cuttack about l00°F and in the southern 
districts about 90°F. In May, a 
temperature of ll6°F has been recorded 
at Balasore and Cuttack. Gopalpur has 
once recorded. ll0°F in May, . Puri 
having never recorded more than 103 °F. 
Skies get more clouded with the advance 
of the season and together with it, 
rainfall associated with thundershowers. 
occur. On the average, about 5-6 
inches of rain falls, the northern districts 
getting more than the southern ones. 
The frequency of thunderstorms 
increases from 6 days in March to 12 
days in May. Winds are south-westerly 
but change to southerly in the evenings. 

71. June to September is the main 
rainy season when the south-west 
monsoon contributes nearly three
quarters of the annual rainfall. Monsoon 
advances in the first week of June usuallv 
ushered in by depressions which form · 
at the head of the Bay of Bengal. A 
series of such depressions which move 
west or north-west cross the Orissa coast 
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in July and August-giving widespread 
and heavy rain. Associated with cyclonic 
storms, Balasore and Cuttack have 
recorded rainfalls of 13·67 inches and 
12·63 inchs respectively in a day. The 
atmosphere becomes hazy and visibility 
is reduced to less than 2 miles on many 
days. Winds are SW-S. The monsoon 

t· generally withdraws in the last week of 
September or first week of October. 
But in October, a few storms which 
form in the Bay of Bengal re~urve near 
Madras coast and · move north or 
north-east affecting weather over the 
Orissa coast. They cause very heavy 
rain near the coast. On one single day 
in October, a rainfall of 12·48 inches and 
10·09 inches have been recorded at Puri 
and Gopalpur respectively. On the 
average, about 11-12 inches of rain falls 
in the southern districts and about 7-8 
inches in the northern districts during 
the months of October and November. 

RAINFALL STATISTICS 

72. The monthly rainfall during the 
year 1950 in the districts of Orissa is 
given in the following page together with 
the annual normal rainfall for each 
district.* The annual normal is the 
arithmatical mean computed by the usual . 
method of dividing the sums of the 
appropriate rainfall amounts for the 
district by the number of years to which 
the date relates. The period on the basis 
of which the normals are calculated for 
any station or district is not fixed, nor is 
it the fame for all stations or districts. 
As much of the available data as 
possible are utilised for computing the 
normals for each locality. Normals are, 
however, not. worked out with less than 
five years data .. 

'" Figures obtained from Deputy Director-General of Observatories, Poona. 
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MOnthly RainfaU ( in inches ) in Orissa in 1950 
Annual 

Diatric& Januaf7 Febru- 11arch April May June July August Septem- Octo- Novem- Dooem. normal 
ary ber ber ber ber rainfall 

CuUack 
Balaaore 
l'uri 

Sambalpur 
Ganjam 

ltorapu' 

DhenkaDAI 
K(ODjhar 
Phulbani 

Bolangir 
8~arh 

Kalahandi 
:rdayurbhanj 

0 
0 
0 

·0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

Cl-60 !·50 0"117 2·39 8·91 13·19 U·U 
o-n s·e.; o-u 3·79 8·68 12·35 s·3% 
Cl-38 3•83 1·05 2•31 10•(6 12-59 9·59 

1•27 !1•62 
1·01 S·lt 
0"73 1'16 

1•33 t·90 
()-69 2·90 
1•37 4•91 

3·51 
3•13 
2·11 

3·36 

0 0·06 8·08 15·09 21•23 
o·4a 1·21 6·61 \c·2s 7·33 
0"39 1·92 N,6 11·45 13·03 

o-o8 No 5·52 8·82 13·96 
0"27 6·07 7-59 15•32 11·25 
&13 1·60 12·66 13•00 15·77 

0 0 
0 
0 

0.51 1'31 

9•81 13·69 13•52 
10·36 20·21 14·69 

10•32 10·85 

12•93 
11·83 

7·75 

7•42 
5•92 
6•22 

7•00 
9·90 
8•35 

7•55 

6·85 

9•46 

2·49 
3·25 
2·66 

0·38 
3•03 
2·97 

1·46 
0·78 
0·77 

1'42 

8·40 
7·t7 
9•31 

1-09 
6·31 
4•71 

3·49 
4·98 
5•86 

1-26 

1•25 
2·43 
3·26 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

58• 51 
59•41 
57•38 

60·56 
61-93 
59· 58 

55·91 
62"13 
63•65 

58•16 
t15•65 

54·76 
63"46 

73. The following statement shows the annual rainfall of all districts from 1931 
to 1950. 

Annual Rainfall ( in inches ) of Districts of Orissa ( 1931-1950 ) 

Nameolthe 
district 

Cot tack 
Balaaore 
Puri 

Sambalpur 
Ganjam 
Koraput 

Dhenkanal 
Keonjhar 
l'hulbani 

Bolangir 
Sundargarh 
Kalahandi 
Mayurbhanj 

Name of the 
di&trid 

Cut tack 
Balaaore 
Puri 

Sambalpur 
Ganjam 
Koraput • 

Dhenkanal 
Keonjhar 
l'hulbani 

·~ 

Bolangir 
Sundargarh 
Kalahandi 
Mayurbhanj •• 

Annual rainfall for the year ,__ .......... _______________ --------
1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 

69•01 56•35 75·89 57·80 48·86 81•14 60·53 51'38 
67·09 68·G5 83·20 68·36 47•47 75·55 63·69 56·54 
54•23 58·78 65·57 52•58 48•04 82•04 59·62 60·62 

60·61 5H9 74·64 61·84 51'48 74·48 71·01 56·80 
49•79 50•99 72·00 44•70 35•53 61·65 47.99 50•32 
65•87 53•56 66•30 64.81 48•92 73•20 57•84 65•70 

58·45 58•14 73•75 54-18 44•49 70•09 56·65 47·65 
66·07 63·21 63•54 59•05 49•82 66•06 71•51 58•40 
51•21 61•96 91•98 65•53 53•64 88•68 69·31 53•89 

60•67 66·72 80·92 57·29 39•34 74'18 64'16 45·57 
61•08 51•77 63•99 74·20 56•46 82·39 67•50 57•04 
38·34 59•05 67•92 59·39 42•77 71•35 63·76 57•69 
64•62 60•92 78·63 51•90 56•92 65•93 70•45 52•18 

Annual rainfall for the year 

-~ 
1939 19'0 

47·81 
51•29 
48•51 

75·51 
46•32 
58·97 

65·16 
62·93 
80·46 

69·68 
72·26 
58·41 
74•58 

65•01 
73•36 
67•43 

62·23 
62·39 
60·46 

60·66 
81•46 
69•90 

65•08 
60•80 
58•70 
83·97 

------~--·-------.......-,. 
1941 

60·39 
70•32 
49•23 

64·81 
4H2 
61•79 

64•66 
72·91 
69•193 

46•37 
70·37 
38•49 
74•75 

1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 

53·92 
54•33 
49·50 

57•25 
41-74 
47'57 

49·07 
68•33 
56·13 

68·92 
63·34 
49·40 
70·33 

57·21 
60•28 
68·41 

76·88 

57'51 

65·65 
63·97 
77'50 

61-61 
83·69 
70·61 
83•22 

67·97 
69·62 
70·69 

67·71 
58·46 
63·69 

68·51 
62·17 
74·75 

60·34 
59·89 
68·82 
69·29 

51•13 
63•35 
57•04 

60·86 
47·91 
39•07 

51•09 
61·90 
64:67 

52•77 
62•01 
69·11 
64•62 

66•39 
77•28 
67•31 

67•79 
54•32 
72•17 

64·93 
77•18 
57•68 

45•40 
74•111 
48"93 
81'40 

64·73 
51·03 
56•42 

52·61 
61•53 
63•58 

47·96 
67•03 
63·66 

48-18 
49·38 
68•83 
56•62 

58·64 
56•66 
57·63 

46·21 66·62 
61•9] 59•58 
52•04 59·88 

48•91 62·88 
45•45 60•62 
65•15 101·24 

50·34 
57·61 
41•53 

52•07 
63·9? 

69·10 

59·72 

52•92 

62•83 

57.24 
45•26 
60•34 

45•96 
69•76 
64•42 

51•85 
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VIII. Forests 

AREA 

7 4. Orissa has extensive and rich 
forests. The total area under forests is 
approximately 23,000 square miles, 
comprising-

(i) Demarcated forests 10,256 square 
miles out of which 8,524 square 
miles are reserved and the rest 
protected forests. 

( ii) Undemarcated forests 6,534 
square miles containing pro
tected forests and Khasra 
forests. 

(iii) Privately owned forests exceed
ing 6,000 square miles, which 
may completely come under 
the Government after abolition 
of Zamindaries. 

75. The demarcated and undemar
cated forests, with a total area of 16,790 
square miles as mentioned above, are 
under the direct control of the State 
Forest Department. Besides, a small 
extent of privately owned forests has 
also been taken under departmental 
control with a view to put an end to 
the indiscriminate and excessive exploi
tation of such forests for personal ends. 

CLASSIFICATION 

76. The control and management of 
the forests hitherto do not appear to be 
the result of a vigorous constructive 
policy. Forests have been classified 
under the Forest Act on the basis of 
the degree of' departmental control 
exercisable over them. Such a classifica
tion does not help to focus attention on 

management of forests by recommend
ing classification of forests on functional 
basis, which 34 years later was reiterat~ 
ed by the Royal Commission on Agri~ 
culture in India. It appears that the 
policy enunciated was not put into 
execution tilll952; when the needs of 
reconstruction schemes and develop
ment of industries and communications 
heavily demanding . all categories of 
forest produce led to the re-orientation 
of the forest policy afresh. t Accord .. 
ingly, forests are to be classifie~ on 
functional basis as follows :-

(i) Protection forests, i.e., those 
forests which might be preserv
ed or created for physical and 
climatic considerations; 

(ii) National forests, i.e., those w:hich 
have to be. maintained and 
managed to meet the needs of 
defence, communications, indus
try and other general purposes 
of public importance ; 

(iii) Village forests, i.e.; those which 
have to be maintained to 
provide firewood to release 
cowdung for manure, and to 
yield small timber for agri
cultural implements and other 

· forest produce for local require
ments and to provide grazing 
for cattle ; · 

(iv) Tree-lands, i.e., those areas 
which though outside the scope 
of the ordinary forest manage
ment are essential for the 
amelioration of 1 the physical 
conditions of the country. the object. of • mana~ement from .the . , 

point of VIew 'of natwnal well-bemg. 77. The functional classification, rather 
As early as 1894* the Government of than the classification based on the 
India enunciated the general policy of degree of departmental control, will 

------~-------~------~-----------------•Resolution No. 22-F., dated the 19~h Oc•ober 1894 of the Government of India in the Department of Revenue 
and Agriculture. 

t Resol~tion No. 13-1/52-F., dated the 12th May 1952 of the Ministry of Food and Agriculture, Government of 
Ind1a. . 

. ' 
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help to indicate if the utility of a 
particular forest is of local, commercial 
or national significance. The area of 

. · · Orissa's forests classified on functional 
basis is not available and so the study 
of the part which the forests will play in 
the economy of the State will be 
restricted.. · There can hardly be any 

- ·doubt, however, that the forests of 
Orissa, if properly developed, will be a 
source of wealth and strength for the 
country. 
DISTRICTWISE DISTRIBUTION 

78. The distribution of the demar
cated and undemarcated forests in 
different districts is shown below :-

Total area of Demar- Undemar-
S~te and district demarcated, cated cated 

ORISSA 

Ori118A Inland 
Division. 

Ori .. a Coastal 
Divi1ion 

Cut tack 
Balaaore 
Puri 

8ambalpur •• 
Ganjam 

.Agsru:y .. 
PlaiM 

Koraput ,, 
Dhenkanal ,, 
Keonjhar .. 
Phulbani .. 

undemarcated forests fores~s 
fonste 

16,'790 

1',364 

2,426 

252 
375 

1,076 

1,990 
870 
141 
123 

.. 
2,029 
1,500 
1,316 

10,256 

8,499 

1,'75'7 

200 
75 

758 

1,530 
870 
141 
'123 

.. 
1,218 

700 
1,016 

6,534 

5,865 

669 

52 
300 
317 

460 

74,1 
800 
300 

Bolangir , • '732 461 269 
Sundargarh , , 2,423 1,513 910 
Kalahaadi • , 1,991 691 1,300 
Mayurbhanj.. 2,236 1,151 1,085 

79. In addition to the demarcated 
and undemarcated forests, the Anual 
Administration Report of the Forest 
Department for 1949-50 ·approximately 
shows the area of privately owned forests 
as 6,000 square miles as follows :-

Xalahaadi 

fllundargarh 

Cuttaok 

Ganjam 

Eonp11' 

400 square mile1 

GOO square miles 

250 square miles 

'150 square miles 

• • ,,100 tquare miles 

EXTENT 

80. The Director of Forests, Orissa 
agrees that the figures shown above may 
be much less than the correct extent of 
Zamindary forests. In fact, the above 
total of 6,000 square miles does not 
include any Zamindary forests in many 
districts, namely, Sambalpur, Puri, 
Balasore, etc., although these districts 
are known to have some extent of 
Zamindary forests. It is also likely 
that the area of Zamindary forests in 
the districts named in the Annual 
Administration Report may be less than 
the correct figure. Under the circums
tances, it may be reasonable to hold that 
the total extent of Zamindary forests 
exceeds 6,000 square miles. Accordingly, 
Orissa may be shown to possess 23,000 
square miles of . forest area. in round 
figure, of which an extent of 16,790 
square miles constitute Government 
Controlled forests and the rest privately 
owned forests. These private forests 
will be soon forming part of the ,State 
forests when abolition of Zamindari is 
achieved. As the State has an area of 
60,136 square miles, the extent of forests 
works out to 38·2 per cent of the area of 
the State. According to the present 
National Forest Policy, India aims to 
maintain one-third of its total land 
area under forests. Orissa has thus 
more than this proportion. Correct 
information regarding the extent of 
forests in other States is not available, 
but it is likely that Assam a.nd Madhya 
Pradesh of all States in India may 
have a larger proportion of forest 
areas than Orissa while other States have 
a lower percentage. 

INCOME AND FOREST IftoDUCE 

81. The gross income from forest 
revenue exceeded Rs. 86 lakhs in the 
year 1949-50. When the undemarcated 
forests are demarcated, and the privately 
owned forests are brought under control, 
the revenue will improve considerably. 
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82. Among the forest produce, the 
most important items are timber and 
fuel which yielded an income of about 
Rs. 41lakhs and Rs. 13lakhs respective
ly in the year 1949-50. Bamboo is 
under extensive exploitation in Angul, 
Athmalik, Hindol, Daspalla, Narsing
pur, Sambalpur, Rairakhol and Bamra 
for manufacture of paper pulp. Short 

term leases of three years are given in 
respect of minor forest products, such as~ 
Sabaigrass, Mohua flower, lac, cane, 
catechu, honey, charcoal, hide, tamarind 
and broom grass. Kendu leaves are 
generally leased out for a term of five 
years,. yielding more th~n'. 14 lakhs as 
revenue per year. ··' .. " · • : ·· · 



CHAPTER I 
General Population 

SECTION I 
Preliminary Remarks 

PoPULATION 

1. The population of Orissa as it is 
recorded on the reference date of the 
present census operations, namely, at 
sunrise on the 1st March 1951, is 
14,645,946. The population of the areas 
which to-day form the State of Orissa 
was 13,767,988 in 1941.. The present 
population has thus increased by 877,958, 
in other words by 6·38 per cent during 
the last decade. This figure includes 
the displaced persons from ·Pakistan 
numbering 20,039. The present popula
tion of the State numbering 14,645,946 
is constituted of 7,242,892 males and 
7,403,054 females, the percentage of 
sex being 49·45 and 50·55 respectively. 
The population of 1941 comprises 48·71 
per cent males. and 51·29 per cent 

· females. During the last 10 years, the 
males have increased by 536,405 and 
the females by a lesser margin of 341,553. 
Even then, Orissa to-day is a country 
with a majority of females in the general 
population. 

COM:P ARISON WITH OTHER STATES 

2. On. point of numerical strength· of 
the population, Orissa is a small State 
as compared with others in India. By 
far the most populous State· in India 
is Uttar Pradesh, with a population of 
over 6·32 millions, the next in order being 
Madras having 57·0 millions of persons 
living there. Orissa stands 7th among 
the nine Part A States, and 9th among 
all States in India, for among other 
States, Hyderabad and Rajasthan have 
larger population than Orissa. The 

population ()f a few important States in 
India is shown below :-· 

State Persons Males Females 

INDIA* 356,829,485 183,305,654 173,523,831 

Uttar Pradesh .. 63,215,742 33,098,866 30,116,876 
Madras .. 57,016,002 28,419,003 28,596,999 
Bihar .. 40,225,947 20,223,675 20,002,272 

Bombay .. 35,956,150 18,614,862 17,341,288 
West Bengal 24,810,308 13,345,441 ll,464,867 
Madhya Pradesh 21,247,533 10,662,812 10,684,721 

Hyderabad .. 18,655,108 9,431,062 9,224,046 
Rajasthan .. 15,290,797 7,961,673 7,329,124 
Orissa .. 14,645,946. 7,242,892 7,403,054 
Punjab (I) .. 12,641,205 6,786,934 5,854,271 

Travancore-Cochin 9,280,425 4,620,803 4,659,622 
Mysore 9,074,972 4,657,409 4,417,563 
Assam 9,043,707 4,812,166 4,231,541 
Madhya Bharat 7,954,154 4,133,075 3,821,079 

REFERENCE 'lO STATISTICS 

3. The main set of statistics on the 
basis of which the present Report has 
been written is contained in a series of 
Tables published in Parts II-A and 11-B 
of this Report. Part II-A of the 
Report contains General l?opulation 

·Tables, Social and Cultural Tables and 
Tables relating to Ownership and 
Cultivation of land. In these Tables 
will be found statistics relating to area, 
houses and population of districts, 
subdivisions, police-stations and towns. 
Part 11-B contains Economic Tables and 
Tables relating to Household and Age 
Composition. 

4. In addition to the main tables as 
mentioned above, a number of Subsi
diary Tables have been prepared from 
the main tables as well as from informa
tion available from Departments of 
State Government and other sources. 

*Fiaures for the State of Jammu and Ka1hmir and Part B Tribal areas or AMam not included. 
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Each Chapter of this Report has a set 
of Subsidiary Tables appearing at the 
end of the text of the Chapter. 

There was no corres
ponding table in 1941. 

1·8-Livelihood Pattern of 
5. The discussions embodied in the 

present Chapter are supported by a 
series of 8 Tables, known as Subsidiary 
Table 1 Series, as mentioned below:-

Table 1·1-Area and population, 
actual and percentage by 
police-station density. 
This corresponds to the 
Subsidiary Table No. II 
of main Table I of 1941 
and to the Subsidiary 
Table III of Chapter I of 
1931. 

1·2-Variation and Density of 
.General Population. This 
corresponds to the Subsi
diary Table to the main 
Table II of 1941 and to 
the Subsidiary Tables II 
and IV of Chapter I of 
1931. 

General Population. No 
corresponding table m 
earlier decades. 

NoN-CENsus DATA INADEQUATE AND 
ERRONEOUS 

6. In considering the various aspects 
of population the insufficiency of the 
existing knowledge derived from non
census data is striking. The registration 
of births and deaths is not only grossly 
deficient but has undergone marked 
deterioration during the last decade as 
observed in course of this Chapter. The 
margin of error in the vital statistics 
of the coastal districts is very high,· 
while the recorded figures relating to the 
inland districts are thoroughly unaccept
able. It may be seen that birth rates 
and death rates in some localities have 
been shown so low as 5 per mille or so, 
and that in view of the partial collapse 
of the registration system since the war 

1·3-lnter-Census Growth rate time, added to the inherent defects in 
during three decades. This the system since its inception, the under-
corresponds more or less registration in birth records may be 
to the Subsidiary Table V taken to be 45 to 50 per cent while that 
of Chapter I of 1931. in the record of deaths may nearly be 
There was no such Sub, 30 per cent. In view of this highly 
sidiary Table in 1941. · erroneous and misguiding character of 

N corres- the recorded figures, the need for collec-
1•4-Immigration. • 0 

1
. tion of more complete and accurate data. 

Ponding table in ear 1er 1 t' t 't 1 t t' t' · · d d . • re a mg o VI a s a IS ws requrres no 
eca es. · . · · · argument in support. Worse still are 

1·5-Emigration. No .. corres- · ·. · the non-census data, such as, agricultural 
ponding table in earlier · statistics used in other Chapters of this 
decades. •. Report, . regarding which observations 

1·6--Migration between the will be made in due course. 
State and other pa;rts of INDISPENSABILITY OF UP·TO•DATE 
India. No corresponding STATISTICS 
table in earlier decades. 7. The necessity of collection of reliable 

1·7-Variation in Natural and complete data is not limited to vital 
Population. This corres- or agricultural statistics alone, but 
ponds to Subsidiary Table extends to general demographic matters 
VI of Chapter I of 1931. as well. Such information is indis-
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pensably necessary to any Government 
which considers itself modern, so that 
orderly development of the unbounded 
resources of the State and wise planning 
for the future may be facilitated. The 
mere improvement in the recording of 
births and deaths may not be sufficient. 
Problems of population are multi-headed 
and are by no means confined to enter 
and exit from this worldly stage. The 
growth of population is a continuing 
process, and in this age of speed and 
acceleration in all fields, the system of 
decennial census, unaided by intercensal 
investigation of population trend$, is 
fast growing obsolete. Deploring the 
absence of intercensal continuity, and 
commenting on the views of Mr. Yeatts, 
the Census Commissioner for India in 
1941, an author on India's Population 
Problems observes,* "The Indian 
Census is a kind of comet appearing once 
in every ten years in the statistical 
firmament, attracting much attention 
at its culmination, but passing away 
eventually unnoticed. The present 
Indian Census throws only one slender 
beam of rather dubious light on a 
subject that should be under the watchful 
observation of the eye of a cinecamera. 
Therefore, the primary reform from the 
purely statistical and demographic points 
of view, would be to have a permanent· 

census body at the federal capital with 
provincial and state branches having a 
large measure of administrative auto
nomy." With all the gravity of consi
deration in its favour, the Government' 
of India decided in May 1949 to initiate 
steps forthwith for developing. and 
improving the systemati~ collection of 
statistics bearing upon the size and 
growth of population. In 'pursuance of 
the above decision, a single permanent 
organization at the Centre was establish
ed under the Registrar General, India. 
Corresponding permanent organizations 
at State level were indispensably neces
sary and so the Registrar General 
examined the question and reached 
definite conclusions regarding the manner 
in which the problem of improvement of 
population data in the country as a whole 
should be tackled. The State Govern
ments were then requested to give effect 
to certain operative proposals in this 
connection. Orissa would be well 
advised to accept these -proposals of 
the Govermpent of India, like many 
other States which have already signified 
their consent and given e;ffect to the 
Scheme. Orissa's necessity of improve
ment of population data is not less 
pressing than that of any other State 
in 1ndia. 

'*India'a Population-Fact •.nd Pplicy by lil. Chandraaekhar, P. 118. 
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SECTION II 
General Distribution and Density 

I. The economy of Orissa, as of India is_ 
primarily agricultural. About SO per 
cent of the people are directly dependent 
on cultivation. The population is so 
overwhelmingly rural that it has 
copcentrated in good arable areas 
wliere the terrain is level, soil rich and 
irrigation adequate. \Vhere such 
maximum agricultural facilities are 
absent, people are fewer in number. 
The density map of Orissa shows at a 
glance that the densest belt of poupla
tion lies along the sea coast and then 
along the valley of the river Mahanadi. 
The least crowded areas appear to be at 
two 1a · flung positions on the extreme 
nor.h-west and the extreme south. The 
main cluster of population is along the 
south-east and the central region, 
compared to which the extreme north
west and south seem sparse and insub
stantial. Here there are vast tracts of 
forests and mountains which are either 
sparsely inhabited or are devoid of 
inhabitants. Similarly the regions which 
are unirrigated or have low rainfall 
carry smaller population. 

COMPARISON WITH INDIA 

2. The area, population and density 
of Orissa may be compared with those 
of India as follows :-

Area in 
Sq.M. Population Density per 

Sq.M. 

India 12,69,640 356,829,485 812* 
Ori88a 60,136 lf,U5,946 24f 

Orissa forming 4•7 per cent of India's 
area holds 4·1 per cent of India's popula
tion. This may signify that the State 
should be able to support a little more 
than its present proportion of popula
tion, judging alone from the all-India 
average. 

Co~ABISON WITH OTHER STATES 

3. It will be of interest to compare the 
area, population and density of Orissa 
with those of other States in India as 
given below:-

State Density Area in 
Population Sq.M. 

Delhi .. 3,017 578 1,744,072 
Tr~vancore-Co~hin 1,015 9,144 9,280,425 
West Bengal 806 30,775 24,810,308 

Bihar 572 70,330 40,225,947 
Uttar Pradesh .. 557 113,409 63,215,742 
Madras 446 127,790 57,016,002 

Punjab 338 37,378 12,641,205 
Bombay 323 111,434 35,956,150 
Myaore 308 29,489 9,074,972 

Orissa 244 60,136 14,645,946 
Hyderabad 227 82,168 18,655,108 
Assam 176 85,012 9,043,707 
Madhya PradeSh 163 130,272 21,247,533 

4. The above list arranged in order of 
density shows Orissa occupying a posi
tion below many of the States in India. 
Orissa has less than half the den_sity of 
Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal or Bihar 
but has decidedly more than Assam or 
Madhya Pradesh. Orissa is thus not 
more thickly settled than most States in 
India. 
CoMPARISON WITH OTHER CouNTRIES 

5. The_ density of Orissa compares 
with the density of a few typical 
countries of the World as follows :-

Name of the Date of 
country census 

EgyLt 1947 
Eng and and 1940 

Wales 
Japan .. 1940 
Orissa .. 1951 
Hungary .. 1941 

U.S.S.R . .. 1939 
Canada 1941 
Australia and 1943 

Possessions. 

Area (in 
thousand 

Sq. M.) 

13•5 
58·3 

147•5 
60•1 
66·3 

8,351•0 
3,466•0 
3,065•0 

Popula-
tion (in Density 
thou-
sands) 

19,090 1,406 
41,862 718 

73,114 496 
14,645 244 
)4,683 221 

192,667 23 • 
11,507 3 

7.332 2 

• Calculated by excluding uncenaueed areas. 
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6. So far as superficial area is con
cerned, Orissa is a little larger than 
England and Wales but the latter has 
about three times the population of 
the former. The country which· is 
approximately equal to Orissa in popula
tion, density and area is Hungary. But 
Australia with her possessions which is 
51 times bigger than Orissa in area, 
contains only half of Orissa's population. 
Egypt, on the other hand, which is 
smaller than the area of two districts of 
Orissa, namely, Ganjam and Koraput, 
has a population exceeding that of 
Orissa by a considerable margin. 
Comparing with Russia, Orissa's density 
of population appears to be ten times 
greater than that of Russia. So 

·--...... --

extreme is the disparity of density in 
different countries of the World! Such 
disparity is bound to create problems. 
Western Europe which sent out waves 
of migrants to different · countries 
'during the last three centuries is again 
teeming with millions of surplus popula
tion so that an International Committee 
for the movement of emigrants was set 
up in Brussels in December 1951 to 
adjust the balance between the over. 
population in Europe and equally 
serious under-population in the fast 
developing areas of Cannada, Australia 
and South America. 

7. The following diagram displays 
the comparative area, density and 
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population of Orissa and some important 
States in India, as well as of India as 
a whole and three foreign countries, 
namely, England and 'Vales, Japan and 
Hungary. , For want of space, other 
typical countries could not be shown. 
The base of the rectangle represents area, 

· at the rate of one inch equal to 2,00,000 
· ~square miles. The height of the 
. rectangle represents density, one inch 

being equivalent to 200 persons per 
square mile. The area of the rectangle 
shows the total popula.tion of the 
country, as the total population is 
obtained by multiplying area by density 
of the country concerned. The diagram ' 
shows considerable disparity in these 
aspects between different States in 
India. Travancore-Cochin, for example, 
has the look of a long thin stick while 
Assam looks like a short thick block of 
wood. Hungary and Orissa are, however, 
not much different from one another. 

AVERAGE DENSITY 

8. The average density of 'Orissa 
as mentioned above, is 244: per square 
mile. On a reference to the Subsidiary 
Table 1·1, it will appear that there are 
vast regions with scant population, the 
outstanding cases being the .districts of 
Phulbani, Koraput and Sundargarh. 
There are others that have an extremely 
dense population, such as the Sadar 
subdivision of Cuttack, Berhampur 
subdivision of Ganjam and several 
police-station areas in the co1stal dis
tricts. 

Tm:m.Y PoPULATED AREAs 

9. Considering 244 persons per square 
mile as the average density of Orissa, it 
would be reasonable to treat areas with 
less than this number as thinly populated 
and areas with more than this number as 
thickly nopulated. But the Subsidiary 
Table 1·1 prepared on an all-India basis 
does not show ·.u as a dividing line for 
exhibiting areas of varying density. 

(CHAP. I 

Immediately lower division relate to 
the density of 200 and less. As it is 
possible to get figures on this basis, it 
will be convenient to treat police-station 
areas with a population of 200 or less to 
a square mile as thinly populated areas. 
As such, it is seen that the thinly 
populated arel. of the State with less 
than 200 persons to a square mile extends 
over an area of 52·4 per cent of the 
a·ea of the State but contains only 
23·3 p1:- cent of its total population. 
Goin~ further down to. areas with lesser 
density, namely areas containing less 
than hO persons to a square mile, it 
appears that about one-fourth of the 
area ofthe State contains one-sixteenth 
of the total population, or to be more 
precise, 6·4 per cent of the total popula
tion occupies 24·5 per cent of the area 
of the State. 

TnrcKLY PoPULATED AREAS 

10. In view of the considerations 
mentioned above, areas having 200 or 
more persons to a square mile may be 
treated as thickly populated areas. 
When police-stations having such a 
density of population are grouped 
together, it is seen that they contain 
nearly three-fourths of the State's 
population in less than half the area of 
the State, or more specifically 47·6 per 
cent of the total area of the State holds 
76·7 per cent of the State's population. 
The most thickly populated area of the 
State with a density of 750 and over to a 
square mile s confined to 3·2 per cent of 
the State's area accommodating 13·0 
per cent of the population. This means 
roughly that one-seventh of the total 
population live in one-thirtieth of the 
total area of the State. Other tracts of 
the thickly populated areas have the 
following 1eatures :-

Density 

30()-(50 
4150--600 
600--750 

Peroenkge 
of area 

17•6 
8·6 
1•9 

Percentage of 
population 

26•0 
14·1 
5·5 
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ORISSA INLAND DIVISION 

ll. It contains 76·6 per cent of the 
area with apopulation of 54·4 per cent 
of the State. Average density is 175 per 
square mile. This natural division forms 
a part of the North-East Plateau Sub
Region which in turn is a part of the 
Peninsular Hills and Plateau Region. 
The ·Sub-Region has a density of 195 
and the Nat ural Region a density 
of 209 per square mile. · The Orissa 
Inland Division ther..:fore has lesser 
density of population than the Natural 
Sub-Region or the Natural Region of 
which it forms a part. It has a large 
extent of thinly populated areas, having 
leo;s than 200 persons to a square mile, 

; which constitute 66 per cent of the 
' area but contain only 41·4 per cent of 
the total population of the division. In 
other words, two-thirds of the area of 
this division contains a little over two
fifths of the population of the division.· 
31·1 per cent of the total area with 
a density less than 100 persons per 
square mile contains U·4 per cent of the 
population of the division, while 18·4 

, per cent of the area having density 
·. of 100-150 holds a population of 13·3· 

per cent. The division has a small 
extent of thickly populated areas. The 
total area with a density of 450 and 
over is only 1·9 per cent, while there 
is no locality with a density of 750 and 
over. Areas containing more than 200 
persons to a square mile form 34 per 
cent of the area of the division, provid
ing residence for 58·6 per cent of the 
total population. · 

ORISSA CoASTAL· DrvrsroN 

12. This division constitutes .an area 
of 23·4 per cent of the State and 
contains 45·6 per cent of the total 
population· of the State. It has an 
average density of 473 per2ons per 
Aqua emile. The average density of the 
Natural Sub-Region, North Madras and 
Orissa Coast is 438 and of the 

Natural Region, Eastern Ghats and 
Coastal Region is 500. This Natural 
Division therefore has a little more 
density than the Natural Sub-Region but 
has less than that of the Natural ~egion 
of which it forms a part. It has a small 
extent of thinly populated area which 
extends to 7·7 per cent of the area of 
the division, containing only 1·5 per 
cent of the population. 92·3 per cent of 
the area of the division therefore comes 
under thickly populated area with more 
than 200 persons to a square mile and 
contains 98·5 per cent of the population 
of this Natural Division. · · 

DISPARITY IN DENSITY BETWEEN 1\vo 
NATURAL DIVISIONS 

13. Noticeable disparity in density 
exists in the. two Natural Divisions of 
the State. The coastal division presents 
a contrast with the other Natural 
Division. mainly because the belt of 
high density lies along the coast of 
Bay of Bengal. While there is no area 
with a population of 750 and over in 
the inland division, such areas are 
extensive in the coastal division. 
The total density groups of 450 and over 
comprise 44 per cent of the area of the 
coastal division but is confined to 
1·9 per cent only of the area of the 
inland division. The general tendency 
for large percentage of population of the 
inland division is to live in areas with 
a density of less than 300 while a larger 
p~r?~~tag~ of the people of the coastal 
diVIsio~ hve in areas with a density 
exceedmg 300 to a square mile. 

INCREASE IN DENSITY 

14. Orissa has gained in density from 
. decade to decade as fol'ows :-

• 1901 171 
1911 189 
1921 186 

1931 208 
1941 229 
1951 2H 
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DISTRIBUTION BY DisTRICTS 

15. Average population of a district of 
Orissa i.s 1,126,611 and the average area 
is 4,626 square miles. In point of size 
the largest district in Orissa is Koraput, 
covering an area of 9,875 square miles 
having a population of 1,269,534:. 
Similarly, the smal~est .district in area 
is Balasore, having an area of 2,462 
square miles and with a population of 
1,106,012. The most populous district 

, in the State in point of number. of 
· population and a~so in point o~ the 

highest density 1s Cuttack, With a 
population of 2,529,244, an area of 4,224 
square miles and a density of 601 
persons per square ~ile. and the sn;tall?st 
district in population IS Phulbaru With 
a population of 456,895 and an area 

• of 4,270 square miles. 

16. There are 9 districts in the State 
with less than the average area of a 
district, namely, Cuttack, Balasore, 
Purl Dhenkanal, Keonjhar~ Phulbani, 
Bola'ngir, Sundargarh and Mayurbhanj. 
Only 4 districts, namely, Sa~balpur, 
Ganjam, Koraput and Kalahandi exceed 
the average size of a distri~t ~ t~e 
State. Similarly, there are 8 districts m 
the State which contain less than the 
average number of population of a 
district, namely, Balasore, Dhenkanal, 
Keonjhar, Phult>ani, Bolangir, ~undar
garh, Kalahandi and MayurbhanJ. The 
1emaining 5 districts, namely, Cuttack, 
Purl, Sambalpur, Ganjam and Ko~aput 
have a population exceeding the average 
population of a district in Orissa. 

17. The average density o~ population 
of different districts is g!ven below. 
This has been worked out on the basis 
of area o" dist!'· cts adopted in the 
Table E appearing. in Part II-A of this 
Report, which is slightly different from 
the area intimated by the Surveyor 

General, India. The map of Orissa 
showin(J" density of population which 
faces the opening page of. this Section 
has been drawn by the Surveyor General, 
India on the basis of area figures 
maintained by him. According to his 
figures, the density of Dhenkanal district 
comes to 201 per square mile while 
according to the area locally ascertained, 
the density stands at 199 per square 
mile. Dhenkanal district has thus been 
hatch marked in the Density map 
according to Surveyor General's area. 

Name of district 

Cut tack 
Balas ore 
Puri 

Ganjam 
Bolangir 
Mayurbhanj 

Dhenkanal 
Sambalpur 
Keonjhar 

Density per 
Sq. mile 

601 
441 
389 

344 
269 
256 

199 
192 

183 

Kalahandi 170 
Sundargarh 146 
Koraput 129 
Phulbani 107 

DISTRIBUTION BY POLICE-STATIONS 

18. The total p.umber of police-stations 
in the State is 290. On the average, 
each police-station has an area of 207·3 
square miles and a population of 50,503 
persons. The following statement shows 
the area and population of the largest, 
the smallest and the most populous 
police-station in the State. 

Largest police-station-
Veukatapallam ( district 
Koraput ). 

Smallest police-station-Puri 
Town ( district Puri). 

Smallest rural police-station
Baideswar (district Cuttack). 

Most populous police-station-
Jagatsingpur ( dietri'ot 
Cuttack). 

Area in Population 
Sq. mile 

1,014. 26,927 

49,057 

30 23,540 

215 1113,158 
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SECTION Ill 

Growth 1 of Population 

1. The principal factors governing the 
growth of population are births, deaths 
and migration. Other factors of import
ance which considerably influence the 
growth are the age and the sex composi
tion of the population, and the fertility 
of women in the child bearing period. 
The influence of these factors on the 
growth of population will be specifically 
examined in the Chapters ahead. At 
present, the history of growth of 
population in Orissa and the facts 
relating to such growth are discussed in 
the paragraphs below. It will be seen 
that the demographic history of Orissa 
is closely connected with the tragedy of 
deaths and devastations from famines, 
floods and pestilence. The study of 
these incidents of the past is essentially 
necessary for appreciating the future 
trend of population of Orissa. Such a 
study is more particularly necessary 
because Orissa as ·a whole had never a 
Census Report of its own. The State 
was created in 1936 with portions . 
taken from three provinces in India, 
and although the first census of the 
newly created province of Orissa came 
in 1941, there was no writing of the 
Report that year due to war conditions. 
This is therefore the first compre
hensive review of demographic facts 
and problems relating to Orissa as one 
political unit. 

CONDITIONS IN PRE-CENSUS DAYS 

2. In old times, Orissa must have been 
a fairly populous country as may be 
iud,ged from the part it has played 
in history, but, in fact, little is 
J.- n' •wn of the aetu~ I population in 

those days. The population, however, 
could not have been very dense at any 
time, because of the liability of the 
·country to draught and inundation, 
wars and epidemics. Great famines* ·'·· 
occurred in . the 14th, 15th and 16th -
centuries, followed by the great Bengal: .. 
Famine of 1770 which was grievously fel~. . 
in Orissa. In 1774-75 there was a· serious · 
scarcity and in 1792-93, came he last 
grt~at famine of the 18th century. 
In the first decade of the 19th 
century' annual calamity in various 
forms, such as failure of rains, scarcity 
of food grains and heavy floods devas
tated the country. The most serious 
calamity of the first half of the 19th 
century was the inundation of the · 
sea on Balasore. coast, which greatly 
disorganised the agricultural system of 
the district and depopulated the lower 
tracts. In the second half of the 
century came the greatest of Orissa's 
famines, the ' N a-anka ' famine of 
1866. a catastrophe unparalled in 
frightful sufferjngs and countless deaths. 
This was not the last in the series of 
periodical . calamities in Orissa but 
within half a decade thereafter, regular 
adminhtrative operations in the form 
of decennial census of population were 

· started, eliminating dependence upon 
mere approximate estimates of vital 
losses in natural calamities, as was 
hitherto the case. 

EARLIER ESTIMATES 

3. Arcounts based on conflicting esti
. mate~ ~re available regarding the 
population of Orissa in the 19th century. 
The earliest estimate ever attempted 

I 

•Fuller details are given fn page 136-37, Volume I oftheFinalReporton the Survey andSettlement ofthe 
l'r ov iDee of Orisea by S. L. Maddox, I. C. S. . 3 
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relates to year 1822, when Stirling 
calcu!ated • from data prepared with 
much care and accuracy' that the 
inh 1 bitants of the :Mogulbandi number 
1.296,365. Just prior to the horrors of 
the great famine of 1866, the popula
tion was estimated to be 3,015,826. 
About a. fourth of this population was 
wiped out by this calamity according to 
the Famine Commission-::'rs, who esti
mated the mrvivor ai 2,086,288. 

FIRST DECENNIAL CENSUS 

4. The first attempt to number the 
population of Orissa by a full-count 
process was made in 1872 when the 
Imperial _Census Operations in India 
began. At that time Orissa Division, 
forming a part of the province of Bengal 
was limited to the three coastal 
districts of Cuttack, Balasore and Purl, 
and the tahsil of Angul with Khondmals 
and 17 tributary mahals, namely, 
Athgarh, · Baramba, Tigiria, Narsingpur, 
Nayagarh, Khandpara, Daspalla, 
Ranpur, Ta.lcher, Pal-La.bara, Atbmalik, 
Hindol, Ni1giri, Mayurbhanj, Keonjhar, 
Dhenkanal and Baudh. The coastal 
distr:ct9 and Angul with Khondmals 
had an area of 9,841 square miles 
and a population of 3,214,300 and 
the tributary mahals named above 
comprised an area of 14,387 square 
miles and a population of 1,103,699. 
Thus, Orissa Division in 1872 had a 
population of 4,317,999 and an area of 
2!,228 square miles. According to some 
reports, the area. was either 23,901 or 
24,240 square miles, but this does not 
appear to be correct. 

CENSUS OF 1881 

5. In the year 1881, there was another 
E'numeration of the population within 
the same territorial limits, when it 
appeared that in course of 9 years that 
E'lapsed, the population had increased 
to 5,199,982 of which 3,789,799 were 
inhabitants of the three coastal districts 

and Angul and Khondmals and 1,410,183 
of the 17 tributary mahals. This marks 
a general increase of 20·4 per cent in 

, nine years, which is an exceedingly 
good record. But a part of this increase 
is unreal, as in the year 1872 there was · 
a considerable extent of under-enumera
tion of the population. That was the 
first occasion when a comprehensive 
house-to-house visit for taking census 
of the population was attempted on a 
risky experiment of the principles of 
unpaid enumeration, and it was but 
natural that omissions in rounding up 
all houses and enumerating all individuals 
crept in. This was improved in 1881, 
with the result that the part of the 
population left out of enumeration in 
the first census was included in the 
second, marking a larger difference 
between the results of the two. This, 
by no means, is the sole explanation of 
the large increase. The principal reason 
is the extraordinary powers of the people 
to recuperate under favourable circum
stances. The calamitous famine of 1866 
caused large mortality and abandonment 
of cultivation, with the consequence 
that there was reduction in the size of 
family and there was the facility in the 
following years in getting enough culti
vable lands. Subsistence therefore be
came a matter of lesser struggle, corres
pondingly encouraging reproductive 
activities. There was also the absence of 
epidemic diseases or other widespread 
calamities during the nine years upto 
1881. The natural result of these· 
plentiful years easily brought about a 
large increase in the population. 

DECADE 1881-91 

6. In the third decennial census held 
in 1891, the population of Orissa stood 
at 5,744,062. The accelerated growth 
which was noticeable in 1881 had been 
effectively checked. The decade had 

· seen a terrible cyclone passing over the 
district of Cuttack in 1885 making many 
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breaches in the natural sea embankments 
of sand dunes. There was a high flood 
in the river Baitarani in 1886, extensively 
damaging crops on either side. In Angul 
and in neighbouring tributary states~ 
there was failure of crop in 1887 and . 
again in 1888, the yield being less than 
half the average. Relief work was 
extensively organized. In 1889, Ganjam, 
which was then outside Orissa., was in 
the grip of a grave famine, when the 
Government opened the Rushikulya canal 
and other subsidiary works. Death rate 
was abnormally high. The effect was 
felt in the neighbouring district of Puri. 
All these calamities during the decade· 
resulted in reducing the high rate of 
increase of population as was noticed 
in the previous decade. The rate of 
increase observed in the previous decade 
could not therefore be maintained. The 
increase of population during the period 
1881-91 was 10·5 per cent. 

DECADE 1891-1901 

7. The decade 1891-1901 wa 1 not free 
from natural calamities but on the whole 
there was no grave loss of population. 
In 1891, there was the failure of rains 
and then a heavy flood which caused 
considerable loss of crops. In this year, 
the position was worse in parts of 
Bengal and Bihar where there was acute 
scarcity and the price of rice rose up 
high. Some effect was therefore felt in 
the bordering district of Balasore. In 
1896, there occurred in all the principal 
rivers of Orissa a flood of great height 
and unprecedented duration followed by 
short rain in September and an almost 
complete failure of rain in October. 
Similar causes led to scarcity and famine 
throughout India. The outturn of rice 
was estimated at 7 to 8 annas of the 
normal crop and the shortage to be 
supplied by import was put at 10 lakh 
maunds for Cuttack district alone. 
In Balasore, though there was consider-

able distress, very little relief was found 
necessary beyond such as was afforded 
by the earth work on the railway. In 
Pliri, the distress was more serious in 
the neighbourhood of the Chilka lake, 
but the people proved capable of sup
porting themselves. At one time, it 
appeared that the horrors of 1866 would 
be repeated now after a lapse of 30 years, 
but thanks to the improved communi
cations and resources of the country, 
a famine was not only averted, but 
considerable quantity of grains was ex .. 
ported to other distressed areas. This 
was followed by three prosperous years 
but in the last year of. the decade, 
matters took a different turn in· and 
around Sambalpur, which area was out
side the limits of Orissa Division in those 
years. The famine of 1900 was attended 
by epidemics of fever, cholera and small
pox, raising the death rate in Sambalpur 
to the appalling figure of 108 per mille. 
The sufferings extended .to Baudh, 
Sonepur and Patna states, wherefrom· 
a large number of population migrated 
in order to avoid the distressful effects 
of epidemics and famine. There was 
a heavy fall in the population of Sonepur 
and Patna states particularly. Angul and 
other feudatory states which were includ
ed in the bounds of Orissa Division, how
ever, had prosperous years and were able 
to contributeto the growth of the popu
lation to a satisfactory extent, although 
from 1897 till the end of the decade, 
Angul was faced with partial failure of. 
crop verging on scarcity. In Khondmals~ 
the position was worse, resulting in 
considerable decay of population. In 
spite of all these localised distress, pros
perity of the people was noticeable. 
In the coastal region and in the northern 
fringe of Orissa, railway communication 
was built up during the decade, giving 
employment in earthwork to thousands 
and bringing prosperity in other ways. 
As a result,· the population of Orissa 
grew from 5,744,062 in 1891 to 6,290,95~ 
in 1901, an increase of 9·5 per cent, 
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fUIDlABY OF ~SUSES 1872-1901 

8. The statement below summarizes 
the position relating to growth of popula-

Territo~)" 
Area iD!1.11. 

.. fi 1 
oorrected 1872 
iA1901 

( CIUP.I 

tion of Orissa from the beginnin rr of the 
census operations to the end 

0 

of the 
19th century. 

Population iD Percentage v...ri&tion 

1881 1891 1901 1872· 1881- 1891-
81 91 1901 

Ori- proper with 
Angul and Khond· 
mala. 

9,841 3,214,300 3,789, 799 4,047,352 4,343,150 17·9 6·8 7-3 

17 Triautary atatee •• 

ORISSA DIVISION 

14,387 

24,228 

1,103,699 

4,317,999 

1,410,183 1,696,710 1,947,802 27·8 14•8 

5,199,982 5,744,062 6,290,952 20·4 10·5 9•5 

TERRITORIAL .ADJUSTMENT SINCE 1901 

, 9. From the year 1901 the boundary 
of Orissa has undergone extensive changes 
from time to time. A study of the 
growth of population of Orissa, if confined 
to the areas which actually existed in 
different decades, will have no compar
able basis. It is therefore necessary 
that the growth of population since 1901 

. may be examined not on the basis of 
areas existing in the years of different 
censuses but on the basis of the present 
territorial set up of the State. At 
present, Orissa extends over an area 
of 60,136 square miles comprising 13 
districts constituted out of 6 old districts 
of the province and 24 ex-state areas. 
Figures have been adjusted for the past 
five censuses as if Orissa had the same 
territorial limit in all these years as it 
has now. On this basis, adjusted figures 
l'elating to the growth of population is 
shown in the general population table 
published in Part II-A of this Report. 
Relevant figures are shown below for 
the sake of convenience. 
• 
Year Population of Variation Percentage 

Orissa variation 

1901 10,302,917 
un 1 11,378,875 + 1,075,958 + 10"4 
1921 11,158,1186 - 220,289 - 1•9 

1931 12,491,0116 + 1,332,470 + 119 
liiU 13,767,988 + 1,276,932 + 10"2 
19151 14,11415,946 + 877,958 + 6·4 

It will be seen from the table above 
compared with the table on the preceding. 
page that the population of Orissa in 
1901 as its boundary stood ·on those 
days was 6,290,952 but if the territory 
in 1901 was what it is now, the popula
tion should have stood at 10,302,917. 

DECADE 1901-11 
10. The recorded increase of popula

tion of Orissa between 1901 and 1911 
is 1,075,958 bringing the total population 
to 11,378,875, an increase of 10.4 per cent. 
During this decade, there was a series of 
floods resulting in failure of crops and 
outbreaks of cholera and fever. The 
two opening years of the decade were 
years of short crop followed by two more 
when the harvests were fairly good. 
But from 1905 onwards, ,there was 
repeated failure of crop due to flood or 
draught and the effect of short8 ge of 
food on vital occurrence became very 
marked. In some districts, deaths 
exceeded births between 1906 and 1908. 
In 1908, particularly, the distress arising 
out of succession of bad agricultural 
seasons developed into famine conditions 
in various areas and the resources of the 
people were severely tried. In the last 
two years of the decade, however, the 
harvests were excellent and general pros
perity of the people was revived. But 
during the major part of the decade 
the combined effect of disease and 
scarcity and the stimulus given to emi
gration due to bad harvests was respon
sible for arresting the rapid growth of 
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population. The facilities of co~muni
cation with the outside world which the 
railway now afforde~ ca~sed incre~se 
in the volume of emigratiOn. In spite 
of these factors, there was satisfactory 
growth of population in all the districts 
of Orissa (as constituted at present) 
except in Balasore where the pop~ati?n 
diminished by 15,820. The distnct 
therefore displayed an unusual pheno
menon and stood out distinguished from 
all the other districts of Orissa. This 
was due to rise in death rates in the 
first half of the decade and to poor 
vitality and general health of the people. 
The railway was administering slow 
poison by disseminating what was known 
as Burdwan fever from Bengal to the 
adjoining areas of Balasore district. 
There was, however, growth of population 
in the remaining 12 districts, and Orissa 
was able to show an ;ncrease of 10·4 
per cent in 1911 over the population 
which it had ten years earlier. 

DECADE 1911-21 

11. This was a period of disasters, of 
epidemics and war, of scarcity and high 
prices and of high mortality and low 
birth rates. The first four years of the 
decade on the whole were hea1thy and 
prosperous. A series of unhealthy years 
started from 1915 when the death rate 
began rising with the frequency of out
break of cholera, dysentery and small
pox. The flood of 1917 and the draught 
of 1918 following a series of years in which 
the harvest was not good resulted in 
reduced stocks of food grains and rise 
in the price of agricultural and industrial 
produce. The price of rice rose to 4! 
seers per rupee. The price of imported 
articles also rose as a result of four years 
of war. In addition to severe outbreaks 
of cholera and dysentery here and there, 
the disastrous epidemic of influenza now 
visited the country. It was more fatal 
to females than to males and inflicted 
heaviest casualties among infants and 
younger adults (i.e., persons· between 

20 and 35 ·years of age). Children and 
adolescents suffered much less and so 
also the old people. An extract from the 
Census Report of: India, 1921, Volume I, 
Part I, is given below in order to illustrate 
the distress caused by . the influenza. 
epidemic of 1918 :-

I. 

The rural areas were most severely infected~ 
the reason probably being that while villages 
have little advantage over towns in the matter 
of over-crowding, sanitation and ventilation, 
the urban areas have the benefit of qualified 
medical aid and organised effort. Mortality 
was E~pecially high among adults (20-40), 
particularly among adult females, the disea.~;e 
being general1y fatal to women in pregnancy. It 
is suggested that the high mortality amoi?g . 
·women may have been due ·to ~he fact that, m 
addition to the orcinary tasks of the house, on 
them fell the duty of nursing the others. even 
when themselves ill. 'Ihe figures show that the 
excess mortality between the ages 20 and ~0 
amounted in some cases to · nearly four times 
the mean. It is no exaggeration to say that at 
the worst period whole villages were absolutely· 
laid dewlate by the disease. There was some-r 
times no means of disposing of the dead, crops 
were left unharvested and all local official action 
was largely paralysed, owing to the fact that 
the majority of the official staff was puli out ·of 
action by the epidemic. To add to the distiess 
the disease came at a period of widespread crop 
failure and reached its climax in November· 
when the cold weather had set in ; and, as the 
price of cloth happened a.t the time to be at its 
highest, many were unable to provide them
selves with the warm clothing -that was essen
tial in the case of an illness that so readily 
attacked the lungs. 

Although Orissa did not suffer from 
this calamity as acutely as did Bihar 
and other parts of India, the infection 
lingered on for a. longer period here. 
The disease lasted well into the year 1919 
and gave a high mortality in that year. · 

12. The decade thus saw the outbreak 
of the most decimating epidemic in 
living memory, and other diseases in 
virulent form and the country deeply 
suffered from these diseases and from 
the effects of war which worsened with 
the concurrent agricultural distress. The 
cumulative effects of all these unhappy 
circumstances was a decrease rather than 
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any amount of increase of population 
during the 10-year period. About half 
the number of districts suffered loss of 
population which diminished below 1911 
level. The districts which did not lose 
in absolute numbers had only gains to 
a small extent. The statement below 
shows the total loss or gain of population 
in each district, between 1911 and 1921. 

Diet rid Increase(+) or Percentage of 
decreaee{-) variation 

Cut'-ck - 62,390 - 2·8 
Balaaore - '18,556 - '1·0 
Puri -136,952 -10•1 

Samb~Jpur .. +41,4'14 + 4•5 
Ganjam -41,221 - 3•2 
Koraput - -27,745 - 3·3 

Dhenkanal -'15,'119 -12·8 
Keonjhar +14,794 + 4•1 
Phulbani ... - 1,684 - 0•4 

Bolangir +96,790 +15•5 
Sundargarh +15,311 + 4•2 
Kalahandi +10,513 + 1•8 
Mayurbhanj .. +25,096 + 3•4 

It will appear that the Orissa 
coastal division suffered heavily where 
not a single district escaped diminution 
of population. Inland Natural Division 
fared much better although there was 
loss of population in Phulbani, Dhenkanal 
and Koraput. The result of all these 
prolonged and disastrous natural cala
mities ultimately brought about a loss 
of population of Orissa by 220,289 or 
in other words a decrease of population 
by 1•9 per cent over the population of 
1911. 
DECADE 1921-31 

13. This was on the whole an era of 
prosperity but the blessings were by no 
means unmixed. In the first year of 
the decade, the people were still strug
gling to get over the decimation caused 
by the calamities of the previous decade. 
The number of deaths out-numbered 
the number of births in most of the 
districts but by 1922 improvement was 
noticeable and in the next year, there 
was further advance towards prosperity 
except in the district of Balasore where 

the standard of public health continued 
to be very low, the number of deaths 
invariably exceeding the number of births 
from 1921 to 1927. Elsewhere and parti
cularly in Khurda subdivision of Puri, 
in Angul and in most of the ex-state 
areas steady improvement in all direc
tions was noticed. But from 1924 on
wards, the recovery was checked as a 
series of unhealthy years came. Malaria, 
some times in malignant form, became 
widespread not only in the coastal dis
tricts but even in Angul, Sambalpur and 
some ex-states. Fever and dysentery 
started taking a good toll of human 
life during the years 1925 to 1927. These 
three years and particularly the last one 
brought devastating floods which resulted 
in damage to crops extensively over 
the deltaic area and was responsible for 
deterioration of public health. In 1927 
there was a virulent type o. cholera 
epidemic in Sambalpur and neighbouring 
areas. The last three years of the decade 
however, were healthy and plentiful and 
although by now malaria had moved 
from north to south and areas of Cuttack 
and Pur. were affected, the disease had 
lost its virulence. · 

14. Excepting in the coastal districts' 
the decade had good crops in the other 
parts of the State. Sambalpur and 
Bolangir, particularly had bumper crops 
for the entire period. The harvests in 
the coastal districts also were good in 
the last three years of the decade. 

15. The decade marks the beginning of 
·industrialisation in Orissa. Two new 
railway lines were opened, one joining 
the Talcher coal fields with the main 
railway line connecting Calcutta and 
Madras and the other, Raipur-Vizia
na.gram railway line, wilich passed 
throu<rh the western p0rtion of the State 
was c~mTlleted in 1929. In addition to 
opening of railways, road communica
tions were extended and improved during 
tnis decade. Two new iron mines were 
opened in the Mayurbhanj district while 
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tanganese and limestone quarries were 
developed in Sundargarh district. A 
large number of ricP mills cair-e into 
existence particularly in the district of 
Balasore. The timber resources of the 
forests as well as bamboo and lac were 
effectively exploited. These and many 
other sma.ller industrial. developments 
brou?ht about prosperity to the country. 
Another special feature of the decade 
was the increased emigration for Assam 
Tea Labour. During -this decade many 
of the ex-states relaxed ·rules prohibiting 
such emigration and consequently a large 
exodous of landless class toward.a Assam 
took place. Emigration to Burma, parti
cularly from the districts of Puri and 
Ganjam was on the increase. 

16. When tb.e census of 1931 took 
place, it was seen that Orissa had gained 
by 1,332,470 bringing the total popula
tion to 12,491,056. This meant an 
increase of 11·9 per cent, the highest 
since 1881. 

DECADE 1931-41 

17. This decade is memorable for 
Orissa as it was constituted into a 
separate province on the 1st April 1936 .. 
Ganjam and Koraput districts which 
were hitherto in the Presidency of Madras 
became a part of Orissa. Some portions 
of the Central Provinces, namely Nawa
para subdivision and Mahadebpali police
station were added to Sambalpur district. 
The decade was one of general peace and 
prosperity in all direction as the effect 
of \Vorld War I had completely gone. 
The condition of crop in most of the years 
was satisfactory except in 1933, 1937 
and 1938 when the harvests yielded 
inadequate outturn. The position relat
ing to food stock was satisfactory. 
Occasional floods particularly in 1933 
and 1937, which were rather high, visited 
the coastal districts and deposited sand 
on agricultural lands in some localities of 
Cuttack and Puri districts between 1937 
and 1940. There was also a flood in 

October 1938 in river Vansadhara affect
ing the agricultural position of Gunupur 
taluk. This year, there was a cyclone in 
October which damaged crops in Puri 
and Ganjam districts. Thus, the closing 
years of the decade were not as pros
perous as the earlier ones. Relief opera
tions and distribution of Taccavi loans 
were organised in the coastal districts 
and remission of rent was granted in 
1938 in some parts of Ganjam district 
while in 1939 the Jeypore estate remitted 
a liberal amount of rent of Rs. 65,000. 
In the year 1940, there was heavy rain 
and high flood between June and August 
damaging crops in the coastal districts 
though Sambalpur suffered from deficient 
rain. Employment of agricultural labour 
was normal throughout the period. 
E:inigration of landless persons continued 
throughout the decade, particularly on 
the close of the agricultural season. 
Such people generally used to seek their 
livelihood in Calcutta, J amshedpur and 
Rangoon, most of them returning before 
the next agricultural operations began. 

18. Considering the general level of 
public health in Orissa, the decade 
1931-41 was comparatively healthy. It 
may be borne in mind that even in normal 
times there are a number of sporadic 
outbreaks of epidemics in different parts 
of the State. So in this decade, there 
were epidemics of cholera, smallpox, 
malaria, typhoid, . diarrhoea and 
dysentery and other endemic diseases. 
Cholera was prevalent in all the years 
of the decade more or less but it was most 
virulent in the years 1932, 1936 and 
1939. This epidemic was mostly con
fined to the three coastal districts of 
North Orissa. Smallpox, on the other 
hand, was less severe throughout the 
period probably due to the immunity 
conferred by more extensive vaccination. 
There were local outbreaks, however, in 
Khondmals, Sambalpur and the coastal 
districts particularly. Fever continued 
to claim a heavy toll" of human life. 
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But the decade as a whole was compara
tively much better in public health 
than the decade which preceded or 
succeeded it. 

The foreshore of the Chilka lake and 
parts of Purl sadar subdivision, Kendra
para subdivision, K.hondmals, Angul, 
Balasore and many other parts of the 
State suffered heavily. In the year 1936, 
a severe epidemic of malaria spread over 19. In the year 1939, \Vorld \Var II 
417 villages in Ganjam. In the year came and although India was one of the 
1938, the incidence was very high, death belligerant countries and the people used 
rates from this disease rising to the high to take a good deal of interest in the 
figure of 30·0 per mille in Khondmals, progress of war, the economic or material 
22•1 in Balasore and 22·0 in Angul. condition of the country did not deterio-
Ganjam and Cuttack also suffered exten- rate till the close of the decade. There 
sively. Koraput had also some share of was rise in the price of gold which had 
this disease; The outbreak of dysentery a psychological effect on the price of 
and diarrhoea in epidemic form was also other commodities which showed a small 
experienced, particularly in 1932 when amount of rise. The prosperous years of. 
out of 15,727 deaths from this disease in the decade ensured satisfactory growth of 
Bihar and Orissa, as many as 12,606 population which increased by 1,276,932, 
occurred in Orissa districts alone. On a growth of 10·2 per cent during the 
the whole the first half of the decade decade so that the population of Orissa 
was a little healthier than the second. in 1941 stood at 13,767,988. 

The Last Decade: Material Condition 
Cu. AMITIES 

20. It seems t be days of normal pros
perity through which Orissa had passed 
during the previous two decades had come 
to an end in 1941. The country was in 
the midst of war which brought high 
prices and resultant distress. The decade 
also saw memorable historical events, 
such as, the political freedom of India 
from British rule and the merging of the 
fuedatory states with Orissa proper. 
The opening year·of the decade brought 
moderate floods in the rivers of Balasore 
district, but there was insufficient rain 
and poor harvest in portions of 
Kalahandi, Sambalpur and Sundargarh 
districts. In the following year, namely 
1942, the position deteriorated in all 
directions. The economic repercussion 
of the war was effectively felt by the man 
in the street due to sharp rise in the price 
of commodities. The events of war were 
taking uncertain turns so that people 
started feeling the apprehension of 
invasion by a foreign power. There 
were at least two events of incindiary 

bombs being thrown by the enemy in 
the coastal districts of Orissa. The 
position became worse with the severe 
cyclone which visited parts of Bengal 
and the northern portion of Balasore 
district. A month later, namely in 
November 1942, another cyclone passed 
over Puri and Ganjam districts not 
altogether sparing areas of Sadar sub
division of Cuttack. Extensive relief 
operations in these districts were under
taken by Governmental and non-official 
agencies. Ring bunds in Parikud in 
Puri district were constructed at a heavy 
cost to offer employment to the people 
and to prevent the spread of salt water 
from Chilka. The relief operations were 
continued right upto 1943. In 1944, 
there was again a high flood and in the 
year 1945 the rainfall was inadequate 
at the sowing time but there was flood 
when tlie crops had fairly grown up. In 
1946, again abnormal rainfall and high 
flood caused damage in Balasore and 
Cuttack and a sum of Rs. 62,312 was 
advanced as taccavi loans in Balasore 
alone. There was heavy and unequal 
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distribution of rainfall in 1947 causing 
loss to crop in Sambalpur and in the 
coastal districts. The last three years 
of the decade also had moderate floods 
in the three principal rivers of Orissa. 
There was unfavourable weather in the 
year 1948 when storms damaged crops 
in Sambalpur and untimely rains were 
detrimental to the agricultural position 
in parts of Ganjam. 

PuBLIC HEALTH 

21. There was marked deterioration 
in public health during the last decade. 
Outbreaks of cholera which came almost 
every year during the decade carried 
away large number of victims in Balasore, 
Cuttack and Puri, particularly during the 
years 1943 and 1944 when the virulence 
reached its peak. Smallpox was less 
severe in attack but incidence was high 
in 1944 and it reached its peak in the year 
following. Fever simultaneously took a 
heavy toll of life in the year 1941 and 
then showing an upward curve for three 
years froni. 1943 to 1945 declined in 1946 
but again caused the highest percentage 
of death in 1947. The areas affected 
most notoriously were K.hondmals, 
Balasore, Kendrapara and Jajpur and 
parts of Puri and Ganjam districts. 
1\Ieanwhile, dysentery and diarrhoea were 
very active in Kendrapara, Jajpur, Purl 
and to some extent in Ganjam and 
Koraput districts between the years 1941 
to 1944. In the year 1943, there was a 
small surplus of births over deaths but 
in 1944, 1945 and 1947 deaths exceeded 
births. A description of the unusual 
mortality during a portion of the period 
has been graphically given in the Report 
on Bengal of the Famine Enquiry Com
mission, an extract from which is given 
below:* 

The tot~~ol recorded number6of deaths in Orissa 
in 1943 was 23\58!, an increase of 17·9 per cent 
over the quinquennial average of 198,150. In 

the district of Balasore, bordering on Bengal, 
the increase in mortality was 40·7 per cent. In 
this district 1,105 deaths from starvation were 
recorded, but many of the victims were desti
tutes from Bengal. The rise in the de~th ra.to 
in the province as a whole was due largely to 
epidemics of cholera and malaria but there was 
also an increase in the number of deaths report
ed under the head ' dysentery and diarrhoea'. 
During the months August to December, 11,194 
deaths were recorded as against a quinquennial 
average of 7,563. The Director of Public 
Health, Orissa, in giving evidence before the 
Commission, expressed the opinion that the 
increased mortality in Orissa in 1943 was due 
to food shortage, migration within the province, 
and the influx of destitutes from Bengal. Some 
of the latter died in Orissa and moreover they 
carried with them epidemic diseases which 
spread among the Oriyas. 

22. Marked improvement came in the 
second half of the decade except for 
the year 1947 which was very unhealthy 
as stated above. The surplus· of births 
over deaths began to rise from the year 
1948 ·onwards and was maintained till 
the last year of the decade. · 

PRECARIOUS FooD POSITION _ 

23. The position of food stocks during 
the decade was rather unusual for Orissa. 
Local shortage occurred in the years 
1942 and 1943 and to some extent in 
later years when the surplus areas had to . 
send out food grains. Till the middle of 
1943, the annual. carry-over of food 
stock used to be high but with the intro
duction of free trade. that year and with 
the export of rice to other provinces of 
India under a central basic plan, there 
was quick depletion of the old stock. 
The condition of agriculturists generally 
was fair due to rise in price of crops 
notwithstanding the fact that other 
necessaries of life became costlier as a 
result of the war. Administrative 
measures were taken extensively to check 
unfair high price of commodities on 
account of the activities of black markete
ers and profiteers. High powers under 

• Famine Enquiry Commission, 1945, Report on Bengal, page 144. An excellant review of this Report has been 
g i ven in the Discovery of IDIIlia by Jawahar1al Nehru, page 606. 
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the Defence of India Rules were delegated 
to the District Officers to check the 
profiteering and hoarding activities. The 
rise in price of agricultural produce 
brought some relief to bigger cultivators 
who had surplus stock to spare but it 
did not materially improve the condition 
of petty cultivators and agricultural 

· labourers. Such people and the people 
belonging to non-agricultural category 
were relieved to some extent by price 
control measures which were now intro
duced. Although free trade in 1943 
depleted the resources of reserve food 
stocks, legal restrictions came towards 
the end of the year against export of 
food grains, which had the effect of 
maintaining the remaining stocks in the 
districts and keeping the price of rice 
within a reasonable level and within the 
purchasing power of the people. Grow 
More Food Operations were started in 
1943 for grant of loans to agriculturists 
for reclaiming the waste lands, renovation 
of tanks, digging of wells and purchase of 
ploughs and bullocks and seeds. Am
monium sulphate was made available 
to agriculturists at cheap rate to manure 
the crops. Vigorous propaganda was 
undertaken to instruct cultivators and 

. land owners to make the best use of 
fallow or uncultivated lands to grow 
food crops. A scheme for killing 
monkeys in the interest of protection of 
food crops was also launched. There was 
general paucity of labour which resulted 
in the increase of wages. Although the 
war came to an end in 1945, there was 
no tendency in the prices of commodities 
to fall. On the other hand, further 
steady rise in prices from 1946 onwards 
was felt. 

PIUOE OF RIOE 

24. In the opening year of the decade 
common rice was selling at the rate of 
Sl seers per rupee but in the closing 
year, the price rose to 3 seers. A state
ment of the price of common rice during 

the last 20 years is given below :-

Year Standard ~een Year Standard eeere 
per rupee per rupee 

11131 U·O 19U 8·5 
1932 19·0 19!2 7·9 
1933 20·0 19!3 4•5 
1934 17•4 19J.i 3•1 
1935 n·o 19-!5 4•2 
1936 13•3 19-!6 4·G 
1937 13•7 1947 •·s 1938 14·· 1948 3·2 
1939 12·7 19-!9 3•1 
1940 10•0 1950 3•0 

PRICE OF COMMON RICE 

§ ... 

EcoNOMIC CRISIS : INFLATION 

25. The paragraphs above describe 
how natural calamities, unsa.tisfactory 
public health and precarious food position 
affected the material condition of the 
people of Orissa. But the biggest single 
factor affecting the material condition 
of the people during the last decade 
was the World War II which broke out 
in. 1939, but made itself seriously felt 
by the man in the street towards th~ 
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close of 1941. The war prepara~ 
tions on huge scale on behalf of India 
and of the Allies led to considerable 
inflation of money in the country with 
its usual evil consequences. Abnormal 
rise in the cost of living was experienced 
which rapidly outpaced all pre-1939 
base. Increased circulation of money 
quickly deteriorated into mal-distribu
tion, even though a series of anti
inflationary measures were adopted from 
the middle of 1943. Legal and executive 
action in introducing control of commo
dities was partially successful due to the 
apathy and at times hostility of the 
public and of the powerful business 
community towards the control machi
nery. By the time the war was coming 
to an end in 1945, there was a wide
spread belief that the cessation of hosti
lities would be followed by economic 
depression, mostly due to withdrawal 
of unprecedented war-time expenditure. 
It was thus thought necessary that the 
war expenditure should be. replaced by 
other expenditure to keep away un
employment and depression. This idea 
was implemented by the Central Govern
ment asking the States to go ahead 
with ·projects of capital expenditure, 
mainly based on a five-year plan, for 
which the Government of India promised 
substantial financial support. But the 
expectation was not realised. The 
enhanced purchasing power arising from 
war and post-war inflation was diverted 
to the stock market where speculation 
was rampant, rather than to productive 
enterprise. The attempt to reduce the 
black marketeer by demonetisation of 
one thousand rupee notes did not prove 
successfuL The decision to execute large 
schemes of capital expenditure led, under 
the c_ircumstances, to still higher. prices. 
The mdex number of cost of living rose 
almost by four times over that of 1939 

base during a period of ten years till 
1948. 

PosT OFFICE REMITTANCES AND DEPOSITS 

26. An idea may be formed of the 
extensive circulation of money in the 
country by the rapidly mounting amount 
of remittances and savings deposits in 
the post offices* during the post-war 
years of the last decade. 

Value of Money Sale of Cash 
Year Orders remitted Savings Bank or National 

to Post Offices Deposits Savings 
in Orissa ·Certificates 

Rs. - Rs. Rs. 

1945. 54,77,318 6,07,999 2,22,174 
1946 1,50,54,074 21,03,766 5,80,634 
1947 3,43,46,003 53,13,715 12,02,644 

1948 4,87,80,927 94,72,718 15,54,822 
1949 5,41,02,801 1,20,61,110 11,57,895 
1950 10,96,14,718 1,36,09,705 10,81,100 
1951 5,90,14,461 1,47,81,064 17,96,835 

INCREASE IN RAILWAY TRA:E{FIC 

27. The effect of expansion of money 
was readily felt in various aspects of 
national life, namely, in the increased 
standard of living and in the ability 
to spend more. In spite of rise in price, 
there was a tendency to spend more 
on consumer goods, luxury and travel. 
The growth in the tra veiling habit of 
the people was conspicuously marked 
during these years. The increase in 
such movements not only resulted from 
activities connected with the war but 
also with those arising from cheapening 
of money, speculation and growth of 
business and industries connected with 
the war and post-war periods. The 
following statement t giving the number 
of railway passenger tickets sold per 
year during the last 15 years i.ri a few 
important railway stations of Orissa 
shows how travel habits mcreased rapidly 
during these years. 

• Figures supplied by the Director of Posts an.d Telegraphs, Orissa. 

t Statement received from the Statistical Officer, Eastern Railway, Garden Reach. 
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Total number of railway pas.serv;er 
ticket& Bold per year 
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1936-37 157,'779 258,166 301,171 130,457 10,'752 
11137-38 155,'715 295,533 337,31'7 128,610 12,68'7 
11138-39 U2,279 266,067 321,683 125,376 12,535 

11139.40 U8,5:l'7 28'7,'792 346,380 131,419 13,478 
1940-41 1'73,7'70 300,293 354,365 13'7,835 1!,6'74 
11141-4% 181,262 320,332 376,635 160,376 12,1'71 

1942-43 230,245 240,993 421,6'79 123,487 14,406 
11143-44 189,131 438,318 411,325 124,691 21,844 
11144-1'.6 250,060 618,380 447,869 141,999 32,698 

1945-48 301,721 689,386 534,678 133,960 44,042 
1946-47 273,624 683,907 668,255 168,384 48,444 
1H7-48 318,389 730,640 6'76,116 353,191 44,648 

11148-49 380,480 '796, '740 906,884 3'78,692 54,820 
1949-60 335,'7'79 821,654 960,446 301,903 68,065 
1960-51 295,643 969, '767 993,404 253,828 '74,364 

SUMMA.B.Y OF MATERIAL CoNDITION 

28. In the above paragraphs, a broad 
outline of the material condition of the 
people has been given to indicate how 
they fared during the last decade. There 
was a. series of calamities, war, political 
changes and economic crisis in conse
quence of which a considerable section 
of population suffered in health and 
lived on the margin of subsistence. 

Public health was bad and the economic 
stress severe. The increasing pressure 
on ·land was not relieved by industries 
growing at a parallel rate. The agri
cultural classes, in spite of rise in the 
price of agricultural produce, were hit 
hard by the greater rise in the prices of 
other commodities, particularly cloth and 
consumer goods. Similarly, persons 
belonging to 'Other services and miscel
laneous sources' who had the lellst 
elasticity in their incomes, gradually 
fell behind on the face of rising cost of 
living. Comparatively much better off 
were the persons engaged in ' Production 
other than cultivation ; commerce and 
transport,' as they constituted the sec
tions of population benefited most hy 
increased circulation of money. On the 
whole however, there was not so much of 
a rise in the standard as in the cost of 
living. The per capita income took 
an upward trend during the decade, as 
the general level of income in terms of 
money substantially increased, Yet there 
was no equivalent increase. in terms 
of goods acquired or benefits accrued 
Strain and anxiety in the affairs of life 
gradually took the place of contentment 
and peace of mind. 

The Last Decade : Growth ol Population 

29. The decade 1941-51 was less 
favourable than the two previous decades 
in the matter of weather, natural condi
tions, vital occurrences and the material 
condition of the people which deteriorat
ed due to the war and political unrest. 
All these circumstances had the effect 
in lowering the rate of growth of popula
tion during the decade which fell down 
to 6·4 per cent from 10·2 in 1931-41 and 
11•9 in 1921-31. During the period of 
ten years upto March 1951, the popula
tion of Orissa grew by 877,958 bringing 
the total population of the State to 
14,6!5,9!6. 

·MEAN DECENNIAL GROWTH R·ATE 

30. The growth of population in Orissa 
during the last decade compares un
favourably not only with the growth in 
two previous decades but also with the 
growth noticeable in India as a whole 
and in different States in India during 
the last decade. The following statement 
shows the mean decennial growth rate 
during the period from 1941 to 1951 
relating to India and different States 

. arranged in order of growth rate. The 
mean decennial growth rate is the differ
ence between the general population 
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totals of two successive censuses ex
pressed as a percentage of the arit~
metical mean of these two totals and IS 

slightly different from the ordinary rates 
of percentage variation, which expresses 
growth of population at the beginning 
of the decade. 

State 

INDIA 

Travancore-Cochin 
My sore 
Eombay 

Assam 
Rajasthan 
Madra~ 

Hyderabad 
West Bengal 
Uttar Pradesh 

Madhya Bharat 
Bihar 
Madhya Prades ~ 

Orissa. 
Vindhya Pradesh 
Pwtjab (I) 

Mean decennial growth 
rate (1941-51) 

+12•5 

+21•2 
+21"2 
+20·8 

+IN, 
+13•9 
+13-4, 

+13•3 
+12•7 
+11·2 

+I0·4 
+ 9•6 
+ 7•9 

+ 6•2 
+ 6•0 
- o·G 

. 31. At ·the bottom of the statement 
are Punjab (I), Vindhya Pradesh and 
Orissa. Punjab's figure does not give 
the real indication of the trend of growth, 
as the State was torn asunder when 
India was partitioned, resulting in waves 
of migration, murder and abduction. 
The real significance can only be studied 
after the Report on the 1951 Census 
Is published. Next comes Vindhya 
Pradesh which occurs below Orissa but 
has so little difference from Orissa's 
growth rate that for practical purposes 
both may be taken to stand bracketted. 
Thus, Orissa may be taken to have the 
lowest gain in India by way of decennial 
growth. All other States have higher 
growth rate than Orissa, so much so that 
two of her immediate neighbours, namely, 
l\Iadras and West Bengal have a growth 
rate exceeding double that of Orissa. 
These three States are sea-board countries 
with some inland regions and so the , . ' 
dissimilarity between Orissa and the 
other two States in respect of growth of 

population is a matter of serious consi
deration. The growth rates of Assam, 
Bombay, Mysore and Travancore-Cochin 
are nearly or more than three times 
Orissa's growth rate. 

GROWTH DURING THE LAsT 50 YEARS 

32. The population of Orissa has 
increased from 10,302,917 in 1901 to 
14,645,946 in 1951, an increase of 
4 343 029 in · course of the last half a ' ' ' 

VARIATION OF POPULATION 

PERCENTAGE 

+12-

+11-

+10-

+9-
+8-
+7-
+6-
+5-
+4-
+3-
+2-
+1- ..... 

~ 
0) 

a 
r't 

..... 
.... 

0 ..... 
-1- Q) . 0) 

..... ..... 

-2-

century. This means an addition of 
42·2 per cent in 50 years. The growth 
of population between 1901 and 1911 
amounted to 1,075,958 which is an 
increase of 10·4 per cent. In the 
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subsequent decad.e,namely between 1911 
and 1921 there was a decrease of popu
lation to the extent of220,289 on account 
of the reasons mentioned earlier in this 
Section. This dec·rease amounts to 1·9 
per cent. The increaf'e of population 
from 1921 to 1931 was the highest 
during the last half a century amount
ing to 1,332,470 or 11·9 per cent. After 
that the increase has not been so high 
but fairly satisfactory. 1he population 
grew between 1931 and 1941 by 
1,276,93t or 10·2 per cent. The last 
decade (1941-51) saw an increase of 
877,958 in the population of Orissa 
which works out to 6·4 per cent. The 
diagram given in the previous page 
depicts the percentage of increase or 
decrease in the population from 1901 
to 1951. 

GROWTH IN OTHER STATES 

33. As mentioned above, the popula
tion of Orissa. grew by 42·2 per cent 
during the last 50 years. During this 
period, the growth of population in 
India (adjusted according to the present 
territorial limit) was somewhat greater. 
The statement below illustrates the 
growth in India and various States 

· between 1901 and 1951. 

State Population Population Peoentage 
in 1901 ia 1951 of growth in 

50 year 
INDIA • • 235,.,8,813 356,829,485 51·5 

Aaam 3,814,188 9,043,707 137•1 
Bombay •• 21,217,221 35,956,150 69'5 
Madhya Prade&h 13,464,782 21,247,533 57·8 

Wel4 Bengal 15,834,010 24,810,308 56•7 
l'dadru .. 36,675,556 57,016,002 55·5 
OriMa .. 10,302,917 14,645,946 42·2 

Bihar 28,393,457 40,225,947 41•7 
Uttar PradP8h •• 48,625,310 63,215,742 30•0 
Punjab .. 10,476,970 1!,641,205 20·7 

FOREIGN CoUNTRIES· 
34. An interesting comparison is avail

able from a study on the growth of 
population in the world by Dr. S. Swaroop 

who observes* "The rate of increase from 
1900 to 1949 has been slowest (36 per 
cent) in Europe (exc-luding U. S. S. R.) 
and most rapid in the Americas (11:! 
per cent). Among the European coun
tries the Republic of Ireland has actually 
shown a decrease of 7 per cent while 
France shows only negligible increase. 
The total addition to the population of 
Europe has been of the order of 100 
millions. The present territory of 
U.S. S. R. which in 1900 contained less 
than half of the population of the remain
der of Europe, added about 74 millions in 
the same period. The rates of popula
tion growth in Australia, Canada, New 
Zealand and United States have exceeded 
those of Europe. The most rapid 
increase has been recorded in Argentina 
(251 per cent) followed by Cuba (231 
per cent), Columbia (213 per cent) and 
Brazil (191 per cent). On the whole, 
the American continent added about 
170 millions and doubled her number 
from 1900 to 1949. Africa which in 
1900 had presumably a population as 
large as that of both Americas, added 
only one-third (57 millions) of the 
American increase. Half of the total 
world increase has been contributed by 
Asian countries alone. Even though some 
of the smaller countries,such as Indonesia, 
the Philippines, Thailand, etc., recorded 
rates of increase well over 100 per cent, 
the two large countries, viz., China and 
India, increased relatively slowly at the 
rates of approximately 30 per cent and 
49 per cent respectively, yet their countri
bution to the total world increase is 
almost one-third." 

CHANGE IN TREND SINCE 1921 

35. The growth of population in Orissa 
during the half-century has not proceeded 
from decade to decade in a consistent 
manner. The increase has been very 
slow during the first two decades and 

• Orow1h of Population in t.be World by Dr. S. Swaroop (World Health Organisati<'n Epidemiolo!'(ical and Vita. 
St6ti•tioe R,.pon, Apf'illll51) page 187. 
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rather fast during the following three 
decades. The year 1921 divides the 
first half of the present century into two 
periods, firstly from 1901 to 1921, a 
period of slow growth and from 1921 
to 1951, a period of markedly fast 
growth. The growth during the fir~t 
20 years . comes ·to only 855,669, or m 
other words 8·3 per cent while the growth 
in the next 30 years comes to the high 
figure of 3,487 ,360, or 31·3 per cent. 
Thus, in the demographic career of 
Orissa, the year 1921 will remain an 
important cross-road as it is from this 
year that a systematic trend in the growth 
of population is noticeable, which is 
expected to continue for a few decades 
in the future. As elsewhere in the world, 
the growth of population in the present 
times ii connected with the advent of 

the Industrial Revolution. The indus· 
trial era came to India late in comparison .. 
with the advanced countries of the world 
and to Orissa it came much later. That 
was the decade 1921-31 when Orissa 
began to extend its railways and hard 
surfaced road communications and built 
up power-worked factories and mines, 
though small in number. The growth 
of such industries in Orissa has been 
continuing since this decade · and · 
together with it, the increase of popula
tion has kept consistent pace. 

GRoWTH IN NATURAL DrvrsiONS 

36. The following statement compares 
the growth of population of the two 
natural divisions of the State during the 
last 50 years. 

OrisSI\ Inland Division Orissa. Coasta.l Division • 
r-

Decade Increase(+) or 
decreaSE'(-) 

1 2 

1901-11 + 904,866 

1!111-21 + 9!,195 

1 921-31 + 892,203 

1931-41 + 843,322 

1941-51 I 
+ 610,530 

Total for 1901-51 + 3,345,116 

The growth of population has been 
extraordinarily rapid in the inland divi
sion while it is poor in the coastal divi· 
sion. ··Even during the decade 1911-21 
when not only the coastal division of 
Orissa but many provinces in India 
lost in population, the inland division 
made a gain although it. was small, 
namely 1. 7 per cent. The increase of 
population of this natural division in the 
first decade of the century which is 
approximately 20 per cent in 10 years, 
was due to the speedy recovery from 
the effects of the famine of 1900 in which 
Sambalpur, Bolangir and Phulbani 
districts suffered grieviously and other 

"-' r-
Percentage Increase ( +) or Peroentage ' 
variation decrease (-) variation 

3 4 5 

+19·6 +171,092 + 3•0 

+ 1•7 -314,484 - 5'4 

+15•9 +440,267 + 8·0 

+12•9 +433,610 + 7·3 

+ 8·3 +267,428 + 4•2 

+72·3 +997,913 +17•6 

districts felt the effects of scarcity. 
The growth of population in other decades 
has consistently remained high because 
the inland natural division unlike the 
coastal division is free from annual 
devastations of floods which not · only 
affect crops but also spread or prolong 
epidemics and diseases. On the other 
hand, the coastal division has all along 
shown a poor ra~e of increase and in. 
t~e decade 1911-21 actually lost popula
tion to an extent of 5·4 per cent. The 
increase in the first decade of the present 
century was very low, namely 3 per cent 
on account of heavy and repeated floods, 
scarcities and epidemics. The coastal 
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division lost heavily durinO' the influenza. 
years but maintained its 

0 
growth on a. 

moderate level in the two succeeding 
decades, namely 1921-31 and 1931-41 
the growth being more than 7 per cent U: 
each decade. The last decade, 19-U-51 
again experienced poor increase limited 
to 4·2 per cent as against the Orissa 
average of 6·4 per cent and India. avera(J'e 
of 13·4 per cent. Public health in the 
coastal division, particularly, in Cuttack 
and Balasore and very notoriously in the 
latter district, remained low all through
out the decade and there was serious 
diminution of population in a large 
n;umber of police-station areas in these 
two districts. This is primarily respon
sible in bringing down the rate of growth 
of population in the coastal division in 
the decade 1941-51. · The details will, 
however, be seen in course of review 
of the position relating to individual 
districts. 

GROWTH OF POPULATION IN DISTRICTS 

37. As stated above, the growth of 
population of Orissa during the last 
50 years comes to 42·2 per cent. This 
growth is the result of very unequal 
progress made· by different districts 
during the period. Between 1901 and 
1951, Keonjhar and Bolangir show the 
highest percentage of increase amounting 
to over 105 per cent. Sundargarh is 
closely behind, being 100 per cent. 
The coastal districts, however, showed 
a poor rate of increase. Balasore most 
strikingly stands out as the only district 
in Orissa with an adverse figure of loss 
of population to the extent of 3 per cent 

. below what the district had 50 years 
·:back. The population of Balasore was 

1,140,102 in 1901 which was reduced to 
1,106,012, a deficit of 34,090 in 50 years. 
Thus, while the districts of. the inland 
natural division have gained highly 
during the last 50 years and the districts 

of the ~oastal division except Balasore 
h_ave gamed to a small extent in popula
tion, Balasore district has underrrone 
loss of population during this period.0 

38. The growth or decline of population 
during the period of 50 years from 1901 
to 1951 in different districts is shown 
below:-

Increase ( +) or decrease (-) in 

State and district 
population between 1901 and 1951 

Actual Pt>roentage 

ORISSA +4,343,029 + 42·2 

Cuttack + 322,204 + 14·6 Balasore 34,090 - 2·9 
Puri + 246,687 + 18·6 

Sambalpur + 512,546 + 64·9 
Ganjam + 482,866 + 42·3 
Koraput + 576,347 + 83•1 

Dhenkana1 + 267,166 + 46·7 
Keonjhar + 30:.!,683 +105•9 
Phulbani + 122,859 '+ 36•8 

Bolangir + 470,250 ' . +105•1 
Sundargarh + 275,030 + 99•2 
Kalahandi + 380,039 + 79•4 
Ma)Urbhanj .. + 418,442 + 68·6 

39. In discussing the growth of popula· 
tion in different districts of Orissa, a 
comparable basis has been maintained 
for the past six censuses upto 1901 by 
adjustment of population to the terri
torial limit of each district as it existed 
in 1951. In other words, the population 
of a district as shown in the following 
paragraphs from 1901 onwards relates to 
the area of the district as it had in 1951 
and not to the area which the district 
actually had· in the respective censuses. 
But the population in respect of censuses 
from 1872 to 1891 wherever exhibited, 
relates to the unadjusted area of the 
district which actually existed in the 
respective census year. 
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Cuttack 

40. The statement below shows the 
growth :of population of the district 
from decade to decade. 

Year Population Percentage of 
variation 

1872 1,636,015 

1881 1,908,349 +16·6 

1891 2,061,195 + 8·0 

1901 2,207,040 +7'1 
1911 2,260,585 . + ~·4 

1921 2,198,195 - 2·8 

1931 2,339,2.3 + 6·4 
1941 2,448,772 + 4·7 
1951 2,529,244 + 3·3 

41. The increase in the first decade 
was high, firstly because the district was 
recovering fast from the terrible effects 
of the famine of 1866, commonly known 
as the ' na-anka ' famine. This corro
borates the generally accepted view that 
there is an accelerated increase of 
population by way of natural economy. 
after a decay, or loss of population due 
to calamities. Secondly, the percentage 
of increase during the decade appears to 
be high on account of the fact that in 
1872 when the first decennial census.: • 
was taken in the absence of any previous 
administrative experience of similar 
nature, it was estimated that about 

CUTTACK DISTRICT 

Scale 1" = 25 miles . 

. . 
one lakh persons escaped· enumeration 
in Cuttack district alone. The real rate 
of growth was therefore much less than 
what has been shown. In the next 
decade the rate of increase was normal 
in spite of the effects of the devastating 
cyclone of 1885 known as ' sunia batasa ' 

which severely affected 45 villages lll 

Patamundai police-station. The last 
decade of the 19th century was also not 
free from a· disastrous cyclone, which 
visited the district in November 1892, 
and is still remembered as ' N aga 
Ohaturthi batasa '. In 1893, Rajna~ar 

• 
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police-station area extensively suffered 
on account of saline inundation resulting 
in loss of cattle, crops and houses. But 
even then there was steady increase of 
population throughout the district. 
Du:IDg this de~ade the Bengal-Nagpur 
Railway was built across Orissa which 
brought prosperity to the land. The 
advent of railway, however, showed 
another effect on the population in the 
decade ... 1901-11. Migration outside 
Orissa automatically increased. In this 
dec~4e, ~ series· of floods, failure of crop 
and outbreak of epidemics occurred lead
ing indirectly to a large increase in the 
number of men going out of the district 
in search of work. In 1907, Kendrapara 
subdivision particularly suffered from 
a high flood and in the following year, 
the coastal area was flooded with salt 
water from the sea. The sadar subdivi
sion also experienced shortage of food. 
The effect of all these adverse conditions 
resulted in a small increase of population 
of 53,545 or 2·4 per cent between 1901 
and 19ll. But the district had a more 
unfortunate history in the next decade. 

42. The census ·of 1921 showed the 
first actual decline in the number of 
population of the district. The first 
half of the decade was a period of steady 
prosperity in spite of seasonal floods 
but thereafter not only the country was 
in the midst of war conditions but 
natural calamities visited the district 
in succession. The disastrous epidemic 
of influenza appeared in the year 1918 
and lingered on in this district more 
than in any other district of the State. 
Failure of monsoon resulted in reducing 

. stocks of foodgrain, while prices were 
: increasing on account of war conditions. 

The last two years of the decade brought 
more severe floods and more disastrous 
epidemics of cholera, dysentery and fever. 
Scarcity of foodgrains was felt all over 
the district, and particularly in Banld, 
Narsingpur and Baramba. The .birth 
rate was severely affected as a, result 

of repeated visits of epidemics. All 
these encouraged migration with the 
result that the population of the di:-trict 
in 1921 was less than in 1911 by 6:!,300, 
a loss of 2·8 per cent. 

43. The district had a period of distress 
in various forms in the decade 1921-31. 
The aftermath of war was effectively 
felt in every field. There were natural 
cala~ties resulting from floods and epi
denncs. The number of deaths was in 
excess of the number of births in 1921 
and although the following years were 
not bad, the year 1924 showed a large 
increase in death rate which out
numbered birth rate to the extent of 
5 per thousand. In the last half of 
the decade, disastrous floods repeatedly 
visited the district necessitating exten
sive distribution of taccavi loans and 
gratuitous relief. On the whole, this 
was a decade of floods and epidemics of 
cholera, malaria and dysentery. But in 
spite of all these adverse conditions, 
the district showed an increase of 141,048 
souls, an increase of 6·4 per cent, which 
is the highest during last half a century. 
This unprecedented increase amidst 
adverse conditions is explained partly 
by the return of emigrants, particularly 
to Banki and Aul police-stations and 
partly due to rapid growth of the head
quarters town Cuttack. 

44. The decade 1931-41 was one of 
general peace and prosperity. There 
was steady growth of population which 
increased· by 109,529 or, 4·7 per cent. 
The country had completely recovered 
from the effects of the World '\Var I 
and the people were engaged peacefully 
in agriculture, industry and other avoca
tions. But the district was not free from 
adversities. Ruinous floods came in 
1933, 1934, 1937, 1939 and 1940. The 
flood of 1937 was the highest in living 
memory, causing several breaches in 
embankments and spreading sand over 
cultivated lands and causing damage to 
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crops. Other floods of the decade also 
caused considerable damage to crops. 
In the year 1936, Jajpur subdivision was 
subjected to the desolation of a cyclone, 
greatly damaging crops, while the lower 
regions of the district suffered from salt 
water flooding in 1939. There was partial 
failure of crop in 1933, 1937 and 1939 
and the harvest of 1940 was very poor. 
Public health during the decade was 
much better than it was previously. 
But the district was not completely 
free from epidemics and diseases. 
Cholera was widespread throughout the 
decade but was particularly destructive 
in the years 1932, 1935 and 1939. The 
most virulent attack of cholera occurred 
in the year 1939 when the death rate from 
this disease alone rose to the high figure . 
of 4·1 per mille. Smallpox was not so 
active as cholera but it was extensive 
in 1938 and 1940, particularly in the 
latter year when the death rate in Cuttack 
town rose to 2·7 per mille from this 
epidemic alone. The district was also 
a frequent sufferer from fever, diarrhoea 
and dysentery. Kendrapara subdivision 
particularly, deteriorated during the 
decade as cases of fever, dysentery and 
diarrhoea increased highly. Jajpur and 
parts of Sadar subdivision also suffered 
extensively particularly in the year 1936 
from fever and in 1938 from dysentery 
and diarrhoea. In spite of these adverse 
conditions, there was economic and 
general prosperity and the population 
grew steadily. . · 

45. In the· last decade (1941-51), the 
population of the district grew by 80,4 72 
out of which Cuttack city .alone contri
buted an increase of 28,214, leaving 
52,258 for the rest of the district. The 
district had to pass through unfavourable 
times in various ways during the decade. 
There were a series of high floods in 
different years, namely, in 1941, 1943, 
1947, 1949 and 1950. The flood of 
August 1943 was particularly damaging, 

as all the three principal rivers of the 
district were in spate simultaneously. 
The flood of 194 7 was also very high. 
which destroyed the standing winter 
paddy. Due to these reasons the outturn 
of crop in the years 1943, 1947 and also 
in the year 1950 was poor. Public 
health· was by no means good except in 
Athgarh subdivision where occasional 
outbreaks of epidemics were not only 
of limited scope but were- -also. f~w and 
far between. In other $Ubdivisions of 
the district,. cholera took away 'lives 
year after year throughout this Prriod. 
In 1943 and 1944 the death rate from· 
cholera alone rose to 3·5 and 4·3 per mille 
respectively which was the highest in 
any district of the State. Diarrhoea 
and dysentery were running parallel 
claiming heavily at the rate of 4·3 per 
mille in 1941 and a little less from 1942 
to 1944. The outbreak of a severe 
type of smallpox in 1945 came simulta
neously with extensive sufferings from 
malarial and other fevers in that year. 
The death rate from fever alone rose to 
16·9 per mille in this· .year. The lower 
portion of the district, particularly 
Kendrapara subdivision was consistently. 
under some sort of suffering during the 
decade. In the Sadar, Jajpur and 
Kendrapara subdivisions, a number of 
police-stations suffered from a decrease 
of population on ·account of unsatis
factory health conditions. These circum
stances were responsible in checking 
the rate of growth of population of the 
district during the. decade which was 
limited to 3·3 per cent inclusive of the 
considerable gain made by the city of 
~UM~ · . 

46. The growth of population in each· 
subdivision during. ten years upto 1951, 
is shown in the following page :-
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Diatrid or IUbdiviaion 

CUTI'ACK 

Population in 
19U 

Sadar eubdiviaion • , 1,129,583 
.Tajpur subdiv1sion 615,125 
Xeudrapara subdiviaion 520,863 
Athgarh eubdivision 183,.201 

4 7. The gain in population of Athgarh 
·subdivision has been substantial. But 
in the rcrmaining three subdivisions, it 
has been -··poor. The percentage of 
increase in sadar subdivision, as it appears 
from the statement above, is 4·1 but this 
is mostly due to the increase in the 
population of Cuttack city. H the rural 
areas of the sadar subdivision are taken 
into consideration, the increase is 
nominal, namely, 1·7 per cent. Simi
larly, the other two subdivisions, Jajpur 
and· Kendra para have made nominal 
gains. Out of 33 police-stations in the 
district, the population has decreased 

Population in 
1951 

2,529,2H 

bcrease ( +) or 
decreaee (-) 

+80,472 

• Peroentagt.> of 
in<'re&ose or 
dec~ase 

+3-3 
1,1'15,759 +46,176 + H 

622,530 + 7,405 + 1·2 
526,472 + 5,609 + 1'1 
204,483 +21,282 +11·6 

in 10, namely, Sadar, Salepur,1\Iahanga, 
Kissennagar, Ersama, Binjharpur, 
Dharmasala, Korai, Kendrapara and 
Patamundai. Moreover, out of 5 towns 
in this district, one has lost population, 
namely, Jajpur. Police-station areas 
which have gained in population do 
not show in any case a high percentage. 

48. During the last 50 years the popula
tion of the district of Cuttack bas 
increased from 2,207,040 in 1901 to 
2,529,244 in 1951, a gain of 322,204, 
which amounts to 14·6 per cent. 

Balasore 

49. The statement below shows the 
growth of population of the district from 
decade to decade. 

Year Population 

1872 804,176 

Percentage of 
variation 

1881 996,252 +23•9 
1891 1,050,873 + 5•5 

1901 1,140,102 + 8·5 
1911 1,124,282 - 1•4 
1921 1,045,726 - 7•0 

1931 1,059,194 + 1•3 
19U 1,108,775 + 4·7 
1951 1,106,012 - 0•2 

50. The study of population ·growth of 
this district presents a dismal picture 
and calls for effective administrative 
action for improvement. During the 
first half of the present century the 
district has lost population in three 
decades out of five, while ii1 the 19th 
century, at least two major· calamities 
brought utter desolation and severely 
crippled the growth of population. In 

1831, a devastating cyclone swept over 
the· entire district and storm waves 
3 to 30 feet high surged over the land 
depopulating a third of the district. 
The second calamity of unparalleled 
misery and suffering was the ' na-anka ' 
famine of 1866, reducing the population 
of the district, according to one estimate, 
from 732,280 .to 485,113. . . 

51. The district, .howevfr, showed an 
extremely good. record. of increase of 
population amounting to 23 per cent in 
the period 1872-81. Of course,_ this high 
rate of increase was partly· due to 
improved enumeration in 1881 but the 
chief factor· which contributed to the 
high increase is the speedy recovery 
from the effects of the devastating famine 
of 1866. In the next decade (1881-91) 

'some amount of prosperity came to the 
district with the opening of the coast 
canal _in 1885. But there was a high 
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flood of 1886 in the Baitarani which 
damaged crops in the southern part of 
the district. By 1891, census enumera
tion had assumed normal level of 
accuracy and the district profited by a 
modest increase of 5 per cent of the 
population. The period between 1891 
and 1901 was generally good and pros
perous for the district except in the 
closing year of the decade when epide
mics of cholera and high flood led to 

·migration of a considerable number of 
persons just before the census enumera
tion. The rate of increase during this 
decade was 8·5 per cent,~ The opening 
decade of the present century was the 
first in the series of censuses when the 
district lost its population numbering 
15,820 or 1·4 per cent. There was a 
serious failure of crop in 190l,and except 
for the year 1903, the crops were below 
the normal for the whole· deca(ie~ The . . . 
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first half of the decade witnessed the 
rise ?f death rate from 31 to 34 per mille 
and m the second half the district entered 
in~o a serie's of unhealthy years. Epide
mics of cholera broke out in a serious 
form in the year 1907. and in 1908, 
as a res~t of uneven rainfall leading 
to scarcity of food and hiah price 
which compelled the major p~t of th; 
population to take resort to bad diets. 
In the years 1906 and 1907 deaths 
exceeded births but in 1908, th~ number 

of deaths was actually double the number 
of births. Under the circumstances, not 
only the natural increase of population 
was checked but emigration on a large 
scale was taken resort to. The final 
result was the loss of population as stated 
above. 

52. The first four years after 1911 were 
· · on the whc;>le a period of prosperity for 
- the district, as the birth rate was well 
over the death rate. The agricultural 
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condition was fair. But the remainder 
of the decade was a period of bad health 
and poor harvest. Except in the year 
1917, when the number of births was 
a little in excess of the number of deaths, 
the entire period was one of deaths 
exceeding births. Inadequate rainfall in 
1915 and 1916 brought about scarcity 
of food as well as outbreaks of cholera. 
There was again failure of rains in 1918 
resulting in fall in the outturn of winter 
rice crop to about a third of the normal 
which led to considerable distress. Comm
on rice was selling at 10 seers or more 
a rupee in 1917 but rose to 7} seers per 
rupee in 1918. When the havoc of 
influenza visited the district this year, 
the people were ill-nourished and had 
little power of resistence. The · effect 
of this epidemic continued also in 1919 
when the number of deaths was greater 
than in the previous year on account 
of the most virulent form of cholera 
during the decade. The death rate was 
over 50 per thousand in this year. By 
the end of the decade, the death rate 
was still higher than it had been in the 
opening years of the decade. Mean
while, the birth rate was also falling 
during the last years of the decade. 
The harvests of 1919 and 1920 were on 
the whole good but they were hardly 
sufficient for recouping the loss sustained 
by the people in other forms. Malaria 
of a deadly type had also come in, 
particularly in the sadar subdivision: 
Emigration was on the increase, mostly 
from the Bhadrak subdivision. The 
result of 1921 census showed that· the 
population of the district decreased by 
78,556 since 1911, a reduction of 7 
per cent. 

53. From 1921 onwards, the district 
had years of unhappy events. Recovery 
from the effects of influenza and malaria 
was not seen till the last years of the 
decade. The first seven years of the 
decade were particularly unhealthy as 
the number of deaths always exceeded 

the number of births. The average 
death rate for. these years being 37·:!, 
the average brrth rate was 30·5. The 
principal factor leading to the decay 
of population in these years was malaria 
which had assumed a destructive form 
in an extensive scale, particularly 
between the years 1921 and 1926. In 
the latter year, there was also a severo 
outbreak of smallpox and heavy floods. 
By the end of 1927, the natural decrease 
in the population of the district was 
approximately half a lakh. During the 
last three years of the decade, however, 
considerable improvement was noticed 
and the losses were being quickly re
couped. The standard of public health 
was now quickly improving. The people 
were recovering their vitality as malaria 
had greatly reduced its scope of activity. 
Birth rate rose up and death rate fell. 
The loss of population which had occurred 
during the first seven years was not 
only levelled up during the succeeding 
three years but the census of 1931 showed 
a small increase of 13,468 over the 
population of 1921 which is an increase 
of 1 ·3 per cent. This of course is by far 
the lowest increase recorded by any 
district in Orissa during the decade. 
In fact,: some of the districts had shown 
an increase of over 21 per cent in this 
decade. 

54. During the decade 1931-40, the 
district enjoyed the most prosperous 
times within the last half a century. 
Public health during the decade was 
much better than it was previously 
but the district was not completely 
free from epidemics and diseases. There 
was a severe outbreak of cholera in the 
year 1932 which started from Chandane
swar Mela and gave cause for anxiety. 
Cholera was prevalent in all the years of 
the decade but was particularly virulent 
in 1935 1936 and 1939. The occurrence 
of fev:r though much less distress~g 
than· in the previous decade, was still 
high. ·· There was a virulent outbreak 
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of smallpox in the year 1938 when the 
death rate from this disease rose to 1·9 
per mille. Dysentery and diarrhoea were 
occasionally seen but very much less 
than in the districts of Cuttack and Puri. 
There was adequate rainfall in 1934, 
1935 and 1939 when the crop position 
was affected. There were also floods 
particularly in the years 1933 and 1940. 
In the latter year, the floods in rivers 
Burabalang, Salandi as well as in 
Baitarani and Subarnarekha were of 
devastating magnitude. The damaged 
crop was recovered to some extent by 
retransplantation. But in the remaining 
years of the decade, the rainfall was 
either sufficient or excessive and the 
crops were good. The census of 1941 
recorded a moderate increase of popula
tion to an extent of 49,581 over the 
population of 1931 which amounts to 
4·7 per cent. This is the lowest per
centage recorded by any district of the 
State during the decade. So the district 
could not help occupying the "lowest 
position even in a decade which was the 
most prosperous one for itself in the 
first half· of the present century. 

55. The last decade (1941-50) was 
marked by the occurrence of a number of 
calamities. There was insufficient rain
fall upto the month of August 1941 
which resulted in poor crops. The crop 
was further affected on account of un
usual heavy rain in October· and the· 
presence of insect pests at places. In 
1942, the paddy crop along the banks of 
the Su barnarekha and the Coast Canal 
were damaged by floods. This was 
followed by a destructive cyclone accom
panied by heavy rain on the 16th of 
October which swept over north Balasore, 
particularly affecting Bhograi, Baliapal, 
J aleswar · and Singla police-stations. 
Bamboo clumps, old cocoanut and date
palm trees, huge banyan and pipal trees 
were up-rooted in thousands. Houses 
collapsed and thatched and corrugated 
roofs were flown away. JackalS, 

vultures, crows and, in fact, the entire 
bird life perished. The fish in the tanks 
died and began to float. A large number 
of boats capsized and an enermous 
number of cattle numbering 23,315 and 
persons numbering 291 lost their lives. 
The cyclone inflicted the greatest damage 

· on early paddy which was ripe. This 
was followed by a high flood on one 
side and by high sea waves on the other. 
In addition to establishment of grain 
shops and distribution of doles, 8 free 
kitchens were started in different parts 
of the district, taccavi loans amounting 
to Rs. 39,350 and gratuitous. relief 
amounting to Rs. 7,50,000 were distri
buted and land revenue was suspended 
for three kists in the affected areas. The 
people were helped to secure employment 
in the Army Labour Corps. In the year 
1943, the autumn and winter paddy crops 
were damaged on account of dificiency in 
timely rainfall as well as excessive un
timely showers. There was reappear
ance of insect pests also. Relief opera- . 
tions in the cyclone and flood affected 
areas continued in this year also. In the 
year 1944, a strong easterly wind caused 
saline inundation of crops once in 
August and again in October. in the 
coastal areas of the district. There were , 
high floods in the Baitarani, Subarna
rekha and the Salandi. Gratuitous relief 
both in cash and in rice doles and taccavi 
loans were distributed. In 1946 and 

·' 1947, there was again heavy downpour 
in the middle of September and the low
lying regions of Bhograi, Baliapal, Basta, 
J aleswar and Singla police-stations 
remained submerged under water and the 
crop was affected. The closing year of 
the decade ( 1950) saw a high flood, 
necessitating relief in extensive scale. 

56. There was marked deterioration in 
public health during the decade. The 
rigours of fever which had decreased 
in the previous decade now reappeared 
with severity. From 1941 to 1947, the 
sufferings from fever were great except 
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in the year 1946 and the death rate from 
this cause alone ranged from 17·7 in 
1941 to 24:·3 per mille in 1947. There 
was a severe outbreak of cholera in 
1943 which carried away 6,367 souls 
at the rate of 6·1 per mille. Cholera 
in 1944 and smallpox in 1945 visited 
the district and carried away large 
number of victims. The health condi
tions, however, showed some improve
ment from 1948 onwards when the 
epidemics were gradually on the decline 
till the end of the decade. 

57. The growth of population in each 
subdivision during ten years upto 1951 
is shown below :-

District. or Bub
division 

BALAS ORE 

Sadar aubdivision 

Bhadrak aubdivi· 
sion. 

Nilgiri aubdivi· 
a ion. 

Popula- Popula
tion in tion in 

19U 1951 

Increase Peroenta-
(+) ge of in· 

or crease or 
d{)88 decrease 

1,108,776 1,106,012 -2,763 -0·3 

579,044 580,012 + 968 +0·2 

456,622 447,270 -9,352 -2·1 

73,109 78,730 +5,621 +7•7 

what they had 10 years back. Jalewsar, 
Basta, Soro, Simulia and Khaira in 
sadar subdivision and Bonth, Bhandari
pokhari, Dhamnagar, Tihiri and Chand
bali police-stations in Bhadrak subdivi
sion as well as Bhadrak town show 
loss of population. The position is grave 
and calls for immediate administrative 
action, particularly because the district 
is noted for food production and had the 
distinction of being a surplus district 
even in the year 1943 but it is a tragedy 
that the people should have been dying 
in a large scale, not surely on ground of 
insufficient food, but perhaps on account 
of uncontrolled epidemics and neglected 
public health. The last decade is not 
the only one to mark loss of population 
in the district. In fact, during the last 
5 decades, the district has lost three 
times and the gain in the remaining two 
occasions is so slight that on taking count 
of 50 years' situation, Balasore happens 
to be the only district in the State of 
Orissa which has suffered reduction of 
population from what it had 50 years 
back. The population of the district was 

58. Nilgiri subdivision which consti- 1,140,102 in 1901 but instead of increasing 
tutes a very small area of the district during the long period of 50 years, it 
shows a moderate gain in population and was reduced to 1,106,012 in 1951. The 
the sadar subdivision shows a gain of number, of females in proportion to 
population which is negligible while males is surprisingly decreasing mostly 
Bhadrak subdivision shows reduction of due to premature death of this particular 
population during the decade to the sex. The general standard of health 
extent of 2·0 per cent. Out of 19 police- has remained at an unenviable level all 
stations of the district, as many as throughout since the beginning of the 
10 show decrease of population fro~ 20th century. 

· Puri 
59. The statement below shows the 

growth of t>opulation of the district 
from decade to decade. 

Year Population Peroent.age of 
variation 

1872 975,911 
1881 1,147,657 +17·6 
1891 1,211,859 + 5•6 
1901 1,325,575 + 9·4 
1911 1,351,525 + 2·0 
1921 1,214,573 -10·1 
1931 1,346,602 +Io-9 
1941 1,455,888 + 8•1 
11151 1,672,262 + 8·0 

60. The population of Puri which was 
decimated after the great • famine of 
1866 partially recovered by the time 
census of 1872 was taken. The growth 
was accelerated during the following·· 
ten years with a gain of 17·6 per cent, 
but during the next two decades,namely, 
in the censuses of 1891 and 1901, the 
growth of population slowed down to 
a steady level, the percentage of increase 
being 5·6 and 9·4. respectively. This 

! 
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growth took place in s:pite of some adverse 
conditions such as failure of crop, floods 
and cyclo~e in the year 1891 and scarcity 
in 1897. In the firs.t decade of the 
present century the rate•of growth fell 
down to a low percentage. In 1901, 
there was a partial loss of winter paddy 
in Khurda and along the borders of the 
Chilka lake. Although the years 1902 
to 1904: were good from the point of 
view of harvest, the next four years 
brought unhappy times in the shape of 
failure of crop and distress in various 

forms, resulting in deaths outnumbering 
· births. Mortality was great in 1908 

on account of a serious outbreak of 
cholera. Fortunately, the last two years 
of the decade brought good harvests 
and improved health resulting in a small 
increase of 25,950 persons or in other 
words, 2·0 per cent over the population 
of 1901. 

61. From 1911 came a decade of 
unfavourable circumstances as in other 
coastal districts of Orissa. The ·decade 
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began with years when there was defi
ciency of rainfall as in 1911 or excess 
rainfall followed by cyclone as happened 
in October 1912. This was the cause 
of outbreak of cholera and rise in death 
rate. Next . four years from 1913 to 
1916 were on the whole prosperous. 
In 1917, heavy rainfall in November 
~ashed .away the ripe crop, resulting 
m scarcity round the Chilka lake, as 
well as fever and rise of death rate. 
This was followed by the disastrous 
outbreak.of influenza in the year 1918 

when the death rate rose to 47•7 per 
thousand which continued in the year 
1919 with full force. The floods of 
1917 and the draught of 1918 with rise 
in death rate in these two years resulted 
in raising the death rate in 1919 to an 
unprecedented height of 70·3 per mille. 
This year the number of deaths was 
twice the number of births. During all 
these years, birth rate was gradually 
sinking, reaching 35·6 in the year 1920. 
The result as could be expected was 
decrease in population. When the census 

.. 
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was taken in 1921, the population of the 
district fell from 1,351,525 in 19ll to 
1,214,573 in 1921, a decrease of 136,952 
or 10·1 per cent. 

62. In the opening year of the decade 
1921-30, the effects of the natural cala
mities of the previous decade, were still 
continuing and the number of deaths wa~ 
in excess of the number of births. 
Recovery started in the year 1922 and 
was followed up in 1923. Not only 
improvement _was noticed in the public 
health but also in the excellence of crops 
with the result that a part of the loss 
Rustained in the previous decade was 
recouped. But the three following years 
relapsed into unhealthy and unfavourable 
conditions with the advance of a virulent 
type of malaria in 1925. In 1926, severe 
outbreak of smallpox combined with the 
effects of floods resulted in further 
deterioration which continued unabated 
till1927. The year 1928 and the remain
ing two years of the decade brought 
bumper crops and there was absence of 
any natural calamity. Cholera had prac
tically disappeared during these years. 
Recovery in general health of the people 
and in the birth rate was markedly 
high resulting in the increase of popula
tion to an extent of 132,029 over the 
population of 1921 which amounts to 
an increase of 10·9 per cent, the highest 
during the last half a century. 

63. The period 1931-40 was one of 
general progress and advancement. 
Public health during the decade was much 
better than it was previously but the 
district was not · completely free from 
epidemics and diseases. The year 1932 
was unhealthy because of extensive out
break of cholera and smallpox as well 
as dysentery and diarrhoea, the latter 
in epidemic form carrying-away the high 
figure of 5·1 per mille of the population. 
Cholera is practically an annual visitor 
to this district and so also dysentery and 

diarrhoea. In 1938 and 1939, again, 
there was heavy loss of life from these 
epidemics. Malaria· extensively spread 
in this district during the decade, parti
cularly affecting the sadar subdivision 
and the villages bordering the Chilka 
lake, especially under Banpur and Tangi 
police-stations and in Parikud. The 
sufferings from malaria around the Chilka 
lake was so great that it attracted tho 
attention of the Pro·vincial Government 
who organised remedial and research 
measures to prevent its recurrence. 
There was insufficient rainfall in the years 
1931, 1934, 1935 and 1937 w·hich was 
not conducive to good harvests. On 
the other hand, there was very heavy 
rainfall in 1933 when the district experi
enced one of the heaviest floods. Exten
sive relief operations were organized to 
remove the distress. In the year 1936, 
the weather conditions were not favour
able and the harvest was below normal. 
There was a cyclone in October 1938 
which damaged the crop particularly in 
Krushnaprasad police-station. The 
coastal tracts suffered not only from 
draught but also from over-flow of saline 
water. In the year 1938, there were 
high floods resulting in breaches in 
embankments and damage to standbg 
crop~. A second flood came in the month 
of September causing further loss to 
crops. Gratuitous relief was given in 
the flood affected areas till December. 
Emigration to Calcutta, Rangoon and 
Jamshedpur increased due to the above 
reasons. In 1939, the sadar subdivision 
considerably suffered from floods in 
August and September, resulting in poor 
outturn of crop. In 1940, the district 
suffered from excessive rainfall at the 
time of growth of paddy crop. In spite 
of these adverse conditions, prosperity 
of the people became so deeprooted 
during the decade, that an increase of 
population to the extent of 109,286 
or 8 1 per cent over the population of 
1931 was the result of the census of 1941. 
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64. The last decade (1941-51) is noted 
for some adversities. In November 1942, 
a severe cyclone accompanied with heavy 
rain passed over the district causing con
siderable damage to crops, cattle and 
houses, and necessitating distribution 
of gratuitous relief and taccavi loans to 
the distressed people for construction of 
houses or purchase of seeds and cattle. 
Ring bunds in Parikud were recons
tructed at a heavy cost to provide 
employment to the people and to prevent 
lands from being flooded by the salt 
water of the Chilka. Grain golas were· 
also opened in scarcity areas. In the 
year 1943 and 1944, floods visited the 
district a number of times. Local short
age of foodgrains in deficit areas was met 
by export from surplus areas. There 
was excessive rainfall in the year 1946 
during the sowing and flowering season 
which resulted in poor outturn of paddy. 
In 1947, the rainfall was not only in
adequate but uneven in different months 
which affected the crops. 

65. There was deterioration in public 
health during the decade. The district 
suffered extensively from dysentery and 
diarrhoea, particularly in the first half 
of the decade and also from cholera. 
The outbreak of smallpox in 1945 was 
responsible for carrying away a large 
number of men. The district, parti
cularly the sadar subdivision, and the 
areas round the Chilka lake, became 
very malarious. But the district was 
much better off than either Cuttack 
or Balasore in health and material 
prosperity. The census of 1951 showed a 
satisfactory growth of population in this 
district marking an increase of 116,374 
persons or 8·0 per cent during the decade. 
This is the highest percentage of increase, 
in the Coastal Natural Division. A part 
of the growth was due to establishment 
of the State capital at Bhubaneswar. 

66. The growth of population in each 
subdivision during ten years upto 1951 
is shown below :- . 

District or sub
division 

P<lpula.tion in 
19H 

Population i11 
1951 

Increase (+)or 
decrease (-) 

Percentage of increase 
or decrease 

PURl 1,455,888 1,572,262 +116,374 

Sadar Subdivision 691,355 726,482 + 35,127 + 5•1 
Khurda Subdivision 410,584 444,671 + 34,087 + 8•3 
Nayagarh Subdivision 353;949 401,109 + 47,160 +13•3 

67. The district has shown steady 
progress during the decade, Nayagarh 
subdivision showing the highest per
centage of ·13·3 and sadar the lowest 
amounting to 5·1 per cent. 

68. During ·the last 50 years, the 
population of the district of Puri has 
increased from 1,325,575 in 1901 to 
1,572,262 in 1951, a gaJn of 246,687 
which amounts to 18·6 per cent. 

Sambalpur 
69. The statement below shows the 

growth of population of the district 
from decade to decade. 

Year Population Percentage of 
variation 

187 506,834 
1881 653,201 +28·9 
1891 743,527 +13·8 
1901 789,258 + 6•2 
1911 913,938 +15•8 
1921 955,412 + 4"5 
1931 1,067,702 +U·8 
1941 1,202,584 +12•6 
195.;. 1,301,804 + 8•3 

70. The district has shown all along 
a good progress in the growth of popula
tion. The high percentage in increase 
in 1881 is partly due to omissions in 
enumeration in 1872. The census of 
1891 which was comparatively free from 
enumeration errors showed a satisfactory 
increase of population to the extent 
of 13·8 per cent, mostly due to prosperous 
years. But this growth rate could not 
be maintained in the next decade, 
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primarily because of the famine of 
1000 and the mortality resulting 
from the epidemics of fever, cholera 
and smallpox which came together with 
the famine. The death rate for this 
year rose to the appalling figure of 108 
per mille. The distress was very acute 
in the south-west of Bargarh subdivision, 
particularly in Borasambar zamindary 
area.. But in spite of these adverse 

circumstances, the district showed an 
addition to the population to an extent 
of 3·3 per cent during the decade. The 
statement in the previous page showing 
an increase of 6·2 per cent in 1901 is 
due to adjustment of area of the 

.district as explained in paragraph 9 of 
this Section. 

71. In the opening decade of the 
present century, recovery from the effects 
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of the famine was rapid, birth rate 
rising abruptly from 30·0 in 1901 to 46·6 
in 1902 per thousand. The birth 
rate continued at a high level throughout 
the remaining years of the decade while 
the death rate was low in all these years 
except in 1908. The effect of low death 
rate and high birth rate was combined 
with a iUCcession of good annual harvests 

I 
,.-' • Charmal. 

except in 1901-03 and 1907-08. All 
these features resulted in satisfactory 
growth of population amounting to 15·8 
per cent in 1911 which is the highest 
for the district in any census. 

72. The first seven years of the decade 
beginning with 1911 were prosperous 
as the harvests were good, there was no 
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epidemic worth notice and the birth 
rate was well over the death ratB. The 
birth rate reached the highest point of 
46·7 in 1914. The year 1918 was very 
unhealthy. Cholera reappeared together 
with influenza epidemic pushing up the. 
death rate to 56·6 per thousand, when the 
birth rate was much lower. In 1919, 

. the outbreak of cholera was repeated 
but influenza had ceased to cause distress. 
The closing year of the decade was also 
not free from calamity as a severe flood 
affecting 60 villages visited the district. 
In spite of these calamities, Sambalpur 
did not show an absolute loss of popula
tion as most of the districts of Orissa 
did during this decade. A small increase 
of 41,474 persons or 4·5 per cent was 
achieved during the decade. 

73. The decade 1921-30 started with a 
year of struggle for recovery from the 
effects of calamities in the previous 
decade. Death rate was still high although 
the birth rate was coming to the normal 
level. Public health was unsatisfactory 
but the· harvest of 1921 was plentiful 
and put the people to steady progress 
which continued to help the people 
to recoup fast. The remaining 9 years 
of the decade were marked with steady 
progress on account of a series of good 
harvests except in the year 1928. The 
district was not completely free from 
epidemics as smallpox, cholera, fever 
and other diseases were occasionally 
visiting parts of the district. The 
district considerably gained in population 
during the decade as the population 
increased by 112,290 or 11·8 per cent. 

74. During 1931-40 public health was 
much better than it was previously 
but the district was not completely 
free from epidemics and diseases. · The 
year 1932 was particularly unhealthy 
on account of widespread outbreak of 
cholera and heavy deaths resultin(J' from 
it as well as from diarrhoea and dysen
tery. Smallpox in 1935 and cholera in 
1936 broke out in virulent form. There 

were high floods in 1936 in Kuchinda 
subdivision and in 1937 in the Sambalpur 
sadar subdivision but they did not cause 
any considerable damage to the crop 
or the property. One important advance
ment in the direction of industrial enter
prise was taken by the district when the 
Orient Paper Mills were established at 
Brajarajnagar in the year 1937-38. The 
weather conditions were favourable 
throughout the decade although there 
was deficient rainfall in 1932 and 1935. 
Harvests were excellent and there was 
no shortage. of foodgrains anywhere. 
All these factors contributed to a satis
factory growth of population which was 
increased by 12·6 per cent during the 
decade. 

75. In 1941-50, general peace and 
prosperity of the district continued 
though it was affected by conditions due 
to the World War. Public health was 
normal. The first three . opening years 
of the decade had virulent epidemic of. 
cholera when the death rate particularly 
in the year 1942 rose up. Sporadic 
outbreaks of smallpox and · malarial 
fever were reported during the decade. 
The second half of the decade was com
paratively better in matters of health. 
The district benefited by bumper crop 
in most of the years. The rainfall was 
generally below the normal but not to 
the extent of affecting crops seriously. 
As a result, the district was able to export 
sufficient quantity of paddy every year 
under the procurement plan. Although 
general rise in the price of commodities 
and other conditions usually arising from 
the war affected the material condition 
of the district, the position was improved 
considerably by the execution of a notable 
multipurpose scheme at Hirakud in the 
year 1946 estimated to cost Rs. 92 
crores. :Many gainful side. occupations 
developed in the wake of this great · · 
scheme. As a result, there was a wave 
of emigrants to participate in the eco
nomic prosperity which the district was 
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likely to have in coming years. This was 
one of the reasons why there was some 
additional :ncrease in the population 
enumerated in the 1951 census. The 

district gained by 8·3 per cent of popula
tion during the decade. 

76. The growth of population in each 
subdivision during ten years upto 1951 
is shown below :-

District or aub· Population hi Population in 
1951 

Increase ( +) or Percentage of 
diviaion 1941 decrease (-) increase 

or doorease 

SAMBALPUR 1,1102,684 1,309,804 +99,220 + 8·3 
Sadar IIUbdivi~ion 405,249 448,821 +43,572 +10·8 
Bargarh aubdiviaion 580,873 612,037 +31,164 + 6•4 

96,875 + 8,950 +10•2 Deogarh aubdiviaion 87,925 
Kuchinda subdivision 90,352 101,447 + 11,095 +12•3 
Rairakholsubdivision 38,185 

77. All the subdivisions of the district 
have made steady gains· in population 
during . the last ten years. Highest 
increase has occurred in Sambalpur 
police-station on account of increase 
of population in the town area due to 
the Hirakud project and in Jh:}rsuguda 
and Brajarajnagar police-stations which 
are business localities. A few police
stations, however, have lost population 
during the decade, namely, Jujumura, 
Mahadebpali, Rampella and Bheden but 

42,624: + 4,439 +11·6 
the extent of loss is negligible. The 
district has been advancing in material 
condition and it is likely to benefit 
by further growth of population in future 
decades. 

78. During the last 50 years, the 
population of the district of Sambalpur 
has increased from 789,258 in 1901 to 
1,301,804 in 1951, a gain of 512,546, 
which amounts to 54·9 per cent. 

· Ganjam 

79. The statement below shows the quence of export to the famine striken 
growth of population of the dist1ict from parts of southern India. In 1888-89, 
decade to decade. another severe famine oc<;urred, and 

Year Population Percentage of great mortality resulted specially from 
variation cholera. The distress resulted by conti-1901 1,141,963 

1911 1,269,686 +11·2 nued failure of crop as there was ex-
1921 1.228·465 - 3"3 tremely deficient rainfall in every year 
1931 1•391 ·069 +13"2 between 1881 and 1888 except in the 1941 1,560,669 +12•2 
1951 1,624,829 + 4·1 year 1886. Nearly six lakhs of rupees 

80. The district suffered from famine were spent on relief work. The next 
frequently during the second half of the famine of considerable distress visited 
19th century and thereafter. The more the district in 1896-97. The rainfall 
serious famines are those that occurred in 1896 was nearly half the annual 
in 1865-66, 1888-89, 1896-97, 1908-09 normal rainfall, resulting in failure of 
and 1919. The famine of 1865-66 crops. But the people showed great 
affected chiefly the northern part of strength of mind and powers of resistance 
the district. Deaths from starvation in order to tide over the distress. The 
were numerous and the total mortality villagers did not care to work at the 
during this famine was very large. In famine' wages in the test works although 
1871, there was considerable failure of many of them went long distances to 
crop. In 1878, there was great distress do earth work' for annas two per day 
caused by high price of grains in conse- only. 

' 
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81. With all these natural calamities 
visiting the district again a~d again 
under which growth of popu.lat~on ?o~d 
not but be restricted, the district m Its 
present territorial set up had a popul.ation 

of 1,141,963 in the census of 1901 of 
which 1,002,421 belonged to Ganjam 
Plains and 139,542 to the Ganjam 
Agency. 
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82. The district then enjoyed a period 
of quick recovery, in spite of occasional 
adversities. There were unfavourable 
seasons for crops in the years 1905, 
1906 and 1907 in the agency tracts of 
the district. The inadequacy of rains 
in the later part of 1907 caused total 
failure of crops throughout this tract. 
Except in 1910, none of the years of the 
decade had normal rainfall. In 1908-09, 
another famine occurred mostly affecting 
the agency tracts of Parlakimedi zamin
dary and Berhampur taluk. Between · 

I 
Berbampur• 

April and September 1908 severe distress '·. 
was felt in 131 villages of Khonds. and 
Savaras in Berhampur taluk and .. in. the. 
villages of Mohiri K.hqnds ·and Sa varas .. 
in Parlakimedi agency taluk.. The situa
tion was met with gratuitous relief and 
test works. This famine, however,. did 
not affect other parts of the agency area 
and also the plains. There was satis
factory growth of population during· 
this decade and when the census of 1911 
came, the district gained by 127,723 
over the population of ·1901, namely, 
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20,306 in the agency and 107,417 in the 
plains of the district. 

83. The decade 1911-21 was on the 
whole a period of unsatisfactory public 
health. There was excessive rainfall in 
the years 1914, 1915, 1917 and 1919 
and very poor rainfall in 1911, 1918 and 
1920. The grain outturn was poor in 
1918 and reserve stocks of food became 
unusually low. This misfortune was not 
to come alone. The devastating epi
demic of influenza broke out in July 1918 
reaching its climax towards the last 
quarter of the year. The immediate 
effect was the excessive rise in the death 
rate to nearly double the normal level 
and the severe fall in the birth rate. 
The effect was most grievously felt in 
Ganjam Plains though the Agency was 
not altogether spared. But this was 
not the end of evil days. In 1919, came 
another famine, severely affecting Ghum
sur, Kodala and Chatrapur taluks. The 
main reason for this famine was the 
general deficiency of rainfall in 1918 
and particularly the complete failure 
of the north-east monsoon. The reserve 
stock of food was quickly depleted and 
prices rose sharply. Test and relief works 
were opened in Ghumslir, Khallikote 
and· Athgarh and charitable relief given 
extensively in order to mitigate the 
distress. . Bad public health during the 
decade and excessive deaths caused by 
influenza and famine encouraged large 
scale emigration to Burma and other 
places. The result was a decrease of 
population by over 41,000 during the 
decade in the district, namely, 36,586 in 
the plains and 4,635 in the agency. The 
total population of the district stood 
at _1,228,465 in 1921. 

84 •. During the decade 1921-30, the 
district quickly recovered from the after
effects of the great influenza epidemic · 
of 1918 and the famine of the following 
year. Except for sporadic outbreaks 
of epidemics, general health during the 
decade continued to be good. The 

harvests were also · plentiful. Towards 
the last year of the decade, there was 
a large number of returninrr emi""'ants fr B . o o~ 
. om . w:ma. commg to their homeland 
m ~hj.s ~tn?t on account of the anti
Indian z:ots m Rangoon in 1930. This 
fact attnbuted partly to the hicrh increase 
of population in many taluks 

0
as seen in 

the census· of 1931. In this census 
the dis~rict gained by 13·2 per cent of 
populatiOn over what it ·had 10 years 
bef~re. This is the highest percentacre 
achieved by the district durin()' la~t 
fifty years. 

0 

85. During the next ten y~ars from 
1931 to 1940 the satisfactory rate of 
grow_th of population as noticed in the 
preVIous decade was practically main. 
tained. There was general peace and 
prosperity during the decade althoucrh it 
was not completely free from natural 
calamities. The district was hit hard 
by the effect of a severe cyclone in 1933. 
In October 1938, another cyclone accom
panied by heavy rain passed over the 
district and severely affected crops 
Remission of rent was granted to agri: 
culturists having an outturn of 4 aruias 
or less. In the year 1940 there was 
heavy rain and high flood ~t th~ com
mence~e~t of the cultivating season and 
the pos1~10n was later saved partially 
by taking resort to transplantation 
During the years 1934 and 1935, there wa~ 
shortage of rainfall and harvest was 
poor. Durin~ the decade the Villages 
round the Chilka lake became malarious 
and unhealthy and so also some of the 
villages nearby the sea coast. There were 
large number of deaths due to fever in 
most of the years of the decade. In 
1937, 417 villages were affected by 
malaria and 73,000 cases were treated. 
The next year also was malarious and 
unhealthy for the district. In spite of 
these adverse circumstances, the district 
had good times otherwise, particularly 
because the general health was good. 
The district made an addition of 169,600 . 
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persons in the .census of 1941 which 
means a satisfactory growth of popula
tion. 

86. The next 10 ·years from 1941 to 
1950 were a period less favourable for the 
growth of population. Rainfall was 
deficient in most of the years, namely, 
1941, 1942, 1943, 1945, 1948 and 1950. 
Paddy crop ·was affected in 1941 in parts 
of Ghumsur, Aska, Berhampur and 
Chatrapur taluks on account of insuffi
cient··· rainfall between September and 
November. This necessitated grant of 
remission of rent in deserving cases. In 
the year 1942, a severe cyclone passed 
over the district in November damaging 
crops, houses and cattle. Outturn of 
crop was poor and gratuitous relief was 
given. In the year 1943, the rains were 
irregular and brought no good crop. In 
1944, on the other hand, the rainfall was 
heavy leading to submersion of crops 
and necessitating remission of rent. The 
same phenomenon was repeated in the 

year 1947. To add to the vicissitudes of 
the season, there was marked deteriora
tion in public health during the decade. 
A severe outbreak of cholera in 1941 
led to the high death rate of 2·6 per mille 
from this cause alone. Malaria· was 
spreading fast, particularly in the coastal 
villages of the Chilka and the sea. Death 
rate from fever alone was 22·5 'per mille 
in 1944. In 1945 also, the death rate 
was high from the same cause. Diar
rhoea and dysentery were also responsible 
in keeping up mortality rate high parti
cularly in the opening years of the decade. 
There. was some improvement in public 
health, 'however, in the second half of 
the decade, but there was excessive rise 
in the number of emigrants to the Assam 
te.a gardens during all the years of the 
decade. 

87. The growth· of population in each 
subdivision during ten years upto 1951 
is shown below :-

Di1triot or sub· 
division 

Population in 
1941 

Popula.tion in 
191H 

Increase ( +) or Percentage of 
decrease (-) increase · 

or decrease· 
GANJAM 
Berhampur subdivision 

(Agency) 

1,560,669 
166,525 

1,624,829 
155,990 

+64,160 + 4·1 
- 9,635 - 5•8 

Ghumsur subdivision 
(Agenoy) 

Chatrapur · subdivision 
(Plains) 

2,956 3,306 

455,341 

- 350 +11·8 • I 

+16,1~7 + 3·6 

Berhampur subdivision 
(Pla.ins) 

459,732 476,440 +16,708 + 3·6 

Ohumsur subdivision 
(Plains) 

477,115 517,565 +40,450 + s·s 

88. The statement above shows that 
there was decrease of population in the 
agency portion of Berhampur subdivision 
to an extent of 5·8 per cent while there 
was gain in the other portions of the 
district including the Ghumsur agency. 
The loss of population in the Berhampur 
agency area is partly due to increased 
emigration to Assam tea gardens. ·The 
Tea Districts Labour Association which 
has a depot in Berhampur town gets 
most of its recruits from the agency area 
of the subdivision. It appears from 
the figures of recruitment by this depot 

that the number has increased during the 
decade 1941-50 by about 300 per cent 
over the number of recruitments in the 
previous decade. Another locality in 
the district where the population has 
diminished is the rural areas of Parla
kimedi police-station which has lost 
population to an extent of 3·6 per cent. 
This is due to internal movement in the 
district as also to emigration. All the 
remaining police-stations of the district 
have gained population more or less, 
larger gains occurring in the inland sub
division, Ghumsur, rather than . the 

6 
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coastal subdivisions of Chatrapur and 
Berhampur. 

89. During the last 50 years, the popu
lation of the district of Ganjam has 

increased from 1,141,963 in 1901 to 
1,62-!,829 in 1951, a gain of 482,866 
which amounts to 42·3 per cent. 

Koraput 

90. The statement below shows growth period of peace and prosperity for the 
of population of the district from decade district except for the solitary occur-
to decade. renee of a localised famine in Bissam

Year Population 

1891 690,303 

Percentage nf 
variation 

1901 693,187 + 0•4 
1911 833,328 +20·2 

1921 805,583 - a·3 
1931 949,652 ·+17•9 
19U 1,127,862 +18·8 
1951 1,269,534 +12·6 

91. Reliable figures of population are 
not available for the first two censuses 
held in the years 1872 and 1881. But 
it appears that population could not have 
grown remarkably during this period 
because of the great famine of 1876-78, 
the prolonged distress of which adversely 
affected the growth of population. Relief 
work was extensively opened. The 
material condition of the district was 
likely to have improved with the opening 
of the Ghat Road from Salur to Koraput 
and from Koraput to Jeypore in the year 

· 1887. The- inhabitants of the interior 
hilly areas who were not able to contact 
with the outside world were now benefited 
by movement of goods and agricultural 
products by this road. In 1891, the 
population of the areas now constituting 
the district stood at 690,303. During 
this decade the road communications in 
the district were improved. The Ghat 
Ro'a.d from Koraput to Jeypore was 
metalled in the year 1892. But another 
great famine came in the year 1896-97 
_which raised the death rate so high as 
to wipe out practically all the additions 
to the population which the decade was 
likely to have made. In 1901, when the 
census was taken, there was a negligible 

. growth of population amounting to 0·4 
per cent. The decade 1901-11 was a 

katak in the year 1910. The harvests 
were plentiful and the general public 
health was satisfactory. The result was 
seen in high percentage of increase of 
population in the census of 1911 when the 
district gained by 20·2 per cent. Between 
1911 and 1921, the district was very 
severely affected not only by stray inci
dents, such as the high flood in the 
Vansadhara river in 1913 but also by the 
widespread and destructive influenza 
calamity of 1918-19 which carried away 
a large number of population of the 
district. There was reduction of popula
tion by 3·3 per cent when the census was 
taken in 1921. 

92. From 1921 onwards, the district 
has been gaining in population consis
tently. There was extension of the 
Parlakimedi light railway to Gunupur in 
the year 1929 which was a cause of 
additional prosperity of the land. Public 
health was good and so also the harvests. 
In 1931, the population rose to 949,652 
after making a gain of 17·9 per cent in 
10 years. The increase was specially 
rapid in J eypore, N owrangpur and 
Malkangiri taluks not only on account of 
good natural growth but also on account 
of rapid extension of cultivation in these 
areas, as well as of the return of emigrants 
to Rangoon in the last year of the decade, 
as a result of anti-Indian riots in 1930 in 
that city. Between 1931 and 1941 the 
rate of growth almost kept the same 
pace as in the previous decade. The 
prosperity of the district was due once 
again to the opening of another railway 
line through the district, namely, from 
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Raipur to Vizia~agram line in 1932. 
Road communications. were developed to 
a considerable extent~ The roads from 
Kolab to Padwa and Kolab to Malkan-

giri were opened in 1933-34 and the road 
between Koraput and Rayaghada was 
opened in 1938. In 1938, there was, 
however, a very high flood in Gunupur 
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taluk due to heavy rainfall in October. 
The Vansadhara river damaged the culti
vated lands by sand deposit. The Jey
pore estate had to remit rent to the 

Pottangi • 

extent of Rs. 65,000 on account of the 
damage by this flood. The remarkable 
increase of population during this decade 
as well as in the decade 1921-31 was due 

' 
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partly to the gains from immigration 
from neighbouring districts by the influx 
of cultivators ·who were attracted by easy 
availability of land in this district. It 
was during this decade that the district 
was taken from l\Iadras Presidency and·. 
annexed to the newly formed province of . 
Orissa. · 

93. There was partial ·failure of crop 
in 1945 and 1950 but the· harvest 
was good. ranging from 10 annas to 
14 annas in other years of the decade. 
Although the rainfall is usually high, the 
annual normal being 59·58", the.. district 
is generally free from floods and famines. 
In 1949, however, there was a flood in 
the Indravati and the Kolab rivers 
causing fairly heavy damage to crops. 
In the year 19.50, scarcity of foodgrains 
was felt in some localities particularly 
in Gunupur taluk on account of partial 

faaure of crop but foodgrains were 
imported and the .situation was saved. 
There was a severe outbreak of cholera. 
in 1945 and again in 1949 and 1950. 
Smallpox usually prevails in one part of 
the ·district or the other almost every 
year but this does not cause severe loss 
of life except in the year 1942 when the 
attack was severe. There was extension 
of cultivation during the' decade on 
account of the Intensive Cultivation 
Scheme and the Grow- :More Food Cam
paign. 'l'he. decade ·on the whole was 
prosperous and was 'comparatively free 
fronl bad health and failure of crops. The 
population increase~ during the decade 
by 12·6 per cent so that the population 
of the district in 1951 was 1,269,534:. 

94. The growth of population in each 
subdivision during ten years upto 1951 
is shown below-:-

District or sub· Population in Population in Increase• { +) or Percentage of 
division 1941 1951 decrease (-) increase 

or decrease 

KORAPUT 1,127,862 1,269,534 +141,672 +12•6 

· Sadar subdivision 250,68~. 
Nowrangpur subdivision 693,290 
1\ayaghada subdivhion 283,8R6 • · 

· 95. It will appear from the ·above 
statement· that: Koraput sadar and 
Nowrangpur subdivisions made consider
able gain in population during the decade 
while Rayagh~da had a poor percentage 
to contribute. . The highest gain in 
Koraput sadar subdivision was made by 
Lakshmipur, Pottangi and Padwa police
stations where the increase of population 
ranged betw~en 33 to 39 per cent. The 
high increase in Lakshmipur is due to the 
prosperity that has come to it after the 
opening of the Koraput-Rayaghada road. 
Pottangi police-station seems to be 
gaining in population due to influx of 
cultivators from other parts of the district 

. and outside the district. In Padwa police
station, the multipurpose project in the 
river l\Iachkund is now under execution 
and is the reason of increase of population 

295,009 + 44,322 +17•7 
686,390 + 93,l00 +15•7 
288,136 + L 4,260 + 1•6 

in the police-station. · In Nowrangpur 
subdivision, gain in population exceeding 
30 per cent has been made in Tentuli· 
kunti, Kodinga, Dabugam and Mal
kangiri police-stations while there has 
been reduction of population iri the police-

- station areas of Nowrangpur, Maidalpur 
and Jeypore. ,The reasons of high increase 
in some and decrease in other police
stations is mostly related to either attrac-' 
tion for cultivating· immigrants or exo
dous to Assam tea gardens. Rayaghada 
subdivision which shows· ... the poorest 
progress in the district has many police
station areas showing decline of popula
tion. The loss of population in these 
areas may be partly explained by the fact 
that Saoras of this locality are recruited 
in large numbers for the Assam tea 
gardens. 
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96. During the last 50 years the 
population of the district of.Koraput has 
increased from 693,187 m 1901 to 

1,269,534: in 1951, a gain of 576,34:7, 
which amounts to 83·1 per cent. 

Dhenkanal 

97. The statement below shows the 
growth of population of the district from 
decade to decade. 

Yt>sr Population Peroontsge of 
variation 

1901 572,07i 
1911 590,895 + 3·3 

-12·8 

this period. Notable events are the 
scarcity of foodgrains experienced in 
and around Angul in the year 1887 and 
again in 1888 when the yield of crop 
was less than half the average. In 1897, 
Hindol was affected by a famine which, 
however, was localised. In 1900 again, 

1931 635,628 + 23-4 there was scarcity in Angul. But none 
1941 741,!100 +16·7 of these distresses was as grave as the 

1921 516,176 

1951 839,241 + 13' 1 famines experienced either in Sambalpur 
98. The district fared much better in 1900 or in the coastal districts where 

than many districts of the State in the it very frequently prevails. The census 
last quarter of the 19th century. It was of 1901 showed a fair increase in the 
not, however, free from calamities during population of the district which reached 
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the figure of 572,075. All the component 
parts of the. district, more or less, equally 
shared the mcrease, Talcher contributing 
14:·7 per cent, Pal-Lahara 13·5, Dhenkanal 

• Hindol , 

' 
and Kamakhyanagar 14·8, Athmalik 
28·9, Hindol 24·3 and Angul 23·1 per 
cent over the population of 1891. In 
the next decade, the population _showed 
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a moderate increase except in Dhenkanal 
where population diminished by 1·3 
per cent on account of what is known as 
the 'Khuda' famine of 1908 and due to 
mortality from cholera and other epi
demics and in Angul subdivision which 
lost population by 1·9 per cent due to 
short harvests in 1902 and 1903 and 
scarcity in 1908. Other subdivisions of 
Dhenkanal contributed to a satisfactory 
amount of increase, particularly Ath
malik showing 31·9 per cent advance 
over the previous decade's population. 
This large increase is the result of the 
natural growth among the prolific people 
of the subdivision and due to increased 
immigration on account of easy avail
ability of cultivable lands. Cultivation 
was expanded considerably during the 
decade and there were improvements in 
road communications. But there was 
increased emigration on account of 
repeated scarcities and the district was 
able· to show a poor increase of 3·3 per 
cent in the census of 1911. 

99. Between 1911 and 1920 the 
district suffered from a series. of short 
crops and epidemics in different parts. 
Pal-Lahara and Athmalik which·are very 
sparsely populated areas and were able to 
attract immigrants on a large scale in 
previous decades were not able to show 
good progress. Athmalik was able to 
show a moderate increase of population 
but Pal-Lahara·showed a decrease of 
7·4 per cent. Rainfall was deficient in 
many years and crops were generally 
poor. Epidemics of cholera and smallpox 
and lastly the frightful epidemic of 
influenza of 1918 effectively reduced the 
population which with concurrent agri· 
cultural distress showed in 1921 that 
the population of the district had 
decreased by 12·8 per cent. 

100. But the district quickly re· 
cuperated in the period of 10 years 
started from 1921. In this year, the 
Talcher coal field was opened and a few 
years later, railway line was opened 

[CHAP. 1 

in this district in order to connect the 
coal field with Cuttack. Agricultural 
conditions were quite satisfactory and 
road communications were impron-d. 
The rapid growth of Talcher subdivision 
is understandable because of the railway 
line and colliery which gave a great 
stimulus to immigrants. Emigration 
was increasing to the tea gardens of 
Assam. On the other hand, Pal-Lahara 
subdivision was beginning to gain by 
immigration of Hos from the district of 
Singhbhum. At the close of the decade, 
the population of the district increased 
by 23·4 per cent, which is the highest 
during the last 50 years. 

101. The period of 10 years from 1931 
was a period of general progress and 
prosperity for the district. The first 
three years of the decade had plenty of 
rainfall and good harvests followed by 
two years, namely, 1934 and 1935 when 
the outturn of the crop was poor on 
account of deficient rainfall. The year 
1938 also experienced inadequate rainfall 
and poor crop but the remaining years of 
the decade were good from the point of 
view of agriculture and weather. The 
district is free from floods but suffers 
from local scarcity of foodgrains at 
times. Bumper crop was reaped in 
almost all subdivisions of the district in 
most of the years of the decade, except 
in Kamakhyanagar where the crop was 
very good in 1936 and normal in other 
years. Public health during the decade 
was much better than it was previously 
but the district was not completely free 
from epidemics ~nd dis~ase~. !ever ~nd 
malaria spread mto th1s distnct durmg 
the decade. Towards the later part of the 
decade incidence of death from malaria 
becam~ very heavy. The death rate in 
An!rul from this disease alone in the 
yea~s 1936, 1937 and 1938 was 19·7, 
21·9 and 22·0 per mille respectively. 
Durin"' the decade, population grew to 
the e:tent of 106,272 or 16·7 per cent 
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which is the highest next to Koraput 
among all the districts of Orissa during 
the decade. 

102. In the last decade (1941-51), 
the district continued to make good 
progress in growth of population as it 
had done since 1921. Although the 
rainfall was below the normal, in all 
the years of the decade except in 1943, 
1944 and 1946, the weather was not 
unfavourable for agricultural purposes 
and the outturn of crop was good in 
most of the years. In the years 1946 and 
1947, the E"adar subdivision only had 
poor crop and some amount of 

District or subdivision 

DHENKANAL 

Sadar subdivision 
Kaomakhyanagar subdivision 
Ta1cher subdivision 

Pal-Lahara subdivision. 
Athmalik subdivision 
Hindol subdivision 
Angul subdivision 

Populaticn 
in 1941 
741,900 

165,293 
158,919 
86,4~2 

34,130 
72,765 
58,505 

165,856 

104. All the subdivisions of the district 
have increased population by fairly high 
percentage ranging from 7·3 per cent 
in Talcher to 19·5 per cent in Pal-Lahara. "' 
The high increase in Pal-Lahara, Hindol 
and Athmalik subdivisions is due to the 
influx of agricultural settlers from other 
parts of the State as there is plenty of 
waste lands for reclamation in these 
subdivisions. General health of the 
district has remained satisfactory · 

scarcity was felt in that area. The 
people maintained good health but there 
were occasional outbreaks of epidemics 
here and there. There was a severe 
outbreak of cholera in Angul in 1941. 
Fever was more frequent in and around 
Angul, causing higher death rate. The 
population grew by 97,341 or in other 
words, by 13·1 per cent during the· 
decade which coming in succession of the 
previous two decades of high growth rate 
was quite satisfactory. 

103. The growth of population.in each 
.subdivision during the ten years upto 
1951 is shown below:-

Population Increase(+ )or Percentage of increase 
in 1951 decrease(--) o decrease 
839,241 +97,341 +13•1 

186,711 +21,418 + 13•0 
176,563 +17,644 +11•1 
92,770 + 6,338 + 7·3 

40,799 + 6,669 +19·5 
84,040 +11,275 +15•5 
67,926 + 9,421 +16•1 

190,432 +24,576 +14·8 

throughout the decad~. The district is 
free from floods and other natural cala
mities. and so it easily increase~ its 
population by high percentage. 

105. During the last 50 years, the 
population of the district of Dhenkanal 
has increased from 572,075 in 1901 to 
839,241 in 1951, a gain of 267,166 w:hich 
amounts to 46·7 per cent •. ~ · 

Keonjhar 

106. The statement below shows the 107. Starting with a population of 
growth of population of the district from 181,871 in 1872, Keonjhar continued to 
decade to decade. make steady progress in increase of 

Year Population Percentage of population during the last three decades 
variation of the 19th century. In none of these 1871 181,871 

1881 215,612 +18·6 decades, the growth was below 15 per 
1891 248•101 + 15'1 cent which is a satisfactory record. The 
~~~~ i:~:~g: t~~:~ district had years of distress and bad 
1921 379,496 + 4·1 health but the birth rate was all along 
~~!~ ti~:~g8 +21·4 liberal .. The population of Keonjhar in 
1951 588,441 ti~--~ 1901 was 285,758 which grew by 78,944 
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in 1911. The growth between the years 
1911 and 1921 was very small, namely, 
14,794:, primarily on. account of the 
influenza and other epidemics. Agricul
tural condition was on the whole pros
perous, partly due to rise in price of 
agricultural produce. The northern 
most subdivision, Champua started 
developing mining and timber industries 
attracting a considerable number of 
immigrants. The prosperity of this area 
was also partly due to the construction 
or the Amda-J amda section of the railway 
line. But in spite of all these improve
ments, epidemics and other diseases 
restricted the growth of population to the 

small figure of 14,794: bringing the total 
population of the district to 379,496 in 
1921. 

108. In the decade 1921-31, the district 
quickly recovered from the effects of the 
influenza epidemic and made steady 
progress in. the growth of population. 
There was a great improvement in the 
health of the people and the outturn of 
principal crops was satisfactory through
out the decade. There was however a 
heavy flood in the river Baitarani in 1927 
and the health and agriculture of the 
riparian areas was affected. Cholera and 
other epidemics were present but were 

KEONJHAR DISTRICT 
Scale 1• = 25 miles 

much less severe. There was increase of 
population particularly in Champua and 
Sadar subdivisions where the pressure on 
soil is lighter than in Anandapur sub
division. 

109. During ten years from 1931, there 
was insufficient rain in the years 1934, 
1935 and 1938 wheri the outtum of crops 

was poor. In other years the rainfall was 
quite sufficient and the harvest was 
plentiful. In 1940 excessive rainfall 
amounting to 81·46 " as compared with 
the annual normal of 62·13 • caused 
heavy flood and damage to crops. In 
the years 1936 and 1937, there were 
bumper crops but in 1939 the harvest was 
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exceedingly poor. In other years the 
condition of crop was satisfactory. Occa
sional outbreak of cholera and smallpox, 
particularly in 1936 and 1937 were 
stamped out by suitable medical 
measures. Barbil and Champua were 
faced with scarcity of rice probably due 
to smuggling of foodgrains to Bihar. In 
1938 and 1939, there was draught at the 
time when crops needed water and was 
later followed by high floods due to 
excessive rains. In the census of 1941,the 
district showed a growth of population 
by 69,177 bringing the total population 
to 529,786. 

110. During the last decade, harvest 
was moderate to the extent of about 
eight annas in each of the years 1942, 
1946, 1947 and 1949. In other years, 
crop condition was satisfactory and 

the outturn was better though. really a 
very rich harvest never came any time 
during the decade. There was deficient 
rainfall in 1942 and from 194 7 to 1950. 
In other years, it was above normaL 
Insects damaged the paddy crop consi
derably in the year 1945. Unequal dis~ 
tribution of rain in 194 7 caused high 
floods in the rivers affecting crops to some 
extent. Cholera and smallpox broke 
out in 89 villages in 1947 when the death 
rate was high. 

111. The_ census of 1951, however, 
showed a moderate increase of 58,655 
bringing the total population to 588,441 
which is an increase of 11·1 per ·cent and 
is considered as satisfactory. 

112. The growth of population in each 
subdivision during ten years upto 1951 is 
shown below :-

District or 
subdivision 

Population 
in 1941 

Population 
in 1951 

Increase ( +) Gr 
decrease (-) 

Percentage of increase 
or decrease 

KEONJHAR 529,786 588,441 +58,655 

Sadar subdivision 259,686 288,367 . +28,681 +11·0 
Anandapur subdivision 152,504 163,719 +11,215 + 7·4 
Champua subdivision 117,596 136,355 +18,759 +16·0 

113. All the subdivisions of the dis
trict have made steady gain in popula
tion. The district is free from floods 
except in a small area on the either side 
of river Baitarani in Anandapur subdivi
sion, which, therefore, has shown the 
lowest percentage of increase among tlie 
subdivisions of the district. · Public ., . 
health in Champua and sadar subdivi-. . 

sions is better than in the lower area of 
Anandapur subdivision. 

114. During the last 50 years, the 
population of ·the district of Keonjhar 
has increased from 285,758 in 1901 to 
588,441 in 1951, a gain of 302,683, which 
amounts to 105·9 per· cent. 

· .. Phulbani 

115. The statement below shows the 
growth .of population of the district from 
decade to decade. 

Year Population Percentage of variation 

1901 334,036 
1911 378,039 +13·2 
1921 376,355 - 0·5 

" 
. 1931 411,669 + 9·4 

1941 450,059 + 9·3 
1951 456,895 +1-5 

116. The population of the district in 
190lwas 334,036 which was less than the 
population in 1891 because of repeated 
scarcity of foodgrains which resulted in 
high mortality during the decade. Baudh 
had lost a population to an extent of 1·5 
per cent and Khondmals and Balliguda 
subdivisions to a greater extent of about 
3 per cent during the decade. The· 
greater loss in Khondmals· and Balliguda. 
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is due to the great famine knom1 as 
'Chhapansal' famine of 1899. In the 
next decade (1901-11), the district gained 
population to an extent of 13·2 per cent 
but again lost, though to a small extent, 
in the decade 1911-21. There were short 
harvests in 1902 and 1903 and again in 
1907 and 1908 when even mango and 
mohua crops in Khondmals and Balli
guda failed resulting in serious distress to 
the scheduled tribes. But Baudh was 
passing through very good times parti
cularly in agricultural matters and gained 
by 28·5 per cent during the decade 
1901-11. Khondmals and Balliguda also 
gained considerably during the decade, 

bringing the total increase in the district 
to 13·2 per cent. Between 1911 and 
1921, increase in the population of Baudh 
was moderate to an extent of 9·7 per 
cent while Khondmals' population was 
practically steady. Balliguda lost heavily 
so that the district as a whole had a 
population less than 1911 to an extent of 
0·4 per cent. This was a decade, as in 
other parts of the country, of epidemics 
and of high rate of death. There were 
also repeated failure of crops leading to 
a famine in the year 1919 in the southern 
part of the district. Emigration to Assam 
had started in the decade 1901-11 but 
it was most marked in the following 
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decade. Baudh ~ad heavy mortality 
among infants which is ascribed to the 
prevalence of venereal diseases. 

117. The district recovered quickly 
between the years 1921:31 an~ made a 
gain of 35,314 in population, wh1ch comes 
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to 9·4 per cent. Public ~~alth had 
improved. There were scarc1tles of food 
in some years but in 1924 an area of 109 
square miles in Chokkapad Khandam of 
G. Udayaairi Taluk. Test work ~as 
started a;d relief given in extensive 
scale. 

118. During the decade 1931-41, th~re 
was excessive rainfall in 1933 amountmg 
to over 91" although the annual normal 
rainfall for the district is 63·7". There 
was also heavy rainfall in the year 1939 
but the years 1931 and 1935 particularly 
had deficient rainfall. As there was no 
irrigation system in the district, during 
the decade, rainfall is an important facior 
for the success of the crops. The district 
had no bumper crop during the decade 
and mostly remained a deficient area 
depending upon import of foodstuffs 
from other districts of the State. The 
position in Baudh subdivision is. a. ~ttle 
better than in the other two subdtv1s10ns. 
Khondmals subdivision passed through a. 
period of scarcity in 1935 when Taccavi 
loans had to be liberally given. This led 
to increase of emigration in Assam. 
Public health during the decade was 
much better than it was previously but 
the district was not completely free from 
epidemics and diseases. Smallpox 
started taking a heavy toll particularly 
in the years 1936 and 1937. In the later 
year, vaccination was declared compul~ ,
sory in the district with a view to control · . 
the epidemic. The district largely suffered .. 
from malaria and other fevers, the death 

rate towards the later years of the decade 
rising very high, namely, 28·5 in 1936, 
27•7 in 1937 and 30·3 in 1938 
per mille in Khondmals from this disease 
alone. The district made a good progress 
during the ten years from 1931 to 1941 
when the population grew by 9·3 per 
cent. 

119. During the next ten years following 
1941, the general condition of the district 
was worse than in the previous decade. 
Deficiency of foodstuffs continued. There 
was marked deterioration in public 
health, for as_ it appears, fever had esta
blished its stronghold in Khondmals and 
Balliguda. Death rate from this cause 
alone was as high as 30·1 per mille in the 
year 1941 and it continued with slight 
decline till the year 194 7. This is ascribed 
to the fact that the people were suffering 
from under nutrition. This was also 
indirectly the cause of greater emigration 
to Assam tea gardens. Higher rate of 
mortality also resulted from cholera and 
smallpox. Except in Baudh subdivision, 
the population decreased considerably. 
At the end of the decade, ·the district 
was seen to have nominal gain in popula ... 
tion amounting to 1·5 per cent. The 
adverse circumstances under which the 
population of the district is practically 

. unable to grow is a matter of conce~ for 
the administration. 

· 120. The growth of population in each 
subdivision during the ten years upto 
1951 is shown below :-

District or subdivision· 
Population Population Increase ( +) Peroentage of 

in increase or 

PRULBANI 

Kh ndmals subdivision 
Balliguda subdivision 
Baudh subdivision 

121. Phulbani is next to Balasore in 
respect of the unfortunate position relat
ing to loss of population. Two out of the 

in or 
1941 1951 decrease (-) decrease 

400,059 456,895 + 6,836 +1·5 

(16,779 85,543 - 1,236 -N, 
207,816 203,639 - 4,177 -2·0 
155,464 167,713 +12,249. +7·9 

three subdivisions of the district show 
reduction of population. Baudh only 
has shown some amount of addition to 
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is the principal r<.'ason of decay of popula
tion in this area. Public health measurrs 
should. be ?rg~ni~ed. to a satisfactory 
extent m tlas d1stnct m order to counter
act the vital losses. 

the population during the decade but 
Balliguda subdivision has suffered heaYi
ly by losing population to the extent of 
2 per cent and Khondmals to the extent 
of 1•4 per cent. Part of this loss is due 
to the increased emigration to the Assam 
tea gardens. There is a recruitment 122. During the last 50 years, the 
depot in this district for sending labour to population of the district of Phulbani 
the tea gardens of Assam. Moreover, has increased from 33-!,036 in 1901 to 
infant deaths and deaths in general are 456,895 in 1951, a gain of 122,859 which 
still high in these two subdivisions which amounts to 36·8 per cent. 

Bolangir 

123. The statement below shows the 125. After 1901 the district quickly 
growth of population of the district from recovered from the effects of the famine 
decade to decade. and showed an increase of 39·5 per cent 

inethe census of 1911. Moreover, the 
persons who had left the district durinfl' 
the famine years now returned and took 
part in the revival of agricultural pros
perity of the district, which continued in 
extensive scale throughout the decade. 
Development of road communication was 
also one of the causes of the prosperous 
material condition ·of the people. 

Year 

1872 
1881 
1891 

1901 
.1911. 
11121 

.. 1931 
1941' 
1951 

Population 

229,349 
436,660 
527,U2 

447,625 
624,417 
721,207 

804,844 
871,804 
917,875 

Percentag•' of variation 

-15·1 
+39·5 

+ 8·3 
+ 5•3 

124. The phenomenal increase of more 
than 90 per cent of population in 9 years 
till 1881 as shown in the statement above 
is principally due to defective enumera
tion in 1872. Errors in enumeration were 
considerably reduced in the- census .. of 
1891 when an increase of 20·8 per cent 
was noticed. This appears to be reliable. 
The next decade upto the year 1901 was 
a calamitous period for the district as it 
is the only decade since the census in 
India began when the district suffered 
from a decrease of population. The 
famine of Sambat 1956 which occurred 
in the. year 1899-1900 was devastating 
for the Patna state while the great 
famine of Sonepur in 1900 was equally 
severe. Sonepur lost about 13 per cent 
and Patna state about 19 per cent during 
this decade. . 

126. The disastrous decade of 1911-21 
which ruined the prosperity of many of 
the districts of Orissa, spared this district 
almost entirely. While this district 
showed an increase of 15·5 per cent in 
the decade, no other district in Orissa 
came upto 5 per cent of increase, while 
as many as seven districts actually had 
a decreased population. The increase is 
also partly the result of immigration as 
the district was enjoying comparatively 
better health than the adjoining districts. 
The decade was not completely free 
from epidemics as cholera in 1912, small
pox in 1916 and influenza to some 
extent in 1918 took away larger number 
of lives than in a normal year. 

127. In the decade 1921-31, excep· 
tionally good public health was respon
sible in recording again a substantial 
increase of population. Except in the 
year 1927-28 when there was a fairly 
severe outbreak of cholera, the decade 
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was singularly free from deaths from 
epidemic diseases. The agricultural condi
tions were very encouraging both from 
the point of view of good harvests and 
expansion of cultivation and there was 
no scarcity of food, no flood, no smallpox 
or other epidemics. But the trend ~f 
migration was taking a different turn on 
account of. relaxation of the rules of 
prohibiting emigration v. hich resulted in 
movement of the non-cultivating section 
of the people to Assam in search of liveli
hood. Cottage industry, particularly 
in Sonepur was not only developing but 
had started attracting attention of the 
outside world, particularly with regard 

to textile products. All these factors 
resulted in increase of population by 
over 83,000 during the decade. 

128. The decade 1931-40 was a period 
of general progress and prosperity for the 
district. Rainfall throughout the decade 
was sufficient except in the years 1931, 
1935 and 1938. The harvest was good· 
throughout and public health, except 
for localised outbreaks of cholera and 
smallpox, was excellent. These factors 
contributed to the growth of population 
to an extent of 8·3 per cent during the 
decade. · · · 

129. During the last decade (1941-50)~ 
the prosperity of the ·district was some-
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what affected by special circumstances, 
such as, the war conditions and the merger 
of the state wi:h Orissa. Agricultural 
conditions were as favourable as in the 
previous decade but there was general 
rise in the price of commodities which 
brought some amount of distress to the 
poorer section of the people. Public 
health seemed to be deteriorating which 
was evident from frequent outbreak of 

epidemics. This was one of the reaso~s 
why the rate of growth of population in 
the district has been consistently dedin .. 
ing from decade to decade during the· 
last 50 years. At the end of the decade, 
the district was seen to have made a 
moderate . gain in population to the 
~xtent of 5:3 per ?ent which is not high 
m companson mth · the gains made by· 
the other districts of the inland division. 
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Sonepur and Patnagarh subdivisions 
particularly had shown tendency to 
deteriorate in health. 

Population in 1H1 

BOLANGIR 871,80-1 

Bolangir aubdivil<ion 243,123 
Titlagarb aubdivision 235119.1 
Pa\nagarb aubdivision 153,903 
Sonepur subdivision 239,68' 

131. All the subdivisions of the district 
have added to their population during 
the decade although Sonepur's contribu-

130. The growth of population in each 
subdivision during ten years upto 1951 
is shown below:-

Population in 1951 Increase ( +) Percentage of 
or decrease (-) increase or decrease 

917,875 

261,72-1 +18,601 
257,323 + 22,129 
157,-115 + 3,512 
241,413 + 1,829 

gained most as it is 
industrial locality. 

+5•8 

+7'1 
+9·-& 
+2·3 

+()-8 

developing as an 

tion is just nominal. During the decade 132. During the last 50 years the 
it suffered from repeated attacks of population of the district of Bolangir has 
epidemics keeping up the mortality rate increased from 447,625 in 1901 to 917,875 
higher than in the other subdivisions of in 1951, a gain of 470,250 which amounts 
the district. Titlagarh subdivision has to 105·1 per cent. 

Sundar: arb 

133. The statement below shows the growth among the prolific people of the 
growth of population of the district from district where the material condition was 
decade to decade. good enough to act as a stimulus, but also 

Year Population Peroentage of to the fact that there was ample room 
variation for agricultural expansion which en

1872 98,464 
1881 131,995 +34•0 
1891 223,560 +69•4 

1901 277,173 +24•0 
1911 362,138 +30•7 
1921 377,449 + 4·2 

1931 436,860 +15•7 
1941 490,708 +12•3 
1951 552,203 +12·5 

134. District ·sundargarh had a steady 
increase in population and ·suffered no 
decrease of population in any decade since 
the beginning of the census. Its pheno
menal increase of about 70 per cent as 
revealed in the census of 1891 is due 
to the fac1; that the earlier censuses 
in this part of the country suffered 
from omissions and under enumera
tion. ·By 1891 the enumeration defects 
had been squared up and it was possible 
to get a correct picture of the number of 
people. The increase of population in the 
next two decades as shown in the censuses 
of 1901 and 1911 was quite high 
amounting to about 24 and 31 per cent 
respectively. This is not only due to the 
fact that there .. was satisfactory natural 

couraged immigration from neighbouring 
areas. The construction of the Bengal 
Nagpur Railway line through the 
district brought it in direct contact 
with the outside world. The produce of 
the district could now find better markets 
outside and this brought about a rise 
in the price of agricultural produce to 
the prosperity of the large section of 
agricultural people. This resulted in 
influx of settlers from Chotanagpur in 
large number. In 1908 Bonai was in the 
grip of a great famine due to failure of 
crops but in all other years the harvest 
was plentiful and large extent of waste 
lands were reclaimed. 

135. In the decade 1911-21 public 
health was good for the first seven years 
but in 1918 along with a bad harvest in 
Sundargarh and Panposh subdivisions, 
the influenza epidemic broke out through
out the district. In 1919, cholera and 
smallpox took a heavy toll of life but 
as the district is inhabited mostly by 
scheduled tribes who have a high birth 
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rate and as there was immigration from 
Chotanagpur Division, the district 
instead of showing a decrease of popula
tion as many other districts did, showed 
a surplus,· though small, of 4·2 ~er cent 
over the population of 1911. The mcrease 
of population was als? partly t~e result 
of opening the dolomite and limestone 
quarries in Rajgangpur and Raghu
nathpali. 

136. In the decade 1921-31, the loss 
suffered earlier in the shape of low 
increase of population was quickly 
recouped to an extent of 15•7 per cent. 
Public health continued to be excep
tionally good throughout the decade 

except probably in 1921 when the effects 
of influenza were still lingering in Bonai. 
There was great agricultural prosperity 
both in the shape of good harvests and 
by way of extension of cultivation by 
reclamation of waste lands and forests. 
The harvest of 1926-27 in Bonai was 
not quite satisfactory but this is probably 
the singular case of low outturn of crop 
in the whole decade. Material prosperity 
was increased owing to the extension of 
the railway line to Birmitrapur in 1922. 
The limestone and manganese quarries 
were further developed during the decade. 
The district also gained considerably due 
to excess of inward flow of migration. 

SUNDARGARH DISTRICT 
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137. The decade 1931-41 was a period 
of __general peace and prosperity for the 
district. The general health of the people 
was good thr?~ghou~ the decade. Agri
cultural conditiOns m sadar and Bonai 
subdivisions were very favourable but in 
Panposh subdivision the outturn of crop 
was not satisfactory in some years. 
There was poor rainfall in 1932, 1935 and 
1938 ~hen the outturn of crop was lower 
than m other years but no scarcity was 

• Panposh 

, 
' ' ,... ,~ 
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Swguda. 
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felt. As a result, the population grew 
steadily to the extent of 12·3 per cent 
during the decade. 

138. During 1941-51, the . district 
achieved one of the highest percentage 
in increase of population. This is special
ly because the harvests were good 
throughout and there were no natural 
calamities or any type of severe 
epidemics. In 1943, the, highest flood in 
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living memory was seen in the riv-er 
Brahmani when 66 villages were affected 
and some damage to crops and houses 
resulted. But this is probably the singular 
incident of a calamity during the decade. 
The material condition of the district was .. 
affected on account of general reasons 
such as war time and merger of the states 
with Orissa but these did not seriously 

affect the people except in the rna ttcr of. 
high price by which they were hit hard. 
In the census of Hl51, the district made 
an addition of 61,495 persons to the 
population it had in 1941. 

139. The growth of population in each 
subdivision during ten years upto 1951 
is shmvn below :-

District or sub
division 

Population in 
1941 

Population in 
1951 

Increase ( +) or 
decrease (-) 

Percentage of 
incl't'ase or 

decreASe 
SUNDARGARH 490,'108 552,203 +61,495 +12•5 

Sundargarh subdivision 253,598 285,261 +31,663 + 12·6 
Panposh subdivision 144,5'13 161,451 + 16,878 + 11·7 
B.mai subdivision 92,53'1 105,491 +12,954 +14·0 

140. Each of the three subdivisions of seems to have a bright future both from 
the district made steady progress in the the point of view of population and their 
growth- of population. The district is material condition . 

. advancing in industrial field particularly 
with the establishment of the Cement 141. During the last 50 years, the 

. Factory at Rajgangpur and with the population of the district of Sundargarh 
further development of limestone indus- . has increased from 277,173 in 1901 to 
tries. As there is the prospect of develop- 552,203 in 1951, a gain of 275,030, 
ment of various industries, the district which amounts to 99·2 per cent. 

Kalahandi 

142. The statement below shows the are vast. areas of cultivable waste lands 
growth of population of the district from and the rent is low which encouraged 
decade to decade. influx of cultivators from Madras and 

Y:ear Popul~tion Percentage of 
variation 

1901 4'18,'142 

1911 676,122 +20'3 

1921 586,625 + 1·8 

1931 698,381 +19•1 

19U '194,440 +13·8 

1951 858,'181 + 8•1 

"143. The first decade of the present 
century was a period of general 
prosperity. The district was compara
tively immune from the famine of 1899-
1900 which severely affected Sambalpur, 
Patna, Sonepur and Baudh. As a result, 
the district showed a high rate of increase 
of population amounting to 20·3 per 
cent in the census of 1911. The increase 
was nartlv due to the fact that there 

the Central Provinces. In the decade 
1911-21 the district was one of the six 
in Orissa which escaped reduction of 
population on account of the influenza 
epidemic though the growth was highly 
restricted. In fact, Kalahandi emerged 
with a small increase of 1·8 per cent over 
the population of 1911. The district had 
scarcities in 1918 and 1920 which came 
in succession of the influenza;:epidemic 
of "1918 and resulted in reducing the 
growth of population effectively. A 
virulent type of cholera also visited the 
district in 1919 which came on the top of 
the distress caused by influenza epidemic 
and agrieultural failure and raised the 
death rate to above 80 per mille. It 
was no wonder therefore that gain in 
population during the decade was so 
small. 
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144. During the period of 10 years 
from 1921 to 1931, the district made 
a bad start in the first year when the 

number of deaths was in excess of the 
number of births chiefly due to out
break of malaria. During the re~aining 

KALAHANDJ DISTRICT 
Scale 1" = 25 miles 
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nine years of the decade, the district had 
occasional distress for short periods either 
due to epidemics, such as, smallpox in 
1929 or due to floods as in 1927. But the 
harvests were good throuahout except 
in the years 1923 and 1924. 

0

The material 

condition of the p_eople considerably~ 
improved with the abolition of the system 
of 'begari and Bahabandha' and with 
the advent of the Raipur-Vizianagram 
railway line which passes through the 
district. The census of 1931 brought the 

6 
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population of the district to 698,381 
marking an ~crease of 19·1 per cent in 
ten years. 

145. The decade 1931-41 was a period 
of general peace and ·prosperity which 
was conducive to the growth of popula
tion. There was deficiency in rainfall in 
1931 and 1935 but in other years the 
rain was plentiful although not well. 
distributed. The harvest was good 
throughout except in the year 1938 
on account of untimely rainfall reducing 
the outturn to about 8 annas. Except 
for sporadic outbreaks of cholera and 
smallpox, public health was good 
throughout. During the decade, the 
population increased by 96,059 or 
13·8 per cent which is satisfactory. 

. 146. The last decade (1941-51) was 
less favourable for the growth of popula
tion. In 1941, rainfall was poor, parti
cularly in Nawapara subdivision and the 
crops suffered. In 1942 and 1946, rain
fall was also . below the normal causing 

lower outturn of the crop. In HH3 and 
1944, on the other hand, the rainfall 
was excessive, namely, between ()9• and 
70• per year against the annual 
normal of 54·8·. The district had good 
harvests except in the years 1945, Hl46, 
1947 a:r:d 1950 when· the outturn was 
9 annas or lower.. The district bring 
surplus in food production, it always had 
reserve stocks of foodgrains though its 
export capacity was not high on account 
of unfavourable agricultural season. In 
1944, there were outbreaks of cholera 
and smallpox throughout the district and 
the mortality rate was high. The decade 
was thus less fortunate than the previous 
two, and caused a comparatively small 
growth of population of 8·1 per cent. 
The total population of the district in the 
census of 1951 stood at 858,781 with a 
gain of 64,341 during 10 years. 

147. The growth of population in 
each subdivision during ten years upto 
1951 is shown below:-

Distr iot or sub· Population in Population in Increase ( +) or Percentage of 
docreaJe(-) increase or · division 19U 

KALAHANDI 794,440 

Sadar subdiviPion 2ll,pl3 

Dharamgarh subdivision 386,427 

Nawapara subdivision 196,500 

148. All the three subdivisions of the 
district have made satisfactory gain in 
the number of population during the 
decade. Nawapara subdivision has gained 
most particularly because it is developing 
in industrial field and was able to keep 
good public health during the decade. 
In the sadar subdivision, however, there 
were cases of epidemics during the decade 

1951 
df'crease 

858,781 +64,341 +8-1 

224,027 +12,514 + 5•9 

414,904: +28,477 +7'4 

219,850 +23,350 +11·9 

keeping down the rate of increase of 
population. 

149. During the last 50 years the 
population of the district of Kalahandi 
has increased from 478,742 in 1901 to 
858,781 in 1951, a gain of 380,039 which 
amounts to 79·4 per cent. 
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Mayurbhanj 
' 150. The statement below shows the 151. The high rate of growth in the 

first two decades may be the result of 
improved enumeration. It appears that 
although the coastal districts of Orissa 
succeeded in utilising the experiences of 
the census of 1872 to bring about 
improved enumeration in 1881, in 
Mayurbhanj the process was delayed. 
In other words, the first census of 1872 
must have been highly defective so that 
some amount of improvement was 
effected in 1881 leaving still more' to be 
achieved by 1891. After 1891, there 
were two decades of normal prosperity 

growth of population of the district from 
decade to decade. 

Year Population 

1~72 258,680 

1881 385,737 

1891 532,238 

1901 610,383 

1911 729,218 
1921 76i,314 

1931 889,6\13 
1941 984,741 
i951 1,028,825 

Percentage of 
vari"tion 

+49·1 
T38•0 

+14·7 
+19·5 

+3-4 

+17·9 
+10·7 
+ 4•5 

MAYURBHANJ DfSTRlCT 
Scale J" = 25 miles 
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during which the population grew steadily 
till the census of 1911. 

~th the ~engal Nagpur Railway, 
line at Rupsa m Balasore district and 
another line on the north of the district 
connecting the mines at Gorumahisani 
with the work-site of the Tata Iron and 
Steel Company. This brought prosperity 

152. During the decade 1901-11, a 
narrow gauge railway line was built con
necting the headquarters town Baripada . - -
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to the district. Cultivation also appears 
to have undergone extension. There was, 
however, some scarcity in 1908 necessita
ting relief operations. There was an 
a.ddition of 118,835 souls to the popula
t10n of 1901, so that the district had a 
population of 729,218 in 1911. In the · 
next decade the position was less favour
able. Three years from 1913 to 1915 had 
poor harvests. There' was failure of crop 
in 1918 during which years the influenza 
epidemic visited the district and carried 
away. at least 17,000 persons. The 
remaining years of the decade were 
noted for bad public health. The decade 
was however not devoid of material 
improvements. In 1918, a Circular Road 
was built from Baripada to Udala. The 
next year is noted for opening of the iron 
mines at Suleipat in Bamanghaty sub
division. During this decade the light 
railway line from Rupsa to Baripada was 
also extended for a few miles more upto 
Bangriposi. The overall increase of 
population during the decade was. so 
small as 25,096 during the period of 
10 years upto 1921. The percentage of 
growth was only 3·4 which is the smallest 

, for the district in any decade since the 
census operations began. 

153. In the decade 1921-31, there was 
remarkable recovery from the effects of 
the epidemic. This was possible partly 
because of the wellknown fecundity of 
the aboriginal population of the district. 
Public health was good throughout the 
decade except for occasional outbreak of 
smallpox, particularly in 1926. In 1927 
the district suffered from the highest 
flood within living memory on account of 
heavy rainfall. Relief measures were 
started in aid of sufferers. The other years 
of the decade were happy on the whole. 
The district underwent a number of 
improvement schemes particularly relat
ing to communications and expansion of 
industries. A ~ice :Mill was established, 
timber, log and other forest produce were 
exploited and iron mines started working. 

It was .a period of remarkable prosperity 
for the district and the increase of popu
lation during the decade amounted to 
135,289 or 17·9 per cent which is a 
satisfactory record. 

154. Years 1931 to 1941 were a period 
of general peace and prosperity. The 
standard of public health was on the 
whole good except for occasional epi· 
demics in certain localities. \Vith the 
improvement of administrative machi
nery during this period, development 
schemes in industry and irrigation added 
to the prosperity of the district. Rainfall, 
was deficient in 1932, 1934, 1935 and 
1938 and abundant in 1931 and 1936 and 
very heavy in 1933, 1937, 1939 and 1940. 
In the last y~ar of the decade the rainfall 
amounted to 83·97'' against the normal 
of 63·46". In 1936 there was a failure 
of crops to some extent but there was 
no scarcity of food. Low price of agricul
tural produce from 1937 to 1939 led to 
economic depre')sion felt by the aQ"Iicul
tural popuhtion. In July 1940 the~e was 
a high flood which caused some amount 
of damage to the crops but there was no 
scarcity of food in stock. In spite of 
these occasional distresses, general pros
perity of the people was not seriously 
affected. The result was that the popula
tion of the district increased by 95,138 
during the decade, an increase of 10·7 
per cent. 

155. Circumstances obtaining in the 
last decade were less favourable to growth 
ofpopulation. In 1941 the crop condition 
was satisfactory and there was no scarcity 

• but the low price of agricultural produce 
caused economic depression among the 
agriculturists. Prices rose slightly in the 
year 1942 due to· war conditions, ulti
mately leading to scarcity of food in 
Panchpir subdivision in the year 1943. 
From 1944 to 1946 food shortage was 
reported from some localities of Baman
ghaty and Panchpir subdivisions and 
action was taken to supply rice at 
controlled rates to the people. From 
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1947 onwards, prices rose higher. In 
the year 1950, Panchpir subdivision again 
suffered from food shortage partly due 
to failure of paddy crop in that subdivi
sion due to attack of insects. Weather 
conditions during the decade varied from 
year to year. There was excessive 
rainfall in 1943 and 1946 and draught in 
the years 1947 and 1949. In the remain
ing years, the rainfall was abundant and 
the crop condition good enough enabling 
the district to export paddy to the deficit 
States. The industrial and agricultural 
development started in the previous 
decade continued in this decade also and 
were further stimulated when Mayur
bhanj merged with Orissa on the 1st of 

January 1949. In the year 1949-50, 
105 bundhs and 53 tanks were con
structed for irrigation purposes which 
were expected to irrigate more than 
25,000 acres of land. In the year 1950-51 
68 bundhs and 27 tanks were constructed 
with a capacity to irrigate over 12,000 
acres. 

156. The result was an increase in the 
population amounting to 44,084 during 
the decade which comes to 4·5 per cent 
more than the population of the district 
in 1941. 

157. The growth of population in each 
subdivision during ten years upto 1951 
is shown below :- • 

District or 
subdivision 

Population in 
1941 

Population in 
1951 

Increase ( +) 
or decrease (-) 

Percentage of increase 
or decrease 

MAYURBHANJ 
Sadar subdivision 

984,741 

411,109 

1,028,825 

440,019 
Bamanghaty subdivision 255,287 260,220 
Panchpir subdivision 181,423 183,444 
Kaptipada subdivision 136,922 145,142 

158. Panchpir and Bamanghaty sub
divisions have shown poor rate of increase 
of population during the decade. A 
number of police-stations in these sub
divisions have actually suffered from 
diminution of population from what 
they had 10 years before. This is mostly 
due to outbreak of epidemics at frequent 
intervals during the decade. Sadar and 
Kaptipada subdivisions have shown a 

+44,084 

+28,910 +7•0 
+4,933 +1•9 
+2,021 +1·1 
+8,220 +6·0 

satisfactory rate of increase in population 
although they contain some localities 
which are also affected by epidemics. 

159. During the last 50 years, the 
population of the district of Mayurbhanj 
has increased from 610,383 in 1901 to 
1,028,825 in 1951, a gain of 418,442 
which amounts to 68·6 per cent. 
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SECTION IV 
Movement 

EARLIEB ACCOUNTS 

I. The people of Orissa. are essentially 
home loving. They leave their homes 
on1y when tl.ere are pressing necessities 
for doirg so, and take the earliest 
opportunity of coming back. An 
appreciable outward flow of migration 
in Orissa was first started in the later 
part of the last century from the low
lying tracts along the eea. coast towards 
Calcut' a Oljssa had taken to mant fac
ture of salt alor g the sea coast but it 
was abolished when cheaper salt came 
from abroad. The abandonment of this 
industry Jed to unempkyment and 
consequent migration towards Bengal, 
where the agricultural operations in 
SundarbBns and the rapid expansion of 
Ca1cnt ta in trade and industries required 
labour .from outside. Repeated visits 
of cyc·lones and other calamities were 
also partly responsible for em1gration 
from coastal areas of Orissa to Bengal. 
\Vhen the railways c·ame jn the closing 
years of the last century, the easy com
munication provided by it encouraged 
emigration towards Bengal. There was 
also an increasing exodus of landless 
persons towards Assam and Burma. 
Ganja.m district in particular started 
sending migrants to Burma from 
Gopalpur Port. Thus between 1901 and 
1921, the outward flow of migration 
developed to a. considerable extent. 

2. During the first two decades of the 
present cen1 ury, there was also an in
w:m;l flow, although the net out-migra
t'on was greater in volume than the net 
in-migration. Betwe·n 1901 and 1921, 
tbe south and the west of Orissa were 
gaining by immigration on account of 
influx cf cultivators from Madras and 
Central Provinces as there was plenty 
of cultivable waste land to attract the 
settlers. From 1921 onwards, the flow 
of immigration into the western and 

southern parts of Orissa decreased while 
emigration started increasing. There 
was relaxation of rules prohibitin(l" 
emigration from the ex-state areas which 
resulted in movement of non-cultivating 
section of the people to Assam in search 
of livelihood. In the meanwhile, emigra
tion in coastal Orissa was also increasin(l" 
particularly towards Assam, Burma and 
Bengal. During the last few decades 
Orissa has an ad verse balance of move
ments as the number of emigrants is 
larger than that of immigrants. 

IMMOBILITY OF THE POPULATION 

3. A characteristic feature of the popu
lation of Orissa is the stay-at-home 
tendency. A very small percentage of 
the population is:involved either in inter
nal movement within the State or move
ment outside the State. Even when people 
move away from their homes they take to 
short distance journey in most cases. 
The primary reason for the immobility 
of the population is the predominance 
of agricultural profession, which requires 
constant attention and discourages travel 
to any place except the markets nearby 
for disposal of the agricultural produce. 
It is not that agriculture is such a paying 
proposition as to discourage the people 
from moving to distant places in search 
of earning but there is want of any other 
source of maintenance for the people in 
general. The social conditions, the caste 
system and the early marriages in spite 
of decline in their traditional sanctity 
at present still continue to induce home
sickness, while lack of education acts as 
an impediment to extensive movement. 
Another reason why movement of popu
lation has remained so small is the 
absence of large scale industries or large 
cities in Orissa which would encourage 
rural-urban movements. 
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HoME-BORN PROPORTION 

4. As home-loving habit is prominent 
among the people of Orissa, the 
percentage of persons born _an~ en~
merated in the same d1stnct IS 

enormously high. The actual number 
of such persons is exhibited in the Subsi
diary Table 1·4, but as absolute figures 
do not always afford the best illustra~ 
tion of the extent of home-born propor
tion in the population of a district, the 
following table will show the number of 
such persons per 1,000 of the population. 

District 

Cut tack 
Balasore 
Puri 
Sambalpur 
Ganjam 
Koraput 
Dhenkanal 
Keonjhar 
Phulbani 

Home-born persons per 1,000 
r-
Persons 

967 
9117 
971 
936 
989 
970 
967 
938 
942 

Males 
977 
968 
973 
943 
988 
970 
972 
931 
964 

""'\ 
Females 

958 
946 
969 
929 
991 
970 
9G2 
944 
920 

Bolangir 972 981 962 
Sundar garb 941 940 94 2 
Kalahandi 974 980 967 
Mayurbhanj 960 968 952 
ORISSA 987 985 988 

5. A remarkably preponderating home
born composition is at once apparent in 
respect of each district. Only in four 
cases, namely, Sambalpur, Keonjhar, 
Sundargarh and Phulbani the propor
tion of persons born and enumerated in· 
the same district falls below 95 out of 
100. The highest percentage is shown by 
Ganjam where nearly 99 out of 100 
persons born in the district stay at home. 
Other districts where the people keep at 
home to a high extent ·are Kalahandi, 
Bolangir, Puri and Koraput. It is easy 
to understand that places like Ganjam 
Agency, · Koraput, Kalahandi and 
Bolangir do not attract strangers in 
appreciable number and so they suffer 
from comparative isolation. But it 
is strange that Puri also comes under this 
category. The reason may be that in 
spite of the spectacular attraction of 
outsiders by Puri town, Bhubaneswar 
and Khurda Road, the general popula-

tion of the rural areas, and particularly 
of N ayagarh subdivision is more 
immobile than the inhabitants of Cuttack 
or Balasore, for example. The female 
element among the home-born is stronger 
than the male in Ganjam; Keonjhar and 
Sundargarh and weaker in the remaining 
districts. This is to a great extent a 
marriage phenomenon. 

TYPES OF MIGRATION 

6. Migration of population according 
to old practice is classified into five 
different types as mentioned below :-

(i) Ca.sual-The migration of popu
lation of this type relates mostly to small 
distance movements between contiguous 
villages and is reflected in · the census 
returns only when such villages belong 
to different districts. This is inclusive of 
migration of women on account of 
marriage. . 
. ( ii) Temporary-This is due to 

movements outside the district of birth 
on account of pilgrimage or fairs or 
temporary employment in miscellaneous 
services, construction work or in business. 

(iii) Periodic-This is connected 
with agricultural operations mostly. 
During the season when there is no work 
in the fields, people· move elsewhere _in · 
search of employment and return either 
at the harvest time or in the beginning of 
the next agricultural season .. 

· (iv) Semi-permanent-This involves 
keeping up connection with the pre
migration residence during the period 
when livelihood is earned in a district 
other than that of birth. Such connec
tion is maintained either by shorp time 
occasional visits, or by correspondence 
or remittance of money. On the termina
tion of the work connected with' earning 
of livelihood, such people return to their 
original district of birth. 

(v) Permanent-Better climatic or 
living conditions, or economic prospects 
attract population from one district to 
another for good. The immigrants perma
nently change their place of residence. 
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7. In many cases it will be dfficult to 
draw a dividing line between the different 
types of migration, as the information 
relating to migration of population comes 
practically from one source, namely, the 
census question relating to birth place 
and this does not enable differentiation 
between Yarious types of migration. A 
few factors, however, are observable, 
such as, the districts involved in the 
migration and the sex ratio among 
migrants. The distance involved in the 
migration or the preponderance of one 
sex over the other sometimes indicates 

the nature of migration, for example, the 
excess of females among migrants denotE.'s 
that the movement has resulted mostly 
from marriage. In periodic and semi
permanent migrations, the male sex 
predominates Yery largely, but in the 
permanent type of migration no sex 
characteristic is marked. These reason
ings, however, cannot be stretched far 
and the total number of persons involved 
in the movement cannot be satisfactorily 
classified under the types mentioned 
above. 

Immigration 
8. The total number of immigrants to IMMIGRATION INTO NATURAL DIVISIONS 

the State in 1951 number 195,262 which 
constitutes 1·33 per cent of the popula
tion of Orissa. Of these, a very large 
majority, namely, 158,360 have come 
from the bordering States, 11,661 from 
other parts of India and 23,928 from 
Pakistan. . Bihar has contributed the 
largest number of immigrants into Orissa, 
namely, 55,545. Next in order of import
ance are :Madhya Pradesh sending 34,690, 
1\Iadras 34,127 and West Bengal 33,998. 

9. Among the immigrants from the 
adjoining States, there is a preponderance 
of males in the flow of people from Bihar 
and Madras but West Bengal and Madhya 
Pradesh have sent a larger number of 
women than men. This is due to the 
fact that .the influx of people from 
Bihar and :Madras into Orissa is mostly 
connected with the earning of livelihood 
while that with regard to West Bengal 
is connected mostly with marriages as 
well as economic rehabilitation of 
tamilies. Madhya Pradesh shows only 
a nominal excess of females, which is 
a marriage phenomenon. The following 
table shows the sex ratio among the 
immigrants into Orissa. 

St~~ote of origin 

Bihar 
)ladhya prnde>ili 
Madras 
West Bt•nFI\l 

No. of immigrants 

Persona 
65,645 
34,690 
34,127 
33.998 

:Males Females 
33,980 21,665 
17,003 17,687 
19,619 14,608 
14.859 19,139 

10. The inland division is gaining 
remarkably by immigration in com
parison with the coastal division. Firstly, 
in the exchange of population between 
the two natural divisions, the inland 
division has gained more, as 69,273 
persons have migrated from the coastal 
division to the inland division while only 
44,188 have gone on the opposite direc
tion. This may be due to the fact that 
pressure on land is much greater in the 
coastal division and there is the attrac
tion for the people of the coastal division 
to settle in the inland division where 
there is more of waste lands to be brought 
under the plough. Yet another reason 
might be that on account of compara
tively larger preponderance of females in 
the population of the coastal division, 
there is a flow of women by marriage to 
the inland division. On examination of 
the inter-district migration figures, it 
appears that there is a greater flow of 
women from Cuttack to Dhenkanal and 
Keonjhar, than from these districts to 
Cuttack. But this is not true in all cases, 
for 7,053 females have moved from 
Balasore to Mayurbhanj as against 10,476 
females from Mayur bhanj to Balasore. 

11. The current of external immigra
tion is still stronger in the inland division 
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rather than in the coastal. The number 
of immigrants coming from the adjacent 
States of West Bengal, Bihar, Madras 
and Madhya Pradesh into the inland 
division is 119,486 and into the coastal 
division is 38,874 only. Similarly, there 
is a larger influx of people from other 
parts of India and Pakistan into the 
inland division rather than into the 
coastal division. The principal reason 
why the immigration from external 
sources is heavier in the inland division 
lies in a few spectacular industrial deve
lopments in this division, such as, the 
Hirakud multi-purpose project and the 
Duduma hydro-electric scheme and deve
lopment of a number of mining industries. 
The coastal division has no such schemes 
of all-India impqrtance to attract settlers 
from beyond the limits of the State. 
The coastal division of course .has some 
industrial developments. such as, the 
textile mills and glass factory but the 
inland division too has got parallels in 
cement, limestone and paper mills. 

IMMIGRATION INTO DISTRICTS 

12. The immigration figures are high in 
the bordering districts of Balasore, Sam
balpur, Ganjam, Koraput, Sundargarh 
and Mayurbhanj. The districts situated 
inwards have a lesser percentage of 
immigrants. Sambalpur and Koraput 
are attracting people from outside the 
State because of the costly multi
purpose projects in the ·river Mahanadi 
at Hirakud and the hydro-electric project 
in the river Machkund, now under con
struction. The unsatisfactory food 
situation in Madras is another reason 
why Koraput attracts immigrants from 
that State. So the movement of popula
tion into this district is mostly due to 
economic reasons and not so much to marr. 
~age a~ances. In Sambalpur, however, 

· m additiOn to the economic reason there 
is the considerable influence of' social 
character, namely, marriage. Out of the 

total number of 35 ~housand migrants 
from Madhya Pradesh into Orissa, Sam
balpur alone attracts nearly 21 thousand. 
The geographical location of Sambalpur 
is favourable for inter-State as well as 
inter-district movements. The railway 
establishment at Jharsuguda and the 
location of the Orient Paper l\fills at 
Brajrajnagar also contribute to the larger 
number of immigrants to this district. 
Sundargarh which adjoins the boundary 
of Bihar attracts a large number of 
settlers from that State, namely, 11,642, 
mostly males because of the limestone 
and cement industries in this district. 
But Bolangir which is also a bordering 
district does not attract a large popula
tion from outside because of its unfavour
able geographical feature, namely, situa
tion of high hill ranges nearby the 
boundary of the district. Keonjhar 
which borders Singhbhum district of 
Bihar attracts a large population from it 
because of mining industries and trans
port of raw materials from this district 
to Jamshedpur. There is a remarkable 
preponderance of males over females 
numbering 14,221 and 4, 355 respectively 
among the immigrants to Keonjhar which 
is easily explained by the employment 
of men in transport and mining industries, 
a small number of women following the 
male relatives under such employment. 
Mayurbhanj similarly attracts a liberal 
number of immigrants from Bihar 
because of the working of the mines. 
Some immigrants from West Be"P-gal, 
however, are to be seen in Mayurbhanj. 
Balasore almost wholly gets its quota 
of immigrants from West Bengal with 
a preponderance of females, namely, 
9,899 as against 6,232 males, principally 
on account of marriage across the borders. 

INTERNAL MovEMENT 

13. A vast majority of the inhabitants 
of the State live lifelong in the district in 
which they are born. Of the total popu
lation of 14,645,946 in Orissa as many as 
14,118,302 or in other words 96·4 per 
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cent are attached to the soil being born 
and enumerated in the same district. Of 
the remaining population, 218,921 or 
1·5 per cent have migrated from other 
districts of the same natural division 
to the district of enumeration and 113,461 
or 0·8 per cent have migrated from the 
other natural division of the State to 
the district of enumeration. Thus the 
total movement from other districts 
within the State to the district of enu
meration comes to 332,382 or 2·3 per 
cent. The internal movements within 
the State is not of a pronounced character 
as it thus appears. Such movement has 
little real significance as most of it means 
simply crossing over the border between 
one district and another. As women 
figure to a large extent in the internal 
migration, it may be taken to be' casual' 
in character. Among migrants from 
other districts of the same natural divi
sion are 145,914 females and 73,007 
males. Similarly, among the migrants 
from the other natural division, women 
preponderate to a considerable extent. 
The migration between non-contiguous 
districts is insignificant. 

14. The percentage of persons born in 
the district of enumeration is highest 
in Ganjam Agency which stands at 99·4 
per· cent, followed next by Ganja:m 
Plains which stands at 98·9 per cent while 
the lowest is in Sambalpur and Keonjhar 
with 93·6 and 93·8 respectively. This 
shows that the people of the agency 
areas of Ganjam, particularly are least 
adventurous in the State and do not like 
to move away from their place of birth. 
Maximum movement is however indi
cated in respect of Sambalpur and Keon
jhar which may be explained on the basis 
of larger number of women involved in 
movements due to marriage. 

DmECTION' OF INWARD MoVEMEET 

)5. The following statement shows the 
direction of principal waves of inward 

migration. Unimportant currents have 
been either omitted or left blank. 

De,-tination 
Migration from 

Madras West Bengal Bihar Madhya 
Pradesh 

Yayurbbanj •• 5,075 10,8::?9 

Balasore 16,131 

Cut tack 2,86' 4,279 

Koraput 20,006 

Samba I pur .. 4,195 6,024 20,!192 

Sundargarb .. ll,6-l2 4,807 

Keonjhar 18,576 

16. Immigration from other parts of 
India excluding the four adjoining 
States into different districts of Orissa 
is small and is confined mostly to Cuttack, 
Balasore, Puri, Sambalpur, Bolangir and 
Sundargarh. The Pakistan-born people 
are found in the highest number in 
M:ayurbhanj because of the location 
of the transit relief camp at Amarda. 
Cuttack, Balasore, Puri and Sambalpur 
also get a reasonable number of persons 
from Pakistan. Among these new comers 
from Pakistan, the proportion of women 
is a little more than that of men. 

DISPLACED PERSONS 

17. While migration from Orissa to 
Pakistan was insignificant in character, 
the influx of persons from Pakistan into 
the State occurred in a larger scale. The 
causes for this influx must be identical 
with those relating to the persons that 
immigrated to other States in India from 
Pakistan, viz., the incidents that took 
place in the Punjab and Bengal in the 
pre-partition and post-partition periods. 

18. The census of 1951 revealed that 
altogether 20,039 persons (10,801 males 
and 9,238 females) returned themselves 
on the census day as displaced persons 
from Pakistan. Of these, 17,741 (9,306 
males and 8,435 females) came from East 
Pakistan. The number of such persons 
who came form \Vest Pakistan was 2,298 
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(1,495 males and 803 females). Informa
tion collected through the census shows 
that the •influx. of these •persons from 
East Pakistan to India started as early 
as the closing months of 1946 and from 
\Vest Pakistan to India from the begin
ning of 1947 in the pre-partition period. 
The. number of persons who immigrated 
into India upto the end of 1946 and 

ultimately· came to Orissa was 333 and 
a majority of these were from East 
Pakistan districts .. Tables D-V(i) and 

. ( ii) appearing in Part II-A of this Report 
show the trend of immigration from 
Pakistan to Orissa. For other details 
relating to the displaced persons in 
Orissa, reference may be made to Sec
tion V, Chapter VII of this Report. 

Emigration 

19. Emigration from Orissa is heavy. 
In 1951, the number of persons born 
in Orissa but enumerated in the census 
elsewhere was 416,408 or 2·84 per cent 
of the total population. The principal 
cause which leads to emigration is eco
nomic. It is primarily indicated by 
unemployment due to undeveloped indus
trial conditions, or poor agricultural 
prospects due to unfavourable seasons. 
In the coastal areas, pressure upon 
the land mav be one of the fundamental 
causes. Lastly, the proximity of the port 
and business centre at Calcutta, the 
attractions of industrial employment at 
J amshedpur and the organized recruit
ment facilities for the plantations of 
Assam undoubtedly stimulate emigra
tion. Sometimes, emigration is the 
outc0me of a family-habit, as it often 
appears in the districts of the inland 
dirision. 
DISTRIBUTION OF EMIGRANTS 

20. The statement below shows the 
distribution in number and percentage 
of the emigrants from Orissa between 
the various principal destinations:-

Deqtination No. of emigrants 

Wer.t Bengal .. 
Ass~m .. 
Madhya Pradesh 

202,154 
87,216 
(i6,668 

Percentage of 
Total No. of 
emigrants 

from Orissa 

48·5 
20·9 
16·0 

Bihar · 38,199 9·2 
Madras 14,645 3·5 

21. The overwhelming importance of 
Bengal which takes almost half the 

number of emigrants from Orissa· is 
apparent. Next comes Assam, which 
though not contiguous to Orissa, is 
benefited by a substantial flow of popu
lation from Orissa. Bengal and Assam 
together take 7 emigrants out of 10. 
Spreading it over the total population, 
it appears that one person out of every 
50 born in Orissa is to be found residing 
either in Bengal· or in Assam~ The flow 
of Orissa-born people towards Madhya
Pradesh is quite substantial and not far· 
short of the number moving towards 
Assam. There is also a perceptible 
current of migration to Bihar and Madras. 
These are all the principal States which 
attract the migrating population of 
Orissa. Among other States which 
contain a little sprinkling of Oriya emi
grants, Bombay, Uttar Pradesh and 
Tripura are important. 

DECLINE IN EMIGBATION : ITS CAUSES 

22. The stream of outward migra
tion is . drying up gradually during 
the last 20 years. In the census of 1931, 
there were 627,000 persons of Orissa or 
5·02 per cent of the general population 
who were recorded as migrant to other 
States. In 1951, the figure stood at 
416,408 or 2·84 per cent. There was thus 
a fall of 210,592 in the number of emi
grants during the period 1931-51. The 
decline in emigration seems to have resul
ted from a variety of causes. The differ
ence in the general economic condition of 
Orissa and of the· States which were 
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· attracting migrants from Orissa. was 
gradually narrowinCI' down· durinCI' the 
interv~ning period. 

0 

Bengal partic~larly 
was ¥t ~ard by industrial depression, 
resultmg m substantial fall in the volume 
of mirgration to that State. Conditions 
during the war and Post-war periods 
were not favourable for distant journey. 
Closing down of the ports of Chandbali 
and Gopalpur, curtailment in the number 
of daily train services, reduction in road 
transport services on account of petrol 
rationing and various other factors justi
fying the motto ' travel when you must ' 
had perceptible effect on the current of 
outward migration from Orissa. Political 
disturbances were widespread and even 
the more adventurous considered it 
hazardous to go out far in search of 
livelihood. In Assam, which is a popular 
destination of emigrants from Orissa, 
there was steady increase in Ia hour 
obtained locally and consequently the 
need for immigrant labour was decreas-

. ing. In Burma, the position had 
completely changed· and the flow of 
Oriya population came to a dead stop. 
lndo-Burman feelings had deteriorated 
fast, culminating in anti-Indian Riots in 
Rangoon in 1930. The decline in the 
stream of Oriya migration continued till 
the separation of Burma in 1938, when 
the movement completely stopped. On 
the other hand, in Orissa, urban and 
industrial areas were gradually though 
slowly developing, and the food situation 
was decidedly more satisfactory than in 
any of the States getting migrants from 
Orissa. Under the circumstances it was 
natural that the flow of outward migra
tion decreased gradually. 

OCCUPATION OF EMIGRANTS 

23. It is interesting to investigate how 
the large number of persons proceeding 
outside the bounds of Orissa in search of 
livelihood find employment in the new 
surroundings. This may be examined on 
the basis of different States. 

2-1. West Bengal-P('rsons micratin(T 
f~om Orissa are found Jivinrr 

0

widdy 
dispersed in different districts of B('nrral 
although there is hea\ier concentratio~ 
in _the City of Calcutta. The districts 
which have attracted abo\e 10 000 
Orissa-born people are mrnti~ned 
below. Districts of minor importance 
are omitted. · 

Number of .-migrant.. ..... 
District Pl'rsona ' Mal.-s Females 

Calcutta City j8,659 70,437 8,222 
24-Parganaa 35,717 28,534 7,183 

Midnapur 31,028 18,452 U.576 

Howrah 18,186 13,619 4,567 

Hoogly 14,2a 9,180 5,034 

Total-WestBengal 202,154 156,776 45,378 

25. Of the total number of Oriya 
emigrants in '\Vest Bengal, 25,156 have 
taken to agriculture while 176,998 are 
employed in non-agricultural pursuits. 
Those employed in agriculture appear to 
be living mostly in :Midnapur and to 
some extent in the 24-Parganas. Among 
the agriculturists 15,462 are males 
and 9,694 are females. This may mean 
that some of the agriculturists have 
settled with their families in the adjacent 
district and that some males have gone 
without family members as agricultural 
labourers to different places of West 
Bengal. It is of interest to note that out 
of the total number of Oriya agriculturists 
in West Bengal, 245 males and 134 
females belong to the livelihood class IV, 
i.e., such persons are zamindars or agri
cultural rent receivers or land owners. 

26. Among the non-agricultural classes 
of Oriya population living in West 
Bengal 62,903 are employed in produc
tion other than cultivation, 36,184 in 
commerce, 20,400 in transport and 57,511 
in miscellaneous services. Among the 
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section of people employed in production 
other than cultivation, 46,628 are males 
and 16,275 are females. These people 
mostly are employed in cotton and jute 
mills and in other similar productions 
and have a number of female dependants 
showing that some of the emigrants 
belonging to this class take their family 
members with them to \Vest Bengal. 
The section of Oriya population engaged 
in commerce is mostly connected with 
running betel and sweetmeat shops in 
Calcutta, Kharagpur and other places 
of West Bengal. They have also a number 
of dependants among them, for the total 
number of 36,184 is composed of 31,322 
males and 4,862 females. Transport 
employees numbering over 20 thousand 
Oriyas are generally engaged in trams, 
buses, and railways. The population 
under this category is composed of 16,093 
males and 4,307 females. Lastly, out of 
57,511 persons depending upon miscel
laneous services as their livelihood, 47,271 
are males and 10,240 are females. The 
females are mostly dependants of the 
male workers who are engaged in .large 
number in domestic services, such as, 
cooks, malis, beheras, mistris and techni
cal workers. 

27. ]f adhya Pradesh-This State has 
taken 66,668 persons from Orissa of 
whom 29,150 are males' and 37,518 
females. The total number of agricul
turists among these emigrants is 38,837 
of whom females predominate to a 
conspicuous extent, numbering 24,7 42 as 
against 14,095 males. The disparity 
between the two sexes is most prominent 
in livelihood class I or among the agri
culturists who cultivate their own land. 
This class alone, out of the 4 classes of 
agriculturists, contains by far the largest 
number of emigrants, namely, 6,548 
males and 16,866 females. This shows 
that a large number of women born 
in Orissa are married to the owner
cultivators among the agriculturists of 
Madhya Pradesh. The non-agriculturist 

emigrants number 27,831 of whom 15,055 
are males and 12,776 females. The most 
prominent group among the non-agri
culturists is livelihood class VIII (miscel
laneous services) comprising 16,543 
persons, namely, 10,283 males and 6,260 
females. Other classes of non-agricul
turists do not call for a~y remark. 

28. Assam-The number of Orissa
born people now living in Assam is 
87,216 out of which 50,115 are males and 
37,101 are females. Unlike Madhya 
Pradesh, the emigrants to Assam are 
mostly non-agriculturists as among the 
total emigrants 8,648 belong to thecate
gory of agriculturists and 78,568 come 
under the non-agricultural group. This 
means that in every 10 migrants from 
Orissa to Assam, 9 have taken to non
agriculture and 1 only to agriculture. 
The most noticeable feature is that 
75,314 persons are engaged in livelihood 
class V and are obviously attached to 
the tea plantations there. Among these, 
workers in the plantations, 42,610 are 
males and 32,704 are females. These 
figures are, however, inclusive of depen
dants of the ·workers in the tea gardens, 
as under the present relaxed conditions 
of the contract, many of the emigrants 
live with non-working women and 
children. 

29. Orissa is one of the most important 
States among the controlled emigration 
areas for recruitment of labour in the 
tea gardens of Assam. It supplies above 
one quarter of the total immigrant labour 
from all over India for the Assam tea 
plantations. In the year 1948-49 the 
number of Oriya labourers recruited by 
the Tea Estates was 8,987 out of the 
total of 34,213 recruited during the year. 
There are three principal centres of 
Tea Districts Labout Association in 
Orissa, namely, atSambalpur, Berhampur 
and Koraput. Besides these, there is 
a small depot at Cuttack. The total 
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number of labourers recruited during 
1941-51 by the three principal centres 
is given below. 

Year 

U41-42 •• 
1942-43 ., 
1943-U •• 
1944-45 ••• 
1945-46 •• 
1946-47 •• 
1947-48 •• 
1948-49 •• 
1949-00 •• 
1950-tll •• 

Total for 

.Namber of labourers recruited ~by the 
T.- Dietricte Labour Aasociation at 

Berhampur 
865 
72() 

2,868 • 
5,569 
6,101 
5,286 
3,547 
3,068 
3,171 
2,638 

Korapu& SarDbalpur 

477 l 1,956 Approximate 
2,410 1 figures for 19n-
2,739 } 42 to 1947-48 is 
2,179 1 20,66\1 
2,061 J (Actual figures 
1,753 no& available ) 
1,569 3,141 
1, 76!i 2,677 
2,973 3,040 

1941-51 • • 33,833 19,88:1 29,527 

30. The number of Oriya labourers 
recruited for the tea gardens as shown 
above may not be comprehensive. The 
figures relating to Cuttack, though small 
(it was 236 in 1948-49), has not been 
shown above. :Moreover, it appears that 
a substantial number of labourers from 
M:ayurbhanj and Balasore are recruited 
through the Kharagpur Association which 
automatically is shown under Bengal. 
It is reported that immigrant labour is 
gradually decreasing in Assam in view of 
the steady increase in the locally avail
able labour, but there is no indication 
that the recruitment in Orissa is decreas
ing to any extent. Figures are available 
in respect of at least one recruitment 
centre in Orissa, namely, Berhampur 
which shows that the recruitment during 
the decade 1941-51 standing at 33,833 
is more than double than that of the 
decade 1931-41, which is 14,254. 

31. Bihar-Emigrants from Orissa to 
Bihar number 38,199 with almost a 
balanced sex ratio, namely. 19,143 males 
and 19,056 females. There is a pre
ponderance of non-agriculturists among 
this class of men as they number 26,502 
while the agriculturists are limited to 
11,697. The agriculturist-migrants 
move across the border of the State 
mostly on the basis of marriage. But 
the non-agricultural class who go out 
to Bihar are mostly seekers of fortune in 

Jamshedpur and a number of railway 
colonies in Chotanagpur either as techni
cal workers or as demestic sen·ants. The 
balance in sex proportion which is notice
able in the total number of emigrants to 
Bihar is completely absent when applied 
to the agricultural and non-agricultural 
category, for among the agriculturists 
the females outnumber the males by 3 
to 1 (females 8,474, males 3,223}, while 
among the non-agriculturists, males are 
50 per cent more than females (males 
15,920, females 10,582). This clearly 
shows that females among agricultural 
population of Orissa being in excess, 
have been moving into Bihar on the 
basis of marriage and that the primary 
cause of movement among non-agricul
turists, where males predominate, is 
search of livelihood. Nearly 82 per cent 
or 31,083 out of the total emigrants to 
Bihar, numbering 38,199 are attracted by 
one district alone, namely, Singhbhum. 

32. lJ! adras-:Migrants from Orissa 
number 14,645, the ratio between the 
sexes being almost equal. There is no 
special feature in this migration. 

DmECTION oF OuTwARD MoVEMENT 

33. From the review of migrants to 
different States in India, it appears that 
there is a larger flow of males north -east
wards and of females westwards. The two 
States Assam and West Bengal have 
attracted between them 206,891 males 
and 82,559 females or in other words, 
5 males for every two females. The west
ward movement is opposite in character 
because of the prepondera.nce of females 
over males though the disparity between 
the two sexes is not so great as in the 
case of north-east movement. For every 
38 females leaving for Madhya Pradesh, 
there are only 29 males who follow suit. 

MIGRATION OF MUSLIMS 

34. The problem of migration of Muslims 
from Orissa which was indeed very 
small in magnitude; actually arose 
in the wake of partition of India in 
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Aurrust 1947. There were no commu- · 
nat disturbances or other incidents 
in Orissa leading to the migration 
of Muslims. It appears to be due more 
to psychological reasons than to stress 
or strain in any form on the Muslims. It 
seems that migration of a negligible 
number of Muslims took place from the 
followino- districts of Orissa, viz., 
Koraput, Ganjam, Puri, Cuttack, Bala
sore, Sambalpur, Bolangir and Sundar
garh. Neither the number nor the occu
pation of the persons who left is available 
from any source even to a degree of 
approximation. It is, however, believed 
that the migration took place mostly 
from urban areas. A very small number 
of Muslims evacuated from the rural areas 
of the districts of Balasore, Ganjam 
and Bolangir. Out of the total emi
grants, 75 per cent were in trade or 
business and the rest in service. 

35. In 1941, the Muslims formed 1·203 
per cent of the total population of Orissa. 
In 1951, they constitute 1·204 per cent, 

i.e., 0·001 per cent more than the 1941 
composition. Again, while the population 
has increased by 6·376 per cent during · 
the decade, the . Muslim population 
showed an increase of 6·445 per cent, 
i.e., 0·069 per cent more than the general 
growth rate. These percentages are of 
mathematical interest but being insigni
ficant in dimension, have no practical 
value. In fact, percentages are worked 
out in census studies upto one place of 
decimal only,· but here it has been 
extended to three places, merely because 
the insignificant character did not' become 
apparent in the figures upto. one place of 
decimal. Similarly, in the case of the 
districts wherefrom Muslim migration is 
believed to have taken place, a compari-· 
son between the percentage of Muslims 
in 1941 and 1951 and the rate of growth 
of general population and the Muslim 
community, reveals no migration of any 
magnitude. It is therefore clear beyond 
doubt that the migration. of Muslims, 
if any, is insigniffcant. 

Net Migration 

36. The net result of inward and out- actual population. The number of 
ward flow of migration for the year 1931 emigrants recorded in 1931 was 
and 1951 has been shown in the Subsi- 627,00_0 while that of immigrants for 
diary Table 1·6. Corresponding figures that year was 186,661. Similarly, 
for 1941 are not available as the tabula- the number of emigrants in 1951 
tion of figures relating to movement of was 416,408 while that of immigrants is 
population was not taken up due to war· 195,262. In other words, there was an 
conditions. So the position relating to excess of outward flow over inward flow 
movement in the State can only be of population in 1931 to the extent of 
compared between the years 1931 and 440,339 while the corresponding figure 
1951. It will appear that Orissa has for 1951 is 221,146. Between 1931 and 
an adverse balance of migration in 1931 1951, there has been a fall of 210,592 or 
as well as in 1951 and as such throughout 33·6 per cent in the number of emigrants, 
the entire period. If in any particular while there has been a small increase of 
period the number of persons moving 8,601 ·or 4·6 per cent in the number of 
out of the State exceeds the number of immigrants into Orissa during this period. 
persons coming into it, the population. Although the emigrants are still larger in 
is really growing at a more rapid rate number than immigrants, the difference 
than the census rate of increase indicates. between the two classes has been consi-
This is what is happening in Orissa, derably reduced during tlie intervening 
where the increase in the natural popula- period of 20 years. The emigrants have 
tion is greater than the increase in the decreased from 5·02 per cent of the total 
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population in 1931 to 2·8-l per cent in 
1951. The decrease in the percentage of 
immigrants is almost insignificant as it. 
has reduced from 1·49 in 1931 to 1·33 in 
1951. The net loss of population: by 
migration in 1931 was 3·53 per cent of 

. the total population which was reduced 
to 1·51 per cent in 1951. 
,.. ~ • r 

37. Orissa has thus been heavily losing 
population by migration although the 
extent of such loss is diminishing with 
the passage of time. In 1951, she had 
a. gain of 195 thousand persons (in 
round figures) due to the influx of persons 
not born within the State but sustained 
a. loss of 416 thousand persons who were 
born in Orissa but had moved outside 
it. This loss, however, may not be of 
a. permanent character as periodic type 
of migration seems to be considerable in 
the total volume of emigration. The 
census enumeration was done in Febru
ary which is a slack season for agricul
tural operations. During this time many 
of the cultivators being free from harvests 
and other agricultural responsibilities 
move into Bengal and Jamshedpur in 
search of temporary employment, where 
they wait for the monsoon to . break 
before starting on their journey. back. 
The tide of periodic emigration is at its 
heiuht at the time when the census 
en:meration takes · place. Therefore, 
the loss of population due to excess of 
emigration as revealed by the. census 
presents mostly a temporary and not 
permanent feature. 

VARIATION IN NATURAL PoPULATION 

38. Natural population is the sum total 
of population as recorded in the census 
and the result of net migration. The 
recorded population of Orissa in 1951 
is 14,645,946, and the result of net 

migration, that is to say the excess of 
emigration over immigration, is 221,146. 
Therefore, the natural population of the 
State in 1951 is the result of addition of 
these two figures which comes to 
14,867,092 • 

39. It may be desirable to see how 
fast the natural population has been 
growing and what is its relation to the 
growth in the enumerated population of 
the State. As the relevant figures for the 
census of 1941 are not available, the 
variation in natural population may be 
examined between the years "1931 and 
1951. The recorded population of the year 
1931 was 12,491,056 and the difference 
between emigration and immigration was 
440,339. Thus, the natural population 
in 1931 was 12,931,395. The increase in 
the natural population of Orissa during 
the period 20 years from 1931 to 1951 
comes to 1,935,697 or 15·0 per cent. 
But the increase in the enumerated 
population for the same period is 
2,154,890 or in other words, 17·3 per 
cent. Thus, during the last 20 years 
the enumerated pouplation has increased 
by 17·3 per cent while the natural popula
tion has increased by 15·J per cent only. 
The growth of natural population has 
been slower than that of the recorded 
population. It was seen earlier that the 
net migration loss of Orissa has decreased 
during the last two decades. This is 
principally because of the shrinkage in 
the number of men who are moving out 
of the State elsewhere on account of 
various reasons. As more and more 
people have beeR keeping at home, the 
percentage increase of recorded popula
tion has been correspondingly increasing 

over the natural population. Subsidiary 
Table 1·7 gives the statistical illustration 
of the percentage increase in the natural 
population of Orissa. 
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SECTION V 

Natural Increase-Births and Deaths 

NATURAL INCREASE 

I. Natural increase in population is 
the difference between births and deaths. 
It is necessary to study facts relating to 
births and deaths in order to find out 
the. extent of natural increase. It will 
then,be seen that Orissa's natural increase 
of population has not been high, because 
the high birth rate has been considerably 
counterbalanced by the high death rate. 
It will also be seen that the rate of decen
nial natural increase has been fluctuat
ing primarily on account of the 
unsteady death rate. 

2. The study of birth and death rates 
in Orissa is handicapped by the incomple
teness of statistics with· regard to. them 
·and whenever · such statistics are 
available, they contain a considerable 
amount-of error.· In spite of these defects, 
the birth and death statistics cannot be_ 
dismissed altogether as they still pro~d~ • 
the only basis of study of their rate from· 
time to time. · ·It would, however, be 
necessary to have a clear idea about the 
bright and dark sides of these statistics 
so that it may be possible to assess their 
implications on growth of population 
correctly. 

Defects in Registration System 
\VRONG BASIS OF CALCULATION OF BmTH 
AND DEATH RATES 

3. To begin with, the birth and 
death rates worked out till the year 1942 
had a wrong basis as the rate was 
calculated not on the estimated popula
tion of the State for any particular year 
but on the basis of the population 
enumerated in the preceding ~nsus. 
This was the in~vitable result of lack of 
annual population estimates during the 
intercensal period. From 1943 onwards, 
the position was improved when the birth 
and death rates were calculated on the 
basis of the mid-year estimated popula
tion for any particular year. There was 
no occasion to check up if the formula 
adopted for ascertaining the mid-year 
population is ... theoretically correct but, 
at any rate, it appears that-the basis was 
defined by the Public Health Commis
sioner with the~ Government., of India* 
and is more suitable for the purpose 
than • the figures of population recorded 
in the previous census. In the discus
sions which will follow, we Will have to 

.. 
come accross birth and death rates 
calculated on two different basis, namely, 
the old basis of census population which 
had the effect of artificially inflating the 
birth rates towards the later part of the 
intercensal period and the ~ew basis 
adopted since 1943 on the principle of 
calculating mid-year. population. 

REGISTRATION .AREA NOT EXTENSIVE 

4. Secondly, the statistics relating to 
vital occurrences do not cover the entire 
population of the State. They relate 
merely to the registration area of the 
State which forms 36·1 per cent of the 
area of the State and comprise 54·1 per 
cent of the State's population. Although 
the registration area covers a fair amount 
of population in the coastal division, 
it does not do so in the case of the inland 
division, where the registration area is 
limited to 21·7 per cent of the area of 
the natural division comprising only 
24·2 per cent of its population. It cannot 
be said that the extent of registration 
area of Orissa and particularly of the 

• Letter No. 30-2/46-S. B. datEd the 4th October 1951 from the Publio Health Coiilllli4sioner with the 
GovPrnment of India to the Dire<:tor of Health and Inspector-General of PrisOns, Orissa. 

7 
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inland division is adequate enough to 
gh·e a comprehensive and reliable picture 
of births in Orissa but there is one 
redeeming feature in the sense that the 
registration areas are scattered over 

different parts of the State and may be 
roughly taken to be typical of the State. 

5. The following statement shows the 
total extent of registration area in differ
ent districts of the State. 

Dis trio' Area in Sq. miles Area under lkgis- l'opulat.ion of l'opulation of lkgis-
~ ( From Table E ) trat.ion in Sq. mile1 district teredarea 

Cut tack 4,210 
Balalore 2,507. 
Pori .. 4,043 

Sambalpur - 6,765 
Ganjam 4,725 
Koraput - 9,875 

Dbenkanal 4,226 
l'bulbani .. 4,282 

. Kalahandi oA 5,057 

Inland Division 46,052 

Coastal Division •• 14,075 

ORISSA .. 60,127 

6. It will appear that out of 13 dis
tricts in Orissa, four, namely, Keonjhar, 
Bolangir, Sundargarh and Mayurbhanj 
have no. registration area, and that the 

. registration area in three other districts, 
namely, Koraput, Dhenkanal and Kala
handi covers a small area. of the district. 
In Koraput it is only limited to urban 
or mban-like areas and not to any rural 
area. 

OMISSIONS IN R~GISTRATION 

7. Th~ third defect in the registration 
of births and deaths is that there are 
tQo many omissions in the record. Births 
generally escape registration more easily 
than deaths. Again,· female births and 
deaths are less often recorded than in 
the case ·of males. In course of the 
present discussion there will be occasion 
to ascertain the extent . of error in· 
registration and the manner in which the 
system of 'registration has undergone 

: deterioration since the .last war. 
The· published figures with relation 
to births and deaths vary in percentage 
from district to district and cannot 
be accepte<! as correct anywhere. 

3,654 2,529,244 2,324,761 
2,244 1,106,012 1,0~7.282 

2,492 1,572,262 1,171,153 

3,9« 1,301,804 1,060,858 
4,174 1,62!,829 1,575,814 

20 1,269,534 60,262 

902 839,241 190,432 
2,952 456,895 289,182 
1,312 858,781 219,850 

9,989 7,972,895 1,930,865 

11,705 6,673,051 5,988,729 

21,694 14,645,946 7,919,694 

There is nothing to wonder why such 
deficiency exists. The work has been 
left to illiterate and ill-paid village watch
men who do not diligently collect infor
mation as their reports are seldom verified 
or checked. These poor workers have 
no promise of reward and no fear of 
punishment in connection with reporting 
of vital events although they have many 
occasions of being rewarded or punished 
for good or bad work relating to their 
other responsibilities. In Ganjam, 
however, though the reports are quite 
deficient, the work is a little more system
atic as it is collected by the village 
officer who has some amount of educa
tion and is trained in sending reports on 
various administrative matters relating 
to the village. 

PROCEDURE OF REGISTRATION OF VITAL 
ST AS TIS TICS 

8.. The collection of vital statistics 
in the primary stage is done by 
·village chowkidars in north Orissa dis
tricts and by village officers in district 
Ganjam. In urban areas of the State, 
this work is left to the employees of the 
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municipal or other local bodies. Chowki
dars of north Orissa orally report the 
vital occurrences at the weekly parade 
held in the police-stations, where a 
literate constable or an Assistant Sub
Inspector collects the information and 
incorporates them in a monthly state
ment which is forwarded to the District 
Health Officer. The local bodies of urban 
areas similarly prepare monthly returns 
and forward them to the District Health 
Officer. This officer, on getting the 
monthly returns from the rural and 
urban areas of north Orissa and from the 
urban areas only of Ganjam and Koraput 
districts, compiles them into monthly 
district statistics and forwards them to 
the Director of Health, Orissa. The 
vital statistics of the rural areas of 
Koraput district are not collected as 
there are no registration areas there, 
but the vital statistics of the rural areas 
of Ganjam district which are received 
from village officers by the officer in 
charge of the Taluk office are compiled 
in his office into monthly returns and 
are forwarded direct to the Director of 
Health. A note on the method of regis
tration of vital statistics prepared by 
the Director of Health and I. G.· of 
Prisons, Orissa, may be seen in 
Appendix I. 

DETERIORATION IN VITAL STATISTICS 
SINCE WAR TIME 

9. During the pre-war times the 
system of registration was far from 
accurate and with the advent of the 
war there were fresh factors responsible 
for greater number of errors and omis
sions. In some villages, the salaries of 
chowkidars were not paid on account of 
the prevailing political unrest and they 
deserted their posts sometimes without 
permission to obtain work on establish
ments connected with war activities, 
food procurement and so on. The 

replacement of· chowkidars who were 
found negligent, inefficient or absent, 
took several weeks during which period 
the vital occurrences remained un
recorded. The Thana Officers who were 
responsible for enforcing discipline among 
the primary ·reporters of vital statistics 
were now saddled with many additional 
responsibilities which were new on 
account of war conditions and had 
scarcely any time or inclination to check 
the regularity or correctness of reports. 
Mter the termination of the war, things 
did not improve as post-war problems 
were worse, demanding· attention on 
more urgent matters. On account of 
these circumstances, the registration of 
vital statistics underwent marked 
deterioration during the last decade 
and the margin of error in registration 
considerably increased. 

ABSENCE OF EsTIMATES oF Bmms ANI> 
. DEATHS . 

10. As the registered vital · st~tlstics ·. 
are considerably deficient, it. should have 
been desirable· to get estimates of births 
and deaths prepared from time to time. 
by qualified statisticians. This, .. however, 
has never been done in Orissa or in fact 
in most of the States in India, although 
there is a Statistical Bureau under the 
Government. Estimates of births and 
deaths in India have been prepared for 
several years by a distinguished Actuary. 
But a more reliable estimate comes 
from an eminent.· American: author, who 
has worked out the .following figures 
with relation to births in ~~a.* 

Year Reported births · 'Es'timated 
· '{lirthe 

1891-1901 34 46 

1901-11 37 ~ 
48 ._ 

-1911-21 37 49 -
1921-31 ·33 46 

1931--41 . 34 45 

• The population of India and Pakistan by K Davis, P. 69. 
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The above estimates reveal deficiency 
ranging from 30 to 40 per cent in the 
rates of birth reported officially. The 
same author has also prepared estimates 

. of deaths in India which similarly reveal 
defic.iency in o~cial rates, though to a. 
lesser extent than in the case of births. 
The defic1~ncy between the real and the 
reported rates for Orissa is not likrly to 
be less than those of India as a whole. 
In fact, the difference in Orissa will be 
much more. 
V A.LUE OF VITAL STATISTICS 

11. It is thus apparent that the public 

health statistics of Orissa. are not only 
inadequate but also deficient and there
fore unreliable. But in spite of the short
comings discussed above, the available 
informtion cannot be rejected out-right. 
The registered figures help to loealise 
diseases so that causes which produce it 
may be sought out and remedies provid
ed for. Secondly, a study of the reported 
figures reveals the trend of births and 
deaths of any particular locality and is 
useful in the understanding of the 
demographic situation. 

Birth Rates 

·12. For better appreciation, the posi
tion regarding birth rates in Orissa may 
be studied in a wider context. India, 
to start with; seems to have one of the 
highest birth rates in the world though 
of late years it is showing a tendency to 
.decline. The birth rate of a few countries 
of the. world are given below for the 
sake <Jf comparison. 

Countries Birth rate ( 1941-43 ) 
England imd Wales 16·3 
U.S. A. 22·6 
Canada 24·0 
Australia , 20•7 
India 32·0 
Japan 31'6 (in 1931-36 ) 

Bmm RATES oF STATES IN INDIA 

13. The birth rate of Orissa when 
compared with that of other States in 

- India stands as follows :- . 
States Birth rate 

1937-U 1945 
INDIA . 34-15 27·3 

Punjab '.·· ·3·8 36·2 
Mad~ya Pradesh 42·5 39•2 

'Bombay 39·1 33.8 
Madras 36·1 29·4 

. .Orii!S:. 33·9 27·9 
Utter Pr11odesh 33·6 27·3 
Beng•l 3!A'7 20·8 

' Bihar lll·S 23·5 
Assam·. 19·4: 17•0 

CAUSE OF HIGH Bmm }tATE 

14. It will thus appear. that the birth 
rate in Orissa though not the highest in 

India, is fairly high. The causes of high 
birth rate relate primarily to the com
parative early marriage in rural areas 
which gives a longer span of reproductive 
period. Social sanction favours early 
marriage for members of joint families 
who are not handicapped· as individuals 
by the consideration of independent 
means of living. The economic and 
biological disadvantages of early marriage 
are however gradally being realized and 
are changing the attitude of the people 
even in rural areas to a perceptible extent. 
Another factor conducive to higher birth 
rate is the preponderance of females in 
the general population of Orissa, making 
it easier for a widower to take a new wife 
~nd thus keep on reproduction at 
a higher level. Poly,._amy, though very 
much restricted in practice in Orissa, is 
encouraged in the presence of the higher 
female ratio, leading to greater number 
of births. 

DECLINE IN BIRTH RATE 

15. The birth rate in Orissa, though 
belonaina to high level group, is register
ina a per~eptible downward trend during 
th~ last decade. The recorded birth 
rate in British India remained steady at 
about 34 per mille from 1920 to 1940. 
In 1941, it fell to 32·1 and in 1942 to 
29·3. In the year 19t3 there was 
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remarkable fall to 25·9 when decline 
was recorded in almost every province. 
The table given in the pre~eding page 
shows the fall of birth rate between the 
average of 1937-43 and the birth rate of 
194:5. This decline is quite substantial. 

16. So far as Orissa is concerned, there 
has been a drop in birth rates as illus
trated below :-

Inter-census birth rate 
,-..-----A-. ------.. 

1921-30 

37•3 

1931-40 . 1941-50 

35•7 28•2 

17. The drop in birth rates between 
decades 1921-30 and 1931-40 is moderate 
amounting to 1·6 but the drop between 
the next decades is very heavy amounting 
to 7·5. With such a high fluctuation, it 
becomes necessary to examine the annual 
rate of birth for locating the specific 
causes of decline in the rate of birth. 
The annual birth rate for the State is 
given below from 1936, the year of crea
tion of Orissa as a separate province. 

Yeu Birth r.ote Birth rate for Birth rate for 
quinquennium decl'nnium 

1636 36·6 1 1937 34'8 
1938 33•8 J H39 34·9 
1940 35•9 

1941 30·9 ) 
1942 31•5 

r 1943 30·8 
1944 25•2 
1945 27·4 

28·0 
1946 27·5 1 1947 26·7 
1948 26·4 
1949 . 26·1 

26·7 

1950 26·8 J 

CAUSES OF DECLINE IN BmTH RATE 

18. The decline from 36·6 in 1936 to 
26·8 in 1950, orinotherwords 10 per mille 
in 15_years is veiJ: remarkable. A part 
of th1s heavy decline may be explained 
by the marked deterioration in reO'istra
tion of vital occurrences durin~ the 

. 0 

last decade. There is nevertheless a real 
decline in birth rate which has been 
continuing .from the decade 1921~30. , 

GENERAL CAUSES 

19. The decline .. in birth raie· 
of Orissa may be a part of the 
general phenomenon experienced . in 
India and other States. It may also be 
the consequence of the change in social 
habits arising from the effects of legis
lation discouraging early marriage. The 
people are . gradually realising the 
economic disadvantages of early 
marriage. Increasing urbanisation and 
effects of modern education discourage 
not only early marriage but also unres
tricted reproductive activities. These 
tendencies are slowly but effectively 
working throughout India and are respon
sible in restricting the number of births. 

EFFECTS OF FooD· ScARCITY . ' 

20. The general scarcity. and distress_ 
which came in the wake : of ·disturbed 
food position and calamities like.· cyClone, 
floods and epidemics from 1942 to 1947 
resulted in high mortality and extensive 
devitalization of the general population. 
Although Orissa was a surplus country in 
food production all through, the· food 
situation was precarious particularly in 
1943 and 1944 .. In one district alone, 
namely, Balasore, there were more than 
1,100 deaths due to starvation in 1943. 
The first half of the last' decade was 
notoriously unhealthy due to increased 
incidence and virulence of . fever, 
diarrhoea and dysentery, · cholera and 
smallpox. Under these- circumstances, 
it is no wonder that- birth rate in' 1944 
sank to 25·2, the lowest level during the 
decade. · : · ·. · 

UNFAVOURABLE AGE STRUCTURE 

21. One of the direct causes 6f the fall 
in birth rate during the last decade is the 
decrease in the·· number of women 
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belonging to the effective child bearing 
age group, namely, between ages 15 
and 34. The number of females in this 
age group in 19!1 was 618 per 1,000 
married females. It fell down to 552 
in 1951. There was simultaneous rise in 
the number of less productive age group 

. of women between ages 35 and 54 during 
this decade. The more fertile group 
being reduced and the less fertile group 
being increased, the birth rate was 
effectively reduced. 

SELECTIVE INCIDENCE OF INFLUENZA 
EPIDEMIC OF 1918-19· 

22. This disastrous epidemic 
directly inflicted the heaviest 
casualty among infants (below one year 
of age) and younger adults (persons 
between 20 and 35 years of age). More
over, it caused such a high mortality 
particularly among females, that it may 
be taken to be the indirect cause of a 
large number of children not being born 
who otherwise would have been born. 
It is also believed that the reproductive 
powers of many persons who suffered 

but survived were permanently impaired. 
These three-fold reasons, nameyl, heaviest 
mortality among infants, reduction of 
births due to death in large number of 
women of reproductive age and perma
nent impairment of reproductive powers 
of many survivors, led to the serious 
depletion of the age group 0-5 as revealed 
in the census of 1921. 

23. The selective character of the in
fluenza mortality was also noticeable in 
the age group 20-40, particularly among 
females rather than males. The result 
was that for many years ahead, the 
number of women at the child bearing 
age remained disproportionately low, and 
this circumstance accounted for the 
failure Qf birth rate to rise to its normal 
level. 

24. The conclusions drawn above may 
be easily illustrated by examining the 
variations in age structures of 1911 and 
1921, as calculated for Orissa and shown 
below. The figures have been worked 
out on the basis of 1,000 population. 

Age group 
r----------------------~·------·------------~ Year 

1911 
1921 

0-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 20-40 40-60 60 and over 

137 149 119 83 317 149 46 
113 155 131 86 313 157 45 

Variation 
1911-1921 -24 +6 +12 

25. The age group 0-5 has been 
seriously depleted in 1921 and also the 
age group 20-40 to an extent. The loss 
in these age groups in 1921 would have 
a bearing on births during 1941-50. 
The age group · 0-5 of 1921 progresses 
itself into the age-group 20-25 in 1941 
or 30-35 in 1951 and remains depleted 
all through. This is the principal ferti
lity group of the decade 1941-50, and 
as it was highly depleted as a result of 
the influenza of 1918-19, the birth rate 
during 1941-50 was bound to fall, as 
indeed it did. The other depleted age 
~up 20-40 of 1921 had risen up into 

+3 -4 +8 -1 

40-60 age group in 1941. The reproduc
tive potentiality of this age group though 
considerably lowered had not completely 
come to an end, and as this age group 
had suffered from heavy mortality in 
the influenza years, the birth rate in 
1941-50 could not have escaped corres-

. ponding reduction. 

26. It is thus clear how the reduced 
birth rate in 1941-50 is partly accounted 
for by the selective character of the 
influenza scourge of the year 1918-19. 
Commenting on the high mortality of 
adult women as a consequence of this 
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epidemic, :Mr. Lacey in his Census 
Report of Bihar and Orissa for 1931 
remarked-

'rhe results of this would be that for several 
years to come, the number of women at the 
childbearing age would be disproportionately 
low, and this circumstance may account in a. 
large measure for the failure of the birth rate to 
rise to its normal level even after conditions of 
a_Pparent prosperity had been re-established. 

CoNSEQUENCES oF INDUSTRIALIZATION 

27. Decline in birth rate would seem 
to be an inevitable consequence of the 
pressure of an industrializing and mod
ernizing economy. As Orissa is just 
beginning to get into the sphere of indus
trialization, and as modern ways of life 
are spreading effectively, even· into 
rural areas, the decline in birth rate 
naturally set in. 

INFLUENCE OF DECLINE IN INFANTILE 
MoRTALITY 

28. There is a school of thought, 
particularly led by Professor Fisher of 
England which has attempted to estab
lish a correlation between birth rate and 
rate of infantile mortality. As it will 
be seen in Chapter VI of this Report, 
infantile mortality in Orissa is deminish
ing of late years. The fall in infant 
death rate is likely to relieve parents from 
the urge to compensate the loss by 
having a larger number of children. 
Therefore, reduction in infant mortality 
has a potent influence on birth rate 
which correspondingly declines. 

DECLINE PARTIALLY TRANSITORY IN 
CHARACTER 

29. There are thus a number of causes 
of the decline of birth rate in the last 
decade. Some of these causes are general 
in nature, applicable to India as a whole, 
while the others are particularly born 
of conditions obtaining in Orissa. Whe
ther this decline is lasting or is ·just 
tenuous in character depends upon the 

circumstances through which the country 
will be passing in coming years. "Indus
trialization and modernization will conti
nue at increasing rate, no doubt, but 
there are other potent factors to 
determine the trend of birth rate. The 
youngest of the age groups depleted by 
the influenza epidemic of 1918 reached 
the last lap of its reproductive career 
in the present decade. The coming 
decade therefore will be influenced by 
undepleted and full-fledged reproductive 
age groups, capable of giving the country 
larger number of births than in the last 
decade. Secondly, the devitalization of 
general population experienced in 1943-4 7, 
which kept down the birth rate during 
the last decade, has passed aw~y, making 
it favourable for birth rate to automati
cally rise up in the present decade. The 
decline in the rate is not free from im
-permanent elements and is thus preca
rious. The continuance of the downward 

·trend of the rate of birth in future will 
depend upon the extent to which -the 
permanent elements in the declining 
phenomenon may overcome . the transi
tory ones. 

TREND oF BmTn RATE IN NATURAL 
DIVISIONS 

30. There has . been a regular fall in 
the birth rate of the inland division 
during the last 30 years. It fell from 
29·2 in 1921-30 to 27·1 in ·1931-40 and 
again down to 24·7 in 1941-50. · The 
birth rate in this natural division .re
mained much lower than the average 
rate for Orissa which is ·37·3, 35·7· and 
28·2 respectively for -the three decades 
mentioned above. On the other hand, 
the birth rate of the Orissa coastal 
division remained always higher than 
the average for Orissa or of the inland 
division. The birth rate of the coastal 
division during the decade 1921-30 and 
the two subsequent decades was 39·4, 
42·4 and 29·3 respectively. 
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31. The trenJ of birth rate in the 
inland division has been one of continued 
decline from decade to decade since 
1921, in the same manner as the average 
birth rate for the State. But the birth 
rate of the coastal division has shown 
rise and fall during the three decades. 
How far this conclusion is to be accepted 
depends upon the reliability and com
pleteness of the registration figure's. The 
coastal division has a greater percentage 
of area where registration is in force. 
The record of registration in this area. 
though far from correct is more reliable 
than that of the inland division which has 
comparatively a poorer percentage of 
recistration area and where the magni
tude of under registration is greater. On 
the face of these circumstances, it cannot 
be accepted that the inter-census birth 
rate of the inland division has been 

lower during the last three decades 
than the average birth rate of the State. 
In fact, the birth rate for the inland divi
sion should have been higher not only 
than that of the average for Orissa. but 
also than that of the coastal division. 
The inland division is inhabited to a 
large extent by tribes who arc noted to 
be prolific. Secondly, the inland division 
has enjoyed better health, being less 
prone to outbreaks of epidemics. Indus
trialization and modern education which 
generally cause a decline in birth rate 
have lesser scope in this division. There
fore, if the registration figures show that 
the birth rate in the inland division is 
lower than that of Orissa as a whole or 
of the coastal division, the records of 
birth registration maintained by the 
Director of Health are to blame. 

Death Rates 

· 32. Of the two principal factors, birth INDIAN DEATH RATE 
and death, it is death much more than 33. It will appear from the above 
birth which governs the fluctuations that the death rate of India during 
in the natural increase of population of 1941-43 was approximately twice the 
Orissa. The variations in the death rate rate of Australia, Canada, England and 
are generally wider than in the birth rate. 1N ales and America. Prior to the period 
\Vhenever in the past population declined 1941-43, India had a higher death rate 
or remained stagnant, the reason lay which stood at about 34 per mille from 
chiefly in increased deaths due to some 1901 to 1920 and dropped down to 26 
natural calamity and whenever the popu- in the decade 1921-30. Since then there 
lation grew perceptibly the principal was further reduction till the rate was 
reason was absence of any such calamity. 22 during the period 1941-43. 
Death rate in Orissa however continued DEATH RATES CoMPARED 
to be hi<Yh even when the times were 
prospero:s. This high death rate was 34. Death rate of Orissa may now be 
a part of the general phenomenon notice- compared with that of India and other 
able in India which country is practically States as follows:-
at the top of countries of the world in r-----......._ ___ _ 
the matter of high death rate. State 1937-41 

Ddath rate 

1942 

Country Death rate (1941-43) 

England ani Wales 
U.S. A. 
Canada 

Australia 
India 
Japan 

12-1 
11•7 
10•0 

10•3 
22•0 

(17•D in the period 1931-35) 

INDIA · 24·3 
Madhya Pradesh 37.6 
Orissa • • 28•8 
Bombay 27·9 
Bengal • • 25•0 
Punjab • • 24·7 
Uttar Pradesh 13·6 
1\Iadras 
Bihar 
AISam 

23·0 
• • 21·8 
•• 20·9 

1943 1944 
21·3 23·6 24·1 
33·3 27·6 30·0 
25•7 30•7 31·0 
24•4 23·4 25·6 
20·0 31·1 28-1 
28·3 25•0 25·3 
18·5 19·2 18·7 
22·5 25·2 25·4 
15•4 16·0 22·5 
15•4 16•3 17·1 
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ANNUAL DEATH RATE 

35. The above statement shows that 
death rate in Orissa has always remained 
very high and in 1944 Orissa was next 
to none of the provinces in India in this 
matter. The above figures have been 
taken from the Annual Reports of the 
Public Health Commissioner with the 
Government of India and are slightly 
different from the figures obtainable 
from the Director of Health, Orissa. 
The difference between the two sets of 
figures may be partly explained by the 
fact that the rates shown in the Public 
Health Commissioner's Report are based 
on mid-year estimated population but 
the rates given by the Director of Heal~h, 
Orissa are calculated on the decenrual 
census population. The death rates 
maintained by the Director of Health, 
Orissa from 1936 (the year of separation 
of Orissa as a province) is given below:-

Year Death rate 

1936 27•8 
1937 28·6 
1938 29·5 
1939 28·2 
194.0 24·7 

1941 28•0 
1942 25·4 
1943 30·3 
1944 30·4 
1945 27·9 

1946 23•8 
1947 26·9 
1948 22·6 
1949 22•1 
1950 20•5 

Death rate for Death rate for 
quinquennium decennium 

} 
"\ 

~ 
J 

} 

27·8 

28•4 

23·2 

I 
I 

25•8 

HIGH DEATH RATE : FLUCTUATIONS IN 
RATE 

36. The death rate of Orissa is high 
and there are fluctuations in the rate, but 
the general tendency has been to drop 
do\\'TI. The death rate for the quin
quennium 1936-40 was 27·8; it was 28·4 
for 194:1-45 and 23·2 for 1946-50. The 
quinquennium 1941-45 showed a rise in 
the rate over the previous quinquennium 
due to special conditions arising from 

war, natural calamities and deficiency 
of food. Examining the figures for indi
vidual districts, the highest death rate 
appears against Balasore and the lowest 
against some districts of the inland 
division, namely, Sambalpur and Kala
handi. There was a sharp rise in the 
death rate from the year 1942 to 1944 
but from 1945 to the end of the decade, 
a decline is noticeable except in the year 
1947 which was an unhealthy year. 
The rise in death rate particularly during · 
the years 1943 and 1944 was on account 
of serious food shortage, and natural 
calamities like cyclone, flood and epi
demics. The total recorded deaths in 
Orissa in 1943 was 233,584, an increase 
of 17 ·9 per cent over the quinquennial 
average of 198,150. In the district of 
Balasore which borders Bengal, the 
increase in mortality was 40·7 per cent. 
In this district, 1,105 deaths from starva
tion were recorded though many of the 
victims were destitutes from Bengal. 
The total number of deaths in 1944" 
was higher than in 1943 and with a 
birth rate sinking down to 25·2 which is 
the lowest during the decade, there were· 
about 40 thousand more deaths in Orissa 
than the total number of births that 
year. Similarly in 1945 and 1947, deaths 
outnumbered births. But the last three 
years of the decade showed decided 
improvement when the death rate under
went a sharp decline, till the lowest 
recorded figure of 20· 5 was registered in 
1950. These figures,· however, are 
subject to a good percentage of omission 
in registration and the real death rate, 
like the real birth rate is much higher than 
the figures maintained by the Director of 
Health. But even if this considerable 
under-registration is kept out of consi
deration, the recorded rate is much 
higher than that of many advanced 
countries of the world. For example, 
the death rate of Orissa. is more than 
twice the death rate of England and 
Wales for any particular decade. If a~l 
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the deaths were registered, the rate would 
be much higher. 

DECLTh'"E rn DEATH RATE 

37. In spite of all the shortcomings and 
the unreliability of registration figures 
as observed above, the death rate shows 
an unmistakable and real downward 
trend. It has registered a fall from 27·8 
in 1936 to 20·5 in 1950, a decline of 
7·3 per mille in 15 years, which is by 
no means unsubstantial. During the 
years 1943 to 1945 and in 1947, death 
rates were subjected to severe disturbance 
due to special conditions. There were 
fluctuations in other years too, but 
in spite of these ups and downs the 
general tendency has been a lowering 
of the death rate during the last 15 years 
and perhaps during the last 30 years. 
The reduction in death rate in Orissa 
as much as in other States in India, 
seems to have come as a part of the world 
phenomenon of the present age. The 
effect of modern medicines has also been 
responsible to an extent in prolonging 
life. To a small extent, however, it may 
be due to such indirect reasons as cons
truction of hard surfaced roads, extension 
of telegraphs and postal systems to 
remote villages and development of road 
transport. But much seems to be left 
desired in the direct line of attack on · 
high mortality, by substantial improve
ment in public health measures and by 
effective control of epidemics and natural 
calamities." 

38. Thus, the present reduction in 
death rates has come mostly as a part of 
the general world phenomenon and not 
so much due to effective measures . of 
mortality control in Orissa. With a 
change in such phenomenon, a relapse· 
may take place, except in countries which 
have planned control measures for 
checking rise of mortality rates. Orissa 
does not seem to come under the excep
tion, and hence her precarious position. 
The economic situation does not look 

altogether favourable. The· rural areas 
still remain insanitary, the villager unable 
to appreciate the indispensability of 
sanitary measures. In the towns, there 
is lack of municipal funds for three 
essentials of public health, namely, 
conservancy, water-supply and drainage. 
Even in Cuttack, the only city in Orissa, 
conditions are not less dismal than in 
any other town. So long as no 
substantial improvement is effected in 
public health in town and in village, 
the reduction in death rates in recent 
years will remain a precarious matter. 

UNSATISFACTORY PuBLIC HEALTH 

39. Apart from deaths caused by 
special circumstances such as starvation, 
accidents and other causes of occasional 
or minor character, deaths in Orissa 
have been caused generally by unsatis
factory public health. The outbreaks of 
epidemics particularly fever and cholera 
have become regular annual events in 
many districts. Diarrhoea and dysen
tery as well as smallpox are also inimical 
to long life in Orissa. These diseases 
have acquired endemic character in 
several areas of the State. It is worth 
investigating what causes have led to the 
unsatisfactory state of public health 
in Orissa. But whatever be the causes, 
there has been no determined effort to 
improve the situation because of the 
following circumstances :-

(i) There is absence of sufficient weight 
of public opinion with regard to the 
necessity of improvements in sanitation 
and general health of the people. The 
lack of public opinion in this matter is 
due to want of knowledge as regards the 
loss in economic field on account of 
suffering from bad health, which in 
turn causes general backwardness in 
day-to-day problems of life in com
parison with other States in India. 

( ii) There is lack of sound adm~ist!a
tive principle with regard to co-ordinatiOn 
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of and distinction between hygiene 
and preventive care on the one hand and 
suitable medicine and medical care on 
the other. There is also no sufficient 
co-ordination between departments of 
the Government dealing with public 
health and allied subjects. 

(iii) There is lack of adequate training 
of the health staff in practical control 
of epidemics and other diseases. 

Diarrhoea 
Year Fever and 

dysentery 

1941 107,848 20,147 
1942 102,998 15,635 
1943 117,700 19,165 

1944 129,273 18,803 
1945 121,585 17,093 
1946 1.01 '720 14,157 

1947 124,501 17,449 
1948 104,921 12,607 
1949 96,961) 14,285 
1950 86,992 13,066 

Total for the 1,094,498 162,407 
decade 

FEVER 

41. By far the highest number of 
deaths from any single disease is caused 
by fever which claimed 54·3 per cent of 
the total number of deaths in Orissa 
during the last decade. This high· per
centage is partly due to the fact that the 
term ' fever ' includes a large number of 
~seases in which the rise of temperature 
IS a marked symptom. The primary 
reporters of vital statistics work under 
the general instruction that is all doubtful 
cases fever should be reported as the 
cause of death. Generally many diseases 
are accompanied by fever although fever 
may not be the principal ailment and the 
immediate cause of death. Such cases 
are invariably reported under the head 
fever. 

42. Am?ng ~evers of different types 
prevalent m Onssa, malaria is the princi
pal one. :Malaria accounts for the bulk 

ToLL OF LIFE FROM DISEASES . 
40. The extent of loss caused to human 

lives by different diseases, namely, fever, 
diarrhoea and dysentery, cholera and 
smallpox may now be examined. The 
statement below gives the number of 
deaths in. the registration areas of Orissa 
~ different years due to. these principal 
diseases. 

Total number of 
Cholera Smallpox deaths inclusive 

of •other oauses' 

9,325 6,156 213,274 
8,908 4,165 194,726 

20,502 4,244 233,584 

li,246 8,124 235,581 
10,587 12,018 217, 12 

7,209 6,060 187,348 

4,772 1,689 213,162 
6,651 1,581 179,829 
6,576 1,330 177,008 
3,532 3,023 165,246 

96,308 48,390 2,017,370 

of the fever deaths either directly or 
.indirectly by lowering the vitality of 
the victims and thus rendering them 
an easy prey to other more fatal diseases. 
The exact proportion of deaths due to 
malaria is not known but it may be as 
high as half, which means that roughly 
25 to 30 per_ cent of all deaths in Orissa 
is traceable to this one disease alone. 

43. The magnitude of loss in the 
economic field on account of suffering 
from malaria in Orissa has little been 
rea~sed. Mal~ria tends to attack heavily 
durmg the agncultural season and parti
cularly in rural areas and therefore food 
production suffers to a considerable 
extent. The following extract* taken 
from a bulletin entitled 'What Malaria 
C?sts India' by Lieutenant-Colonel 
Smton, who was the Director of the 
Malaria Survey in India some years back 
is interesting. ' 

• Quoted at page 170 of the Final Report of the Famine Enquiary Commission, 1945. 
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As malaria ia pre-eminently a rural dise.-.se 
and agriculture is the chief support of the 
country, the los~ which the staple industry of 
India · sustains mu~t. be enermous. The 
influence of this disease upon agriculture is 
therefore one of the most important economio 
problems of India ••.•••••.. It constitutes one 
of the most important causes of economic misfor
tune, eugendering poverty, diminising the quanti
ty and quality of the food supply, lowering the 
phywcal and intellectual standard of the nation, 
and bamperi11g increased prosperity and 
economic progress in every way. 

44. The history of deaths due to fever 
during the decade 1941-50 may now be 
briefly given. The decade commenced 
with an average death rate of 14·2 in 
1941. Khondmals contributed the high
est death rate of 30·1 followed by Angul 
and Balasore with 19·8 and 18·0 res
pectively. In 1942, the death rate fell 
down to 13·5, Khondmals again. showing 
the highest death rate in Orissa with 
Angul and Balasore following. Then 
began the upward curve of incidence of 
deaths from the year 1943. The total 
number of deaths rose from 102,998 
in 1942 to 117,700 in 1943. The year 
1944 brought the climax of mortality due 
to fever when deaths rose to 129,273 
which persisted with a negligible fall in 
the following year. Another disastrous 
year during the decade was 194 7 when the 
number of deaths rose to 124,501, which 
represents 58 per cent of the total 
mortality during the year, the highest 
percentage on record during the decade. 
The localities where this misfortune was 
most markedly felt are Khondmals with 
a death rate of 24·9, Balasore with 
24:3, Angul with 23·0, Sambalpur with 
17·8, Cuttack with 17·6 and Puri with 
13·6 per mille of population. The year 
1948 was also a year of suffering, though 
to a lesser extent, but the last two years 
of the decade had perceptible decline 
in the incidence of fever, and are regarded 
as comparatively healthy years. 

DIARRHOEA AND DYSENTERY 

45. Next to fever, this is the most 
fatal group of diseases in Orissa Claiming 

8 per cent of the total number of deaths. 
The reported number of deaths are 
inflated to some extent because a lar<Ye 
number of cases of intestinal disorde~s 
which are actually neither diarrhoea 
nor dysentery are included in this cate
gory. But on the other hand, as infants 
are particularly prone to this disease, 
and as a large percentage of infant deaths 
r~main unregistered, the mortality from 
diarrhoea and dysentery are some times 
under-recorded. Unlike fever, this 
disease has remained more or less steady 
throughout the decade, the total number 
of deaths ranging between 20,147 in 
1941 to 12,607 in 1948. Cuttack, Puri 
and Ganjam districts are the worst 
sufferers, the incidence of death per mille 
being 4·3 in Cuttack, 3·6 in Puri and 
2·4 in Ganjam in the opening year of the 
decade. Among the towns, Kendrapara, 
Puri and J ajpur are worst affected. 
The incidence in 1942 came down to 
some extent, Cuttack and Puri recording 
death rates of 3·2 and 2·7 respectively. 
During this year Ganjam Plains and 
Koraput districts also registered 2·1 and 
2·0 respectively. The incidence of deaths 
in 1943 again rose up in the years 1943 
and 1944, Cuttack and Puri suffering 
most. The other years of the decade 
when deaths due to this disease were 
high are 1945 and 1947. But thereafter 
there was a substantial fall till the close 
of the decade. The extensive popularity 
of the sulfa drugs, which effectively 
arrest the mortality from this disease, 
is partly the reason why improvement 
was noticed in closing years of the decade. 

CHOLERA 

46. Of total number of deaths during 
the decade, 4·8 per cent relates to cholera. 
Not a year passed without cholera in some 
part or other of the country. In spite 
of the improvements in sanitation, the 
outbreak of cholera is still a matter of 
chance although it is now capable of 
being controlled within a shorter duration 
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that it used to be before. The years 
1943 to 1945 should be taken as the peak 
years for the epidemic of cholera. In 
1943, Balasore suffered most, about 6,220 
people died of it in this district, the 
death rate from this disease alone rising 
to 6·1 per mille. Puri and Cuttack 
dishicts also recorded a high death 
rate of 3·9 and 3·5 respectively. In 
194-1, Cuttack recorded the highest death 
rate of 4·3 during the decade. The 
death rate in Purl and Balasore was 
3·8 and 2·6 respectively. Similarly the 
year 1945 was a year of virulent cholera 
epidemic in the coastal districts. From 
1946 onwards, the epidemic was on the 
decline till the end of the decade. The 
progress in cholera control in Orissa has 
been slow indeed, because such a control, 
apart from medic~l attention, is depend
ent to a great extent on public health 
measures, particularly purification of food 
and water supplies. 
S:\I.A.LLPOX 

47. Smallpox of all the principal fatal 
diseases in Orissa is least important 
and has taken 2·4 per cent of the total 
deaths in Orissa during the decade. 
Although its outbreak is still a matter 
of chance, its spread and virulence has 
been controlled effectively by extensive 
vaccination. The worst year during the 
decade was 1945 when the total number 
of deaths was many times more durin<Y 
this year than during any other year of 
the decade. Sambalpur and Koraput in 
the inland division and Cuttack, Purl 
and Balasore in the coastal division 
are generally prone to this disease. 

TREsn oF DEATH RATE rn NATURAL 
DITISIO!\S 

48. Although the inter-census death 
rate of Orissa shows a re!!Ular decline 

0 

during the last 30 years, this is not so 
in the case of the inland division. The 
deat]uate for Orissa was 30·8 in 1921-
30 and it fell down to 28·4 in 1931-40 
and further down to 26·0 in 1941-50. 
But in case of the inland division the 
death rate seems to have remained steady 
barring negligible fluctuations during the 
last "30 years. The death rate in 1921-
30 was 20·1 which came down to 19·8 in 
1931-40 and again rose up to 20·2 ·in 
1941-50. So far as the coastal division 
is concerned, the disturbance in the trend 
is opposite in character. It was 33·6 
in 1921-30, rising to 34·3 in 1931-40 
and ultimately falling to 27·9 in the last 
decade. The death rate in the inland 
division during the last three decades has 
remained lower than the average rate 
for Orissa. It is also much lower than 
the death rate of the coastal division in 
each of the three decades. As in the 
case of births, the inland division is 
remarkably subject to omissions and 
errors in the registration of death statis
tics. It cannot be accepted for a moment 
that although the average death rate for 
Orissa in 1921-30 was 30.8, it was so 
low as 20·1 for the inland division -in 
the same decade. It is known from comm
on experience that mortality is very 
high in Khondmals, Balliguda and other 
parts of the inland division. The un
reliable character of registration in the 
inland division with regard to death 
statistics is mostly due to the fact that 
the area under registration in the inland 
division is too small and the machinery 
of registration highly defective. H any 
lesson has to be drawn from the recorded 
statistics as they are, it is that there has 
been some amount of decline in death 
rate in each of the two natural divisions 
separately, during the last three decades. 

Natural Increase 
49. As stated earlier, the difference 

between the number of births and the 
number of deaths makes the natural 
increase of population. The position 

relating to births and deaths has been 
examined separately. It. will be neces
sary now to find out the excess or deficit 
~of both these factors in order to calculate 
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the natural increase or decrease of popu-
lation. The following statement shows 
the number of annual births and deaths 
and the excess or deficit between these 
two figures for the registration areas 
of Orissa during the decade 1941-50. 

Year Births DNltha Es:oesa or deficit of 
births over deaths 

lDU 234,67' 213,274 21,400 
1942 2U,296 19!,726 46,670 

1943 237,023 233,684 3,439 

11.U 195,835 235,681 -39,746 
1945 213,655 217,612 - 3,957 
1946 216,391 187,3!18 29,043 

1947 211,639 213,162 - 1,523 
1948 210,390 179,829 30,561 
1949 208,816 177,008 31,808 
1960 216,531 165,246 51,285 

Total 2,186,260 2,017,370 168,880 

50. From the above statement, it 
appears that during 10 years from 1941 
the excess of births over deaths amount
ed to 168,880 with relation to the popula
tion of the registration areas. The mean 
population of the registration areas for 
the decade is 7,753,569. Accordingly 
the decennial rate of natural increase 
works out to 2·2 per cent. The rate of 
natural increase for previous decades, 
as shown in Subsidiary Table 1·3 
compares as follows :-

1921-30 
1931-40 
1941-50 

51. But these rates have been worked 
out on the basis of recorded vital statis
tics which are not reliable, and thus 
cannot be accepted except roughly for 
ascertaining the general trend. It will 
be futile to ascertain with any amount 
of accuracy either the natural increase 
of population or the registration error 
on the basis of defective registration 
statistics. · 

52. The natural increase of population 
of the State may howe¥er be worked out 
by deducting the net migration from 
the growth of population as re¥ealed by 
the census. No information regarding 
migration is available for the census of 
1941. It will therefore be necessary to 
revert to the position in 1931. The 
natural increase during the period 1931-
51 may be worked out as follows:-

Population in 1951 

Population in 1931 

Increase recorded in censuses 
between 1931-51. 

Percentage of recorded increase 
1931-61. 

Net migration losst 1931-51 

Natural increase • of population 
1931-51. 

Percentage of Natural Increase 
1931-51. 

14,645,9!6 

12,491,056 

2,154,890 

17·3 

-219,193 

1,935,697 

15·0 

53. As it will appear from Subsidiary 
Table 1·6, Orissa has an adverse migra
tion balance on account of emigrants 
being larger in number than immigrants. 
The net loss due to migration has de
creased between 1931-51. In 1931 the 
loss sustained by adverse migration was 
440,339 while in 1951 such a loss stood 
at 221,146. The growth of population 
of Orissa between censuses of 1931 and 
1951 is 2,154,890 which amounts to an 
increase of 17·3 per cent over the popula
tion of 1931. But the growth in the 
natural population between 1931-51 is 
only 1,935,697 or 15·0 per cent. Thus 
the rate of natural increase of Orissa's 
population is lower than the rate of 
increase in the recorded population 
between 1931 and 1951. To sum up, 
the natural population of Orissa has been 
greater than the recorded population in 
1931 and 1951 although the rate of 
natural increase has been lower than the 
rate of recorded increase in population 
during this period. 

t See column 10 of Subsidiary Table 1•6, 

• Deduc' column 9 from column 5 of Subsidilll'y Table 1·7. 
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Extent of Registration Error 

54. It has been observed on more than 
one occasion in course of the present 
review that the system of registration 
obtaining in Orissa is highly defective 
and the vital statistics as available from 
the office of the Director of Health cannot 
be relied upon for accurate calculation of 
survival and growth of population. It 
has also been observed earlier that the 
registration figures relating to the coastal 
division have lesser extent of errors 
than those of the inland division. A 
perusal of the birth and death rates of 
the districts of inland division as appear
ing in the Subsidiary Table 1·3 will 
show at a glance the unreliable character 
of the figures. For example, the inter
census birth rate for the decade 1941-50 
of Balliguda and Ganjam Agency is 
5·0 and of Koraput is 14·9 per mille. 
Similarly, the inter-census death rate 
of Balliguda and Ganjam Agency is 
4·4 and of Koraput is 11·1 per mille. 
It requires no argument to show that 
there is abnormal deficiency in the regis
tration of birth as well as of death 
statistics in these places .. There has 
similarly been mark~d under-registration 
in other districts of the inland division. 
In the coastal division although the 
records are better, they are not free from 
omissions. This may partly be due to 
the defective character of the registration 
system coming down from its very incep
tion and partly to the marked deteriora
tion in registration during the last decade. 

55. In view of the admitted under
reaistration in birth and death statistics, 
if 

0

the natural increase of population or 
other similar estimates are made on this 
defective basis, the result will not be 
free from error. It would be possible 
to ascertain the extent of such an error 
if estimates of births and deaths were 

prepared from . time to time. But no 
such estimates are available. It has 
been shown in paragraph 10 of this 
Section that the estimate of births made 
by a distinguished scholar revealed 
deficiency in the reported number of 
births to the extent of 30 to 40 per cent. 
Secondly, the extent of registration error 
has been discussed in the Census Report 
of India, 1931- by Dr. Hutton who was 
of the view that on the whole the defect 
in vital statistics was probably to be 
estimated at about 20 per cent though 
it was, in his view, much higher at its 
maximum. In Mysore the deficiency was 
put at 50 per cent or even more. In 
Assam the Census Superintendent was 
of the view that at least one-third of 
vital occurrences had gone unreported. 
Lastly, the matter was re-examined by 
the Population Data Committee, Govern
ment of India,:- who in their Report* · 
pointed out that the under-registration 
of deaths ranged from 35 per cent in 
some areas to 55 per cent in others. 
The Committee finally was of the view 
that the average under-registration is 
nearly 50 per cent. 

56. The registration system of Orissa 
may be as unsatisfactory ~s those of 
other States in India. Taking into consi
deration the existence oflarge percentage 
of registration error as discovered by the 
three authorities mentioned above, and 
the fact that there was partial collapse 
of the registration system during and 
after the war time, the under-registration 
in vital statistics of Orissa may range 
from 30 to 50 per cent. Since it is a 
fact that births escape registration more 
easily than deaths, the registration error 
in the record of births may be taken to 
be 45 to 50 per cent while that in the 

• Report of the Population Data Committee ( Simla, Government of India Press. 1945 ) P. 6. 
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record of deaths may nearly be 30 per 
cent. The rates of births and deaths 
maintained by the Director of Health 
are not as high as they should have been. 
Roughly speaking the real death rate· 
during quinquennium ending 1950 should 
be taken to be 30 and the birth rate to be 
40 per mille instead of 23·2 and 26·7 

as shown in earlier paragraphs of this 
.. Section. This is nearly confirmed by the · 

computation made by a distinguished 
Actuary* who arrived at 39·3 per mille 
as the birth rate of Orissa. by Reverse 
Survival :Method and 29·9 per mille as 
the death rate computed by Differencing 
Method for the period 1941-50. 

-Birth and l>foath rates for 1941-50, computed by Shri S, P. Jain. oommunicated in the Registrar
General, India'• letter No. 29/45/52-RG., dated the 19th January 1953. 
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SECTION. VI 
Livelihood Pattern 

1. One of the fundamental changes 
introduced in the 1951 census is the 
substitution of economic classification 
of population for the classification based 
on religion. In the past, census statis
tics used to be maintained and displayed 
on the basis of religion but with the 
political independence won in 194 7 and 
with the emphasis laid on the s13cular 
character of the Indian Union since 
then, the focus of attention has shifted 
from religion to economics. In the 
census of 1951, therefore, great import
ance was attached to the economic 
status and the means of livelihood of 
the people. Prior to 1951, no full
fledged statistic~ regarding classification 
of the total population according to 
means of livelihood was available. The 
census of 1941 omitted such a classi-

fication, while the census of 1931 provided 
for classification of only persons following 
some occupation. The rest of the 
population which was numerically 
larger was left unclassified. The princi
pal change involved in. the 1951 classi
fication scheme is the adoption of a 
comprehensive economic classification of 
the entire population and not merely 
of those that were engaged in gainful 
occupation as was done in 1931. The 
Indian Census Economic Classification 
Scheme, 1951, as prepared by the 
Registrar General, India, has been re
produced in Part II-B of this Report 
and the implications of such statistics 
have been discussed in Chapters IV 
and V of the present volume. At present, 
the pattern of livelihood of the general 
population is broadly examined .. · · · 

Livelihood Categories and Classes 
2. The general population has been 

divided into two broad livelihood cate
gories, namely, agricultural and non
agricultural. 

AGRICULTURAL CLASSES 

3. The agricultural category has been 
divided again into four classes as defined 
below:-

(a) Livelihood class I comprises culti
vators of land, wholly or mainly owned 
and their dependants. The word 
' o"\"\rned ' includes every tenure which 

·involves a right of permanent occupancy 
of land for purpose of cultivation. Such 
a right must be heritable. It may, 
but need not in all cases, be transferable. 
This class covers all occupancy tenants 
in temporarily settled areas and raiyats 
in permanently settled areas and persons 
with similar status in other parts of the 
country. In Sambalpur or in the Agency 
tracts of· South Orissa, a tenant has 
heritable right over the land but may 
have .no right to transfer it. He is also 

included in this livelihood class. Village 
servants having heritable right as regards 
the service and enjoying· Jagir lands 
have also been taken in this class. Of 
course; such a village servant is liable to 
be dismissed and with his dismissal the 
service land is liable to be taken out and 
given to the next official successor." 
But this is an exceptional case. Similar 
fate may overtake an occupancy tenant 
who may be evicted from his land for 
nonpayment of rent, etc. These spe<?ial 
considerations should not take away the 
right of an heriditary village servant 
any more than that of an occupancy . 
tenant, to be classified as owner of the 
land which he cultivates. Zamindars 
or Thikadars ordinarily have been 
included in livelihood class IV and not 
in class I, as will be mentioned below. 
But in case of any Zamindar or Thikadar · 
who had large extent of nijohas lands~· 
which he cultivated himself and had · 
lesser extent of other lands from which 
he collected rent, he has been included 

8 
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in class I because his status as th~ 
owner of nijchas lands economically ·. 
is greater than his status as the ~ollector · 
of rent. The idea relates to what is 
known as the principal means of liveli
hood, which is explained in a. subsequent 
paragraph. 

(b) Livelihood class II relates to culti
vators of land, wholly or mainly unowned 
and their dependants. The word 'un
owned ' should be understood as an 
antithesis of 'owned" as defined above. 
Persons who have taken temporary lease 
of land and who have not yet got any 
right or title over the land but are 
merely cultivating the land at the will 
of the owner have been recorded in this 
class. Sanja, bhag, thica and other 
similar varieties of leases have been 
included in this class. 

(c). Livelihood class Ill comprises 
cultivating labourers and their depend
ants. This is meant for persons doing 
agricultural work on daily or periodical 
wages. These persons are not ·entitled 
to any part of the produce as persons 
falling in class II but they are merely 
entitled to the daily wages or periodical 
remuneration either in cash or kind 
or both. },Julia, halia, kothia, etc., come 
under this class. 

• (d) Livelihood class I V covers non
cultivating owners of land, agricultural 
rent receivers and their dependants. 
It relates to persons who receive rent 
either in cash or kind in respect of the 
land cultivated by other persons. Gener
ally, Zamindars, Proprietors, Sub-pro
prietors, Thikadars and other types of 
landlords who settle cultivated or 
cultivable lands with tenants and other 
persons in lieu of rent have been shown 
under this class. 

NON ·AGRICULTURAL CLASSES 

· 4. There are 4 classes among the 
non-agricultural category of population 
as described below : 

(a) Lit·elihood class l' comprises 
persons (and their dependants) who 
derive their principal means of livelihood 
from production other than cultivation. 
Such production relates to primary indus
tries, such as, live-stock raising, forestry, 
plantation, hunting, fishing as well as 
employment in other types of production, 
such as~ mining and quarrying, processing 
and manufacture of foodstuffs, textiles, 
leather goods, metals, chemicals, etc. 
Some of these industries are akin to or 
associated with agricultural activities, 
while others are altogether non-agricul
tural in character. 

(b) Livelihood class VI relates to 
persons (including dependants) who 
derive their principal means of'livelihood 
from commerce, i.e., wholesale or retail 
trades of various kinds, money lending, 
banking, insurance and similar business. 

(c) Livelihood class VI I covers the 
group of persons (including dependants) 
who derive their principal means of 
livelihood from transport of various cate
gories, namely, transport by road, rail, 
water and air. 

(d) Livelihood class VI I I comprises, 
men and their dependants engaged in 
other services and miscellaneous sources 
of income not covered by the three other 
non-agricultural classes of professions. 
This class mainly relates to persons 
engaged . in construction and utility 
services, storage and communications, 
health, education and public adminis
tration. Miscellaneous sources of liveli
hood, such as, income from investments, 
scholarships, pensions and family remit
tances, produce of begging and other 
unproductive activities are also included 
in this livelihood class. 

LIVELIHOOD CLAssEs SuMMARISED 

5. For the sake of convenience, the 
classification of livelihood as mentioned 
above, is summarised as follows : 
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The people are diVided into two broad ... 'Principal ~eans ~f livelihoo~' .mearu: 
livelihood categories, viz., the agricultural· the same thmg as means of livelihood 
and the non-agricultural. There are four . . for ~ve~y person who has only one means 
agricultural classes, namely- . . of livelihood. Wher~ a pe~son h~s more 

- - than one, that whiCh g1ves hrm the 
(I) Cultiv~tors of land, wholly ~r greater part of his income is his principal 

ma1nly owned ; and their means of livelihood. Every non-earning 
dependants, dependant is maintained exclusively by 

(II) Cultivators or land, wholly or the income o~ some self-supporting person 
mainly unowned · and their on whom he 1s dependant. Consequently 
dependants, ' the principal means of livelihood .of .the 

latter has been recorded as the prme1pal 
(III) Cultivating labourers; and their means of livelihood of the former. The 

dependants, and same rule applies to the earning depend-
(IV) Non-cultivating owners of land; ants, no attempt being made to assess 

agricultural rent receivers and the degree of sufficiency of their· income 
their dependants. or the extent of their dependence on 

Similarly, there are four non-agricul
tural classes, comprising all persons 
(including dependants) who derive their 
principal means of livelihood from-

(V) Production (other than cultiva
tion), 

(VI) Commerce, 
(VII) Transport, and 

(VIII) Other services and miscellaneous 
sources. 

Each of the above eight classes will 
be referred to as a livelihood class. 

PRINCIPAL MEANS OF LIVELillOOD 

6. The present discussion on the liveli
hood pattern of the general population 
is based on the principal means of liveli
hood of the people. Some persons have 
more than one means of livelihood and 
in such cases the criterion of describing 
the pattern is the chief source of sus
tenance. Ordinarily, the means of liveli
hood of any individual relates to the 
gainful occupation which forms the 
source from which the income utilized 
for his maintenance is normally derived. 
For purposes of the present discussion, 
however, the expression has been given 
more comprehensive significance, inas
much as in exceptional cases, income may 
be secured without gainful occupation. 

others. 
<· 

TERMINOLOGY 

7. It will appear from the scheme of 
classification of livelihood that there are 
several new features in it and several 
new terms have been employed to defiile · 
different sections of the population. 
Such terms, for example, ' cultivators 
of land, wholly or mainly owned ', 
'non-cultivating owners of land', 
' agricultural rent receivers ', ' self-sup
porting persons ', ' earning dependants '; 
'non-earning dependants', etc~, may 
be in common use but they have speci:6:c 
meanings attached to them under the 
scheme of economic classification and 
unless the real significance of the terms 
is understood, there is likelihood of 
erroneous conclusions being drawn 
when trying to compare the 1951 census 
economic data with those of other 
economic enquiries. The definition of 
these terms as given by the Registrar 
General, India, may be seen in Annexure 
I to the General Notes appearing in 
Part II-B of this Report. These defini
tions should be carefully read together 
with the Indian Census Economic Classi
fication Scheme reproduced in the above 
mentioned General Notes. 
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LIT:ELIUOOD p A.TTEllN OF GENERAL 
Pol'ULA.TION 

8. Subsidiary Table 1·8 gives the dis
tribution of 10,000 persons of general 
population among different livelihood 
classes. Arranging them in order of 
percentage, the livelihood classes stand 
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as follows. The actual population of 
each claEs, as shown in Table B-I pub
lished in Part· JI-B of this Report is 
given below. Greater details in the 
mattEr may be seen in respective Sec-

. tions of Chapters IV and V. 

Livelihood 
class 

I 

lll 

nn 
v 

n 
VI 
IV 

vn 

Population 

8,718,822 

1,603,968 

1,603,400 

926,788 

669,751 

4!!5,852 

219,827 

77,1i38 

Ft'I'Ct'ntage 

59·5 

12·3 

u·o 
6·3 

5·9 

2·9 

1·5 

o·o 

9. The total of livelihood classes I to 
IV which constitute· the agricultural 
section of the population comes to 79·3 
per cent while the total of livelihood 
classes V to VIII which form the non
agricultural population stands at 20·7 
per cent. Among the agricultural classes, 
livelihood class I, namely the owner
cultivators claims the highest percentage, 
namely 59·5, the agricultural labourers 
(class III) following next, being 12·3 
per cent of the population. The agri
culturists of the status of bhag tenants 
who fall under class II form a modest 
percentage of 5·9, while the zamindars 
and rent receivers are the lowest in 
percentage among the agriculturists, 
namely, 1·5. Among the non-agricul
tural classes, livelihood class VIII, i.e., 
persons engaged in . other services and 
miscellaneous sources of income consti
tute the highest percentage of 11·0 
followed by persons belonging to class V, 
those that are engaged in production 
other than cultivation, forming 6·3 per 
cent. Commerce has absorbed a poor 
percentage of 2·9, while transport, as 
might naturally be expected, is the lowest 
being limited to half a per cent of the 
population. 

CoMPARisoN WITH OTHER STATEs 

10. The following statement compares 
the livelihood pattern of Orissa with 
those of India and of other States based 
on the general population of 10,000. 
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Total agricul- Totl\1 non-

State tural cla3Ses agricultural r--
classes I 

INDIA 6,9()() 3,010 4,720 
V indhya Pradesh .. 8,713 1,287 6,262 
Bihar 8,~05 1,395 5,529 
Orissa· 7,929 2,071 5,953 

Madhya Pra<losh 7,600 2,400 4,950 
Uttar Pradesh 7,418 2,582 6,227 
Assam 7,334 2,666 5,789 

Madhya Bha.rat 7,222 2,778 5,043 
H.ai••sthan 7,088 2,912 4,331 
'My sore 6,900 3,010 5,546 
Madras 6,490 3,510 3,490 

Punjab 6,473 3,527 3,876 
Bombay 6,146 3,854 4,074 
West Bengal .. 5,721 4,279 3,234 
Travancor~-Cochin .• 5,485 4,515 2,634 

11. The States mentioned above have 
been arranged in order of their agricul
tural char!tcter. It will appear that 
Orissa comes next to Vindhya Pradesh 
and Bihar as regards the highest percen
tage of population belonging to the 
agricultural profession. Orissa is thus 
a predominantly agricultural country. 

LIVELlliOOD PATTERN OF NATURAL 

DIVISIONS 

12. The inland division has got a 
higher percentage of agricultural people 
than the coastal division. The agricul
tural classes of the inland division consti
tute 82·7 per cent and the non
agricultural classes 17·3 per cent while 
the corresponding figures for the coastal 
division are 75·2. and 24·8 per cents 
respectively. The preponderance of 
agricultural livelihood in the inland 
division is due mostly to the absence of 
a better calling to take its place. More
over, lands are more extensive in the 
inland division and the per capita acreage 
of waste lands as well as cultivated lands 
is almost twice as much as in the coastal 
division. So it is natural that agriculture 
provides employment for a larger percen
tage of the people of the inland division. 
The excess of population of the agricul
tural classes in the inland division, how-

Livelihood classes 

II Ill IV v VI vn vm 
900 1,230 140 1,0£0 600 160 1,210 

. 636 1,762 53 459 280 43 505 
827 2,187 62 39£ 340 72 589 
594 1,292 150 633 291 53 1,094 

447 2,041 162 1,060 439 147 754 
515 571 .J.05 839 503 136 1,104 

1,281 174 90 1,468 3()0 128 680 

1,022 1,067 90 996 561 107 1,114 
2,286 311 160 888 658 91. 1,273 

476 . 679 289 1,024 557 341 1,375 
£60 1,820 220 1,240 670 170 1,430 

1,6(19 774 214: 736 915 10£ 1,772 
969 905 198 1,376 761· 223 1,494 

1,201 1,226 60 1,536 932· 305 1,506 
710 2,017 124 2,119 680 341 1,375 

ever, is confined to the owner-cultivators 
and agricultural labourers only, for.· this 
natura'i division has got lesser percentage 
of population than the coastal division 
in the remaining two classes of agricul• 
tural population, viz., the non-owning 
cultivators and the non-<;mltivating 
owners (classes II and IV): This . is 
mostly due to the peculiarities of the 
tenancy laws in different natural divi
sions. So far as non-agricultural section 
of the population is concerned, the coastal 
division has got greater percentage than 
the inland division. The excess is found 
not only with regard to the total non
agricultural population, but· ·also in 
respect of each of the four classes thereof 
taken separately. This is primarily due 
to greater pressure on land in this division 
which turns the attention of the people 
to avocations other than agriculture. 
Development of heavy .l industries 
being inadequate and slow, people have 
taken to small scale productions, cottage 
industries and miscellaneous services in 
greater number than in the inland 
division. 

. DISTRICT PATTERN 

·13. The division of population of each 
district into agricultural and non-agricul
tural category is illustrated by the folio":'-
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ing statement which is arranged in order 
of agricultural character of the district :-

. Die&rid 
. 

Tot.al agrioul· Total non..agri
&ural classes cultural cl.-s 

Keonjbar 8~t 10"1 
:Mayurbbanj 87·2 12·8 
8undargarb •• 86·8 13·2 
Baluore 85·2 U·8 
Kalabandi 84·' 15·8 
Dhenbnal 83·7 16·3 
Rolangir 82-7 17-3 
8ambalpur 79·1 20·8 
Pbulbani 79·0 21·0 
Puri '78·7 21·3 
Korapu& 77·3 22•7 
Cut&ack 7'·9 2ii"l 
Ganjam 66·1 33·9 

AgmcJI 80·1 19·3 
PlaiM US 35·6 

14. It will appear that Keonjhar is 
the most agricultural in character among 
all districts of Orissa with 89·9 per 
cent followed by :Mayurbhanj "ith 87·2 
and Sundargarh with 86·8 per cent. 
The least agricultural districts are 
Ganjam \Vith 66·1 per cent followed by 
Cuttack and Koraput with 74·9 and 
77·3 per cents respectively. Districts 

which are highly non-agricultural in 
character or in other words where }1rodu<'
tion, other tban culth·ation, commer<'r, 
transport and other mis<'E:'llaneous 
services are more den'loped are on 
the reYerse order. Thus, Ganjam, 
Cutta<'k, Koraput and Puri are the most 
deYeloped districts so far as business 
and commercial enterprise or miscellane
ous sources of income are concerned. 
In this matter Keonjhar and Sundargarh 
may be taken to be most backward. 
Phulbani was likely to haYe occupied a 
much lower position but the extensive 
establishments of weaving industries 
particularly in Baudh subdiYision 
considered in relation to a population 
which is the smallest in number of all 
districts in Orissa, has ultimately 
suppressed its real backward character. 
Sambalpirr, in spite of its spectacular 
multi-purpose project, just occupies a 
middle position in the list of districts, 
both with regard to agricultural and non
agricultural character. 

Distribution by Livelihood Classes 

CLAss I-CULTIVATORS OF LAND OwNED CLAss III-AomcuLTURAL LABOURERS 

15. Of all the livelihood classes, class I 
constitutes the highest percentage rang
ing from 76·8 in Keonjhar to 42·1 in Gan
jam Plains. Highest percentage is noti
ceable in the districts of the inland divi
sion, namely, Keonjhar, Sundargarh and 
Mayurbhanj which are at the top. On 
the other hand, the lowest percentage of 
owner-cultivators is noticed in the dis
tricts of the coastal division. Ganjam, 
Puri and Cuttack are among the last of the 
districts of Orissa in the proportion of 
owner-cultivators to the general popula
tion.· The reason why the percentage of 
owner-cultivators is small in the districts 
of the coastal division is that cultivation 
under bhag system is quite popular so that 
a large number of agticulturists of the 
coastal division prefer to lease out their 
lands to be cultivated by non-owners 
of land. 

16. Next to owner-cultivators, the 
group of persons deriving their principal 
means of livelihood by working as agri
cultural labourers is the highest within 
the category of agricultural population 
of the State. This class of persons consti
tute 13·2 per cent in the inland division 
and 11·3 per cent in the coastal division. 
The largest percentage is found in Kala
handi district where the agricultural 
labourers form a fifth of the general 
population or to be more exact, constitute 
19·3 per cent of the total population. 
The lowest is found in Balasore with 
8·4 per cent. Agricultural labour is 
shrinking raster in the coastal division 
than in· the inland division because of 
the tendency of day labourers to under
take non-agricultural labour which is 
more profitable. This explains why there 
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is a lower percentage of such labourers 
in the coastal division. 
CLASS II-CULTIVATORS OF LAND UN
OWNED : BHAG TENANTS 

17. Persons belonging to livelihood 
Class II form a small percentage of the 
agricultural population. Although the 
average for Orissa is 5·9 per ~ent, a 
great dispariety is noticeable m the 
proportion relating to the two natural 
divisions of the State. The number of 
non-owner cultivators is almost double 
in the coastal division than that of the 
inland division, the percentages being 
8·1 and 4·1 respectively. There is more 
of inequitable distribution of land in 
the coastal division with the consequence 
that all the agriculturists do not own the 
land that they cultivate to the same 
extent as in the inland division. In the 
inland division, lands are comparatively 
more plenty so that a larger number of 
men are in a position to own the land 
which they cultivate. But this is ~o.t .the 
case with regard to the coastal diVISIO~. 
The highest number of b~ag. tenants ~ 
the State occur in the district of Pur1 
which absorbs 10·9 per cent of the total 
population in this livelihood class, as 
against the Orissa average of 5·9 and the 
coastal division average of 8·1 per cent. 
A large number of land owners in Puri 
district are Brahmins who on account 
of caste prejudice do not cultivate their 
own lands and generally lease them out 
to non-Brahmins. There are a large 
number of temples including the great 
temple of Lord Jagannath and also a 
large number of Mathas in the dist~ict 
owning vast extent of landed properties. 
In all such cases the lands are leased out 
on bhag. This explains why Puri district 
has strikingly large percentage of 
bhag tenants. 
CLASS IV-NoN -cULTIVATING·.~ 0)VNERS 
OF LAND : ZAMINDARS, ETC. . 

18. It is natural that this class of 
persons is lo~e~t in percentage in t~e 
State being limited to 1·5 only. As m 

the case of bhag tenants, there is great 
disparity in the proportion of livelihood 
class IV between the two natural divi
sions; inland division having 0·8 and 
coastal division 2·4 per cent. A larger 
number of non-cultivating owners of 
land and agricultural rent receivers in 
the coastal division has resulted partly 
from. the facility under the Orissa 
Tenancy Act of what is known as 'opening 
separate account ' which results in the 
proprietary right over land being frag
mented into a number of small indepen
dent units. The right of primogeniture 
though not completely absent, has limited 
scope in the three coastal districts. It 
is not unusual to come across zamindars 
in these districts who pay an insignificant 
amount of, say, a few annas as land 
revenue payable to the Government for 
their estates. Technically such people 
belong to the same class of livelihood as 
the biggest landlord of the State. . 

19. Zamindars have been treated as 
agricultural rent receivers or as non- . 
cultivating owners of land. There is 
justification for this, as the zamindars 
are really the owners of estates and not 
of the lands in the estates. Lands in the 
estate are always owned by the innumer
able peasants belonging to livelihood 
Class I. The abolition of zamindary, 
when it comes, will hardly affect the 
livelihood pattern of the country, except 
that persons belonging to · livelihood 
Class IV will dwindle down. 

CLASS VIII-OTHER SERVICES AND 
MISCELLANEOUS SOURCES 

20. Among the non-agricultural section 
of the populatis:m the largest percentage 
of people belong to livelihood class VIII 
comprising 11·0 per cent of the popula
tion of the State. This class contains the 
members of all public services, legal 
profession, health and educational insti
tutions, domestic, religious and charitable 
concerns, storage and communication as 
well as construction and utility services. 
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The inland division has a smaller percen
tage, namely, 9·1 under this livelihood 
lfhilo the coastal dinsion has 13·1 per 
cent. In the coastal diruion life is more 
varied in character and hence the larger 
percentage of population under this 
livelihood class. The highest percentage 
occurs in Ganjam district with 17 ·9 
per cent ·of men under this livelihood 
class. Among the districts of the inland 
division, Koraput also shows very high 
percentage, namely, 15·6 under this class. 
The lowest percentage occurs in Keonjhar 
with 5·2 and Dhenkanal "ith 6·8 per 
cent. These are the districts where 
agricultural profession has predominance 
over others and hence a correspondingly 
smaller percentage of non-agricultural 
professions. -

CLAss V-PRoDucnoN oTHER THA.N 
CuLTIVATION 

21. Employment under this livelihood 
class is somewhat balanced between 
the two natural divisions as the inland 
division has 5·9 and the coastal division 
6·7 as against the Orissa average of 
6•3 per cent. The lowest percentage 
occl!rs in Ganjam Agency followed by 
Balasore and Keonjhar which districts 
are poor in the matter of non-agricultural 
productions, such as, proeessing and 
manufacture of metals, chemicals, leather 
goods, textiles, foodstuffs, etc. Details of 
distribution of the people engaged in 
these industries will be found in Subsi
diary Tables 5·8 to 5·12 which will be 
discussed in Chapter V. 

CLASS VI-CoMMERCE 

22. Commercial activity is more promi
nent in the coastal division where 4·1 
per cent of the people are engaged in 
this class of livelihood than in the inland 
division which has a poorer percentage 
of 1·9. The district which has the 
largest number of population engaged 
in commerce is Ganjam where 6·7 per 
cent have been recorded under this 

livelihood. Keonjhar is poorest in this 
matter. l\Iayurbhanj, Slmdar(Tarh and 
Kalahandi are a little better th~n Kcon
jhar but n·ry much bdow the a vera go 
for the State. 

CLAss VII-TRANsPoRT 

23. Of all the livelihood classes, agri
cultural as well as non-a!!ricultural, 
transport claims the smallest pcrccntag(', 
the average for Orissa being 0·5. Tho 
percentage is exceedingly poor in the 
inla.nd division being limited to o·3 ns 
against O·S in the coastal division. 
The very small number of persons 
engaged in this livelihood class calls 
for attention. The State of Orissa, 
"ith vast stretches of mountaneous 
ranges, forests and uninhabited locali
ties, is one of the most backward 
areas in India so far as transport facilities 
are concerned. Such localities are 
conspicuous by absence of communica
tions in any form, namely, road, rail 
or water. 

PoVERTY OF RoAD, RAILWAY AND 
VVATER TRANSPORT 

24. Orissa is Jeplorably poor in com
munications and transport of all types. 
The total extent of extra municipal roads 
was 7,397 miles in 1948 which works out 
to 12·3 miles of road for 100 square miles 
of area. This is exceedingly poor as 
compared with the extent of roads not 
only of foreign countries but also of other 
States in India. Similarly Orissa appears 
to be very poor in the matter of railway 
transport. Facts and figures relating to 
the roads, railways and the water trans
port of Orissa and their comparison with 
those of foreign COWl tries have been piven 
in detail in Section XI of Chapter V to 
which reference may be made. 

25. VVith markedly undeveloped 
transport and communications in Orissa, 
it is natural that the number of persons 
depending on ' Transport ' for their 
livelihood is so small. 
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SECTION VII 
Concluding Remarks 

1. In this Chapter, the growth of 
general population of the State as well ~s 
its distribution, movement and economic 
patten1 has been examined. It has been 
seen that for centuries in the past, wars 
and decimating calamities were dealing 
havoc to the people of Orissa almost 
uninterruptedly. The population started 
growing t:~omewhat fast only from the 
last quarter of the 19th century. Several 
factors were responsible for such growth. 
The general . insecurity resulting from 
political rivalry and banditry was passing 
away and the effects of peace and order 
began to be felt. This provided a new 
phase of population growth. But 
insecurity in economic life of the country 
was still apparent. - Famines and pesti
lence were taking tremendous toll of 
human life from time to time. Adminis
tration was hardly equipped with 
effective plans for fighting against the 
uncertainties of the monsoon, which is 
considered as ' the biggest single factor 
influencing life in India', or the catas
trophes of epidemics. 

YEAR 1921 A TuRNING PoiNT 

2. The precarious tendencies continued 
right upto the close of the second decade 
of the present century. But the cir
cumstances largely underwent change 
from 1921, which year marks an import
ant juncture in the history of population 

·growth in Orissa. Prior to that year, 
the growth was sporadic in nature, 
swinging between increase . or decrease 
or characterised by wide variations in 
rate. The year 1921 divides the first 
half of the present century into two 
periods, namely, from 1901 to 1921, 
a period of slow growth when population 
increased by 8·3 per cent in 20 years, 

and from 1921 to 1951, · a· period of 
markedly fast growth when ·the rate. of 
increase was 31·3 per cent in 30 years. 
The steady growth noticeable during the 
last 30 years synchronised with the 
advent of iildustrial era in this country in 
the same manner as it happened in other 
countries during their high gro~th period. 
The available evidence goes. to show that 
the trend of rapid growth will be kept 
·up for the next few decades, unless new 
factors alter the value of the present 
cycle. 

FAST GRoWTH oF WoRLD PoPULATION 

. 3. The period of rapid increase in 
population came to Orissa and in fact 
to India at a time when the western 
nations, after growing at a phenomenally 
fast rate, were approaching demographic 
stability. During the last three centu
ries, the population of the world grew· 
at an unprecedentally high rate, the 
highest ever known. According 'to the 
figures computed by .Professor Julian 
Huxley, th& human race has increased 
from 10 millions just before the begin
ning of agriculture in 8000 B.C. to 200 
millions in 400 A.D., 540 millions in 
1650 and finally 2,200 millions in 1950. 
Carr-Saunders, * who is considered an . 
accepted authority, gives · somewhat 
higher figures, for according to him, the 
population of the world was 728 millions 
in 1750, 1,171 millions in 1850 and 
2,387 millions in 1950. These figures 
reveal slow growth upto the 17th century 
and extremely tremendous rate of expan
sion thereafter. It is believed that 
population of the world is growing now 
at the rate of twenty-five millions per 
year or 70,000 per day or 4 persons 
every 5 _seconds. 

• Carr-Saunders : World Population, p. 42. 
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LowER GRowm RATE rn l.NDu AND 
Oms sA 

4. India has had a. share in this 
increase, but it not only started late, 
but also with comparative lower increase 
rate. Compared to many other 
countries, India's population has not 
increased with marked rapidity. The 
population of undivided India, for 
example, increased about 54 per cent 
during the period 1872 to 1941, but 
Japan practically during the same period, 

Plblic Health-A 

5. \Vhat are the causes of low growth 
rate of Orissa's population ? Is this 
welcome? The present tendency is 
generally to look upon increase in popula
tion with alarm and to welcome a fall 
in the growth rate. Although the growth 
of Orissa's population in absolute numbers 
has been high during the last three 
decades, the rate has actually been 
falling all the while, from 11·9 per cent 
in 1931 to 10·2 in 1941 and finally to 
6·4 in 1951. The fall in the rate of 
growth of Orissa's population is entirely 
of a different type, and far from being 
welcome, it should be a matter of grave 
concern for the administrators, ·social 
workers and the people in general. If 
the growth was kept low by healthy 
and conscious effort, or as a result of 
improved way of life, resulting in a 
balance between development of re
sources and growth of population, it 
would be a matter of.satisfaction. But 
the low rate of increase is primarily the 
outcome of failure to control repeated 
visitations of epidemics and prevalence 
of endemic diseases which are sapping 
the vitality of the people. \Vhenever 
the distress tends to prolong or be 
widespread, the people with low resistance 
powers succumb to it in large numbers. 
In many of the districts the populatio:&;~. 
has either actually diminished ·or shown · 
negligible increase due to high death rate, 
even though the birth rate has remained 
high. This is the principal reason why 

namely, from 1873 to 19-!2 exp('ri('ncro 
a growth rate of 136 per cent. The 
popula ton of U. S. A. incr('asl'd 16 per 
cent during the decade Hl20-30, a. rate 
never yet equalled in India, and much 
less in Orissa. Just as India has 
remained behind the world in growth of 
population, Orissa has remained bd1ind 
India. In fact, the rate of increase of 
population of Orissa is very low in India, 
although Indian rate of increase has been 
low compared with that of many other 
countries of the world. 

Matter ol .·concern 
the rate of growth of Orissa's population 
is so low, placing her practically at the 
bottom in the list of all States in India 
in this matter. 

THE PRIMARY PROBLEl\1 

6. The first and foremost problem 
of population in Orissa is that of too 
many births, of too many deaths and of 
low survival rate. The growth of popu
lation is small, and this small growth is 
achieved after enoromous wastage .of life. 
What is important in population growth 
is the rate of increment. A high rate 
of increase is possible even by low birth 
rate, if the death rate is relatively low, 
but on the other hand, a low rate of 
increase may be caused by high birth 
rate if the death rate is also high. It has 
been seen earlier that the birth rate in 
Orissa, though not the highest in India, 
is fairly high, and that the death rate 
is so hiah that Orissa occupied a position 
next to ~one of the States in India during 
the last decade. Life is cheap and 
longivity is practically the lowest here. 
The tremendous wastage of reproductive 
energy and life which is the most promi
nent feature of demographic position 
in Orissa, calls for earliest attention and 
deserves highest priority in 11:ational 
planning. The problem may reqmre sus
tained effort at solution and may not 
yield spectacular short-time results for 
impressing on superficial observers among 
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the population. But sin~e high deat~ 
rate invariably reduces natwnal econonnc 
efficiency, the problem is of uncom~~m 
importance and imposes g~ay~ admmJs
trative and moral responsibility on the 
Government to devise ways and means to 
conserve human life, which is the highest 
function of the State. -

of other ailments carry away good toll 
of human life. Factors which are inimi
cal to long life in Orissa must be studied 
and a scheme of fight against death or 
some sort of a " HEALTH FIRST " 
drive should be launched with the whole
hearted co-operation of the people at 
large, for any health scheme of country
wide magnitude is difficult to succeed 

FIGHT AG~ST DEA.TH without full popular support. The 
7. The first and foremost need for process of improving general hygienic 

Orissa's population, therefore, is limita- • conditions, or altering social or personal 
tion of deaths by health measures which habits in the intereRt of improvement of 
can be achieved by improvement in the public health, or the provision of medical 
standard of public health. There is remedies of quick and inexpensive type 
much under-nutrition particularly among may be slow. But it is not always 
the vast section of the poor people. necessary to pass through all the stages 
1\Iuch of ill health, disease and mortality that the western countries went through 
among infants, children and women in in lowering their mortality to the present 
child-bearing period is ascribed to under- level. It should be possible to gain by 
nutrition or mal-nutrition. So improve- the experience of other countries and 
ment in nutrition should be an essential apply the latest scientific achievements 
part of the public health programme, to produce a quick decline in mortality 
and the people must be made to learn within the shortest time. It is not 
to be strong enough to fight against argued that this is an easy task, but it 
premature deaths. Outbreak of epi- is within practical possibility and must 
demics is an annual event in many of the be considered indispensable in the light 
districts. Fever, dysentery and diar- of d-eplorable vital conditions obtaining 
rhoea, respiratory diseases and a host in Orissa. -

Complexity of Problem 

8. It has been mentioned above that 
the rate of population growth in Orissa 
is rather low and that this low rate 
is from most points of view a cause for 
alarm than for satisfaction. In spite of 
this, the fact remains that the population 
has grown much faster in the present 
century than ever in the past. During 
the last 50 years, the population of 
Orissa has become nearly half as large 
again as it was in 1901. This figure 
in itself is not frightful but it becomes 
so when related to existing socio-econo
mic conditions. The conditions relating 
to public health constitute a primary 
problem for Orissa, as observed above. 
Equally important are the problems 
arising out of our primitive and over
burdened agriculture and the extremely 
backward state of industrialization. 

These matters will be scanned and dis
cussed in Chapters IV and V respectively, 
but it may be necessary here to make a 
brief survey in order to give an overall 
picture of the complex poJ?ulation 
problem. 

AGRICULTURAL EXPANSION 

9. The growth of population in itself 
is no problem, but it becomes a serious 
problem if the growth is leading to the 
decline in cultivation per capita. This 
indicates an increasing pressure of popu
lation on land and the decrease of man
to-land ratio. Such increased pressure 
on land is bound to create problems. 
People who hold that Malthus is wrong, 
do not conceive that the earth as a whole 
may ultimately have reduced per capita 
cultivation. The earth is not inde-
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finitely large so as to be able to proYide 
for cultiyation for unlimited number of 
inhabitants. So Multhus may ultimately 
~be right. So far as Orissa is concerned, 
it has a steadily diminishing per capita 
area of cultiYation, as will appear from 
facts presented in Chapter IV. Orissa 
presents a paradoxical position with 
regard to matters connected with its 
agriculture. The country is surplus in 
rice production and is able to export 
over one laJPt tons of rice every year to • 
relieve distress in suffering areas of India. 
Yet Orissa itself .has localities suffering 
from scarcity and acute distress, and 
during the last decade there were 

'hundreds of cases of death due to starva
tion, as mentioned in section III of this 
Chapter. This may, however,. have 
resulted from a 'special set of circum
stances and confined to a particular period, 
but what is chronic in economic history 
of Orissa is that a good percentage of 
popUlation, particularly small agricul
turists and agricultural labourers are so 
poor that they cannot afford to take two 
full meals a day. The small quantity 
of food crops grown in tiny uneconomic 
holdings is barely sufficient for the family 
for a few months of the year, and the 
purchasing capacity is so small that 
during the rest of the year they pass 
under half-fed condition. Thus, due to 
low purchasing power of a vast section 
of the population, some quantity of 
rice is left out of consumption, which is 
ultimately exported for consumption ·in 
other States of India and which earns 
for· Orissa the distinction of a surplus 
country. Discussions in Chapter IV will 
show that the so-called surplus of rice is 
precarious in character. This does not 
indicate, however, that our agricultural 
resources are poor. If the present 
deterioration in agriculture which has 
been a continuing process since 1921 
and which was subjected to abortive 
Grow More Food Campaign since 1943, is 
effectively arrested under wise planning 
and sound organization, the prospect 

of a stable and substantial food resource 
for increasing population is assured. 
Moreover, it has been shown elsewhere 
that there is a liberal extent of waste 
and fallow lands still aYailable for exten
sion of cultivation. At least two million 
acres can be brought under plou(Th 
merely by ' upturning ' the fallows n~d 
another 5 million acres as soon as 
reclamation and extension of irricration 
facilities are made. This vast rc~ouree 
has been left neglected at present. An 
all-out effort for speedy agricultural ex
pansion, including measures to ensure 
enhanced yield, is indispensable in tho 
interest of providing two square meals 
to the half-starved millions and to cnsuro 
adequate sustenance for millions to come 
in the not distant future. 

10. But after all, there is little sign as 
yet that food production in Orissa may 
assume such proportion in the co min rr 
decade as the greatly increased wheat 
production in the American continent 
during the last two decades. Even if 
the Hirakud and the proposed Delta 
Irrigation Scheme and the Intensive 
Cultivation Scheme bring the proposed 
2 million acres under cultivation, the 
one . sided development of agriculture 
does not provide a solution of the tangled 
population problem. The fact_ should 
not be lost sight of that attempts to 
increase production of food to an 
adequate extent and· sufficiently fast 
to keep pace with the necessity of a 
steadily growing population, encounter 
fundamental difficulties. If the culti
vation is going to be economic, tho 
number of individuals that can work on 
a given area of land is limited. Increased 
population may lead to a surplus or 
floating population which is not engaged 
in agriculture and which has nothing to 
exchange for products of agriculture 
which it requires. The alternative is 
that this surplus population should be 
employed in industrial activities and 
this leads us to the paragraph following. 
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' I~DCSTRULIZATIO~ 

I II. Industrialization in Orissa came 
bte and has proceeded at a snail's 
pace. Orissa has 300 miles of sea-board, 
:!3,000 square miles of rich forests and 
has mineral occurrences of high economic 
value numbering 30 or more. Some of 
these minerals are considered to be of 
high grade, not inferior tv the best found 
('l..;;cwhere in the "orld. Yet no exploita
tion "orth the name has been done. 
Census figures show that only 10 per 
cent of the entire population get their 
livelihood from commerce, transport and 
production other than cultivation and 
out of this small percentage, more than 
half is constituted of idle non-earners 
depending on a still smaller number of 
actual v;·orkers ill. various industries. 
Thus persons actively engaged in 
industrial activities in Orissa are 
small in number and even then they are 
mostly engaged in small scale and cottage 
industries. A survey of industrial 
resources of Orissa ~ show that there 
is immense scope for development of 
hcaYy, medium as "ell as small scale 
industries of innumerable t~ypes, which 
''ill ultimately usher in better conditions 
of life characteristic of industrial 
countries. But up till now the industrial 
sector in Orissa has not grown at a rate 
rar)id cnomrh to offset tha increasinO' 

~ 0 

pressure of popw.lation on land, not to 
speak of bringing about_;:a shift from 
agriculture to industry. · 

12. 'Vith. all the arguments in favour 
of industrialisation, it would at best be 
n solution of the population problem for 
some time to come. A permanent 
remedy of the complicated problem of 
population can only resu.lt if the growth 
of popnla tion is limited not only to the 
foocl production but also to the maximum 
demand for industrial labour in the 
country. '\nateYer progress may be 
made in agriculture and industry, it 

would be largely infructuous if the popu
lation goes on increasing beyond the 
limits which the agricultural and 
industrial resources of the country are 
capable of sustaining. '"\nere is the 
guarantee that there will be infmite 
improvement in the technique of produc
tion and exploitation of resources to 
cope with ever-increasing population ? 
1\Ioreover, population cannot be increased 
merely with the hope of industrial and 
agricultural developments because of 
other influences at work. The past 
growth of population during the period 
of industrialisation of western countries 
and Japan is hardly comparable to the 
existing situation in Orissa. The growth 
of population in Orissa, or in fact in 
India, has come at a much later period. 
Japan and the western countries had the 
advantage of trade and commerce with 
countries of the world that had not been 
industrialised. Now the position has 
changed and the backward areas are 
gradually being industrialised and Orissa 
by no means is ahead in industrial 
activity. This is an age of keen competi
tion. On account of this reason, Orissa 
will hardly be able to get the advantage 
of increase in wealth resulting from a 
widespread demand of her industrial 
produce outside her limits to the same 
extent as Japan or western countries 
were fortunate to avail of. Although 
Orissa has unbounded resources for indus
trial development, and her agriculture 
has still scope for expansion, and although 
she is still far from reaching the point 
of optimum population, she cannot afford 
to tolerate the large scale increase of 
population which came to western 
countries in the wake of industrialization. 
She has to take precaution in good time 
because of the changed set of circums
tances in the present age. mtimately, 
she has to tackle the question of limita
tion of population, by adoption of arti
ficial means or by improvement in social 
altitudes. 
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Birth Control 
13. There is considerable amount of 

·dh·ergence of \iews o~ this subject. 
This is apparent from the fact that 
there are two distinct camps, one fayour
ing the adoption of birth control as a 
solution of the rapidly deteriorating 
population problems and the other 
opposing it strongly. 

14. The opposition comes, on both 
religious and moral grounds, from a 
strong ascetic element and has been 
followed up, though not in an organized 
manner, by eminent social workers. 
According to them, the so-called 
family limitation leads to moral degrada
tion and material ruin. Such views are 
sought to be justified from pages of 
history, by referring, for example, to the 
utterances of General Petain of France 
who said, " We lost the war for fewer 
children", or to the pro-natal state 
policy of Russia, where the birth of 

, highest number of children is rewarded. 

15. There is on the other hand, a 
camp of ardent supporters of an all-out 
birth control campaign. The National 
Planning Committee of India was of the 
view that birth control would prevent 
undesired births by methods which are 
safer and surer than those which were in 
vogue and advocated practical methods 
of diffusion of contraceptive knowledge.* 
Recent writers on the Population 
Question in India, e.g., S. Chandra
sekhar and Dr. Chandrasekharan have 
little doubt that birth control has an 
important role to play in the social, 
health and economic planning of India. 
The scholars of this class are impressed 
by the menace of rapidly growing popula
tion. The over-population of Japan, for 
example, was ultimately the cause of 
her catastrophe as her rapid industrial 
developments and intensive agriculture 
modernised by scientific methods did 
not do so muc_!l in solving the problem 

of her surplus population. The instances 
of Italy and Germany are like"ise cited. 
OFFICIAL POLICY 

16. Uptill now in Orissa, birth control 
has been a matter of academical or 
practical interest mainly amon(l' some 
intelectuals. But when it co~es to 
adoption of a deliberate State policy 
and initiation of action, it finds little 
support. Among items of the question
naire which was circulated by the Famine 
Enquiry Commission of 194:5, one 
referred to the limitation of the rate of 
increase of population. In reply, the 
Government of Orissa stated that in 
view of possibilities of extension of oulti
va~ion, and in view of the poor increase 
of population of Orissa as compared 
with other provinces, there was no
necessity of securing a limitation of the 
rate of increase of population. In fact, 
it is not at all necessary that promotion of 
birth control should be adopted as an 
official policy. Even in western 
countries, official campaign for populariz
ing the use of contraception is not known. 
Such countries have simply tolerated or 
at best favoured private enterprise in 
this connection. Similarly in Orissa it 
should, if at all, be the burden of social 
workers and private humanitarian orga
nizations to. teach, encourage and spread 
the family limitation measures among 
the general public. The State can, 
however, indirectly help the movement 
in various ways such as those recom
mended by the Famine Enquiry Commis
sion, 1945. The Commission observes, t 
"There is, however, no reason why the 
State should not take other steps, through 
the medium of health services, which will 
have the effect of encouraging family 
limitation. Knowledge of birth control 
could be imparted through maternity 
and child welfare centres, by women 
doctors, to women whose health would 
be endangered by further or excessive 

• Report or the Bub-Committee OD Population-N. P. c. SerieA, P· 81. 
t Final Repo" orthe Famine Enquiry Commiseion, 1945, p. 101. 
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child-bearing, and also to women who 
seek advice because of a reasonable 
desire to ' space ' their children. The 
satisfactory 'spacing' of children, to 
ensure that each child will be born 
healthy and can receive adequate 
maternal attention, is a legitimate and 
desirable public health objective. If 
sound advice given by qualified doctors is 
unavailable, advertisers who offer for 
sale injurious and ineffective contracep
tives may reap a rich harvest." 
DECLINE IN FERTILITY THROUGH 
IMPROVED "'iN AY OF LIFE 

17. Thus the State should not directly 
associate itself with the policy of diffu
sion of contraceptive knowledge. This 
docs not mean that the Government 
should remain indifferent to the indis
pensability of speeding up the decline in 
birth rate. If a lesson is to be drawn 
from earlier instances, it will appear that 
decline in fertilty in western countries 
came in the wake of increase of wealth 
and expansion of intellectual activities. 
In Orissa, it is similarly possible to 
achieve the desired fall in birth rate, by 
causing improvement in the standard of 
living, expansion of education, introduc
tion of women into sphere of public 
activities and finally, adoption of 
improved public health measures. 
SECONDARY IMPORTANCE OF CONTRACEP" 
TIVE MEASURES 

18. \Vhile this process of decline in 
birth rate through improved mode of 
life will be at work, the other force, viz., 
spread of contraceptives will be gaining 
momentum even though the State may 
take no initiative in its support. The 
opposition based on religious and moral 
grounds has not been·active or organised 
anywhere in Orissa. It is expected that 
the attitude of those who may not 
support the movement in Orissa, may be 
one of indifference rather than opposition. 
Even if it comes in the shape of opposi
tion by the time the birth control 
mo~ement gains strength, it will not be 

able to stop the spread of contraceptive 
measures, any more than opposition 
based on orthodox opinion has been able 
to stop widQw marriage or entry of 
harijans into the temple. Even though 
devoid of State support, and repugnant 
to orthodox sentiment, the movement 
seems to have an automatic future 
particularly among the middle and upper 
classes. Its spread however, is likely 
to be slow, keeping pace with the extent 
of education in the country. But it is 
doubtful if it will. spread in foreseeable 
future to any appreciable extent among 
the lower strata of society, which consti
tute by far the greater bulk of population 
of Orissa and which believe that fertility 
is a divine phenomenon .. Therefore, 
there should be no full-scale dependence 
on birth control measures for any consi
derable decrease in the overall birth rate 
of the country. The-principal contribu-· 
tion to the decline in fertility will come 
from improvements in economic and 
intellectual spheres, and from industriali
zation and higher standard of living, to 
which birth control measures will be able, 
under best of circumstances, to add an 
humble quota. 

QUALITATIVE IMPROVEMENT OF POPULA· 
TION 

19. We have come to a stage of civili
zation when improved breeding of lower 
animals such as, poultry, cattle, dogs and 
horses has received attention, but little 
has been done to solve the population 
problem in its qualitative aspect. While 
the quantity of population may be con
trolled more or less successfully by such 
measures as contraception, industriali
zation, educational and economic 
advancement, the improvement of the 
calibre of the race can be achieved by 
more judicious and difficult measures. 
The qualitative improvement of popula
tion may be brought about by what is 
known as negative eugenics which dis
courages or prevents the increase in 
numbers of such persons who are bodily 
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or mentally defective or socially 
considered undesirable. Families which 
are considered much below the a wrage 
level in health, education and economic 
resources, are least qualified for the 
rearing of the nations' future generation. 
This will necessitate compulsory segrega
tion and sterilization of the unfit, namely, 
persons who aro deformed, imbecile or 
social criminals. 

20. Another way to improve the 
quality of the population is of positive 
character, but this is still more difficult 
to be achieved, particularly because of 

· our poor knowledge with regard to the 

mystery of heredity and the transmission 
of qualities. Broadly speaking, in order 
to multiply the reproduction of our best 
stocks, persons of superior qualities or 
those who are intelligent, virtuous and 
healthy, should have larger number of 
offspring. This proposition however is 
not free from difficulty as there is no 
accepted standard of what constitutes 
the most ideal human qualities. For 
Orissa however this aspect of population 
problem cannot receive prior considera
tion on the face of more urgent pro-

. grammes relating to improvement of 
health and economic resources. 

Ultimate Solution 
21. The Jroblem of population is a development of a country, particularly 

multiheade problem, as described above, like Orissa which is regarded as the 
arising from the indispensability of assur- Nature's Favourite. Socialistic Russia 
ing an increasing population of the Fascist Italy, Germany and Japan and 
increasing standard of living. To deal even a country like China, which till 
with a population that is ever increasing, yesterday was noted for corruption, 
we have an almost stagnant economy inefficiency, poverty and mal-adminis-
which is unable to provide bare subsis- tration, have shown the modern world 
tence to the teeming millions suffering how vast scale planning and development 
in consequence of unwanted births, of resources through organized human 
premature deaths and poverty- endeavour can bring an era of prosperity 
stricken life in between birth and death. and greatness for the country. President 
The primary aim should be to check the Roosevelt's New Deal and the Tennessee 
extravagance in vital occurrences, the Valley Development Scheme have 
excessive births and deaths, in which examplified the same basic idea to a 
matter Orissa compares so unfavourably more or less extent. 

_with other States in India. This will be 
achieved by the much-needed improve
ment in public health, which stood at a 
low level during the last decade. Neglect
ed sanitation, inadequate control of 
epidemic and endemic diseases, woeful 
lack of medical.facilities particularly in 
rural areas are some of the evils which 
should be eradicated with determined 
effort. The· problem thereafter should be 
tackled from. a. higher plane,. so that the 
existing number of population may 
harmonize with the resources available 
and ultimately the increase in popula
tion may keep pace with the development 
of resources. There may be nothing new 
in the idea or planning the economic 

22. Thus the real problem to be tackled 
is not over population but under develop
ment of resources in Orissa. Even the 
development of resources to the 
maximum may not bring about tho 
ultimate solution of the population 
problem. Industrialization and agri
cultural improvements are not always 
enou(Th to meet the needs of the rapidly 
growing population. Japan for example, 
with her rapid industrial development 
and intensive agriculture of high yields 
did not do _much in solving of her own 
problem of increasing population and 
was at last compelled to make demands 
on 'Vestern Colonial Powers for terri-
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torial expansion. Japan's economic 
history and foreign policy during the 
second quarter of the present century 
can be explained by her demographic 
dilemma alone. We in Orissa are far 
from such a situation but it is wisdom 
to look ahead and draw a lesson from 
the history of other nations. Whatever 
solution of the population problem may 
come through agricultural and industrial 
resources Rhould be supplemented by 
control of fertility mostly through 
improved way of life and higher personal 
discipline, as mentioned earlier. In the. 
last stage and in the long run, attention 
will have to be paid to a . eugenic 
programme. The overall problem may 
be regarded as having the following 
aspects:-

(i) improvement of public health 
( ii) expansion and intensification of 

agriculture 
(iii) development of industrial and 

miscellaneous resources 

(iv) limitation of population by suit
able measures 

( v) a programme of eugenics, or 
improvement in the calibre of the 
general population. 

The first three items are of extreme 
urgency and require to be implemented ~ 
with no loss of time and with the best 
of foresight and organized effort .. The 
other items are of lesser importance, 
particularly the last one which may 
deserve attention sometime· in future. 
The complicated population problem 
can thus be solved, by various measures 
as mentioned above, some of which 
demand immediate and simultaneous 
and others remote application. A noted 

_ author recently uttered a word of caution 
that there are two grave dangers which 
may lead to the extinction of the present 
civilization, namely, unsolved population 
problems and unrestricted use of atomic 
energy. The gravity of the problem 
should on no account be underrated. 

Is Orissa over-Populated? 
23. Facts and figures contaip.ed in standard of living at a suitable level. 

Section II of the present Chapter show Moreover, a finding on over-population 
that Orissa's density of population is can be arrived at after investigation into 
lower than that of many States in India what is known as optimum population. 
as well as of India as a whole. Prima 
facie, Orissa should be able to support 
larger population and is not yet over
populated. But in fact, density alone 
is no criterion for judging over-popula
tion. It is a mere arithmetical ratio 
having no relation with income per 
capita or standard of living, which are 
economic phenomena. Thus the density 
of population in Orissa, which is low as 
compared with that of other States in 
India, shows nothing about over-popula
tion, unless the per capita income and the 
standard of living are also taken into 
consideration. The conception of over
population is closely connected with food 
output within the country and the food 
supply which can be obtamed from 
outside the country, as well as "with 
other resources necessary to maintain 

OPTIMUM PoPULATION 

24. The theory of optimum value has 
been described as follows. " At any 
given time, knowledge and circumstances 
remaining the same, there is a point of 
maximum return, when the amount of 
labour is ·such that both an increase 
or a decrease in it would diminish propor
tionate returns ". The optimum popula
tion represents a theoretical number of 
persons per square mile at which the 
optimum in9ome or the highest standard· 
of living is available per capita to every 
body in the area. If the number is more,· 
i.e., if .the number of people exceed 'the 
optimum density, the income per capita 
becomes less and the situation is one of 
over-population. On the .other hand, if 

9 
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the number is less the income. per capita 
becomes less also, which indicates a 
l~vellower than that of optimum popula
tion._ 

25. The .question of over-population is 
... rendered difficult of investigation because 

of extreme paucity of data relating to 
t~ese economic phenomena. Alterna
tively however, the examination of exist
ing resources, agricultural, industrial and 
others. and the volume. and the pace 
at which further exploitation of such 
resources can be made in comina years 

. ld 0 
' may Yle an answer. · 

POVERTY IN PLENTY 
26. There can be no truer picture of 

Orissa than the one painted by :Mahatma 
Gandhi after his first visit to Orissa 
~he~ he ~rote in the. Y owig India that 

Onssa IS the epitome of India's 
poverty ". This fact of abject poverty 
~ay facilitate the study of -over-popula
tiOn, but there is such a bewildering set 
of theories and opinions, that conclu
sions are greatly shaken and rentlered 
hazy. To Jose'de Castro,· poverty is the· 
cause of over-population ; to Malthus 
over-:populat!on is the cause of poverty; 
MarXISts believe that over-population is 
a myth and poverty is man-made. Leav
ing aside these conflicting :theories and 
turning to facts, it appears that Orissa is 
a land where proverbial poverty in plenty 
is seen. 'Vith the reputation of being 
surplus in rice production, her people 
suffered from food scarcity, acute eco
nomic distress and even death due to 
starvation during the last decade. 
Agriculture in Orissa is losing in acreage 
and yield but as observed-in a paragraph 
above, there are millions ·of acres now 
waiting for the plough. As regards 
industrial resources, Orissa has by 
far greater scope of development than 
in the agricultural field. - The survey 
made in a later Chapter shows how 
there are great opportunities for the 
development· of heavy, mE'dium and 
small scale industries ·extensively 

(CILU". I 

throughout the State. In fact what 
Ukraine has giYen to Russia a~d the 
Rhine!and to Germany, may be aYailable 
to Onssa from her extensiYe and rich 
lands, forests and mines. Most of these 
resources lie unexploited or are beinrr 
wor~ed here and there in primitiv~ 
fashion. They are capable of )ieldinrr 
food and wealth to an unprecedented 
extent for the subsistence of the growinrr 
future population. 

0 

ABILITY TO SuPPORT LARGER PoPULATION 

27. A:ccep~ing the p~oposition that 
population IS necessarily limited by 
the means of subsistence it would seem 
that Orissa at present is far from the 
point at which her ability to feed the 
people may be taxed. Her resources, 
though vast and plentiful have 
remained undeveloped and this has 
resulted in the poverty of tho general 
populati?n, which in turn has produced 
a false picture of over-population. China,, 
for example, was considered to be poverty. 
:ridden and over·populated till 1949. 
Bu~ a radical change has overhauled 
!anous aspects of her economy and she 
IS no longer over-populated or suffering 
from shortage of food. The case of Orissa 
an~ in fact of India, may be similar: 
Onssa cannot be regarded as over-popu
lated at all, because all her resources 
have not yet been harnessed and the 
man-power is not yet fully employed. 
In other words, she is now far from 
reaching the limits of means of 
subsistence and is thus far from the 
danger of over-population. She has 
potential ability to support a larger 
population. The orderly development of 
her res<?urces will ena~~e her to keep 
pace With the necessities of growina 
population. But before this is done, sh~ 
has problems to face, quite serious ones 
as discussed above. 
THE FuTURE TREND 

28. It is somewhat difficult to give 
indication about the future trend of 
population as such trend may be 
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disturbed by entrance of new ~ocial and 
economic factors not envisaged now. 
It appears that the birth rate of Orissa . 
as available from: the records of the 
Director of Health is high . in . India, 
though this recorded rate is much lower. 
than the real rate of births in Orissa. 
During the last quinquennium, some 
amount of decline in birth rate is notice
able, but as observed elsewhere, such a 
trend is precarious in character. There 
were many temporary causes· which 
induced it and which will be over by 
1961 when the favourable age structure 
of the population will work the rate to 
a higher level. If some amount of 
success is achieved in the field of 
mortality control and if infectious 
diseases are more satisfactorily controlled, 

the present birth rate which in spite of 
recent decline is still high,: may cause a 
further upsurge in the rate of increase 
of the population. ~f, however, tangible 
improvements in the overall material 
condition of the people are achieved in_ 
the meanwhile and measures relating 
to control- of fertility and family limita
tion are on the way to popularity, they 
will act as a deterrent for the rise in 
birth rate. It is not likely that these 
factors will come into effective play to 
any marked extent by 1961. But they 
may exerCise greater influence in the 
following decade.-. To what extent the 
birth rate of the period 1961-71 will be 
affected, depends .on the degree of success 
of these factors in influencing life of the 
people. .. · · 



Subsidiary Table 1 Series 
~ 
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1•1-Area and population, actual and percentage, by police-station density . . 

~ 

Police-station with density 
Natural .A.-- , 

diYiaion 1111 d Under 100 100-150 150-200 200-300 300-460 450-600 M0-760 7110 anJ OYer 
diatri•t A ~ ,.---A--~ r--A-~ r----..A ~. & A , I • • • Area Popula· Area Popula. Area Po pula• Area Populi\. Area Popula· Area Popula- Area Popula· Area Porala-

tion tion tion tion tion •ion tion taun 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (U) (15) (1G) (17) 
lilA -14,725 832,327 9,153 1,138,039 7,618 _1,330,080 10,97812,651,803 10,578 3,814,878 3,997 2,085,8113 1,174 100,11411,904 1,113,042 

24•5 8•4 15•2 7·8 12•7 8•1 18•3 18•1 17•8 26•0 8•8 14•1 1•1 1•5 3•2 u·o 
33 Orlua Inland 14,319 110,329 8,474 1,058,575 7,618 1,330,080 8,458 2,035,428 8,305 2,182,190 738 368,150 144 88,145 .. .. 

Dlvlaion. 31"1 11"4 18•4 13•3 16•5 18•7 18"4 25•5 13•7 27'4 1•8 4•1 0•3 1-1 .. 
11 Orlaa Coaatal 408 21,898 6711 79,464 .. 2,522 618,377 4,273 1,832,888 3,282 1,897,513 1,030 711,989 1,904 1,113.042 

Dlvlalon. 2•9 0•3 4·8 1'2 17•9 • 9•2 30'4 14•5 23'2 2s·c 7·3 1o-1 13·5 u·7 

Cut tack 541) 122,294 1,321 521,605 600 330,387 318 216,207 1,426 1,338,761 
13•0 1•8 81'1 20•1 IN 13•1 .,., 8•6 83•9 6Z·9 Cl 

Balalore 63 18,726 1,449 552,982 882 453,076 113 81,228 M - .. 
~ - 2•6 1•1 6?•8 60·0 36·2 41-0 4·6 N 

Puri 298 15,448 679 79,464 779 198,901 589 224,110 1,012 511,1142 617 368,623 169 183,1176 
'JN J•O 16•8 6·1 19•3 12'1 14-6 14•3 25-0 32•6 12-8 22•8 4•2 IN 

Samba! pur 2,205 156,757 682 80,718 1,013 166,870 1,506 361,200 955 324,468 259 123,646 144 88,145 ~ 32·6 12•0 10•1 6·2 16•0 12-8 22·3 27•8 14-1 ·~24•9 3·8 9·6 2·1 6·8 
~ 

Ganjam 852 65,922 529 62,853 1,269 312,598 917 334,920 768 402,208 82 116,911 309 300,C 17 § 18·0 4·1 11•2 3;9 26•9 19•2 19•4 20•6 18·3 24-8 I-1 3-4 (J-6 24'0 

Ageney 744 59,372 529 62,853 134 36,142 3 929 
62•8 37·3 37·6 39•6 9·6 22·7 D-2 0·6 0 

Plain I - 108 6,550 1,135 276,456 914 333,991 768 402,208 82 1111,911 309 300,417 !.4 
3-3 0·6 34•2 18·9 27•6 22•8 23•2 27'4 2·6 8•8 9•3 Zts-tl 

Xoraput 3,513 202,117 3,168 383,294 1,607 284,486 1,274 299,413 313 100,224 
36·6 15•9 32'1 30•2 r16·3 22•4 12·9 23'8 3·2 ?·9 

Dhenkanal 861 68,007 6()3 82,687 1,154 210,354 833 182,521 516 189,835 209 105,837 
2o·4 8·1 16·6 9•9 27•3 a1z5·1 19·1 21•8 12·2 22·6 4·9 12-6 

Xeonjhar 1,191 77,686 229 34,385 316 49,928 683 172,793 797 253,649 
27•0 13•2 7-1 6·8 9·8 8•5 21•2 29•4 24·8 43·1 

Phulbani - 2,541 177,318 760 99,912 884 157,708 98 21,957 
6~·3 38·8 17-8 21•9 20·6 34·6 2·3 4·8 

:Bolangir 680 118,060 1,374 333,101 1,358 466,714 
19·9 12·9 40·3 36•3 39·8 60·9 

Sundargarh 1,404 89,072 508 74,970 962 176.619 835 186,058 80 25,48~ 
37-1 16·1 13·4 13·6 25•4 132·0 22·0 33·7 Z·l 4·8 

Kalahandi 933 76,240 1,680 209,081 902 149,646 992 251,700 550 172,114 
18·4 8·9 33•2 24·4 17-8 17•4 19·8 29·3 10•9 20·0 

Mayurbhanj 927 3,760 264 30,675 100 16,409 728 190,541 1,733 648.773 211~ 13ll,6fl7 
23-1 0·4 6'6 3·o Z·6 1•6 18-1 18·6 43·1 63·1 8•7 13·6 

adopted in this table are tho•G obtained from localaouroo1 and exhibited in ~able E 
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1·2-Variation and density of general population 

General population 

-------'------- '. ,.------- ---~ 
~ u.tural division and district Percentage increaae ( +) or decrease (-) Density 

·! 
,- .A.-----~ r-----~-...A.-:-----.... 
1941 to 1951 1931 to 1941 1921 to 1931 1951 1941 )93i 192~ 

.. _ .. 

(1) . (2) (3) (4) (5) (6), . (7) (8) . ~ 

I)RI8SA + 8•4 +10•2 + 11•9 244 229 208 . 186 • 

3•33 Orissa Inland Division + 8•3 +12•9 + 15'9 ·173 160 .142 .122 .. 
' 5·11 Orissa Coastal Division + 4•2 + 7•3 + 8'0 474 .455 424 ' 393 

I 

I • ~ 

Cuttack + 3•3 + 4•7 + 6•4 601 582' 556 622 

....... 
BaL!.sore - 0•2. + 4·7 + 1•3 441 442 . 422 . '17 . 

Puri + 8·0 + 8•1 + 10•9 389 360 337 .300 

Se.mbalpur .. + 8•3 + 12•6 + 11•8 192 178 158 141 

Ganje.m + 4•1 + 12•2 + 13•2 344 330 294 260 

.Agew:y •• -6·6 + B·'l + 6·'1 113 119 11G 110 

Plains •• + s•3 + 13•6 ·. + 11:'3 UB ~20 3'10 32~ 

Koraput + 12•6 + 18•8 + 17•9 129 114' 96 8! 

Dhenkanal + 13•1 + 16•7 + 23•4 199 176 160 f 12i ' 
.. 

Keonjhar + 11'1 + 1G•O + 21'4 183 .' 165 
'' 

143 118 

Phulbani + 1•5 + 9•3 + 9•4 107 lOG .96 88·. 

Bolangir + 5·3 + 8•3 + 11•6 269 256 236 Ill 

Bundargarh •• + 12•5 + 12•3 + .15•7 I'6 130 115 100 

Kalahandi .. -+: 8•1 + 13•8 + 19•0 170 1117 138 1111 

lC ayuxbhanj + ,.& + 10•7 i' 17·~ :?51 245 221 187 
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Mean population of decade Nat ural diviMon 
and district ,----------..A.----------'\ 

(1) 
ORISSA 

3·33 Orissa Inland Dn. 
5·11 Orissa coutal Dn. 

Cut tack 
Balasore 
Puri 
Sambalpur 

Kalahandi 
Ganjam 

Ganjam Plains •• 
Grmjam Agency,, 

19H-50 1931-40 1921-30 
(2) (S) (4) 

14,208,987 
7,687,830 
8,639,337 
2,489,008 
1,107,394 
1,504,075 
1,252,194 

826,611 
1,592,749 
1,428,860 

163,889 

13,129,622 
8,940,704 
8,188,818 
2,394,008 
1,083,984 
1,401,245 
1,135,143 

746,410 
1,475,869 
1,309,581 

166,288 

11,824,821 
8,072,941 
5,751,880 
2,268,719 
1,052,460 
1,280,588 
1,011,557 

642,508 
1,309,767 
1,150,113 

159,654 

f Balliguda J 
Phulbani 453,477 

Khondmals 
430,864 394,012 

Dhenkanal 
Kora:put 
KeonJhar 
Bolangir 
Sundargarh 
Mayurbhanj 

790,570 
1,198,698 

559,114 
894,839 
521,455 

1,006,785 

688,764 
1,038,757 

495,198 
838,324 
463,784 
937,172 

575,402 
877,617 
420,052 
761,026 
407,154 
821,959 

Inter-census birth rate (Registered) Natural division 
and district ,-----------.A..---------. 

(1) 

ORISSA 
3·33 Orissa Inland Dn. 
5·11 Orissa coastal Dn. 

Cuttack 
Balasore 
Puri 
Sambalpur 

Kalahandi 
Ganjam 

Ganjam Plains 
Ganjam Agency 

··t. 
. .5 

~
Balliguda 

Phulbani 
Khondmals 

Dhenkanal 
Koraput 
Keonjhar 
Bolangir 
Bundargarh 
Mayurbhanj 

1941-50 1931-40 1921-30 
(17) (18) (19) 
28•2 36•7 37•3 
24•7 27•1 29•2 
29•3 42•4 39•4 
29·3 
27•9 
29·9 

28·3 

25·4 
29·9 

J 5·0 

34•8 
31•9 
35•6 

31·9 

41-4 

35"5 
31·7 
35•7 

36~~J 
44•8 

.. 

1•3-lnter-cenSUBifOwth 
General 

Mean population of deoa.cle for area under 
registration of births and deaths 

,---------A----------. 
1941-50 1931-40 1921-30 

(5) (6) (7) 

7,763,689 7,286,289 8,582,346 
1,884,840 1,876,007 1,332,&86 
&,888,929 5,809,282 &,249,780 
2,295,166 2,221,139 2,120,692 
1,028,356 1,010.015 995,552 
1,136,546 1,068,547 993,403 
1,023,490 945,420 835,205 

208,175 178,696 
1,746,557 1,623,787 1,4.44,838 
1,423,861 1,309,581 1,150,113 

111,969 113,227 108,810 

f 205,728 200,979 185,914 J 
86,161 84,528 78,268 

178,144 11!3,1117 124,386 
50,974 

Registered deaths during the decade 
,-----------A---------. 

1941-50 1931·40 1921-llO 
(20) (21) (22) 

2,017,370 • 
378,467 

1,840,903 
668,627 
317,317 
307,911 

292,618 

380,981 
347,048 

13,933 

24,4991 

10,754 5 
5,661 

2,089,927 
331,527 

1,731,400 
678,928 
316,579 
305,841 

26T,T73 

437,052 

611,754 

2,030,427 
287,282 

1,763,185 
691,005 
337,421 
295,340 

215,1~~ J 
439,399 

51,061 

NoTE-1. This table is prepared from main table A-II (Variation in Population during 50 yean). 
2. In case of figures not available Columns have been left blank. 
3. Bracketed figures relate to areas for which separate statistics were no• maintained. 
4. Columns 2 to 31 of the table are filled in as follows :-

Columns 2 to 4-Thel!e are arithmetical mean of the CE'mms general population at the beginning and at the enli of •h• 
decade in each column. 

Columns 5 to 7-These are arithm etical mean of the general population of the area under registration at the beginning 
and at the end of the decade in each column. As ! heady mentioned the population of the areas referred to in paragraph I 
above has been excluded from consideration in filling up thtJse columns in respect of the State as a whole and the Natural 
Divisions, and it is included only in respect of the particular districts and the Natural subdivisions, 
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rate during three decades 
population 

Growth of population during Inter-census growth 
Registered births during the decade Natural division the decade rate 

--"'""\,._.-----~----.A and. district~ r--- -· 19U-50 1931-40 1921-30 1941-50 1931-40 1921-30 1941-50 1931-40 1921-30 

\8) (9) (10) (ll) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (I) 

877,958 1,278,932 1,332,470 8•2 9•7 11'3 2,188,248 2,604,118 2,456,134 ORISSA 
810,530 843,322 892,203 8·o 12•2 14•7 460,480 454,995 389,213 
281,428 433,610 440,267 4•1 7•0 7•7 1,725,768 2,149,123 2,068,921 

80,472 109,529 141,048 3•2 4·6 6·2 671,464 773,568 753,083 
-2,763 49,581 13,468 -0·2 4•6 1•3 286,823 322,114 . 311,188 
116,374 1011,286 132,029 7•7 7•8 10·3 340,340 380,527 354,760 
99,220 134,882 112,290 . 7·9 11•9 11·1 J 305,8~~1 348,871 358,497 
64,341 96,059 111,746 7·8 12·9 17•4 
64,160 169,600 162,604 4•0 11•5 12•4 442,918 672,914 647,0!10 
73,345 165,214 153,722 5·1 12·6 13•4 427,141 

-9,18.5 4,386 8,882 -5·6 2·8 5·6 J 15,777 

6,836 38,390 35,314 1•5 8·9 9•0 
26,541 J 

96,498 83,411 
97,341 106,272 120,452 12•3 15·4 20·9 61,696 

141,672 178,210 144,069 11·8 17·2 16·4 7,595 
68,655 69,177 81,113 10·5 14·0 19·3 
46,071 66,960 83,637 5•1 8•0 U·O 
61,495 53,848 59,411 11•8 11·6 14•fi 
44,084 95,138 135,28!1 4•4 10·2 16·5 

Decennial rate of natural 
Inter-census death rate (Registered) increase (Registered) Migration-cum-registration error .------.A.------. ,..-----A-----~---..A.------. 

1941-50 1931-40 1921-30 1941-50 1931-40 1921-30 1941-50 1931-40 1921-30 
(23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) 
26•0 28•4 30•8 2•2 7•3 6•5 4•0 2•4 4•8 
20•2 19•8 20•1, 4•5 7•3 9•1 3•5 4•9 5•6 
27·9 34·3 33·6 1·4 8·1 5·a 2·7 -1'1 1·9 
29•1 
30·9 
27•1 

23'8 

20'7 
24•3 

30•6 
31•3 
28•6 

23·8 

26•9 

26•8 

32•6 
34•2 
29•7 

25:] 

30•4 

!5•7 

0·2 4·2 
-3·0 0•6 

2·8 7·0 

4·5 8·1 

4·7 14·5 
5•6 

0•6 

2-4J 13·8 
12•3 
3•8 

2·9 3·0 0·4 3•3 
-2·5 2·8 4•0 3•8 

6·0 4·9 0·8 4•3 

10.-~J 3•4 
0•3 

3·8 

14•4 -0·7 -3·0 -2·0 
-0·5 

-8·2 

15•5 -o~~J 
8·0 

3•33 Orissa Inland Dn. 
5·11 Orissa Coastal Dn. 

Cut tack 
Balasore 
Puri 
_Sambalpur 

Kalahandi 
Ganjam 

Ganjam Plains 
Ganjam Agenc7 

Phulbani . 
{Balliguda 

{ Khondmall 

Dhenkanal 
Koraput 
Keonjhar 
Bolangir 
!undargarh 
Mayurbhanj 

NatUral division 
and districll 

(1) 
ORISSA· 

3·33 Orissa Inland Da. 
&·11 Orissa Coastal DL 

Cut tack 
Balasore 
Puri 
Sambalpur 

Kalahandi 
Ganjam 

Ganjam Plains 
Ganjam AgenOJ' 

lBalliguda 
Phulbe.ni 
f Khondmals 

l Dhenkanal · . 
Koraput . · 
Keonjhar · · 
Bolangir 
Sundargarh 
:M.ayurbhan,l 

Columns 8 to lQ-These are the differences between the census general population at the end and at the beginning of the 
decade in each column. 

Column 11-lOOxCol. 8+Col.!; Column 12-lOOxCol. 9+Col. 3; Column 13-100XCol. 10+Col4. 
Columns 14 to 16- These are the total number of births in the general population registered during the dooade in each column. 
Column 17-lOOxCol. 14+Col. 5; Column 18.-100 xCol. 15+Col. 6; Column 19.-100xCol. 16+Col. 't. 
Columns 20 to 22-These are the total number of deaths in the general population registered during the decade in 

eaohoolumn. 
Column 23-100 xCol. 20+Col. 5; Column 24.-100 xCol. 2H· CoL 6; Column 25.-100xCol. 22-:-Col. 7. 
Columll 26--Col. 17-Col. 23; Column 27.-Coi.18-Col. 24; Column 28.-CoJ. J9-Col. 25 •. 
Column 29--Col. 11-C~l. 26; Column 30.-Col. 12-Col. 27; Column 31.-Col. 13-Col. 28. 



1•4-lmmigration 
Bern io .... 

.A.. ~ 
Natural division and district. where • . 

enumerated District. of enumeration . Other clidrieta of same natural Other parts or t.he I tate 
division 

-------,. t -"---~ ,--- Femalee Persona Males Females Persona Males Females Persons Males 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

ORIUA 14,118,302 7,020,086 7,098,216 218,921 73,007 . 145,914 113,461 44,708 88,7U 
3·33 Orissa lniind Dn. 7,836,712 3,824,825 3,811,887 128,153 41,983 84,190 81,273 18,921 U,345 
1·11 Orilla Coastal Dn. 8,481,590 3,195,261 3,286,329 92,768 31,044 81,724 44,188 17,780 111,408 

Cut tack 2,446,990 1,220,429 1,226,661 47,378 13,530 33,848 17,256 7,179 10,077 
Balasore 1,058,687 638,465 620,222 8,403 2,457 6,946 17,440 6,694 ll,H6 
Puri 1,526,508 '154,174 '172,334 34,493 13,597 20,896 2,540 1,461 1,079 
Bambalpur •• 1,218,614 610,771 607,743 37,859 13,110 24,749 10,039 6,712 4,327 
Oanjarn •• 1,607,740 759,940 847,800. 7,544 3,879 3,665 2,818 1,237 1,681 

.Agmcy ,. 158,335 77,747 80,588 8/;'l 185 67Z 59 25 34 
Plain• •• 1,449,405 682,193 76?,212 2,494 1,460 1,034 6,952 3,446 3,606 

Korapu' •• 1,231,052 618,629 612,423 8,568 3,289 6,279 • 6,196 . 1,840 4,356 0 
Dhenkanal •• 811,237 404,208 407,029 13,245 5,297 7,948 9,712 3,769 1,943 t1 Keonjhar .. 551,912 274,691 277,221 10,594 3,123 7,471 6,024 1,961 o&,063 

~ Phulbani .. 430,517 218,674 211,843 6,510 2,068 4,442 19,120 6,614 13,606 
Bolangir ,, 891,836 447,882 443,954 18,324 4,521 13,803 2,347 1,253 1,09o& 
Sundargarh 619,442 . 257,854 261,588 11,774 4,499 7,275 1,833 1,177 656 

"'11 Kalahandi •• 836,063 416,641 419,422 13,611 4,475 9,136 2,635 1,315 1,220 0 Mayurbhanj 987,804 497,728 490,076 4,811 1,396 3,415 11,408 4,262 7.146 "'11 

Born in ~ 
Natural division and district where -------- ----- -- ____ , 

::! 
Beyond India 0 

!4 enumerated Adjacent States (West Bengal, Bihar, Other pa.rtl of India r-
Madras and Madhya. Pradesh) Pakistan Other countries 

.A..-----. r-----" A.- .j. ,, ~ 
Persona Males Females Persons Males Females Person11 Male• Female• Persona Male• Female• 

(1) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) 
ORISSA 158,360 85,361 72,999 11,661 7,044 4,817 23,928 11,778 12,15! 1,313 110 403 

3'33 Orissa lnli~d Dn. 119,486 68,835 52,651 7,219 4,339 2,880 13,299 8,329 8,970 753 514 !31 
5·11 Otissa Coastal Dn. 38,874 18,526 20,348 4,442 2,705 1,737 10,629 &,447 &,182 &60 3111 184 

Cutta.ck 10,190 4,522 5,668 1,966 777 1,181) 5,356 2,661 2,1195 108 80 28 
Balasore 17,505 6,991 10,514 1,063 840 223 2,762 1,503 1,259 152 116 36 Puri 5,134 3,480 1,654 1,011 762 249 2,359 1,202 1,157 217 164 63 
Bambalpur •• 31,600 16,284 15,316 1.715 821) 886 2,001 1,092 90~ 76 60 16 
Ganjam •• 6,072 3,543 2,529 410 330 80 161 85 76 84 •a 38 

Agency .. . 2? 10 1? 8 4 4 9 4 5 1 1 
Plailu .. 6,045 8,533 %,612 402 326 76 152 81 71 83 46 :J'l 

Koraput 23,230 13,795 9,435 309 236 73 139 so 59 40 34 8 Dhenkanal •• 3,924 2,042 1,882 541 344 205 260 148 11~ 314 240 74 Keonjhar .. 18,906 14,480 4,426 2ii6 156 100 712 461 251 37 30 7 Phulbani .. 542 256 286 60 " 13 133 72 61 13 7 8 
Bolangir 3,113 1,604 1,501) 1,950 1,184 71!6 28! 148 134 23 14 ~ Sundargarh 17,259 9,731 7,528 1,103 695 408 594 342 25:! 198 103 95 
Kalahandi •• 4,801 1,702 3,0119 926 160 266 80i 438 364 u 20 2l llayurbhanj 16,084 6,931 9,153 343 114 159 8,367 3,544 o&,S%3 8 6 I 



1·5-l!rnigrafi;n 

Born in Ori•a and enumerat;ed in India 

State where r--- ---
enumerated St;ate Adjacent States Other States Outside India Natural Population ,.. r----.A..----

Person. Males Females p M F p M F p M F p M F 

(1) (%) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (11) 

State I 0 0 14,450,684 7,137,801 7,312,883 321,666 212,501 109,165 94,742 55,238 39,504 14,867,092 7,405,540 7,461,552 

Bihar 38,199 19,143 19,056 

Madhya Pradesh 86,668 29,150 37,518 

Madras 14,645 7,432 7,213 r 0 

West Bengal 202,154 156,776 45,378 en 
~ en 

Aaaam 87,216 50,115 37,101 
..... 
tj 

Bombay lo 1,216 987 229 5 
Punjab 315 160 155 t<l 
Uttar Pradesh 1,689 1,158 531 ... ....; 

~ 
Madhya Bharat 73 57 16 

~ 
1:!:1 

Mysore 435 400 35 -PEPSU 202 201 1 ... en 
1«1 

Rajasthan 476 299 177 e 
M 
en. 

Saurashtra 43 15 28 

TravanooreoCoohin •• 43 36 7 

Ajmer 591 317 %74 

Coorg 1 1 

Himachal Pradesh •• ,. % 2 •• 
Cutoh .. 18 11 7 

Man.ipur .. 14 12 % 

Tripura 1,821 1,058 763 .. 
• 

Vindhya Pradesh ....... 275 186 89 
Sikkim 14 14, -.. w 
Hyderabad %13 130 83 

~ 

Delhi '. IS so 3 
~· !" 



I 

1·6-Migration between the State and other parts of India 
. · .. 
'· ...... .... 

...... w 
Immigration Emigration ~igrat.ion minUI EmiptiOD 00 

State 

19111 1931 Variation 1951 1931 Variation 19111 1931 Variation 

(I) (!) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (~0) 

ORISSA .. 1911,!62 186,661 8,601 416,408 627,000 -210,592 -221,146 -440.339 -21D,lD3 

NoTB-Figures iD columns 3 and 6 are based on fWO rola basis 

" 
~ 
~ 
t'd 

1·7-Variation in natural population 
§ 
0 
~ 

Peroentage 
19111 1031 inoreaee 

(+) 
State deoreaee 

(-) 
Beoorded Immigration Emigration Natural Recorded Jmmigration Emigration Natural 1931-19111 

Population Population Population Population iD 
Natural 

Population. 

(I) (J) (3) (4) (~) (II) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

C'RISSA 14,1411,046 195,.26! 4111,408 14,867,093 12,491,056 1811,11111 1127,000 12,931,391 +li-t 
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1·8-Livelihood pattern of general population 

Natural division and 
district 

Per 10,000 of General Population belonging to livelihood olaaa 

I II III IV v VI VII VIII 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (IS) (II) (7) (8) (9) 

p•uasA ' 1,913 1114 1,231 110 833 2111 &3 , 1,011& 
j 

3·33 Orlaaa Inland Dn. 8,487 1412 1,317 75 194 1112 31 ; .;:A12 
··~ 

1•11 Ori111 C011ta1 Dn. &,331 811 1,130 240 879. 409 79 1:!13' 

--.. 
Cutte.ok [[IS,442 663 1,083 319 648 8114 76 1,435 ~ 

Balaaore 6,711 BOIS 843 165 365 200 69 852 

Puri 5,260 1,094 1,342 170 726 394 93 921 

Bambalpur 5,986 432 1,426 77 911 194 IS5 919 

Ganjam 4,494 725 1,161 230 85l! 672 76 1,790 

.Agenc11 '1,088 321 492 166 248 818 1 1,066 

Plairw 4,212 '169 1,233 23'1 918 6'18 84 1,869 

Koraput 5,942 685 1,038 66 439 244 24 1,562 

Dheokanal 6,762 230 1,165 210 760 170 3l! 681 

Keonjhar 7.675 233 1,000 81 393 8& 9 621 

Phulbani 6,367 330 1,166 33 738 176 12 1171 

Bolangir 6,130 326 1,786 28 681 171 66 1122 

Bundargarh 7,519 273 865 25 458 141 42 677 

Kalahandi 5,921 659 1,925 37 451 181 u 91, 

Ma,..rbhanJ 8,0!19 380 1,143 '11 478 lOT ·n 669 
, . 



CHAPTER II 
Rural Population 

SECTION I 
Preliminary Remarks 

1NDISPENSA13ILITY OF RURAL STATISTICS 

I. The people of Orissa are predomi
nantly village-dwellers. A vast majority 
of the population live in rural areas 
which spread over a very large number 
of villages. The villages of Orissa are 
generally small in size and the people 
follow a traditional way of life and are 
mostly engaged, men, women and child
ren, in agriculture or primary industries. 
These villages are the main source of 
strength and subsistence for the popula
tion of the country in general. Their 
development should be the principal 
aim of the nation-building programme, 
for this will lead to the solution of most 
of the fundamental problems that face 
us to-day. The improvement of the 
rural economy, for example, is the most 
effective way not only of increasing 
production but also of initiating the 
much needed process of levelling up of 
incomes in the lowest strata. It will 
be a step in the direction of narrowing 
the disparity between the conditions 
prevailing in rural and urban areas. 
This positive approach to the problem of 
economic inequality can be planned only 
on the basis of reliable statistics going 
down to villages, and hence the necessity 
of study of the rural population. 

STABILITY OF RURAL LIFE 

2. Rural life generally stands in sharp 
contrast to urban life, but in Orissa the 
contrast is not as pronounced in character 
as elsewhere. The principal difference 
lies in the means of livelihood of the 
majority of the people, which varies from 

agriculture in rural areas to non-agricul
tural pursuits in towns and cities. There 
is also lesser overcrowding of population 
in villages than in towns. But many o:f 
the towns in Orissa are on the border 
line of distinction or are in a state of 
transition from truly rural to truly 
urban character. Such localities have 
hardly got rid of all the rural characteris
tics which were associated with them .. 
from time immemorial. With regard to . 
localities treated as villages, the way of 
life has remained distinctly traditional.
Our rural society is usually a s.tronghold 
of orthodox views and conservative out
look on life, and offers resistance to 
passing phases of modernism and in
novation. It has thus a great stabilizing 
effect on the tradition and culture of our 
State, which has a great past behind.it. 

DEFINITION OF VILLAGE 

3. The term ' village ' as understood 
in census does not necessarily mean a
village in the ordfuary sense. In settled 
areas, the census village is the ' mauza ', 
the boundaties of which have been 
demarcated in survey and settlement 
operations. It may contain one or 
many groups of houses or hamlets, or on . 
the other hand, may contain no houses 
at all. In unsurveyed areas, the· group ... 
of houses pay-ing government revenue 
as a unit has been taken to be a census 
village. In exceptional cases, however, J 

where the above principles could not be 
conveniently applied, an aggregation of 
residential houses became the basis of 
the village. Therefore the term_ village 
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·does not generally connote a normal 
residential unit. It is mostly a survey 
or revenue unit and may at times be 
completely uninhabited. This indeter
minate nature of the villlage unit impairs 
the significance of the figures of the 
population as distributed in villages of 
various sizes. Population, for instance, 
shown as residing in a village of 2,000 
to 5,000 persons may really be the 
population of several small residential 
units, each of which may be known 
according to popular notion as a village, 
while a number of census villages of 
comparatively small population may be 
taken as one contiguous residential aggre
gation according to the usual notion. 

4. The disadvantages of basing the 
census. organization on the residential 
village as a rule arise from such facts as 
the difficulty to decide which groups of 
houses form a particular village and which 
groups are parts of other villages. Some
times, groups of houses appear or dis
appear between one census and another 
and so reliable comparison between 
different censuses is not possible. On the 
other hand, a revenue or survey unit 
has a more permanent character, and is 
more suitable for purpose of study and 
comparison from decade to decade. 

UNINHABITED VILLAGE 

5 .. As stated above, a census village 
may·not always be one which contains 
popUlation. In fact, it may at times be 
uninhabited. The uninhabited villages 
are entered in the preliminary census 
records, along with inhabited villages. 
These pr'eliminary records are known as 
the village list (or the Lay Out Register) 
and. the ' Primary Census Abstract '. 
Th~ names of uninhabited. villages 
together with the names and population 
details of inhabited villages within each 
police-station or taluk may be seen .in . 
the District Census Handbooks. for 
different districts of Orissa, a compilation 

made for the first time in Orissa during 
t~e present census. The uninhabited 
villages like the inhabited ones are ins
p_ected.at the final enumeration ofpopula
tlon, m case there be any 'floatin(J' 
P?pula tion ' therein by the final censu~ 
night. But the uninhabited villarres are 
not .in~luded in any of the main °census 
statistics. The number of villacres and 
towns shown in Tables A-1 and A-III 
appea~g in Part II-A of this Report 
refer oruy to the inhabited villages. 
The total number of uninhabited villa<Yes 
in each district may, however, be s;en 
in the Fly-leaf note to Table A-III. 

REFERENCE TO STATISTICS 

6. For census purposes, the State has 
been divided into rural and urban areas 
and statistics relating to these two areas 
will be found separately in most of the 
main tables published in Part II of this 
Report. Information relating to the 
total number of villages and towns in 
different districts will be found in Table 
A-I (Area, Houses and Population). In 
Table A-III, the classification of towns 
and villages by population has been 
given. This classification has been made 
on the basis of groups of population as 
mentioned below :-

( i) Less than 500 

(ii) 500 to 1,000 

(iii) 1,000 to 2,000 

(iv) 2,000 to 5,000 

(v) 5,000 to 10,000. 

(vi) 10,000 to 20,000 

(vii) 20,000 to 50,000 

(viii) 50,000 to 100,000 

(ix) 100,000 and above. 
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7. The discussions embodied in this 
Chapter are based on a set of five Subs~
diary Tables given at the end of th1s 
Chapter as follows:-

Subsidiary Table-

2·1-Distribution of population bet
ween villages. 

2·2-Variation and Density of rural 
population. 

2·3-Inter-census Growth rate during 
three decades (Rural Population). 

2·4-Livelihood pattern of rural 
population. 

2·5-Immigration into rural areas. 

Subsidiary Table 2·1 is akin in some 
respects to the Subsidiary Table I of 
Chapter II of the Census Report of 1931.. 
Subsidiary Tables 2·2 to 2·5 are new ones 
and no corresponding statistics are avail
able in the 1931 Report. 

DISTRICT CENSUS HANDBOOKS 

8. The· detailed statistics for every 
village included within the jurisdiction 
of a particular police-station (or taluk 
so far as Ganjam and a portion of dis." 
tricts of Koraput and Phulbani are· 
concerned) will be found in the District 
Census Handbook of each district 
appearing under the heading Primary 

Census Abstract. This abstract fur
nishes a complete list of villages within . 
a police-station or taluk as the case may 
be and gives the number of occupied 
houses, households, the number of house
less and institutional population, literacy 
by sexes and the total number of persons 
of each village shown by different sexes 
and by eight livelihood classes. The 
villages included in this list strictly com
ply with the definition of village (includ
ing uninhabited village) as given above. 
The District Census Handbooks also 
contain a villagewise list of small scale 
industries, employment in textile and 
non-textile establishments, number of 
handlooms, etc., which do not come under 
the purview of the Factories Act. They 
also contain, among other useful matters,. 
a map of each district showing density of 
population by police-stations. None of 
the~ features are intended to be included 
in the present Report. It is regrettable 
that it has not been possible for the 
State Government td undertake printing 
of the Handbook series so that it could be 
available to the public on sale. In 
most of the States of India the Hand
books have been printed at the· ~6st ·of 
the State Government. In Orissa, 
however, .. as this was not. done, u"tmost 
pain~;J were undertaken to cyclostyle and 
distribute a few sets of the .Handbooks 
at the cost of the Central Government 
as an exceptional case. 
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SECTION II 

General distribution and distribution among Villages classified by Size 
ol Rural Population 

The distrib~tion of rnral population 
in different localities of the State shows 
great disparity. There. are vast regions 
with scant population while there are 
others that have an extremely dense 
population. The deltaic area with 
abundant water supply, great river 
valleys and strips of land irrigated by· 
canals are densely populated. But the 
hilly tracts and forest areas having no 
facility for irrigation are sparsely 
inhabited.· It is perhaps possible to 
maintain that the rural areas of Orissa 
have 

0 

a. density of population which 
corresponds to the agricultural resources 
of the locality. 

Total 0 

Rural. 

Urban 

Persons 

14,645,946 

14,051,876 

594,070 

Percentage 

100•0 

95•9 

4·1 

CoMl' .&.RISON WITH STATES IN INDIA. 

3. Orissa tops the list of all Part A 
States in India in the extent of its rural 
character. "This may be seen from the 
statement below showing the percentage 
of rural and urban population of other 
States, as revealed by the census of 1951. 

State Rural Urban 

INDIA 82·7 17·3 

Orissa 95·9 4.'1 
Assam 95·4 4·6 
Bihar 93·3 8·7 

Madhya Pradesh 86·5 13•5 
Uttar Pradesh 86·4 13·6 
Punjab 81·0 19•0 

Madras 80·4 19·8 
West Bengal '15·2 24·8 
Bombay 68·9 11·1 

JtURAL-URBAN PROPORTION 

2. The 
0 
rnral population constitutes 

95·9 per cent of the total population of 
the State. The population is thus over
whelmingly rnral. Out of every 25 
persons in Orissa, 24 live in villages and 
only one is a town-dweller. Among the 
rnral population, females are larger in 
proportion than males while in the 
towns as a. whole,_ there is a greater 
concentration of males than females. 
The actual distribution of population 
between the rural and urban areas is 
shown below :-

Males 

'1,242,892 

8,927,016 

315,876 

Percentage 

49·5 

47·3 

2•2 

Female• 

7,403,054 

'1,124,860 

278,1U 

Percell tara 

4. Thus th~ percentage of village
dwellers in Orissa is the highest among 
all the Part A States of India. Even 
Assam, the hilly frontier State with a 
large preponderance of backward popula
tion has a somewhat smaller rttral 
population than Orissa. All the Part B 
States and most of the Part C States 
have also a smaller rural percentage than 
Orissa. Only a· few of the Part C States 
like Manipur, Bilasp.ur, etc., have a 
higher percentage of ~ral population. 

CoUNTRIXII OUTSIDE INDIA 

5. It would be interesting to compare 
Orissa's case with that of other countries 
of the world. It is however not possible 
to get the relevant figures of the year 
1951 for such countries. Chandrasekhar 
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gives the figures for earlier years as 
mentioned below*:-

Country 

Uaited States 

Russia 

Sweden 

Japan 

Italy 

· Germany 

France 

England and Wales •• 

Canada 

Year 

1940 

1926 

1925 

1936 

1933 

1936 

1930 

1930 

Rural Urban 

56•5 

16·6 

32·3 

35·5 64•5 

29·3 70'7 

43·5 56·3 

53•1 46·9 

77·3 

58·3 

sive display. The decline m •the 
percentage of rural population of the 
above mentioned countries has not only 
been steady but quite fast in the inter~ 
vening years. Russia, for example, is 
shown above to have 83·4 per cent of 
rural population in 1926. But in 1939, 
the percentage declined to 67·8 and by 
1951 the fall would have been quite 
considerable. · Apart from the striking 
difference in percentage, there is the 
notable ·fact that these advanced 
countries of the world have extended the 
usual urban ·conveniences to rural popu
lation, so that the countryside has really 
been more urbanizedt han that of Orissa, 

6. The above figures relate to several or in fact, of India. Better communica-
years back. In the meanwhile ruralism tiona, educational and medical facilities, 
has undergone further fall and if 1951 electricity and even . modernised 
figures were available for comparison recreations are to be found to a great 
with those of States in India, the remark- extent in the rural areas of the West. 
able difference in the rural character of All these are missing in the villages of 
our country was possible of more impres- - Orissa. . 

Distribution 
DISTRIBUTION BY NATURAL DIVISIONS a much smaller number of villages, 

7. The inland division contains 55·1 namely, 18,209 containing a population 
per cent and the coastal division 44·9 of 6,304,918. In the coastal division, 
per cent of the total rural population of the concentration of rural population is 
the State. This, however, may not be mostly in villages of 500-2,000 group 
indicative of the comparative rural which claims 49 per cent of the total 
character of the two parts of the State rural population. Villages with a popu-
as one is not equal to the other in are~ lation of below 500 contain 45·9 per cent 
or in. total population. Subsidiary Table of the population. But in the inland divi-
2·1 g1ves the number of rural population sion, the concentration is greater in the 
out of 1,000 of the general population. group of villages with less than 500 
It appears therefrom that 972 persons population which contian 56·4 per cent 
out of every 1,000 or 97·2 per cent of of the rural population. The villages of 
the general population of the inland 500-2,000 group contain only 39;8 per 
division are residents in villages. In cent of the population. The coastal 
the coastal division, such percentage is division is thus ahead of the inland 
lower, namely, 94·5. Therefore the inland division in its march towards develop-
division is more rural in character than ment of populous localities. 
the coastal division. 

. 8. The!e. _are 3_0,189 villages in the 
mland diVIsiOn With a total population 
of 7,746,958. The coastal division has 

DISTRIBUTION BY DISTRICTS 

9. The details of distribution of the 
population in districts, subdivisions and 
police-stations may be seen in ~able E 

------·------------------------~------------
• Page '7-India' • Popula,ion by 8. Chandre.sekha.J'. 10 
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which appears in Part II-A of this 
Report. A few other details may also be 
seen in the Subsidiary Table 2·1. In the 
Ganjam "Agency, 100 per cent of the 
population is rural. This is because there 
is no town located within the agency 
area.. But on the other hand, the Ganjam 
Plains are the most urbanised area of 
the State or in other words, it is the least 
rural. Here 92·2 per cent of the people 
live in villages and the rest in towns. 
In ascending order of the rural character, 
next to Ganjam Plains come Cuttack 
with 94:6 per cent, Puri with 95·2 per 
cent, Bolangir with 95·6 and Koraput 
with 95·7 per cent. The most rural 
districts, barring the case of Ganjam 
Agency, are Mayurbhanj with 99·1 
followed by Phulbani with 98·8 and 
Keonjhar with 98·4 per cent of the 

-population. 

10. The number of inhabited villages 
in the State is 48,398. The number of 
villages contained in each district may 
be seen in Section 1~1 of the present 
Chapter. 

DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO SIZE OF 
VILLAGES 

11. Villages may be divided mainly 
into three categories, namely, a small 
village with a population under 500, 
a. medium village with a population from 
500 to 2,000 and a large village with 
a. population from 2,000 to 5,000. There 
are, however, a. few exceptional cases 
of villages having a population exceeding 
5 000. Such localities should have been 
t;eated as towns but on account of their 

,. want of predominant urban characteris
tics, they have been in~luded in the ~st 
of villages. The proportiOn of populatiOn 
in different districts under each of the 
above classification of villages may be 
seen in Subsidiary Table 2·1. 

12. By far the largest percentage of 
the rural population is confined to small 
and medium sized villages. Villages 
containing less than 500 population each 

comprise 51·7 per cent of the rural 
population while the villages "ith a 
population of 500 to 2,000 each contain 
43·9 per cent. Large villages containing 
more than 2,000 and upto 5,000 popula
tion each claim only 4·3 per cent of the 
population. The percentage of villages 
containing a population of more than 
5,000 is negligible. This shows that a 
larger number of rural population prefer 
to live in small sized villages. This is 
indicative of the fact that it will take 
a comparatively long time for Orissa 
to develop populous towns or villages. 

13. Districts where a larger percentage 
of population prefer to live in medium 
sized villages are, Cuttack, Ganjam, 
Dhenkanal and Sambalpur. In the 
remaining districts of the State, greater 
concentration of population is to be 
found in small sized villages. Among the 
districts which have a noticeable per
centage of population living in, large 
sized villages are Ganjam and Sambalpur. 

AvERAGE PoPULATION PER VILLAGE 

14. As the total rural population of 
the State numbering 14,051,876 reside 
in 48,398 inhabited villages, the average 
number of persons per village is 290. 
In the census of 1941, the average 
population of a village was 294. The 
decrease in average number in 1951 is 
due to the increased number of villages 
as obtained by more reliable investiga
tion in the present occasion. The average 
population per village in 1931 was 266, 
and in 1921 it was 250. In the present 
census, the highest average number of 
population· . per !illage comes . fro~ 
Ganjam Plams which heads the list m 
the State with 442 followed by Cuttack 
and Sambalpur with 383 and 305 respec
tively. The sma:llest number. of averag~ 
population per village occurs m Phulbam 
with 105 and Ganjam .Agency with 110. 
There is however little advantage in 
examining the C!istrib~tion of rural 
population on this basis because the 
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superficial area differs from one village 
to another and the definition of the term 

15. The density of rural population of 
the State is 234 persons to a square mile 
compared to the overall density of 244. 
Here again, the coastal division is more 
densely populated than the inland divi
sion. There are 451 persons to a square 
mile in the rural areas of the coastal 
division, but only 169 persons in the 
corresponding area of the inland division. 
Among the districts, Cuttack and 
Balasore have the densest villages, 
accommodating 573 and 427 persons 
respectively to a square mile. Ganjam 
Plains come next with 410. The rural 
density of Puri district has been lower, 

village is not ~onstant throughout the 
State. 

Density 

-namely, 372, particularly because of 
inclusion of low population areas of 
Nayagarh subdivision. . Lowest density 
is noticed in Phulbani having 105 to a 
square mile and Ganjam Agency with 
113. Other districts are midway between 
the above mentioned high and low density 
groups. 

16. Density of population in the rural 
areas of many States in India is higher 
than in Orissa. Madras, for example, 
has a rural density of 368, Uttar Pradesh 
487 and Travancore-Cochin 881. But 
Madhya Pradesh has a lower density, 
namely, 146 persons to a square mile. 
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SECTION Ill 

Growth 
IMPoRTANCE Oll' THE yEAR 1921 

1. The slow and uneven rate of increase 
of population before the year 1921, as 
was observed in the last Chapter, is an 
important feature of the rural popula
tion of Orissa. The general conditions of 
economy and health of the people had 
not settled down to any consistent trend 
by tha.t year. Diseases reared their 
heads at frequent intervals, and some 
times, as in 1918-19, the country was 
laid desolate by the deadly invasion of 
epidemics. The rural areas were most 
severely infected by such epidemics and 
the loss of life was appalling, particularly 
due to lack of adequate mrdical aid. 
The period prior to 1921 was also notable 
for vicissitudes of monsoon, sometime 
with widespread failure and sometime 
with excessive or untimely distribution 
of the rains. Occurrence of floods and 
draughts played havoc ·with the health 
and food resources of the people. It is 
not that the occurrence of these cala
mities was eliminated in the post-1921 
period, but in earlier years they were 
generally more destructive and wide
spread and visited at much shorter 
intervals. These caprices and uncertain
ties have robbed the rural population 
figures of the earlier years of the import
ance which they otherwise would have 
in the series of statistical study. It 
will therefore be more useful to concen
trate on the position obtaining since 
1921 for finding out the trend of rural 
population. 

' DECREASING GROWTH RATE 

2. The general trend noticeable in the 
growth of rural population since 1921 
shows a continuous decline in the rate of 
increase. The decline in the rate is 
sharper for the population of the rural 
areas than for the general population of 
the State as a whole. The extent of fall 
in the increase rate may be illustrated 

'\lith the help of the follo"ing statement. 
Percentage ir.cre..>sf' 

11121-30 1931-40 1941-60 
l'otaJp.,pulaliOD •• 11·9 10·2 11·4 

ural population ••. 11·9 10·1 5·1 

3: It thus appears that the percentage 
of mcrease ot total population of the 
State has been declining from decade to 
decade since 1921 but the decline in the 
percentage of the rural population is 
greater. ln the census of 1931, the growth 
rate of the general population and the 
rural population stood at the same level 
but in 1941 the rate for the rural polula
tion showed a slightly greater decrease 
as compared with the general population 
by 0·1 per cent. In 1951, however, the 
difference between the growth of general 
and of the rural population increased to 
o·7 per cent. 
CA(JSES OF DECLINE IN THE RATE • 

4. The decrease in the rate of growth 
of rural population is mostly due to the 
same causes as for that of the general 
population. Such a decrease is a part of 
an extensive countrywide phenomenon 
of the present period. In addition to the 
usual reasons applicable to the general 
population, there is another why the 
rural population has been dwindling 
faster. This is due to the increase in the 
urbanization movement, although such 
a movement has been slow and feeble. 
But the drift of population from rural 
areas to towns is gradually tending to 
become more pronounced. It is thus 
natural that the growth of population in 
rural areas has been · smaller than the 
growth of the population of the State 
as a whole. The extent of increasing 
urbanisation will be reviewed in the next 
Chapter. 
DECENNIAL GROWTH 

5. Between 1921 and 1931, the popula
tion of rural Orissa grew by 11·9 per cent 
which is a fairly good index of increase. 
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The population of the rural areas of 
Orissa in 1921 was 10,794,089. It 
increased to 12,082,042 in 1931. There
fore during 10 years from 1921, the rural 
population increased by 1,287,953. The 
increase during the next 10 years was 
somewhat lower. The rural_ population 
of Orissa in 1941 stood at 13,298,829 
marking an· increase of 1,216, 787 or 
10·1 per cent. But in the following 
decade the growth was remarkably 
smaller. The rural population of Orissa 
as enumerated in the census of 1951 is 
14,051,876 which is an increase of 753,047 
or 5·7 per cent over the population of 
1941. Thus the growth of population 
during 1941-51 is much smaller than 
during the period 1931-41, which again 
is a little smaller than during the previous 
ten years 1921-31. 

GROWTH IN NATURAL DIVISIONS 

6. It was seen in the last Chapter that 
the growth of general population of the 
inland division was higher in percentage 
than that of the coastal division. With 
regard to the rural areas of these two 
divisions, the same characteristic is noted. 
The growth of rural population has been 
much higher in the inland division than 
in the coastal division. 

7. The population of the rural areas of 
the inland division in 1921 was 5,503,182. 
It increased to 6,374,458 in 1931 which 
amounts to an increase by 871,276 or 
15·8 per cent. In the next 10 years, 
that is to say, by 1941, the population 
stood at 7,183,870 marking an increase 
of 809,412 or 12·7 per cent. During the 
last decade, the increase was much 
smaller. The census of 1951 recorded the 
rural population of the inland natural 
division at 7,746,958 which is an increase 
of a moderate number...,of 563,088 or 
7·8 per cent. Thus the""rate of growth 
has been slowing down ·during the last 
three decades. 

8. The rural population of the coastal 
division shows a poor rate of growth, 
not only as compared with that of the 
inland division, but also with that of the 
general population of the coastal 
division. The population of the rural 
areas of the coastal division in 1921 was 
5,290,907. It increased by 416,677, i.e., 
by 7·9 per cent in 1931 raising the popula
tion to 5,707,584. In the next 10 years, 
namely, by1941, the population increased 
by 407,375 or by 7·1 per cent and stood 
at 6,114,959. As in the other natural 
division, the coastal division recorded a 
poor increase rate of the rural population 
between 1941 and 1951. . During these 
10 years, the population increased only 
by 189,959. The enumerated popula
tion of the rural areas of Orissa coastal 
division was 6,304,918 in 1951. 
RURAL POPULATION OF DISTRICTS 

9. The rural population of districts 
and the percentage it bears to the total 
population is shown in the statement 
below. It will appear that only 2 out 
of 13 distri~ts of the State have a percen
tage of rural population below 95. These 
two districts are Cuttack and Ganjam.
The remaining 11 districts have a higher 
rural proportion, as more than 95 per 
cent of population live in rural areas. 
The percentage in Mayurbhanj district· 
is as high as 99·1 and in Ganjam Agency
it is 100. Phulbani, Kalahandi and 
Keonjhar are also overwhelmingly rural. · 
Name of Totai Rural Percentage ' 
district · population population of rural 

Cut tack 2,529,244 
Balasore 1,106,012 
Puri 1,572,262 
Sambalpur .. 1,301,804. 
Ganjam 1,624,829 

Agency 159,296 
Plains 1,465,533 

Koraput 1,269,534 
Dhenkanal .. 839,241 
Keonjhar 588,441 
Phulbani 456,895 
Bolangir 917,875 
Sundargarh • , 552,203 
Kalahandi 858,781 
Mayurbhanj • , 1,028,825 

2,392,614 
1,064,366 
1,496,718 
1,249,966 
',510,516 

159,296 
1,351,220 
1,214,876 

811,785 
579,098 
451,397 
877,182 
536,836 
846,974 

1,019,548 

population 
94·6 
96·2 
95·2 
96·0 
93·0 

100•0. 
92·2 
95•7 
96•7 
98·4 
98·8 
95·6 
97•2 
98•6. 
99•1 
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Villa&es 

NUlrnER OJ' VILLAGES 

10. The number of villages have grown 
between 19-ll and 1951 in all districts 
of the State excepting Keonjhar, Sundar
garh and :Mayurbhanj. The decrease 
in the number of villages in Mayurbhanj 
is mostly due to the transfer of a portion 
of the erstwhile 1tlayurbhanj state to 
Balasore district. Similarly the decrease 
in the number of villages of Keonjhar 
is due to exchange of enclaves between 
this district and the districts of Cuttack 
and Balasore • The decrease of villages 
in Sundargarh is small, namely, 7 and 
may be due to depopulation of forest 
villages or villages in hilly areas. These 
villages are usually small, and at times 
contain one to five houses each. It is 

J not uncommon for the residents in such 
villages to abandon the village site on 
ground of depredation of wild animals, 
drying up of water sources or failure of 
cultivation due to various reasons, and 
to migrate to a more favourable neigh
bouring tract. 

11. The increase in the number of 
villages is most noticeable in the districts 
of Puri, Ganjam, Koraput, Phulbani · 
·and Cuttack. It appears that this 
increase is partly unreal for in the 
census of 1941, the village numbering 
was done in the midst of war conditions 
when scrupulous care was not always 
possible on the part of the local official 
or non-official agencies engaged in this 
work. Moreover, in unsurveyed and 
unsettled areas, a number of hamlets or 
groups of habitations were taken at 
times as a single census village. In the 
present census, however, it was possible 
to scrutinise the matter more thoroughly. 
The number of villages in different 
districts as recorded in the last two 
censuses is given below. 

Name or diatric\ 

Cut&ack 

Bal111110re 

Pari 

Sambalpur 

Ganjam 

Agmcy 

Plain• 

Koraput 

Dhenkanal 

Keonjhar 

Phulbani 

Bolangir 

Sundargarh •• 

Kalahandi 

Mayurbhanj •. 

No, or •illages in Increaae ( +) 
~or 
lUI H~l deoreaae (-) 

6,8U G,US +406 

3,716 3,833 +117 

4,405 5,068 +663 

3,358 3,428 + 68 

3,928 4,513 +586 

1,313 1,453 +HO 

2,615 3,060 +445 

5,181 5,748 +565 

:>,457 2,526 + 69 

1,993 1,982 -11 

3,850 4,307 +457 

1,457 2,1124 + 67 

1,638 1,631 - 7 

2,885 2,939 + 54 

3,677 3,655 - 22 

GROWTH 01!' VILLAGES 

12. The total number of villaaes in 
1941 was 45,387 which increas~d to 
48,398 in 1951. Thus during the period 
of 10 years, there was an increase in the 
number of villages to an extent of 3,011. 
This number relates to inhabited villages 
only. The increase during the last 
decade which may be regarded as con
siderable is due to the fact that with the 
growth of population and extension of 
cultivation some of the uninhabited 
villages were occupied, thus swelling the 
number of inhabited villages. In some 
cases, however, there was the splitting 
up of a particular tract previously 
regarded as one village into more than 
one. This was occasionally the case in 
unsurveyed areas. The increase may 
also be due to the fact that during the 
present census operations. a thorough 
and systematic investigation was made 
as regards the number of villages in the 
State and a register was prepared in each 
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district which ultimately has taken the 
shape of village statistics appearing in 
the District Census Handbooks. This 
has made good any possible omission in 
the list of inhabited villages drawn up 
in 1941. The total population of villages 
existing in 1941 was 13,355,460 which 
has increased to 14,051, 876 in 1951. The 
average number of persons inhabiting 
one village was 294 in 1941 and 290 
in 1951. The decrease in the average 
number of population per village in 
1951 is slight and is mainly due to the 
establishment of new villages in localities 
\vhich were previously uninhabited and 
which now contain a small number of 

.· 

. 
population so as to affect the average. 
for the State as a whole. 

13. The principal feature of growth in 
the number of villages during the last 
decade lies in the fact that the small
sized villages have grown both in number 
and in population while the large-sized 
villages have decreased bothways. The 
following statement shows that there 
was a high amount of increa~e in the 
number of villages with a population of 
less than 500 and a moderate amount 
of increase with regard to villages with 
a population between 500 to 1,000 while 
the larger villages have shown adverse 
signs of development. 

Number and population of villages with 
,-

Year Less than 500 500-1,000 
,------A---"""\ 

No. Population No. Population 
1951 40,654 7,266,033 5,852 4,030,961 
1941 37,967 6,746,790 5,562 3,779,065 

LARGE VILLAGES 

14. The above statement shows the 
overwhelming preponderance of small
sized villages but there is no dearth 
of large-sized villages particularly with 
a population from 2,000 to 5,000. The 
villages of this size number 237 in the 
State and figure mostly in district 
Ganjam, Sambalpur, Cuttack and Puri 
have also a good number of these large 
villages. There are also villages of larger 
size, namely, those containing a popula
tion from 5,000 to 10,000. Such villages 
are three in number, namely, Barpali 
(5,311) and Hirakud (6,559) in 
Sambalpur district and Kantilo 
(5,561) in Puri district. But, in 
fact, if the splitting up into arti
ficial boundaries is not taken into consi
deration, there will be many more locali
ties with a population above 5,000 each, 
residing in contiguous wards or hamlets. 
At least six such places, in addition to 
the three noted above, deserve mention. 
These localities are Gadjit (5,509) in 
district Cuttack, Rampella (5,804) in 

1,000-2,000 
,__ __ .A. • 

No. Population 
1,652 2,141,301 
),606 2,143,886 

2,ooo-5,ooo s,ooo-1o,ooo 
,--__:..A- • 

No. Population No. Population 
237 596,650 3 16,931 
244 641,140 8 44,528 

district Sambalpur, Boirani (5,379)and 
Baranasi (6,619) in tlistrict Ganjam, · 
Kotpad (6,196) in district Koraput- and 
Rajgangpur (5,184) in district Sundar
garh. Although the population of each 
of these villages exceeds the limit of 
5,000 which is usually taken as a quali
fication for declaring the locality a town, 
they have not been declared as such as 
they principally lack in urban characteris
tics. In some of these villages, such as 
Gadjit and Rampella, the population is 
mostly agricultural by profession, creat
ing little urban atmosphere in the locality. 
Others however, such as, Hirakud, 
Barpali and Kantilo, etc., have a greater 
percentage of non-agricultural population 
but in villages like Barpali or Kantilo 
this is mostly due to concentration of 
small scale and cottage industries of 
such types that though they are non
agricultural in character they do not 
give the population an urban way of 
life. In places like Hirakud and Raj
gangpur, the non-agricultural population 
is also larger than the agricultural. But 
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in the year 1951, these places were 
principally peopled by daily labourers 
which again is not sufficient to give the ~ 
locality the character of a town. In 
most of the 9 villages named above, 

[ c:IAP. n . 

there is want of urban recreations, public· 
utility services or local body administra
tion. Under these circumstances, they 
were not considered suitable for being 
ranked as towns. 
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SECTION IV 
Movement 

1. The people of rural areas being 
mostly agricultural by profession have 
a distaste for movement beyond their 
village. Such movement occurs with 
regard to a limited percentage of the 
rural population in case where there are 
powerful factors to induce. Circums
tances whieh encourage migration from 
the village are mostly born of such 
conditions as decreasing p~r capita arable 
land, precarious character of yield from 
lands and lack of employment for those 
that cannot be absorbed in agriculture. 
Of late, a new factor has been added, 
namely, the influx of refugees arising 
from political causes, such as, partition 
of India and consequent deterioration of 
communal relations. These conditions 
lead to a three-fold movement of the 
rural population, viz., (i) rural-urban 
movement, (ii) inter-village movement 
and (iii) movement between rural areas 
and States outside Orissa. 

LIMITATIONS OF MIGRATION STATISTICS 

2. The description of the movement of 
rural population, as given in the para
graphs below, is one-sided and is confined 
to immigration into rural areas only. 
Emigration statistics of rural population 
are not available, as the requisite infor
mation could not have been gathered 
without undue strain on the non-official 
enumeration agencies and without the 
risk of confusion and errors. Jn";"fact, 
such a type of information was never 
before collected. The following-discus
sions wip. thus relat~-to one-way traffic. 
~ven mth regard to this inward migra
tiOn, the scope of information is limited, 
as may be seen below. 

RURAL-URBAN MIGRATION 

3. There is no statistics whatsoever 
relating to rural-urban migration. Such 
statistics even if built:up, would have 

a number of shortcomings. Information 
regarding the place of birth would usually 
be the source of these statistics. But 
they generally underrate the extent of 
migration in the sense that ~he birth 
place of children which might occur 
in the latest place of residence is at times 
recorded erroneopsly as the place. of 
birth of their parents. Secondly, if the 
birth place has been different from the· 
normal place of residence. on account 
of medical facilities or domestic con
venience, the record would usually show 
the normal residence. Lastly, as the 
place of birth is intended to record only 
the district of birth, it will not be indica
tive of any movement between rural and 
urban areas of the same district or of 
other districts. 

4. The principal cause of rural-urban 
migration is complementary in character, 
namely, the towns pull and the villages 
push the migrants. When a village 
proves to be inhospitable on account 
of over-crowding in agriculture or other 
similar reasons, the urban · areas offer 
attractions mainly of economic type. 
The migrants are assured of readily 
available means of subsistence in towns. 
The · industrial movement and the 
growth of towns encourage migration 
from rural areas into towns, though such 
movement has been small on account of 

· the usual prejudice of villagers against 
town life. In the Report- on labour 
conditions in India, the Royal Commis
sion in 1931 remarked as follows. "The 
industrial recruit is not prompted by the 
lure of the city life, or by any great 
ambition. The city as ·such has no 
attraction for him, and when he leaves 
the village, he has seldom an ambition 
beyond that of securing the necessities 
of life. Few industrial workers would 
remain in industry, if they could secure 
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sufficient food and clothing in the 
village." Thus the volume of movement 
between villages and towns is bound to 
be small. On the one hand, the villager 
is unwilling to move until faced with 
economic compulsion. On the other 
hand, most of the towns of Orissa have 
hardly any attraction, economic, social 
or cultural, to offer to the villager. The 
towns, excepting a very small number, 
exercise but little 'pull' and so the 
rural-urban migration has not developed. 

·The current however is there, though 
feeble. 

INTER·Vru.AGE MoVIDIENT 

5. In addition to movements from rural 
to urban areas, there is a constant current 
of interchange of population between 
rural areas themselves. These move
ments may be either within the same 
district or within . the neighbouring 
districts or sometimes may extend 
to non-contiguous districts. Marriage 
is the principal cause of such movements. 
But there are other minor causes such 
as cultivation of land lying in other 
villages or trade and business on which 
account a. small percentage of people 
also make inter-village movement. 

EXTRA-STATE :MIGRATION 

6. In the previous Chapter the position 
was examined as regards migration of 
general population from Orissa into West 
Bengal, Assam, Bihar, 1\Iadhya Pradesh 
and to some other States in India. 
Although the total volume of outward 
migration cannot be divided between 
the urban and rural population of the 
State, the movement may be attributed 
to a great extent to the rural rather 
than urban population This is because 
the principal motive of migration outside 
the State is economic and the villages 
have little resources beyond agriculture 
to give sustenance to all the children 
of the soil. The towns are definitely 
better off in this regard and so a towns-
man feels lesser urge than a villager 

to part with his home and go out to a 
distant land in search of lh·elihood. 
The tea labour of Assam draws practically 
the whole number of Oriya migrants 
from the rural areas. So also happens 
in the case of 'Vest Bengal and Bihar 
where the migrants from rural Orissa 
are engaged largely in factories and 
workshops. 'Vith regard to Madhya 
Pradesh, the movement relates mostly to 
marriages and even in this case, the 
rural population plays a greater part, 
though towns have some contributions 
to make. Thus there is no definite 
information about the number of popula
tion that has migrated from rural areas 
to States outside Orissa. But specific 
figures are available as regards the 
number of persons who have come from 
dllferent States into the rural areas of 
Orissa. 

CLASSIFICATION OF FIGURES AVAILABLE 

7. The discussion on the movement of 
rural population may be based on three 
sets of figures, namely, those that are 
attached to the villages within the dis
trict of their birth, those that have come 
from some other district of the State into 
the rural areas of a particular district 
and those that have come from outside 
Orissa to the rural areas inside. 

EXTENT OF IMMOBILITY 

8. Subsidiary Table 2·5 illustrates, 
though in an abridged manner, the 
currents of inward migration from differ
ent directions. It appears that out of 
the total rural population of 14,051,876, 
as many as 13,627,295 or 97 per cent 
do not move out of the villages within 
the district of birth. It is not possible 
to show what number have moved 
between villages of the same district. This 
is because the statistics are collected from 
the information recorded in the enumera
tion slips which give the name of the 
district and not the village where a 
person was born or enumerated. Thus 
the percentage of rural population who 
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do not travel beyond the villages of 
their districts is very high. The rural 
population is immobile to a great extent, 
greater than the general population. 
The inward movement to villages is 
confined to 3 per cent of the population, 
out of which about 2·0 per cent come from 
other districts of Orissa, 0·9 per cent 
from other· States in India and 0·2 
per cent from outside India, principally 
from Pakistan. 

bi:MIGRATION FROM OTHER DISTRICTS 

9. The exchange of population of the 
rural areas of one district with the general 
population of other districts of the State 
is poor in magnitude. The number of 
such migrants is only 282,719 or 2·0 
per cent of the rural. population, out of 
which the majority, namely, 188,623 
hail from districts of the same natural 
division and the remaining 94,096 come 
from districts of the other division. 
Females preponderate to a remarkable 
extent in this movement. This shows 
that the movement is mostly a marriage 
phenomenon. In many cases, it may 
just be a question of crossing over the 
borders of contiguous districts. The 
location of educational institutions, 
official and business establishments in 
rural areas also results to a certain extent 
in the movement of population to those 
areas. Among districts which appear 
prominent in rural inter-district traffic 
are Cuttack, Balasore, Puri, Sambalpur 
and Phulbani. 

MIGRATION FROM OTHER pARTS OF INDIA 

10. A little less than one per cent of 
the rural population of Orissa is constitu
ted of persons hailing from other parts 
of India. In other words, approximately 
one in every 100 persons living in villages 
is an Indian not born in Orissa. This is 
a satisfactory index of interest which 
the villages of Orissa have created among 
versons of other States. The reasons 
for this happy movement will be given 
when discussing about the natural 

divisions below. The districts which have 
gained most from this type of immigra
tion are Sambalpur, Mayurbhanj, Sundar
garh, Keonjhar and Balasore. Most of 
the migrants have come from the States 
adjacent to Orissa, such as, West Bengal, 
Bihar, Madhya Pradesh and Madras. 
Out of the totl!-1 number of 121,359 
persons coming from other parts of India, 
115,831 have come from· the adjacent 
States and 5,528 from other parts outside 
the adjacent States. . 

MIGRATION FROM BEYOND INDIA 

11. The total number ofpersons com
ing from beyond India to the villages of · 
Orissa is 20,503 out of which the over
whelming majority of 19,920 come from 
Pakistan and the remaining 583 from 
countries other than Pakistan. Out of 
the Pakistan-born persons, a large ID:ajo
rity may be classed as displaced persons. 
There are also some· men in business and 
professions, who have come and settled ' 
in villages of Orissa before the partition 
of India. Districts which have accom
modated the Pakistan-born people t·o 
a subtantial extent are Mayurbhanj, 
Cuttack, Sambalpur; Balasore and Puri. 
The number of persons born in foreign 
countries other than Pakistan who have 
settled in villages of Orissa is small and 
does not call for remarks. · 

IMMIGRATION INTO NATURAL DIVISIONS 

12. Among the two natural divisions, 
the inland division shows greater _volume 
of immigration. The number of persons 
coming into the rural areas of the coastal 
division from other districts of the State 
is 107,668 while the corresponding figure 
for the rural areas of the inland division 
is 175,051. It is surprising that the 
coastal division is poorer in the matter 
of such movement. But the explana
tion is chiefly to be found in the fact that 
on account of construction of the multi
purpose project at Hirakud in Sambalpur 
district, there has been a heavy flow 
of population both from within the State 
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and from outside. The principal· seats 
of the project at Hirakud and Burla 
have not yet been declared aa towns. and 
the remarkable influx of population to 
these centres which are treated as rural 
areas and also to other ·places in the 
district where irrigation canals and other 
subsidiary works are, being executed 
have contributed to the large amount 
of i.mmigra tion in to the rural areas of 
the inland division. Similarly, the 
number of persons hailing from other 
parts of India. into the rural areas of 
the coastal division is 25,328 but it is 
as heavy as 96,031 in the case of the 
inland division. This is again due to 
the Hirakud multi-purpose project in 
the inland division, which has attracted 
contractors, engineers, businessmen and 
officials engaged in construction work who 
were born in different parts of India, but 
are now living in a rural area of Orissa. 
This is the principal reason why the 
propo~ion of non-Oriya Indians living 

fn Orissa villages is satisfactory. 

DisTRICTS 

13. Among the districts which ha 'e 
attracted a. large number of migrants 
from other parts of Orissa, the important 
ones are Cuttack "ith 49,932, Sambalpur 
with 42,949, Phulbani. '\lith 25,335, 
Balasore with 25,283 and Puri with 
24,915. The industrial establishments, 
such as Textile l\Iills, Glass Factory, etc., 
in Cuttack and Rice Mills in Balasore 
have drawn population from other 
districts. l\Iarriage relations and 
employment in Government service are 
also the causes of attraction. These 
two reasons are principally applicable 
to the case of immigration into the rural 
areas of Puri and Phulbani. As regards 
Sambalpur, the additional reason is the 
Hirakud project, observations about 
which have been made in the paragraph 
above. Figures relating to other districts 
may be seen in the Subsidiary Table 2·5. 
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SECTION V 
Natural Increase-Births and Deaths 

1. The study of births and deaths in 
rural areas, which is necessary for deter
mining the natural increase of population 
in such areas, meets with the same 
difficulty as. that of the general popula
tion. The study is limited to the records 
of vital statistics maintained in respect 
of rural registration areas in the State. 
The registration areas are inadequate 
and the statistics kept are incomplete 
and not always reliable. Moreover, as 
in the case of general population, the 
registration of vital events among the 
rural population has been undergoing 
marked deterioration since the war time. 
All these factors combine to reduce the 
usefulness of the data but in spite of 
their deficient and defective character 
they cannot be discarded altogether 
because they are at least capable of 
showing the general trend in the birth 
and death rates which in the absence of 
any other more reliable information 
should be the basis of the present dis-
cussion. · · 

RURAL REGISTRATION AREA 

division. More than half the districts 
of the inland division, namely, Keonjhar, 
Bolangir, Sundargarh, Mayurbhanj and 
Koraput have no rural registration area 
at all. Out of the remaining districts, 
Sambalpur and Ganjam Agency have a 
substantial extent of registration area 
in the rural portion of the district and 
others have just a small extent of such 
area. The rural portion of the inland 
division has a total area of 45,951 
square miles and a population of 
7,746,958, out of which the registration 
area covers only 9,965 square miles and 
1,847,078 persons. In other words, birth 
and death statistics are maintained only 
in respect of 21·7 per cent of the area and 
23·8 per cent of the population of the 
rural inland division. Thus more than 
three-fourths of the area and the popula
tion are outside the scope of registration. 
This is highly inadequate. In the coastal 
division, the position is much better. 
An extent of 11,650 square ·miles out of 
the total rural area of 13,984: square 
miles or 83·3 per cent is under registra
tion. As regards the rural population 
of the coastal division 5, 706,424 ·out of· 

2. The registration areas in the coastal 6,304,918 or 90·5 per cent is covered by-· 
division cover a considerable percentage the registration system. The exttmt of 
of the rural tract and population. But registration in this division is adequate. 
it is very poor with regard to the inland for statistical purpose. · ·. 

Birth Rates 

3. The inter-census birth rate of rural 
population does not vary to any consider
able extent from that of the general 
population, which may be seen from the 
following statement. 

Inter-census birth rate 
D<"eade ,--- ----. 

General populat on Rural population 

1921-30 37·3 38·5 
1931-40 35•7 36·9 
1941-50 28·2 28·3 

4. The birth rate of the rural popula- · 
tion is slightly higher than that of the . 
general population. The margin of 
difference remained steady, the rural rate 
being higher by 1·2 per mille, from 1921 
to 1940, but in the last decade, it nar
rowed down to an insignificant figure, 

·namely, 0·1 per mille. This shows that 
the rural birth rate is declining and that 
the rate of decline is faster than that of 
the general population. The reasons .for 
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this fall in rural birth rate is the same as 
in the case of the general population. 
BmTH RATE rn NATURA.L DIVISIONS 

5. According to the recorded firrures 
of births available from the Dir~ctor 
of Health, the birth rate of the rural 
areas of the inland division is much lower 
than that of the coastal division. This 
low rate in the inland division has been 
continuing from decade to decade for 
some time past. As the difference in 
rate is very remarkable, it is worth 
mention. 

Inter-census birth rate 
Natural divisioo ,.-------A-----

1921-30 1931-40 1941-50 

Inland Oivision 29·5 27·4 25•1 
Uoaital Division 40·9 39•8 29·3 

6. The difference in the inter-census 
birth rate ranged from about 10 to 15 
pel mille in the two decades beginning 
from 1921. In the last decade, however, 
the difference in the rate between the 
natural divisions has narrowed down to 
about 4 per mille. The social and eco
nomic conditions and the influence of 
environment and climate are different 
in the two natural divisions and this 
may account for some amount of 
difference in the rates of birth. But 
the difference could not have been as 
high as exhibited by the recorded vital 
statistics. In the previous Chapter, 
observation was made as regards the 
unreliability of these statistical figures. 
The record of births particularly relating 
to the inland division are unacceptable. 
It cannot therefore be stated that the 
inter-census birth rates as disclosed by 
the figures above are correct to any 
extent with regard to this division. 
The rates of the coastal division are, 
however, within the margin of error 
which in spite of inaccuracy deserves 
study. 

Dmm RATE m DISTRICTs 

7. Coming down to districts, the rural 
areas of Cuttack, Balasore, Puri and 
Ganjam Plains show an inter-census birth 

rate ranging from 28·3 to 30·3. But in 
the rural areas of the inland di¥ision it 
range~ from 5·0 in Ganjam Agency to 
34·6 m Angul. The figures relatinrr to 
Ganjam Agency are grotesque and l~ave 
been partly responsible for the aYerage 
figure of the inland division being so 
low. In the decade 1931-40, the inter
census birth rate of different distrirts 
was much higher, namely, 43·1 in Ganjam 
and 40·6 in Khondmals. The lowest 
figure was recorded by Balasore and 
Sambalpur districts where the birth rate 
was 32·5 and 32·4 respectively. In the 
decade 1921-30, Ganjam recorded a rate 
of 46·5 while Balasore stood more or less 
at the same low level, namely, 32·2. 

ANNUAL BIRTH RATES 

8. The annual birth rate of rural 
Orissa as maintained by the Director of 
Health is given below f om the year 1936. 

Year Birth rate 

1936 37·0 
1937 35·1 
1938 34•0 

1939 35·2 
1940 36·0 
1941 30·9 

1942 31·6 
1943 30'8 
1944 2.5·3 

1945 27·4 
1946 27•4 
1947 116•7 

19i8 26·2 
1949 25·8 
1950 26·6 

-9. The above rate is obviously much 
lower than the real rate of birth. It has 
got a considerable margin of error. It 
has been observed with regard to the 
general population that the margin of 
registration error in the record of births 
may be taken to be 45 to 50 per cent. 
The registration error with regard to the 
rural population is not likely to be less 
than that of the general population. 
So the birth rate in the last year of the 
decade 1941-50 may be taken not to be 
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less than 40 per mille for the rural areas, 
although the records of the Director of 
Health shows it to be 26·6. In spite of 

inaccuracies the figures are useful in 
showing the declining trend in the rate 
of birth. 

Death Rates 

10. The death rate of the rural popula- inaccurate vital statistics of this natura] 
tion does not show a steady trend as division. There has been such a large 
does the birth rate. Death rate is more extent of ommissions in the record that 
conspicuous by the fluctuations that it the figures are not worth consideration.· 
has suffered in different years. The In the coastal division death rate 
registration figures with regard to the remained high during the last 30 years. 
incidence of death are defective although -The inter-census death rate for the 
not to the same extent as births. period 1921-30 was 34·9 per mille which 
According to the maintained figures, the declined to 32·2 in the following decade. 
inter-census death rate of the rural In the decade 1941-50, the rate has been 
population is higher than that of the shown as 28·0 but this fall is not real on 
general population as shown below. account of marked deterioration in the 

Inter-census death rate 
Population r-----J.-..----. 

- 1921-30 1931·40 19H-50 

General Population 30•8 26•0 

Rural Population 31·8 29•3 26•2 

11. Although the rural death rate has 
been higher than the death rate of 
general population all along, the 
difference has narrowed down gradually 
from 1·0 in 1921-30 to 0·2 per mille in 
1941-50. The figures moreover indicate 
a decline in the death rate. The fall in 
the rate of general population during the 
last 30 years amounts to 4·8 but it has 
been greater, namely, 5·6 with regard to 
the rural population. This is a happy 
sign for villagers. The greater fall in 
the mortality rate in the rural areas is 
undoubtedly due to the extension of 
medical facilities to rural areas during 
this period and to organised control of 
epidemics which in spite of all its failures 
has progressed to some extent. 

DEATH RATE IN NATURAL DiviSIONS 

12. The Orissa coastal division records· 
higher death rate than the inland division. 
As stated in connection with the birth 
rate, the favourable position shown by 
the inland division with regard to low 
death rate is not acceptable in view of 

registration system since the war time. 
The death rate has fluctuated badly and 
the registration records were maintained. 
inefficiently. In spite of these short
comings, it will not be incorrect to 
presume that the death rate of the 
rural population is declining though very 
slowly. 

ANNUAL DEATH RATE 

13. The annual death rate as recorded 
by the Director of Health for the rural 
areas of Orissa is given below from the 
year 1936. .. · 

Year Death rate 

1936 28·1 
1937 28•9 
1938 29•8 

1939 28·4, 
1940 24•7 
1941 28-1 

1942 25·5 
1943 30·2 
1944 30•4 

1945 27·9 
1946 23•8 
1947 27'1 

1948 22·6 
1949 22-1 
1950 20•4 
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14. The annual rates of death as 
shown above according to registration 
records are not as high as the real rate. 
There is considerable amount of under
registration in the recording of death 
cases. It was estimated in the previous 
Chapter that the extent of error in the 
registration of death may be nearly 30 
per cent. Although the death rate for 
1950 has been shown as 20·4 per mille 
above, the real rate may be as high as 
30 per mille. Even if the amount of 
under-registration is not taken into consi- · 
deration, the recorded rate is much 
higher than that of the rural areas of 
many States in India, not to speak of 
foreign countries. 

15. The death rate though persisting 
at high level has suffered from fluctua
tions but in spite of this it is clear that 
the rate of death of the rural population 
has been coming down in recent years. 
During the last decade, the years 1943 
and 1944 are notable for the high rate of 
mortality which well exceeded the normal 
recorded figures. This rise in mortality 
is primarily due to the extreme wide
spread and fatal character of the epide
mics that broke out during these years 
and to the immigration of people from 
malarious areas outside the State. There 
was shortage of staple foods in some 
parts of the State and the resistance 
power of th_e people was low when 
epidemics imported from outside played 
havoc with the life of the people. In 
the rural areas, death rate from cholera. 
alone rose to the high figures of 4·3 
per mille in Cuttack in 1944 and ·to 
6·1 in Balasore in 1943. The rural 
areas of the other districts had also more · 
than normal suffering. Fever was claim
ing heavy numbrr of deaths in the villages 
of Cut.tack district between 1944 and 
1947 when the death rate ranged from 
15·3 to 17·6 per mille from this single 
cause. Puri and Sambalpur were suffer
incr more or less to the same extent. 
Jn°Balasore and Khondmals the position 
was still worse. In 1944 the death 

rate due to fever alone in Khondmah 
reached the high figure of 27·7 per mille. 
Dysentery and diarrhoea and also to 
some extent smallpox wei e "ides pre ad 
all oyer the State. The year 1947 was 
also a ?a~ year for the rural population 
as the mc1dence of death was very high. 
Improvements however were noticed 
during the last three years of the decade 
when the death rate fell to one of the 
lowest figures ever recorded. 

CAUSE OF DEATH 

16. The rural population pays a heavy 
toll to countless diseases, about which 
no correct information is available. The 
causes as recorded in the departmental 
statistics are limited to a few, such as, 
c~olera, smallpox, fever, dysentery and 
diarrhoea, respiratory diseases, injuries 
~nd '.othe.r causes.' .The agency \Yhich 
lS pnmarily responsible for recordin rr 
the cause, has no qualification to do so~ 
and is guided by a slogan most helpful 
to him, viz., " when in doubt, call it 
fever". Therefore, on account of the 
capricious character of reporting, the 
figures should be accepted with great 
caution. \Vith regard to smallpox 
however, the registration figures are 
reliable, though there is an amount of 
omission. Next to it, cholera has some 
accuracy, although this is confused with 
cases of diarrhoea and dysentery. There 
is no way of knowing the correct incidence 
with regard to other diseases. 

17. The recorded vital statistics, as 
they stand, show that in the rural 
portion of the registration area of the 
State, the total number of deaths during 
ten years from 1941 to 1950 was 
1,949,066. Fever alone was responsible 
for 1,075,641 deaths or 55·2 per cent of 
the total deaths. Cholera carried away 
94,440 or 4·8 per cent, smallpox 46,686 
or 2·4 per cent, and dysentery and 
diarrhoea 153,667 or 7·9 per cent. The 
number of unnatural deaths is surpris
ingly high in rural areas, for 7,382 
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deaths resulted from suicide and 5,586 
from wild animals or snake bite. Cholera 
was most virulent in 1943 and 1944 
when it was responsible for a high 
number of deaths, namely, 20,072 and 
17,934 respectively. Similarly smallpox 
carried away 7,831 and 11,631 in these 
two years. Fever was most fatal in the 
year 1944 when the appalling- number of 

127,102 deaths resulted from it. In 
1945 and 1947, -the number of deaths was 
also very· high, namely, 119,396 and 

. 122,738 respectively. This heavy toll 
of death was not, however, shared equally 
by different districts. "There are a few 
which suffered most, and it is necessary 
to examine conditions of health in these 
districts. · · 

Health Condition in Districts 

18. A study of death rates of individual 
districts shows most deplorable conditions 
in the rural areas of Balasore. The 
decennial death rate for 1941-50 was 
the highest here of all the rural areas in 
the State. The rate was 31·3 per mille 
as against rural Cuttack recording 29·4, 
Puri 26·7 and .. Ganjam Plains 24·5. Public 
health conditions in the villages of 
Cuttack were also far from satisfactory. 
Death rate rose to the high figure of 
35·2 in the year 1944 in the villages of 
Cuttack. The non-urban areas of 
Balasore suffered from high mortality 
in the years 1943 and 1944 when the rate 
rose to 38·9 and 36·1 per mille respec
tively. These were of course unusually 
bad years from the point of view of public 
health, but taking for example, the year 
1949 when health was normal all over 
the State, the death rate was 27·1 in 
Cuttack and 30·6 in Balasore. which are 
very high rates indeed. ·In View of the 
seriousness of the situation, there may 
be justification in examining the cases of 
these districts individually. 

BALAS ORE 

19. The rural areas of Balasore virtu
ally became a death-ridden country dur
ing the last decade. In seven out of ten 
years from 1941 to 1950 the total number 
of deaths exceeded the total number of 
births. Only three years during the 
entire decade, namely in 1941, 1942 and 
1946 had a surplus, though small, of 
births over deaths. Even in the closing 
year of the decade, namely, in 1950 
when normal health had returned to all 
parts of the State and no district showed 

' 

any excess of deaths over births, rural 
Balasore continued to display the dismal 
phenomenon. The stock-taking of vital 
occurrences for the decade 1941-50 shows 
that in the registration areas of the rural 
portion of Balasore district there was 
a total number of 284,629 births and 
314,869 deaths. Therefore, the popula- · 
tion instead of increasing during these 
ten years, actually decayed to the extent 
of 30,240. The loss of life was most 
severe in ten police-station areas, namely, 
in Jaleswar, Basta, So:rs:o, Simulia and 
Khaira · in Sadar subdivision and in 
Bonth, Bhandaripokhari, Dhamnagar, 
Tihiri and Chandbali in Bhadrak sub
division. In · each of these police
stations, mortality was so heavy that the 
population of 1951 registered a decrease 
over that of 1941. Balasore· district· is 
noted for adequacy of food stock 
at all time. It has been a surplus 
district all through, even in the year 
1943, when the position of other depend
able districts was shaken. The people 
had sufficient to eat. Why then were 

.they dying? Not surely due to defi
ciency of food. The reason was bad 
public health. Control over epidemics 
was not effective. Medical facilities were 
not adequate to the extent of prevailing 
illness. The- Public Health Administra
tion was inefficient and did not keep 
itself alert about the mounting death 
roll in villages. There was no determined 
attack on the causes that gave birth 
to widespread diseases. and high rate of 
death. The result was abnormal decay 
of population, which continued almost 
unabated throughout the period. 

11 
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CtrrrACX 

20. Villages of Cuttack district also 
suffered badly, though not to the same 
extent as in Bala.sore. In five out of 
ten years of the decade, ~aths exceeded 
births. These years are 1944 to 194:7 
and 194:9. The total registration figures 
of the decade show the number of births 
at 638,799 and of deaths at 64:2,599. 
Therefore the rural areas of Cuttack 
had a net loss of population amounting 
to 3,800 during the decade. The police
stations where population decreased 
during this period are Sadar, Salepur, 
Mahanga, K.issennagar and Ersama. in 
Sa.dar subdivision, Binjharpur, Dharam
sala and Korai in Jajpur subdivision and 
Kendra para and Patamundai in Kendra
para subdivision. Here again, the cause 
of this gloomy situation is not so much 
the deficiency of food, as the inefficiency 
of Public Health Administration. 

OTHER DISTRICTS 

21. Purl district and Ganjam Plains 
were comparativ-ely better off. Although 
in 194:3 and 1944, the loss of life was 
greater than the gain in births, the total 
for the decade showed a satisfactory 
margin of surviv-al in both these districts. 
Purl had a gain of 36,721 and Ganjam 
Plains of 70,335, being the excess of 
births over deaths in the rural registration 
areas. 

22. In the inland division, the position 
appears to be unsatisfactory particularly 
in Khondmals and Balliguda subdivi
sions. There was high mortality and 
decrease of population in the police· 
station areas of Khajuripara, Phiringia, 
Subamagiri, Belghar and Daringibadi. 
:Malaria and other fevers had high 
incidence. Cholera was also virulent in 
several.years of the decade. The situa
tion calls for effective control of epidemics 
and endemic diseases. 

Natural Increase 

23. During the last decade, the excess 
of births over deaths in rural areas of 
Orissa has yielded only a small surplus 
so that the natural increase of rural 
population stands at the low rate of 2·1 
per cent. This rate is somewhat lower 
than that of the general population for 
the State which is 2·2 per cent. As 
however this estimate is inclusive of 
the figures of the inland division which 
are vitiated with a high amount of 
error, it may be worthwhile to confine 
study to the figures of the coastal divi· 
aion only. In this division the rate of 
natural increas~ during. the last decade 
was remarkably low, namely, 1•3 per cent 
for the rural population as against 1·4 
relating to the general population. In 

the rural registration areas of the coastal 
division, the number of births and deaths 
during the decade 1941-50 were 1,653,573 
and 1,580,556 respectively. Therefore 
during the period of 10 years, the 
excess of births over deaths amounted 
to a small surplus, namely, 73,017. As 
the mean decennial population of the 
lural registration areas of the coastal 
division is 5,636,578, the annual rate 
of growth during the decade works out 
to the poor figure of 1·3 per cent. The 
natural increase in the rural areas of 
the inland division is shown to be higher 
but as remarked above, this does not 
appear reliable on account of a large 
extent of errors. 
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SECTION VI 
Livelihood Pattern 

1. Nowhere is the contrast between 
rural and urban population more striking 
than in the matter of livelihood pattern. 
The principal factor that determines the 
classification of a locality lies in its 
agricultural or non-agricultural character. 
The rural population is predominan~ly 
agricultural by profession. In Orissa, 
a very high percentage of the rural 
population has taken to agriculture. 

2. Subsidiary Table 2·4 gives the dis
tribution of 10,000 persons of rural 
population among different livelihood 
classes. It appears that classes I to 
IV which constitute the agricultural 
category comprise 82 per cent of the total 
rural population while classes V to VIII 
which relate to non-agricultural profes
sions absorb the remaining 18 per cent. 

AGRICULTURAL CLASSES 

3. The distribution of agricultural 
population between different livelihood 
classes is mentioned below :-

Livelihood class Percentage 

!-Cultivators of land owned 61•7 

II -Cultivators of land unowned • • 6·1 

III-Agricultural labourers 12•8 

IV-Non-cultivating owners of land 1·5 

4. In order to properly appreciate 
the implications of the classification of 
agricultural population as stated above, 
it is necessary to be acquainted with the 
definition of the terms employed to 
denote the classification, which has been 
discussed in the previous Chapter. It 
will appear that the owner-cultivators 
(class I) constitute by far the highest 
percentage of the population. The percen
tage among the general population of 
the State belonging to livelihood class I 
is 59·5, but when considered with rela
tion to the rural population this class 

claims 61·7 per cent. In other words, 
among the rural population, the propor
tion of owner-cultivators is higher. The 
next important livelihood group is 
class III, the agricultural labourers, who 
constitute 12·8 per cent of the popula
tion. In other words, one out of every 
8 persons living in the village is an agri
cultural labourer or his dependant. The 
agriculturists who mainly depend upon 
cultivation of land belonging to other 
persons constitute only 6·1 per cent while 
the class of persons known as Zamindars 
or Jagirdars, etc., are limited to the 
.modest percentage of 1·5. 

NoN-AGRICULTURAL CLAssEs 

5. The non-agricultural classes are a 
weaker community so far as the numeri
cal strength is concerned but their 
importance in the village life is not . 
to be underrated. This is particularlyJ 
true of villages far in the interior where 
each village tends to be self-sufficient. 
While the large percentage of agricultural 
community is engaged in production of 
food, the non-agricultural section takes 
charge of various other aspects of the 
villager's life. The agriculturist has to 
be dependent on a carpenter or a black
smith for preparation of his plough 
implements, on a weaver for his clothing · 
requirements, on a potter for his kitchen 
equipments and so on. This important 
non-agricultural community is divided 
into. four livelihood classes, as usual, 
absorbing percentages of population as 
indicated below:-

Livelihood class Percentage 

V-Productioa other than culti- 6·0 
vat ion. 

VI-Commerce 

VII-Transport 

Vlll-Miscellaneous 1ervices · 
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J 6. The most important class relates to 
miscellaneous services which comprise 
nearly one-tenth of the total population 
of rural areas. In this class are included 
day labourers, teachers, washermen, 
barbers, domestic servants, beggars, 
vagrants and mendicants and other 

· similar classes of people. This livell-

I hood is. important in the rural areas of 
Ganjam, Koraput and Cuttack. The 
next important livelihood class relates to 
persons who are engaged in production 
other than cultivation (class V), such as, 
stock raising, rearing of small animals 
and insects, plantation industries, foresty 
and wood cutting, hunting, trapping, 
game propagation and fishing. A refer
ence to Subsidiary Table 5·8(A) shows 
that in the rural areas of the State, 6·8 per 
cent of the total number of self-sup
porting persons are engaged in these pro
fessions. There are also other professions 
included in livelihood class V, such as, 
processing and manufacture of foodstuff, 
te:l[tiles, leather goods, metals and 
chemicals, etc. All weavers, fishermen, 
wood cutters, bidi-makers, vegetable 
growers, gardeners and persons who 
prepare murhi, chura, sweets, etc., are 
included in this class. Mining and 
quarrying are important means of liveli
hood in Dhenkanal, Mayurbhanj, Keon
jhar and Sundargarh districts. Phulbani 
and Dhenkanal are prominent for sheep 
and cattle keepers, wood cutters and 
collectors of forest produce. l.fishing is ./ 
important for Puri anrl weaving for 

· Sambalpur, Bolangir, Kalahandi and 
Mayurbhanj. Balasore has prosperous 
men in processing of foodstuffs. The 
matter will be discussed in greater detail 
in Chapter V. The livelihood which 
comes next to class V in importance 

giT"en the highest prominence amon(T all 
districts of the State to this sour~ of 
livelihood. Phulbani also shows some 
amount of prominence, more for the fact 
that the district has other economic 
actirities less developed so that the one 
under consideration automatically secures 
higher percentage. Lastly, the number 
of persons engaged in transport is n<.>'"'li
gible, because the rural areas have ~ot 
developed communications. Some 
boatmen or cartmen come under this 
class. Cuttack heads the list under this 
class. 

NATURAL DIVISIONS 

7. The livelihood classification of rural 
population of the two natural divisions 
follows almost the same pattern as that 
of the State as a whole. There is, how
ever, one noticeable feature in the distri
bution between different classes, 
viz., the agricultural population is larger 
in percentage in the inland division than 
in the coastal. The inland division has 
84·5 per cent of people in agricultural 
profession while the other division has 
only 79·0 per cent. On the other hand, 
the inland divi~ion has got a lesser 
proportion of men engaged in non
agricultural pursuits, namely, 15·5 per 
cent while the coastal division has got 
a larger percentage, namely, 21·0. The 
owner-cultivators as a class are much 
stronger· in the inland division than in 
the coastal. This is due to the peculiarity 
of the land system of Sambalpur and the 

is class VI (Commerce). But commercial 
activities in villages are seldom 
prominent and absorb only 2·3 per 
cent of the people. \Vholesale or 
retail dealers in foodstuffs, textiles, 
timber and fuel, money-lenders, etc., 
come under this class. Ganjam again has 

ex-state areas where even service tenures 
or chaukidari jagirs are treated, in view 
of the definition adopted in the census, 
as owner-cultivators. Similarly, there 
is a stronger element of the agricultural 
labourers in the inland division than in 
the coastal but with regard to the land
holders or those who do not cultivate 
their own land, the strength is by far 

Jgreater in the coastal division. This 
may be attributed to the definition of 
a landlord under the Orissa Tenancy 
Act where there are small proprietors 
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of land paying nominal amount of land 
revenue direct to the Government. 

8. Among the non-agricultural classes, 
the percentage under each of the four 
classes is higher in the coastal division 
than in the inland division. But greater 
margin of difference is seen in class VI, 
persons engaged in commerce. Evident
ly, there is greater commercial activity 
in the sura] areas of the coastal division 
than in the inland division. Similarly, 
the difference between the two natural 
divisions with relation to persons in 
transport is remarkable, being quite 
high in the coastal division. The coastal 
division has got a large extent of inland 
water ways which may partly be the 
explanation, for the larger number of 
men engaged in transport. The differ
ence in the other classes do not call for 
remark. 

DISTRICT pATTERN 

9. The following statement gives the 
percentage of rural population engaged in 
agricultural or non-agricultural profes
sions in different districts. 

District 

Cut tack 
Ba.lasore 
Puri 
Sambalpur 
Ganja.m 

Agency 
PlaiM 

Koraput 
Dhenkanal 
Keonjhar 
Phulbani 
Bolangir 
Sundargarh 
Kalahsndi 
!Mayurbhanj 

Agricultural 

78·5 
88·0 
82"3 

81·9 
70•3 

80·'1 
69-1 
80·3 
85·4 
90·6 
79·7 
85·6 
88·3 
85•3 
87·9 

Non-agricul-
tural 

21.5 
12•0 
17·7 
18•1 
29·7 
19•1 
30·9 
19•7 
14•6 

9·4 
20·3 
H·4 
11•7 
14·7 
12•1 

10. The rural areas of Keonjhar are 
most highly agricultural, absorbing abo'f'e 
90 per cent of the population- in this 
livelihood. Consequently it is the least 
non-agricultural or industrial among the 
districts of the State. The agricultural 
character of Balasore is also highly 
prominent. This district is surplus in 
food production and has done well even 
in the crucial years of 1943 and 1944. 
Other districts which keep their rural 
population fixed to agriculture to a high 
extent are Sundargarh and Mayurbhanj. 
Among districts which are prominent in 
non-agricultural professions are Ganjam 
and Cuttack. · 
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SECTION VII 
Concluding Remarks 

Traditional ruralism of Orissa's life is RATE oF GROWTH 
obvious. An enormous majority of the 
people forming about 96 per cent of the 
total population live in 48,398 villages, 
mostly small-sized and lying scattered. 
Orissa. has been so highly rural because 
of her extensive agricultural economy. 
The people want to be close to the lands 
which they till. This saves time and 
facilitates protection of crops particularly 
't,hen the cultivated lands are not far 
from hills and forests infested with wild 
animals. This is why so many small and 
nearly self-sufficient villages of agricul
tural character have developed through-
out the State. ' 

DENSITY AND DISTRIBUTION 

2. The density of rural population in 
Orissa being 234 to a square mile is not 
very high. There are many States in 
India, such ·as, West Bengal, Bihar, 
:Madras and other States which have a 
higher density in the rural areas. But 
if the density of the coastal division 
is taken into consideration, which stands 
at 451 persons. to a square mile, the 
position may compare favourably with 
many other parts of India. The inland 
division has vast expanse of forests, 
hills and uninhabited tracts which fact 
is responsible in bringing down the 
average density of that division as well 
as of the State as a whole. On examina
tion of the distribution of the population, 
it appears that the rural population is 
mostly to be found in small and medium 
villages which together contain 95·6 per 
cent of the population leaving the remain
ing small percentage to the large sized 
villages with a population exceeding 
2,000. The number of populous villages 
in Orissa is not high. There is thus 
greater amount of decentralisation of the 
population which may cause delay in 
the growth of populous towns or villages 
in Orissa.. 

3. The rural population has been grow
ing at a slower rate than the general 
population of the State. Moreover, the 
rate of growth has also been fallin cr 
particularly during the last decade. Thi~ 
may be partly due to the general tendency 
for rural population to move in to the 
urban areas, though in an imperceptible 
scale, and thereby give the growth of 
rural areas a smaller rate. But the most 
important reason seems to be the un. 

.. satisfactory public health conditions in 
rural areas where mortality has been 
higher than that of the general popula
tion which itself stands at a high level. 
The rural birth rate has been falling 
faster than the birth rate of the general 
population and although the death rate 
is also falling faster, the survival rate of 
the rural population has been low enough 
to contribute to a substantial rate of 
growth. 

4:. In spite of the slow rate, the rural 
population has been growing and with 
it has resulted the increase in the total 
number of villages in the State. Between 
the last census and the present, more 
than 3,000 villages in Orissa have come 
into existence. Many of the localities 
which were uninhabited in the past 
are now sites of habitation for villagers. 
This growth, however, is confined mainly 
to villages which are not large in size 
or population. 

PUBLIC HEALTH 

5. Condition of public health during 
the last decade has been far from satis
factory. Epidemics and endemic diseases 
were frequent and widespread and carried 
away heavy toll of life. This unsatis
factory condition is most noticeable in 
the rural areas of Balasore, Cuttack, 
Balliguda and Khondmals although there 
are many other tracts where conditions 
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were more or less the same. Keeping 
aside the consideration of such years as 
1943 and 1944 which were abnormally 
unhealthy, the health conditions in other 
years in the rural areas were such as 
will bring no credit to any modern 
Government. In seven out of ten years 
between 1941 and 1950, the rural areas 
of Balasore had a larger number of 
deaths than births and in the remaining 
three years the surplus of births was so 
small that an absolute .decrease of popu
lation was the result of the decade. 
The interior of Cuttack was involved in 
the same misfortune, though to a lesser 
extent. The rural areas of Balasore along 
with portions of Cuttack and Phulbani, 
districts enjoyed the evil distinction of 
being the sanctuary of deadly malaria, 
which though not dramatic like cholera 
or smallpox, is the most decimating of 
all diseases and is responsible, along 
with other types of fever, for carrying 
away more than a lakh of victims every 
year from the villages of Orissa. It is 
an insidious enemy, particularly of the 
rural population, producing anaemia and 
lethargy and destroying initiative and 
ambition. It is found in endemic form 
in the deltaic areas of Balasore, Cuttack 
and Puri and is hyper endemic in the 
agency tracts of Ganjam and Koraput 
and also in a greater part of Angul and 
Khondmal subdivisions. Other districts, 
which are not under the ragistration 
system also suffer but no account is 
available with regard to them. Rural 
Balasore and Cuttack, as well as some 
other parts of the State are also the 
stronghold of cholera and smallpox, 
which, far from being eliminated under 
the modern medical remedies,. have not 
been sufficiently brought under control. 
Under the circumstances, the imperative 
need of improvement in Public Health 
Administration cannot be over-stressed. 
This is indispensably necessary for the 
suffering districts at least. Nothing can 
be more deplorable than the fact that 
in the villages of Orissa, most people die 

without ever having been seen by a 
qualified doctor. With the extension and 
improvement in Public Health Adminis
tration, it will be necessary to instal a 
reliable index for assessing the progress 
achieved. The system of collection of 
vital statistics, particularly in the above 
mentioned areas, must therefore be 
reviewed at once and improved. 

EcoNoMic OuTLooK 

6. Of the rural population, as many as 
82 per cent depend for their livelihood 
upon agriculture, while industrial produc
tions, commerce and transport sustain 
much smaller number of persons who 
constitute less than 9 per cent. The 
remaining 9 per cent have been absorbed 
in miscellaneous services, including un- -
productive activities of various cate
gories. The rural population of Orissa. is 
thus very greatly dependent on agricul
ture. This has resulted, not from the 
fact that agriculture is a paying proposi
tion for such a vast proport~on of popula
tion but from the inability of the villager 
to find alternative means of livelihood. 
A larger number of men have turned on 
to the cultivation of a particular piece 
of land where a much smaller number 
would do. This is not only a handicap 
to the efficiency in agriculture, but 
amounts to a tremendous wastage of 
human labour and is one of the principal 
causes of economic backwardness of the 
State. Diversion of the surplus rural 
population to industrial activities should 
therefore have maximum priority in the· 
planning operations. 

RURAL UPLIFT 

7. The flow of rural population to 
industrial centres or to towns may drain 
off surplus population and thus improve 
the demographic problem of the village, 
but this is often more than counter
balanced by the fact that such movement 
takes away the able bodied workers, 
leaving the children and the old to carry 
on agriculturural operations and rural 
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industries. Moreover, the glamour of 
English education, as introduced by 
Macaulay in India, draws away to towns 
those who would have in usual course 

·supplied to the village the initiative, the 
technique and the imagination required 
in the uplift of poor and backward 
village population. Thus the village is 
left mainly with persons who are 
physically as well as mentally inferior to 
the average standard of general popula
tion. If the·village life is to be resusciated, 
it is indispensable that men of high 
calibre having requisite initiative and 

intelligence should' lh:e. in the villages 
and solve rural. problems through their 
life-long association·with the nual popu
lation. They will be able to· introduce 
modem notions and scientific ways of 
life in a natural manner. 1\Iere introduc
tion of large scale machineries, as in· tho 
\Vest, will not bring intrinsic beauty to 
village life and therefore "ill not solve 
the real problem. This will have to be 
combined with well chosen projects of 
community development relating to the 
rural health, education, agriculture and 
industries. 



- Natural division and 
district 

( 1) 

ORISSA 
3·33 Orissa Inland Division 
5•11 Orissa Coastal Division 

Cut tack 
Balasore 
Puri' 

Sambalpur 
Ganjam 

Agency 
Plains 

Koraput 
Dhenkanal 
Keonjhar 
Phulbani 

Bolangir 
Sundargarh 
Kalahandi 
Mayurbhanj 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE 2 SERIES 

Subsidiary Table 2 Series 
2·1-Distribution of population between villages 
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No. per 1,000 No per 1,000 rural population in villages with 
Population of general a population of 

per population ,... -"-------------'"'\ 
village in villages 5,000 and 2,000 to 500 to under 

over 5,000 2,000 500 
(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

290 959 1 43 439 517 
257 972 2 36 398 564 
346 945 1 50 490 459 

383 946 29 537 434 
278 962 32 402 566 
295 952 4 45 393 558 

365 960 10 80 504 406 
335 930 97 535 368 
110 1,000 141 859 
442 922 108 582 310 

211 957 20 305 675 
321 967 65 513 422 
292 984 26 349 615 
105 988 9 119 ~72 

348 956 28 440 532 
329 972 23 466 511 
288 986 41 486 473 
279 991 13 335 M2 

2·2--Yariation and density of rural population 

Percentage increase ( +) or 
decrease ( -) 

Natural division and district ,-- Density 1951 

1941 to 1951 19S1 to 1 g4.1 1921 to 1981 

(1) (2) (3) {4) (5) 

OlliS SA + 5•7 +10•1 +11•9 234 
3•33 Orissa Inland Division· + 7•8 +12•7 +15•8 169 
5·11 Orissa Coastal Division + 3•1 + 7•1 +'7•9 451 

Cut tack + 2'2 + 4•4 + 6'0 573 
Balasore - 0·5 + 4•6 + 1•2 427 
Puri + 6·8 + 8•1 +11•3 372 

Sambalpur + 7•5 +12•6 +11·5 186 
Ganjam + 2·7 +12•2 +13•2 321 

Agency - 5•5 + 2'1 + 5•7 113 
Plain8 ' + 3•8 +13•6 +14-4 410 

Koraput +10·9 +18•3 +18·0 123 
Dhenkanal +12•7 +16•7 +23·3 193 
Keonjhar +U·g +15•0 +21·1 180 •· 
Phulbani + 1•6 + 9•1 +9'4 105 

Bolangir + 5•0 + 7'8 +11·5 !59 
Sundargarh +12·8 +12•3 +15'7 1411 
Kalahandi + 8•1 +13•4 +19•1 168 
Ma:rurbhanj •. + 4:4 +10'5 +18•1 254 
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1•3-lnt:r-cer.sua pewth rab 
... 

Rlftl 

llean populatioa of cleead. 
IIMD population or decade rl)r area UDder 

Natural divieion and cliatrio' 
J"eiieUatioD o£ birthe &nd~deet.ha 

--. 
1U1·60 1931·40 1921·30 19il·IIO 1931-40 19U·3() 

{1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (II) (7) 

ORillA 13,171,311 11,110,431 11,431,011 7,421,141 7,057,147 1,371,131 
J·33 Orlua lnlan• Dlvlaloll 7,485,414 a.n1,114 1,131,111 1,713,314 1,151,151 1,311,171 
1"11 Orllll Coatal Dlvlaloll 1,101,131 1,111,171 1,419,141 1,131,571 1,317,111 1,058,157 

Cuttaok 2,367,098 l,ll91,75l 2,177,977 2,183,1595 2,lll8,l81 2,038,(198 
Baleaore 1,067,09.& 1,0-16,443 1,016,791 1,007,228 991,391 968,llll 
Pari 1, .. 9,125 1,348,754 1.230,016 1,091,490 1,029,235 9155,272 
Sambalpur 1,206,333 1,097,8-U 979,775 1,003,188 929,372 820,S99 

K&labandi 8111,ll76 737,392 6315,713 208,175 178,696 
O.nlam .. ..... 1,490,510 1,390,610 1,234,118 1,671,961 1,1162,1587 1,390,102 

Ganjam Plaine 1,326,821 1,2U,ll22 1,074,462 1,354,265 1,248,381 1,095,477 
Ganjam Agency 163,889 1118,288 159,654 111,969 113,227 108,810 

{Balliguda t 2011,728 . 200,971» 185,914.1 
Phulbani 4U,858 425,740 389,688 

Khondmale ,,. . 86,181 84,1128 78,268 

Dhenkanal 768,014 668,649 5158,725 178,U4 1113,157 126,386 
Korapu• 1,155,330 1,011,085 8115,CI78 
Keonjhar 1149,941 488,914 413,5511 
Bolangil' 858,432 805,624 735,1i05 
Sundargarh 506,837 449,1J95 394,740 
:Mayurbhan.j 998,004 929,935 8111,788 

Inter-oeneue birth rate Reiietered death.e duriq the decade 

Natural divieion and diatrict 
( Registered ) 

~--,.... r----
1941·110 1931-40 1921·30 1941-50 1931·40 1921-30 

(I) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) 

ORillA 18•3 31•1 31•5 1,149,088 1,089,927 1,030,417 
3·33 Orlaaa Inland Dlvlalon 11'1 17•4 II• I 388,510 331,527 187,111 

:. ; 1·11 Orlasa coutal Dlvlalon 21•3 3 .. 1 40•1 1,1180,551 1,738,400 1,713,115 
Cut tack 20·3 31J•S 37•0 642,1199 678,928 IJ91,005 
Balas ore 28•3 32•11 32·2 314,889 318,579 387,421 
Purl 30•1 87•0 37'1 291,1100 3011,841 2911,340 • 
Sambalpur }" 37~~1 215,1~~1 28•8 82•4 290,324 287,773 
KaJaban.di .. 
Ganjam .. . . 25•0 43·1 41J•5 145,481 487,0152 489,390 

Ganjam Plaine 30•3 13,933 
Oanjam Agenoy "} 11•0 13,933 

fBalliguda .. 
Phulbani 

Khondmala 30'8 l 24,449} 
40·1 41•ll IJ3,'1lJ4 lJ2,067 

Dhenbnal 34'1 31,734 
Koraput 
Xeonjhar 
Bolangir 
Sunda~rb 
llayurbbanJ .. 
Non.-Tbe DOtH or Subaldiarr Table 1•3 apply~ tbia tabltt aleo ""b the aubatitutien or word 'Rural' for •General', 
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during three decades 
population 

Growth of population during Natural division 
the decade Inter-census growth rate Registered births during the decade und distriet 

r----__.A----., r-----Jo.. r-- ~ 

1941-50 1931-40 19 21-30 1941-50 1931-40 1921-30 1941-50 1931-40 1921-30 

{8) (9) {10) {11) {12) (13) (14) (15) {16) { 1) 

753,047 1,216,787 1,287,953 5•5 9•6 11•3 2,104,328 2,604,118 2,456,134 ORISSA 
563,088 809,412 871,276 7•5 11•9 14•7 450,755 454,995 389,213 3·33 Orissa Inland Dn. 
189,959 407,375 416,677 3•1 6•9 7•6 1,653,573 2,149,123 2,066,921 5'11 Orissa coastal Dn. 

51,031 99,663 127,886 2•2 4"3 5•9 638, 7g9 773,568 753,083 Cut tack 
-5,454 46,752 12,554 -0·5 4·5 1•2 284,629 322.114 311,988 Bala.sore 
95,185 105,558 131,919 6•6 7·8 10•7 328,221 380,527 354 760 Puri 
87,266 120,715 106.419 7•2 u·8 1Q·9J 305,8~~} Sambalpur 

346,741 358,497 
63,397 92,370 110,948 7•8 12•5 17·5 Kalahandi 
40,012 159,788 153,200 2•7 11•5 12·4 417,701 672,914 647,090 Ganjam 
4:9,197 155,-J 02 144,318 3•7 12•7 13•4 401,924 Ganjam Plains 

-9,185 4,386 8,882 -5·6 2•6 
5·6J 

Ganjam Agency 
15,777 

{ Balliguda. 
7,078 37,157 34,953 1·6 8•7 9•0 Phulbani 

26,541 J g~l, f :) .; .' :j' ill f Khondmala 

91,540 103,192 116,656 12·0 15•4 20•9 61,696 .Dhenkanal 
119,093 169,396 141,417 10•3 16•8 16•5 Koraput 

58,316 67,738 78,977 10·6 13•9 19·1 Keonjbar 
41,4118 60,120 80,118 4•8 7•5 10•9 Bolangir 
60,997 52,288 57,621 12·0 11·6 14•6 Sunda.rgarh 
43,088 93,050 135,285 4·3 10·0 16·6 Mayurbha.nj 

Inter-census death rate Decennial rate of natural Natural division 
{Regietered) incl'flale { Registered) Migration cum registration error and district 

,-------"--------""" r---------J-.---~ .A.__ _ __...,. 

1941-50 1931·40 1921·30 1941-50 1931-40 1921-30 1941-liO 1931-40 1921-30 

(23) (24) (25) {26) (27) {28) {29) {30) {31) {1) 

26•2 29•3 31'8 2•1 7•6 6•7 3•4 2'0 4•6 ORISSA 
20•5 20•0 20•3 4•6 7•4 9•2 2•9 4•5 5•5 3•33 Orissa Inland Dn. 
28•0 32•2 34•9 1'3 7•6 6•0 1•8 -0·7 1•6 5·11 Orissa Coastal Dn. 
29•4 31·9 33·9 -o·1 4•4 3•1 2'3 -0'1 2•8 Cut tack 
31•3 31·9- 34·9 -3·0 0•6 -2·7 2•5 3•9 3•9 Balasore 
26•7 29•7 30·9 3'4 7·3 6•2 3'2 0•5 4·5 Puri 

26.-~J 11~~ J -0·2 Sa.mbalpur 
24•0 24•2 4•6 8•2 2•6 3·6 

Ka.laha.ndi 
20•7 28•0 31•6 4•3 15•1 14•9 -1·6 -3·6 -2·5 Ganjam 
24•5 5•8 -2·1 Ganja.m Plains 

Ganja.m Agency 

~ Balliguda 
Phulbani 

I8'4J 2'43 -0·8J ·~ Khondmal~ 
26•8 211•7 18•8 15•5 1-6 11'4 

Jl•3 12•3 -0·3 Dhenkanal 
Koraput 
Keonjhar 
Bola.ngir 
Sundargarh .. Mayurbhanj 
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_ 2·4-Livalihood ~ttem of_ rural population 
Per 10,000 rural population belonginc ~ linlihood elaSII 

Kataral divisioo and diatrid --... 
I n m IV v \~I '~ YIU 

( 1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (i) (8) (9) 

ORillA 8,172 113 1,275 145 103 121 32 131 
:tll Orissa lnlan• Diwhion 1,617 C20 1,3C5 72 572 155 11 803 
1·11 Orissa Coastal DiYilion 5,625 850 1,190 135 6C1 320 50 1,081 

Cut'-ck 1,72-1 694 J,ll6 320 613 271 57 1,Z05 
Baluon 6,9.&7 821 871 157 325 132 40 700 
Pu~ 5,509 1,146 1,406 165 714 321 49 ti!lO 

&mbalpur 6,190 446 1,473 77 884 129 2-i 777 
Ganjam .. 4,805 763 1,243 21'1 791 561 43 1,5T2 
.A~If '1,088 321 492 166 248 618 1 1,066 
PkJiM 4,636 81$ 1,332 2%4 860 664 48 1,631 

Koraput 6,184 '107 1,076 58 416 177 11 1,371 
Dhankanal 6,912 227 1,192 207 702 142 2-i 59' 
Keonjhar '1,760 231 993 80 388 71 8 467 
l'hulbani 6,427 33S 1,179 31 713 368 9 9i0 

Bolangir 6,355 338 1,843 29 639 118 9 669 
Sundargarh 7,656 275 878 25 454 121 so 557 
Kalahandi 5,984 565 1,949 36 446 165 10 845 
Mayurbhanj 6,986 3i4. 1,355 66 471i 91 20 1121 

""'" .. 

2·5-lmmigration into rural areas 
Born in 

Natural division Total 
and rural Distriot of enumeration Other districts of Other parts of India Beyond India 

dilltrict population the State 
---" _______..J>---

Actual Percentage Actual Percentage Actual Percentage Actual Percentage 

(1) (2) (S) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

ORillA 14,051,878 13,827,295 97•0 282,719 2•0 121,359 .,.. 20,503 0•2 
S·3J Orissa Inland On. 7,746,958 7,463,662 96•3 175,051· 2•3 96,031 1•2 12,214 0•2 
1·11 Orissa Coastal Dn. &.304,918 6,183,633 97•8 107,668 1•7 25,328 0•4 8,289 0•1 

Outtack !,391,614 2,331,877 97·5 49,932 2•1 6,512 0'3 4,293 ·0·2 
Balasore 1,064,366 1,019,960 95•8 25,283 2•4 16,728 1•6 2,395 0•2 
Puri 1,496,718 1,469,61' '78•2 24,915 1•7 644 o·o 1,545 O·l 

Samb&lpur 1,249,966 1,179,965 94'4, 42,949 3•4 25,669 2'1 1,383 0·1 
OWl jam 1,510,1H6 1,500,517 99-3 8,454 0'6 1,479 0·1 66 o·o 

.Agmclf 159,296 168,335 99•4 916 0•6 35 O·O 10 O·fl 
PI aiM 1,361,1120 1,342,181 99'3 1,638 0·6 1,444 0·1 56 O·O 

Korapn' U14,878 1,199,'281 98·1 7,9!8 0·7 7,539 0•6 108 0'0 
Dhenkanal 811,785 785,6%3 96•1 21,737 2'7 4,2'18 O·G 2-l7 o·e 
Keonjhar • 679,098 643,069 93·8 16,238 2•8 19,045 3•3 746 0·1 
Phulbani 461,397 4.25,452 94·3 25,335 5•6 • 557 o·1 Ill O·O 

Balangir 877,112 858,695 97'1 17,481 J·O 886 · · 0·1 • ·ll4 o·• 
8undargtuh • 636,836 606,369 94'3 12,771 H 16,976 3•! 719 O·l 
K~handi 8411,974 8~6.111!1 97•6 U,ll6 1•7 5,347 0·6 6'ft 0'1 
lila):urbhanJ 1,019,6&8 980,341 98·J 15,133 1•5 15,899 l'l 1,111 O·S 



CHAPTER III 
·Urban Population 

SECTION I 

Preliminary Remarks 

1. Urban. development is a good index 
of past economic progress of the country. 
It also gives a vision of the future 
advancement in various fields. Specialisa
tion and talent necessary for national 
progress attain their maximum growth 
in towns and cities. Changes in social 
customs and initiative in cultural spheres 
also originate in urban areas. A study 
of urban conditions and population is 
therefore necessary for assessing the past 
progress and fu_ture development of the 
country. 

EMERGENCE OF TOWNS 

2. Urbanisation in Orissa is a slow 
process although now it is tending to· 
proceed at a faster pace than before. 
Development of towns in Orissa has 
resulted not so much from industrial or 
commercial activities but from political 
or religious necessities. In the past the 
establishment of headquarters of rulers 
and chiefs who were not small in number 
in Orissa, led to the development of 
populous localities and served as nucleus 
for ultimate growth into towp.s in many 
~ases. Some towns however rose on 

. account of religious importance attached 
to the localities, where temples were 
built and pilgrimage made. Occasionally 
however strategic importance of a place 
was the decisive factor in selection of 
the site as political or military head-

- quarters. It is only during the recent 
years that some tendency is noticeable 
for development of towns .on account of 
industrial or commercial activities. But 
generally the towns of Orissa have grown " 
as a result of non-economic factors. 
After such towns came into existence, 
small scale industries and commerce 

followed and ultimately gave them a 
greater non-agricultural character which 
is the most important test of an urban 
area. 

RURAL TINGE 

3. The gulf of difference in popular 
characteristics and conditions generally 
observable elsewhere between the popula- . 
tions · of towns and villages is to. be · 
found existing in Orissa, but only ·to· a 
small extent. The contrast between 
urban and rural life has not yet become 
very sharp. Many of the towns -of 
Orissa are small ones. In ag.ric~mltural 
character, in relative degree of literacy 
and sex· ratio, in housing conditions; · 
density and in age structure these. small · 
towns display little difference from large 
sized populous villages of Orissa. There 
is plenty of rural tinge in the way of 
life followed by the people residing in 
these small towns. It is a common 
sight, for example, to see herds of 
cattle passing through the streets of 
these towns at dusk and dawn, which is 
a typical village scene. Urban charac~ 
teristics have developed only to a limited 
extent,__ but are progressing steadily and 
at least a few towns have attained a 
degree of urbanization which compares 
favourably with other parts of India. 

CAUSES OF SLOW URBANISATION 

4. In most of the States of India 
the drift towards urbanization is proceed
ing faster than in Orissa. The move. 
ment has been small and slow in this 
State. The primary inducement for a 
villager to migrate to a town comes from 
economic consideration. The number of 
persons who are attracted to towns 
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purely from non-economic reasons, such 
as, social· or ~ultural adv-antages is 
negligible. Towns hav-e wider field for 
different classes of persons to eke out 
subsistence and therefore attract the 
landless or the surplus village population. 

. There is thus a flow of population to 
the urban areas, comprising mainly of 
those who are in search of livelihood. 
But iD fact, barring the exceptional cases 
of 2 or 3 towns, there are none in Orissa 
which have anything of attractive life 
so as to induce a considerable number of 
rural population to come and settle 
there. On the other hand, all these 
towns have disadvantages which are the 
characteristics of general urban life. 
Housing accommodation is short, food 
dear and working conditions hard, as 
compared with those in villages. These 
conditions discourage permanent shift 
to the towns. For those who have the 
necessity to move into towns temporarily 
there are disadvantages of other types. 
Family members, particularly, women 
and children, have to be left at home. 
This is the reason • why the temporary 
migrant to the town has his attachment 
and feelings centred round his home in 
the village and finds little attraction 
in the town life. He desires to get back 
as early as the principal purpose of 
sojourn is satisfied. Such migrants are 
generally industrial workers. In Orissa, 
the number of temporary migrants is 
small as there are but a few industrial 
towns. Thus neither permanent settlers 
nor temporary migrants are moving in 
large number from villages to towns. 
Urban development has therefore been 
slow. 

INCREASING TENDENCY 

5. In recent times, the migrant to the 
town is increasingly becoming reluctant 
to return to villages. Once a person 
has been in a town for some length of 
time, he is looking for passing the rest 
of his life there. Recreations and diver
sions of the towns are gradually changing 

the conv-entional ideas of permanent 
home. He gets accustomed to purchase 
hi3 necessities from the daily bazaars 
in the towns rather than wait for the · 
weekly or bi-weekly markets dealing 
with a limited number of commodities. 
The gradual spread of electricity and 
motion pictures in towns are features to 
captivate his choice of permanent resi
dence. Higher education is also avail
able in towns. In fact, he is slowly but 
effectively developing urban tastes and 
finds it difficult to adjust himself to the 
lack of amenities in old fashioned villages. 
There is evidence of a tendency for 
families rather than single individuals 
to move and settle in the towns per
manently. 

DEFINITION OF TowN 

6. The definition of a town as adopted 
in the present· census does not differ 
materially from that of the past. A town 
is a continuous group of houses inhabited 
by usually not less than 5,000 persons, 
which having regard to the character 
of the population, the relative density 
of dwellings, the importance of the place 
as a centre of trade and historic associa
tions, the Superintendent of Census 
Operations decides to treat it as a town 
for census purposes. The distinction 
between ' town ' and' village ' is not free 
from difficulties. The great majority of 
the rural areas is indeed rural in the most 
unqualified sense, but the urban character 
of some of the towns is not above sus
picion and in some cases it is hard to 
decide whether a particular collection of 
houses should be more correctly treated 
as an overgrown village or a small town. 
The chief criterion, however, is the 
character of the population indicating 
whether the majority of residents are 
non-agricultural or non-pastoral by occu
pation. There must also be the existence 
of distinct urban characteristics, such 
as, facilities for higher education, public 
utility services, local body administration 
and urban diversions and recreations. 
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It is difficult to condense into a working 
formula the attributes of a town, and in 
spite of all the care to secure a consistent 
application of the definition, the confer
ment of the urban status may at times 
be liable to be affected either by wrong 
exclusion or by wrong inclusion. 

CITY 

7. A city is a town in the above sense, 
with a population ordinarily not less 
than 100,000. 

REFERENCE TO STATISTICS 

8. In spite of the difficulty in drawing 
a line of distinction between towns and 
villages,· the figures in the Tables are 
a close representation of effective urban
rural distribution. Statistics of the 
population of towns may be seen in the 
following tables appearing in Part II-A 
of this Report. 

( i) Table A-III-Towns and villages 
classified by population. 

(ii) Table A-IV-Towns classified by 
. population with variation since 

1901. 
(iii) Table A-V-Towns arranged terri

torially with population by live
lihood classes. 

9. These tables give a statistical pic
ture of the growth of towns in Orissa and 
of the broad economic classification of 

the population in each town. The area, 
density, population and percentage varia
tion, etc., of each town ·may be seen 
in Table E. The statistics relating to 
economic classification in detail and 
relating to household and age structures 
which are known as B and C series 
tabl~s also give the relevant: statistics 
relating to urban areas. 

10. Besides the above, a set of eight 
subsidiary tables appear at the end 'of 
this Chapter. They are-· 

Subsidiary Table--

3·1-Distribution of population 
between towns. 

3·2-Variation and density of urban 
population. 

3·3-Inter-census growth rate du
ring three decades (urban popu~ 
lation). · 

3·4-Towns classified by population. 

3·5-Cities-Chief figures. 

3·6-Number per 1,000 of the 
general population and of each 
livelihood class· in towns. 

3·7-Livelihood pattern of urban 
population. 

3·8-Immigration into urban areas. 
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SECTION II . 

General distribution and distribution among Towns classifie~ by 
size ol Urban Population 

• 1. The total urban population of Orissa 
is 59!,070 living in 39 towns, one of 
which is a city. The average population 
per to\\·n comes. to 15,233. . ' 

PERCE~TAOE oF URBAN PoPULATION 

.. 2. The rural-urban proportion in the 
general population of Orissa has been 
examined in Section II of the last 
Chapter {Rural population) arid it need 

·not be repeated here. It may howev~r 
be briefly stated that the urban popula
tion constitutes 4·1 per cent of the general 

.. ·population of the State and· that this 
percentage is one of the lowest as 
compared with that of other States in 
India. The percentage of urban popula
tion is as high as 31·1 in Bombay, 
24:8 in 'Vest Bepgal, 19·6 in Madras and 
19·0 in Punjab. ..Among the States with 
low percentage are Assam with 4·6, 
Bihar with 6·7 and Madhya Pradesh 
with 13·5. The percentage of urban 
population in England and 'Vales was 
77·3 as early as 1930, and it must have 
been higher now. Among advanced 
countries, Russia only has a low 
proportion of urban population which 
stood at 32·2 in -1939, but the figure 
must have 'been considerably higher in 
the. meanwhile. 

URBAN DENSITY 

3. Towns vary widely in the amount 
of vacant land: included in their 
boundaries. Because of this reason and 
also because they have grown in a 
haphazard manner, their densities can
not be compared in a consistent mam1er. 
On account of these vagaries the density 
of some of the towns which are known 
to be small and not over-crowded appears 
high, while the density of some others 
which are defi.ni~ly overgrown, congested 
and large stand~ at a low level. A · 

reference to Subsidiary Table 3·2 .. show~. 
for example, that the density of. the 
urban area in Ganjam district is much· 
higher than that of Cuttack. According 
to these figures, Ganjam district has the 
highest urban density standing at G,35-1 
per square mile. Cuttack comes next 
with 3,761. The lowest urban df'nsity 
occurs in Bolangir with 1,698 p£'rsons 
to a square mile followed by Phulbani 
with 1,815, Sambalpur with 1,90-1, K.eon
jhar with 2,290 and Sundargarh with 
2,364. Other· districts of the State are 
in between these high .. and low density 
figures. . . · · · 

URBAN DENSITY IN OTHER STATES. 

4. The average density of population· 
of the urban areas of Orissa i~ 3~087 
persons to a square mile. Other States 
that have furnished information by the 
time this Report is ·written, show higher 
density as mentioned below:-

Name of State 

Orissa 
Travancore·C<'ohin 
Madhya BhR:at 

West Bengal 
Madras 
Uttar :Pradesh 
Madhya Pradesh 

Den.~ity por sqmne m ll' 
of the urban arua 

. . . . 

13,0 :: 
3.~~j 

5.!H3 

7,39~ 

The difference in the urban density 
is considerable between one State apd 
another. This is due to the fact that the 
States have not adopted any uniform 
principle in the fixation of limits C?f 
urban areas. Sometimes the area IS 

too small for the population or the 
number of houses contained therein and 
sometimes it is too extensive and 
contains paddy lands and strq,tchcs of 
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pastures and unoccupied lands. This has 
·resulted in widely different rates of 
density in respect of different States. 
Madhya Pradesh, for example, which is 
highly rural in character, is seen to have 
much denser population in the urban 
area than either Uttar Pradesh or :Madras. 
:Madhya Bharat presents a case which 
cannot be explained without presuming 
that the State is niggardly in allowing 
extension of urban limits for the over
growing population of its towns. Too 
much literal significance should not there
fore be attached to the above figures. 

ToWNS WITH HIGHEST DENSITY 

5. The reasons given in the paragraph 
above regarding the wide variation of 
urban density in different States in 
India also explain why different towns 
within a particular State show sharp 
difference in density. A list of 10 towns 
of the State having the highest density 
of population per square mile is given 
below. 

SI.No. Town Population Density 

1 Bhuban 7,915 26,383 
2 Parlakimedi 22,270 16,375 
3 Puri 49,057 7,544 

4 Berhampur 62,343 7,232 
5 Sambalpur 23,525 5,881 
6 Dhenkanal 10,352 5,816 

7 IJhatrapur 7,746 4,611 
8 Cut tack 102,505 4,478 
9 :M:achkund 8,591 3,835 

10 Birmitrapur 9,408 3,763 

The figures show some queer features, 
namely that an obscure and little class V 
town, · namely Bhuban, in district 
Dhenkanal, has the highest density in 
the State, exceeding 26,000 persons to 
a square mile, although the total popula
tion of the town is less than 8,000. 
The town is exceedingly small in extent, 
being a third of a square mile, and when 
the population is worked out to one 
square mile, it yields a high density, 

exceeding that of Bombay. The second 
highest density is displayed by a class III 
town, Parlakimedi, showing over 16,000 
per square mile, although the total 
population of the town is about 22,000. 
The city of Cuttack occurs 8th in the list 
with a density of 4,4 78. This is a poor 
index 'of population density for a city. 
In order to illustrate the congestion .or 
over-crowding in cities, the density of 
population of a few important Indian 
cities as revealed by the census of 1951 
is given below. 

.. City Density. 

Calcutta .. 78,858 
Bombay 25,579 
Madras 28,899 

• Delhi 18,568 
Nagpur .. 54,768 
Kanpur 36,577 

Lucknow .. 24,706 
'Patna 12,885 
Jamshedpur 7,655 

CLASSIFICATION OF TOWNS 

6. Towns have been classified accord
ing to population under six classes as 
follows:-

Class I 
Ciass II 
Class IU 

Class IV 
Class V 
Class VI 

100,000 and over 
5o,ooo to Ioo.ooo 
20,000 to 50,000 

10,000 td 20,000 
5,000 co 10,000 ' 
Less than 5,000 

7. Out of 39 towns in Orissa, there is 
only one belonging to class I, which is 
more appropriately knmyn as a city. 
This is the city of Cuttack which 
contains 102,505 inhabitants. There 
is also one class II town, namely 
Ber~ampur in district Ganjam, 
havmg ~ population of 62,343 in the 
present census. Class III towns each 
having a population between 20,000 to 
50,000 number 5, namely, Purl, Sambal
pur, Balasore, Parlakimedi and Jeypore. 
Puri is the largest of class ITI towns with 

12 
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a population of. 49,0.37. It is short 
of about 1,000 population for bein"' 
~ed higher in c!ass II. Sambalpu;: 
With a great future, IS the next important 
town in this class. There are 8 class IV 
towns, namely, those that have a popula
tion between 10,000 to 20,000. Such 
towns are Bhadrak, Bhubaneswar, 
Bolangir, Jharsuguda Kendrapara, 
Bhawanipatna, Jajpur and Dhenkanal. 
The biggest town in the class is Bhadrak 
with a population of 18,795 and the 
smallest is Dhenkanal containing 10,352 
persons. Class V among all the classes 
has the largest number of towns. These 
towns have each a population of 5,000 
.to 10,000 and·their number in the State is 
23, namely, Khurda Road, Birmitrapur, 
Rayaghada, Keonjhargarh, Baripada, 
Bargarh, Talcher, Gunupur, 1\Iachkund, 
Russelkonda, Bhuban, Chatrapur, 
Kantabanji, Sonepur, Nowrangpur, 
Surada, Aska, Titlagarh, Sundargarh, 
Patnagarh, Athgarh, Deogarh and 
Baudhgarh. Khurda Road is the biggest 
of these towns with a population of 
9,975. Important towns in this class are 
Baripada, the headquarters of 1\Iayur
bhanj district and Machkund which has 
a. future on account of hydro-electric 
scheme which is under construction there. 
In class VI, that is towns with a popula
tion of less than 5,000, there is only one 
town, namely, Banki in district Cut tack 
which has a population of 4,956. 

EXTENT 01!' URBANIZATION 

' 8. Subsidiary Table 3·1 gives the pro
portionate number of persons living in 
towns per 1,000 of the general population 
of the district. It appears that Ganjam 
is the most urbanized district in the 
State where 70 persons per 1,000 of the 
general population live in towns. In 
Cuttack, 54 out of 1,000 of the general 
population live in urban areas. The 
corresponding figures for other import
ant districts are Purl 48, Bolangir 44, 
Koraput 43 and Sambalpur 40. The 
least urbanized population appears to 

be Ii\-ing in l\Iayurbhanj where onlv 
9 persons out of 1,000 of the general 
population live in towns. In Phulbani 
the . number is 12, in Kalahandi it is 
14 and in Keonjhar 16. Other districts 
are in between these groups of high and 
low urbanized population. 

9. On examination of proportion 
between the inland and the coastal 
divisions, it is seen that out of 100 
persons living in urban areas of Orissa, 
38 live in towns of the inland division, 
namely 7 in Class III, 23 in Class V 
and 8 in Class IV towns while 62 live in 
tow?s of the co~stal division, namely, 
17 m Class I, 10 m Class II, 16 in Class 
III, 10 in Class IV, 8 in Class V and 
1 in Class VI towns. The distribution 
of population is more varied in the towns 
of the coastal division. 

DISTRIBUTION Al\IONG TowNs CLAssiFIED 
BY SizE oF PoPULATION 

10. Districts where a large percentage 
of the urban population reside in towns 
having a population of 20,000 and over 
are Cuttack, Ganjam, Puri, Balasore, 
Sambalpur and Koraput. These are the 
districts where there are towns of 
class III or of higher classes. In the 
district of Cuttack, out of 1,000 urban 
population, as many as 750 reside in 
large sized towns with population exceed
ing 20,000. But there is only one town 
of such description in the district, namely 
Cuttack city. All other towns of the 
district have population below 20,000 
each. Thus, Cuttack city alone contains 
75 per cent of the total urban population 
of the district. The percentage of in
habitants of such towns (20,000 or above) 
to the ··total urban population of the 
district is 74 for Ganjam, 64·9 for Purl, 
54·9 for Balasore, 45·4 for Sambalpur 
and 37·2 for Koraput. Among the dis
tricts where there are a substantial 
population living in towns of 10,000 to 
20,000 size are Kalahandi, Balasore, 
Dhenkanal, Bolangir, ~ambalpur, Purl 
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and Cuttack. The entire urban popula
tion of district of Kalahandi live in towns 
of this size. In fact, the district has only 
one town and it comes within this size 
of population and therefore shows 100 
per cent within the size. Other districts 
have lesser percentage of total urban 
population, living in towns of this size, 
viz., Balasore 45·1 per cent, Dhenkanal 
37·7, Bolangir 33·5, Sambalpur 25·9, 
Puri 21·9 and Cu ttack 17 ·1 per cent. 
As regards the towns of the next size, 
namely with population between 5,000 
and 10,000, two districts, namely, 
Balasore and Kalahandi have none in· 
the category. Four districts, namely, 
Mayurbhanj, Sundargarh, Phulbani 
and Keonjhar each have 100 per cent of 
their urban population living in such 
small-sized towns. The remaining dis
tricts have a smaller percentage. The 
last size is the town with less than 5,000 
population. There is only one such town 
in the State, which is located in district 
Cuttack and comprises only 3·6 per cent 
of the total urban population of the 
district. 

DISTRIBUTION IN NATURAL DIVISIONS 

11. As stated above, the inland division 
has got a larger number of towns, -
namely 23 than the coastal division 
which has 16 towns only. But the urban 
population of the coastal division is 
larger than that of the inland division. 
The 16 towns of the coastal division 
contain a population of 368,133 while 
the 23 towns of the inland division have 
a population of 225,937 only. The 
average number of persons per town in 
the coastal division is 23,008 and in the 
inland division 9,823. In th~ coastal 
division, 55 persons out of 1,000 of the 
general population live in towns while 
in the inland division only 28 persons 
do so. The distribution of population 
between the towns of different sizes 
shows that out of the total urban popula
tion of the district, a greater proportion 
in the coastal division and a lower 

proportion in the inland division live in 
large-sized towns. In the inland division, 
a· large proportion, namely 588 out of 
1,000, or in other words more than· half 
the total urban population live in class V 
towns, but in the coastal division this 
proportion is confined to 124 only. The 
coastal division has thus more populotis 
towns than the inland division although 
the latter has got a larger number of 
towns than the former. The only class I 
and class II towns of the State, namely 
Cuttack and Berhampur respectively; 
are situated in the coastal. division. 
Out of 5 towns of class III, 3 namely, 
Puri, Balasore and Parlakimedi · are 
'situated in the coastal division and only 
two, namely Sambalpur and Jeypore, 
are within the inland division. Out of 
class IV towns numbering 8 in Orissa, 
4 are in the coastal division and the other 
4 in the inland division. But among 
class V towns which_ are 23 in number in 
the State, as many as 17 are in th~ inland 
division while the small number of 6 are 
to be found in the coastal division. 
There is thus a high preponderance of 
large towns in the coastal division a;nd 
of small towns in the inland division. 

DISTRIBUTION o~ S~x 

12. The proportion of males to females · 
is apt to be greater in towns· than in 
villages. This is what might be expected 
because the industrial, commercial and. 
professional interests which draw wage
earners from their families are generally 
concentrated in towns. Immigration 
to these towns brings males to a consi
derable extent. This is why the propor
tion of males is higher in· the urban 
population. Out of the urban population 
of Orissa numbering 594,070, there are 
315,876 males and 278,194 females, 
constituting 2·2 and 1·9 per cent respec
tively of the total population of Orissa. 
The male preponderance is maintained 
in the two natural divisions separately, 
there being 118,874 males to 107,063 
females~ the inland division and 197,002 

• 
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ma.les to 171,131 females in the coastal 
division urban areas. In the towns of 
all districts except in a few towns of 
Dhenkanal, Bolangir and Ganjam, 
males numerically preponderate over 
females. In Dhenkanal and Bolangir, 
the males are larger in number than 
females so far as the total urban popula
tion of the district is concerned, but in 
a few individual towns of these districts, 
namely, in Bhuban, Sonepur and Patna
garh, females are slightly higher in 
number than males. It is only in Ganjam 
that the females are more in number than 
the males in the total urban population 
of the district. Taking towns individually, 
4 out of 6 towns of Ganjam, namely, 
Parlakimedi, Russelkonda, Surada and 
Aska. have a. preponderance of females 

while the remaining two, namely, 
Berhampur and Chatrapur, have an 
excess of male population, though by a 
small margin. 

13. :Masculinity of the urban popula
tion has been increasing in Orissa from 
decade to decade. A reference to the 
Subsidiary Table 6·4 is interesting as it 
shows the decline of feminine ratio in 
the population of towns in different 
years. Out of 1,000 males in the urban 
population of Orissa, the number of 
females stood at 963 in 1921, 930 in 
1931, 918 in 1941 and finally 881 in 
1951. This means that masculine propor
tion correspondingly grew during these 
years and the trend of growth has 
remained steady .. 
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SECTION Ill 
Growth 

1. With the growth of general popula
tion, the population of urban areas has 
also been growing. But the trend in 
the growth rate 9f general or rural 
population stands in contrast with the 
trend shown by the urban population. 
The discussions in previous Chapters 
show that in spite of growth in numbers, 
the rate of growth of the general as 
well as of the rural population has been 
declining particularly since 1921, but 
with regard to the urban population, 
growth is perceptible not only in numbers 
but also in the rate. The growth has 
been steady but slow during the last 
50 years. 

SLOW RATE 

2. Both as regards the percentage of 
urban population and its rate of growth, 
Orissa offers a poor comparison with the 
urban population of other States in 
India. During the last decade the urban 
population grew by 26·6 per cent in 
Orissa while in Madras, the growth rate 
is 38·7, in Bihar 38·3, in Madhya Pradesh 
29·7 and in Travancore-Cochin 55·7. 
In the decade 1931-41 also, the towns of 
Orissa experienced a small rate of growth, 
namely 14·7 as against 25·6 in Madras, 
34:2 in Bihar, 26·4 in Madhya Pradesh 
and 26·5 in Travancore-Cochin. This is 
a definite evidence of the slow urbaniza
tion process in Orissa. 

SPEOllL FEATURE 

3. There is a special feature in consi
dering the growth of urban population. 
The number of towns have varied jrom 
census to census. Some localities, 
treated as rural in one census, have been 
given urban status in subsequent 
censuses. On the other hand, towns 
recognised in one census have been taken 
into the category of villages in the next, 

on the ground that they no longer pos
sessed chief urban characteristics. It is 
therefore necessary to consider the growth 
of towns in two different ways. At the 
outset, the growth in the. number and 
population of towns as they actually 
stood at various censuses will be exam-' 
ined and thereafter the growth in different 
depades by computation of figures on 
the basis of towns existing in 1951 will 
be discussed. 

GROWTH DURING LAST 50 YEARS 

4. For making a review of the growth 
of urban population, it may be sufficient 
to start from the year 1901 which will 
give a study for the last half a century. 
Moreover, it is not necessary to go back 
to older periods as the criterion adopted 
for distinguishing an urban from a rural 
area was yague prior to the year 1901. 
The conception of a census town as 
accepted since that year has been retained 
with little modification till now. The 
real growth or decline in the urban 
population is therefore more accurately 
discernible from the year 1901. The 
following statement gives the increase in 
the population and number of towns and 
also shows the percentage to the total 
population of the territory now covered 
by the State of Orissa. 

Year No. oftowna Population Percentage 

1901 a 254:,684 2•4:7 
1911 18 275,159 2•42 
1921 20 281,498 2•52 

1931 21 317,254 2•54 
1941 29 412,528 3•00 
1951 39 594,070 4·06 

5. During the last 50 years, the 
number of towns has increased from 
14 to 39 within the territory now covered 
by Orissa and the population has grown 
from 254,684 to 594,070 which amounts 
to an increase of 133·3 per cent. 
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fS. The mere mention of the growth 
in number of towns from 14 to 39 as 
stated above is not sufficiently indicative 
of their real growth. Apart from the 
growth in number there has been 
improvement in the classification of 
towns. In other words, on account of 
growth of population of individual towns, 
some have been promoted to hi(l'her 
class~s. According to the present cl~ssi
ficat10n, Cuttack was a class II town in 
19!1 but has become a city, or in other 
words, a class I town on the present 
occasion. Similarly, Berhampur has 
arisen from class III to class II and 
Sambalpur, Balasore and Jeypore have 
risen from class IV to class III during 
the last decade. In 1901, there was one 
class VI town, four class V towns, 
five class IV towns, three class III towns 
and one class II town. In 1951, the 
number of towns of higher classes has 
increased. There is now one class VI 
town, 23 class V towns, 8 class IV to,,"lls, 
5 class III towns and one under each 
of the classes II and I towns. 

7. The account given abov~, relates to 
the number of towns and the population 
thereof as they were actually recorded 
in previous censuses. No adjustment 
has been made on the basis of the number 
of towns existing at present. In order 
to obtain a comparable basis, figures have 
been computed and exhibited in Table 
A-IV, published in Part II-A of this 
Report, which shows what should have 
been the population if all the 39 localities 
treated as towns in 1951 census were so 
treated in all the previous censuses. 
In other words, the actual population as 
recbrded in different censuses of all the 
39 localities now treated as t0\\'1lS has 
been shown in the Table mentioned 
above. According to this estimate, the 
population of urban areas of Orissa has 
gro"n from 280,882 in 1901 to 594,070 
in 1951, a gain of 313,188 in 50 years." 
This amounts to an increase of 111·5 
per cent as against 133·3 per cent shown 

.• 

in pa.ragra ph 5 above calculated on tho 
basis of unadjusted number of tO\\"llS. 

8. Subsidiary Table 3·2 gins tho varia
tion of urban population from 19:!1 
~:mward.s. It appears that tho percentage 
mcrease of the urban population of Orissa. 
between 1921-31 was 12·2 which increased 
to 14·7 in 1931-41 and to 26·6 in 1941-51. 
The increase of urban population bas 
thus been high during the last decade. 
In fact the rate has been much faster 
than th.e rate of growth of the ger..~~c;.i 
populatiOn or of the rural population. 
The following statement gives the decen
nial rate of increase of the general, 
rural and urban population. 

Year General Rural Urban 
population population population 

19U·51 + 6•-i + 5"7 +26·6 

1931··1 +10•2 +10•1 +14·7 

1!121·31 +11·9 +11·9 +12•2 

N ATURA.L DIVISIONS 

9. The growth of urban population 
during the last 50 years has been higher 
in the inland division than in the coastal, 
mainly because of the greater increase 
in the number of towns in the inland 
division during this period. In 1901, 
the population of urban areas of the 
inland division stood at the humble 
figure of 50,856. But in 1951, it in
creased to 225,937, making an increase of 
175,081 or 344·3 per cent. In the coastal 
division, the population of the urban 
areas was 230,026 in 1901 which increased 
to 368,133 in 1951, an increase of 138,107 
in 50 years which amounts to 60·0 
per cent. Though there is a sharp differ
ence over a period of 50 years, the per
centage increase of urban population in 
both the divisions during the last decade 
(1941-50) is practically the same, namely, 
26·6 in the inland division and 26·7 in 
the coastal division. But in the previous 
two decades the percentage increase of 
the coastal division was very much 
smaller than that of the inland division. 
Between 1921 and 1931, the increase wa 

. I 
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16·9 per cent and between 1931-41 it 
rose to 23·5 per cent in the inland division. 
But the increase was so low as 9·8 and 
9·9 per cent respectively in the coastal 
division during the two previous decades. 

DISTRICTS 

10. Durin(!' 1941-51, the population of 
urban areas

0 
of all the districts has 

increased except in Phulbani where there 
has been a decrease to the extent of 
4·2 per cent. Among districts which 
have shown poor rate of increase are 
Sundargarh with 3·3 per cent, Keonjhar 
with 3·8 and Balasore with 6·9 per cent. 
As against these poorly growing districts, 
there are others that have made remark
able gains in the percentage increase 
of urban population. Notable among 
such districts are Koraput which has 
gained during the decade by 70·4 per 
cent, Puri by 39·0, Sambalpur by 30·0 
and Cuttack by 27·5. This is not only 
due to the increase in the population 
of old towns of these districts but also 
on account of inclusion of new towns. 

REVISION OF LIST OF TOWNS 

ll. In 1941, Orissa had 29 towns 
including one, namely, Binka in Sonepur 
subdivision. This locality was declared 
as a town first in the census of 1911 
when it had a population of 4,130. 'ns· 
population in 1921 was reduced to 3,597 
and in 1951 to 3,151. Not only on 
account of gradual decline in population 
but also on account of loss of urban 

characteristics, Binka was removed from 
the list of towns in 1951. To the 28 
other towns of 1941 were added 11 new 
ones in the present census, namely, 
Athgarh and Banki in Cuttack district, 
Bhubaneswar and Khurda Road in Puri 
district, Rayaghada, Machkund and 
Nowrangpur in Koraput district, Kanta
banji and Patnagarh in Bolangir district 
and finally Sundargarh and Birmitrapur 
in Sundargarh district. The aggregate 
population of these new towns is 91,620. 

FUTURE TOWNS 

12. A number of localities which have 
been treated as rural areas in the present 
census are likely to develop industrial 
and commercial activities in the coming 
years. The population is also increasing 
perceptibly. The inhabitants of these 
localities are gradually taking to urban 
way of life and by the time the census of 
1961 comes, the case of the following 
localities will deserve consideration for 
declaration as towns. The localities are 
Choudwar, Jagatsingpur and Salepur in 
district Cuttack, Jaleswar and Soro in 
district Balasore, Khurda and Nayagarh 
in district Puri, Hirakud, Burla, Barpali 
and Padampur in district Sambalpur, 
Boirani and Rambha in district Ganjam, 
Koraput and Kotpad in district Koraput, 
Angul in district Dhenkanal, Phulbani 
in district Phulbani, Rajgangpur . in 
district Sundargarh and Khariar Road 
in district Kalahandi. . · 

' 
Growth of City : Cuttack 

13. Cuttack, the only city of Orissa, 
first sprang into importance in the lOth 
century A.D. An interesting account 
regarding the origin of this town is given 
by Rajendralala Mitra.* . 

According to the Temple Annals, Nripa 
Kesa.ri, anxious to immortalize himself by 
founding a. new capital, selected Bidanasi at 

the point where the Mahanadi throws out the 
Katjuri to the west of the present town of 
Cuttack, as strategically the most secure and 
having the advantage of two navigable rivers 
for commercial purposes. The site did not 
however prove the most convenient. It was 
subject to inundations from the two rivers ; 
and his !;!On Makara Kesari (955-961 A1 D.) 
found it necessary to protect the new capital 

*Antiquities of Orissa, Vol. II, p. 163 by Rajendralala Mitra. 
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by an extensive rent.ment along the left bank 
of the Katjuri. The evil was not, however, 
entirely overoome, and lladhava Kesa.ri, the 
grand110n of the last, was obliged to fly &om 
the capital and establish a new metropolis on 
the otuer side or the Katjuri, away from the 
nver bank. Tbia he named Sarangad. A few 
reign• after, when Anangabhima was once 
cruising in the Mahanadi, he saw in the village 
of Chauduar, a common ('rane (Vaka) sitting 
over & large ha~k (Syamala) which it had 
killed. He tool!. this to be a sign of th<J !-!pecial 
goodne88 or the place, and established his 
metropolis there •••••• The present tuwn. is 
due to the Musnlmans, who settled to the west 
of the old \own, which was gradually forsaken, 
particularly aa the Katjuri threw up a large 
aand bank in front of the town, and rendered 
access to it by the river difficult •••••• The 
antiquities ofthe old town have all disappeared 
under the ravages of time, and little l'&n be 
t&id of them. L'he only masonry work of 
note now existing is the revetment on the bank 
of Katjuri. The only other work. which had 
come down to the 19th century was the fort of 
Barabati, which protected the old city from t!le 
land aide. Tbis was broken down by the 
English to supply materials partly for the 
erection of the False Point Light House, and 
partly for metal for paving 9f the city roads .. 

14. The construction of the fort of 
Barabati is assigned to various monarchs. 
Stirling is of opinion that it was built by 

' Haja Anangabhima Deo in the 14th 
century. In the Purnachandra Bhasha
kosha • mention is made of the con
struction of the stone embankment on the 
bank of the Kathjuri by l\Iarakata Kesari 
and of the Barabati fort by Anangabhima 
Deva. The Ain-i-Akbari, a reliable con
temporary historical record gives a detail
ed account of the royal palace at Cuttack 
having nine extensive court yards, which 
was built by Mukunda Deva in the middle 
of the 16th century. 

15. Cuttack continued to be the head
quarters of different Hindu dynasties 
who ruled over the country till the last 
independent King of Orissa, Mukunda 
Deva, was defeated in 1568. Khan 
Jahan Lodi who was appointed as the 
first Governor of Orissa. by the Agfhan 

Sultan of Bengal also selected Cuttack 
as his capital. \Vithin a few y£'ars 
namely in 1575, Cuttack passed undt'r th~ 
suzerainty of the .Mo(Thuls of Delhi 
during the reign of Emperor Akbar: 
Cuttack was then governed as a part of 
the Suba of Bengal, till in 1751 .Alivardi 
Khan, Nawab of Bengal ceded Orissa 
to the 1\Iarhattas. The l\Iarbatta 
Governors established their headquarters 
at Cuttack and ruled over Orissa for about 
half a century. On the 8th October 
1803, Col. Harcourt of the East India 
Company led on expedition, and crossin(T 
the river Kathjuri, entered into the tow~ 
by way of Lalbagh. Col. Harcourt and 
Mr.l\Ielvill then became the first 'Commi
ssioners for settling the affairs of 
Cuttack'. For many years after the 
first occupation by the British, Cuttack 
gave its name to the whole province, 
till the three districts of Balasore, Cut tack 
and Puri were created. 

16. The city stands at the apex of the 
delta formed by Mahanadi and Kathjuri 
rivers and is protected from inundation 
by solidly built stone embankment. It 
is the railway junction between Calcutta
Madras and the Talcher-Cuttack lines 
and many principal inter-district roads 
converge on it. The national highway 
between Calcutta and Madras which has 
partly been laid passed through Cuttack. 
The city is however curiously devoid of 
large public buildings or ancient temples 
of interest. It has a steadily increasing 
trade,. and imports large quantities of 
piece goods, cotton twist, kerosene, salt, 
sugar, spices and other· miscellaneous 
articles. The principal exports are rice, 
hide, timber, brassware, stone vessels 
and grains of various kinds. Besides 
having. special reputation for attractive 
filigree work in silver and gold and 
workmanship in horns and ivory, it is 
the home of many cottage industries. 
At close distance from the city are a 

• Purnachandra Oriya Bhashakoeha, Vol. U, page 1,234 by G. C. Praharaj 
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glass factory, a textile mill and an 
electric power-generating station with 
promise of several industries springing 
up in the coming years. Cut tack is 
tstill continuing to be the headquarters 
of the State Government, in spite of 
transfer of a few departments and offices 
to Bhubaneswar, and is the seat of the 
Utkal University, the High Court and 
the Central Rice Research Station. 

17. The population of Cuttack town 
is available from census records from the 
year 1872. Prior to that there were 
estimates, one of which shows that the 
town had a population of 40,000 in 
1825 and 46,436 in 1869. It appears 
that these figures were too liberal, for 
the population in 1869, that is to say 
two years after the decimating famine 
of 1866-67, could not have been higher 
than the recorded population of 1872. 
The population as recorded by different 
censuses from 1872 is shown below. 
Starting with a population of 42,667 
in 1872 the town grew slowly to the level 
of 52,528 in 1911, making a gain of 
9,861 in 39 years. The population 
however declined by the census of 1921 
on account of the influenza and other 
epidemics so that the population was 
less than what it was 20 years before. 
The town, however, made a good pro
gress in the next 10 years and contained 
65,263 souls in 1931. The growth of 
population between 1921 and 1931 was 
nearly 28 per cent. Between 1931 and 
1941, the status of the town was changed 
from the headquarters of an adminis
trative division in the Governorship of 
Bihar and Orissa to that of a full-fledged 
province. It was expected that between 
1931 and 1941 the population should have 
grown faster but on account of extreme 
congestion and limited scope of expan
sion, the increase was moderate, namely~ 
9,028 in 10 years. The population of 
the town in 1941 was 74,291 which is 
an increase of 13·8 per cent over the 
population of 1931. Between 1941 and 
1951, the growth has however been 

satisfactory, although a part of the 
increase was the consequence of extension 
of the municipal limits.. The population 
has increased by 28,214 or by 38 per cent. 
The population ofCuttack in 1951 exceed
ed the level of 100,000 and it was declar
ed as the first and only city of Orissa. 

Year Population 

. 1872 42,667 

1881 42,656 

1891 . 47,181 

1901 51,364 

1911 52,528 

1921 . 51,007 
r 

1931 65,263 

1941 74,291 

1951 102,505 

CoMPARISON WITH OTHER INDIA.N CITIES 

18. Cuttack has been declared a city 
on the result of the 1951 census. It is 
therefore one o~ the youngest cities of 
India. It is also one of the smallest in· 
India as its population which is 102,505 
is just a little above the minimum limit 
of qualification of a city. The result of • 
1951 census recognises 75 cities in India 
most of which are by far larger than the 
new city of Cuttack. A list of 12 
largest cities of India in order of their 
population is given below:-

Sl. No. City Population 

1 Bombay 2,839,270 

2 Calcutta 2,548,677 

3 Madras 1,416,058 

4 Hyder a bad 1,085,722 

5 Delhi 914,790 

6 Ahmedabad 788,333 

7 Bangalore 778,977 

8 Kanpur 705,383 

9 Luck.now 498,861 

10 Poona 480,982 . 

11 Nagpur 449,099 

12 Howrah 433,630 
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Growth ol important Towns 

19. Of all towns in Orissa, Berhampur 
seems to have gained most by growth of 
population during the last 50 years. 
It had a population of 25,729 in 1901 
which increased to 62,34:3 in 1951, an 
increase of 36,614 which amounts to 
over 142 per cent. The maximum 
growth took place in the last decade when 
the population of the town grew from 
43,536 to the present level which is an 
increase of 18,807 in 10 years. The 
principal reason of this large increase is 
the extension of the limit of the town. 
The town is also developing as the 

· nerve centre of an extensive road trans
port system and a distributing centre of 
commercial commodities for the inland 
district of Phulbani and the agency 
areas of Ganjam. It is gaining pro
minence due to export of various forest 
produce, particularly timber and hides. 
The population of the town as recorded 
in ~fferent censuses i~ given below :-

Year Population 

1872 21,670 

181!1 23,699 

1891 26,663 

1901 25,729 

1911 31,456 

1921 32,731 

11l31 • 37,760 

1941 43,536 

1951 62,343 

Puru 
20. Being a place of pilgrimage of 

all-India importance, Purl town shows 
fluctuations in the number of its inhabi
tants at different periods. This is due to 
a large extent to the volume of pilgrim 
traffic that happens to be present in the 
town at the time when the census is 
taken. Earlier estimates show that the 

town had a population of 30,000 in 
1825 and 19,825 in 1869. The decrease 
was due to the "idespread mortality 
in the unforgettable famine year 1866-67. 
The population of the town as recorded 
in different censuses is as follows. 
The recorded figures show a ste€'p rise 
in 1901 and a gradual fall from decade 
to decade, till in 194:1 it starts rising 
again. According to these figures, the 
town had more population 50 years 
back than now, but this is somewhat 
misleading. The population of the town 
was 28,794: in 1891 but it rose to 49,334: 
in 1901 and fell down to 39,686 in 1911. 
In fact, when the census was taken in 
1901, it is estimated that no less than 
17,000 pilgrims were present in the town, 
as the census happened to coincide with 
a big festival. The principal reason of 
the striking difference in recorded popula
tion of 1891 and 1901 is that railway 
communications were opened during this 
decade, leading to the extraordinary 
facility, unknown in history, in the 
movement of pilgrims from distant parts 
of India. There was thus a heavy stream 
of pilgrims to Puri in 1901, and if their 
number is kept out of consideration, the 
permanent population of Purl that 
year would be approximately 32,000. 
In ·the year 1911, the recorded popula
tion of 39,68~ contained about 5,000 
pilgrims. So the permanent population 
was a little above 34,000. In 1921 and 
1931, the normal population of the town 
either grew negligibly or declined. The 
town usually suffered from uncontroJled 
seasonal epidemics during occasiOns 
of festivals and had in those years a 
hiCYh death roll on account of fever, 
ch~lera, dysentery and diarrhoea. The 
population of the town however increased 
steadily during the last 20 years, fro~ 
37,568 in 1931 to 49,057 in 1951, agam 
of 11,489 or 30·6 per cent. The town has 
no commercial or industrial importance, 
but being mainly a sea-side health resort 
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and a place of pilgrimage of top-most 
importance, is likely to develop slowly. 

Yl'l!.r Population 

1872 22,695 
18!H 22,095 
1!!111 28,794 

1901 49,334 
1911 39,686 
1921 38,694 

1931 37,568 
1941 41,055 
1951 49,057 

SAMBALPUR 

21. A small and insignificant inland 
town, Sambalpur in 1872 had a popula
tion of 11,020, and slowly grew till 
1891. But this growth could not be 
maintained in the next decade, primarily 
due to the famine of 1900 and the high 
mortality due to fever, cholera and 
smallpox. The population declined, as 
shown below from 14,571 in 1891 to 
12,870 in 1901. Between 1901 and 1941, 
the population steadily but very slowly 
grew to the level of 17,079, an increase 
of 4,209 in 40 years, but during the last 
10 years the growth amounts to 6,446, 
so that the population stood at 23,525 
in 1951. Probably, this is but the begin
ning of what is to happen. A bright 
future for the town was assured when the 
foundation stone of the multi-purpose 
project at Hirakud was laid on the 15th 
of l\Iarch 1946. The site of the project 
is only 9 miles distant from the town, and 
the town has already' started attracting 
business men and speculators from differ
ent parts of India. The importance of 
the town as a business centre is rapidly 
increasing, and the growth of population 
is likely to be much faster in coming 
decades. 

Year 
1872 
1881 
1891 
1901 
1911 
1921 
1931 
1941 
1951 

Population 
Jl,020 
13,939 
!4,571 
12,870 
12,981 
13,594 
15,017 
17,079 
23,525 

BALAS ORE 

22. The town is noted for slow growth 
of population. Starting with a popula
tion of 18,263 in 1872, it grew to the 
level of 20,265 in 1881 and then remained 
practically stationary for a period of 
20 years, recording a population of ·. 
20,880 in 1901. A negligible growth was 
achieved in the census of 1911 when 
the population stood· at 21,362. Then .. 
followed a series of years when health 
was bad and mortality high, culminating 
in the catastrophic influenza epidemic 
of 1918-19 which was finally responsible 
in reducing the population by about 
20 per cent. The town was able to 
recoup such a small fraction of this loss, 
that even after years, namely in 1941, 
its population was less than in 1911 or 
even 1881. During the last decade, . 
however, it has made some progress, its 
gain in population amounting to 3,446 
or 17·8 per cent in 10 years. The town 
has a moderate amount of business and· 
commercial activities, and is likely to. 
grow though not as fast as other 
important towns. ··' 

Year Population 
1872 18,263 

1881 20,265 

1891 20,775 

1901 20,880 

1911 21,362 

1921 17,037 

1931 17,843 

1941 19,405 

1951 22,851 

OTHER TOWNS 

23. Among other towns of importance . 
from the point of view of population, 
are Parlakimedi and J eypore. Parla
kimedi has grown very slowly but 
steadily from a population of 16,390 in 
1891 to 22,270 in 1951, an increase of 
5,880 or 35·9 per cent in a period of 
60 years. It is an inland town and, in 
all likelihood, will keep on growing 
slowly as a result of increase in natural 
population. Lastly, Jeypore, an inland 
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town in Koraput district nearly 80 miles 
from the nearest railway station grew 
steadily and rapidly on account of being 
the headquarters of the administration 
of the :Maharaja, Jeypore, whose proprie
tary rights extend over the entire district 
of Koraput and beyond. :Moreover, this 
town serves as a base for the execution 
of the hydro-electric project at Duduma, 
though the site of the project is 46 miles 
distant from Jeypore. \Vith the growth 
of Machkund, which is assured, Jeypore 
will have a period of progress. The town 

started with & population of 7,065 in 
1891 and grew up slowly to 12,504 in 
1941. During the last decade, its growth 
has been very remarkable as it gained 
by 7,848 or 62·8 per cent in 10 years, 
its present population being 20,352. 

24. The growth of all the towns, 
including smaller ones not mentioned 
above, has been shown bv sexes and 
decennial variation in Table A-IV, 
published in Part II-A of this Report. 
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SECTION IV 
Movement 

l. The growth of cities and towns and 
the gradual industrialisation of the' 
country encourages movement of popula
tion not only from villages to urban 
areas but also from outside the State. 
The larger the town, the greater is the 
proportion of migrants residing therein. 
In fact, migration is th0 principal factor 
which contributes to the growth of 
urban areas, the rate of growth mainly 
depending upon the volume of migration. 
MIGRATION FROM RURAL AREAS 

2. The characteristics and causes of 
rural-urban migration have been dis
cussed in Section IV of the previous 
Chapter and need not be repeated here. 
It is apparent· that among the migrants 
to towns, the rural element is highly 
preponderating, although the total 
volume of rural-urban movement is small 
in Orissa, on account of the villager's 
general preference to rural life. Some of 
the migrants from rural areas become 
permanent settlers in towns, but others 
continue to stay on temporary basis, 
till it suits them on economic or other 
grounds. They keep contact with their 
villages, send remittances and return to 
their homes when out of work or ill or 
when there is any important ceremony. 
Discussing the attitude of such migrants, 
the Royal Commission on Labour in 
India, 1931, says, "In sickness and in 
maternity, in strikes and in lockouts, in 
unemployment and in. old age, the village 
home is a refuge for many". The 
permanent migrants however are guided 
by different points of view and generally 
move with members of the household in 
a body. 
CoMPosmoN oF URBAN PoPULATION 

3. Out of the total urban population 
of 594:,070 in Orissa, as many as 491,007 
or 82·6 per cent are1'attached to the 
urban areas of the district of birth. 
This shows that the population of towns 

is mainly composed of those that are 
born within the district whether in a 
village or a town. It is not possible to 
ascertain the number and percentage of · 
population moving from the rural to the 
urban areas of the same district, as the 
recording of place of birth in the census 
enumeration slip is confined to the men
tion of the district of birth, and does not 
extend to any administrative unit below 
the level of a district. It will not therefore 
be indicative of any movement between 
rural and urban areas of the same district 
or of other districts. The ·question 
whether more elaborate record of the 
place of birth could have been prepared 
is connected with other problems. In 
addition to the district-born people, 
the urban population comprises 17·3 
per cent of persons who are born outside 
the district. Of this, 8·4 per cent have 
come from other districts of the State 
and the remaining from outside the· 
State. 

NATURAL DIVISIONS 

4. The inland division has got a large 
number of immigr~nts into the urban 
areas than the coastal division. Out of 
the urban population of 225,937 · living 
in the inland division, 173,050 or 76·6 
per cent are persons born in the district 
of enumeration. The percentage of 
immigrants therefore comes to 23·4. In 
the coastal division, the urban population 
of 368,133 contains district-born people 
numbering 317,957, · constituting 86·4 
per. cent. The urban areas of the coastal 
division thus contain 13·6 per cent of the 
population as immigrants. 

5. Among the immigrants into urban · 
areas of the inland division, 20,375 or 

· 9 per cent are persons who have migrated 
from other districts of the State while 
30,674 persons or 13·6 per cent have 
migrated from other parts of India. 
The number of persons migrating into 
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the towns of the inland dirision from 
beyond India is 1,838 out of which a 
large majority, namely 1,533, were born 
in Pakistan and a small number of 305 
in countries beyond India and Pakistan. 
In the coastal division, the urban areas 

· contain 29,288 persons or 8 per cent of 
the population who have migrated from 

' other districts of the State. The number 
of persons that have come from other 
parts of India is 17,988 or 4·9 per cent. 
Persons belonging to countries outside 
India who are found residing in these 
towns number 2,900 out of which a 
majority, namely 2,475, have come from 
Pakistan and the remaining 425 from 
other territories. The percentage of 
people migrating from other parts of 
India is high in the inland division as 
compared with the coastal division. This 
is principally due to the construction 
of the multi-purpose project at Hirakud 
and the hydro-electric scheme at Duduma 

·in the inland division which have 
attracted workers, technicians, busi

. nessmen and others from various parts 
of India. 

- DISTRICTS 

6. The district which has got the 
largest percentage of mirgrants in its 
urban areas is Koraput. The towns of 
this district contain migrants who consti
tute 41·9 per cent of urban population: 
Other districts which are prominent in 
this matter are Sambalpur with 25•6 
per cent and Purl with 24·7 per cent. 
Keonjhar, Ganjam and Dhenkanal, on 
the other hand, show the lowest per
centa('J'e of immigrants in their towns. 
Koraput being a comparatively back
ward district, there are not sufficient 
number of district-born people to capture 
business activities and public services 
which consequently has fallen to the 
lot of persons belonging to other districts. 
In the town of Machkund a large number 
of persons coming from other districts 
and also from Madras are to be seen. 
This is why the percentage of immigrants 

in the towns of Koraput district is so 
high. Sambalpur shows a high pcrccnta(Te 
of immigrants because of the well kom~ 
reason of attraction offered by the execu
tion of the Hirakud scheme. Although 
Hirakud itself is a rural area, the popula
tion of Sambalpur town contains a good 
n:umber of outsiders who have come in 
connection with activities allied with the 
construction of the Hirakud project. 
In Purl district, a large number of immi
grants are seen as a result not only of 
the importance of Puri town as a health 
resort and a pilgrimage centre but also 
due to the location of Bhubaneswar con
taining the seat of the-State Government 
where a large number of persons belong
ing to different districts have moved. 
Cuttack does not figure very prominent 

·in this matter because it has its own 
large population in which the number 
of immigrants, though considerable, make 
up only a small percentage. 

MIGRANTS FROM OTHER DISTRICTS 

7. About half a lakh, or more acclU'ate
ly 49,663 persons, born in some other 
district of Orissa, are found residing in 
urban areas of particular districts. They 
constitute about 8·4 per cent of the 
total urban population. Judging from 
the actual number of migrants from 
other districts, Cuttack comes first with 
14,702 persons who were born in some 
other district but are residing in one of 
the towns within the district of Cuttack. 
Purl comes next with 12,118 such persons. 
But, if considered on the basis of per
centage, Puri comes first with 16 per 
cent and Kalahandi next with 15·5 
per cent although the number of immi
grants into the urban area of Kalahandi 
is very small, numbering 1,830 on y. 
Kalahandi has only one town, nam~ly 
Bhawanipatna wh:ch is a town with 
less than 12,000 population and therefore 
displays a high percentage of mirgants 
althoucrh the actual number of such 

0 

migrants is much smaller than many 
other districts. Koraput and Sambalpur 
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urban areas are also quite prominent in 
the matter of attracting persons born in 
other districts of the State. 

MIGRANTS FROM: OTHER PARTS OF INDIA 

8. The State of Orissa contains 170,021 
Indians born outside Orissa. Of these, 
121,359 live in villages of Orissa and the 
remaining . 48,662 n the towns. The 
non-Oriya Indians residing in towns of· 
Orissa form 8·2 per cent of the urban 
population. Among the districts, 
Koraput shows high figure of migrants 

. from other parts of India who number 
16,000, while the corresponding figure for 
Sambalpur is 7 646 and Cuttack 5,644. 
The high number of extra-State migrants 
living in Koraput towns is due to a 
large number of Madras-born persons 
coming and living {n the town of Macb
kund on account of the hydro-electric 
project under execution there. It also 
seems likely that a good number of 
persons born in Bisakhapatnam in Madras 
are found in Jeypore town which has 
grown rapidly dur:ng the last decade. 
The number of migrants from other parts 

of India into the towns of Sambalpur 
and Cuttack are obviously explainable 
because of their special importance. 

MIGRANTS FROM BEYOND INDIA .. 

9. The number of persons born beyond 
the territorial limits of India and found · 
residing in the towns of Orissa is 4, 73S. 
Out of this, a great majority, namely, 
4,008 have come from Pakistan alone. 
Most of these Pakistan-born people, but 
not all, are displaced persons who have 
settled down in the urban areas of 
Orissa. A small number of these persons, 
though born in districts now included in 
Pakistan, do not come under the techni
cal classification of displaced persons, as 
they migrated prior to certain specified 
dates, or when the partition of India had 
not taken place. Migrants from Pakistan 
are to be seen mostly in the towns of 
Cuttack, Puri, SambaJpur and Balasore 
districts, though otJ;ler towns also contain 
some of them. The number of migrants · 
from foreign countries other thaxi · 
Pakistan is small and amounts to 730. 
only and does not call for any remarks. 
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SECTION V 

Natural Increase-Births and Deaths 
1. The· difficulties in the studv of 

births and deaths and consequentiy in 
the determination of natural increase 

· have been discussed in the two earlier 
._- Chapters relating to general and rural 

pouplation. To rl'capitulate, the diffi
culties are mainly two-fold. First, the 
rt>gistration areas are not extensive and 
cover only a moderate portion of the 
total area and population of towns. 
Secondly, the quality of registration 
work is inferior and contains a large 
amount of error. Deterioration has 
particularly set in since the years of 
war when the agencies entrusted with 
the work of registration were unable to 
pay as much attention as before on 
account of their other increased responsi
bilities. On account of these reasons, the 
value of birth and death statistics is 
not high. 

URBAN REGISTRATION AREA 
2. The urban areas of Orissa cover 

192 square miles and contain a popula
tion of 594-,070. Registration of 
vital statistics has been extended to 
an area of 79 square miles only con
taining a population of 366,091. Thus 
40·3 per cent of the total area and 60·2 
per cent of the total population -of the 
urban areas of the State are under the 
registration system. These figures are 
inequally divided between the two 
natural divisions. In the coastal 
division the registration of vital statistics 
covers a considerable percentage of th~ 
area. and population of towns. But 
in the inland division it is poor. The 
registration system covers 76·7 per cent 
of the population and{59·9 per cent of 
the area of towns of the coastal division 
but onlyt3-t·9 per cent of the population 
and 23·2 per cent of the area of towns 

of the inland division. Thus, more than 
three-fourths of the population of the 
coastal division and a little more than 
one-third of the population of the inland 
division get the benefit of registration. 
But although the registration area covers 
about a third of the population in th<' 
inland division, it is not spread over 
different districts and cannot be taken 
to be representath-e of the conditions 
existing in the natural division. Only 
two districts out of nine in the natural 
division have the system in force in 
their towns. No record of vital statist~cs 
is maintained in the towns of the remain
ing seven districts of the inland division. 
The figures are therefore not typical 
of the tract they represent. The case is 
otherwise with the coastal division where 
all the districts of the natural division 
are represented. The extent of area and 
population covered in this division is 
also satisfactory. 

3. Urban areas as recognised by the 
Public Health Administration are not 
identical with the urban areas adopted 
in the census. According to the census, 
there are 39 urban units covering 192 
square miles of area and 594,070 of 
population but according to the Public 
Health Administration, there are 
15 urban units covering 79 square miles 
and having a population of 366,092. 
In other words, the Public Health urban 
areas are less than half the census urban 
areas. There are however certain locali
ties, namely, Koraput, Kotpad and 
Gudari all located in Koraput district 
which are urban areas according to the 
Public Health Department, but not 
according to the census. On the other 
hand, the census has declared many more 
localities as towns which the Public 
Health Administration has not yet recog-
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nized. Urban areas for purpose of vital 
statistics are as follows :-
Cut~ack ,;istrict . . Cuttaok city, Ker..drapara and 

Jajpur towns. 
Baluore d i.;trict • • Balasore town 
Puri diatrict Puri town 

Ganjam district • . Berhampur and Parlakimed 
towns. 

Sambalpur district • • Sambalpur town 

Koraput district Union Board areas ofKoraput. 
Jeypore, Now rang pur. 
Rayaghada, Gunupur, b.otpad 
and Gudari. 

Birth Rates 
4. Birth rates of urban areas are not countries and are, in fact, the result of. 

available on reliable basis prior to the de:fficiency in record. Both the districts 
year 1936, i.e., before Orissa was created mentioned above occur in the inland 
as a separate province. The inter-census division, and as mentioned in the para-
birth rates for the decades 1921-30 graph ~hove, deserve no notice. Among 
and 1931-40 could not therefore be the districts of the coastal division, 
worked out and exhibited in the Subsi- similar unreliable statistics come from 
diary Table 3·3. The rate for the last Balasore town. The decennial birth rate 
decade (1941-50) has, however, been for this town is shown as 10·4 per mille, 
calculated and sho"'-n .. This shows that a figure which is obviously absurd. 
the birth rate for the urban areas for The rates shown with relation to the 
the last decade was 25·3 per mille. The towns of Cuttack district is 29·3, of Puri 
birth rates of the general and the rural district 26·9 and of Ganjam district 
population are higher than this, standing 33·8. Of these three districts, the record 
at 28·2 and 28·3 per mille respectively. of Ganjam seems to be nearer the truth 
As there are no inter-census birth rates as the real birth rate is some where near 
for earlier decades, it is not possible to 40 per mille. 
study the trend in decennial rates for ANNuAL BmTH RATE 
the urban areas. 

NATURAL DIVISIONS 
5. The figures available from the Direc

tor of Health show that the decennial 
birth rate of the towns of the inland 
di~sio?- in 1941-50 is 13·6 per mille 
whiCh IS too good a record to be believed. 
The corresponding rate for the coastal 
division is as high as 28·6. For reasons 
given in previous Chapters there should 
be no difficulty .in rejecting the rate 
shown against the inland division as 
thoroughly unreliable. The rate shown 
against the coastal division, subject to 
characteristic errors and omissions, is 
less open to objection. 

DISTRICTS 
6. A reference to the decennial birth 

rate relating to urban areas of individual 
districts shows 10·5 per mille against 
Sambalpur and 14·9 against Koraput. 
These are rates not yet achieved by 
many highly progressive Western 

7. The annual birth rates for the urban 
areas of Orissa as maintained by the 
Director of Health is given in the follow .. 
ing page from the year 1936. The rates 
are much lower than what they should 
have been. The recorded rate is the aver· 
age for all the urban areas of the State. 
The birth record of the towns of the 
inland division and of the town of 
Balasore in the coastal division is 
unreliable, as pointed ou above. As a. 
result of the low ratef? thown against 
these towns, the aveage for the 
urban areas of the State as a whole has 
been correspondingly reduced. · Added 
to this is the fact that the record of the 
towns of Cuttack and Puri districts 
though somewhat better, is far from 
correct. All the districts are subject to 
the inherent defects of the registration 
system. Errors and omissions are usual. 
Moreover, the annual birth rates as men
tioned in the following page show inexpli
cable· fluctuation and indicate no trend. 

13 
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According to these figures, the birth rate 
is much higher in 1950 than it was 15 

. Year Birlh ra~ 

1938 26·0 
1931 23·6 
U38 U·8 

1939 26·3 
19t0 32·3 
1941 29-t 

19t2 28·3 
19t3 28·6 
19tt %4·3 

19t5 27·3 
1946. 3()-1 
un 27·3 

19t8 32·7 
1949 34·7 
1950 33•7 

years back. This shows that birth rate 
in towns is rising, which judging from the 
health conditions of the last decade is 
hard to accept. The only explanation 
that may be offered in this connection is 
that the record of births in towns as 
maintained by the Director of Health is 
highly faulty if not spurious in respect 
of a few towns. The decennial rate of 
birth of the coastal division for the 
decade 1941-50 comes to 28·6 according 
to the Subsidiary Table 3·3. If the 
under-estimate is calculated at about 
33 per cent in the minimum, the real rate 
of birth in towns may be 38 per mille. 

Death! Rates 

8. The observations made above death rate in towns was hhrher in 1950 
with regard to the reliability of birth than 15 years back. The death rate for 
rates of the towns of Orissa apply the year 1947 is shown to be low, although 
mostly to death rates. Keeping aside the available information shows that 
the figures of the inland division which this year was noted for high mortality 
are too faulty to be considered, the and bad health and stands next to 1943 
decennial death rate for the last decade and 1944 in the matter of widespread 
for the towns of coastal division is shown disease and virulent epidemics. The 
as 23·9 per mille, as against 27·9 for the explanation may probably be the same 
general population and 28·0 for the rural as in the case of birth records, namely, 
population. This may broadly show that the faulty chara"tt'r of registration. 
the death rate in the urban areas is 
lower than the death rate of the general 
or rural population. This view is but 
weak in nature on account of defective 
character of the statistics. :Moreover, the 
mortality figures were not made available 
prior to the year 1936 and as such the 
rates for the decades 1931-40 and 1921-30 
could not be worked out. It is therefore. 
not possible to examine the decennial 
trend in the death rate of urban areas. 

ANNuAL DEATH RATE 

9. The record of annual deaths of the 
urban areas of Orissa as maintained by 
the Director of Health, shows great 
fluctuations, which is not always possible 
to explain. The annual rates are shown 
below from the year 1936. Reliable 
figures prior to that year are not avail
able. It appears from these figures that 

Year 

1936 
1937 
1938 

1939 
1940 
1941 

1942 
19U 
1944 

1945 
1946 
1947 

1948 
1949 
1950 

Death rate 

21·3 
21·4 
2()-2 

22·4 
24•5 
27·4 

22•2 
32·4 
29•8 

27·5 
24•0 
20•6 

20•11 
22•3 
24-1 

URBAN STAT!hTlCS MORE ERRONEOUS 
THAN RURAL 

10. Vital statistics are at their worst 
in urban areas. In previous Chapters 
observation has been made elaborately 
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about the various defects in the registra
tion system, such as, the wrong basis of 
calculation of birth and death rates, 
inadequate extent of registration area 
and omissions in registration. Over and 
above these shortcomings, there were 
special reasons during the war period 
why less attention was paid to the 
fullness or regularity of registration by 
the primary reporters or their superiors 
being faced with added responsibilities of 
more emergent character. These condi
tions resulted in deterioration in the 
quality of record. Thus, the vital 
statistics of the postwar period became 
less dependable. Again, in the statistics 
of the postwar period, it is possible to ' 
distinguish the extent of erroneous 
character between the rural arid the 
urban rates. While the reporting and 
recording agencies of the rural area still 
clung to their time-old responsibilities 
with whatever amount of seriousness the 
situation permitted, the urban areas 
faced a virtual collapse in this matter. 
The administration of urban areas was 

ing in supersession of the administration. 
Under the circumstances, the towns .were 
unable to pay usual attention to· the 
responsibility of maintaining birtlf and: 
death records, to the same extent as was 
possible in the rural areas. The result is 
seen in the irreconcilable disparity of 
figures received from different towns. 
For example, the urban areas of Balasore, 
Cuttack, Puri and Ganjam which dis
tricts are situated in the same natural 
division and are identical more ·or less 
in climatic, health and food conditions 
display great difference in birth and 
death rates for any particular period. 
The death rate of urban population for 
the decade 1941-50 stands at 23·3 for 
Cuttack, 11·6 for Balasore, 36·4 for 
Puri and 20·7 for Ganjam.. Conditions 
in these contiguous ·districts could not 
have been so diverse as to produce the 
result exhibited by the ·recorded figures 
of death. The districts . of the inland 
division present a feature which is still 
worse and need no discussion. 

concerned with more varied responsibi- 11. As compared with the above posi-
lities than the mere supply of food, tion existing in urban areas, the statistics 
clothes and kerosene with which the of rural areas present a more consistent 
crying needs of rural areas were satisfied. picture. The decennial death rate of 
The responsibility of reporting vital 1941-50 for the rural areas is 29·4 for 
occurrences passed from the police to the Cuttack, 31 '3 for Balasore, 26·7 for 
local body administration of the town Puri and 24·5 for Ganjam Plains. These 
in the meanwhile. In many a town, the figures show a range of difference. which 
elected self-governing body proved un- agrees with general conditions , existing 
equal to the wartime emergencies, result- · in the districts concerned. 

Condition ol Health 
12. The highly faulty and misleading the increase of population of towns has 

character of vital statistics makes it .been quite fast. Growth of towns is a 
difficult to examine health conditions of general phenomenon to be seen almost 
the urban population. The review there- everywhere in the present age. But 
fore should be confined to certain broad a number of towns in Orissa present a 
features in respect of towns where condi- gloomy picture of stagnant or even 
tions of public health are grave and call decreasing population. This unwel-
for urgent attention. The most remark- come condition has not resulted from 
able feature of population growth as migration but as a consequence of un-
seen in the present and previous Chapters satisfactory public health due to lack 
is that while the general and rural of adequate prophylactic measures . and 
population has been growing but slowly, to ineffective control of epi~emics and 
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· other diseases. The case of a few indi
Vidual towns may be examined. 

13. Out of 39 towns in Orissa as many 
as 7 have lost population during the last 
decade so that the population of each of 
them at present is less than what it was 

. in. 1941. These are Jajpur, Bhadrak, 
Baudhgarh, Sonepur, Patnagarh, Deogarh 
and Birmitrapur. The loss of popula
tion in Birmitrapur is nominal and for 
practical purposes it may be taken that 
the population has remained stationary 
during the last decade. In the remaining 
6 towns, the loss of population is worth 
notice. The heaviest loss has occured in 
Sonepur, Deogarh and Bhadrak. The' 
loss of population of all these towns is 
shown below.-

Town Population 
in 1941 

Population 
in 1951 

Decrease 

1. Sonepur 9,065 7,356 -1,709 

2. Deogarh 6,537 5,711 826 

3. Bhadrak 19,550 18,795 755 

'· Patnagarh 6,189 5,900 289 

5. Baudhgarh 5,HO 5,498 242 

6. Jajpur 11,188 11,026 162 

7. Binnitrtlpur 9,426 9,408 18 

14. None of the above to"ns except · 
Jajpur comes under th~ registration 
system. It is therefore not possible 
to specify the cause of decrease of their 
population. In Jajpur fever appears to 
be the chief casue of high mortality and 
carried away a large number of victims 
every year during the decade. Diarrhoea 
and dysentery were also prevalent to 
a considerable extent throughout the 
decade and were responsible for the high 
rate of death rising to 4·4 per mille in 
1941 from this cause alone. The town 
continuously suffered from cholera and 
smallpox also. Cholera recorded the 
mortality rate of 3•7 in 1943 and 2·5 in 
1944 while smallpox took the death 
rate to the unprecedented level of 5·6 in 
1944 and 6·1 in 1945, which is the highest 
record in Orissa. These epidemics and 
fevers persisted in other years, though 

to a lesser extent. On the whole, tlw 
general health of the town was not 
satisfactory as a result of whirh the 
population instead of increasing during 
the period of 10 years showed an amount 
of decrease by 162 persons. 

15. More important and deserving of 
notice are the cases of Som•pur, D£'ogarh 
and Bhadrak where the loss of life was 
heavier. The decrease in population in 
Sonepur seems to have resulted from 
frequent and widespread outbreak of 
cholera and other epidemics. It is not 
clear what led to the fall of population 
in Deogarh as it is not usually known 
to be an unhealthy place. There may 
possibly be a common cause applicable 
to Sonepur and Deogarh, namely, that 
after the merger of s~ates leading to the 
transfer of political and administrative 
activities to the headquarters of the 
districts concerned and due to the loss· 
ofpowers of the ruling chiefs, there was 
a fall in the temporary population of 
these towns. As regards Bhadrak, tho 
cause of decrease is mainly the unsatis
factory health condition. In course of 
the review of health conditions in rural 
areas, it was seen that as many as 5 
police-stations withi? Bhadra~ subdi_vi-

. sion suffered from h1gh mortality durmg 
the last decade resulting in decrease of 
population. There were several years 
when deaths outnumbered births. Condi
tions of health could not have been very 
much different in the headquarters of the 
subdivision, particularly as it has 
suffered from loss of population like the 
rural areas. Other towns, namely, Patna
garh and Baudhgarh where population 
diminished during the last ten years, 
must have been under adverse conditions, 
but as the registration system has not 
been extended there, it is not possible 
to assign specific reasons. 

16. There are several towns, which 
though not registering a decrease of 
population in the last derade have bec_n : 
persistently suffering from bad pubhc . 
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health and high rate of mortality. They 
have just escaped an absolute decrease 
of population due to the general tendency 
at the present time for towns to grow in 
population on account of various factors. 
If these special factors were absent and 
the population was confined only to 
natural growth, the death rate in these 
towns was so high that a decline in 
population was certain. The mere overall 
increase as a consequence of the combina
tion of several circumstances should by 
no means take away the serious character 
of the health condition of these towns. 
Most notable among the towns where 
death rate has been high and conditions 
of health unsatisfactory are Kendrapara 
and Balasore. Conditions of health in 
these towns are more or less akin to 
those of the rural areas of the districts 
concerned, which has been fully described 
in Section V of the previous Chapter. 
It also appears that the system of 
recording births and deaths in these 
towns is highly defective and inefficient 
and therefore the recorded statistics fail 
to impress about the gravity of the 
situation. 

17. So far as the situation may be 
judged from the available figures on 
record, Kendrapara had very high inci
dence of death from fever. Death rate 
from fever alone ranged from 16·9 per mille 
in 1941 to 18·8 in 1946 with extensive 
suffering all throughout the intervening 

, years and thereafter. Dysentery and 
diarrhoea claimed 8·0 per mille in 1941 
and above 5 per mille between 1942 
and 1944. In the year 1942 Kendrapara 
and Sambalpur recorded the highest 
death rate in the province on account of 
cholera, which continued to be virulent, 
sometimes in combination with small
pox in subsequent years. Similarly, 
Balasore town had most adverse times 
between 1941 and 1947 on account of 
malaria, which took a heavy toll of life. 

. There were also frequent'' outbreaks of 
cholera and smallpox. Dysentery and 
diarrhoea are however not to be seen 

in this town to any marked extent. 
Among other towns of Orissa which 
suffered to a perceptible extent during 
the last decade are Puri, Berhampur and 
Parlakimedi. Puri was a chronic sufferer 
from cholera, diarrhoea and dysentery, 
the mortality from the latter cause alone 
being as high as 9·4 in 1943 and 8•3 in 
1944. There was a heavy number of 
deaths rlue to fever in 1943 and 1944. 
Berhampur was highly malarious in 1943, 
death rate rising to 15·8 from fever alone 
that year. The town was visited by 
a severe epidemic of cholera in 1941 and 
smallpox in 1946. Parlakimedi suffered 
heavily from cholera and smallpox in 
the year 1941. 

18. The standard of health in the towns 
of Orissa is generally poor. It is more so 
in respect of those that have been men
tioned in the paragraphs above. It is 
sad to find that the urban death rate in 
Orissa is much higher than that of 
many other States in India. It is of 
utmost importance that public health 
activities and general medical facilities 
should be further extended, at least in 
the suffering towns. The Government, 
no doubt, have taken measures for the 
improvement of health in towns but the 
question arises if such measures were 
adequate. It appears that anti-mosquito 
scheme was launched in many towns, 
and distribution of quinine and atebrin, 
draining and cleaning of water courses 
and similar other actions were taken. 
These activities have not sufficiently 
controlled the outbreak of diseases and 
so require radical extension. Many of 
the towns have got insanitary tanks. 
swamps and rice fields and wild growth 
of plants. They require continuous and 
intensive anti-larval and anti-malarial 
campaign, and in fact a determined 
fight against disease and death. Unfor
tunately the local bodies were mainly 
responsible for improvement of public 
health in towns and the Government 
could at least help by advice, funds and 
extra staff. It, was with this view that 
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provincialization of the Public Health 
staff' was done in February 1947, but 
the scope fot further work is as great as 
before. 

N..&TUJUL INCREASE 

19. In view of the highly defective 
ohar&cter of birth and death statistics 

in towns, it is not pos:;il.!a to work out 
the decennial rate of natual increase. 
But from all the evidence recorded above, 
it· appears reasonable to conclude that 
the natural increase of population in the 
towns of Orissa could not have been 
considerable on the whole. 
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SECTION VI 
Livelihood Pattern 

1. The composition of the urban popu
lation generally differs from that of the 
rural population. It is in the nature of 
things that the more varied activities 
of towns should attract a mixed popula
tion with less homogeneity than that of 
the countryside. Further, there appears 
to be a tendency for the population of 
the towns to show different characteristics 
from those of rural areas in certain 
definite directions. In Orissa, the differ
ence between the occupational structure 
of the rural and urban population is 
noticeable as elsewhere, though a few 
towns are dominated by rural economy. 
Subsidiary Table 3·7 gives the distribu
tion of 10,000 persons of urban popula
tion among different livelihood classes 
from which it appears that there are 
1,398 persons belonging to the agricul
tural classes and 8,602 to the non-agri
cultural. Agriculturists therefore con
stitute 14 per cent and non-agriculturists 
86 per cent of the total population of 
towns. 

AGRICULTURAL CLASSES 

2. The agricultural population is 
divided into the usual four different 
livelihood classes. The percentage which 
each class bears to the total population 
of towns is shown below :-

Livelihood class Percentage 

I-Cultivators ofland owned 7•8 

II--cultivators of land unowned l·li 

III-Agricultural labourers 2.0 

IV-N on-cultivating owners of land 2•7 

Among the agricultural classes, owner 
cultivators are found in large numbers 
living in towns. In fact, they constitute 
a little less than 8 per cent of the total 
urban population, or more than half the 
agricultural population of towns. Next 
in importance is class IV, or Zamindars, 

land-holders and other classes of agricul· 
tural rent receivers and non-cultivating 
owners of land, who constitute 2·7 per 
cent of the urban population or nearly, 
one-fifth of the agricultural population. 
The agricultural labourers, who belong 
to class III, are smaller in number, being 
limited to 2 per cent of the urban popula
tion. The lease-holding cultivators, such 
as, sanja, bhag, or thica tenants are the 
smallest in number and form 1·5 per cent. 

NON -AGRICULTURAL CLASSES 

3. The non-agricultural classes are 
overwhelmingly greater in percentage in 
the population of towns. They number 
8,602 out of 10,000, or approximately 
86 per cent of the total urban population. 
They are divided into the four non-agri
cultural livelihood classes as follows:-

Livelihood cla.sa Percentage 

V-Production other than cultivation 13•3 

VI-Commerce 176 

VII-Transport 

VIII-Miscellaneous services 

The most important livelihood class 
among the a hove is class VIII or those 
who depend for their principal means 
of livelihood on ' other services ' and 
miscellaneous sources. They alone con
stitute about half the total urban popula- -
tion or a little less than two-thirds of the 
non-agricultural population of towns. In 
this class are included persotis who 
derive their livelihood from construction 
and utilities, storage and communication, 
professions and arts and those who have 
taken to health, education, public 
administration and other services, and 
employment in hotels and restaurants, 
laundries and beauty shops as well as 
domestic service. Miscellaneous sources 
of livelihood, such as, income from in
vestments, pensions, family remittances, 
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proceeds uf begging and other unproduc
tive acth-ities come within this class of 
livelihood. This is therefore a very 
important livelihood class for the town 
population and absorbs nearly half of 
them. Details regarding these different 
clas~es of persons will be discussed at 
length in Chapter V. The livelihood 
class which comes second in importance 
among the non-agricultural classes is 
commerce (class VI) which engages 17·5 
per cent of the total population of towns. 
In this class are included the retail 
and wholesale traders in foodstuffs, 
beverages and narcotics and in textiles, 
leather goods and financial business. 
The next important livelihood class is 
class V relating to persons who are 
engaged in 'Production other than culti
vation. This class comprises persons 
who derive their livelihood from proces
sing and manufacture of foodstuffs, 
textiles, leather products as well as 
metals and chemicals. Persons engaged 
in mining and quarrying and in primary 
industries, such as, livestock, forestry, 
hunting and fishing, etc., are also included 
in this. livelihood class. Among the 
urban population a good many persons 
are employed in activities connected with 
processing and manufacture of foodstuffs, 
metals and chemicals, etc. Lastly, comes 
transport, which as a class of livelihood 
and claims an humble percentage of 
5·6 of the total population· of towns. 

LIVELIDOOD IN NATURAL DIVISIONS 

4. The livelihood classification of urban 
population of the two natural divisions 
shows notable difference in distribution 
among different classes. In the inland 
division 19·9 per cent of the population 
are engaged in agriculture, leaving the 
remaining 80·1 per cent to non-agricul
tural pursuits. But in the coastal divi
sion agriculture claims a lesser per
centage, namelv, 10·3 whik the remaining 
89·7 per cent· of population have taken 
to non-agricultural professions. Among 

·the agricultural classe~, class I has a 

small percentage in the coastal dh-ision 
but not so in the inland dh·ision. 13·2 
per cent of the total population belong 
to livelihood class I in the inland division 
but only 4·5 per cent belong to the same 
class in the coastal division. Similarly, 
while 9·9 per cent are agricultur;1.l 
labourers in the coastal division, 3.3·4 per 
cent earn their livelihood as such in the 
inland division. The number of class IV 
population is however greater in the 
coastal division being 3·3 per cent as 
against 1•7 per cent in the inland division. 

5. The sharp difference in percentarre 
which is noticeable between the h~o 
natural divisions with regard to the 
different classes of agricultural population 
is however absent in the case of non
agricultural classes. The difference is 
much smaller. As in the case of Orissa 
as a whole, each of the natural divisions 
has got a high preponderance in class 
VIII constituting 51 per cent of the total 
urban population in the coastal division 
and 47 per cent in the inland division. 
Next in importance is class VI, with 
19·3 per cent in the coastal and 14·5 
per cent in the inland division. The 
percentage with regard to the other 
classes is practically equal in both the 
divisions, being 13 in class V and 5 in 
class VII. 
DISTRICTS 

6. The percentage of agricultural and 
non-agricultural classes in the urban 
population of different districts of the 
State is given below:-

District Agricultural Non-agricultural 
classes classes 

Cut tack 10·7 89·3 
Balasore )4·0 86·0 
Puri 7·4 92·6 
Sambalpur 15·2 84·8 
Ganjam IO·G 89·4 
Koraput 12·0 88·0 
Dhenkanal 33·0 G7·0 
Keonjhar 43·8 ti6·2 
Phulbani 18·5 81'ti 
Bolangir IIH 80·G 
Sundargarh 33·9 M·l 
Kalahandi 18·7 81·3 
l'tlayurbbanj 1~·7 87·3 
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It appears that the percentage of non
agricultural cJasses is very high in the 
towns of Purl, Ganjam, Cuttack and 
Koraput. On the other hand, the 
districts where agricultural classes are 
prominent among urban population are 
Keonjhar, Sundargarh and Dhenkanal. 
The towns in these three districts are 

small ones and have got greater affinity 
l'lith the rural areas and therefore they 
have a comparatively larger percentage 
of agricultural population~ It may per.; 
haps be correct to hold that the per
centage of agricultural classes varies 
imrersely with the si7e of the town. 
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SECTION VII 
Concluding Remarks 

1. Although Orissa has been tradition
ally rural, there are unmistakable signs 
that a change is under way. \Vith the 
overall growth of population and the 
trend towards industrial and commercial 
expansion, a faster growth of urban 
population is ineYitable. Urbanization 
in this State bears a resemblance to the 
history of urbanisation in other parts 
of India in the· sense that everywhere 
the process is relatively slow at first and 
gradually gains momentum as it goes 
forward. The fall in fertility, the growth 
of education, the advancement in 
womens' activities, the decline of caste 

• · and the development .of political con
sciousness are all steadily contributing 
to the growth of urbanization. In short, 
as modem civilization tends to dominate 
the country, the pace of urbanization 
becomes rapid and the growth of towns 
is assured. 

GROWTH 0.11' PoPULATION 

2. The urban population constitutes a 
poor percentage in the general popula
tion of the State. Only 4 out of 100 in 
the general population live in towns and 
the rest in villages.· This is •:me of the 
lowest figures in India. But there is 
evidence that the number of towns and 
the population residing therein are 
growin(J' faster with the progress of time. 
The ~ban population grew by 12·2 
per cent in 1921-30, 14·7 per cent in 
1931-40 and 26·6 in 1941-50. There 
were 21 towns in 1931 within the territory 
now covered by the boundaries of Orissa. 
Dut the number increased to 29 in 1941 

. and to 39 in 1951. This shows that th~ 
growth is becoming faster. Acceleration 
in the growth of towns has started and 
will be kept up in all likelihood for many 
decades in future, till a larger number of 
cities and towns come into existence 
and the country is more extensively 
industrialized, modernized and urbanised. 

3. The distribution of urban population 
goes mostly in faYour of the coastal 
division, where 62 per cl:'nt of the total 
live in 16 towns, leaving the remainit\0' 
38 per cent to live in 23 towns of th~ 
inland division. A larger percentage of 
the total urban population liYe in towns 
which are big in size, though the numbl:'r 
of such towns is small. The towns of 
classes I to Ill number 7 and contain 
a population of 302,903, while the towns 
of smaller size, namely, those that belon(l' 
to classes IV to Vi, number 32 and 
contain a population of 291,167. 

CoNDITION OF HEALTH 

4. A review of the condition of health 
in the towns of Orissa has been made in 
Section V of this Chapter. A consider
able handicap was felt in this work on 
account of the extremely erroneous 
character of the records of births and 
deaths maintained for the population 
of towns. Though the vital statistics 
are generally deficient and inadequate, 
there was considerable deterioration in 
the maintenance of these records since 
the war years. This deterioration was 
to be seen to a very pronounced extent 
in the towns rather than in the rural 
areas. As observed earlier, ther~ was 
a virtual collapse of the registration 
system in most of the towns of Orissa 
during the last decade. The records 
relating to the towns of the inland 
division are thoroughly unreliable and 
those of the coastal division show such 
wide difference in figures of contiguous 
districts that they cannot be accepted 
without proper caution. The maintained 
statistics however are useful for forming 
an idea of the comparative mortality and 
ill-health caused by different diseases 
in towns. Fever, particularly malaria, 
in its endemic and hyper-endemic form 
has been causing severe loss of life in 
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many towns of Orissa. Mainly as a 
result of this, the population of as many 
as 7 towns has decreased during the last 
decade. Moreover, there are other towns 
which have just escaped an absolute 
decrease of population by a small margin. 
This is due to deplorable public health 
in these towns. Public Health Adminis
tration and medical facilities existing 
in these towns have been utterly inade
quate to bring the incidence of various 
diseases under effective control. Most 
unsatisfactory health conditions prevailed 
during the last decade in Jajpur, Kendra
para, Balasore, Bhadrak, Berhampur, 
Sonepur and to some extent in Puri, 
Parlakimedi and the towns of Koraput 
district. Ill health is thus widespread 
in the towns of Orissa and unless effective 
and adequate measures are taken to 
improve the condition, Orissa will be 
left far behind other States in India. 
in the urbanization movement and conse
quently in the march towards the ulti
mate goal of general and industrial 
development, and national progress. 

CONTROLLED DEVELOPMENT 

5. The growth of towns in Orissa 
has proceeded in an unrestricted and 
haphazard manner. In consequence, 
extreme congestion has resulted in parti
cular portions of a town while there are 
plenty of open space and unoccupied 
1ands within its limits. The municipal
ities and other local bodies in charge of 

town administration had scarcely the 
inclination or financial ability for under
taking the orderly development of towns. 
Only two towns in Orissa, namely ~Puri 
and Berhampur have got water supply 
schemes, and even the City of Cuttack, 
excepting with regard to a few Officers' 
quarters, was devoid of this usual urban 
amenity in the year 1951. Water supply 
schemes are most unavoidably necessary 
for many more towns, particularly those 
that suffer from bad health due to epi
demics and diseases. Existence of 
insanitary ponds and ·wild growth of 
shrubs and bushes are usual sights to 
come across in a town of Orissa. No 
town has got an Improvement Trust 
or Development Board. As the towns 
are growing in population, area a.nd 
number, the situation is becoming more 
complicated day by day. It is easy to 
lay out a plan in an undeveloped or open 
area and to control the construction of 
buildings and the lay out of roads or 
parks from the very beginning than to 
attempt to remodel the localities which 
have developed unmethodically, which 
means wasteful expenditure on the part 
of the administration and annoyance 
and loss in various forms to the people 
concerned. It is therefore necessary' that 
measures should now be taken for the 
controlled development of towns, parti
cularly of classes I to III. The necessity 
of creation of an Improvement Trust for 
the City of Cuttack needs no argument. 
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Subsidiary Table 3 Series 
31-Distribution of population between townt' 

No. per 1.000 Nwnber per 1,000 of urban popwatioa in $owne with 
PopuWioa 0. gAQeral • populatioa of 

.Na&unl cliviaoa ~ cli.Wio& per popula&ioa iD ---'"'\ 
$owa lowne 

20.000 and 10,000 to 5,000 $c) under 5,000 
over 20,000 10,000 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (6) (6) (7) 

OllilA 11,133 41 110 111 300 • 
~U Ortlll llllall. DIYIIIoa • 1,123 II 114 111 181 

1'11 Grilli Coutll Dlwllloa 13.001 II 704 151 114 13 

Ou~t.ok 27.326 54 760 171 f3 35 

~,.~ 20,823 38 549 ~1 

Pur1 25,181 " 649 219 132 

Sambalpur 12,960 40 454 269 287 

O.njlllll 19,052 70 740 260 

A11tm0r 

Plat,.. 111,062 'I& '140 260 

Ko ... pu' 10,932 172 6%8 

Dhenkanal - 9,152 33 377 Cl23 

Keonjhar - 9,343 - - 1,000 

Phulbani 5,498 12 - 1,000 

Bolangir 8,139 " 335 665 

. SUDdovgarh 7,684 518 1,000 

Jt•labao·li - 11,807 J.,l l,OOU 

ll~~arblaaaJ - t,UJ 9 ... .. 1,out 
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3·2-V&ri&tion and densitJ af urban population 

Percentage increase ( +) 
or decrease (-) Density 

Natural division and district -----A--
1941-51 1931·41 1921-31 1951 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

ORISSA +28•8 i +14•7 +12·2 3,087 
I 

3•33 Orlaa Inland Division +28•8 +23•5 +18•9 2,231 
., 

&·11 Orissa Coaatal Division ·+28•7 + a·a + •.• 4,~39 

. . 

Cut tack +27"5 +IO·I +15•6 3,7Bi 
.! 

Balaaore + 8·9 + 7•8 + !~•6 2,731 

Pari +39·0 +N + 0'2 3~502 

Bambalpur i,904. 

Ganjam +13·3 6,354. 

Agency 

PlainA +26·8 +IN 6,364 

Koraput .. +70:4: +37•9 +12·9 2,815 

Dhenkanal +26·8 +16•6 +25·7 2,918 

Keonjhar + 3•8 +19•0 +39•3 2,290 

Phulbani - 4•2 +27'4.. + 8•7 1,815 

Bolaugir +12•7 +23•4 +13•7 1,698 .. 
Sundargarh + 3'3 +11·7 +15·5 2,364.. 

Kalahandi + 8•7 +51•4. +12·5 2,302 

Kayurbhanj +12·0 +33•7 + 0·1 3,887 
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3·3-1 ntcr-cc~s:s tro\':t.-. rcta 
Urban 

Mean popalat.ion of decade 
Mean populdion of decade for area under 

regiatrat.ion of birth& and deaths 

19U..Q) 193140 1921-30 19U-GO 1931-4.0 1921-30 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

ORillA 131,115 . 439,087 388,571 323,827 228,142 107,109 
J-33 Orbsa lnlad Dlwllion 
1'11 Oriaa Coatal DIYilion 

Cut tack 
Baluore 
Pari 

Bam'-lpur 
Qanjam 

Ganjafft .Agenc11 
• Qanjam Plai~ •. 

Koraput 
Dheokanal 
Keonjhar 
Phulbani 

Bolangir 
Sundargarh '· • 
Kalahandi 
'Mayurbhanj 

102.211 
329,399 

121,910 
40,300 
64,950 

45,861 
102,239 

102,239 

43,368 
24.,556 
9,173 
5,619 

38,(07 
15,118 
11,335 
8,779 

181,540 134,122 
177,547 151,634 

102,256 90,7f2 
37,0'1 35,669 
52,491 50,572 

37,301 31,782 
85,259 75,651 

85,259 75,651 

27,672 21,939 
20,115 16,677 
8,284. 6,497 
5,124 4,326 

32,700 27,521 
14,089 12,414 
9,018 6,775 
7,237 6,191 

Inter-cenaua birth rate (Registered) 
Nat.ural.diviaion and district. 

•·. ( 1) 

'ORillA . 
3·33 Orllll Inland Dlw•slon 
1·11 Orllll Coastal Division 

Cut.t.ack 
Balaeore 
Puri 

8ambalpur 
Qanjam 

Qanjam Ag~Y 
Gan;am PlatN 

Korapu• . 
Dbellkanal 
Keonjbar 

. Pbulbani 

1941-50 

(17) 

15•3 
13•8 
28•1 

29•3 
10•4 
26•9 

10·5 
33•8 

33'8 

14.·9 

Bolangir •• 
8un~b •• 
Kalahandi 

1931-40 1921-30 

(18) (19) 

71,171 11,048 14,308 
151,351 112.094 192.803 

111,571 92,958 82,596 
21,128 18,62-l l7,UO 
45,056 39,312 38,131 

20,302 16,048 14,306 
74,596 61,200 6-1,636 

'11,596 61,200 51,636 

50,074 

Registered death& liuring decade 
,-

'"" 1941-50 1931-40 1921-30 

(20) (21) (22) 

68,304 
7,957 

10,347 -
26,028 
2,449 

16,411 

2,294 
15,459 

25,159 

6,668 

ll•JUrbhanj , • 
NOTa-l. Not.ea of SubaidiarJ Table 1•3 apply t.o this table also with the substitution of word 'Urban' for 'General' wherenr 

i' oocur. 
2 In rMpect of Koraput. district the figures given includot the t.hree Union Board areaa of Korapuf., Kotpad and GuJari 
• whicb are •reated b7 the Healt.b Dt!partment. as "Urban" for collect.ion of vitalltatiatica. 
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I 
I during three decades 

population 
Growth of population Inter-census growth Registered births 

during deo.1de rate during decade ., ---., .. ,,.u, .. .-. •• u1vnuuu and distriot 

1941-50 1931-40 1921·30 1941-50 1931-40 1921-30 1941-50 1931-40 1921-30 

(8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (IS) (14) (15) (16) (1) 

124,911 60,145 44,517 23•5 13•7 11'5 81,920 ,, ORISSA 
47,442 33,910 20,927 23•5 21•0 15•6 9,725 3•33 Orissa Inland Division 
77,469 26,235 23,590 23•5 9•5 9•3 72,195 5·11 Orissa Coastal Division 

29,441 9,866 13,162 24•1 9•6 14·5 32,665 Cut tack 
2,691 1!,829 914 . 6·7 . 7•5 2•6 2,194 Balasore 

21,189 3,728 110 32•6 7'1 0•2 12,119 Purl 

ll,954 5,167 5,871 26·1 13•9 18•5 2,130 '. Sambalpur 
24,148 9,812 9,404 23•6 11·5 12•4 25,217 Ganjam 

Ganjam Agency 
24,148 9,812 9,404 23•6 11·6 12•4 26,217 ... Ganjam Plai718 

-.21!,579 8,814 2,652 52-1 31•9 12-1 7,o95 Koraput 
5,801 ~ 3,080 3,796 23•6 15•3 22·8 Dhenkanal 

339 1,439 2,136 3•7 17·4 32·9 Keonjhar 
-242 1,233 361 -4·3 24•1 8·3. Phulbani 

4,57S 6,840 3,519 11·9 20·9 12·8 Bolangir 
498 1,560 1,790 3·3 ll·J. 14•4 Sundargarh 
944 3,689 798 8·3 40·9 11•8 Kalahandi 
996 2,088 4 11'3 28·9 0·1 Mayurbhanj 

,1) 

Inter-census death rate · Decennial rate ofnatura1 Migration-cum-registration 
(Registered) increase (Registered) error 

r---------.A-------.,..---___,.________, r------'----~ · Natural division and district 
19!1·50 1931·40 1921-40 1941-50 1931-40 1921-~0 1941-50 1931-40 1921-30 

(23) (24) (25) 

21•1 
11•2 
23•9 

23•3 
11'6 
36•4 

11•3 
20•7 

2o-7 

11•1 

(26) 

4•2 
2•4 
4'7 

6•0 
-1·2 
-9·5 

-0·8 
13•1 

13•1 

3·8 

(27) (28) 

... 

(29) 

19•3 
21•1 
18•8 

18'1 
7•9 

42-1 

26·9 
'10'5 

10·6 

48'S 

(30) (31) (I) 

ORISSA 
3•33 Orissa Inland Division 
6·11 Orissa Coastal Divisi on 

Cut tack 
Balasore 
Puri 

Sambalpur 
Ganjam 

Ganj'm Agency 
Ganj4111 Plains 

Koraput 
Dhenkanal 
Keonjhar 
Phulbani 

Bolangir 
Sundargarh 
Kalahandi 
Ma:ynrbhanj 
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3·4-Towns clz:si r.:;a bJ -==•=l:ti::t 
Peroentage increase(+) 01' decreue (-) in clue t.utAI~ 

",.._or &owa Tcnrnt ot•nb P:g::iou &o total -olueiD 1851 ur p3plllatiou lUI &o 1951 1831to 18U 18Sl '-t 1931 

(I) (I) (3) ,,, (6) (d) 
• 

1 I 17·3 +38·0 +11•8 +:l7"8 

11 I 10'1 +U2 +11·3 +lti·3 

w I Z3•J +tN +10'0 +N 

IV 8 18•1 +19-' +14·1 + 4·7 

v 23 30'0 +i2•7 +18•3 +17•1 

VI I 0"8 +'1'6 + 8•3 +15·· 

.. 
3·5-Cities-Chief figures 

Percentage inoreaae ( +) or decrea&e (-) 
(.li~t Population Denait1 

lUI to 1851 · 1931 to 1941 1921 to 1831 1851 

(1) (2) (3) <•> (5) (6) 

('"''*" .. lOt,IIO& '·"7 +31•0 +11•8 +i1•8 
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3·6-Number per 1,000 of the general population and each livelihood class in towns 
Natural division and · General Livelihood classes 

distric~ Population """\ 
I II III IV v VI VII vw 

t 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) .(9) (10) 

ORISSA .. 41 5 10 6 73 85 244 428 184 
3·33 Orissa Inland Dn. 28 6 10 8 63 65 215 488 145 
5·11 Orissa Coastal Dn. 55 5 10 5 76 107 261 400 216 

• 
Cut tack 54 5 10 7 51 1Q5 276 293 205 
BalaRore 38 4 10 6 88 144 363 343 209 
Puri 48 3 3 2 73 64 223 .. 503 287 

Samba! pur 40 7 9 8 42 68 365 589 lSi; 
Ganjam 70 6 21 4 122 132 225 473 184 

Agettcy 
Plain& '18 '1 22 4 131 136 241 474 19$ 

Kornput 43 4 11 8 170 94 306 564 168 
Dhenkanal 33 11 44 10 48 95 192 260 157 
Keonjhar 16 5 25 22 31 28 178 207 116 
Phulbani . 12 3 4 1 76 45 32 259 51 

Bolangir 44 9 8 13 38 104 339 839 222 
Sundflrgarh 28 10 20 12 46 38 164 194 200 
Kalahandi 14 3 2 2 . 35 24 104 136 88 
Mayurbhanj 9 1 73 16 1156 136 77 

3·7 -Livelihood pattern of urban population 
Natural division and Per 10,000 urban population belonging to iivelihood class'' 

district r-- ._., 
I II In IV v VI "VII vm 

(l) (2) 43) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

ORISSA 783 150 196 269 1,333 1,751 559 4,959 
3·33 Orissa Inland Dn. 1,321 148 354 167 1,356 1,454 538 4,662 
5·11 Orissa Coastal Dn. 453 152 99 331 1,318 1,933 572 5,142 

Cut tack 515 117 134 299 1,256 1,812 412 5,455 
Balaaore 673 215 124 385 1,399 1,925 541 4,7311 
Puri 335 77 66 258 965 1,!!27 9i5 5,497 

Sambalpur 1,058 97 285 81 1,555 1,785 Sll! 4,327 Ga.njam 376 219 71 399 1,595 2,150 509 4,681 Agency 
Plains 376 219 71 399 1,595 2,150 509 .4,681 

Koraput 556 177 203 263 958 1,734 317 5,792 Dhenkanal 2,333 309 351 307 2,182 998 254 3,266. Keonjhar 2,460 366 1,393 158 702 984 120 3,817 Phulbani 1,421 102 118 209 2,776 1,006 247 4,121 
Bolangir 1,282 58 544 25 1,599 1,306 1,069. 4,117 Sundargarh 2,772 192 386 42 620 826 293 4,869 Kalahandi 1,465 73 235 94 785 1,370 116 5,862 Mayurbhanj 67!! 5 8 577 849 1,850 348 5,685 
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3·8-lmmi:ration into urt&n areas 

l1Ta,11ral diYi•ioll Total Dia~rid of enumeration O~her diqtricta or Other p"rta of Indi" &yond lutli., 
aod urbau the State 

diaUid popula\ioo " 
.4.. --. ..... ._ ___ 

Actual P8rcentage Actual Perot~ntage Actual Percentage Aotual Pt>rceuu.p 

(1) (2) (3) (!)e (5) (8) (i) (8) (9) (10) 
I 

OllilA 114,070 411,007 82·1 41,183 1•4 41,182 1·2 4,731 0·1 

J·U Orlllalnlant Da. 115,132 173,050 71•1 20,375 8•0 30,174 U·l 1,131 0·1 

I·U Orilla Coaltal Dn. 381,133 317,857 11•4 29,821 7·8 17,881 4•8 1,800 .... 

\ Cu\\aok 138,830 115,113 8'"1 U,702 10'8 5,6U ,.1 l.l'l'l 0•9 

Bruuore 41,6,6 38,727 93·0 560 1"3 1,8,0 ,., 619 1•3 

Pari £11,11« 116,89, 75•J 12,118 16·0 11,501 'l'-3 1,031 1•! 

s.mbalpur 111,838 38,549 7·H 4,949 9·5 7,646 U·8 691 1·8 

Gao jam 11U13 107,223 93·8 1,908 1•7 5,003 4·4 179 o·l 

Agener 

PloiM 114,311 10'1,~23 93"8 1,908 1"1 5,003 N 119 0·2 

B:oraput - 54,658 31.771 58·1 6.816 12•5 16,0011 29·3 71 0·1 

Dhenkanal - 27,,58 25,7" 93·7 1,220 4•4 19.} 0•7 327 1'1 

Keoojhal - 9,343 8,8U 9!-6 380 ,.1 ll7 1"3 3 o·c 
Phulbani 5,498 5,065 92•1 295 5•4 45 0·8 93 1·7 

Bolangir - 40,693 33,141 81'4 3,184 7'8 4,177 10•3 1111 0"11 

Sundargarh IIJ,36T 13,073 85·1 835 5•4 1,386 9·0 73 Q.li 

K.alabandi 11,807 9,431 70·0 1,830 15•5 38C 3•2 168 N 

'MaJ111b~ 0,177 7,463 80·4 868 0·3 728 7•9 J!l) N 



CHAPTER IV 
Agricultural Classes 

SECTION I 
Preliminary Remarks 

IMPORTANCE OF AGRICULTURE 

· 1. Agriculture has ever held the pride 
of place in the life and economy of the 
people of Orissa. It is the main occupa
tion of the people and nearly 80 per cent 
of the total population depend upon it 
for their principal means of livelihood. 
Agriculture is_ the premier source. of 
national income of Orissa, proVIdes 
food for 15 millions people living in 
the State and constitutes the bulk 
of export to other States, mainly 
in the form of rice which goes to 
meet India's food deficit to a certain 
extent in the present situation of the 
country. 1\Ioreover, the problems relat
ing to agriculture and population are 
inter-related on account of the fact that 
rates of fertility and mortality in Orissa 
respond to conditions of agriculture no 
less than to state of public health. It is 
therefore necessary to study the major 
issued involved in the agricultural 
economy of the State. 

Low YIELD 

2. '\Vith all the unparalleled import
ance of agriculture for the people of 
Orissa, its efficiency is surprisingly low, 
which may appear quite paradoxical in 
view of the fact that Orissa is one of the 
few States in India which is surplus in 
food production. This agricultural in-

efficiency and backwardness may be a 
feature more or less common to other 
States in India, for India as a whole is 
noted for extremely low yield. Accord
ing to one estimate,* the al'erage out
tum of rice in lbs. per acre stands at 
1,240 for India, 2,185 for U. S. A., 
2,433 for China, 2,998 for Egypt, 3,444 
for Japan and 4,568 for Italy. Thus the 
average yield per acre in India compares 
very unfa vourably with that of other 
countries. Crops other than . rice also 
have low yield in India. In Orissa, the 
yield of rice is 975lbs. per acre, which is. 
much lower than the average yield per 
acre in India. The economic loss that is 
occasioned on account of this low yield 
is indeed very high. If the output of rice 
per acre were raised to that of Egypt, 
the wealth of Orissa would increase by 
213·5 crores t of rupees per year. Simi
larly, if the output will be equal to that 
of Japan, the additional annual income 
would be 260·6 crores of rupees and if 
raised to the level of Italy, it would be 
379·3 crores of rupees per year. H this 
is the staggering loss in rice alone, the 
total loss on accotint of low agricultural 
productivity of all crops must be very 
high indeed. In ·other words, Orissa is 
poorer year by year to this stupendous 
extent, and the root cause of proverty of 
the general population is inefficiency in 
agriculture. 

• Agriculture and its Problems b7 A.. N. Agrawal,( Ranjit Printers, Delhi, 1951 ). P. 3. 

t The amount is calculat~ as follows : 
Oril'AA> has 9·6 million acres of land under rice. The anDual yield at the rate of 975 lbs. per acre comes to 

9,263 million lbs. But in terms of Egyptian outjlut, the production will come to 9•5 millions X 2,998 lbs. =:28,481 
million lbs. The present price of coarse rice C in husk ) ia 9 lbs. per rupee. The difference bEtween EgyptJ&D. and 
Orise&'s production being 19,219 millionlbs., the loss amounts to !13·6 crores of rupees. 
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Causes ol Low ProductivitJ 

3. U the productivity of the land in 
Orissa has been low, it is not so much on 
account of the natural deficiency of the 
land but on account of the way in which 
the land is handled. This is mostly 
born of factors arising from the culti
vators' poverty and the increasing pres
sure on agricultural land and similar 
other causes. A knowledge of the condi
tions that induce low productivity is 
necessary for planning and development 
of agriculture. Very often the problem 
of low agricultural productivity has been 
analysed mainly from its technological 
aspect, quite in isolation from its social 
and economic background. The problem 
must be viewed in a comprehensive way 
and not merely on the basis of technologi
cal grounds. The whole set of social, 
economic and technological factors that 
are prejudicial to the progress of agricul
ture must be taken into consideration. 
A few such factors are examined below. 

PRESSURE ON AGRICULTURAL LAND 

4. There is considerable pressure of 
population on cultivated lands which has 
been increasing during the last few 
decades. Discussing about the effects of 
excessive pressure on· land, Davis 
remarks,*-

The averape agricultural holding is quite 
amall. Pasture land is overgrazed. Few forests 
are lef,. Rural housing is extremrly inade
quate. Excess labor is backed up and wasted. 
Rural indebtedness is burdensome. And most 
lamentable of all, the competition for bare 
sustenance is 'Very grim even in the richest food
growing areas. There should be a surplus of 
the means of subsistence, but there i9 none. 
Everywhere in this fertile Jand of abundance 
the people who live on the soil and grow the 
food have less than enough to eat, not because 
the land is poor, not solely because the 
\echniques are antiquated ( though they are 
bad enough ), but because the numbers are 
too great. 

In 1881, the percentage of population 
depending on agriculture was 61·6. This 
proportion increased to 75·6 per cent in 
1911, and to 79·3 per cent in 1951. In 
the early years of the British rule, 
indigenous industries began to decay 
fast, which coupled with the rapid growth 
of population led to an abnormal and 
increasing dependence on agrieulture. 
The salt manufacture in Orissa coast 
declined rapidly in the last century being 
unable to stand the competition against 
Liverpool salt. Similarly, the weaving 
industry which was the most important 
occupation of the people of Orissa next 
to agriculture became less remunerative 
year by year with the flooding of Orissa 
markets with British textiles and piece 
goods. Similar decline resulted in the 
manufacture of indigenous articles of 
household use and stationeries. The 
people had therefore no other option than 
to fall back upon agriculture in ever
increasing number. This has resulted in 
fragmentation of cultivated land to such 
an extent that agriculture is tending to 
become less and less an economic proposi
tion for most of the people who depend 
upon it for their livelihood. 

INSUFFICIENCY OF IRRIGATION 

5. Inadequate water supply is also 
an important cause of unsatisfactory 
yield from land. The capricious charac
ter of rainfall has been discussed in the 
Introduction to this Report. In any 
particular year, the rains may be too 
inadequate or may come in excessive 
fall. Again, they may start too early or 
too late and may not be well distributed 
throughout the season. This has a 
serious effect in the success of the agricul
tural operations. Development of irriga
tion is indispensably necessary if tho 
agriculturist is no more to remain under 

------
• Popula,ion of India and Pakistan by Kingslt>y Devia, Page 22. 
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the mercy of the mons<;>on. . The per 
capita irrigated area in Ox:ssa, mstead_ of 
increasing, has been consiStently declin
ing for the last few decades. 

Loss oF FERTILITY 

6. The soil is gradually losing in 
fertility due to soil erosion and o~her 
reasons. It is believed that the agncul
tural land loses a part of its natural 
fertility every time a crop is grown which 
takes away about 25lbs. of nitrogen from 
an acre of land. If this land is not 
recouped by the application of appro
priate manure, the fertility of the soil 
decreases and with it, the yield. The 
loss in fertility on account of raising 
of crops from year to year is 
restored by natural process but not to 
the full extent. It is therefore necessary 
to fertilize by artificial methods the lands 
which grow crops. As this is not done 
to an adequate extent, the level of ferti
lity of the land is going down. 

LACK oF C:Ror RoTATION 

7. The technique of crop rotation 
and mixed cropping is but slowly 
spreading. It cannot be extensively 
adopted by the agriculturists because 
of the pressure on land. The holdings 
are small and the agriculturist is anxious 
to get as much money as possible from 
it and prefers gro"ing of cash crops 
wherever possible. The scientific method 
of crop rotation is thus neglected, leading 
to soil depletion and plant diseases. 

ANTIQUATED IMPLEMENTS 

8. Another main cause why product
ivity has not improved is the use of 
obsolete and inefficient agricultural 
implements and tools which are in vogue 
in Orissa. Most of these implements 
have remained unchanged from time 
immemorial. Although advanced 
countries have taken to the use of 

improved agricultural implements7 ensur
incr the cultivator better crop at reduced 
co~t, the agriculturists of this c~untry . 
have not changed their implements of 
the primitive type. The·wooden plough 
which merely loosens rather than upturns 
the soil does not contribute to enhance 
the fertility of the soil. The thrashing 
of grains by making bullocks tread over 
them and the winnowing operation with 
the help of wind have been in existence 
for milleniums. 

UNEcoNomc CA~·KEEPING 

9. There exists a state of competition 
between human and bovine population 
on account of insufficiency of scope for 
food and fodder crops. The cattle 
population in Orissa. is excessive which 
has resulted in the uneconomic proposi
tion of maintenance of superfluous cattle. 
The natural result of such a large number 
of cattle is reflected in the poor health 
and small size of bullocks which are less·. 
efficient for agricultural purpo~es and of 
cows which are less useful· for milk 
yielding purposes. Orissa. has 7 ,888, 736 
heads of cattle inclusive of cows, oxen 
and young ones but exclusive of buffaloes, 
sheep, goats, etc. This means that there 
is one head of cattle for every two persons 
living in Orissa. The following table * 
shows the number of cattle, the average 
annual milk yield per cow and the 
per capita consumption of milk in 
different States in India. 

Orissa 
Assam 
Bihar 

State 

Bombay 
Madras 
Punjab 

Madhya Pradesh . 
Uttar Pradeeh •. 
Wt.st Bengal 

Per capita 
Average consump-
annual tion of 

No. of cattle milk yield milk in 
per cow ozs. per 
inlb. day 

7,888,736 
4,244,232 

11,388,328 
10,8~0,0« 
16,563,920 
4,192,062 

12,836,108 
21,696,045 

8,456,721 

245 2·64 
140 1·23 
620 4·~7 

140 3·02 
450 4·18 

1,445 16·89 
65 2·0•) 

625 7•16 
420 2·77 

• Collected frc.m Indian Live-stock Statictics, 1947-48 to 1949-i:O issued by the Ministry of Food and 
Agriculture, Governmen' of India, 1952. 
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10. The preceJ.ing statement shows that 
with regard to the superfluous cattle, 
the position is not commendable any
where in India but that is no argument 
why· imporremcnt of _the situation i? 
Orissa should not be a1med at. Condi
tions in India are very much different 
from those of advanced countries of the 
world. India contains nearly one-fourth 
of the total bovine population of the 
world. In the year 19-15-4:6, the terri
tories now consitituting India had more 
than 134: million cattle while U. S. A. 
bad 82·4, United Kingdom had 9·3, 
Australia had 13·8, China had 19·8 and 
Russia had 63·2 million heads of cattle. 
A planned programme of restrictions 
of the number of cattle and of controlled 
breeding is essentially necessary not only 
for improved dairy f~rming but al~o for 
improvement of agncultural efficiency. 
This will prevent the aggravation of 
poverty of small holders and the exhaus
~ion of grass-land resources. 

OTHER FACTORS 

11. Other factors which are respon
sible for the low yield of crops are 
connected with such matters as inade
quate facility of rural credit, difficulties 
in marketting agricultural produce, 
fluctuation in the price level of commo
dities which makes the cultivator less 
confident, lack of capital investment on 
land and want of education in modern 
agricultural technique. These are the 
several factors which are responsible for 
low productivity and backwardness of 
agriculture in Orissa. The various pro
blems mentioned above are closely bound 
up with one another and cannot be 
isolated and dealt ·with piecemeal if a 
rapid agricultural df"velopment is aimed 
at. 

THE EXAMPLE OF JAPAN 

12. Agricultural conditions in Orissa 
are in many ways similar to those in 

Japan. Yet it is remarkable that in the 
matter of yield of rice per acre, tlwrt> 
should be such an enormous difference 
between the two countrit>s. Should 
Orissa be able to emulate Japan's 
example with regard to productivity of 
land, an immense improvement in lwr 
agricultural economy and increase in 
national income was assured. \Yhat 
might be learnt from Japan* in this 
connection is highly interesting. 

13. The most important crop of Japan 
is rice which is cultivated over 7·8 million 
acres out of the total cultivated area of 
15 million acres. The total production 
of rice is 10·4 million tons giving an 
average yield of 2,350 lbs. of clean rice 
per acre. The Japanese Government 
have given serious attention to the 
improvement of rice cultivation with the 
result that during the last 60 years the 
area under rice has increased by about 
25 per cent while the yield per acre 
during the same period has increased by 
about 70 per cent. In 1880, the total 
production of rice wa~ ~·9 million t?ns 
but it rose to 10·4 m1ll10n tons durmg 
1942, an increase of 113 per cent in 
62 years. Japan is able to produce 
about 80 to 85 per cent of food require
ments for its population of 78 millions 
from a cultivated area of 15 million 
acres. The extent of cultivated area in 
Orissa exceeds 12 million acres of which 
nearly 9·5 million acres are devoted to 
rice cultivation. This huge extent of 
land yields only 4·1 million tons of rice 
(in husk), which after meeting the require
ments of 15 million inhabitants results in 
a small surplus for export to other States 
in India. This makes a very un
favourable comparison with the produc
tion of rice in Japan which yields more 
than 10 million tons from less than 
8 million acres of land. 

14. The soil of Japan is generally 
poor in natural fertility as is the case wit~ 

• /.dopted from an article in the Indian Farming, Volume~. No.2, February, 195(,, pa~re 5 •. 
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Orissa. Japan's cultivated land consists 
mostly of coastal plains and narrow 
river valleys made up of sandy and sterile 
elements of volcanic material consisting 
of acidic Ia vas and ash which by no 
means make the land fertile. The soil 
of Orissa as has been observed in detail in 
the Introduction of this Report is 
mostly either of lateritic origin or of old 
alluvial deposits which are deficient in 
organic matter, nitrogen and calcium. 
As in Orissa, the holdings in Japan are 
small and the land is mostly prepared 
with hand tools and with implements 
driven by animal power. The high level 
of production in Japan has been attained 
in spite of poor quality of the soil, and 
the smallness of holdings, mainly 
through the application of results of 
research in practical farming, and by 
the disciplined and hardworking charac
ter of the Japanese cultivator. 

15. The efficiency of Japanese agricul
ture may also be due to the well organised 
administration for agricultural improve
ments. The country is divided into a 
number of agricultural districts of about 
500 square miles each. Each of the 
districts has a Central Research and 
Experimental Station with a large 
number of technicians roughly one for 
two to three square miles of area. These 
technicians maintain the liaison between 
the farmers and the Experimental 
Station, passing the results of research 
to the farmers and bringing the problems 
of the farmers to the notice of the 
Research Station for investi<ration and 
advice. Yet another factor that contri
butes to efficiency is the use of small, 
sturdy and economical machines. The 
use of such small implements for cultiva
tion is a special feature in Japan which 
minimizes labour and cost. Over 500 
factories produce agricultural machinery 
and implements worth about 40 million 
dollars every year. The special charac
teristics of these implements are that they 
can be ~sed efficiently in small plots and 
are smtable for small scale farming. 

Notable among such implements are the 
'Suki' or the Japanese light weight 
plough weighing about 35 to 40 lbs., 
harrows of various types including the 
notched rotary type for wet paddy lands 
and disc type for dry fields, paddy 
weeders driven either by hand or by 
live-stock, power tillers mostly dirven 
by oil engines of 5 H. P. or so, threshing 
machines which are either pedal driven 
or power driven, and many other imple
ments, such as, winnowers or hulling 
machines. These simple machines save 
time and labour of the small cultivators 
and add to their incomes and increase 
their efficiency. These are ideally suited 
for our country where holdings a:re small 
and fr!tgmented. 

16. In spite of high amount of urbani
zation and industrialisation, Japan more 
or less is a nation of farmers, with 43 per 
cent of households engaged in farming 
as against 80 per cent of the population 
depending on agriculture in Orissa. The 
average size of a holding per family· 
comes to 2·6 acres in Japan while it 
stands at 4·2 in Orissa. Thus, the 
average holding is very small and the 
cultivator and his family pay personal 
attention to cropping more on the 
fashion of a garden than a field. Generally 
two successive crops of rice are raised in 
the land, the seed being sown at first in 
nursery beds. The first crop is trans
planted in April and harvested in August 
while the second crop which is sown in 
nursery beds in July is transplanted 
after the first crop is harvested. The 
yield of the second crop is about 60 to 
70 per cent of the first crop. 

17. Thus the high yield in rice crop in 
Japan is due to successful double 
cropping but there are other important 
factors too. The cultivators have 
become fully conscious of the advantages 
of improved methods of agriculture. 
Their nursery and field practices have 
been modernised and they rely to a 
great extent on application of fertilisers 
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and use of improved varieties of seeds. 
Very often the seeds are treated with 
nutrient solutions or with chemicals so 
as to stand against plant diseases. Selec
tion of seeds is done by discardin(J' lirrhter 
seeds that float out in salt water ;oh~tion. 
~tly, intensive manuring which is 
highly necessary when improved 
varieties of seeds are used leads to the 
desired result. 

18. In Orissa, the use of improved 
seeds has hardly become extensive. 
Usually little or no manure is applied to 
the rice crop as the available cattle 
manure is very limited. The sowin(J' of 
mixed seeds, the absence of fertili~ing 
practice and the lack of water-supply at 
critical times are mainly responsible for 
the low yield of rice in Orissa. Orissa 
gets about 650 lbs. of clean rice per acre 
as compared to 1,010 lbs. and 890 lbs. 
per acre in the adjacent States of Madras 
and Bengal respectively. 

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT 

19. The development of agricultural 
resources requires first of all tackling 
the question of land reforms. Such 
reforms will involve a thorough over
hauling and re-organisation of the 
economic and social structure of the 
country. The abolition of Zamindari 
may just be the beginning of a difficult 
and colllplicated programme. Thereafter, 
many other problems have to be faced. 
The land must be redistributed, adequate 
water-supply must be assured, good 
manure, efficient tools and implements 
al).d improved methods of cultivation 
may ultimately bring the chances of 
doubling or tripling the food production. 
'Vithout these fundamental measures no 
real improvement of agriculture is 
possible. 

AGRARIAN REFORMS 

20. In view of the pressing need for 
improvement of agriculture, measures 
have been taken for agrarian reforms on 
various occasions since the creation of 

O~ssa as a separate province; by lrds· 
latrve and executive actions. One s~ch 
notable .measure is the appointmrut of 
a Committee on the 15th Non·mber 1946 
headed by Shri Nabakntshna Chaudhuri 
"to recommend legislative and other 
measures for reforming the differrn t 
systems of land revenue and land trnure 
that are in vogue in different parts of 
the province". But the greatest of 
the agrarian reforms was announced on 
the 27th November 1952 when Orissa 
~ntered upon a career of transformation 
rnto a new democratic order by abolition 
of 480 age-old Zamindaris which were 
either permanently settled or governed 
by. the law of primogeniture, under the 
Orissa Estates Abolition (Amendment) 
Act, 1952. Abolition of many other 
Za~daris followed soon after this date. 
Onssa has about 1,23,000 estates in all 
which it is intended to abolish in due 
course. Connected with this remarkable 
achievement in the domain of a!!rarian 
reforms is the de-provincialisati'on of 
land revenue and settin(J' up of local 
authorities for the manarr~ment of lands 
and for carrying out f~nctions of the 
Local Gov~rnment. The b~sic principle 
that underlies these reforms IS that in the 
ultimate analysis, land belongs to the 
community ~nd the community has 
always the nght to regulate it in its 
own interest. The principle was 
accepted at all time in the past in Orissa 
and in fact elsewhere in India, the kin rr 
or the ruler exercising the right as th~ 
representative of the community. It, 
however, receded to the background 
under the British rule, but during the 
last decade the food crisis in India and 
the futile, though costly, attempts to 
increase food production in the country 
ultimately brought home to all thinking 
people that the needs and interest of 
the community must be the prime consi
deration in any agrarian reform. Action 

· on these lines has just started and it will 
be the future which will give the verdict 
on the success of the scheme. A good 
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deal of uphill task in the matter of 
agrarian reform, however, has yet to be 
done. The incidence of land revenue 
or rent should be made uniform and 
equitable: The proprietory and inter
mediary interests that exist to-day should 
be eliminated, consolidation of holdings 
should be fostered, adequate provision 
of pasture and other types of communal 
lands should be mad(' and finally the 
agricultural production should be stepped 
up and the standard of living of the culti
vating class raised. The institution of 
zamindary ifil only one among a large 
number of factors contributing to the 
agricultural inefficiency in the country. 
Abolition of zamindary is undoubtedly 
an indispensable pre-requisite for the 
improvement of agriculture but its aboli
tion will not, by itself, bring in an era of 
plenty and prosperity unless accompanied 
by appropriate measures to tackle other 
connected problems. Advantage should 
now be taken of the reforms sponsored 
through legislation which are likely to 
give to the tenant a new social status 
and also the much needed sense of 
security and confidence .. 

DEFICIENCY OF AGRICULTURAL STATIS
TICS 

21. The statistics relating to acreage 
of cultivation and irrigation discussed in 
this Chapter are of non-census origin. 
In dealing with such statistics one is 
struck by the extreme deficiency and 
defective character of the records main
tained in this connection. The necessary 
facts and figures have been gathered from 
the Director of Agriculture, and 1 from 
such publications as the Season and 
Crop Reports, Land Utilization 
Stati!!tics, Agricultural Statistics 
of India, Agricultural Satatistics of 
the Eastern States Agency, etc. 
These publications with the excep
tion of the last one, are most likely 
dependent upon materials supplied by 
the Director of Agriculture, who happens 

to be the only ultimate sol1rce of informa
tion, particularly with regard to the old 
districts of Orissa. The Directorate was 
created a few years after the creation of 
Orissa as a separate province, and it was. 
not till 1944 that a whole-time Director 
of Agriculture was appointed. · It took 
sometime more to organize the collec
tion of agricultural statistics. This is 
why the Agricultural Statistics of Orissa 
are not quite useful, firstly because the 
agency of collection was not efficient and 
secondly because the satatistics did not 
go much into the past .. With some 
difficulty, figures for the last 10 years 
have been gathered. The further back 
of 1941 one goes, the poorer are the 
statistics, till one finds nothing but 
imagination for the period prior to 
1931. . 

22. The most reliable source, with 
regard to areas under different types of 
cultivation and irrigation, should have 
been the Land Settlement Reports. But 
it is unfortunate that more than half the 
area of the State never had any authentic 
survey and settlement operations. In 
the rest of the area, the operati9ns were 
held more than 20 years ago, so that the 
results are not useful for the study of the 
present situation. The _.Land Revenue 
Settlement of Sambalpur district took 
place in 1926 and of the three cmtstal 
districts during the years 1922 to 1932. 
Radical changes have taken place in 
various fields in the meanwhile. 

23. On account of these difficulties, 
a special temporary staff was appointed 
early in 1944 for collection of agricultural 
statistics. At the head of the organisa
tion was the Provincial Statistical Officer 
in charge of supervision and co-ordina
tion of the collection of agricultural 
statistics throughout Orissa. Below him 
were District Statistical· Officers in each 
district who were mostly officers of the 
Revenue Department, undertaking the 
responsibility of collection of agricultural 
statistics as a part of their multifarious 
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duties. In each district there were a 
number of agricultural statistical Inspec
tors under whom there were about 
7 amins. Each amin was in charge of 
~0 revenue villages whose duty was to 
mspect every field once at the time of 
sowing and again when the crop was ripe 
for harvest. The collection of statistics 
was base~ on the syst~m of plot to plot 
enume.rabon ~ut the s1ze of the primary 
reportmg urut was too large and the 
supervision was far from adequate or 
efficient, resulting in collection of figures 
which were considered not reliable. The 
department was therefore closed down 
within a few years, as the· quality of 
statistics collected by it did not justify 
the cost and trouble undertaken. 

24. In the absence of any other major 
source of information, reliance has been 
made mostly on the figures available from 
the office of the Director of Agriculture. 
His figures, however, have been discarded 
or criticized wherever they appeared to 
be highly faulty. The deficiency has been 
met to some extent from various official 
Reports, such as, the Report of the Agri
cultural Labour Enquiry, the Report of 
the Land Revenue and Land Tenure 
Committee , and publications issued by 
the "Ministry of Food and Agriculture. 
With these materials, an attempt has 
been made to build up as much of the 
story of progress of agriculture in Orissa 
as possible. 

REFERENCE TO STATISTICS 

25. Table A-V appearing in part II-A 
of this Report contains the figures 
showing distribution of agricultural 
rlasses in towns of Orissa. Table E 
gives particulars of each livelihood class 
of the agricultural population in respect 
of different districts, subdivisions, taluks, 
police-stations and towns. Table D-VII 
shows each livelihood class of the agri
cultural population by educational 
standard. The economic tables 
(B Series) appearing in Part II-B of this 
Report show the distribution of the 

agricultural population bv livelihood 
classes and sub-classes in the mral and 
urban areas of each district. 

26. Besides the aboYe general tables 
a set of subsidiary tables has bee~ 
constructed for purpose of comments 
given in the following pages. These 
tables may be seen at the end of this 
Chapter. 

·subsidiary Table-
4·1-Agricultural classes per 1,000 

persons ~f general population ; 
Number m each class and sub
class of 10,000 persons of all 
agricultural classes; and com
parison -with agricultural 
holdings. by size. 

4·2-Livelihood class I (Cultivators 
of land wholly or mainly owned 
and their dependants). Number 
per 10,000 persons of livelihood 
class I in each sub-class ; 
Secondary means of livelihood 
of 10,000 persons of livelihood 
class I. 

4·3-Livelihood class II (Cultivators 
of land wholly or mainly 
unowned and their depen
dants). Number per 10,000 
persons of livelihood class II 
in each sub-class; Secondary 
means of livelihood of 10,000 
persons of livelihood class II. 

4·4-Livelihood class III (Cultivat
ing labourers and their depen
dants). Number per 10,000 
persons of livelihood class III 
in each sub-class; Secondary 
means of livelihood of 10,000 

1 persons of livelihood class III. 
4·5-Livelihood class IV (Non-culti

vating owners of land, agricul
tural rent receivers and their 
dependants). Number per 
10,000 persons of livelihood 
class IV in each sub-class; 
Secondary mean8 of livelihood 
of 10,000 persons of livelihood 
class IV. 
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4·6-Active and semi-active 
workers in cultivation. 

4·7-Progre&s of cultivation during 
three decades. 

:4·8-Components of cultivated area 
per capita during three decades. 

4.9-Land area per capita (1951) ; 
and trend of cultivation per 
capita during three decades. 
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SECTION II 

Agricultural Population Ratios ;_ Se~f-supporting Persons and Dependants ; 
. Secondary means of Laveljhood of Agricultural Classes 

PERcENTAGE oF AGRICt:LTURAL PoPULA· 
TION 

1. Persons belonging to the agricultural 
classes in Orissa constitute four-fifths of 
the total population. The population of 
the State is 146·5 lak.hs, of which 116·1 
lak.hs or 79·3 per cent belong to agricul
tural classes. There are many States in 
India which have a lower percentage of 
agricultural population than Orissa but 
there are a few which have a higher 
percentage. The percentage of agricul
tural population stands at 76·0 in :Madhya 
Pradesh, 74·2 in Uttar Pradesh, 73·3 in 
Assam, 64·9 in Madras, 64:5 in Punjab, 
61·5 in Bombay and 57·2 in '\Vest Bengal. 
Bihar and Vindhya Pradesh, however, 
have got higher percentages of agricul
tural population, namely, 86·0 and 87·1 
respectively. Orissa is more agricultural 
in character than most of the States in 
India. 

2. In the inland division of Orissa, the 
agricultural classes are more numerous 
than in the coastal division. The inland 
division contains 82·7 and the coastal 
division 75·2 per cent of the general 
population. Districts having high agri
cultural proportion of the population are 
Keonjhar, Sundargarh and :Mayurbhanj 
wherQ 89·9, 86·8 and 87 ·2 per cent of the 
general population respectively belong to 
the agricultural classes. Districts which 
have a low pl'oportion of agricultural cla
sess are Ganjam with~66·1, Cuttack with 
74·9 and Koraput with 77:3 per cent. 
The remaining districts occur in between 
these districts of high and low agricul
tural population ratios. These figures 
are given in Subsidiary Table 4·1. 

3. The Agricultural Labour Enquiry 
conducted by the :Ministry of Labour 
made a survey of the agricultural 
families and has arrived at certain results, 

This enquiry was confined to rural areas 
only. According to it, the percentage of 
agricultural families to the total rural 
families in Orissa is 83·2. In order to 
facilitate comparison with the results 
of the census, the percentage of agricul
tural population of rural areas to the 
total rural population of the State may 
be found out. Such percentage works 
out to 82·0. Thus, the results of the two 
separate investigations have yielded 
results which do not show any 
difference except to a nominal extent. 
The census figures are derived from the 
process of complete count unlike the 
Agricultural Labour Enquiry which was 
conducted on the basis of random 
samples. '\Vhile the results of the 
census are to be taken as more 
reliable o~his ground, it is to be noted 
that irrespective of the insignificant 
difference in the result of the two sets of 
investigations, one corroborates the 
reliability of the other. 
LIVELffiOOD CLASSES OF THE AGRICUL· 

TURAL PoPULATION 

4. Agricultural population is divided 
into four livelihood classes as mentioned 
in Section VI of Chapter I. To recapitu
late, the population depending for thier 
principal means of livelihood on agricul
ture are divided into the following 
classes, viz.-

I. Cultivators of land wholly or 
mainly owned and their depen

. dants; 
II. Cultivators of land wholly or 

mainly unowned and their 
dependants ; 

III. Cultivating labourers and their 
dependants ; and 

IV. Non-cultivating owners of land; 
agricultural rent receivers and 
their dependants~ 
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LIVELIHOOD SuB-CLASSES-DEFINITION 

5. Agricultural population may be 
divided on the basis of degree of depen
dence for thier maintenance into three 
sub-classes, namely, self-supporting per
sons, non-earning dependants and earning 
dependants. 

SELF-SUPPORTING PERSON 

6. ·where a person is in receipt of an 
income, and that income is sufficient 
at least for his own maintenance, then he 
(or she as the case may be) is regarded 
as a self-supporting person. Such income 
may be in cash or in kind. There must be 
at least one self-supporting person in 
each household and every household, 
ho wsoever poor in resources, is collec
tively self-supporting for otherwise it 
would cease to exist. 

7. Self-supporting persons are economi
cally actiye. But the following classes 
and groups of self-supporting persons 
constitute an exception and are not 
considered as economically active:-

( i) AU self-supporting persons of 
agricultural class IV. 

( ii) The following groups of self· 
supporting persons who are in
cluded in non-agricultural 
class VIII and derive their 
principal means of livelihood 
from miscellaneous sources 
(otherwise than through 
economic activity) :-

(a) Non-working owners of non
. agricultural property ; 

(b) Pensioners and remittance 
holders; 

(c) Persons living on charity and 
other persons with unproduc
tive occupation ; and 

(d) Inmates of penal institutions 
and asylums. 

NoN-EARNING DEPENDANT 

8. Any body who · is not .. a self
supporting person in the above sense is 
a dependant. A dependant may be either 
'earning' or ' non-earning'. If the 
person does not secure any income either 
in cash or in kind, he is said to be a non
earning dependant. Such class of persons 
are economically passive. They include 
persons performing. ·house work or 
domestic or personal services for other 
members of th:e same household but they 
do not include ' unpaid family workers ' 
or persons who take part along with other 
members of the household in carrying on 
cultivation or home industry as a family 
enterprise. 

EARNING DEPENDANT 

9. A dependant who is earning some 
amount of income which is not adequate 
for maintaining himself is known as 
earning dependant. The test is whether 
or not he secures a regular income even 
though it may be small. If he secures a 
regular income which is not sufficient 
to support him, he is an earning depen
dant. Such persons are taken to be 
economically semi-active .. Though they 
contribute to the carrying on of economic 
activity, the magnitude of their individul 
contribution is deemed to be too small to 
justify their description as economically 
active. 

10. Where two or more members of 
a family household jointly cultivate land 
and secure an income therefrom, each 
of them is regarded as earning a part of 
th~ income. None of them, is, therefore, 
a non-earning dependant: Each of them 
should be classed as either a self-support 
ing person or an earning dependant 
according to the share of income attri~ 
butable to him (or her). The same applies 
to any other business carried on jointly. 
This does not mean that any one who 
works is necessarily a self-supporting 
person or an earning dependant. Thus 
for instance, a housewife who cooks fo; 
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the family, brings up the children or 
manages the household is doing very 
valuable work. Nevertheless, her 
economic status is that of a non-earning 

· dependant, if she does not also secure 
an income. 

CLA.SSIFlCA.TION MADE BY THE AGRI· 
cuLTURAL LABoUR ENQUIRY 

11. In classifying the agricultural 
population of Orissa, the Agricultural 
Labour Enquiry has adopted a criterion 
of its own. The figures 6f classification 
made by the Census differ considerably 
from those of the Agricultural Labour 
Enquiry, even though there is practically 
no difference between the two investiga
tions so far as the total percentage of 
agricultural population is concerned, as 
seen in paragraph 3 above. Therefore, 
in making any comparison between the 
results of the Census and the Agricultural 
Labour Enquiry, it is necessary to allow 
for differences in the nature of the 
two enquiries and in the definitions and 
classifications which were adopted. These 
are stated below:-

(a) The 1951 census results are 
based on an enumeration of the 
entire population, while the 
Agricultural Labour Enquiry 
was confined to randomly select
ed sample villages. 

(b) The unit of enumeration was the 
individual in the 1951 census 
and the Family in the Agricul
tural Labour Enquiry. 

(c) An important item of difference 
between the two sets of figures 
arises from the method of classi
fication. The census divides the 
agricultural population into 
4 livelihood classes each having 
3 sub-classes based on the extent 
of dependency. Every indivi
dual was classified as either a 
self-supporting person or a 
non-earning dependant or an 
earning dependant. A self-

supporting person was a person 
whose income was sufficient at
least for his own maintE:>nancl'.A 
non-earning dependant was one 
who was not in receipt of an 
income and was entirely depen· 
dent on a self-supporting person 
for his own maintenance. An 
earning dependant was a person 
who was in receipt of an income 
which was insufficient even for 
his own maintenance. In the 
case of an earning dependant the 
principal means of livelihood of 
the person on whom he was 
depending was taken to be his 
principal means of livelihood 
and the source of his own 
insufficient income was deemed 
to be his secondary means of 
livelihood. 

12. In the Agricultural Labour 
Enquiry, the classification of the entire 
family generally follows that of the head 
of the household. The Enquiry dis
tinguishes 3 main classes and 8 sub
classes of the agriculturists, namely :-

( 1) Agricultural Owners
( a) Non-cultivating, 
(b) Cultivating, 
(c) Partly cultivating and partly 

non-cultivating. 
(2) Agricultural Tenants

(a) Non-cultivating, 
(b) Cultivating, 
(c) Partly cultivating and partly 

non-cultivating. 
(3) Agricultural Workers 

(a) Without land, 
(b) With land. 

13. Apparently, class 1(a) of the Agri
cultural Labour Enquiry is the non
cultivating owners which corresponds 
with class IV of the census. Similarly, 
class 1(b) (cultivating owners) corresponds 
with class I of the census. Class 2( b) 
(cultivating tenants) is the same as 
class II of the census. The totals of 
classes 3(a) and 3(b) may be taken to be 
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identical with class III of the census. 
But, in fact, it is dangerous to accept 
such basis of comparison, as the concep
tion of classification under the two sets 
of investigations · is considerably 
dissimilar. 

14. Land tenures vary. The same kind 
of right in land is known ~y different 
names in different States, while the same 
name covers different kinds of rights in 
land in different States. At the 1951 
census, a uniform definition of ' owner
ship ' of land was adopted and local 
officers were instructed to look to the 
actual nature of the rights in land in 
their areas and apply a common princip1e 
of classification uniformly in all parts of 
the country. According to this principle 
' ownership ' of agricultural land 
included every tenure which involved the 
riaht of permanent occupancy of land 
fo~ purpose of cultivation. Such right, 
it was stipulated, should be heritable ; 
it may be, but need not necessarily be 
also transferable. When the Agricultural 
Labour Enquiry commenced there was 
no such definition. The local terminology 
was followed. 

15. Now a comparison of the percent
age of diffe_rent classes shown by the 
Census and by the Agricultural Labour 
Enquiry may be made as follows:-

1951 Census Agricultural Labour 
Enquiry 

Percenta!!:e of rural Percentage of agricultural 
agricultural population to families 

total rural population ,.. 
Class Percen-

tage 
Agricultural classes 82·1 

Non-agrioult. u r a I 17·9 
classes 

I. Cultivators of 61·7 
land owned 

IV. Non-cultivating 1•4 
owners 

IL Cultivators of 6·1 
land unowned 

III. Cultivating la- 12·8 
bourers 

,----..A.--- _ _...,. 
Class Percen-

tage 
Agriculturnl clas- 83·2 

S€8 

Non-agricultural 16·8 
cla.sS<'s 

}
1. Agricultural 4bi 

owners 

2. Agricultural 3·9 
tenant!< 

3. Agricultural 87-1) 
workers 

16. As it appears from the above 
statement the proportions reported by 
the Census and the Enquiry show insigni
ficant difference so far as broad classi
fication of the population into agricultural 
and non-agricultural categories is con
cerned. But very wide difference is 
noticeable if the agricultural population 
is subdivided into various livelihood 
groups, such as, the owner-cultivators, 
tenants, labourers, etc. The proportion 
of owners reported by the Census is very 
much higher and that of tenants and 
agricultural labourers is much lower than 
has been found in the Enquiry. 
Obvio~sly, the Census and the .Agricul
tural Labour Enquiry have adopted very 
different definitions of owners, agricul
tural labourers, etc. Classification of 
agriculturists is extremely difficult in 
India because of the great diversity in 
the systems of land rights and sharing 
of agricultural produce in different parts. 
of the country. It is therefore of utmost 
importance that the definition of the 
terms used for denoting the classification 
must be thoroughly understood before the 
statistics are used or compared. 

PROl'ORTION OF SuB-CLASSES 

17. Subsidiary Table 4·1 shows that 
out of 10,000 persons belonging to the 
agricultural classes of the State a small 
number, namely 2, 777, are self-supporting 
persons and 990 are earning dependants. 
The remaining persons numbering 6,233 
belong to the category of non-earning 
dependants who are persons just doing . 
nothing. This l~rge number of persons 
among the agncultural population is 
wholly dependent upon a smaller group 
of persons who work and maintain them
selves as well as the non-working 
dependants. Comparison of the figure 
of Orissa with those of India as a whole 
shows that the number of self-supoprting 
persons are slightly higher in India on the 
average than in Orissa. Consequently the 
number of dependants is lower. The 
following table gives the percentage o(: 
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agricultural sub-classes in India and in 
di~el'('nt States for the facility of compa
rative study. 

Stale 

1::\"DIA 

Ol'i-. 
Uti&r Prade><h 
Bihar 
Weet Bengal 
Madras 
Born bey 
Madhya Pradesh 

~·r .... Ppo"'· 
mg peraon! 

28·7 

27·8 
29-7 

' 31·9 
26•0 
25·8 
24·6 
30·0 

Percentage of 

Non--rning Earning 
d"pen<lVlk dependant• 

69-6 11•7 

6~·3 9•9 
56·1 14·2 
64·0 , .. 
69.8 4•1 
69•1 6·1 
54·6 20·8 
41-1 28·9 

Punjab 26·8 58•2 16·0 
Allll8m 24·5 58·5 17·0 

18. Th~ extent of dependency is very 
marked m the coastal division where 
6,595 persons out of 10,000 are non
earning dependants while the corres
ponding figure for the inland division is 
5,957. This is so because amonrr the 
agriculturists of the coastal di~sion 
education is spreading faster than in the 
inland division so that a large number of 
their children are sent to schools rather 
than to fields and have been retuned 
as non-working dependants. The propor
tion of non-working dependants though 
smaller compared with that of the coastal 
division is in fact very high with relation 
to other sub-classes, namely, earning 
dependants and self-supporting· persons. 

19. The large proportion of non-work
ing dependants among the agriculturists 
of the two natural divisions is inversely 

. reflected on the earning dependants who 
constitute a much smaller proportion in 
the coastal division than in the inland 
division. 689 persons out of 10,000 of 
the general agricultural population form 
earning dependants in the coastal division 
but in the inland division their number 
is nearly double, namely 1,220. This is 

•. ·again due to the fact that in the inland 
: division a. large number of children are 
'not ·scnt to schools. but accompany their 
. parents to the field to attend to the lighter 
ite}IlS of agricultural operations. 

· 20. The difference· in proportion notir('-
a~le between the two natural divisions 
With_ regard to the dependants both 
earnmg and non-earning is notireable 
only to a small extent in the ca8e of 
self-supporting persons. Out of 10,000 
persons belonging to the agricultural 
classes, . there are 2,823 persons of self
S~PJ>?rtmg category living in the inland 
diviSIOn and 2,716 in the coastal division. 

21. Self-supporting persons constitute 
a l~ttle above one-fourth of the total 
agncultural population. The remaininrr 
three-fou:ths are dependants, mostly of 
non-earnmg type. In the district of 
~ambalpur t_he perce:r;ttage of self-suppnrt
mg pers?ns.Is very h1gh,.namely ~2·1 per 
cent while m Koraput the percentage is 
lowest, namely 25·6. As regards. the 
earning depe?dants, Sambalpur, Dhenka
nal, Bolangrr, Sundargarh, Kalahandi 
and Mayurbhanj show very hirrh per
centage while the districts of the 

0 

coastal 
division and in a few districts of the 
inland ~vision, such as,'' Keonjhar, 
Phulbam and Koraput earning depen
dants are small in proportion. Non
earning dependants are highest in propor
tion in Koraput, Keonjhar, Puri and 
Balasore and are to be found in lowest 
number in Sambalpur and.Mayurbhanj. 
The high pr~p!l~tion of dependants in 
some of the districts as mentioned ahove 
is due not merely to the social and 
economic conditions of the locality but 
also to the age structure of the popula
tion. A locality having a large 
proportion of children is likely to 
have a larger dependency ratio. This 
will· be examined further in Chapter yJ. 

SECONDARY l\fEANS OF L!vELffiOOD OF, 
AGRICULTURAL CLASSES 

22. Figures relating to the secondary 
means of livelihood of agricultura 1 
classes may be seen in the Economic 
Table B-II published in Part li-B of 
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this Report. Among the agricultural 
classes 17 ·2 per cent of the people only · 
have g~t secondary sources o~ livelihood, 
Of whom 7 ·3 are self-supportmg persons · 
and 9·9 are earning dependants. · 

23. The · following table gives the 
number of. self-supporting persons and 
earning dependants for 1,000 persons of 
all ·agricultural classes who have a 
secondary means of livelihood.· 

Proportion of llelj-Bupporting per&ons and earning 
dependants of agricultural classes having 

secondary means of livelihood out of 
1,000 persons of all agricultural classes 

Se~ondary means Sub-clasi OriHsa Inland Coastal 
of livelihood division division 

Cla.ss I S.S.P. 
E. D. 

Class II S. ~,P. 

9 7 ·:\ 9 11 
3 2 

E. D. 5 8 3 
Class III S. S.P. H 15 15 

E. D. 32 46 19 
Class IV S. S. P. 1 1 1 

E. D. 1 1 1 

ClaFS v S. S.P. 18 19 19 
E. D. 16 22 12 

Class VI • S. S. P. 11 9 13 
E.D, 7 7 7 

cL~svn S. S. P. 1 1 2 
E. D. 1 0 l 

Class VIII S.S. P. 31 28 34 
E. D. 26 34 20 

24. Out of 17 ·2 per cent of the agricul
turalpopulation having secondary means 
of livelihood, 7·4 per cent have returned 

· one of the four agricultural classes of 
livelihood as their secondary means of 
occupation and about 9·8 per cent have 
given non-agricultural professions as 
being the secondary · me~ns of their 
livelihood. Among the persons having 
one of the agricultural occupatio~ as 
secondary means of livelihood, the largest · 
proportion comes under cultivating 
labourers (class III), as 44 out of 1,000 of 
the general population come under this 
group. Among those that have non
agricultural occupations as their second
ary means of livelihood . the largest 
group ·belongs to miscellaneous services 
(class VIII) which contributes 48 out of 
1,000. The next important secondary 
means of livelihood for the agriculturists 
is the occupation .of class V, namely 
production other than cultivation which 
commands nearly 3! per cent or 34 out·. 
of 1,000. 

25. The following table shows the 
percentage of self-supporting persons 
having secondary means of livelihood 
and earning dependants to .. the total 
population of different agricultural liveli
hood classes. 

Sub-class Cultivators of land Cultivators of la.nd Agricultural Ia· 
owned (class I) unowned (class II) bourers (cla.ss m) 

Non-cultivating 
owners of land, 

agricultural rent 
receivers (class IV) 

Percentage of S. S. Ps. having • 7·3 11·1 5•2 11·7 
secondary means of liveliood 
to the total p!Jpulation of the 
ola.ss. 

Percentage of E. Ds. to the 9·4 11•6 12•1 
total population of thq class r 
having secondary means of 
livelihood. r ! 

Total 

26. Generally speaking the earning 
dependants figure in larger percentage 
than the self-supporting persons with 
regard to the secondary means of liveli
hood. This is so because all the earning 
dependants have some kind of secondary 
means of livelihood while this is not so 

22·7 17•3 17·2 

with regard to the self-supporting per
sons. In class IV, however, the position 
is just the reverse as this 'class comprises. 
generally well-to-do persons and their 
children seldom take to partial earning of, .. 
livelihood. Out of the four agricultural . 
classes, class II, nal!lely cultivators: ~f · ' 

15"·. 
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land unownedappea!" to have the highest 

· per cent of secondary means of livelihood. 
This is because the cultivators of this 
tla:ss have to give as much. as half their 
agricultural produce by way of rent to 
the owners of land and therefore stand 
in necessity of supplementing their 
income through a. subsidiary occupation. 
The cultivators of class I have the least 
necessity for taking to subsidiary income 
because owner-cultivation is more 
capable of providing maintenance than 
other forms of cultivation. 

SECONDARY MEANS OF LIVELmOOD OF 
WoRX.I.NG AGRICULTURAL PoFULATION 

27. The ·working agricultural popula
tion is composed of self-supporting per-
sons and earning dependants. The 
following table gives the distribution of 
1,000 self-supporting persons and earning 
depe11dants belonging to all the agricul
tural classes into eight livelihood classes 
according to their secondary means of 
livelihood. 

Secondary Inland Coastal 
meanaof OriBBii division division 
livelihood 

Cla88 I 45 42 44 

u 21 23 26 

m 120 142 97 

IV 4 3 a 
v 89 94 89 

VI 45 37 57 

vu 5 3 8 

VIU 147 as 152 

Total - 476 489 478 

28. It appears from the above table 
that 476 persons out of 1,000 working 
agricultural population of Orissa have a 
secondary means of livelihood. Out of 

them, 190 persons have for their second
.dary means of livelihood one of the 
agricultural occupations. The remaining 
286 persons have taken· to non-agricul
tural professions as their secondary 
source of livelihood. In the inland divi
sion dependence on agriculture by way 
of supplementary source of income is 
higher, namely 210 as against 279 in 
favour of non-agricultural employment, 
while in the coastal division, such depen
dence is lesser in extent, namely 172 as 
against 306 for non-ag:icultura~ pursuits. 

ABNORMAL DEFENDENCE ON AGRI· 
CULTURE 

29. It has been observed that 79·3 per 
cent of the total population of Orissa 

/?elong to the agricultural classes. This 
however simply gives the percentage of 
people who depend upon agriculture for 
their principal means of livelihood. There 
are also other people, in large number, 
who have taken to agriculture as their 
subsidiary source of maintenance. Such 
persons constitute 1·6 per cent of the 

- general population of Orissa, and the 
details of figures relating to them have 
been discussed in the paragraphs above. 
The overall dependence on agriculture, 
either as principal or as secondary 
source of livelihood is thus overwhelm
ingly high in this State. Agriculture, 
being thus the mainstay of a very large 
number of people, the general economic 
condition of the country is vitally affect
ed by the state of harvest from year to 
year. 'Vhen there is a fall in agricultural 
prices, or the season is unfavourable, a 
vast majority of the people'are bound to 
suffer. 
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SECTION Ill 

Relative proportions or different Agricultural Classes; correlated to di!tributfon 
. of land in Agricultural Holdings by different Sizes 

PROPORTIONS OF AGRICULTURAL CLASSES 

1. The proportions of differen~ classes 
of livelihood out of 10,000 agncultural 
population of the State, natural_divisi01:1;s 
and districts have been shown m Subsi
diary Table 4·1. It appears that out of 
a population of 10,000 belonging to the 
agricultural occupations, cultivators of 
land owned (class I) constitute by far the 
biggest bulk, namely 7,508, while culti
vators of land unowned (class II) number 
749, cultivating labourers (class III) 
1,554:, and non-cultivating owners of 
land (class IV) 189 only. T~ms am~ng the 
agricultural classes, the owner-cultivators 
are the most important class and the 
cultivating labourers are next in import
ance in numerical strength. The distribu
tion of thl agricultural population into 
four livelihood classes is shown below on 
percentage basis with regard to India. 
and important States. 

St.ate 

INDIA 

Ori.ua 

Asaam 

Bihar 

Bombay 

Perc(\ntage of total agricultural 
population 

,---------~-----------~ 
Class 1 Clasa II Class D I Class IV 

•• 67•2 12•7 18•0 2•1 

•• 75•1 7•5 L5•5 1·9 

•• j8•9 17•5 2·4 1•2 

•• 64•3 9·6 25·4 0•7 

•• 66•3 15•8 14•7 3•2 

Madhra Pradellh 65•1 5•9 26•9 2•1 

:Madraa •• 53•8 14.8 28•1 3·3 

runjab •• 59-8 25•0 11•9 3•3 

Utt.ar Pradeeh •• 83·9 7•0 7•7 1·4 

West Bengal •• 56•5 21·0 %1-4 1"1 

AGRICULTURAL CLAsSES Oli' 1951 
AND 1931 

2. An attempt may be made to 
compare the figures of 1951 census with 
those of 1931, regarding the percentage 
of different classes of agricultural popula
tion although the scope of such compari
son is limited. The following Table 

' gives the percentage of different agricul
tural classes to the total agri' ultural 
population of the State in the two cen
suses. Corresponding figures of 1941 are 
not available. 

1951 

r------------------~-----------------------~ 

Class ol agriculturists 

Cultivators of land owned 

Cultivators of land unowned 

Agrioulturallabourers 

Non-cultivating owners 

1931 

Peroen"G~ge to total 
agricultural popula• 

tion · 

15•6 

,----------------------A----
Claas of agriculturista 

Cultivating owners 

Tenant• 

Agriculmrallabouren 

Other agricultural population 

Percentage to total 
agrioultural popula

$iota 

s·s 

49·1 
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There i3 marked difference "ith re{Tard 
to· all except the last class of the ~gri
cultural population. Various tenancy 
laws which ha¥e been enacted during the 
last 20 years may be an important 
cause of this difference. Moreo¥er, 
changes in methods of classifying owners, 
tenants, etc., at the two censuses may be 
a. factor of importance. Yet another 
important explanation may be that the 
1931 census shows only the distribution 
of working population while the figures 
of the 1951 census relate to the entire 
population. The figures of 1931 census 
shown above have been computed,· 
perhaps precariously, on the assumption 
that the proportion of working popula
tion to the total agricultural population 
is constant for all the livelihood classes. 

3. In spite of the limited scope of 
comparison on account of the above 
factors, it may not be far from correct 
to draw a general inference that the 
percentage of actual cultivators of the 
land has been increasing and that of 
_agricultural labourers has been decreas
ing during the intervening two 
decades. Statements are often made 
to the effect that because of the increasing 
pressure of population, the number of 
landless labourers is steadily increasing. 
The 1951 census shows on the other hand 
that the majority of the agriculturists 
are owners and gives no evidence of 
increase in the number of agricultural 
labourers. The increase in the number of 
agricultural owners is so remarkable that 
it has created the problem of small and 
uneconomic holdings, which seems to be 
tho bi{T{Test problem of agriculture, 

00 • d h surpassincr in magmtu e even t e pro-
blems of tenancy or agricultural labour. 

PRoPORTION oF AGRICULTURAL CLAssEs 
IN NATURAL DIYISIO:XS AND DISTRICTS 

4. The following table compares the 
distribution of agricultural classes in the 
State and different natural divisions. 

State or natural 
d1viaiun 

Or'11a 

Inland Division 

Co!\stal Division 

Peret>nh~e of t>ach l1nlihood da• 
to Lbe total a~rit-ulh ral 

population. --Claaa CIMS Cia• l:laaa 
I n III IV 

75-1 7•5 U·5 l·t 

78·2 s·o 15·9 0·9 

71•0 lO·S 15·0 3•2 

The cultivators of land O\\ned (class I) 
are to be found in larger percentage in 
the inland division than in the coastal 
division to the extent of 78 and 71 per 
cents respectively. On the other hand, 

· there is a larger percentage of non-owning 
cultivators and non-cultivating owners 
(classes II and IV) in the coastal division 
than in the inland division. The non
owning cultivators are as high as 10·8 
per cent in the coastal division while 
such class of people are less than half in 
percentage, namely 5·0 in the inland 
division. Similarly, the non-cultivating 
owners of land are significantly high in 
percentage in the coastal division as 
compared with the inland division, the 
percentage being 3·2 and 0·9 respectively. 
The position with regard to the cultivat
ing labourers is practically the same in 
both the natural divisions where they 
constitute about 15 per cent of the tota 1 
agricultural population. 

5. So far as districts are conc·erned the 
percentage of owner-cultivators is ve~y 
high, namely, above 80 per cent m 
Ganjam Agency (88 per cent) and in 
districts Sundargarh (87 per cent ), 
Keonjhar (85 per cent), Dhenkanal 
(81 per cent) and Phulbani (81 per cent). 
The lowest percentage of o"ncr-cultiva
tors occur in Ganjam Plains (65 per cent) 
and Purl (67 per cent). The remaining 
districts of the State occur midway in 
the series, namely, Kalahandi (70 per 
cent), Cuttack 73 (per cent), Sambalpur 
(76 per cent), Koraput (77 per cent), 
Bolangir (74 per cent), Balasore (79 per 
cent) and Mayurbhanj (79 per cent). 
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6. The non-owning cultivators are to 
be found in large numbers· in district 
Purl an Ganjam Plains. The cultivating 
laboure are seen in very high number 
in Kala :mdi and Bolangir, and in small 
number in Sundargarh, Balasore and 
Ganjam gency. Lastly, the non-culti-

vating owners of land are met with iD. 
large number in Cuttack and Ganjam 
Plains. The detailed discussion about 
the strength of various classes of agri~ul
tural population in different districts will . 
be made in the succeeding Sections of'the 
present Chapter. · 

Agricultural Holdings 

SOURCE OF INFORMATION 

7. There is remarkable paucity of 
information relating to agricultural hold
ings in. Orissa. Such information is very 
much wanted at the present time not 
only for reforms and planning measures 
by the State Government but also by 
non-official bodies and social workers. 
The Directorates of Agriculture and of 
Land Records have no information. It 
was extremely fortunate that statistics 
in this connection were collected as a 
special measure in Orissa through the 
census questionnaire. The results of the 
census enquiry have been tabulated and 
shown in Table F appearing in Part II-A 
of this Report, which has gone to supply 
the much needed information relating 
to agricultural holdings in the State. The 
figures available in Table F have been 
reduced in the Subsidiary Tabl~ 4·1 to 
show the distribution of 1,000 agricul
tural holdings by different sizes. More
over, some information relating to agri
cultural holdings has been taken from the 
Report of the Land Revenue and Land 
Tenure Committee and the Report of 
the Agricultural Labour Enquiry. With 
the help of these sources of information, 
the question of agricultural holdings is 
discussed below. 

DEFINITION OF AGRICULTURAL HOLDING 

8. The implication of a 'holding' as 
understood in the census statistics covers 
the total extent of land held by a culti
vating household. This conception may 
be somewhat different from that ordi
narily held in land settlement operations, 
where the total extent of land held by 

an individual cultivator and. not . by 
members of his household is entered in 
his account as one holding. It could 
not have been possible in the 
course of the census operations Without 
much cost and elaborate arrangements to 
make a note of holdings in the latter 
sense. It however appears that many 
of the_ socio-economic surveys define 
' holding ' in the same sense as adopted 
in the census operations. The Agricul
tural Labour Enquiry of the .Government 
of India and the Land Revenue and 
Land Tenure Committee constituted 
under the orders of the Government of 

·Orissa have displayed their statistics on 
the basis of families rather than indi
vidual cultivators. A family, as under. 
stood in these enquiries, may not always 
be as small a unit as a census "household', 
for the latter is strictly limited to 
members attached to a single mess with 
a single main door. The census concep
tion is therefore a nearer approach to 
a single cultivator's possession than that 
of the abovementioned enquiries. In 
most cases in Orissa, the total possession 
of cultivated lands held by members of 
a census household is the same as that of 
the principal earner in the household. 
Therefore for all practical purposes, the 
agricultural holdings as adopted in the 
census statistics may not be different in 
notion from the holdings as understood 
in the land settlement operations. 

DrsTRmUTION oF 1,000 HoLDINGS. 
ACCORDING TO SIZE OF HOLDINGS 

9. The total number of holdings (or 
households) according to Table F is 
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3,159,157. The distribution of 1,000 
holdings by the size of holdings is shown 
in Subsidiary Table 4·1. In connection 

· with the enquiries of the Land Revenue 
and Land Tenure Committee, informa
tion regarding the distribution of families 
by size of holdings was also taken. The 
information was derived from a sample 
survey conducted by the State Govern
ment in a small area of 60,230 acres in 
different parts of the old Orissa districts. 
The survey was limited only to 12,766 
families, and the selection does not 
appear to have been made on random 

sample principle. The results cannot be 
applied to the whole of Orissa, for, firstly 
they were not obtained for the entire 
area now covered by Orissa and secondly, 
their selection was made on a basis not 
generally adopted for statistical purposes. 
The census figures, on the other hand, 
relate to all the families in the State. 
The figures obtained by the census 
obviously are nearer the actuals than 
those obtained by the survey of the 
State Government. The following state
ment shows how the results of the two 
compare with each other :-

Distribution of 1,000 familiea by size of holding 

1 I 8 ' 6 6-10 
aae aorea aorea aorea aorea acres 

Ulil CeniUI .. 220 161 13, 101 83 140 

L. R. and L. T. 267 192 129 96 62 147 
Committee. 

If we asstime that the holdings appear
ing under the heading ' acres not stated ' 
in the census figures are those that may 
reasonably appear under the smaller 
sizes of 1 acre and 2 acres, for reason of 
greater omission among innumerable 
small holders, there is broad similarity 
between the two sets of figures. The 
census figures show that 69·9 per cent of 
the families have holdings of the size 
not exceeding 5 acres, 14 per cent ha.ve 
holdings between 6 and 10 acres, 9·1 per 
cent between 11 and 32 acres and only 
2·4 per cent having each over 33 acres. 
The corresponding figures of the Land 
Revenue and Land Tenure Committee 
are 74·6, 14·7, 9·0 and 1·5 per C'ent 
respectively. 

FINDINGS Oll' THE AGRICULTURAL LABOUR 
ENQ17IRY 

10. Some interesting information with 
regard to agricultural holdings is avail
able from the Agricultural Labour 
Enquiry in Orissa instituted by the 
Ministry of Labour, Government of India 
in 1951. The data of the enquiry are 
based on a survey of 45 villages of 
different districts in the State selected 

11-32 33 34-79 80 aore. and Not 
acres acre a acre a over at.ated 

91 6 15 4 46 

90 13 2 

on random sample principles. The survey 
covered 3,183 families which is about 
0·1 per cent of the total number of rural 
families in Orissa. The size of the sample 
though small was perhaps sufficient. The 
method of complete count adopted in the 
census, however, furnishes a more reliable 
set of figures. The Agricultural Labour 
Enquiry conducted a general family 
survey and gives the distribution of 
holdings according to their size. It 
appears from this survey that holdings 
below 1 acre formed 17 ·98 per cent of the 
total number of holdings while those 
above 25 acres were 3·32 per cent. The 
majority of holdings (71·47 per cent) 
were below 5 acres. The average size of 
holdings was 5·56 acres only. The hold
ings of agricultural workers and non
agriculturists were generally very small, 
their average sizes being 2·43 and 2·09 
acres respectively. The average size of 
holdings belonging to agricultural owners 
was 8·36 and that of tenants was 3·82 
acres. 
DISTRmUTION OF 1,000 ACRES ACCORDING 

TO SIZE oF HoLDINGS 

11. Some information is available in 
this matter from the Appendix IX of the 
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Report of the Land Revenue and Land 
Tenure Committee. The follo-wing state-

. 
ment shows the distribution of 1,000 
acres according to the size of holdings. 

Distribution of 1,000 acres according to size of holding 

Size of holdings in acres.. I 2 3 4 5 6-10 10-15 15-20 20-30 30-75 over 71i 

No. of holdings- .. 33 63 73 72 60 

12. Analysing the figures, it appears 
that 30·1 per cent of the total cultivated 
area comprises small-sized holdings of 
1 to 5 acres and 22·0 per cent covers 
holdings of 6 to 10 acres. In other 
words, 52·1 per cent of the total culti
vated area is comprised of holdings which 
are small, i.e., upto 10 acres. Another 
30·0 per cent of the cultivated area is 
constituted of medium-sized holdings of 
above 10 and below 30 acres. Large
sized holdings viz., 30 acres and over 
cover 17 ·6 per cent of the cultivated 
area. 

Thus more than half the cultivated area 
is comprised of small holdings, and only 
less than one-fifth of the area is available 
in large-sized holdings of over 30 acres. 

CORRELATION OF AGRICULTURAL POPULA• 
TION WITH HOLDINGS BY DIFFERENT 
SIZES 

13. 'Vorking out the figures of distri-! 
bution of households by size of holdings 
with the distribution of cultivated area 
by size of holdings, it appears that about 
70 per cent of households, all having 
very small-sized holdings of1 to 5 acres, 
occupy only about 30 per cent of the total 
cultivated area. 14 per cent of house
holds having 6-10 acres each are simi
larly holding about 22 per cent of the 
cultivated areas. In other words, nearly 
half the cultivated area constituted of 
small-sized holdings of 1 to 10 acres is 
held by about 84 per cent of households 
and the remaining 16 per cent of the 
households occupy less than half the 
~rea under cultivation comprised of hold-

220 124 8! 92 103 76 

ings of above 10 acres. Less than 2 per 
cent of the households having more than 
33 acres occupy about 13 per cent of the 
land area. Thus, it is seen that the distri
bution is most uneven and while at the 
top very few families are holding a 
larger quota of the land in larger-sized 
holdings, at the bottom a vast multitude 
of cultivators have tiny fragments of 
holdings to their lot. . 

14. The Agricultural Labour Enguiry 
also gives some useful information in this 
connection. The survey made in course 
of this Enquiry showed that there were 
1,963 holdings covering an area of 
10,917•16 acres. Of these, 1,019 holdings 
or 51·91 per cent occupying 8,521·91 
acres or 78·05 ner cent of the total area 
were owned by agricultural oWners and 
455·75 acres or 4·17 per cent were taken 
on rent by tenants while 1,516·34 acres 
or 13·88 per cent were owned,- taken on 
rent or held free of rent by agricultural 
workers. Non-agricultural families held 
202 holdings covering 423·16 acres or 
3·87 per cent of the total area. 

DISTRICTWISE DrsrnmUTioN oF HoL
DINGS 

15. Holdings for the purpose of the 
present discussion may be grouped as 
small, medium and large. The group 
' small ',may further be divided into two 
categories, viz., (a) very small, and (b) 
small, the former comprising of those 
upto 5 acres and the latter of 6 to 10 
acres. Holdings of the sizes between 
11 to 33 acres may be termed a~ ' medium' 
and those above 34 acres may be classi
fied as 'large 1• The group 'large-' may 
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also include very large-sized holdings of 
80 acres and over, as shown below:-

{Very small 1-0 acres 
1. Small 

Small 6-10 acres 

2. Medium 11-33 acres 

Small 

Di.atri~ Very Small 
am aU 6-10 

l--6acree acreo~ 

CuUack 803 65 
Bala80N 783 123 
1'uri 788 101 

Sambalpur 819 170 
Ganjam 793 103 
Koraput 691 120 

Dhenkanal 728 172 

Keonjhar 759 133 
Phulbani 868 209 

Bolangir .32 227 

Sundargarh 663 200 

Kalahandi 4153 189 

Mayurbhanj 882 207 

17. It is a well known fact that hold
ings, when too small in size, are uneco
nomic. · Unfortunately, in almost all 
the districts of Orissa, the group of very 
small-sized holdings, viz., less than 
5 acres predominates the structure of 
holdings. It is all the more dominant in 
the four coastal districts of Orissa, where 
these very small-sized holdings form more 
than 75 per cent of the total number of 
holdings. The highest frequency is 
shown in Cuttack. The state of things in 
the inland division is somewhat better, 
except in Keonjhar district where the 
corresponding figure also exceeds 75 per 
cent. Bolangir and Kalahandi show a 
low proportion of the holdings below 
5 acres in size, the percentage in these 
districts being 43·2 and 45·3 respec
tively. In the remaining districts, the 

f Large 3!--79 acres 
3. Large 

Very large 80 acres and 
over. 

16. The following statement shows the 
distribution of 1,000 agricultural holdings 
by the sizes given above in each of the 
districts of Orissa:-

Medium Large Nut 
r--~ stateJ 

11-33 large very large 
3'--79 SO aores 

acres acres and over 

311 8 7 81 
68 12 3 11 
47 9 1 54 

155 28 7 21 
65 7 2 30 
69 10 3 107 

85 8 6 

90 6 12 

88 15 6 16 

240 40 9 52 

172 26 15 34 

201 44. 7 106 

94. 9 1 7 

percentage ranges from 56·3 in Sundar. 
garh to 72·8 in Dhenkanal. The high 
frequency of very small-sized holdings 
seems to correspond with the high 
pressure of population in the coastal 
districts. Explanation is however forth
coming for the high percentage of this 
group in the holdings of Keonjhar district. 
There seems to be a tendency for the 
agricultural families in this district to 
subdivide the ancestral holdings faster 
than in other districts. 

18. The frequency of the small-sized 
holdings (6-10 acres) in most of the 
districts is next only to that of the 1-5 
acre size holdings. Bolangir, Phulbani, 
Sundargarh and Mayrubhanj are the only 
districts where this group forms about 
20 to 23 per cent of the total number of 
holdings. Sa.mbalpur, Dhenkanal and 
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Kalahandi have between 15 and 20 per 
cent and the remaining districts except
ing Cuttack have 10 to 15 per cent. 
Cuttack district has the least percentage, 
namely 6·5. 

19. Taking the holdings from 1 to 10 
acres in size together, the following dis
tricts have more than 80 per cent of such 
holdings as shown below:-

Balasore 90·6 

Dhenkanal 90·0 

Ganjam 89·6 

Keonjhar 89·2 

Puri ll8·9 

Mayurbhanj 88·9 

Phulbani 87·7 

Cut tack 86·8 

Koraput 81·1 

Sambalpur with 78·9 and Sundargarh 
with 76·3 have more than 75 per cent 
while, Bolangir and Kalahandi have 
about 65 per cent. 

20. The highest per cent of the medium
sized holdings ( 11-33 acres) lies in 
in Bolangir where it is 24·0. Kalahandi 

. follows with 20·1 per cent and Sundar
garh and Sambalpur with 17 ·2 and 15·5 
respectively come next. In other dis
tricts, the percentage is less than 10, the 
lowest being 3·6 in Cuttack district. The 
large-sized holdings above 33 acres in 
size are scarce in the coastal districts. 
Among the inland districts, Kalahandi, 
Bolangir, Sambalpur and Sundargarh 
districts have a few large-sized holdings 
and also Phulbani and Koraput to a 
lesser extent. 

THE MEDIAN-QUARTILE SIZE OJ' 

HOLDINGS 

21. A study of the size of holdings m~y 
be made by first ascertaining the average 
size in any given locality. But such a 
study is not always advantageous. The 
study of the mean or average size is 
helpful in case of normally distributed 
samples. 'Vhen the samples depart 

notably from the normal, the average 
may be not at all typical. The disability 
of the average becomes noticeable by 
becoming unduly influenced by a few 
extreme items. In such cases, another 
average of concentration, the median, 
may be used for description of the sample 
with advantage. The median is the 
middle item in an array, or in other 
words, it is the size of the middle in
dividual· holding in a group of 1,000 
holdings arranged in order of their size. 
If the median is thus used as the average 
of concentration, it is customary to 
describe the variation of a series by fixing 
two other values called quartiles. Just 
as median is the item of the middle of 
an array, the quartiles lie at the middle 
of the lower and the upper halves of the 
array. In other words, the quartile 
sizes are the sizes of individual holdings 
half-way between the extrem.es and the 
median, the lower quartile being less than 
the median which in turn is less than the 
upper quartile. Thus in an array of 
1,000 holdings arranged in order of size, 
the lower quartile is the size of the 250th 
holding, the median the 500th holding 
and the upper quartile the 750th holding, 
the count being started from the smallest 
size out of 1,000 holdings. 

22. The following table has been pre
pared from the data of agricultural 
holdings given in Table F as summarised 
in Subsidiary Table 4·1. It gives the 
extent in acres of holdings of the upper 
quartile, the lower quartile and the 
median size holdings in the State, natural 
divisions and districts. It also gives- the 
acreage of the average size of holdirigs 
in different districts, which has been 
worked out on the basis of the extent of 
cultivated area and number of house
holds as shown in Table F. It has been 
explained earlier in this Section how 
a census household practically corres
ponds with a holding. 
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Size of holJu~ in acres 

Slat .. ut.ural division. • Lowt>r Quarl ile 
or diatric& 

ORISSA 1-% 

Orl.aea lr.laDd Division 1·6 

Ori .. Cocu&al Division &8 

Ou&tack 0·7 
Balaaore l·O 
Puri G-8 

Sambalpur 1·7 
Qanjam &9 

. .f fliiiCJI 1·1 
Plow o·9 

Korapu' 
· Dhenkanal 

Keonjbar 
Pbulbani 

.. 1·5 
1·5 
1·3 
1·3 

Bolangir 2·9 
Sundargarh 2·1 
Kalabandi 1·9 
Mayurbhanj 1·4 

23. ~ The median-sized holding for 
Orissa is 2•9 acres while it is 3·6 in the 
inland .division and 2·1 in the coastal 
division. This would show that a peasant 
.of inland division possesses holdings 
which are approximately 75 per cent as 
much larger again as that in the coastal 

:division. This may either mean that the. 
· cultivator of the coastal division is less 

'prosperous than that of the inland divi-
. sion, or that an agricultural holding of 

coastal division produces as much as a 
larger agricultural holding of the inland 
division. Similarly while the lower 
quartile for Orissa is 1·2, it is 0·8 in the 
coastal division and 1·6 in the inland 
division. The upper quartile for Orissa is 
6·8 while it is 4·4 for the coastal division 
and 8·4 for the inland division. This 
indicates that cultivators owning average 
small-size holdings as well as cultivators 
owning average large-size holdings possess 
only half the extent of land in the coastal 
division than in the inland division. 
In another sense this may mean that the 
lands of the inland division are half as 
productive as the lands of the coastal 
division. 

~ft>dian 
~ 

C'pprr Quartile Avara@'e f.ize 

~9 6·8 4•2 

3·6 '1·4 5·5 

2·1 4·4 2·7 

1·8 4•0 2-4 
2·6 4•6 3·7 
2·1 4•6 :u 
3·7 8·9 4•3 
2·1 4•4 1·9 
2·3 4·2 1·5 
2·1 4·5 2·0 

3•3 7•5 6·0 
3·1 5·6 4·5 
9•9 4·9 5·3 
3•1 ?·0 6·1 

8·5 18·4 6·9 
4•3 9·7 6·6 
• •2 22·2 4•8 
3·2 8·7 6·5 

24. As far as districts are concerned the 
median-sized holdings in Bolangir and 
Kalahandi are 6·5 and 6·2 respectively 
while the lowest are in Cuttack 1·8, 
Puri 2·1 and Ganjam 2·1 followed by 
Balasore with 2·5. This shows that the 
districts of the coastal division have got 
a lower median than any of the districts 
of the inland division. The lowest 
median for any district in the inland divi
sion is 2·9 in :keonjhar, the highest being 
Bolangir with 6·5. The upper quartile in 
Kalahandi is remarkably high being 
22·2 followed by Bolangir with 18·4 
while the same at Cuttack is 4·0 followed 

_ by Ganjam with 4·4 and Purl and 
Balasore with 4·6 each. This is much 
less than the upper quartile of any 
district of the inland division, the lowest 
of which is 4·9. 

:25. The examination of holdings on 
median-quartile basis brings graphically 
to notice the state of extreme fragmen
tation of holdings in the coastal division. 
'\Vith 0·8 acres as the lower quartile, the 
innumerable smallc ultivators of this 
division are bound to create serious 
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problem for agricultural reforms. Kala
handi with 22·2 and Bolangir with 18·4 
acres as the upper quartile as best suited 
among the districts of Orissa for mecha-_ 
nized cultivation. The table given above 
also furnishes the average size of holdings. 
This figure may not be as helpful as the 
median-quartile, but it has other utili
ties, particularly of comparison on a 
broad basis. 

FRAGMENTATION OF HoLDINGS 

26. Fragmentation of holdings is 
different from subdivision and relates to 
dispersal of land· held by an individual 
cultivator throughout the village in 
separate plots. In other words, when a 
holding is not compact it is said to be 
fragmented. Subdivision of holdings in 
the direct result of partition between 
successors of a holding held by common 
ancestors. It would be for the improve
ment of agriculture if on the death of an 
ancestor his holding spread over a number 
of separate plots was assigned'to succes
sors plotwise rather than on the basis of 
division of each of the plots in favour of 
several successors. While it is not 
possible to do away with the subdivision 
of land without radical land reforms, it 
is possible to stop fragmentation more 
easily. Measures for consolidation have 
been taken in Baroda, Uttar Pradesh, 
Madhya Pradesh and the Punjab, but 
the results achieved are reported not to 
be satisfactory, except in the two latter 
States. It is necessary that some thing 
should be done on the same lines in 
Orissa. 

27. The evils of fragmentation is mani
fest in the extreme smallness of innumer
able hol<;Ungs in Orissa, as disclused by 
figur:s g1yen a:bov~. The average size of 
holdings m Onssa Is 4·2 acres, while it is 
145 acres inl'U. S. A., 62 in England 
40 in Denmark, 25 in Sweden and 20 
in France. But it is interestin(J' to note 
that the average size of holdings in the 
advanced countries of the east is small 

' 

namely 3 acres in Japan and 3·25 in 
China. Orissa and in fact India has to 
learn a great lesson from Japan, as 
stated elsewhere in this Chapter. But 
pending this, the first step in planning 
agriculture must be to devise ways and 
means for consolidation of holdings. Till 
then productivity will not rise and agri
culture will not attain a position of 
competitive efficiency. Fragmentation 
has gone on for centuries and work of 
consolidation is bound to be slow. The 
cultivator's indebtedness, sentimental 
attachment for a particular type of land, 
want of adequate area of the same kind 
of land for exchange, and other similar 
circumstances will deter the consolida
tion of holdings. The Royal Commission 
on Agriculture was against the. use of 
compulsion with a view to achieve con
solidation of holdings, except as .a last 
resort. Legislative compulsion will have· 
no meaning for practical . achievement 
unless ownership of land is nationalised 
or collective or co-operative system of· 
farming is adopted. 

THE REMEDY 
.. -

.. - --
28. The ultimate solution of the pro: 

blem is .th? creation of economic holdings ... 
But this Is dependent on determination 
of a balance of advantages and disadvan
tages of large-scale and small-scale culti
vation for an;r particular locality. An 
economiC holding can be determined and 
fixed up only when several other factors, 
such as, the amount and quality of labour 
and equipment to be used on the land 
the quality of soil, the kind of crop; 
to be raised, irrigation facilities and 
rainfall, etc., are known. These condi
tions vary from place to place. Until 
sufficient reliable statistics are available 
it will not be possible to define economi~ 
holdings for a particular tract of the 
country. In view of these difficulties 
and particularly in the absence of statis~ 
tic~, reorganisation of -agriculture in 
Or1ssa should be based on some kind of 
collective action on the part of the cu1ti. 
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vatora. Collective farming or ·co-opera
tive {aiming has thus been suggested 
aa the more appropriate remedy. 

29. Under collective farming, owner
ship of land ve~ts in the community as a 
whole. Private property in land is com
pletely abolished and members of the 
collective fa.rm are treated as equals 
getting wages according to the nature 
and extent of work done by them. 
Distribution of profits of the farm is. 
made on the ba.c;is of the wages so earned. 
The system of collective farming in 
Russia has resulted in a tremendous 
increase in the total cultivated area and 
also in the yield of the land. But this 
is unsuitable for conditions obtaining in 

Orissa and in fact in India. Abolition of 
the rights of peasants is bound to be 
opposed on a countrywide scale. The 
time is not yet ripe for the people to 
·accept a position in which their deep 
attachment to the ownership of land 
from time immemorial will come to an 
end. On the other hand, co-operative 
farming being based on individual or 
collective ownership with individual or 
collective operatorship is likely to 
receive better response at the present 
time. The advantages of large-scale 
farming will be derived from the co
operative farming without bringing 
radical change in the society. Under the 
circumstances, this should be encouraged 
as far as possible in Orissa. 
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SECTION IV 

Cultivators of Land wholly or mainly owr.ed and their Dependants 

PorULATION 

1. The cultivators of land wholly or 
mainly owned and their dependants 
constituting livelihood class I, account 
for 75·1 per cent in the total population 
of all the agricultural classes in Orissa. 
The actual number of such persons is 
8,718,822 of whom 4,308,305 are males 
and 4,410,517 are females. Roughly 
speaking, the total agricultural popula· 
tion of Orissa is 116 lakhs, out of which 
the owner cultivators number more than 
87 lakhs. The distribution of persons of 
this class in different districts and natural 
divisions may be seen in Table B-1 
which appears in Part II-B of this 
Report. 

SUB·C..'LASSES 

2. The cultivators ofland owned and 
their dependants may be divided into 
three livelihood sub-classes, namely, self
supporting persons, non-earning depen· 
dants and earning dependants. The · 
definition of these sub-classes has been 
given in Section II of the present Chapter. 
The actual number of population in 
each of the sub-classes has been shown in 
the Table B-I, from which it appears 
that the total population of 87 lakhs 
under class I comprises 23·3 lakhs of 
self-supporting persons, 55·6 lakhs of 
non·earning dependants and 8·1 lakhs 
of earning dependants. Subsidiary Table 
4·2 gives the proportion of each sub-class 
in a population of 10,000 belonging to 
livelihood class I. The percentage of 
self-supporting persons, earning depen· 
dants and non-earning dependants to the 
total population of the livelihood class in 
respect of different States in India is 
given below :-

State Percentage to the total population 
of class I 
~ --Sell-support- Non-eatning Earning 

ing persona dependants dependants 
Orissa 26•8 63•8 9·, 
Madras 24•3 71•3 4•, 
Uttar Pradesh •• 28•9 57•0 14·. 
1\<!adhya Pradesh 26•4 44•4 29·2 
West Bengal .. 23•3 .73•0 3·7 
Assam 2·!'1 58·8 17'1 ' 
Punjab 26•4 56·9 16·1 
Travancore- 22·4 71•5 6·1 

Cochin .. 
SELF-SUI'l'ORTING PERSONS 

3. Economically the most impo.rtant 
among the sub-classes, the self-supporting 
persons constitute 26·8 per cent of the 
total population of cultivators of land 
owned and their dependants. Thus they 
are a little above one-fourth of the total 
population of the livelihood class. In 
the inland division, they constitute 27 •2 
per cent and in the coastal divis~on 
26·1 per cent. Among the districts, 
Sambalpur has the highest percentage of 
self-supporting perso:O.s, namely, 30·5. 
1\Iayurbhanj and Phulbani come next 
with 29·1 and 28·4 per cent respectively. 
Kalahandi, Bolang!f, Koraput and 
Balasore have the lowest percentage of· 
self-supporting persons which is near 
about 25 per cent. The difference in 

. percentage of districts with the highest 
and lowest figures is not very pronounced 
and does not call for any remark. ;.: 

EARNING DEFENDANTS . 

4. Earning dependants are less than 
1/1 Oth of the total population belonging 
to class I. They are foui:td in larger 
number in the inland division, to the 
extent of 11•5 per cent as against 6·4 per 
cent in the coastal division. The districts 
which have larger proportion of earning 
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dependants among the population of 
class I are Sambalpur, Dhenkanal, 
Bo.la.ngir, Sundargarh, Kalahandi and 
Mayurbhanj. In these districts they 
range from over 10 per cent to 15 per 
cent. But in the remaining districts, the 
proportion of earning dependants is 
small. Keonjhar particularly shows the 
lowest figure of 3·6 per cent. The reason 
of considerable difference in the percent
age of earning dependants from 15·2 in 
Sambalpur to 3·6 in Keonjhar lies partly 
in the age structure of the population of 
the localities concerned and partly on the 
social customs and availability of labour 
for the children of the locality. Sambal
pur employs a good percentage of children 
in such part-time employments as bidi
making and weaving which is not to be 
found in Keonjhar. On account of the 
same reason as in the case of Sambalpw·, 
the proportion of earning dependants is 
high in Bolangir, Sundargarh, Kalahandi . 
and Mayurbhanj. 
NoN ·EARNING DEPENDANTS 

· 5. Nearly two-thirds of the population 
belonging to the class of owner-cultiva
tors belong to the category of non~ 
earning dependants who economically are 
absolutely idle and are doing nothing 
towards the family income. In the inland 
division such persons constitute 61 per 
cent and in the coastal division over 68 

' per cent, the average for Orissa being 
63·8 per cent. The percentage of non
earning dependants is high in the coastal 
division mainly because of more exten
sive education among the children of the 
agriculturists. Among the districts, high 
percentage of non-earning dependants 
is shown by Cuttack, Balasore, Purl, 
Ganjam, Koraput and Keonjhar. 
CAUSES Oll' HIGH INCIDENCE 0 

l>EFEDENCY 

6. Out of the total population of 
8,718,822 belonging to livelihood class I 
in Orissa as many as 6,383,186 or 73·2 per 
cent are dependants of whom 818,664 are 
earning and 5,564,522 are non-earning. 

As seen above, the non-earning depen
dants are 63·8 per cent and the earning 
dependants are 9·4 per cent of the 
population under class I. This shows 
an abnormal state of dependency parti
cularly of non-earning type. A part of 
the explanation for the dominating extent 
of dependency in population lies in the 
peculiarity of the age structure of Orissa 
where the number of persons of lower 
ages is proportionately much greater 
than is found in advanced countries of 
the world. It will be seen in Chapter VI 
that the percentage of boys and girls 
upto the age of 14 years is 37·0 which 
indeed is very high. Another explana
tion for this high extent of dependency 
lies in the fact that the general population 
of Orissa contains a larger number of 
women than men. Confining attention 
to cultivators of class I only, it is seen 
that there are 44·1 lakhs of women as 
against 43·0 lakhs of men belonging to 
this livelihood class. '\Vomen to a great 
extent depend for their livelihood upon 
some male relative in the family. Conse
quently, their preponderance in the 
general population leads to an excess of 
dependants. Although among the culti
vators there are women who take part in 
agricultural operations, many of them are 
of the category of earning dependants 
and not self-supporting persons as they 
generally undertake the lighter varieties 
of the agricultural operations which may 
yield an income not sufficient for their 
own maintenance. Thus though they 
work in the field, they do not contribute 
to the number of self-supporting persons 

· but inflate the number of dependants. 
This abnormally high percentage of 
dependent population is one of the 
reasons of the economic backwardness of 
the country. 

SECONDABY MEANS o:r LIVELIBOOD 

7. Table B-II published in Part .11-B 
of this Report gives figures relating. to 
the secondary means of livelihood 
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Proportionate figures for 10,000 popula
tion of livelihood class I having secondary 
means of livelihood have been shown· in 

- -Subsidiary Table 4·2. It appears that 
1,664: persons out of a population of 
10,000 belonging to livelihood class I 
have got some secondary means of liveli~ 
hood. This works out to 16·6 per ce_nt. 
Out of this, 7 ·2 per cent are self-support
ing persons and 9·4 are earning depen
dants. Again out of 16·6 per cent of the 
people who have a secondary means of 
livelihood, 6·9 per cent derive such 
livelihood from one of the agricultural 
professions and 9·7 get it from non
agricultural· occupations. Among the 
agricultural occupations forming the 
secondary means of livelihood, a larger 
amout of employment is in .the form· of 

· cultivating labour which absorbs 3·8 · 
per cent, or more than half the total 
population having agricultural occupa
tions as the secondary means of liveli
hood. Among the persons who derive 
their subsidiary income from non-agri
cultural pursuits, the largest number, 
namely, 4·5 per cent is engaged in 'other 
services and miscellaneous sources' 
(class VIII) and 3·4 per cent under 
' production other than cultivation' 
(class V). Commerce and transport 
claim only a moderate percentage, 
namely, 1·5 and 0·2 respectively. 

8. The percentage of persons of liveli
hood class I having their secondary 
means of livelihood in agricultural and 

non-agricultural occupations, in the two 
natural divisions may be compared as 
follows:-

StatE or 

Percentage of • arsons having 
s condary means of livelihood 

natural division r--
Total Agricul- Non-agricul-

tural tural 

ORISSA 16 6 6•9 9•7 

Inland Division t7•1 8·0 9·1 

Coastal Division 16·0 5•5 10•5 

9. As in the case of Orissa, each of the -
two natural divisions depend more on 
non-agricultural than on ·agricultural 
professions to serve as the secondary 
means of livelihood. Again, out of the 
agricultural professions, employment as 
cultivating labourer is the most popular 
secondary soirrce of income fo_r the 
people of each of t-!:te natU'l'al divisions. 
·with regard to the non-agricultural occu
pations, classes VIII_ and V, namely, 
' other services and miscellaneous 
sources' and ' production other than. 
cultivation-' supply the maximum subsi-._· 
diary employment to the cultivators of 
class I living in either of the natural 
divisions. Commerce and transport only 
supply occasional subsidiary means of 
livelihood for the cultivators of both 
these divisions. A little larger proportion 
of cultivators of the coastal division · 
have taken to commerce and transport 
as secondary means of livelihood than 
the cultivators of the inland division. 

-. 
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SECTION V 
cu.ltivators of Land wholly or mainiJ unowned and their Dependants 

PoPULATios 

1. The cultivators of unowned land and 
their dependants come under livelihood 
class II. Such cultivators and their 
dependants constitute 7 ·5 per cent of 
the total agricultural population of 
Orissa. Their actual number is 869,751 
of whom there are 437,779 males and 
431,972 females. The distribution of 
population of this class of cultivators is 
shown in Table B-I. 

SUB-CLASSES 

2. Subsidiary Table 4·3 gives the pro
portion of the self-supporting persons, 
earning and· non-earning dependants in 
a total population of 10,000 belonging 
to this class. The total number and 
percentage of different sub-classes is 
given below:- . 

Sub-clan 

Self-supporting peraona 

No. of 
persona 

231,374 

f' ercentage to the 
total population 

of class II 

Non-earning dependants 537,395 61•8 

Earning dependants 100,982 11·6 

It appears that the number of self-
;_ ·supporting persons within this class _of 

livelihood is a little above one-fourth Its 
total population and that non-earning 
dependants are in a prepon~erating 
majority of 61·8 per cent as a&a~st the 
earning dependants who are limited to 
11·6 per cent only. 

3. On comparison with the cultiva
tors of class I it appears that the propor
tion of self-supporting persons is practi
cally the same in both the classes but 
there is a little smaller percentage of 
non-earning dependants and c?rrespond
ing higher percentage of earni?-g depen
dants in class II as compared with class I. 
The hirrh extent of dependency in. this 
liveliho~d class is due mainly to the 
same set of facts as for class I discussed 
in the previous Section. 

4. The percentage of self-supporting 
persons, earning dependants and non-

earning dependants to the total popula
tion of the class in respect of different 
States in India. is given below :-

Percentage to t.he total popula
tion ofclaas II 

r-----------------~------~ 
State Self-aJpport· Non-earn· Earning 

ing persons ing depen· depen-
dants dante 

Orissa 26·6 61·8 11·6 
Madras 22·6 72•2 5•2 
Uttar Pradesh 30·5 62-6 16·9 
Madhya Pradesh 27·0 40•8 32-2 

WeatBengal 25-1 69·9 6•0 
Assam 23·9 68·6 17·5 
Punjab • 26·0 61•0 13•0 
Travanoore·Coohin .. 23·5 69·5 7·0 

5. So far as natural divisions are 
concerned, self-supporting persons consti
tute 26·9 per cent in the inland division 
and 26·4 per cent in the coastal division. 
The position therefore is practically the 
same in both the divisions. But this is 
not so with regard to the dependants. 
The non-earning dependants are to be 
seen in smaller percentage, namely, 57 ·1 
in the inland division but in the coastal 
division they are considerably .larger,. 
namely, 64·7 per cent. This proportion 
is inversely seen in the case of earning 
dependants who form 16 per cent in the 
inland division but only 8·9 per cent in 
the coastal division. 

6. It will thus appear that the earning 
dependants are nearly double in percent
age in the inland division than in the 
coastal division. The explanation for 
the smaller percentage of!earning depen
dants in the coastal division may be 
that there are a larger number of school 
going children in the coastal division and 
such children are classed mostly as non
earning dependants and not as earning 
dependants. Secondly, among the popu
lation of the inland division women, 
particularly of the scheduled tribes, 
are to be found in larger number 
who frequently work in fields · and 
have been returned as earning depen
dants while in the coastal division a 
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larger proportion of women of the cul!i- · 
vating class stay at home. . 

7 .. Among the districts, Sambalpur has 
a high proportion of self-supporting 
persons who constitute 30 per cent of the 
total population 0f the class. In Balasore, 
Phulbani, Sundargarh and 1\Iayurbhanj 
the percentage exceeds 28. The lo,west 
percentage occurs in the districts of 
Dhenkanal and Kalahandi with 22·8 
and 23·9 respectively. As regards the 
earning dependants, high percentage is 

· nbticcd in Sambalpur, Sundargarh and 
Kalahandi and low in Keonjhar and 
Phulbani. The non-earning dependants 
are founq in the districts in the inverse 

. order of the earning dependants. The 
reasons for the vaTying percentage . of 

. earning dependants in different districts 
·is the same as mentioned in the case of 
. natural divisions above. 

SECONDARY MEANS OF LIVELIDOOD 

8. The total percentage of the people 
of livelihood class II in Orissa who have 
a sec~mdary means of livelihood is 
2~·7 including 11·6 per cent of earning 
dependants. Again, out of 22·7 per cent 
of the the people having a secondary 
source of income, 9·9 per ·cent get it 

· from 'one of the agricultural occupations 
and 12·8 per cent derive it from non
agricultural professions. Other services 
and miscellaneous sour_ces provide the 
secondary income to 6·4 per cent of the 
people out of 12·8 mentioned above. 
In the inland division particularly, a 
large proportion of people of livelihood 
class II who derive their secondary 
means of livelihood from one of th'e 
occupations under livelihood class VIII 
is to be found. The next imnortant 
secondary source of livelihood is provided 
by production other than cultivation to 
which 4·1 per cent of the people are 
attached. 

GE~ERAL Co~nmo~ 

9. The cultivators belonging to this 
livelihood class are economicallv not as 
happy and contented as those of class I. 

Th~ condition of sub-tenancy under which 
they cultivate the lands held by them 
differ from district to district~ The bhag 
tenant of the coastal diStrict or his 

· counterpart of· vari<:ms denominations 
throughout the State ordinarily bears 
most of the cost of cultivation and gives 
to the land owner about 50 per cent 
of the gross produce of the land 
as rent. Orissa being a country of small 
holdings, such proportion of rent payment 
causes hardship to the non-owning culti
vators. The amount of· produce that 
remains with the actual tille:r: is not 
enough to maintain him and his family 
and to meet the needs of agriculture. 
On account of this reason, the cultivator 
is unable to invest in agriculture the 
necessary amount of labour and expenses . 
Y ery often these tenant cultivators belong 
to lower social status, and lack in 
incentive for efficient cultivation. The 
feeling of insecurity of position constantly . 
haunt .them. On the other hand, the 

· land owner being assured of some return 
from the land does not take proper·· 
interest in the land. So improvement of 

· the land held by the non-owning tenant 
becomes nobody's business. · Therefore 
the efficiency of cultivation of lands held · 
by cultivators of class II declines not 
only because of the small size of the ~ 
holdings but also because of the actual 
tillers' lack oflong-run security, incentive 
and capital for the improvement of the 
land. 

10. The non-owning tenancy has a 
number of forms in Orissa. In some areas 
as many as 5 or 6 degree,:; of intl'rest 
intervene between the proprietor aT'.d the 
actual cultivator. In order to check this 
tendency of multiplication of sub-tenancy 
of various kinds and in order to remove 
the insecurity of possession of the actual 
tiller of the soil, a number of tenant's 
protection laws have been passed during 
the last decade by the State Legislature. 
This had a wholesome effect in stabilizing 
the position of cultivators of livelihood 
class II. 

Ul 
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SECTION VI 
Cultivating La)ourers and their Dependants 

Po PuLA. no~ 

1. In the agricultural population of 
Orissa, nearly 15·5 per cent belong 
to the dass of agricultural labour£>rs 
(C1ass III). Their artnal number is 
1,803,0GS of whom 003,050 are males 
and OOO,!HS are fem"'.lcs. Their distri
bution in the State, natural divisions 
and districts is given in Table B-I 
published in Part li-B of this Report. 

'\YORKL~G POPULATION AND DEPENDANTS 

2. Subsidiary Table 4·4 gives distri
bution of 10,000 persons belonging to 
this lin·lihood class among sub-cla• ses. 
It appears that the self-supporting 
persons constitute 32·8, non-earning 
dependants 55·1 and earning dependants 
12·1 per cent. The percentage of self
supporting persons in this livelihood 
class is higher than in any other livelihood 
class in the agricultural population. The 
self-supporting persons of livelihood 
Class I constitute 26·8 per cent, of class 
II 26·6 per cent and of Class IV 30·3 
per cent as again-,t 32·8 per cent of 
Class III. This is partly because the 

.. ngricvltural labourer earning a com
paratively smaller income may be quali
fied to be classed as a self-supporting 
person although "ith the same amount 
of income a person belonging to the 
class of owner cultivators or non-culti
vating owners of land may not. Most 
of the people of Class III who are capable 
of physical work, earn enough to support 
thcmsclns and such persons come under 
the ca tcgory of self-supporting persons. 

3. The percentage of self-supporting 
person~, non-earning dependants and 
earning dependants to the total popula
tion of the class in Orissa and the two 
natural divisions is shown below. 

Stille or S II-supporlirg Non-eaming Earninll 
natllhl division person' d.·)J8nJtWh d p..n •. anll 

ORISSA 3:!·8 

Inl~nd div:si ... n.. 33·3 

Coastal divisien 32·1 

52·0 

59' 

4. The above statement shows that 
there is a larger percentage of non
earning dependants in the coastal divi
sion while the earning dependants are 
to be found in larger percentage in the 
inland division. This is due some extent 
to the larger number of women of the 
inland division coming to fields and 
ekeing out their livelihood to a partial 
extent, thus falling under the class of 
earning dependants. The women in the 
coastal districts stay at home to a larger 
extent than in the inland division. 

5. The percentage of self-supporting 
persons, earning dependants and non
earning dependants to the total popula
tion of the class in respect of different 
States in India is given below :-

S:Lte Percentage to thn total P"pt.lation of 
c-la.•a Ill 

S If-support- No .ea n'ng E•·rn·ng 
ing persona depend>n a dependa .. ta 

Orissa 32•8 55•1 12•1 

Madras :l0·2 63·3 6•5 

Utt r Prad<'ah •• 36•6 49·1 14•3 

Madhya Pradesh 39•1 3~·7 28·2 

West Bengal 34-1 111·3 4•6 

Assam 38·3 47·5 12•2 

Punjab 29·4 58·5 12-1 
'l'ravanoJre-Cuehin ~3·4 56·6 16•0 

SECONDARY 'MEANS OF LIVEUHOOD 

6. Subsidiary Table 4·4 gives the 
proportion of agricultural labourers who 
have a secondary means of livelihood. 
Such persons constitute 17·3 per cent 
of the total population of Class III 
out of which self-supporting persons 
constitute 5·2 per cen~ and earning 
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dependants 12·1 per cent. Agi.an, out 
of the total percentage of 17·3 having 
secondary means of livelihood, 8·5 per 
cent depend upon one of the agricultural 
occupations as their secondary means of 
livelihood. The remaining 8·8 per cent 
have taken to non-agricultural occupa
tions for their subsidiary income. 

7. In absolute figures, out of 1,803,968 
persons belonging to the class of agricul
tural labourers, 994,365 or 55·1 per cent 
are non-earning dependants who do not 
contribute any thing for the family 
income and depend fully for their sus
tenance on others for the whole year. 
The self-supporting persons constitute 
591,074 or 32·8 per cent of this class 
among whom 49G,911 or 27 ·G per cent 
are without any secondary source of 
livelihood and remain idle for about six 
months in a year. Thus the self-sup
porting persons among the agricultural 
labourers who have a secondary source 
of income form only 5·2 per cent of the 
total population of this class. The earn
ina dependants who constitute 218,529 
in ° mimber or 12·1 per cent of this class 
earn only a part of what is necessary 
for their sustenance. Out of this, 5·6 
per cent derive their income from 
agricultural labour, that is to say, only 
6·5 per cent have a real secondary 
source of income. The self-supporting 
persons and earning dependants who have 
a substantial secondary source of income, 
form 11·8 pf'r cent of the total population 
of Class III. Thus a vast percentage 
of 88·2 among the population of Class III 
remain idle either for the whole or a 
part of the year. This is a serious 
problem not only from economic point 
of view but also from other considerations 
as they are likely to fa.U a prey to anti
social propa~anda which may lead to 
serious consequences. 

LABOUR SYSTEM 

8. The system of agricultural labour 
prevalent in the coastal districts of 
Orissa has been described in the Settle
ment Report of Orissa* as follows: 

H alia system-The casual day labourer in 
agricultnra 1 parts is known as a mulia. 
A sy·te.n, however, Atia prevAils by which 
Ia bourers are retained on undefined contracts 
from year to yea.r. These are designated as 
halia ,,r 'koth;as. The halia is engag.-d yearly 
on Dol-Purnima day. The basis cfhis cont. 
ract is a loan or advance of pay from his 
employer varying in amount from Rs. 5 to 
Rs. 50 ~nd the halia although engaged for the 
year, cannot free himself fro~ the obligati~n 
to work for his employer until he has repa1d 
this advance. He gets a cash wage of about 
Rs. 5 to R!!, 10 for the y<'ar, and a daily wage 
of Re. 0-2-0 to Re. 0-3-0 cash or 21 . or 3 
seers of paddy en the days on which I.e works. 
He generally gets an area of about 20 to 25 
decimals of land as his Aefa which he is allowed 
to cultivate with pic ughs and seeds provid.:d 
by his master. He also gets 4 to 8 sheaves of 
paddy per acre ploughed and one in 8 to 12 
sh• aves of paddy rear:;ed. He is gh en on.e dl,oti 
and one gamclla during the year. HIS total 
ir come from all these sourcfs will amounl to 
ab"ut Rs. 60 per annum. Interest on the 
loans taken by the haliaa is nominally 25 to 
37! per cent for ca~h advances and 50 per cent 
for paddy. But actually only half these .rat~s 
are charged unless the contract of servtce IS 
br(lken. The halia syFtem does not appear to 
lead to opposition, as the servant can generally 
free himself from his bond if he really wishes 
to. Cases of long continued service uDder ~ne 
contraot are rare. . .. 

SHORTAGE OF AGRICULTURAL LABOUR 

9. The percentage of agricultural popu
lation has been on the increase for the
several decades past. But it is note
worthy that the proportion of agricul
tural labourers has been going down in 
course of time. The difficulty now 
experienced in the availability of getting 
agricultural labour is widespread. In 
the Season and Crop Report of 
the Government of Orissa for the year 

• Final Repcrt on tl.e R":~visicn &t•kment of Orissa. 1922.:!2 A. D. by W.W. Dr.h:iEJ. f&ll"e 6, 
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1946-47, it is reported that there was 
general paucity of labour (agricultural) 
which resulted in the increase of wages. 
The principal reason of scarcity of labour 
for agricultural purposes may be that 
the labourers are changing over from 
agriculture to industry not only because 
it is more lucrative but also because 
industrial labour is looked upon as having 
higher prestige as the wages are higher 
than that of agricultural labour and is 
paid in ready ca::;h at fixed intervals. 
On account of these conditions, agricul
tural labour is becoming very difficult 
to find. The paucity of labour is being 
partially met by mechanisation of agri
culture. 

10. The problem of agricultural labour 
is very complicated. Unlike industrial 
labour which is concentrated in particular 

areas, agricultural labour is d"fficult to 
organise and to deal with on uniform 
basis as it is scattered throughout the 
country with varying local conditions. 
Not even a. beginning has been made in 
the organisation of this vast potential 
man power. It has no press or platform 
and no body to champion its cause 
although of all sections of the people 
its need for organisation is the greatest. 
The people of this class live in half.fed 
condition on account of inadequate 
earning hardly enough for meeting their 
material needs. Again, the employment 
is seasonal, throwing the population of 
this class out of work for almost half 
the year. Orissa is primarily a. land of 
one crop and therefore the "or kers 
in fields remain idle .for a considerable 
period during the year unless they take 
resort to some other avocations. 
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SECTIO,. VII 
Nn-clltivlting Owners of Cultivated Land; Agricultural Rent receivers and 

. their Dependants 

POPULATION 

1. The non-cultivating owners of culti
vated land; agricultural rent receivers 
and their ·dependants number 219,827 
in Orissa of whom 95,971 are males and 
123,856 are females. They constitute 
1·9 per cent of the total agricultural 
population of the State. Their distri
bution in the State, natural divisions 
and districts is given in Table B-I 
appearing in Part 11-B of this Report. 
A larger percentage of such persons 
are to be found among the agricultural 
classes of the coastal division. 

WORKING POPULATION AND DEPENDANTS 

2. The division of a number of 10,000 
population belonging to this livelihood 
class into sub-classes, namely, self-sup
porting persons, non-earning dependants 
and earning dependants has been shown 
in the Subsidiary Table 4·5. The self
supporting persons form 30·2 per cent 
of the population of this class while the 
remaining 69·8 per cent belongs to the 
category of dependants. Of these, 5·5 
per cent are earning dependants and the 
remaining 64·3 pAr cent are non-earning 
dependants. The percentage of self
supporting persons is somewhat larger 
in the inland division than in the coastal 
division. Inversely, the dependants 
particularly of non-earning type are seen 
in larger number in the coastal division. 
The following table shows the percentage 
of sub-classes in the State and the two 
natural divisions. 

State or Sel•-1111pport- No.,-earning Earning 
natural division ing persons dependants dependants 

ORISSA 3()-2 

Inland division S2·1 

Coastal division .19·6 

3. The percentage of self-supporting 
persons, earning dependants and non
earning dependants to the total popula
tion of this class in respect of different 
States in India is given below: 

State Percentage to the tntal population 
ofclnl!s IV 

,-----~ 
Self-support• Non-Parning Earning 

ing persons dependant$ t~ependant 

Orissa 30•2 64'3 5 ~ 

Madras 28·9 67•8 3'3 

Uttar Pr!idesh 38•1 58·5 3•4 

Madhy .. Pudesh •• 35·6 46•3 18•1 

West Bengal 26·1 71•6 2•3 

Assam 27·4 61·8 10•8 

Punjab 29•5 60·3 10·2 

Trava11core-Cochin 30·0 66·2 3•8 

SECONDARY MEANS OF LIVELmOOD 

4. Out of the total population belong
ing to livelihood class IV, 17·2 per cent 
have got secondary source of livelihood 
of whom 11·7 per cent are self-supporting 
persons and 5·5 per cent are earning 
dependants. Out of the total population 
having secondary means of livelihood 
4·0 per cent get their subsidiary income 
from one of the agricultural occupations 
and the remaining 13·2 per cent from 
non-agricultural occupations. It is inter
esting to see that the largest number of 
persons deriving their secondary means 
of livelihood from agricultural occupa
tions find employment as cultivating 
labourers. The percentage of such 
persons is 2·4. Thus, although the 
principal means of livelihood of these 
persons is of a type equivalent to that of 
proprietors or rent collectors of agricul
tural land, a large section of them are 
so poor that they have taken to the 
agricultural labour to supplement the 
main source of their maintenance. 
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6. A large number of non-culti'\"'ating 
owners of land who .work as cultivating 
labourers is to be found in the inland 
division. Such persons constitute 4·6 
per cent in this division as against 1·6 
per cent in the coastal division. Among 
the districts, Mayurbhanj, Kalahandi, 
Bolangir and Koraput (6·7, 6·4, 5·6 
and 5·0 per cent respecti'\"'ely) have a 
high number of non-cultivating owners 
who work as labourers in the fields. 
Ganjam Agency, Balasore and Cuttack 
have got the least number of such people. 
This shows that the proprietors of land 
or'agricultural rent receivers of Ganjam 
Agency, Balasore and Cuttack are more 
prosperous and do not feel the necessity 
of taking to secondary means of livelihood 
whil(" the persons of this class in Mayur
bhanj, Kalahandi, Bolangir and Koraput 
derive such a poor income from their 
main source of livelihood under class IV 
that they have to depend to a great extent 
on sul:sidiary income from claEs III. · 

6. Among the non-cuai,ating owners 
ofland who have taken to one of the non-

agricultural professions as su Lsidiary 
source of income the largest percentage 

. come under other sen·icel'\ and miscel
laneous sources (class VIII) to th£' 
extent of 7·3 per cent. Tho people of 
the inland division have taken to this 
kind of secondary income to a greater 
extent, namely. 8·2 than .the pt'oplo of 
the coastal division with 6·9 per cent. 
Livelihood dass VIII as a Sl'condary 
income is very popular with the non
cultivating owners of land of agency 
areas of Ganjam where 24·0 per cent 
belong to such category. The second 
in importance as a source of supple
mentary li'\"'elihood for the people of 
class IV is production other than culti
vation (class V) which gives employment 
to 3·3 per cent of the people. Commerce 
(Class VI) is also important as a secondary 
source of livelihood as 2·4 per cent 
have taken resort to it in addition to 
their main livelihood under class IV. 
Transport is hardly important as a 
source of secondary means of livelihood 
for the persons beionging to class IV. 
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SECTION VIII 
Active and Semi-actiwe Workers in Cultivatron 

PoPULATION 

1. The number of active and semi
active workers in cultivation is 39·7 
lakhs out of the total agricultural popula
tion of 116·1 lakhs in Orissa. The distri
bution of these workers is shown in the 
Subsidiary Table 4·6. They include the 
self-supporting persons and the earning 
dependants of the agricultural classes 
who are engaged in cultivation and also 
the self-supporting persons of non-agri
cultural classes who have cultivation as 
their secondary means of livelihood and 
finally the earning dependants of the 
agricultural classes deriving their subsi
diary means of income from agriculture. 
In other words, the total number of 
whole-time and part-time workers in 
agriculture amounts to 39·7 lakhs ·who 
are responsible in raising food and other 
agricultural crops for the total popula
tion of Orissa exceeding 146 lakhs. 

LIVELmoon CLAss oF WoRKERS 
2. persons deriving their livelihood 

from class IV are not treated as active 
workers as they do not contribute to 
the actual production of food and other 
crops. In other words, they are included 
among the groups of persons who are 
economically inactive. In calculating the 
total number of active and semi-active 
workers, the population under class IV 
has therefore been omitted. The per
centage of workers of the remaining three 
classes of agricultural livelihood in the 
State and the natural divisions is given 
in the statement below :-

State or Active and semi-a~tiv3 \\Orkers in 
natural division culti\·ation 

r-----A---------. 
Cia~ CI .ss C1a~s 

1 n ni 
CultivatOrs Cultivators Agricultural 

of land owned of land labcuren 

Ori~ta 

Inland divi.toiCID 
C'-vaetal uiYieion 

unowned 
26·0 
!8•1 
22-8 

3. Class I supplies two-thirds of the 
active and semi-active workers in culti
vation and class III supplies a little 
above a fourth. The contribution of 
class II naturally is small and is confined 
to 7 ·5 per cent of the total number of 
active and semi-active workers in Orissa. 
In the inland division although class I 
constitutes 78·2 per cent of the total 
agricultural population, the percentage 
of active and semi-active wotkers from 
this class is small, namely, 66·8. Similarly, 
in the coastal division the :percentage 
of actual workers is 66·1 out of the total 
active- workers in agriculture although 
the population of this class is 71·0 :per 
cent of the total agricultural population. 
Class I contributes a lesser :percentage 
of actual workers than is justified by the 
percentage of this class to the total 
agricultural population. On the other 
hand, class III contributes decidedly a· 
larger percentage of active and semi
active workers, namely, 26·0 per cent 
although the general population per
centage of this class is only 15·5. Class II 
shows an equal percentage bothways, 
which is 7 ·5. It will be easy to infer from 
the difference in the two sets of :percent
age thatamongthepopulation belonging 
to livelihood class I, there are a larger 
number of economically inactive persons 
than amongst the persons of livelihood 
class Ill, a normal :position being cccu
pied by livelihood class II. Between tl:e 
natural divisions, it is seen that the 
proportion of economically active and 
semi-active :persons under class I is 
almQst equal, but there is a greater 
proportion (roughly double) of such per
sons belonging to class II in the coastal 
division. There is thus a large number of 
non-o'Wllir g cultivators or bh ag tenants 
in the coastal division but in the inland 
division the availability of cultivating 
labourers is decidedly more than in the 
coastal division. · 
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4. The conclusion that may be drawn 
from the 'above statement and observa
tion.' is that in the coastal diYision there 
is a greater amount of economic inacti
vity among the owner cultivators, a 
greater amount of activity ofnon-owninry 
cultivators, and lesser extent of availa~ 
bility of agriculturallabQur while in the 
inland division, the owner cultiyators are 
a little more active, the agriculturists 
take to bhag cultivation to a lesser extent 
and agricultural labour is available to 
a greater extent. 

NUMBER OF AcTIVE \YoRKERs IN AGRI
CULTURE 

5. It is usually assumed that an earning 
dependant does an amount of work 
equal to about one-third of that done by 
a self-supporting person and that a self
supporting person having a secondary 
means of livelihood derives from such 
secondary livelihood about one-sixth of 
the earnings made from his principal 
means of livelihood. On this basis, it 
will be possible to ascertain the propor
tion of active workers in cultivation to 
the total population giving a rough idea 
of the number of persons feeding and 
supplying other agricultural needs of the 
total population. Reducing the total 
number of earning dependants of agri
cultural classes by one-third and the total 
number of self-supporting persons having 
secondary means of livelihood derived 
from agriculture by one-sixth, it appears 
that the earning dependants are 
equivalent to 228,771 and the self
supporting persons with secondary means 
of livelihood to 21,155 full-time active 
agricultural workers. By adding these 
numbers to the total number of self
supporting persons earning their liveli
hood from agriculture, it is observed that 
there are 3,408,010 active workers in 
agriculture in Orissa. In other words, 
the food and other agricultural neces
sities of 146 lakhs of people of Orissa are 
produced by the labour of these 34 lakhs 
of full-time workers. 

RATIO OF WoRKERs .u;-n Co~sC::\lERS 

G. As the food requirements uf 146 
lakhs of people are protluecd by about 
34 lakhs of whole-time workers it is . ' poss1ble to work out the worker-consumer 
ratio. On the above basi:;;, one active 
agricultural workt'r produces food and 
otht'r agricultural products for approxi
mately 4·3 persons of the f.:CHnal popula
tion of Orissa, leaving some amount of 
food and other crops for export from 
the State. The corrcspondincr fi!!ure for 
the natural divisions and dist~icts is 
shown below :-

State, natur I division Number of persona for whom 
or d•~trict one .-ctive agri<'ultural 

ORISSA 
Inland division 
Coastal division 

Cut tack 
Balasore 
Puri 

Sa.rnba.lpur 
G .. njllrn 

Koraput 

Dhenkanal 
Keonjhar 
Phu:b.mi 

Bolangir 

Sundargarh 
Kaluhandi 
Mayurbhanj 

worker proJuc ·s food 
etc. 

4•3 

3·9 
4•8 

4•8 

4•4 

4•7 

3·6 

u·3 

4·8 

4•1 

3·9 

4•1 

4•0 

3·9 
3•8 

3•4 

7. These figures supply food for various 
thoughts. It is to be considered if in 
Ganjam where one active cultivator is 
responsible for feeding 5·3 persons of the 
general population, there is too much 
strain on that cultivator as compared 
with his counterpart in Mayurbhanj 
where he has to feed only 3·4 persons. 
The figures may also indicate that 
Ganjam with a heavier responsibility of 
production per 

1 
cultivator is deficit in 

food production than Ma,yurbhanj which 
is a smplus district. It may also mean 
that in Ganjam an average cultivator 
produces more by virtue of the grea.ter 
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productivity of the land while in 1\layur
bhanj this is not possible. A hard and 
fast criterion for deciding the above 
questions cannot be laid down. 

8. The figures relating to the districts 
or even natural divisions should be taken 
as approximate indication of the number 
of population supported by an active 
worker. ·There are many a district which 
produces more than is required for its 
own population, so that the ;.;urplus is 
exported. On the other hand, there 
are districts which are deficit in food 
production with the amount of agricul
tural hands working for the existing 
population. Such districts import food 

from surplus districts. From th.e informa
tion available from the Department of 
Supply and Transport it is possible to 
classify different districts of Orissa into 
three categories, namely, surplus, self
sufficient and deficit in food production 
as follows :-

Surplus districts-
Balasore, Sambalpur, Koraput, 
Kalahandi and 1\Iayurbhanj. 

Self-sufficient districts-
Cuttack, Purl, 9anjam and Bolangir 

Deficit districts-
Dhenkanal; Keonjhar, Phulbani 
an_d Sundargarh. 
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SlCTION IX 
Prolress of Cultivation correl .. t~d to growth of Pcpulation 

DJSPARITY rn GROWTH OF PoPULATION the oppc site in the next 30 Y''ars from 
AND CuLTIVA.TlON 1921 to 1951, which is a period of rapid 
1. In the history of tl.e people, there growth .of populatio.n but of agri~ultu!al 

are so~e periods when the growth of sta~ahon or dechne. Such d_tsranty 
population outstrips the growth of culti- bet\\ee~ th:- gro.wth of populahon and 
vation and others when the opposite ?f culbYahon, if allow«:>d to prolong, 
takes place. There must be identifiable IS b.ound to er«:>att• eomplkatec_l adminis-
reasons for these disparities, for in the trabve n. problems. Re!fiedial measures 
long run the two rates of growth must must. bv undertaken w1th~m~ any delay, 
keep in step. It"appears that in Orissa, and m order t? do so, It IS necessary 
the growth of cultivation during the to study the c1rc~mstances and factors 
first two decades of the present century that were rc~pon.sthle fo~ the poor pro-
exceeded the growth of population. gress of cultivation durmg the last 30 
During this period, the population of years. 
O~sa increased by 8·3 per cent but Cr.AssJFICAT ON OF AREAS 

agnculture seems to have gained by a 
comparatively greater extent of increase. 
The position was reversed in the next 
30 years from 1921 to 19<"il. The rate 
of growth of population was very rapid, 
namely, 31·3 per cent during this period, 
but the extent of cultivated area 
decreased considerably. Thuj:l, while the 
population was quickly expanding durincr 
the last 30 vears, cultivation was on th~ 
decline. Although some a.mount of 
increase in the cultivated area resulted 
during the last decade, the declille prior 
to that was so great that the cultivated 
area in 1951 continued to be lower in 
extent than that of 1921. 

3. In order to appreciate the position 
with regard to increase or decrease of 
cultiT·ated area, as well as the possibility 
of extension of cultivation, it is necessary 
to know how the total area of the State 
has been apportioned between different 
categoriC's of land. The following table 
shows the clasRification of areas. 

Classificat:on 
acres 

I. Fort>St- . . 14,720,000 

2. Not avai'able for culti· 
vation. 

4,5;8,90!? 

Percento.g.., of 
total IHE'a 

of .be State 

38·24 

Il·90 

3. Other uncultivated 5,448, 79:- 14•16 
2. Thus the first two decades of the Iandi excluding cur

rent fal'ows. 
pres~~t cefturyt.was £a ;~riod of 1 c~m- 4. Current fallows 1,819,275 4·73 
pbarta lVe S agn.adiOnf or. £ e popu at10n 5. Ne: are!) sown dur:ng 11,920,0G6 30·117 

u was a. per10 o sa tis actory growth tht> year. 
in cultivation. The position was just Total area of the State S8,487,0~0 100 

Net Area sown 
4. The changes in the net area sown Before passing on for C.h;cu,sion, it rr ay 

during the last 30 years have been shown be stated that the figures should be 
in the Suhj:lidiary Table 4·7. The figures acc~pted with ('aution, on account of 
represent the quinquennial averagE" of the the reas0n th?t there wE.s no special 
arPa sown as explained in the foot-note orp111isation for collection of a~icultural 
of the Table. They have been compiled stati~tks prior to 1944 al)d the v:ork 
from the records of the Directr'lr of was managed h,v the local Uevenue staff 
Agriculture and from other sources where of lo\l'er ranks and although Em organisa-
the Director oou.Jd not furniilh them. tion was croated after 194:4, it w!.B hardly 
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knmvn to bave given dependable figures. 
.Facts regarding the extren1e deficiency 
of a,grieultural statistics bave been di"..
cnssed in ~ection I of this Chapter. 
l\loreover, there were frequent changes • 
in boundaries of the districts and of 
Orissa as a whole during the last 30 
years and in the years 1948 and 1949 
there was the merger of a large number 
of ex-:;ta.tA areas which had no record 
to show classific~.tion of cultivated lands. 
It is difficult to trace the history of the 
progress of cultivation in Orissa on 
account of these deficiencies. An 
attempt has however been made to 
describe the situation with as much 
reliability as possible by consolidating 
the available sources of information. 

5. As the figures stand, there has been 
a continuous fall in the net area sown 
from 1921 to 1941 and although there 
was a slight increase in 1951, the net 
area is much less than what it was 30 
years before. The net area sown stood 
at 129·7 lakh acres in 1921, which was 
reduced to 123·7 lakh acres in 1931 
and to 118·1 lakh acres in 1941. In 
1951, however, it has arisen to 121·2 
lakh acres which though higher by 3·1 
lakh acres than the area of 1941, is 
less by 8·5 lakh acres than the area sown 
in 1921. A similar trend is noticeable 
in respect of the two natural divisions 
where the figures taken separately show 
that the net area sown declined persis
tently from 1921 to 1941 and rose 
slightly in 1951 so as to stand finally 
much lower than the figure of either 
1931 ·or 1921. The overall decline in 
30 years, viz., from 1921 to 1951 is 8·5 
lakh acres for Orissa, 1·6 lakh acres 
for the inland division and 6·9 lakh 
acres for the coastal division. As regards 
individual districts, similar decline is 
noticeable in respect of all except 
Sambalpur, Keonjhar, Sundargarh and 
Phulbani, which districts have gained 
only to a small extent. The most import
&nt agricultural districts of the State, 

namely, Balasore, Koraput, Kalahandi 
1\Iayurbhanj and Cuttack have all suffered 
loss of area under cultivation. 

CAUSES OF DECREASE IN THE NET AREA 
~OWN 

6. The decrease in the total area under 
cultivation in most of the districts of 
Orissa and in the State as a whole is a 
matter of grave concern. Factors which 
bwught about the decrease may be the 
shortage of agricultural labour, high 
cost of plough bullocks, adverse. seasonal 
factors and the change from agricultural 
to industrial professions to a growing 
extent. Deterioration of land may also 
be anQther reason. Portions of the once 
fertile lands of the deltaic region of the 
Mahanadi and the Brahmani have become 
sand-logged as a result of frequent floods 
during the past two decades. Damage 
by sand-logging has also occurred in 
the valley of the Vansadhara and other 
areas in the inland division. Another. 
important reason of decrease in cultivated 
area may be the abandonment of a 
number of principal, irrigation sources 
during the last few decades. The Dudhai 
Irrigation Canal, the High Level Canal, 
Range II and the Orissa Coast Canal 
have all been abandoned causing consi
derable decrease in irrigation facilities. 
Although a few new irrigation sources 
have come into existence in the mean
while, many of the existing ones have 
suffered reduction of irrigable capacity 
and other types of deterioration. The 
combined result of all these factors have 
led to the decrease in tho total cultivated 
area of Orissa during the last 30 years. 

AREA SoWN MoRE THAY ONcE 

·7. The net area sown more than once 
declined from 1921 to 1931 but during 
the last two decades good progress has 
been done particularly in the coastal 
division. In 1921, such area was 7·7 
lakh acres which declined to 6·7 lakh 
acres in 1931 but increased to 7·4 lakh 
acres in 1941 and further to 11·0 lakh 
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acres in 1951. The improvement was 
most noticeable in the coastal division 
where the area was 5·2 lakh acres in 
1921, and was reduced to 4·9 lakh acres 
in 1931, increased to 5·5 in 1941 and • 
further to 8·7 lakh acres in 1951. To a 
smaller extent such improvement is 

noticeable in the inland division where 
the area. sown more than once in 1951 
is still lesser than that of 1921. The 
districts which have gained most in 
the area. sown more than once are 
Cuttack, Purl and Ganjam. 

Per Capita Land 

8. The area under cultivation pnr 1921 and 1951 mostly accounts for the 
capita for the three decades between 1921 decline of the 33·5 cents in the total 
and 19.31 for Orissa and the two natural area of cultivation per capita. A small 
divisions is shown below. The area. is percentage of decrease in the irrigated 
given in cents per head. single crop cultivation per c•1pita also 

State or n"~ural 
d.ivi.ion 

ORIS3A 
Inland -iiviaion 
C.,aet.al diviAion 

1951 

82·7 
103•0 
68·8 

1941 1931 

99·0 
108·0 
60·1 

1911 

116·2 
U8·8 
83·2 

9. A perusal of these figures show that 
in Orissa every man, woman and child 
had 116·2 cents of land in 1921 to draw 
sustenance from. It was reduced to 
99 cents in 1931, and to 85·7 cents in 
1941 and has since been further reduced 
to 82·7 cents in 1951. There is an 
overall decrease of 33·5 cents per capit ,,, 
which amounts to a decrease by 28·8 
per cent between 1921 and 1951. In 

·both the natural divisions the per capita 
area of cultivation is also steadily declin
ing from decade to decade. In Orissa 
Inland Division, the per capita area of 
cultivation in 1921 was 148·8 cents. 
It came down to 127·4in 1931 and further 
reduced to 108·0 cents in 1941. In 
1951, it reached the level of 103·0 cents. 
The total decrease between 1921 and 
1951 is 45·8 cents which forms 30·8 
per cent of the 1921 per capita area. 
In the coastal division, ptr capita 
cultivated land in 1921 was 83·2 cents. 
It came down to 67·9 cents in 1931 and 
to 60·1 cents in 1941. By 1951, it 
fell down further to 58·6 cents, thus 
losing 24:·6 cents p€r capita since 1921, 
which forms 29·6 per cent of the 1921 
per capita area.. 

10. The decrease in the unirrigated 
lingle crop cultivation per capila between 

accounts for it. Unirrigated double crop 
cultivation per capita in Orissa ha. 
improved by 1·3 cents per capita, bu~ 
this is infinitely small to set off the huge 
decrease in the unirrigated single crop 
cultivation per capita. 

11. As stated above, the per capita 
cultivated area has decreased by 45·8 
cents in the inland division between 
1921 and 1951 and 24·6 cents in the 
coastal division. A large percentage of 
this decrease is accounted for in both the 
divisions by the decline in the unirrigated 
single crop cultivation per capita. In 
the inland division, the decrease in 
unirrigated double crop cultivation per 
capita by 1·6 ~ents has also taken plac~. 
Further, there has been a decrease m 
the irrigated single crop cultivation from 
17·4 cents to 13·6 cents in the coastal 
division which has also contributed to 
the general decline. No doubt there 
has been a per capita increase of 5 cents 
in the coastal division under unirrigated 
double crop cultivation and 2·2 cents in 
the inland division under irrigated single 
crop cultivation, but these are too small 
in volume to retrieve the position of 
deterioration caused by the great decline 
in unirrigated single crop cultivation. 

12. To sum up, it is observed that 
there has been a steady decline in the 
area. of cultivation per capita in. C?r!ssa. 
as well as in the two natural diV1B1ons 
between 1g21 and 1g51. The per eapittJ 
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area in the inland division is greater 
than that in the coastal division, being 
103·0 and 58·6 cents respectively in the 
year 1951. In other words, the per 
rapi a area of the coastal division is a 
little more than half the area in the inland 
division. The rate of decline is faster 
in the coastal division, coming mostly 
from Ganjam, Cuttack and Purl districts. 
The position of Ganjam district is grave, 
for while the per capit·'· area of cultivation 
was 95·2 cents in.1921, it came down to 
47·4 cents in 1951, a decrease of about 
50 per cent. Puri's decline is 25·4 
per cent and Cuttack's 30·1 per cent. 
The following statement shows the net 
decline in pe.r capita area of cultivation 
since 1921 and the percentage it 
represents of the area of cultivation per 
capita in 1921. 

Name of district 

Cut tack 
Balasore 
Puri 
Bsmbaipur 
OmjHm 
Koraput 
1 henkanal 
Kt>onjhar 
Phulba.ni 
Bolmgir 
Sun·Jargarh 
Kalal.andi 
Mayurt..hanj 

Tiltal de,.re'l!le Perc-entage of 
sino• 19:!1 in decruaae since 

cen.s 1921 

19·0 
6·4 

23·0 
17·9 
47•8 
75·8 
70·0 
33·3 
13•5 

40·1 
fi8·6 
47•2 
59·1 

30'1 
6·5 

25·4 
14·6 
50•2 
40"4 
45•5 
24•9 
11•4 

23·9 
30•1 
31•7 
43•2 

13. Although from the above state
ment, it would appear that the fall in 
the area of cultivation per capita in the 
districts of the inland division is large 
in term.~:~ of cents, the position is not 
as serious as in the coastal districts 
where .the area had already become too 

· small to admit of any further diminution 
The lowest per capita area in the inland 
division (77·6 in Mayurbhanj) is higher · 
than the per capita area of cultivation 
in Cuttack, Puri and Ganjam, but is 
only less than that of Balasore. 

14. The causes of fall in the per capita 
are identical with those that led to the 
decline of the area of cultivated lands, 

. namely,· difficulties in securing labour 
and bullock' power, ad verse . seasonal 
c~:mditions, abandonment of many irriga
tion sources and deterioration of land. 
Yet the most important factor that has 
bro~ght about t~e decrease of per capita 
cultivated area 1s the rapid growth of 
population at a rate far higher than 
that of cultivation. This has inevitably · 
resuJ.ted in lesser amount of land plr 
~aptta. The decrease of per cap-ita land 
IS a matter of concern, because the 
production of food per head will ulti
mately decrease, and the people may not 
get adequate food in course of time. 

Irrigation 

INADEQUATE lBBIGATION AREA 

15. The first arid foremost measure 
necessary for increasing the yield of 
crops and the area under cultivation 
is t.he supply of adequate water for 
cultivated land. In Orissa, irrigation 
facilities are limited in extent. Out of. 
the average cultivated area of 121 lakh 
acres for the quinquennium ending 
1949-50, the area irrigated is only 19·6 
lakh acres. Thus, the irrigated area 
amounts to 16·2 per cent of the cultivated 
area. :Most of the States in India have 

got a larger percentage of irrigated area 
as shown below. The inland State of 
!'J~dhya Pradesh has however smaller 
liTigation facilities than Orissa. 

State 

Orissa 

West Bengal 

Madras 

Madhya Pradesh 

Uttar Pradesh 

Travaneore·Coch.iD 

Percentage of irr'gated 
area to euhivated 

aren 

16·2 

18·2 

31·4 

8•7 

29·3 

33·4 
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DnlL~IS!JI~o ScorE 
16. If the extent of irrigation is an 

index of food security, the people of 
Orissa are not more protected to-day 
than they were 30 years before, as 
the irrigated area per cop 'ta has decreased 
from 14·1 cents in 1921 to 13·3 cents 
in 1951, a. decrease of 0·8 cents per 
c·,pita during the last 30 years. The 
Famine Enquiry Commission of 1945 
after searching enquiries came to the 
conclusion that the average area under 
irrigation was on the decrease. Accord
ing to the Report*, the average area 
tmder irrigation during the quinquennium 
ending 1921-22 was 6,81,000 acres which 
was reduced to 6,45,000 acres in the quin
quennium ending 1941-42. This means 
that during 20 years, the i.J:ri~ated area 
decreased by 36,000 acres. The figures 
relate to the province of Orissa as it 
was constituted in 1944-45. In other 
words, the figures are confined to the 
six old districts of the State. Furth~r 
information in this connection is available 
from the Land Utilization Statistics of 
the Ministry of Food and A~iculturf', 
Government of India, which show that 
in the year 1948-49 the tota.l irrigated 
area in Orissa was 16,84,000 acres 
comprising the follol'ing sources. 

Acres 
Canal Irrigation-Government 3,74,000 
Cnnal Irrigation-Private 60,000 
TaPks 4,84,000 'v f>lls 36,ooo 
Others 7,30,000 

17. Subsidiary Table 4·7 lri.ves the 
fi~1rl'R of net area irrigated in OrisRa and 
in differ('nt district~. 'The irrigatrd area 
for the ~tate and the natural divisions 
as Fhown in this Table is merely approxi
mate and cannot be taken to represent 
the flClRition aceurately. Arcording to 
thP~A fi!:•'ltr<'S, the net arra irrigated in 
19~1 in Ori~~a was 1,f.fi2 thousand arr('S. 
Rc•wf'lPD 1fl2} 91·d 1931 :t inr·rensf'd hy 
87 thousand acres. In the next decade, 
namely, 1931 to 1941, it declined by 

70 thousand acres but recovered by 
29.:? thousand acres in the decade 1DH-
1D51. The net increase between 1921 and 
19.31 is 30{1 thousand acres. The extent 
of irrigation as recorded for different 
years is shown below :-

1921 16·5 lakh a~res 
1931 17·4 lakh acrf's 
19-U 16·7 lakh acns 
1951 19·6 lakh acres 

18. A remarkable rise in 1931 is notice
able. This is mainly due to the ('Xtensive 
irrigation works done during the latter 
half of the last decade. It is howcvrr 
interesting to see that the increase has 
been confined to the inland division onlv 
where the irrigated area has increased 
from 6·1 lakh acres in 1921 to 10·5 lakh 
acres in 1951. In the coastal division 
the position is unsatisfactory as the 
irrigation area has declined from 10·4 
lakh acrrs in 1921 to 9·1 lakh acres in 
1951. AlthouQ'h some new minor irriga
tion works were constructed in the last 
decade, the abandonmPr.t of major irri
~ation sources such as. the High Level 
Canal Ran<!e II, and the Dudhai ( anal 
has r('sulted in the reduction of the net 
irrigated area in this division. In the 
inland division, tank and well irrigation 
has been on the increase resulting in 
some amount of addition to the irrig:ateu 
area of the previous decadrs. The fact, 
however, may not be lost sight of that 
the quality of statistics of the inland 
division is inferior to that of the coastal 
division, and sometimes the figures are 
completely unreliable. This is- because 
of the large extent of ex-~tate areas now 
forming part of the inland division, 
where no reliable statistics were main
tained. As a result, although the n~t 
gain of the inland dh,ision during the 
past three decadrs is shmvn to bn 441 
thousand acres, the real position mny 
not at all be so good. The figurf'S of the 
coa~tal division, whic·h are on the whole 
acceptable, show a. decrease of 132 
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thousand acres of irriaation area between single crop some of which are unirri~ated 
19?_1 and 1931. This is in conformity and some irrigated once. There 1s no 

· inducement to cultivators for raising the 
with the findings of the Famine Enqmry second crop, obviously for lack o. f faci-
Commission, 19-15. So whatever may be 

1 the Official fi,....!!llres, it appears reasonable lities of double irrigation. In the ~oa.sta 
area such facilities exist to a hnuted to conclude that during the last 30 years d d 

there has been a considerable amount of extent and the area brough un er secon 
dl'crease of irrigation area in the coas al ir. igated crop is very small. There is 
division and that there has been no remarkable paucity of statistics in this 

1 1 f h respect and the few figures that are increase but possib y <,ccrease o sue available are far from correct and so 
area in Orissa taken as a whole. b · 

they have not been shown in the Su Sl-
19. As rl'gards the extent of irrigated diary Table. According to the Season 

area in different districts, the Director of and Crop Reports, an area of 78 thousand 
Agriculture supplied some figures ~hich acres was the area irrigated more than 
on examination were found to be highly once in 1921. In 1931, the area was 
defective. They show that Koraput which almost insignificant being only 13 
is known to be poor in irrigation facilities hundred acres. Between 1931 and 1941 
has 4.73,3G6 acres of net irrigated area it rose upto 115 thousand acres and by 
although Cuttack which has a net-work 1951 it declined to just over 7 thousand 
of irrigation canals is shown to have a.cres

6 
The figures are remarkable f~r 

3,19,2-1-1 acres. Similarly, Puri which has absurd fluctuations. One reason that 1s 
practically no irrigation is shown to have assigned ·to such fluctuation is the differ-
2,57,993 acrE's of irrigated area while ence in criterion of defining a second 
Balasore which has the High Level irriaated crop. In 1941, water supplied 
Canal, Range III, providing ir~igation to ft)r c-the second time after the harvest of 
a porti0n of the district is shown to have the Kharif crop to make. the land fit for 
on'y 6,084 acrE's. Phulbani, on the other :Mu·.g crop was taken as irrigation for 
han~. is recorded to have 1,16,595 acres the second crop. In other years such 
of irricrated area. Judging from experi- irriaation was taken to be repeated 
encE", :--these figures are any thing but supply of water for one crcp only, namely, 
reliable. the Kharif crop. Thus, either on account 
AREA IRRIGATED MORE THAN ONCE 

20. Orissa is essentially a country of 

of varving criteria or due to lack. of 
agenry· for collection of reliable statistics 
there is absence of reliable information; 

Ma:1uring 
21. The most important means of 

incrE"asing the yield of crops, next to 
adequate supplv of water is the use of 
manure. If agricultural productions have 
to he incrl'ased, it is indispensable that 
the uRn of organic and inorganic manures 
sh0uld be en<'ouraQ:ed. :Manure is used in 
OrisRa to a limited extent only and the 
land is generally left to its natural powers 
of rc(Upl'rating the ln~s of fE"rtirty after 
a crop is rai~ed. This has led to the 
declining fE"rtility of the soil. The soil 
of Orissa is main~y deficient in nitrogen 

and this can be recouped by the use of 
farmvard manure, compost, green 
manures and chemical fertiliz~rs, etc. 
Results of experiment indicate that green 
manuring invariably gives increased yield 
in rice tltough this increase may greatly 
vary from place to place on account of 
local conditions. Sun-hemp and Dhaincha 
are most valuable gre~n-manure crops 
for rice soils and should be extensively 
enrouraged. Throu!!h propavanda and 
subsidised sales, Government have 
succeeded in popularizing to some 
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t>xtent the use of organic manures like of cattledung is com·erted into manure 
compost and oilcake and chemical ferti- while another 40 per cent is used as 
lizers like ammonium sulphate and fuel and 20 per cent lost due to difl1cul-
super phosphate. The progress however ties of collection. It is therefore necessl'.rV 
is very slow. Agriculturists are aware of to provide cheap and easily available 
the value of farmyard manure for fuel for use of the cultivator so that 
purpose of increasing the yield of crops. cattle dung may be diverted to th(' 
But it is estimated that only 40 per cent maximum for production of manures. 

Crops 
22. There are two principal crops in world, China produces 35:9 million tons 

Orissa, namely, the Kharif crop which is and India 22 million tons. Orissa 
planted in summar and harvested in produces only about 3 million tons per 
autumn and the Rabi crop which is year. 
grown du~g the wi~ter season. By. far 24. The other crops of Orissa belonging 
~he .most 1.mportan~ smgle crop of Onssa to the class of c£'reals and pulses which 
IS nee whiCh constitu!es the staple food are sufficiently imp0rtant for mention are 
o.f the pe?ple. According to the informa- mandia, kulthi, biri, mung, and chana. 
b~n available fr?m the office o! the Linseed, til (sesamum) and castor are 
Duecto~ of Agnculture, there. ~~ an important among oil-seeds and cotton 
astounding number of 1,500 vanetles of and jute amon<Y fibres. Moreover, su<"rar-
rice ,woW? L~ Orissa but the:y may be cane, pan, tobacco and vegetables 

0

are 
cla~slfied mto 3 broa~ cate~ones on the grown to a considerable extent. Out of 
basiS of the season m whiCh they are the total area under cultivation about 
sown an~ h!"rvested: The Biali or 92 per cent is under food crops .. ' 
autumn n~e IS sown m May-June and The following statement gives the 
harvested 1~ Au~st-:-Septem?er. The names of principal agricultural products 
Sarad or wmter nee IS sown m June- of Orissa together with the acres sown 
July an.d harvested in November--!an~- in the year 1951-52 and the percentage 
ary while the Dalua or summar nee IS of acrea~e to the total cultivated area 
grown in December-January and in the State. 
harvested in March-April. It is esti
m!l.ted that the Sarad rice is grown 
over 86·0 per cent of the total area under 
rice in Orissa while Biali extends to 
13·7 and Dal1ta to 0·3 per cent. 

23. Rice is primarily an Asiatic crop. 
The world acreage of ric~ is reported to 
be 207 million acres, of which 95 per cent 
is located in Asia. The largest rice 
growing area. in the world is India which 
alone has 75 million acres of rice land 
while China which is the second largest 
country in this regard has 45 million 
acres under rice. Orissa has about 9·5 
million acres of land under rice. Although 
the rice acreage of China is much less 
than that of India. the production is 
hi~her in China.. Out of 100 million tons 
of rice (clean) produced annually in the 

Nam' of crop 

Winter rice 
Autumn rice 
Summer rice 
Jowar 

. B-.jra 
Maize 
Ragi 
Sugarcane 
Tobacco 
8Boamum 
Grounr:lnut 
Raped muetard 
Lin-d 
C"stor 
Cotton 
Jnte 
Whf>&t 
Barlny 
Gram 
Othf'r 

crope. 
mi!K·ellaneoue 

Total 

Area in B3l'ell 

Percenta~~:e of 
tot,.l cultivated 

nrea 
,...---"---. ,--- ~'----.. 

8,lfl5,200 
1,:WO,IOO 

33,500 

16,830 
I0,307 
86,323 

773,900 
58,000 
82,0011 

:!37.000 
5t,70i} 
6I,400 

17,300 
39,700 
24,100 

161,:140 
14,260 
1,000 

40,1l:l4 
792,272 

11,920,0611 

68·[.0} 
10•91 

0·:.:8 
0'14 
0·119 
0·72 
6·49 
0•4'l 
0·27 
1·119 
0·46 
0•51 

0•15 
0·33 
0•20 
I·35 
0•12 
o·oi 
0•34 
11'65 

100'00 

9'69_ 
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25. The distinctive position which rice 
occupies among the crops of Orissa is 
evident. It is grown over 94,98,800 acres 
of land which constitutes 79·7 per cent 
of the total cultivated area of Orissa. 
In earlier years, the percentage was still 
higher, advancing from 88 per cent in 
1901 to 93 per cent during the currency 
of the last Settlement Operations (1922 
to 1932). The percentage has fallen by 
1951 to a little below 80. This is due 
partly to the real decrease in the area 
under cultivation of rice crop and partly 
to the cultivation of a number of other 
crops during the last 30 years leading 
to the corresponding decline in per
centage of rice area. The next important 
crop of Orissa is ragi or mandia, which 
is cultivated over 7,73,900 acres. There 
was a marked decline in the cultivation 
of mandia between 1901 and the period 
of the last settlements but the crop has 
undergone notable increase in the mean
while so that at present it extends over 
6·5 per cent of the cultivated area of 
Orissa. The principal pulses grown are 
mung, biri, kulthi and arhar. Gram is 
grown to a fairly large extent in the 
north-western districts. Jowar and 
Bajra are grown as rain-fed crops in 
the hilly tracts. Although the State 
exports different types of pulses outside, 
it is deficit with regard to wheat, gram 
and arhar. 

CASH CROPS 

26. Orissa has relatively a small area 
under cash crops like sugarcane, jute, 
cotton, tobacco and oil-seeds. The area 
under sugarcane is 58,000 acres and is 
confined mostly to the 1\Iahanadi valley 
and Km;aput district. The average yield 
of cane IS 20 maunds per acre. Attempts 
have been made to introduce better 
varieties of cane and it is estimated that 
roughly 60-70 per cent of the area is 
under improved varieties. Jute is the 
most important fibre crop of the State. 
It is grown mostly in the coastal districts. 
The area under jute has considerably 

increased during the last three years. 
The present acreage is 1,61,000 acres. 
In pursuance of the All-India Jute 
Development Programme, the State 
Government are taking steps to 
encourage extension of cultivation by 
distributing improved· strains of jute 
seeds among the cultivators and other 
measures. Tobacco is another cash crop, 
but the area is round about 32,000 acres 
only. Mostly desi tobacco is grown. 
Attempts to popularise the ciga~;ette 
tobacco were made without much success. 
Oil-seeds are of commercial importance 
for the growers. Roughly 4 per cent of 
the total cultivated area is under these 
crops. The chief types that are grown 
are niger, mustard, linseed, groundnut 
and castor. The average yield of oil-seed 
per acre is 360 lbs. There is a small ex
port trade in oil-seed although the State is 
deficit with regard to groundnut oil and 
draws mostly its supply from Madras, 
Madhya Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh. 
DEPENDENCE ON AGRICULTURE . 

27. A study of the progress of cultiva
tion may be made on different basis. 
Firstly, the percentage of agricultural 
population in the total population ofthe 
State roughly gives an idea of the populari
ty of agriculture as the means ofliveli. 
hood of the people. The previous Census 
Reports show that the proportion of 
agricultural population has increased 
from decade to decade with some fluctua
tion during the decades 1921 and 1931. 
The percentage of population depending 
on agriculture as the source of livelihood 
in different years is given below. 
Owing to lack of uniformity in occupa,
tional classification in census returns of 
different decades, it is difficult to· work 

· out correct proportions. So the figures 
are approximate. 

1881 61·6 
1891 65·8 
1901 66·3 
19ll . 75·6 
1921 73·3 
1931 67·9 
1941 70•4 
1951 79·3 

17 
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28. The percentage of agricultural 
population in 1951 is much higher than 
it was 70 years back. From the year 1881 
the percentage of agricultural population 
went on increasing consistently till the 
year 1911 but it underwent some amount 
of decline in 1921 and a further fall in 
1931. The percentage quickly rose up 
however in 1941 and again in 1951. 
The principal cause of increase of propor
tion of agricultural population for the 
three decades from 1881 may be the set 
back which indigenous industries 
received on account of import of foreign 
products during the British period. 
Manufacture of salt, weaving and spin
ning, stationeries and toy making under
went decline as these industries were 
captured by foreign manufacturers. 
Naturally, persons who were earning 
their livelihood from industrial occupa
tions had no other alternative but to 

change oyer to the land, thl'reby incrl'as
ing the proportion of agricultural classes. 
But during the decade ending 19:!1, the 
position was changed on account of the 
'Yorld 'Var when there was d('ClinA in 
the import of foreign products, givinrr an 
impetus to indigenous industries to s~me 
extent. The period of next 10 yl'ars was 
one of agricultural depression and people 
took resort to industries and productions 
other than cultivation in growing 
numbers. There was thus a greater 
drift towards industrial occupations and 
consequently the percentage of agricul
tural population was poor during the 
years 1921-31. The agricultural 
depression was over before the close of 
the decade 1931-40 and the agricul
turists found their profession sufficiently 
lucrative. The dependence on land there
fore increased in the year 1941 and the 
trend ·continued upto the year 1951. 

Progress ol Cultivation 
29. The real progress of cultivation review on the increase in the area of 

however can be examined on the basis of different crops between 1901 and 1921. 
acreage sown in different decades. It appears from his Report that the area 
Broadly speaking, the last 50 years from of cultivation under rice increased during 
1901 to 1951 may be divided into three this period by 24 per cent, sugarcane by 
periods with regard to the progress of 70 per cent, wheat by 40 per cent, 
cultivation. The first period extends mung by 22 per cent, kulthi by 3 per 
over 20 years from 1901 to 1921 when cent and other crops by 45 per cent. 
there was expansion of cultivation. The Three crops however underwent decline 
second period covers another spread of in cultivated area, namely, til to the 
20 years from 1921 to 1941 when culti- extent of 33 per cent, cotton 6 per cent 
vation shrank. Thirdly, the last 10 years and kodo 1 per cent. According to this 
from 1941 to 1951 is a period of some calculation, the overall increase in area 
amount of increase in the extent of under crops comes to 17 per cent during 
cultivation. this period of 20 years. 

•FROM 1901 TO 1921 

30. Agricultural statistics for this 
period are not available, but some indi
cations regarding the condition of agri
culture are found in the Settlement 
Reports. Mr. Hamid * who conducted 
the Settlement Operations of the Sambal
pur district has given an interesting 

31. The position with regard to the 
coastal districts has been discussed by 
:Mr. Dalziel t in his Settlement Report. 
It appears from an account given by 
him that the rice growing areas of the 
coastal districts increased during this 
period from 88 per cent to 93 per cent 
and that this increase was mainly at 
the expense of homestead lands indicating 

•Final Rfopo"' on the Land Revenae Settlement. or the Sambalpur district, 1926 by M. Hamid, page 20. 
fFinal Repor1 OQ the Reviaion Settlemen' or Orissa, 1922·32 by w. w. Dalziel, page 9. 
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a tendency on the part of agriculturists 
to reduce homestead lands to the mini
mum in order to grow more rice. He 
reports that there was slight dec~e 
in the net cropped area of dalua nee 
but sarad and beali gained in the culti
vated area. . Cereals and pulses showed 
an increase covering 12 per cent of the 
cropped area as against 10 per cent at the 
time of the Provincial Settlement in 
1901. Oil-seeds including mustard in
creased from 0·4 7 to ·95 per cent of the 
cultivated lands. Jute, sugarcane and 
pan also got more areas of cultivation. 
But there was a marked decline in the 
cultivation of mandia while cotton grow
ing dwindled into insignificance during 
this period. 

32. On the whole, cultivation extended 
to a sufficient extent in ·the coastal 
districts in the same manner as it increas
ed in Sambalpur. Accounts of other 
areas are not available but since the 
typical areas of the two natural divisions 
showed an increase in the cultivated 
areas, it may be accepted that the 
position was correspondingly progressive 
throughout the State. 

FROM 1921 TO 1941 

33. This is a period of decline in culti
vation. Subsidiary Table 4·7 shows the 
average net area sown during different 
decades from 1921 to 1951. The matter 
has been discussed at length in earlier 
paragraphs of this Section. In spite of 
defective statistics, it is possible to 
discern the downward trend in the net 
area sown, the area sown more than 
once, the per capita area of cultivation 
and in the extent of irrigation during this 
period. The net area sown declined 
from 129·7 lakh in 1921 to 118·0 lakh 
acres in 1941, the per capita area showin(J' 
a decline from 116·2 to 85·7 cent~ 
The period is noted for all-round deterio
ration in agriculture. 

THE LAST DECADE 

34. This is on the whole a period of 
moderate recovery. During ten years 
from 1941 to 1951, the extent of area 
sown in the State underwent some 
amount of increase. The quinquennial 
average for 1941 is 118 lakh acres and 
for 1951 it is 121·3 lakh acres. The 
actual extent of cultivated area in 
1951-52 has been reported by the Director 
of Agriculture to be 1,19,20,066 acres. 
An enquify was made from the District 
Officers direct with regard to the total 
cultivated area in the districts. The 
figures reported by them were higher 
and aft~r some amount of scrutiny 
have been adopted in the District Census 
Handbooks. The total cultivated area 
according to these Handbooks. and 
according to Table F appearing in Part 
II-A of this Report comes to 1,32,73,585 
acres. The figures available from the 
Season and Crop Reports give the extent 
of area sown in 1951 as 1,21,26,542 
acres. Thus, none of' the three figures 
agree with each other, evidently because 
they are not based on the result of 
actual Survey and Settlement Operations, 
in which case the results should have been 
reliable. The figures are all based on 
approximate estimates made ultimately 
by lower revenue staff of the districts. 
An attempt was made to compare these 
figures with those published in the Agr1-
cultural Statistics of India but the figures 
in this publication appear to be equally 
defective. They have not therefore been 
included in the present discussion. 
Balancing all the evidences available 
with regard to the extent of cultivated 
area in the State, it may not be far 
from correct to estimate that the net 
area sown in Orissa is 12·5 million 
acres in the closing year of the decade 
1941-51. 

35. To sum up, the overwhelming 
importance of agriculture in the economy 
of the State is evident from the fact 
that an increasingly large percentage 
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of population has been depending upon 
it for their source of livelihood. 50 years 
back, 66·3 per cent of the population 
maintained themselves by income from 
agriculture. But to-day a. much larger 
proportion of the population, namely 
79·3 per cent draw their sustenance 
from the same source. This does not 
however mean that agriculture has 
become a. more profitable proposition 
in the meanwhile. The past half a. 
century was chequered with natural 
calamities, wars, agricultural depression 
and business speculation, as a result of 
which agriculture suffered fluctuations 
in the area of cultivation, extent of 
irrigation and gross production. As 
reviewed above, cultivation was seen to 
have undergone expansion between 1901 
and 1921, followed by reduction during 
the next 20 years upto 1941, and lastly, 
partial recovery by the year 1951. 
Poverty of statistics does not permit 
measuring the actual extent of rise and 
fall in agricultural production, but it 
may be possible to define its broad 
relation to the growth of population. 

CORRELATION WITH POPULATION 
GROWTH 

36. The population of Orissa grew 
from 103 lakhs in 1901 to 111·6 lakhs 
in 1921, which amounts to a growth 
of 8·3 per cent in 20 years. During 
this period, cultivation was expanding 
·rapidly, and one experienced Settlement 
Officer has estimated the increase in the 
area. under crop for the district of which 
he was in charge, to be 17 per cent. 
Another Settlement Officer has lent 
corroboration to the fact of increasing 
extent of cultivaton during this period. 
All evidences available indicate that the 
increase in cultivation was comparatively 
greater than the growth of population 
during this period. 

37. This happy relation between agri
culture and population was changed for 
the worse after the year 1921. Between 

1921 and 1951, the population of Orissa 
increased from 111·6 lakhs to 146·5 
lakhs, an increase of 31·3 per cent in 
30 years. The cropped art.'a, during this 
period declined from 130 lakh to 121 hkh 
acres, a decrease of 6·5 per cent. Thus, 
while population increased to a. notable 
extent, the cultivated area instead of 
keeping pace, did not even remain 
stationary, but suffered heavy decline. 
This is a sad phenomenon of growth of 
population outstripping extension of 
cultivation by a wide margin. As a 
result, the present diminished area of 
cultivation has to support a very much 
larger population, with no notable 
advance in the methods employed for 
increasing the yield of crops per acre. 

DANGERS OF 'IMBALANCE 

38. The growth of population at a 
rapid rate and the simultaneous decline 
in the area under cultivation, coupled 
with increasing proportion of population 
engag~d in agriculture has inevitably 
resulted in lesser amount of land per 
capita. If the per capita land is decreas
ing it is a matter of concern because 
ultimately the food production may 
decrease and the people may not get ade
quate diet. For want of information relat
ing to the yield per acre it has not beon 
possible to work out the grain production 
capacity or the prod,uction of crops ~er 
head. But it appears that the per capzta 
productio~ has been diminishing at a 
higher rate in recent years. Not only 
has there been a lag in the rate of growth 
of population and an increase in cultiv~
tion but the gap between the two IS 

consistently widening. 

39. The dangers of population o~t
stripping cultivation require no emphasis. 
Orissa will have to face grave conse
quences, if she remains complacent at 
the present level of agricultural produc
tion on the ground that she has now 
some surplus quantity of rice for export 
outside the State. It has been conclu
sively shown earlier that while population 
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is on the increase incessantly, the per 
capita land and correspondingly . the 
production of food per head is diminishing 
fast. Moreover, the per capita consump
tion of food by the poorer classes of 
people is also increasing, with the result 
that the margin of excess in food produc
tion will be correspondingly reduced. 
Therefore, if there is some surplus to-day, 
it is going to be deficit tomorrow, if 
nothing is done to arrest the present 
tendencies in agriculture and population. 

INCREASING per capita CoNSUMPTION 

40. The average rate of consumption 
of food per head seems to be increasing 
considerably during the last decade. 
Prior to the last World War, existence of 
extreme poverty left a section of the 
population without adequate food, who 
remained underfed at least during certain 
parts of the year. But as a result of 
inflation of currency during and after the 
war, a larger percentage of the poor 
people could afford to take two square 
meals a day. It is not unusual these 
days to see a rickshaw-puller, bidi-maker, 
cart-driver, industrial worker or even an 
agriculturist Rpending more liberally for 
food and recrfcation. It may not neces
sarily mean that the intrinsic happiness 
of the man in the street has increased, 
but it is an unmistakable proof of the 
increasing material ability of the com-

Age and sex group 
Consumption 

unit per 
individual 

0--15 years 0•7 

Males 15 years and above 1·0 

Females 15 years and above 0•83 

Age not stated and sampling error 1•0 

Total 

mon man. The increase in. the consump
tion of staple food per head is not limited 
to the more advanced section of the 
people of prosperous areas, but has 
spread into the backward areas of the 
State as well. The members of the 
tribes living in mountaineous areas, 
who in the past were depending on 
roots, fruits and hill vegetables for their 
sustenance are taking to rice or mandia 
in growing numbers. 

AcTuAL PRODUCTION, CoNSUMl'TION AND 
SURPLUS 

41. The actual requirement of food 
of the people of Orissa may be estimated 
in the following manner. The require
ments of adults and young persons, 
males and females, are different. In 
calculating the total food requirements 
it becomes necessary to assign a certain 
value for different sexes and ages of 
people.: This can be calculated according 
to what R. K. Mukerjee describes as 
Lusk's co-efficients*. The consumption 
of food by an adult male is taken as 
one standard unit of consumption. The 
requirements of females and young 
persons are converted into this unit 
at the rate of one adult female equal to 
0·83 adult male and one young person 
equal to 0·7 adult male, a young person 
being defined as a boy or a girl aged 
15 years or less. On this basis, the 
consumption unit for Orissa is calculated 
below: 

Population 
(in thousands) 

Total-conswnpt ion 
unit (in thousands) 

5,419 3,793 

4,543 4,543 

4,652 3,861 

31 31 

14,645 12,228 

•Food Planning for Four Hundred Millions by Radha Kamal Mukerjee, page 23. 
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42. Thus the total food requirement 
of the population of Orissa amounts to 
12,228 thousand units of consumption. 
Allotting 16 ozs. per day per consump
tion-unit, the total requirement of the 
population for a year comes to 19·89 
lakh tons of clean rice. The per capita 
consumption of cereals in Orissa is not 
known. The Indian standard of 
consumption in 1950 seems to be 
13·67 ozs. per day. This level has been 
considered inadequate for maintenance 
of proper health and it has been consi
dered necessary to raise it to 16 ozs. 
per adult per day. If the average 
Indian standard is adopted for Orissa, 
the total food requirements of the popu
lation of Orissa will be 17 lakh tons of 
clean rice. But if the standard is raised 
to 16 ozs. per day the requirements 
will rise by 2·89 lakh tons more. 

43. As against the above requirement, 
the production of rice in Orissa at the 
rate of 650 lbs. of clean rice per acre 
for 9·5 million acres of land under 
rice cultivation comes to 27 ·5 lakh tons. 
It is usual to deduct 14 per cent from 
the net produce towards wastage, animal 
consumption and seed requirements. 
This leaves 23·7 lakh tons of rice. The 
annual export of rice from Orissa is 
nearly one lakh tons. Therefore the 
quantity of rice left for consumption 
of the population of Orissa is 22·7 lakh 
tons. The requirements of the people 
at the rate of 16 ozs. per day per adult 
as estimated above, comes to 19·8 lakh 
tons. ·This still leaves a surplus of 2·9 
lakh tons of rice per year. It is not 
known what happens to this large 
quantity of rice. The whole of it cannot 
be ascribed to the hoarding habit of the 
people because hoarding of foodgrains 
is a recurring annual affair with an 
amount of carry-over from year to 
year which cannot be increased indefi
nitely. It cannot also be presumed that 
in Orissa the wastage of foodgrains 
occurs to a greater extent than elsewhere 

in India. The onJy explanation for this 
unaccountable surplus may be that tho 
annual production as calculated above 
relates to normal years and that Orissa 
has frequent occurrences of failure of 
crops. There are so many factors leading 
to the failure of crops in Orissa that it 
may be reasonable to conclude that the 
average production of rice is mnch lower 
than that shown ·above. It is also 
reasonable to estimate the actual con
sumption in Orissa on the average Indian 
standard, for there is no evidence to the 
effect that while the rest of India. was 
living on an inadequate quantity of 
food at 13·67 ozs. per adult per day, 
the economic condition of Orissa permit
ted the people to take more. In fact, 
a vast number of agriculturists and 
particularly the agricultural labourers 
find employment onJy during half the 
length of the year, remaining without 
work for the other half when they live 
under half-fed conditions. In view of 
these circumstances, the actual annual 
consumption comes to 17 lakh tons of 
clean rice, as estimated in the paragraph 
above. Allowing 14 per cent towards 
wastages of all kinds and seeds and one 
lakh tons towards export, the actual 
a-nnual production comes to 20·9 lakh 
tons of clean rice, as against 27·5 lakh 
tons calculated at the rate of 650 lbs. 
per acre. Local failure of crops occurs 
extensively fu Orissa and so the actual 
annual production is less by 6·6 lakh 
tons than the normal production, 
although normal production itself is low 
on account of vicissitudes of monsoon, 
depradation of wild animals and several 
other factors contributing to low pro
ductivity, as mentioned in tho opening 
Section of this Chapter. The above 
estimate, showing the actual annual 
production of rice in Orissa at 20·9 
lakh tons, is approximately supp~rted 
by statistics compiled by the Mimstry 
of A~iculture which shows* that the 
annu~l produ~tion of rice in Orissa in 
the year 1950 stood at 20,06,000 tons. 
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ExPORTABLE SURPLUS 

44. Orissa has earned a . name for 
being surplus in food productiOn and has 
been able to contribute her share towards 
easing India's food deficit at the pres~nt 
critical juncture. The ~otal quantity 
of export of rice for a per~od .of SIX years 
from 1945-46 to 1950-51 IS given below : 

District 

Belasore 
Samba! pur 
Kol'aput 
Puri 
Cuttaek 
Mayurbhanj 
Ganjam 
Sundargarh 
Keonjhar 
Bolangir 
Kalahand. 
Dhenkanal 
Phulbani 

Total Orissa 

Export of rice (olean) 
in tons 

2,~3.399 
I,55,249 

6I,369 
48,533 
16,506 
11,305 
11,187 
I0,608 

5,919 
2,993 
I,158 

132 

_5,47,358 

45. Thus, during the last six years of 
the decade, 5·47 lakh tons of rice was 
exported from Orissa. This comes 
approximately to one lakh tons a year. 
A study of the actual production and 
consumption of foodgrains in Orissa 
shows that this surplus is not real in 
character. It has been stated earlier 
that a good percentage of cultivators 
and agricultural labourers remaip. in
adequately fed for, half the year. If 
their economic condition permitted them 
to take two square meals a day during 
the year, the present surplus would be 
easily wiped off. It has also been men
tioned earlier that per capita consump
tion of food among poorer classes is 
increasing. This will eat up the so
called surplus at no distant time. On 
the top of every thing, is the problem 
of increasing population. The surplus 
is therefore small and precarious. 

46. The effect of the surplus in rice 
is considerably reduced when viewed 
in the light of deficiencies which exist 
in other spheres of food production. 

Orissa faces shortage of other foods, 
such as, wheat, pulses, fruits, .oils and 
fats. The quantity of wheat Imported 
in each of the years 1949 and 1950 
was 8 000 tons,. and in 1951 it was 
higher' namely, 9,000 tons. Ragi, · sugar, 
gram, 'etc., are al~o impo!ted ~ large 
quantities. There IS no r~liable.mforma
tion as regards the defiCiency m other 
items of food, but it appears that the 
gap betwe~n prod~ctio11; and require
ment is qUite large m Onssa. 
DIET • 

47. The probiem of population has 
to be considered in close relation to the 
means of sustenance, mainly. supply of 
food. Considering the existing resources 
in food supply and the general health 
of the people of Orissa, i~ is appa:r~nt 
that there ift. want of suffiCient nutritiOn 
for the people. The_ aim of food produc
tion should be not only to have plenty 
of food but also to have a food of better 
nutritional standard. The diet must 
contain protective foods in sufficient 
quantity. A diet largely composed of 
cereals does not contain enough nutrient 
requin.d for health and needs to be 
supplemented ~y other food: AD; ~
sufficient and ill-balanced diet g~vmg 
only 1 750 calories a day as against the 
necess~ry 2,400 to 3,0~0 calories is. the 
typical diet for a cultivator of Orissa. 
The dificiency in diet is not only confined 
in terms of calories but also may be 
defined in terms of protiens and fats. 

FooD HABIT oF THE PEOPLE 

48. The staple food of Orissa and 
other States in India differs from rice to 
wheat as one passes from East to West. 
An interesting account is given in this 
connection by P. Sen, * who remarks as 
follows : " Broadly speaking as we go . 
from East to West in the country or from 
South to North, rice-eating gradually 
yields place to wheat-eating. An average 
Assamese takes 80 per cent of his diet by·. 

• The Food Problem in India by Pravakar Sen, page 12-11. 
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weight in the form of rice; an average 
Bengali, 75 per CE'nt rice and 5 per cent 
wheat; an average Bihari 70 per cent 
rice, 10 per cent wheat and maize ; an 
average inhabitant of C. P., 40 per cent 
rice, 25 per cent wheat and 15 per cent 
millets. An average Madrasi takes 35 per 
cent rice and 45 per cent ragi; an 
average person in the province of 
Bombay, 30 per cent rice, 35 per cent 
wheat and 10 per cent millets ; an 
average resident of the U. P., 10 per 
cent rice, 60 per cent wheat and 10 per 
cent millets ; finally, an average Punjabi 
takes 75 per cent of his diet by weight in 
the form of wheat • " There is no mention 
regarding Opssa. but the eastern portion 
may be akin to Bengal while the western 
portion may have identity in food habits 
with Madhya. Pradesh. It may be reason
able to conclude that an average inhabi
tant of Orissa. takes about 70 per cent 
of rice and 10 per cent of wheat and ragi 
out of the total quantity of his diet. 
Rice preponderates as the staple item in 
the diet of the people of Orissa.. 

RICE VERSUS \VREAT 

. 49. It is held by some scholars that 
the level of health in rice-eating areas 
seems generally lower than in wheat
eating areas. It is also stated that rice
eating areas have higher mortality on 
account of more pronounced malnutri
tion than in the wheat-eating areas. The 
shortcoming of rice as a sta pie food is 
two-fold. Firstly, it loses more of its 
food value between the field and the 
table than does wheat. Secondly, rice 
tends to become too large a. proportion of 
the total diet. Rice is the only cereal 
which is usually washed and cooked in 
water before consumption. Sometimes 
the boiled water is thrown away. These 
processes lead to depletion of nutrients 
in rice. Rice-eaters generally get more 
than 70 per cent of the total calories from 
rice alone. Foods of animal origin and 
other protective foods are negligible in 
quantity. · The present standard of 

nutrition is not sa.tisfied by such a hir,.h 
proportion of cereal diet. The whe;t. 
eater in general is comparatively 1<'83 
dependent on wheat for all the nutrition 
that he gets. The theory of superiority 
of wheat as diet is however not accepted 
at all quarters. It is asserted by another 
group of d.ietists that the rice standard 
is not necessarily inferior to the wheat 
standard. The example of Japan, which 
is a predominantly rice-eating country, 
is cited. According to these authorities, 
malnutrition is a world"ide reality and 
is not confined to poor or rice-eatinrr 

• 0 
countnes only. The lowest income 
groups even in U. S. A. are insufficiently 
supplied with calories. The truth seems 
to be that the physical or intellectual 
superiority of a nation depends upon so 
many other factors, of which climatic 
conditions and opportunities may not be 
in any way less potent than diet. There 
is however no doubt that wheat as a 
diet has higher calorie return than rice, 
quantity being the same. 

FOOD PRODUCTION TO BE INCREASED 

50. From what has been seen above 
with regard to the precarious character 
of rice surplus and the deficiency in other 
foods, the need for increasing production 
of food requires no argument in support. 
At present there may be sufficiency in 
production of rice alone, but on the face 
of increasing population, how long will 
this sufficiency exist, is a matter of 
serious consideration. 

IMPROVEMENT OF YIELD PER ACRE 

51. There should be a proper approach 
to the problem of increasing food supply. 
The remedy is not the same as it was a. 
few decades back. The first Famine 
Commission in 1880 emphasised on the 
need of bringing waste lands under 
cultivation. Of course there is still room 
for ex:tendinO' cultivation, but the proper 
approach at present should be an increase 
in the productivity of the land already 
brought under cultivation which will 
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enable the additional food requirement 
of the growing population to be met. 
Factors leading to increase in yields 
which include irrigation, manuring, u._.;e 

of impro\ed seeds and implements and 
protection against pests should now be 
extended to chlti,ators in the further
most corner of the country. 
L:xn:xsm:s- or CnTIT .&.no~ : FALLOws 

n-n W A..STE L.c..-ns 
52. When considering the solution of 

the country's agricultural problems, 
nearly all'eyes turn to the official statis
tics showing the extent of culti\able 
lands. In an earlier paragraph of this 
Section, the classification of areas of the 
State shows that a liberal extent of 
waste and fallow land is still a¥ailable 
for extension of culti,ation. The 
current fallows comprise 18·2 lakh acres 
constituting 4·73 per cent of the total 
area of the State. .According to official 
figures, *fallow lands stood at 16,93,000 
acres between 1936 and 1939 falling down 
to 11,90,000 acres in 1943-44. The area 
of fallow lands fluctuated from year to 
year but during the last four years of 
the decade the extent seems to ha\e been 
inc·reasing from 11,58,000 in 19!6 to 
12,45,000 acres in 19!7 and to 14,15,000 
acres in 19!8-49. Fizures for the latest 
years are not a\ailable; But it appears 
that the increase in the extent of fallow 
lands continues during the last years 
of the decade. It increased to 18,19,000 

Distri~ --

~65 
. 

acres in 1952 according to the depart
mental figures . maintained by the 
Director of .Agriculture. The increasing 
extent of fallow lands may be due to the 
difficulties in securing Ia hour and bullocks 
and ad\erse seasonal factors. The effects 
of legislation relating to land reform 
may to some extent be responsible for 
increasing amount of fallow land as the 
culti¥ation of lands through sub-tenants 
is being looked upon as detrimental to 
the rights of the owner. These and other 
factors call for detailed enquiry so that 

-short term factors may be isolated from 
long term ones and suitable measurt"s 
may be derised for discouraging the 
keeping pf fallow lands. 

53. Unculti\ated lands which are fit 
for being brought under plough· are still 
more extensi¥e, being 5!·5 lakh acres in 
extent, constituting 14·16 per cent of the 
total area of the State . .As the net area 
sown is- about 31 per cent of the area of 
the State, culti¥ation may still be ex
tended o¥er the fallow and waste lands 
forming more than half the present 
extent of the sown area. There is a 
greater scope for further extension of 
culti¥ation in the districts of the inland 
diri.sion, while such scope is compara
ti¥ely less in the coastal districts. The 
following statement shows the per capita 
area a¥ailable for culti¥ation in 1951 in 
different districts of the State. .All the 
areas shown below are in cents per capita. 

p, c:apihl &rf'a in eenta 

Total Culti"llted a.nd Percent~ of Cultivated Ana nailable 
J.u.d IU'Mo cultrrable coL3 area for 

area to coL! euhivation 
Cuttack 106-9 'i~· 67·4 44·% 28·! 
B&la.eore 1il-7 U3·7 79-7 9!-! 21•5 
Puri 16!-9 90'7 65·7 67-7 23·0 
l'ambalpur 33!-7 108·% 54·3 10!·1 79-3 
Ga.njam 190-5 t1"6 48-1 47•4 «·! 
Koraput 497•8 25&-3 50'3 111·8 148·5 
Druonka.nal 318·8 11).1·1 U'7 83·7 ~4 
Keonjhar 34t-3 195·% 66-% 100'7 95-5 
Phulbani 59S·.! 137·4 23·0 105·4 - 3~0 
Bolangir 240-% 1!9-6 ~~ 1.!7-6 2!·0 
Sund.w-garh 415•% 175·5 03 136-1 

~· Kal&handi 3;t-1 1!7·8 33-6 101·9 26·1 
)(ayurbhanj 

~· 1!8·7 51•4 ;'7·6 51·1 
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PBl:rERENCE FOR FooD TO CASH oR 
FooDER CRoPs 

54. Food production suffers when the 
cultivators take to growing of cash 
crops. Commercial considerations are 
mainly responsible for this tendency. 
'Yhile growing of cash crops is necessary 
in national interest, a. radical swing in 
this direction is harmful. This can be 
checked to some extent by the stabilisa
tion of agricultural prices a~ an equitable 
level, so that the incentive of the agri
culturist for growing food crops may be 
maintained. Similarly, a great amount 
of caution is necessary with regard to 
reservation of communal lands for grazing 
or fodder crops. Lands devoted to 
fodder crops or grazing of domestic 
animals cannot return as many calories 
per acre in the form of milk or meat as 
the same land sown with cereals, fruits, 
vegetables and other agricultural crop. If, 
therefore, the amount of land per capita 
is small or is decreasing, it must 
be devoted to the production of foods 
which can give a higher calorie return. 
This brings a conflict between extension 
of food crops and reservation of grazing 
and other communal lands. The over 
population of cattle ultimately is no 

less serious a problem than the onr 
population of human beings. 
DlFFICULTIES IN INDEFINITELY INCREAS-

ING FOOD PRODUCTION 
55. The attempts to increase produc

tion of food to a sufficient extent and 
sufficiently fast to keep pace with the 
needs of the growing population 
encounter fundamental difficulties which 
may be expressed in terms of what is 
known as the law of diminishing· return. 
To obtain the additional food, either 
cultivation must be extended to less 
fertile soils or land must be cult iva ted 
with increasing intensity. Extension in 
area of cultivation becomes a tougher 
job by and by because less fertile area 
has to be attacked with the progress of 
extension, and it involves more capital 
outlay and is subject to various limita
tions. The other alternative is to depend 
upon intensive cultivation· which means 
the use of land to its utmost capacity. 
Although the latter is expected at the 
present stage to yield comparatively 
better result than the former,- in both 
the measures, the cost of additional 
food supply in terms of human effort 
will incr~ase progressively. This will 
itself act as a limitation to food produc· 
tion. 
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SECTIQfj X 

Concluding Remarks 

GENERAL BACKWARDNESS 

1. Agriculture being the mainstay of 
nearly 80 per cent. of the people of Orissa, 
the general prosperity of the State is 
vitally connected with the condition 
of agriculture from year to year. A 
slight deficiency in agricultural pro
duce has immediate and marked effect 
on the economic condition of a large 
soction of the population and on their 
health and vitality. It is seen very 
often that in rural areas particularly 
mortality increases with bad harvest 
~nd diminishes with good harvest. It 
~s deplorable that with such a high 
Importance of agriculture in the life of 
the people of Orissa, it has been conti
nuing in a state of inefficiency. Orissa 
is noted for low yield of crops among the 
States in India as the average yield 
of rice per acre in Orissa is 975 lbs. 
a.~ainst. 1,240 lbs. for India. The posi
~1011 ~v1th regard to low productivity 
m Onssa has been compared with that 
of other advanced countries of the world 
earlier in this Chapter, which illustrates 
the extreme backwardness of agriculture 
in Orissa and the ultimate poverty of 
the people. 

ABNORIIlAL DEPENDENCE ON AGRICUL· 
TORE 

2. Although agriculture in Orissa is 
noted for ineffi.cie.ncy, it is surprising 
that a vast ~aJonty of the population 
depend upon 1t as the means of livelihood. 
It is not that agriculture is an attractive 
proposition from econo:ri:ric point of view 
for all the large mass of people. It is 
a way of life mth most of them. :More
OYer, t~e extensi\e popularity of agri
culture IS due. to the lack ?f opportunity 
of better calling for the inhabitants of 
the State. As many as 79·3 per cent 
of the general population derive their 

principal means of livelihood from agri· 
culture. Besides, there are some more 
person~ who though not cultivators by 
professiOn have taken to agriculture by 
way of subsidiary income. Such persons 
constitute 1·6 per cent of the general 
population of Orissa. The overall 
depe~dence on agriculture, either as 
pnnCipal or as secondary source of liveli
hood is thus overwhelmingly high. The 
percentage of agricultural population is 
much higher in 1951 than it was 70 
years back. In 1881, the agricultural 
population constituted 61·6 per cent 
of the general population. It was raised 
to 75·6 per cent in 1911 and finally to 
79·3 per cent in 1951. The causes of 
such increasing dependence have been 
described in one of the previous Sections. 

CLAssiFICATION oF PoPULATION 

3. Among the different classes of 
agricultural population, owner cultiva
tors preponderate to a very large extent. 
Out of the total agricultural population 
of 116 lakhs in Orissa, the number of 
owner cultivators exceeds 87lakhs, which 
comes to 75·1 per cent. The agricultural 
labourers con~titute the next important 
class, numbermg 18 lakhs and forming 
15·5 pe! cent of the total agricultural 
populatiOn. The non-owning cultivators 
and non-cultivating owners are to be 
found in smaller proportion, namely, 
7 ·5 and 1·9 per cent, the number of 
population under these classes being 
8·7 lakhs and 2·2 lakhs respectively. 

4. Of the total population belonging 
to agricultural classes, 27 ·8 per cent 
belong to the category of self-supporting 
persons and 9·9 per cent to earning 
dependa~ts .. The ~eman:mg 62·3 per 
~ent, w¥ch mdeed IS a high proportion, 
lS constituted of persons who are jnst 
doing nothing and are dependent upon 
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a smaller number of earners. The 
extent of dependency amon(? the a~i
cultural population of Orissa~ th~ v~ry 
high. The total number of whole-time 
and part-time workers in agriculture 
amounts to 39·8 lakh personfl, who are 
responsible for gro"ing rice and a few 
other agricultural products necessary for 
consumption by the people of Orissa and . 
for a small amount of export. If the 
contribution of the part-time workers, 
namely, earning dependants and self
supporting persons having secondary 
means of livelihood is reduced to the 
amount of work done by a full-time 
worker, in the proportion of 3: 1 and 
6: 1 as calculated in an earlier Section 
of this Chapter, it is observed that the 
labour of 3! lakhs of full-time workers 
produces the food oJ 146 lakhs of people 
of Orissa. One active agricultural 

·worker thus produces food for approxi
mately 4·3 persons of the general popula
tion of Orissa. 

·UNDER· EMPLOYMENT OF AGRICULTURISTS 

5. One complicated problem relating 
to agricultural economy is that of inade
quate opportunity for the agriculturists 
in the matter of employment. Agriculture 
at best employs· most of the persons 
depending on it for their livelihood for 
about half the duration of the year,, 
keeping them idle during the other half. 
This raises the question of subsidiary 
employment for the agriculturists. There 
is obvious necessity of increasing employ
ment in non-agricultural pursuits so that 
the pressure on agriculture may be 
relieved. This matter is directly 
connected with the industrialisation of 
the country and is by no means capable 
of speedy solution. 'Vith slow industria
lisation and on the face of increasing 
population, the result has been that the 
supply of agricultural labour in many 
parts of the country is in excess of the 
demand. The main reason why the 

agriculturists remain unemployed for a 
part of the year is that there is exce~s of 
agricultural labour available and the 
agricultural holdings being uneconomic 
in size are incapable of ibsorbing the 
labour for a longer period during the 
year. The Royal Commission on .A rrri. 
culture* obsen-es in this connection~ as 
follows:-

-. A prominent fc'ature or Indian agriculture 
Js the amount of spare time which it leaves 
for th? cultivator. This varies very grt>atly 
according to the local agricultural condition, 
b_ut it may be assumed as a. broad genenrlisa
tlOn that. by far the greater part of cultiva
tors ha.ve atlea.st from two o lour months of 
absolute leisure in the year •••••.•• As a•!l"i· 
culture in the ~rea.ter part of India. can~ot 
offer employment for the whole of the' year, 
tho problem is to sugge~t lines oi work which 
can suitably be undertaken by the cultivator 
or his family in their spare time and without 
detriment to the cultivation of their land. 

0T11ER DIFFICULTIES 

6. One of the basic difficulties in the 
agricultural system of Orissa is that tho 
holdings are small in size and are worked 
only for subsistence, with a little surplus 
for sale. In course of time these holdings 
will be further splintered and the process 
will continue from generation to genera
tion unless a halt is cried. The present 
movement of distribution of land among 
the landless ( Bhudan Yajna) with all 
the justification behind it, has the great 
danger of further shattering the agricul
tural economy of the country by accele
rating the process of fragmentation. 
Consolidation of holdings is suggested as 
a stock remedy but this is a problem not 
free from inherent difficulties. The main 
purpose may however be satisfied to a 
considerable extent by taking recourse to 
co-operative farming. Then there are a 
multitude of similar difficult problems to 
be tackled, such as, provision of irrigation, 
manure, improved seeds and implements 
and finally modernising the agricultural 
technique so as to ensure the yield of 

• Report or the Royal Commission OD Agriculture, page li 66. 
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highest number of calories per acre and 
the most economic use of the land and 
manual labour. This ~ountry has a lot 
of \·aluable thin{'l's to learn from the 
technique follow~ by the agriculturist 
of Japan, Egypt and e¥en China. 

PROGRESS OF Ccr.TIVATIOY 

7. Broad facts relating to the progress 
of culth·ation since the beginning of the 
present century ha¥e been discussed 
earlier in this Chapter. It appears that 
culti¥ation made rapid progress during a 
period of 20 years from 1901. During 
this period population grew rather slowly 
on account of frequent occurrences of 
de¥astating epidemics and other un
fa¥ourable factors, but culti¥ation was on 
the increase all along this period. A 
change howe¥er occurred during the last 
30 years as there was decline in the extent 
of culti¥ation, while population grew at 
a faster pace. In spite of administrati¥e 
efforts in the last decade in y-arious 
forms, such as, land reclamation and 
impro¥ement schemes, provision of irri
gation, popularization of impro¥ed 
seeds, distribution of manures and ferti
lizers, encourazement in the use of 
agricultural implements and machinery 
and protection of crops from pests and 
diseases, the acreage of culti¥ation at 
present is much lower than what it was 
30 years back. Thus, while the popula
tion has steadily increased, culti¥ation 
has failed to keep pace and has suffered 
considerable decline. This is a sad case 
of population out-pacing culti¥ation, a 
phenomenon fraught with gray-e conse
quences, if allowed to continue for some 
length of time. During the last 30;years, 
the per capita area of culti¥ated land has 
been decreasing, and so also the per 
capita irrigated area. What is more 
scrious, is the fall in the extent of net 
culti¥ated area. If the a¥ailable ~oures 
are to be accepted, the ay-erage net area 
sown has fallen by S! 7 thousand acres 
between 1921 and 1951. · 

No Occ.A.Sio::s- FO:& CmiPLACEXCY 

8 . .Although at present there is some 
amount of surplus rice for export to other 
States in India, the position is not such 
as to leaT"e the people and the adminis~ 
tors under a sense of complacency. 
It has been shown effecti¥ely earlier that 
the so-called surplus is not only small but 
is precarioU3 in character. The per 
capita consumption of food seems to 
be rising, and the number of mouths to 
feed is incessantly on the increase. It is 
therefore a rna tter of serious consideration 
how long the present surplus in rice will 
last. The surplus seems to ha¥e resulted 
because permanent underfeeding and 
periodic· starration is still the rule in 
our country. In the words of Sir Boyd 
Orr, about 30 per cent do not get enough 
to eat, while a much larger section of 
the population haT"e to be satisfied almost 
in"\""ariably with ill-balanced diet con
taining a preponderance of cereals and 
insufficient protective foods of higher 
nutritive ¥alue. If these people were in 
a position to take two square meals a 
day during the year, no surplus would 
possibly be left. Moreover, this surplus 
in rice is counterbalanced to a consider
able extent by the inadequacy of produc
tion of other foods necessary for the 
people of Orissa. Many items of food, 
such as, wheat, gram, mandia, arllar, 
sugar, oil-seeds and a number of protec
tive foods are imported into Orissa to 
meet the requiremen~ of the people. 
The State is markedly deficient in the 
production of all these indispensable 
sources of sustenance. Self-sufficiency 
only in cereals would be a poor objective 
of a national food policy, which should 
be based on recognition of the State's 
responsibility of providing enough for 
nutrition at a satisfactory le¥el for all 
its subjects. Equally with cereals, self
sufficiency in other foods, which are so 
essential for a balanced diet, should be 
the aim of the State's food policy. The 
net production of such food is a matter 
of concem even at the present stage and 
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is undoubtedly going to become serious 
in future. These considerations immedi
ately rule out any facile optimism that 
the present surplus in rice will enable 
Orissa to carry on for a good length of 
time. 

9. A survey of the agricultural pro
blems in Orissa points out the indis
pensable need for an integral planning. 
Agriculture in its major aspects is 
suffering from various obstacles and 
difficulties. · The result is that a full 
utilization of the agricultural resources 
is not possible. The yield from land is 
low and the cost of production is high, 
which lead to the proverty and the 
low standard of living of the agricultural 
population at large. The serious character 

of the population situation must be 
recognized, but the primary problem is 
that of under development of resources. 
The agricultural situation in Orissa has 
been deteriorating for the past few 
decades on account of population 
pressure, fragmentation, inefficiency in 
technique, lack of capital, low produc-

. tivity and countless other factors which 
mutually reinforce one another. The 
cumulative effect of all these complex . 
problems cannot be improved by agri
cultural reforms alone. The re-organisa
tion in agricultural field must have to be 
combined with the extension of industries 
as the two processes are inte!-d~pendent, 
complementary and mutually sustain
ing. They have therefore to be closely 
integrated. 



Subsidiary Table 4 Series 
4·1-A~ricultural classes plr 1,000 persons of general population, number in each class and sub-class of 10,000 

persons of all agricuttural classes and comparison with agricultural holdings by size of holding • 

Natural division and 
district 

(I) 

ORillA 

.. &a Number per 10,000 of all agricultural classes Distribution of 1,000 Agl'icultural Holdings b:y Sise of Holding 
!. ~ r-------- ---..___..._ 
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8 

(2) (3) (5) (6) (14) ( Ul) (16) (1'7) (18) (19) (20) 

783 2,777 

3·33 Orl••• Inland Dn. • • 827 2,823 

1·11 Orlua Coaltal Dn. • • 752 2,718 

(4) 

8,233 

1,957 

8,595 

890 7,508 

1,220 7,819 

889. 7,100 

(7) 

749 

498 

1,079 

(8) 

1,554 

1,693 

1,502 

(9) 

189 

80 

319 

(10) (11) (12) (13) 

220 181 134 101 

uo 140 132 107 

300 180 135 84 

83 140 81 

82 173 123 

I 15 

I 10 

4 

I 

72 85 47 I 8 I 41 

Balaaore 

Puri 

Bambalpur 

Ganjam 

A~ttell 

Plaint 

Xorapu' 

Dhenkanal 

XeoJljhar 

Phulbanl 

Bolangir 

S1111darcarh 

Llahandi 

ll&)'llrbhanJ 

749 !,790 

852 !,622 

8,563 

8.591 

847 7,269 

787 7,873 

885 

944 

1,420 

989 

787 2~623 8,658 719 6,687 1,391 1,706 

792 3,212 1,131 1,657 '1,557 545 1,800 

661 2,764 6,576 660 6,799 1.097 1,756 

807 1,61g 6,633 398 610 

1'6 1.183 6,682 636 6,5Z9 1119Z 1,912 

778 2,581 6,825 611 7,686 

837 2,738 6,160 1,102 8,08.2 

899 ~.784 6,823 

710 2,988 8,458 

393 8,538 

674 8,063 

827 1,624 15.683 1,693 7,413 

868 2.699 15,860 1,4U 8,661. 

844 1,'769 15,809 1,422 7,015 

8'72 8,002 5,40T 1,591 . '7,943 

885 1,343 

274 1,392 

259 1,11~ 

418 1,47'7 

3" 2,159 

314 996 

662 2,280 

436 1,a3t 

339 198 132 82 

258 172 151 112 

52 65 32 ' 8 7 81 

90 123 66 2 12 3 11 

426 

194 

216 112 170 130 89 87 101 45 2 9 1 

98 

348 

160 135 129 105 

266 220 139 96 
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86 

252 

91 
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" 1 8 1 

85 a · a 1 

6 

12 

11' 42 206 15'7 114 113 68 208 78. 12 15 I 

34 57 101 99 95 so 2n 238 2 4o t 111 

29 104 131 152 85 91 200 169 8 28 I 84 

43 118 87 59 62 69 189 191 8 44 7 101 

82 113 137 148 141 63 207 88 8 • 1 7 

Nou-Figurea for size ofholdinga in ooium11.1 10 to 20 have been adopted from Table F aa no iu.f'ormation regarcling aize of agrioultural ho1d.i.oga 
il available from other aouroee. · · 



4·2-Livelihood class 1 (Cultivators. ol lanll wholly or mainly owned and their dependants ) ; 
Number per 1 o.ooo penons ol livelihood class I In · each sub-class ; 

Secondary means of livelihood ol 1 o.ooo persons ol livelihood crass 1. 
Number per 10,000 or livoJli· 

buod ola11 1 _______ _.. .. ___ -"""' ,---

Sell· 

Number per 10,000 or livelihood OWl I who•• M!Oondary meanl or livelihooJ '• ---.... Employ· Rent on Produotion 
Natural divi•ionand · 1uppor• Non-eMD• E,.rning CulLivaLiun 

di•LrioL \ing per• ing depen• depen• oC owne<l 
Cultiv .. tion men• •• agrioultural (othttr than Commerce 
or unowned cultivating land oultiva. 

Tran•port 
Other 

•rvioMand 
mi-llaneoUI 

( 1) 

ORillA 

a•n Orlata Inland Dn. 

I•U Orl111 Coutal Dn. 

Cut tack 

, Dala.ore . 
· Puri · ··· 

Sambalpur 

GanJ•liD 

Agency 

Plain. 

Koraput 

Duenkanal 

Keonjhar 

Phulbani 

· Dulangir 

SundMgarh 

Llahanw 

:W.yurbhanj 

~n• W.ntl dant1 land land labourer tion) IOUrtlel 

(2) 

1,171 

1,725 

1,111 

2,703 

2,469 

2,11715 

3,049 

2,633 

2,639 

2,632 

2,1188 

2,611-1. 

2,672 

2,8U 

2,1147 

2,60S 

2,1151 

2,110S 

(3) 

8,382 

1,127 

8,752 

6,7015 

6,7U 

6,772 

(4.) 

131 

1,148 

·~8 

1592 

74.7 

6113 

15,U2 1,1119 

6,74.8 

6,613 

6,791 

6111 

848 

677 

6,829 1183 

6,285 1,061 

6,9611 

6,593 

3119 

1566 

6,882 1,1171 

6,('02 1,393 

6,103 J,UO 

11,5115 1,1580 

--.... --.... , ......_ ---~ • r • • ,---A---. r 4 • -· __ h __ , -· _ ..... --· 

(15) 

.. 
(6) 

105 

177 

101 

.if 

li 
~8. 
c! 

(7) 

85 

30 

117 

99 

(8) 

17 

13 

33 

&0 

(9) (10) 

120 188 

101 385 

148 124 

(11) 

10 

I 

18 

17 

146 144 23 1115 94 24 

63 137 ,15 2115 1154 16 

361 17 19 73 338 

,121 

49 

134 

84 

20 

96 

17 191 194 

36 48 97 

14 217 212 

15 

13 

6 

14 

113· 26 23 159 136 10 

243 26 11 81 263 3 

60 82 '3 83 715 

122 11 

74.7 

355 

2 27 18 301 

' 60 &76 

f85 35 114 36 '2' 

60 60 14 349 937 

' 
3 

1 

1 

10 

(12) (13) (14) (13) (16) (17) (18) (IO) {2o) 

3 183 180 12 

1 no 111 17 

II 13 

14 I 
• 142 112 

4 118 133 

I 201 111 142 18 II I 301 112 

3 193 111 148 83 26 10 812 176 

15 226 100 173 63 115 

' ~36 171 1115 71 23 

80 79 

2 149 71 WI 

B 171 104 61 

II 146 66 126 

fl5 

96 

36 

2 74 88 114 60 

2 198 237 82 64. 

1 130 60 58 215 

l lOS 113 70 22 

2 17f 238 37 116 

1 142 193 39 68 

122 166 36 ,, 

8 

315 

I 

41 

2 

8 

a 
3 

4 

7 

15 

a uo 813 

9 238 1311 

2 828 2011 

10 3215 1119 

I BOO 461 

11 848 101 

2 121 1119 

a 276 238 

179 94 

1 1110 122 

~ 102 198 

3 1116 2113 

' 83 179 
1 139 1117 112 32 4 II 2~3 367 



4·3-Livdihood clasa II ( Cultiv:ttcrs of l~nd w:-.GIIy Gr rn:UniJ unowned :and their cre~an~ants); · 
Number per 10,000 persons of livelihood class II in each sub-class; SocondarJ means 

of livelihood of 10,000 persona of livelihood class 11. 

Nntuml divilion 
And uiHtrJob 

(I) 

Numhnr per 111,0110 of 
livelihood ola111 II 

Numbnr p11r 10,000 of livfllihond clnMI II who~o loc,orulary m11ana of liv•lihood Ia 

,.-----------------.A.----------- ----
Culf,ivatinn Cultivation Ernployml'lnt Uent on l'roohmiinn Commnroe TranApnra Othflr Allrviallll 

of ownnd of unownnd •• n~rinuJtu. al(rinultural (nth"r than . anti mi•nnll"n .. 
(1\n<l. hmd ra((,.bournr lomol oultivatinn) 

,---.-.A.-----.. ,--.A.-~ ,---"---. ~ ~ 4 .. 
... 

(3) (7) (8) (0) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (liS) (10) (17) (18) (10) (20) 

ORillA 1,880 

1,890 

1,042 

8,1711 

1,708 

8,488 

1,181 

1,1104 

8112 

(ll) 
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77 

142 

(0) 

11 

48 

13 

142 317 384 
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3 

I 

3 

I 

I 

3 

117 1111 104 811 118 • 328 313 

... • 
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Purl 
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MayurbhanJ 

.. 

" 

" .. 

" . . 
" 
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2,408 
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1.01'1 

1,mJ 

2,0119 

2,288 

2,718 

2,820 

2,1108 

1,802 

1,891 

1,811 

fl,421 

(1,031 

807 

1,108 
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68 

7p 
8,641 811~ 138 liO 

4,8311 S,l2lS 4.1 SIS 

8,040 

'1,641 

1,6og 

8,413 
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1, 733 03 
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6g 
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OG 

18 

728 u f2 
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11,220 1,98lS 177 ' 17 

.. 

.. 

.. 
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43 242 
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ISS !IBIS 807 

99 170 087 

94 lOIS 810 

8 Ill 1'18 

DB to• 81'1 
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91 211 076 

18 .,. 100 

114. 101 834. 

JIS~ 112 6TS 

7 

2 

8 

ll 

' 
' 
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' 

• • 
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11 1(10 1,n2 a 
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' tl 
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e 17~ atsa so . so 

I 1128 120 70 80 
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1 848 . 871 81 274. 

u 187 ea 711 

1 11a 108 77 aa 

8 

20 

D 

7 

D 

II 

• 
11 

6'1 113 

19 809 118 

1 2811 800 
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4·4-Livelihood class Ill (Cultivating labourers and their dapendants): Number per 10 coo 
persons ol livelihood clan Ill in elcb sub-class; SecondarJ means ol • 

livelihood or 10,000 p!rsons or livelihood class 111. 

N .. tun14iviaion 
and dia\rio\ 

(I) 

ORillA 

3•33 Orlesa I BlaH 
Dlvllion 

I•U Ortesa Coaatal 
Dlvllioa· 

Cuttaok 

Balaaore 

I' uri 

8ambalpur 

Gao jam 

A~ 

PloW 

Korapu' 

DberU:ana1 

Keonjhar 

l'hwbani 

Number per 10,000 or livoJiihood claM UI whoee looon•WY lnOADI or livelihood il 

Number per 10,000 or 
livelihood ol- IU 

r-------=--:------::::-----·----------------Cultivation Cultivation E·npl•ym~Jnt Ront on l'roduotion Other•·rviCM 
or owned or unownod •• cultivating agri,,wt u. ( ott,er t h•o Commeroe Tmn"P"r' and mi .. ,.,llaue-
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'-- .. t ,__....._....._ t + I ,.a., • I + t 

(2) 

3,277 

3,328 

3,208 

3,2" 

3,452 

2,866 

3,890 

3,390 

1,41g 

3,4311 

2,335 

3,279 

3,604 

3,708 

.~~ 
c:l., 
.. "'0 
.c:l 
.8. ll ., 
0"'0 

z 
(3) 

1,&12 

!~ 
·= i: 5-8 
f;;1 

(4) 

1,211 
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5,858 898 

6,694 854 
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(5) 
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!lOot 
.!:! i:i e.a .. 
f;;1 

(6) 

58 

·~ 
11 

68 

284 115 

177 25 

158 59 

5,893 

6,687 

6,86g 

717 102 22 

834 

'113 10'1 21 

7,083 582 14 11 

1,451 1,270 164 61 

5,764 

1,712 

632 220 206 

1180 51 26 

(7) (8) 

&8 tt 

25 12 

101 It 

Ill 24 

120 52 

214 43 

31 

16 

25 

3 

10 

" 311 

7 7 

558 

734 

313 

1,013 

381 

3U 

383 

151 

391 

81 

260 

(11) 

18 

18 

18 

23 

21 

12 

18 

21 

2 

7t 

29 

11 

(12) (13) (14) (Ill) (10) (17) (18) 

8 10t 18t 11 13 J J 

I 11 111 II 45 t 1 

I 148 158 82 81 I I 

11 168 180 90 116 9 11 

10 134 153 73 65 3 1 

3 151 208 611 99 3 

2 122 407 2' 68 1 

1 117 70 92 45 ' 

27 105 60 66 

1 131 68 B4 46 4 

1 77 83 47 28 2 

8 84 317 23 '8 1 

2 69 122 u 32 

1 40 129 36 '2 

1 

4 

4 

.. 

(19) (20) 

141 111 

111 40J 

185 IDO 

211 2111 

170 29, 

807 108 

177 lllllt 

209 188 

131 Ill 
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116 .21 

'8 l't 

66 Ill 

' 

BoJansir 

Sundargara 
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11&)'\lrbbMJ 

• • • 2,886 11,038 2,076 32 " 6 

15 

11 

8 

u 
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11 

1,169 
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1,026 

4 

lt 

1 

2t 

2 75 213 17 1 79 6113 
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4':5-Livelihootl class IV (Nan-cultivating owners of land ; agricultural rent receivers and their 
cependants) ; Number per 10,000 perfor.s of livelihood class IV in each sub-class ; Son 

m:;ans of liveHhood of 10,000 p4rsons of livelih~od class IV. 

Natural division 
and district 

(I) 

ORISSA 

3·33 Orissa Inland 
Division. 

4•11 Orissa Coastal 
Division. 

Cut tack 

Balosore 

Puri 

Samalpur 

Ganjam 

... 

Number per 10,000 of livelihood class IV who~e se oondary. means of livelihood is 

------------------ ---. 
Number per 10,000 of Cui civation Cult'v .tion Employm<:>nt Rent. on Product ion 

livdit.ood class IV of own •d of un•Jwu"d as oul. iv •• ting agricultural (other than Commerce 
Oth~>r servio.•l 

Transport and miso-•llane· 
ous sourc~ll 

(2) 

3,028 

3,211 

2,958 

2,801 

3,422 

3,010 

4,325 

3,060 

3,846 

land Ian l labourer land cul1 ivation) 
---. ...-..---'----~ r---"---- r--~ ~ ,--~ r--~ ---

(3) 

8,427 

5,908 

8,819 

6,780 

6,051 

6,585 

4,765 

6,457 

(4) 

547 

881 

423 

419 

527 

(5) 

89 

83 

91 

69 

137 

405 91 

910 41 

4~3 123 

4,931 1,711 191 

d 
CD 
PI 

~ 

.~~ 
"d 
.. dS 
"1"0 

1"'1 

(6) 

38 

38 

35 

37 

19 

13 

(7) 

11 

10 

11 

10 

7 

11 

(8) (9) (10) (11) 

12 132 110 

8 226 234 

14 97 64 

9 75 45 

70 li9 33 

1 

6 

102 66 

190 . 243 

155 116 

38 49 

(12) (13) (14) 

14 223 111 

24 268 178 

11 208 86 

10 183 81 

12 299 129 

(15) (16) (17) 

175 67 13 

177 80 15 

175 62 12 

109' 64 17 

241 u 8 

liS 256 113 247 70 10 

25 425 266 221 

7 18 li4 229 

56 

2 

(18) (19) (20) 

2 530 195 

2 506 318 

2 638 149 

2 518 171 

3 6;6 209 

1 541 126 

3 497 260 

2 51i0 186 

6!14 1,608 Agency 

PZain. ... 3,038 6,612 390 117 

23 

56 

91 

64 

17 

15 

8 

38 8 156 121 7 

61 

19 

38 111 

66 238 

90 

66 

31 

68 3 2 624 86 

Koraput 

Dhenkanal 

Keonjhar 

Phulbani 

Bolangir 

Sundargarh 

Kalahandi 

:Mayurbhanj 

2,491 

2,9.£9 

3,421 

2,810 

3,095 

4,195 

2,851. 

3,052 

6,6.39 

6,265 

850 2-t3 20 

22 

6,338 

6,773 

786 

241 

417 

5,424 1,481 

4,803 ),002 

1,405 

19 

52 

60 13 

81 215 

57 72 

45 134 5,744 

6,091 857 118 21 

15 

7 

6 

7 

8 

3 

u 

1 390 114 

15 212 249 

9 140 44 

272 192 

65 157 403 

7 165 172 

.. 232 404 

18 218 141 247 189 

12 336 246 180 

310 

106 

98 211 

40 106 

123 123 103 69 

62 

17 

20 

35 

93 272 114 165 129 

32 1)4 184 105 

33 14 103 108 

99 

63 

4 

12 

4 

8 

u. 

' 

466 367 

2 550 178 

4 4C4 G9 

351 lli2 

541 637 

580 415 

432 653 

7 38i 235 
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Cult iva~ ion Cul'ivation of ownOO. laod 

------------___A----------------~ 

Na\ural cliYi.eion and 
dial.rio' Principal 

mean. of 
livelihood 
ofaelf-eup-

Secondary 
means of 
livelihood of 
1181!-euppvr\- Secondary 

meana of 
livelihood 
of earning 

d··pendanta 

Second•ry 
m"&DS of 

Princip.o1 li\-el•hood of 
means of llolf-eupp"r~- S~o ... lnry 

i ng pereo ns 
wh•>;oe pri

ncipal 

li,·el•bood ing p<-•rl!<ma m •• ..,,. •. r 
Total Total of !!(')(-sup· wh•>se pri- liv .. l•hao.>d 

porting 
person• 

me ... na ofli
velibood ia 
other than 
cultivation 

porting ncipn.l m'-'&ns of earning 
pt>r&OI\11 ofl•velihuod dt•p<>n.lan~ 

ia other than 
cultivation 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

ORillA 3,171,328 3,158,08C 128,929 688,313 2,842,855 2,335,838 84,252 !22,787 
1"33 Orissa Inland Dn. 1,402,538 1,842,487 51,163 508,888 1,605,593 1,404,899 38,098 114,598 
1·11 Grilli Goutal Da. 1,$68,788 1,315,597 75,768 177,425 1,037,082 830,737 48,154 58,171 

CuUaok 687,253 505,&;g 26,045 55,529 Ul,5:!0 372,036 17,184 :!2,300 
Balalore 278,767 240,937 11,640 28,190 204,761 183,271 7,439 14,051 
Pari 380,765 316,387 18,316 46,061 233,622 212,973 11,73-l 8,915 

Sambalpur 435,548 326,894 16,647 92,007 28:?,670 237,59.; 11,893 :3,182 
Ganjam 357,906 285,369 21,932 50,60.') 217,716 192,254 11,878 13,11114 

Agmcr 85,903 82,776 161 2,961 30,551 29,797 81 679 
PlaiM 822,003 252,691 21,765 17,641 181,159 162,151 11,797 12,905 

Koraput 290,559 249,228 . 8.028 3~.303 207,811 195,259 1,191 11,361 
Dhenkanal 238,950 187,081 ' 10,040 41,829 176,663 150,629 8,86! 17,172 
Keonjbar 158,'180 145,612 2,356 10,812 127,033 120,683 :?,00-l '4,346 
Pbulbaoi 124,668 106,643 3,5S8 14,337 89,147 82,633 2,423 4,091 

Bolangir 298,016 198,389 3,.329 91,098 189,924 143,!?98 2,359 44,!167 
Sundargarh 173,312 128,798 ~.435 -l:!,u79 12ti,7:l7 108,154 1,908 16,676 
Kalahandi 276,749 199,833 1.bOJ 7.i.~l3 Lob,IG5 J :!II, i 4l 787 26,1J34 
Mayurbhanj 375,153 267,23& 7,170 1UV,l4:1 218,586 2U'i,h7 4,590 6,8811 

4·7··· Progress of cultiv:tion 

Average net area sown (A 1) in acres 
Average area sown more than once (A 2) 

in acre• 
Natural diviaioa and diatrio\ ~------- ~-----------~ 

1951 1941 1931 1921 1951 1941 1931 1921 

(1) (2) 

ORISSA 12,128,542 
a·n Orissa Inland Division . • 8,213,202 
1·11 Orissa Goastal Division.. 3,913,340 

Cuttaok 1,115,858 
Bal~ore 1,0111,834 
Puri 1,063,534 
Sambalpur 1,365,240 
Ganjam 770,8115 

.AgmeJI 66,151 
Plain. •• 114,114 

Korapu\ l,fl9,370 
Dhenkanal 702,371 
Keonjhar 692,768 
Phu1bani 481,425 
Dolangir 1,171,056 
Sundargarh 751,669 
Kalt.bandi 874,712 
JbyurbbanJ 797,840 

(3) 

11,805,190 
7,958,462 
3,848,728 
1,268,321 

970,321 
817,003 

1,240,461 
839,434 

18,352 
791,083 

1,416,261 
764,430 
508,625 
363,321 

1,209,111 
734,849 
874,712 
797,840 

(4) (5) 

12,368,909 12,874,005 
8,307,755 8,372,004 
4,059,154 4,802,001 
1,223,600 1,383,430 

993,189 1,031,189 
85-1,398 1,101,798 

1,191,266 1,173,566 
1,068,437 1,169,154 

80,470 88,670 
987,961 1,080,584 

1,460,501 1,511,549 
764,430 792,230 
608,625 508,625 
452,110 447,111 

1,209,111 1,20!1,111 
734,8~9 734,849 
874,712 874,712 

1.031,681 1,031,681 

(6) (7) (S) (9) 

1,104,818 737,614 171,574 774,511 
233,728 187,585 178,452 251,871 
870,890 550,029 493,122 522,540 
550,872 195,830 182,244 230,041 

9,199 2,332 10,100 9,600 
167,681 218,330 179,792 119,692 

76,098 29,570 15,816 82,601 
178,923 I 36,971 120,1186 163,407 

35,185 3,431 
143,138 133,53'1 120,988 163,407 

2,694 2,691 10,222 17,H9 
14,496 31,300 3~.300 34,100 

7,000 11,720 11,72-J 11,720 
1,136 9,348 9,875 9,290 

38,378 38,378 38,378 38,378 
11,717 11,717 11,717 11,717 
39,359 39,359 39,359 39,3u9 

7,065 7,085 7,065 7,0C6 

NOT•-1· The relevan' figure11 whkh repreeent the quinquennial averages have boon supplied by the Director of Agricul~ure, 
Ori- (vide appendix II). The quinquennial averages have been work·Jd ou\ as follow• :-

19.>1-Five years en<ling with rrop year 1949-50 
1 "41-Five years ending with crop year 1939-CO 
1931-Fin :yt>are ending wi~h crop year 1929-30 
1921-Five yeal'l ending wi~h crop year 1919-liO 

!1. The figul'lll •howa hel'l for previoue d-doa relate to the entire al'la of the tliatrieta as they are •' prtlllent conHtitu'-'J 
and are M ncb oom.-rable. 
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~'Vorkers in cultivation 
Cultivation of llllowaeJ land EmploY1llent as cultivating labourer 

----"'- r-- --J>.. 
-~ ....... --o ..,co ...... C...~mlc;~~ ... lf 

Q~.;: '0~ a !.g~ o.3 o~s:: o-R £lto~ o.a .... 0 oo . ~ ~ c ~ f·~s-a "'t: !"'f a :ll f·a,.g-a a~ s:lal 1:1 ... 0 CIS 4:1·-~DO :o al ... 0 C::S C... ID S::;.:: 0 ..... go'"- ..... '"''" > s::" CDC'"- a 0 '"';:; ~ s:: a'O"' ~ s"C ~ eo co'"'=~ !i'O .. -; s"C ~ co ll.. .. al 
Natural division and .;:: 

~~·= 'o-:: t>"C t: ... l>.'g R ;;:;~ t>-gi 0 
d5:e 0 al 0 a;8~ distriot Eo< dO~ c.. "'""0 £:-1 s.. 0 ::;: o ~ 

<110"0 
c...:: 0 -c.c .. ~"'"'C:: 'l;l..<:d c..<l ~ ~a15:all ]9~ ·;; :z g; .::: ·- &. . c:..<: 0 == .. ·-·-c. s:: ~C.:;. ..... t:l g ~ '"'.a ~ <0:;; ooc. ~a; Q.e o>C..Q 0 o 0 o"'C. .s > ::1 .. > J) ·- > ::1 g.!:~ 
~;.:;r.a ~--:: jj< a .. ~ ~;.:;"0 ~-- g= ill~~: a.!l~ ctl:- CD ·- Cll ra-

(10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (1) 

295,685 231,374 16,781 47,530 1,032,986 591,074 25,896 415,016 ORISSA 
121,002 !8,328 6,219 26,455 675,943 3U,260 8,846 317,a37 3.33 Orissa Inland Dn. 
1H,683 143,046 10,5&2 21,075 357,043 2U,814 17,0511 98,179 &.11 Orissa Coastal Dn. 
58,475 46,454 3,596 8,425 117,258 87,189 5,265 24,80-f. Cut tack 
29,970 25,492 1,326 3,152 44,036 32,174 875 10,987 Balasore 
52,164 42,947 2,993 6,224 94,979 60,467 3,589 30,923 Puri 
23,033 17,093 2,679 3,261 H9,8t5 72,205 2,075 55,56-f. SambalJ.our 
35,554 29,189 2,681 3,684 104,636 63,926 7,373 .33,337 Ganjam 
1,480 1,036 34 410 3,866 1,942 62 ~ 1,872 .Agency 

3-l,OU 28,153 2,647 3,274 100,770 61,984 '1,321 31,466 Plains 
28,4:!5 23,194 368 4,863 54,323 30,775 1,469 22,079 Koraput 

5,940 4,398 451 J,091 56,347 32,054 727 23,566 . Dhankanal 
ti,047 3,725 108 2,214 25,700 111,2{)4 244 5,252 Keonjhar 
4,!172 4,256 347 369 30,449 19,754 818 9,877 . Phulbani, 

11,438 7,787 777 2,874 91,654 47,304 393 . 43,957 :Bolan.gir 
5,507 4,353 309 845 4J,Oti8 16,291 218 24,559 Sundargarh 

20,.>2:! 11,4ti7 252 9,104 99,461 58,622 564 40,275 Kalahand.i 
13,337 11,019 894 1,£!4 143,231.1 49,108 2,286 91,836 Mayurbhanj 

during three decades 
Average net area irrigated (A 3) in acres Average area irrigated more than o .ce 

(A 4) in acres 
....--, Natural division and district 

1951 1941 1:31 1921 1951 IV41 1931 19!:1 

(10) {11) (12) (13) (H) (15) (16) (17) (I) 

1,960,630 1,668,783 1,738,4D7 1,651,648 7,131 115,238 1,343 78,280 ORISSA 
1,052,956 790,396 794,085 612,123 5,024 552 3·33 Orissa Inland Division. 

907,674 878,387 9f4,322 1,039,525 2,107 115,238 1,343 17,728 5·11 Orissa Coastal Division. 
319,24-i 274,627 3!8,805 408,000 1,6!0 111,603 74,489 CuLtaek 

6,084 12,882 44,450 73,635 470 Balaso1e 
257,991 2ld,903 367,07-f. 366,884 Pari 
295,330 . 48,490 319,223 397,977 5,024 Sambalpur 
324,353 373,915 213,993 191,006 467 3,165 1,343 3,239 Gaajam 

321,353 373,915 213,993 191,006 467 3,165 1,343 3,239 
.Agency 
Plt»nB 

473,366 471,655 236,140 1,055 i52 Koraput 
34,100 34,100 3!_100 31,100 Figures not available Dhl-nkana1 

do, d<), do. Keonjhar 
116,595 95,630 47,632 22,001 Phnlbani 

U,2f.O 24,260 24,260 24,260 Figures not available Bolangir 
12,950 12,950 12,950 12,950 do. do. do. Slllldargarh 
52,219 . 59,\75 59,175 59,175 do. do. do. Kalahand.i 
44,136 44,136 60,605 60,60i do. do. do. Mayurbhanj 



)l'atural cUvlt~loD 
aod diatrio& 

(I) 

ORillA 

4·8-Components or c:ul.tivated area per capita during three decades 

CniiTi~r&tf'd ,.;, g'e crop ~tivation 
P' r cepit a V. 8. C. (in e<·n I) 

JIIIH 

(2) 

•••• 

1~1 

(3) 

1931 

(4) 

1921 

(15) 

tS·2 

Vn rrigt\ted d uble crop 
cuhivnti·n Je•oapita 

U. 1>. C. (in cx•n a ) 

19U 

(7) 

4•5 

1921 

Irrig.,t•d ain~tle crop cultivation 
po-r CApita I.~· ( in c nta ) 

1961 19:!1 

(10) (11) 

J•Jl Crtaalnhnd Dlwn. 11·1 

JoU Orlna CoastJI Diwn. 32•0 

.... 112•5 133-4 

Ul 

1951 

(6) 

7•5 

2•1 

n·o 8•1 

1031 

(8) 

5•4 

2•7 

1•2 

(9) 

8·2 

4•5 

a·o 

13'3 

13•1 

13•8 

1931 

(12) 

13"1 

12•2 

u·a 

(13) 

14•1 

10·t 

17•4 

CuUack 

Balaaore 

Puri 

Samba! pur 

Oanjam 

.Agme71 

PI aiM 

It ora put 

Dh.,nkanal 

ltotOnjhu.r 

Phulbani 

Bolangir 

8Wldargarh 

Kalahandi 

MoyurbhanJ 

11•8 

90·8 

40•8 

29·6 

91'6 

22'8 

21-7 

o·8 

10•7 

'16·7 96·7 80•2 72·5 5•5 

16·5 21·3 152·8 66·6 u·o 
lJ-1 26-'1 49·0 67-1 RZ.S 

16·9 10·6 63 3 68·0 9·1 

74•3 83·15 127·9 185•4 0·2 

'17·9 113•8 109·5 140 5 1•7 

110·15 93·8 107·9 130•9 1•2 

'iD·G 57·5 95·9 110·5 0·2 

120·8 131•5 142·4 1511·0 

13!•7 144•7 162·6 188·2 

97•7 111·1 132•3 

~5·8 108•4 127•8 

~5 ~6 2~3 ~0 2.11 

8·6 13·0 19•9 23·8 15 3 

l"l 2'1 37·3 ·U·8 24·0 

6•4 6•6 4•1 4•!1 6·4 

!1·5 3·1 

2•4 1·15 25·15 21•2 11•6 

3·0 

3•0 

8·6 

6·8 

II.•IT-1. The per capita figu::esare for comparable areaa·for the :yrars 1921,1931, 1941 and H61 

41•7 

u·3 

o·1 
6·6 

68 

lmlfallld double eHJ 
C\lh,vat ion P<'' capit6 

I. D.C. 1 inNQ ~) 

--'"""' 1951 1~1 1931 l!IU 

(14) (115) (16) (17) .,.. 
0"1 

1·1 ,., 
.. , 

O·& 

0·2 O·l 0·3 

0·1 

2. Values for (USC), ( UDC , (ISC• end (IDC) were derivl'd frfm the &Jea fi~n 1 ,,r Table 4·7-Prng!'f'fla of' cultivat.ion dnr in,J 1 hrH ftt..,,.,lt ... Mnof L• o 
Ctlll8ua Populatiun tP) ofthe c:en~>us year in question (and ezpressed in cent a.~ according to the forroulooa 

(I) (USC) - A(I)+A(4 -A( 2)-A(3) x 100 cent a 
p 

A(2)-A(4) 
(fi) ( lJ. ·l J"' --p-- x 100 centa 

.A(3)-A(4) 
(III) (ISC) - - p X 100 oenta 

A(4) 
(IV) (IDC) --p X 100 oeuh 
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4·8-Land area per capita ( 1951 ) and trend of cultivation per capi~ 
during three decades 

Area cf cultivation per Grain produc' ion capacity 
Land area per oapita capita (in cent) of cultivation Jli!r capi~ 

(in ton~) C. R. C. 

279 

r- .., -- ___,._ -,.Remarks 
Natural division Totolland area Area of culti-

and distric' per capita vated and 
(in cents) cultivable land 1951 1941 1931 1921 1951 1941 1931 1921 

per capita (in 
cents) 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) ~6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) 

ORISSA 262•7 129·4 82•7 85•7 99•0 116•2 

3·33 Orissa Inland Dn. 369•4 103•0 108•0 127•4 148•8 

1·11 Orissa Coastal Dn. 136·4 58•8 60•1 67"9 83•2 

Cut tack 106•5 72•4 44•2 51·8. 52•3 63•2 

Bala1ore 145•1 113•7 9:.!•2 87•5 93•9 98•6 

Puri 164·6 90•7 67•7 56•1 63'5 90•7 

Sambalpur 332•6 180•2 104•9 103•2 111'6 122•8 

Ganjam 186·1 91•6 47'4, 53•9 76•8 95•2 

Agencv 566•5 35•7 28•7 49•0 57·1 

Plain. 149•6 48•7 56-8 80•5 100•1 

Korapu' 497·8 250•3 111'8 125•5 153•9 187•6 

Dhenkanal 322·3 104•1 83·7 103•0 120•3 153•7 

Keonjhar 349•8 196·2 100·7 96·0 110·4 134•0 

Phulbani 599•8 137•4 105•3 80·8 109•9 118•8 

Bolangir 237·9 149•6 127•6 138•7 150•2 167•7 

Sundargarh 439·0 175•5 136•1 149•7 168•3 194:7 

Kalahandi 376·9 127•8 101•9 110'1 125•2 149•1 

Mayurbhanj 250•1 128•7 77•6 81•0 116·0 136·7 

Non-I. The total land area in column 2 of this table is calculated on the basis of the area of districts as given in Table E 

2 The cultivated or cultivable area per capita given in column 3 are calculated with ~eferenoe to the informati~a 
furni hed by the District Officers and adopted in the District Census Handbooks. · 

3. Columns 4-7.-A (area of cultivation per capita) is th• sum of the four figures in Table 4• 8, i.e. (USC)+ (UDC) +CISC + 
(IDC) in each year. · . 



CHAPTER V 
Non-agricultural Classes 

SECTION I 
Preliminary Remarks 

biPORTANCE OF NoN-AGRICULTURAL 
OccuPATIONS 

1. The indispensability of non-agri
cultural pursuits arises principally from 
the limited scope of agriculture in solving 
the primary problems of existence. 
Agriculture supplies certain essential 
requisites of human existence, such as, 
food for the population and raw materials 
for industries. But no nation in modern 
times has grown rich, or has raised the 
general standard of living, or maintained 
military strength to defend itself through 
agriculture alone. In fact, agriculture in 
order to get on and flourish, requires 
constant assistance from hands adept in 
various crafts and vocations. Before a 
cultivator goes to the land, he must be 
equipped with a plough made by a 
carpenter, a spade or a sick e made by a 
smith; he must have pots to cook food 
and clothes to wear and sundry other 
commodities which are the products of 
industry. Agriculture and industry are 
inter-dependent, agriculture unable to 
thrive until the surplus population is 
absorbed by industry and industry unable 
to develop unless the agriculturists are 
well off to buy the products of industry. 
But in spite of this close relation between 
the two, it would be -wrong to limit the 
importance of non-agricultural occupa
tion to its mere complementary character 
with relation to agriculture. With the 
growth of civilization and multiplication 
of human wants, the occupations of 
non-agricultural character, particularly 
associated with industries and manufac
tures, have grown in importance and are 
found to be more remunerath·e than 
agriculture. Industrialization of the 
country is a vital necessity, not only to 
supplement the gifts of agriculture but 

also to bring about a state of abundance 
and to raise the standard of living. 
Industrialization has come to be regarded 
more or less as synonymous with civili
zation and is generally offered as a remedy 
for problems arising from increasing 
population. 

THEm Lll\IITATIONS 

2. -Like agriculture, indus~ry and other 
non-agricultural occupations have their 
own limitations, and are far from 
being the panacea for demographic 
maladies. Industry can hardly absorb as 
much as 20 per cent of the population,·. 
and· other nP.scellaneous occupations.·· 
much less, leaving the vast majority of 
the people to depend upon land .. 
ill-planned or excessive industrializa
tion may actually increase the pressure 
on land rather than relieve it. The • 
development of cotton textile mills~ for> -
example, has led to the throwing out of 
thousands of handloom workers, who 
have been for~ed -to fall back upon 
agriculture. The industrial revolution . 
created machines, and with the rise in · 
importance and power of machines, the ~ 
importance and value of man must 
inevitably decline. So the great danger 
of excessive industrialization is apparent. 
Moreover, while unplanned industry may 
not really help to ease other problems, 
it may lead to the decay of cottage 
industries. The solution of the problem 
therefore lies not in an all-out industriali- · 
zation, but in developing agriculture and 
industry in correct proportions, so that 
each may grow with the aid of and not 
at the expense of the other. Further, it 
is desirable that the evils of the modem 
svstem of industrialization should be 
eliminated or reduced as far as possible. 
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In the western t)'W of industrial organi
sation, the interest of the producer him
self does not figure as an end, but in any · 

·system that may be adopted for this 
country, the principal aim should be the 
welfare of the producer and his family. 
In the western system, the emphasis is 
largely on the material rather than on 
the human element. This should be 
reversed. 

THE DECLINE OF HANDICRAFTS AND THE 
RISE OF MODERN INDUSTRIES 

3. The industrial activities of Orissa 
in the nineteenth century were mainly 
in the form of handicrafts, producing 
textiles, metal wares, wooden products, 
processed foodstuffs and some articles of 
1 uxury. There was a system of local 
self. sufficiency with regard to production 
of commodities necessary for the popula
tion,, which was the prevailing form of 
economy that obtained in this country 
from time immemorial. But the enormous 
revolution in the methods of transport 
brouO'ht about towards the end of the 
last ~entury, and the change in the out
look and habit of the people, resulted in 
the supersession of the old economic 
order. ~ long range drift began towards 
national or territorial self-sufficiency in 
place of local self-sufficiency, and in this 
movement the indigenous handicrafts 
were one of the first to suffer. 

4. In course of discussion relating to 
the progress of agriculture in Orissa, as 
mentioned in Section IX of Chapter IV, 
the bulk of population depending (Ill 

agriculture as the main source of liveli
hood during the last 70 years was 
ascertained, even though the estimate 
\vas at best approximate on account of 
changes from time to time in the basis of 
occupational classi_ficatio!l _ of . the 
population. On this basts 1t will be 
possible to deduce the percentage of 
non-agricultural population in different 
decades in Orissa. This is exhibited 
belc>w. The percentage of such popu
lation in 1951 is much lower than it 

[ CIU.P. T 

was in" the last decades of the· 19th 
century. From the year 1881, the per
centage of non-agricultural population 
went on decreasing steadily till the year 
1911. There was then partial recovery by 
1921 and 1931 but decline set in by the 
year 19!1 which continued at rapid pace 
upto 1951. The• occupational distri
bution of the population is far more 
unbalanced now than it was 70 years 
back. 

Censua year Percentage ofnon-agrioultural 
population 

18S1 38·' 
1891 34•2 
1901 33•7 
1911 114'' 
1921 26•7 
1931 32•1 
19-U 29•6 
1951 20'7 

5. The decline in the percentage of 
population belonging to non-agricultural 
occupations was directly the result of 
decay of indigenous industries which was 
so persistent and rapid that by 1911 many 
of the handicrafts and cottage industrit:ls 
of Orissa t. were a mere tradition-a 
memory of the past. The salt industry, 
for example, which gave employment not 
only to many agricultural labourers in 
the off-season which coincides with the 
period of salt production, b~t was also 
an essential means of subsistence for 
thousands of persons living in the coastal 
tract was a matter of the past. 

6. The reasons for the decay of indi
genous industry are manifold. But the 
most important is t~e fact ~hat _the 
establishment of an alien rule m Onssa 
in the beginning of the 19th century 
proved unfavourable to the pros:perity 
of local industries. England bemg a 
free trade country and being the so~erci~ 
power in India forced for a long time 1ts 
free trade policy on India so t~at.loc~l 
industries declined through their mabi
lity to compete with the pro~ucts . of 
highly industrialized countnes like 
England. Production of te~t~les 
particularly was hard bit by competitiOn 
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of foreign goods. Moreover, the handi
crafts were affected adversely by the 
competition of a more highly developed 
form of industry. The decline in the 
texlile industry, for example, was also 
due to the competition of cheap mill
made goods imported into Orissa from 
other parts of India. Although in the 
matter of quality, the Oriya weaver was 
in a position to hold his own, but as 
regards price, he was hopelessly beaten 
by machine-made goods. The result was 
a general decline so that only a small 
part of the local market in textiles 
remained with the handloom. A large 
number of weavers had to abandon their 
hereditary occupation and to take to 
agriculture. Other traditional occupa
~ions also began to disappear, particularly 
m towns, where profession became a 
matter of personal choice. In rural areas, 
continuity of traditional occupations was 
determined more by the economic neces
sity of the locality than by any sanctity 
of custom or restrictions of the caste. 
The advancement of education and 
growth of cosmopolitan views helped 
to spread these tendencies. In the 
result, the old occupational order faced 
a break down to a perceptible extent 
between the years 1881 and 1911. 

7. The beginning of the World War I 
resulted in restricting import of foreim 
goods and consequently giving impet~s 
to local industries. This is why the 
percentage of industrial workers 
increased, though to a slight 
extent, between 1911 and 1921. The 
improvement maintained itself during 
the following ten years which was a 
peri?d of agricultural depression result
mg m a further swing towards industrial 
avocations. The trend was however 
transitory in character for an ultimate 
decline came in 1941 and the position 
deteriorated to an uprecedented extent 
by 1951. This happened in spite of the 
outbreak of the World War of 1939-45. 
Conditions during this war period had 

undergone change in the sense- that 
scarcity of food was widespread in India, 
and as Orissa was in position to play the 
role of a surplus province, agriculture 
proved to be a more .profitable proposi
tion than it was during the World War I. 
There was thus greater incentive to keep 
on . to agriculture than at any time 
previously. Problems of the post-war 
period : were worse, particularly in the 
matter of food supply, and agriculture 
in Orissa continued to attract more 
and more workers, leaving corres
ponding.y smaller percentage to non
agricultural occupations till the close of 
the decade. 

8. The process of decay began by the 
changes in the · political conditions of 
the country, and by the f.orces of foreign 
influence and helped on by the competi
tion of developed industries, brought 
abo·ut the decline both in the artistic 
excellence and the economic importance· 
of the handicrafts. In order to counteract • 
the evil results, measures were under
taken for the development of these handi
crafts and cottage industries in various 
ways. Between 1936 and.1951, a large 
number of Technical Institutions, either 
owned or aided by the Government, and 
several institutions for imparting indus
trial training were established in different 
parts of the State. The object of these 
institutions was not only to increase the · 
supply of trained craftsmen, but also 
to cause qualitative improvement of 
in~ustrial products. Subsidizing indus
tries, organizing periodical exhi\>itions 
of products of cottage industry and fine 
arts, encouraging tribal arts and crafts 
were a few of the numerous measures 
undertaken with a view to arrest the 
decline of old handicrafts and to create 
interest in the manufacture and expan
sion of indigenous products. But in 
spite of these efforts, the decline 
continued at fast pace. 

9. Although old handicrafts were losing 
ground, industry was tending to bG 
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organized on modern lines during the 
last two or three decades in Orissa. A 
_change of some magnitude set in in the 

·economic structure of the country. 
. \Vorking of coal, iron and other mines, 

building of hydro-electric and thermal 
power stations, establishment of paper 
and textile mills or glass and cement 
factories are a. few of the latest modern 
industrial enterprises in Orissa. But 
though the tendency to modernize indus
try has taken its start, the actual progress 
up till now is but small and when the 
industrial workers employed in these new 
industries are counted against the popu· 
lation of the State, the percentage is 
insignificant. The decay of cottage 
indu~tries and old handicrafts has been 
so extensive that the attempted recovery 
of these industries and the introduction 
of fresh large scale industries have yet 
failed to recoup even a fraction of the 

. overall loss sustained during the last 
70 years. In consequence, the percentage 
of non-agricultural workers in 1951 is 
the lowest ever recorded since the begin
ning of the census operation~ in the 
Indian soil. It is however heartening to 
note that the present trend of recovery 
and progress shows every sign of remain
inn' effective and gaining momentum in 
th~ comin{'l' decades so that in future the 
pereontag; of non-agricultural and indus· 
trial workers is likely to improve to 
a considerable extent. 

ORISSA'S RESOURCES 

10. Orissa indeed has got consi
derable opportunities for expansion -in 
tho industrial field, as the main pre
requisites, namely, raw materials and 
labour, are available in abundance. 
Nature has endowed this country with 
great resources in land, forest, mines, 
rivers and waterfalls which have been 
preserved through long geological ages 
for timely exploitation. \Vith a territory 
more extensive than England and \Vales, 

and with 3~. ~es of sea-board giving 
easy accessibility, 23,000 square miles 
of forest rich in timber and other forest 
produce and vast extent of mineral 
deposits, namely, coal, iron, manganese, 
chromite, bauxite, mica, limestone and 
many other occurrences of immense 
industrial value, Orissa is regarded as 
the Nature's favourite, haYing unbounded 
scope for planning and development on 
modem lines. There can hardly bo any 
country where the natural resources are 
so illimitable and numerous, and yet 
their exploitation has been so neglected. 
The State is no doubt poor at present in 
technical skill and capital resources as 
compared with many other States in 
India, but so long as these factors have 
not sufficiently developed internally, they 
should come . from external sources, if 
backed up by wise planning. 

THE EXAl\IPLE OF JAPAN 

11. In the last Chapter it was observed 
how Japan has to set an example to this 
country in the matter of agricultural 
development. Similarly, in the field of 
industrial progress, Orissa, and in fact 
India, have a good deal to learn from the 
rapid and intensive industrialization of 
Japan. India was the first of the oriental 
countries to feel the impact of western 
industrialism but was involved in a 
slow and prolonged transition, whereas 
Japan, starting late and with less oppor
tunities, passed that stage within a few 
brief decades. The first Indian textile 
mills was established in 1851, and by 
1900, there were 193 mills with nearly 
5 million spindles.* Similarly, there
were a few other large scale industries 
established on the Indian soil during the 
second half of the 19th century. Japan's 
industrialization did not, however, begin 
until many years after the 1\Iciji Restora
tion in 1868. By 1880, Japan wa~ much 
behind India in the field of large seale 
industries, but the process in Japan 

• llandlooiJJ Weaving and Indu~try in India by !\I. P. Gandhi. page 2. 
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. t that the whole gamed momen urn, so d 
industrial revolution was complete 
by the early decades of the present 
century. It soon became ~ot only the 
leadinO' industrial country m the East, 
but also one of the big world P?We~s 
and a rival of England and Amenca m 
trade and overseas- entBrprises. By the 
thirties of the present c~ntury :Japan 
had a completely modern mdustnalized 
economy. 

12. How is this speedy accomplishm~nt 
of industrialization explained ? Growmg 
population, geographical posi~~m~ •. access 
to transportation or ava;ilibility . of 
resources cannot explain t~s as Onssa 
or India is more or less m the same 
position as Japan in all these matters 
except the last one in which Japan has 
incomparable disadvantages. One . ~x
planation may however be the stnking 
growth of literacy in Japan. '-!-'he gr~at 
handicap of the hieroglyphic scnpt 
requiring learning of about two thousand 
characters was thrown away a:nd the 
Basic Education law was passed m 1872. 
That the progress of education was 
astounding may be judged from the fact 
that by 1938 Japan was 95 per ce~t 
literate as compared to 16 per cent m 
Orissa as late as 1951. The enorm?us 
achievement may also have been possi?le 
due to the status of Japan as a sovereign 
country, enabling her statesmen to J?ake 
a quick and conscious effort to bmld a 
powerful nation. 

UNAUTHENTICATED CENSUS OF 8:1\ULL 
SCALE INDUSTRIES 

13. In the year 1949, instructio~s 
were issued by the Government of India 
to different States to conduct a census 
of small scale industries. The census 
was oriainally intended to be conducted 
by the o State Government, but in the 

. last starre on account of delay, it was 
taken o~er by the organisation of the 
population census. The census relates 
to small scale industries not falling 

under the purview of the Factories Act 
and the Mines . Act, ~ uch as, cottage 
and home industries, small workshops 
where articles are produced, repaired., •. 
or otherwise treated for sale, use or 
for disposal. This rensus covers indus-. . 
trial establishments which use ~power 
and in which the number of workers is 
less than 10 persons as well as industrial 
establishments which do not use power 
and which employ less than 20 persons. 
A quick survey of the small scale indus
tries in the State was then conducted 
in November 1950. The results of the 
census have been· shown in the District 
Census Handbooks but these Handbooks 
contain a word of caution as regards the 
accuracy of figures in the following 
words. 

The small scale industries census was con
ducted through the agency of enumerators 
recruited for the population census of 1951. 
As this work was undertaken three mouths 
prior to the population censui!, the enumerato~ ' 
had not receive<_! adequate training by that . 
time. The data. elicited cannot be said to be 
as'reliable as in the case of population census 
but they provide a basis for any future 
investigation. 

14. The matter was examined by the 
Government of India who were of the 
opinion that the local agencies entrusted 
with the census of small scale industries 
could not and therefore, did not receive 
the benefit of training and supervision 
by Central Government agencies working 
on all-India lines and as such did not 
justify the authentication of figures for 
all-India use. :Moreover, opinion of all 
the District Magistrates was called for 
with regard to the reliability of this 
census held in their respective districts. 
A number of District Magistrates, in 
reply, testified to its reliable character 
while others stated that this was a good 
basis for future investigation. On the 
whole, it appears that this census 
produced results which are reliable to a 
considerable extent. There were· of 
course ~orne omissions for which a margin 
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should be given to arrive at approxi
mately reliable figures. As however, in 
pursuance of an all-India policy, this 
census has not been authenticated, 
reference to its results have generally 

. been a voided in course of discussions in 
· this Chapter. 

RELIABILITY oF NoN-AGRICULTURAL 
~TATISTICS 

. 15. The recording of economic status 
of individuals was a complicated matter 
and gave considerable trouble to f"nu
merators and tabulators In earlier 
censuses, whenever occupational returns 
were required to be prepared the same 
difficulty was experienced. It was a 
hard job this time for many enumerators 
to draw a correct line between self
supporting persons, earning dependants 
and non-earning dependants and similarly 
between employers, employees. and in
dependent workers. The utmost was 
however done by laying stress in course 
of instructions and supervision on the 
importance of recording occupations .in 
a precise manner and avoiding vague 
and indefinite terms with regard to the 
mode of earning livelihood. It cannot 
be said that these instructions were 
always carried out correctly. But pre
cautions were taken to check up the 
returns before the records were des
patched from the villages concerned. 
This was in addition to the supervision 
and check excersised at the spot from day 
to day in course of progress of the 
enumeration work. Finally there was 
a check up at the tabulation office. 
The final result is on the whole reliable. 

REFERENCE TO STATISTICS 

16. The main economic tables of the 
1951 census are contained in Part II-B 
of this Report. The United Nations 
Organisation has evolved a. scheme of 
classification of all economic activities 
known as the "International Standard 
Industrial Classification " Scheme. The 
Economic and Social Council of the 

U. N. 0. has recommended the use of 
this scheme by member Governments 
" either by adopting this system of 
classification as a national standard, 
or re-arranging their statistical data in 
accordance with this system for the 
purpose of international comparability". 
The present scheme .. of classification is 
known as the " Indian Census Economic 
Classification" Scheme drawn up by the 
Registrar General, India. It is of utmost 
importance to study not only the impli
cation of different livelihood classes of 
non-agricultural population but also of 
the basis of classification of various 
occupations and economic activities of 
such population. All these economic . 
activities have been divided into 10 Divi
sions, 88 Subdivisions and 215 Groups. 
Unless a thorough study of this basis of 
classification is made, there is the risk 
of erroneous comparison with the result 
obtained in different economic surveys 
of the country. 

17. A series of 34 Subsidiary Tables 
appear at the end of this Chapter in 
order to facilitate critical study of the 
economic activities of the non-agricnl
tural classes. Subsidiary Table 5·1 
shows the proportion of non-agricultural 
classes in the general population of the 
State and districts, and the classification 
of 10,000 persons of all non-agricultural 
classes into each class and sub-class. 
The classification of the population into 
employers, employees and independent 
workers and others has also been shown. 
Subsidiary Tables 5·1 (a) and (b) give 
the details of distribution of the rural 
and urban non-agricultural population 
in the State and different districts. 
Subsidiary Tables 5·2 to 5·5 give each 
of the four non-agricultural classes 
separately showing the number per 10,000 
persons of each livelihood class in each 
sub-class. The number per 10,000 self. 
supporting persons of each livelihood 
class divided into employers, employees 
and independent workers has also been 
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shown. The secondary means of liveli
hood of different classes of non-agricul
tural population has also been given. 
Subsidiary Table 5·6 compa.res the occu
pational structure of all livelihood classes 
of 1951 census ~th those of the 1931 
census. Comparison of the sub-classes 
ancl of the active and semi-active workers 
of the two censuses has also been made. 
Subsidiary Tables 5·7 to 5·17 givethe 
territorial distribution . of 10,000 self
supporting persons of different industries 
and services in the State, natural divisions 
and districts. The figures are shown by 
Divisions and Subdivisions of the Indian 
Census Economic Classification Scheme. 

:DISTRICT INDEX OF NON ·AGRICULTURAL 
OccuPATIONs 

18. The statistics relating to emploY" 
ment in all non-agricultural industries 
and services in the State have been 
shown in Appendix III to the Report. 
The figures are given for each of the 
10 Divisions, 88 Subdivisions and 215 
Groups into which all the non-agricul
tural occupations in the State have 
been divided under the Indian Census 
Economic Classification Scheme. In 
using these figures, it may be borne in 

mind that they relate, not to the entire 
population dependent upon a particular 
industry or service, but only .. to the 
number of self-supporting persons who 
derive their principal means of livelihood , 

· from such industry or service. TP,e. ; .• 
earning dependants and non-earning · 
dependants, who together constitute 
nearly 68 per cent of the non-agricultural 
population are not included in the figures. 
Moreover, if a self-supporting person 
gets his principal means of livelihood 
from a different source, namely, agri
cultural or some non-agricultural occupa- . 
tion other than a particular industry 
or service, such a self-supporting person 
has been shown, not under the particular 
industry or service in question, but 
under the other source of livelihood 
which provides the principal means of 
livelihood. Thus, a weaver having culti-. 
vated lands, and earning mor~ from 
such lands than from his profession of 
weaving, has been classified as an agri
culturist and not as a weaver, although 
by caste or profession he may really be 
a weaver. The criterion is the import
ance of economic activity of each indivi
dual, not the social convention or 
traditional occupation. 
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SECTION II 

Non-agricultural Population Rati~s ;_Self-supporting Persons an:l D:r:::;:~~!l ; 
. · Secondary means of livelihood of Non-agricultural Classes 

• RA'l'IO OF NOY·A.GRICULTURAL POPU"LA· 
. TIO~ 

I. The non-agricultural population of 
Orissa. is nearly one-fifth of the entire 
population. Out of the total population 
of 146·5 lakhs in the State, the non
agricultural classes number 30·3 lakhs, 
constituting 20·7 per cent. Most of 
the States in India have a. larger propor
tion of non-agri.cultural population than 
Orissa.. The percentage of such classes 
of population is 25·8 in Uttar Pradesh, 
42·8 in 'Vest Bengal, 35·1 in Madras, 
38·5 in Bombay, 35·5 in Punjab,. 26·7 
in Assam and 24~0 in Madhya Pradesh 
as against 30·2 for India as a whole. 
Bihar, however, has a lower percentage 
of non-agricultural population, namely 
14·0. 

DISTRIBUTION 

2. The distribution of non-agricultural 
population in the State, natural divisions 
and districts in rural and urban areas 
is shown in the Subsidiary Tables 5·1 
to 5·1 (b). The position is summarised 
below. 

Nuu-agricultural classea per 
State or natural 10,000 of division _____ ........... ___ ~ 

General Rural Urban 
populatio • population population 

ORISSA 207 180 860 

Inland Diviaion 173 155 801 

Coaatal Division 248 210 897 

'Vith 20·7 per cent. as the average 
for the State, it is seen that in the rural 
areas 18 per cent of the g£>neral popula
tion belong to the non-agricultural classes 
while in the urban areas the percentage 
is as high as 86. But the actual number 
of non-agricultural population living in 
rural areas is 25·2 lakhs while those 
living in urban areas is 5·1 lakhs only. 

The sex"ise and· district wise firur£'s 
relating to non-agricultural classes 

0

may 
be seen in Table B-I appearincr in Part 
li-B of this Report. 

0 

RATIO IN NATURAL DtYISIONS 

3. Among the two natural di\isions 
of the State, the coastal division contains 
a higher percentage of non-agricultural 
classes, the ratio being 248 in the general 
population of 1,000 while it is 173 only 
in the inland division. Maximum con
centration of non-agricultural population 
is found in the urban areas of both the 
divisions where they number 897 in the 
coastal division and 801 in the inland 
division out of a proportionate popula
tion of 1,000 of each division. In the 
rural areas, the non-agricultural papula
tion is confined in the above proportion 
to 210 in the coastal division and 155 
in the inland division. The urban areas 
of the coastal division are most highly 
non-agricultural in character while the 
rural areas of the inland <livision show' 
the opposite tendency. 

DISTRICTS 

4. Among the districts, Ganjam has 
the highest number of non-agricultural 
population numbering 339 per 1,000 of 
general population. Next comes Cuttack 
with 251, Koraput with 227, Purl with 
213 and Phulbani '\\-ith 210. The lowest 
ratio is to be found in Keonjhar with 
101 and :Mayurbhanj "'ith 128. The 
high non-agricultural character of 
Ganjam is due to the comparatively high 
proportion of persons depending on com
merce, which commands about one-fifth 
of the total non-agricultural population. 
In Cuttack which comes next, persons 
belonging to miscel1aneous services etc., 
(Class VIII) are high, primarily because 
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it is the headquarters of the State. • 
But so far as the urban areas are con
cerned, Purl shows the highest proportion -
of no:p.-agricultural population recording 
926 out of 1,000 of the general population. 
In the 'rural areas higher proportion of 
non-agricultural population are met with 
in the districts of Ganjam, Cuttack, 
Phulbani and Koraput. 

LrvELiaoon CLASsEs 

· 5. The non-agricultural population is 
divided into. four classes, the details of 
which are mentioned in Section VI of 
Chapter I. To sum up, the non-agricul
tural classes comprise persons (including 
dependants) ~ho derive their principal 
means of livelihood from :-

(a) Production other than cultiva-
tion (Livelihood Class V). 

(b) Commerce (Livelihood Class VI) 
(c) Transport (Livelihood Class Vll) 
(d) Other Services and l\fiscellaneous 

Sources (Livelihood Class 
VITI). 

It appears from the Subsidiary Table 
5·1 that more than half the non-agricul
tural population derive their means of 
livelihood from· Class Vlll-other 
services and miscellaneous sources. 
Such people constitute 52·9 per cent of 
the non-agricultural population. The 
next main contribution to the earning of 
livelihood comes from Class V, namely, 
production other than cultivation which 
covers 30·5 per cent. A small number, 
namely, 14·9 per cent derive their sus
tenance from commerce and lastly, 2·6 per 
cent from transport. In the inland 
division, persons engaged in production 
other than cultivation are higher by 
about 7 per cent than those in the coastal 
division. But the coastal division shows 
a higher percentage of people engaged 
on commerce and transport. The pro
portion of persons enga<Ted on other " 
services and miscellanea~ sources is 
almost the same in both the natural 
divisions. 

LlvELmoon SUE-CLASSES 

· 6. As in the case of agricultural ciasses, 
the non-agricultural classes· may be 
divided into three sub-classes on the 
basis of the extent of dependence in the 
matter of livelihood. These sub-classes • 
are known as self-supporting persons, · 
earning dependants and non-earning 
dependants. The implications of these · 
terms have been given in paragraphs 
6 to 10 of Section II of Chapter,IV and· 
need not be repeated here. _ ·. 

SELF-SUPPORTING PERSON'S .AND 
DEPENDANTS .. -
7. The number of self-supporting. 

persons out of the total populat~on oi 
10,000 persons of all non-agricultural 
classes in Orissa is 3,157 only. The· 
remaining 6,84:3 persons are dependants . 
of whom 5,975 .are non-earning: and 
868 are earning. ·The following table 
compares the distribution of. 1,000 
persons of non-agricultural classes among· 
self-supporting persons and dependants 
of principal States in India. · 

State Self-support- Non-earn- Earnin8 

INDIA. 

Or.iaaa 
Uttar Pradesh 
Bihar 

West Bengal 
Madras 
Bombay 

Madhya Pradesh 
Punjab 
A.asam 

ing persona ing depen~ dependants· 
daats 

313 628 59 

318 597 87 
327 616 ii7' 
295 863 42 

388 593 19 
.270 689 41. 
314· 614 7~ 

312 G« 144 
266 648 88 
410 524 66 

8. The proportion of self-supporting 
persons in Orissa is nearly the same as 
that of India as a whole, and of Bomay 
and l\Iadhya Prades~ but it is either 
high or low in comparison with the 
figures of the remaining States. Among 
the States which have a. higher percentage • 
of self-supporting persons among non
agricultural classes are Uttar Pradesh. 

19 
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'Vest Bengal and Assam. The other 
States, namely, Bihar, ~Iadras and 

. Punjab hal"e got a timaller proportion. 
In Orissa, the percentage of S<.'lf-sopport
ing persons among non-agricultural 

·classes being 31·6 is more than that of 
the agricultural classes, as the latt<'r is 
limited to 27 ·8 per cent. Again, with 
regard to the non-agricultural classes, 
urban areas haYe got a higher percentage 
of self-supporting }X'rsons than rural 
areas, the percentage b{·ing 33·0 and 
31·3 RspectiYely. As between the two 
natural dirisions, the difference in this 
respect is but small as the self-supporting 
persons of the coastal diruion constitute 
31·7 per cent and those of the inland 
division 31-4 per cent. Similarly, small 
difference is noticeable among the same 
class of persons of the rural or urban 
areas of the two natural diruions. 

9. As may be seen from the preceding 
table 68·4 per cent of the non-agricultural 
population is dependent, either of earning 
or non-earning category. This indeed 
is a high proportion, but the extent of 
dependency among the non-agricultural 
classes is somewhat less than that 
among the agricultural classes. In the 
previous Chapter it was seen that 72·2 
per cent of the agricultural population 
belongs to the class of dependants, of 
which 62·3 are non-earning and 9·9 
earning. Among the non-agricultural 
population non-earning dependants form 
59·7 per cent and earning dcpendants 
8·7 per cent only. As many as 5,975 
persons out of a total population of 
10,000 of non-agricultural classes are 
doing nothing whatsoeYer towards earn
ing their liYelihood, while among the 
agricultural classes tho proportion of 
such persons is 6,233, which is higher. 
The proportion of inactive population, 
namely the non-earnin~ dcp<-ndants is 
~ater in the coastal division than in 
the inland dirision, the fi~rcs for the 
respcctiye divisions being 6,206 and 5,697 
out of a total population of 10,000. 

Taking the urban and rural -areas 
Sf:'parately, the coa~tal divi~ion shows 
higher proportion of non-carnin(T d('pcnd
ants than the inland division.

0 
Thii is 

primarily due to the grcater extent of 
education prevalent amonrr tht> duldrcn 
of non-agricultural dasses 

0

of the coastal 
dirision. 

10. The earning dependants who fi~re 
to the e~tcnt of 8oS only out of the t~tal 
populahon of 10,000 persons of non
agriculturnl classes, are to be found in 
grE.'ater proportion in tho inland division 
than in the coastal diYision. There are 
621 earning dependants in the coastal 
diruion and 1,164 in the inland diYision 
out of the total population of 10,000. 
These earning dependants are to be 
seen mostly in the rural areas rathE.'r 
than in the urban areas. The rural 
areas have 945 and the urban areas 488 
earning drpendants out of 10,000 persons 
of non-agricultural classes in Orissa. 
Similar diff£-renee is noticeable in the 
urban and rural nrf:'as of each of the 
natural divisions, the details of which 
may be sE.'cn in the Subsidiary Tables 
appearing at the end of this Chapter. 
In short, the rural areas have nearly 
double the proportion of earning depend
ants living in urban areas. This is 
natural because young members of a 
family takes to earning of livelihood 
in greater number in rural areas rather 
than in the towns. 

11. So far as districts are concerned, 
the highest numher of self-supportinrr 
persons is to be found in Sambalpu~ 
(3,895) followed by 1\Iayurbhanj (3,586) 
and Kennjhar (3,440). The lowest 
number is to be found in Koraput (2,133). 
For non-earning dependants, Koraput 
bas the highest proportion (6,867) fol
lowed by Ganjam (6,516) and Phulbani 
(6,354). Sambalpur has the lowest pro
portion of non-earning df:'pcndants 
(4,603). As regards the earning depend
ants, the higlwst proportion is to be 
found in Kalahandi (1,795) and next 
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in Bolangir (1,591) and Sambalpur 
(1,412). All these districts are in the 
inland division. Some more districts 
of this natural division also show high 
percentage of earning dependants. But 
it is interesting to see that two other 
districts of the same natural division, 
namely, Keonjhar and Phulbani, record 
the lowest proportion of earning 
dependants in Orissa, voith 265 and 464 
respectively. As to why some districts 
of the same natural division show the 
highest trend of earning dependency 
and others show the least, is a matter 
requiring study of local CQnditions. 
Probably the scope for earning depend
ency in these districts is limited. 
Another reason may be that in the general 
structure of the population, the number 
of persons who could be . employed as 
earning dependants is limited. 

SECONDARY MEANS OF LivELIHOOD 

12. The total population of non-agri
cultural classes in Orissa is 3,033,578. 
Of these persons, 498,394 have got 
secondary means of livelihood. In other 
words, 16·4 per cent of the non-agricul
tural population depend upon subsidiary 
incomes in addition to the principal 
means of livelihood. The secondary 
means of livelihood is derived from either 
of the eight livelihood classes of agricul
tural and non-agricultural occupations. 
The number of persons who derive their 
secondary means of livelihood from 
agricultural occupations is 240,343 or 

7 ·9 per cent. Similarly, the number of · 
persons who derive their secondary means 
of livelihood from non-agricultural occu- · 
pations is 258,051 or 8·5 per cent. In 
the previous Chapter, the extent of 
dependence on secondary source of · 
income of the agricultural classes was· 
examined. It was seen that out of the 
total agricultural population of 116·1 
lakhs, nearly 20 lakhs or roughly 17 ·2 
per cent had secondary means of liveli
hood. On comparison with the non
agricultural population, it appears that 
the extent of dependency on secondary 
means of livelihood is somewhat greater 
among the agricultural classes than 
among the non-agricultural. 

13. Subsidiary Tables 5·2 to 5·5 give 
the distribution of 10,000 persons of 
livelihood classes V to VIII who .have 
a secondary means of livelihood also. 
The percentage of population belonging 
to the different non-agricultural classes 
having secondary sources of livelihood· 
derived from agricultural as "'ell as from 
non-agricultural occupations and derived. 
by self-supporting persons or earning • 
dependants of each livelihood class is 
summarised below for the sake of con
venience. The percentage shown below 
has been worked out on a proportional 
population of 10,000, and is a little less 
than the percentage calculated on the. 
total count of population as shown 
in the paragraph above. 

Prrcsntage of persons having secondMy means of livelihood 

r--------------------------J~-----------------------~ 
Livelihood clua Total 

From agriculture From non-agriculture 

Total 
All non-agricultural elaeaes • • 15•7 7•8 
Livelihood Class V 19-9 1()-0 

VI 15·8 8·1 
VII 12·0 6•2 

VIll 14·7 6·7 

14. It will appear from the above 
statement that 15·7 per cent of the 
population belonging to the non-agri
cultural classes have a secondary source 

S. S.P. 
5·2 
6·3 

E. D. 
2·6 
3•7 

Total -8. 8. P, 
7•9 2·8 

E. D. 
5•1 
8•9 

5•6 2·5 7•7 3•1 4•8 
4·7 1·5 5•8 2•4 3·4 
4•0 2-7 8·0 2·8 G·' 

of livelihood. . Livelihood Class V has 
the highest percentage of dependants on . 
secondary source of income as nearly 
one-fifth of the population belonging 
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to this class or more accurately 19·9 
per cent have such source of livelihood.. 
Livelihood class VI is the next highest, 
as 15·8 per cent of the population have 
secondary source of income. Livelihood 
classes Vlli and VII have got ll·7 and 
12·0 per cent respectively. 
Lrvn.moon C:t.A..ss V 

15. Out of 19·9 per cent of the people 
of livelihood class V who have a 
secondary source of income, 10·0 per cent 
depend on agriculture and the remaining 
9·9 per cent on non-agricultural profes-

, sions for the subsidiary income. Of 
those who derive such income from 
agricultural occupations, 6·3 per cent 
are self-supporting persons and 3·7 are 
earning dependants. Similarly, among 
the persons depending on non-agricul
tural occupations for their secondary 
source of livelihood, 3·0 per cent are 
self-supporting persons and 6·9 per cent 
are earning dependants. 

16. Thus, the extent of secondary 
income is distributed almost equally 
~etween agricultural and non-agricul-

-tural sources. But as far as self-support
ing persons are concerned, a large number 
of persons have taken to agriculture 
than to non-agricultural professions for 
the additional source of maintenance. 
The oppos!te tendency is noticeable 
among the earning dependants, more of 
whom in percentage are attached to 
non-agricultural professions than to 
agriculture. 
Lrvn.moon Cr..&.ss VI 

17. The percentage of 15·8 having 
secondary source of livelihood among the 
population of class VI is divided between 
agricultural and non-agricultural occu
pations in the ratio of 8·1 and 7 ·7 
respectively. Thus, non-agricultural 
professions supply a little less than 
agricultural occupations as secondary 
source of income to the population 
belonging to livelihood class VI. Among 
those who depend upon agriculture for 
the secondary source of income, 5·6 

per cent are self-supporting persons and 
2·5 are earning dependants. Similarly 
out of 7 ·7 per cent of persons depending 
on non-agricultural occupations ns 
secondary source of livelihood, 3·1 per 
cent are self-supporting and 4·6 aro 
earning dependants. As in the case of 
livelihood class V, lesser number of 
earning dependants derive their secon
dary source of income from agricultural 
than from non-agricultural professions. 
LIVELIHOOD CLASs VII 

18. As many as 12·0 per cent of the 
population belonging to livelihood 
class VII have a secondary source of 
livelihood, 6·2 from agricultural and 5·8 
from non-agricultural occupations. 
Among those who derive their secondary 
source of income from agricultural 
sources, 4·7 per cent are self-supporting 
persons and 1·5 are earning dependants 
while such percentage for those who 
depend on non-agricultural occupations 
is 2·4 and 3·4 respectively. 

LIVELIHOOD CLAss VIII 

19. The percentage of population 
belonging to livelihood class VIII who 
have a secondary source of livelihood 
is 14·7 divided between agricultural occu
pations with 6·7 and non-agricultura.l 
professions with 8·0 per cent. The per
centage of self-supporting persons and 
earning dependants among those who 
derive their secondary source of income 
from agricultural sources is 4·0 and 2·7 
and from non-agricultural sources is 
2·6 and 5·4 respectively. 

CoMPARISON oF OccUPATIONAL DISTRI· 
BUTION IN 1931 AND 1951 
20. The -basi.~ of statistics relating to 

classification of total population 
according to occupations has varied from 
census to census. In the census of 1951, 
the occupational distribution covered the 
entire population while the census of 
1941 omitted any classification what
soever. In 1931, the census gave classi
fications only for persons following some 
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occupations, leaving the re~t of the 
population which was numencally very 
large as unclassified per~OJ?-S· T.he work
in()' population was diVIded mto two 

0 

' ' d' ki classes, namely, earner, an wor ng 
dependant '. An earner was defined 
as one who ' helps to augment the 
family's income by permanent and 
regular work for . wh~ch , a return. is 
obtained in cash or m kind. A working 
dependant was one who ' assists in the 
work of the family and contributes to its 
support without actually earning wages.' 
Thus, it was Jaid down by way of illus
tration that one who habitually collects 
and sells firewood or cowdung and is 
thereby adding to the family income was 
an earner, while a boy who helps his 
father in the fields or tends his father's 
cattle is a dependant. There was no 
·consideration in 1931 if the amount of 
income derived by .the working person 
was sufficient for his own maintenance. 
In 1951, this was an important factor 
to decide the classification. In this 
census ( 1951 ),the nun-agricultural classes 
were divided into three sub-classes on 
the basis of degree of dependence for the 
source of livelihood of each person. 
The definition of these sub-classes, 
namely, self-supporting persons, earning 
dependants and non-earning dependants 
has been given in Section II of Chapter 
IV, and need not be repeated. here. 

21. If a rough comparison between 
livelihood sub-classes of different censuses 
is attempted to be made, the actual 
workers of 1921 may be taken to corres
pond to the earners plus working depend
ants of 1931. The working dependants 
of 1931 represent either the earning 
dependants or to some extent the self
supporting persons of 1951. The earners 
of 1931, roughly correspond to the self
supporting persons of 1951 but there 
is no complete identity between the two. 
The unclassified persons of 1931 may 
roughly be taken to be the non-earning 
dependants of 1951. In 1931, the per-

centage of earners was 37·7, that of 
working dependants 7 ·3 and the deduced 
percentage of unclassified persons was 
55·0. In the census of 1951, the self
supporting persons constitute 28·6 p~r 
cent while the earning dependants are 
9·6 and non-earning .depend~nts 61·8 
per cent. · 

22. It is not practicable to make a ! 

detailed comparison of the occupations 
figure of 1931 with those of 1951 because 
of the fundamental difference in the 
method of classification as stated above. 
Tentative comparison on the basis ·Qf 
approximate livelihood classification· 
has however been made in Subsidiary 
Table 5·6. From- a different angle, 
however, a comparison between the per
centage of self-supporting persons plus 
earning dependants of different liveli
hood classes to the total number o£ 
such persons in the State for the census 
of 1951 may be made with the percentage 
of earners plus working dependants of 
1931. Such a comparison may be.;m.ore 
useful than the single classwise compari.: 
son given in the paragraph above, because 
one particular class of 1931, namely, 
working dependants, has fused either 
wholly or partially into two classes of 
1951, namely, earning dependants and 
self-supporting persons. The statement 
is given below: 

Livelihood class 

Total of all classes 

I. All agrioui.tural olassea 
(Ito IV). 

II. All non-agricultural 
classes ( V to VIII ). 

(a) Production other 
than oultivatien 
( olasa V ). 

:Percentage of Percentage of 
B.S. Pa.+ Earnera + 

E. Ds. to the W. Ds. to the 
total number total number 

of B. S.:Ps.+ ofEarnera+ 
E. Ds. in the W. Ds. in the 
State in 1951 State in 1931 

100 100 

7':1•2 !!3•6 

21-8 36·, 

7"1 13•7 

(b) Commerce ( cleaa VI) 3•0 ,., 
(c) Transport ( claBI vn ) 0•5 0'3 
(d) Other services and 11•2 - 18•0 

miscellaneous sources 
( olaBBVID). 
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23. U the abo~e figures are accepted, 
it appears that the percentage of self
supporting persons plus earning depend
ants in 1951 has risen over that of 

.. earners and working dependants of 1931 
so far as agricultural population is con
cerned but has undergone a decline in 
respect of non-agricultural population. 
This is in conformity with the fall in the 
percentage of general population of non
agricultural classes between 1931 and 
1951. It was seen earlier in this Chapter 
that the non-agricultural population of 
the State has fallen from 32·1 per cent 
to 20·7 per cent between 1931 and 1951. 
The decline amounts to 11·4 per cent. 

· The fall in the category of self-supporting 
persons plus earning dependants of the 
non-agricultural classes is from 36·-l in 
1931 to 21·8 in 19.31, a decrease of 
14·6 per cent. The difference betwet·n 
the two percentages amounting to 3·2 
may be accounted for partly by the fact 
that the two classifications, namely, 
self-supporting persons plus earning 
dependants on the one hand and the 
earners plus working dependants on the 
other are not completely comparable, 
and partly by the possibility of change 
in ·the economic and age structure of 
the population during the intervening 
20 years. 
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SECTION Ill 
Employers, Employ:!es and lndepandent Workers ; and Persons in 

Unproductive Occupations 
1. In the census of 1951, the statistics 

relating to employers, employees and 
independent workers \vere collected for 
the first time. These statistics were 
confmcd to the self-supporting persons 
of the non-agricultural classes of the 
population only. 

CLASSIFICATION OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES 
AND EcoNOl\IICALLY AcTIVE PERSONS. 

2. Economic activities are defined as 
including all activities of which the result 
is the production of useful commodities 
or the performance of useful services, 
but not including the performance of 
domestic or personal services by members 
of a family household to one another. 
The most important among all economic 
activities is the cultivation of land. If 
stands in a category by itself. All other 
economic activities may be regarded as 
falling in another category known as 
' Industries and Services '. All these 
activities have been classified with refer
ence to the nature of c_ommodity 
produced or service rendered, under 
the Indian Census Economic Classifica
tion Scheme. The classified statistics 
appear in Table B-Ill of Part 11-B of 
this Report. 

3. Economically active pers.ons 
engaged in industries and servJCes 
are classifiable according to the above 
scheme into 10 Divisions and 88 Subdivi
sionq. All persons included in each sub
division are further divisible into three 
sections, viz.-

( i) Employer-An employer is a 
person who has necessarily to employ 
other persons in order to caiTy on the 
businrss from which he secures his liveli
hood. A person who employs a cook or 
other persons for domestic services is 

however not recorded as an employer 
merely for that reason. · 

( ii) Employee-A person who ordi
narily works under some other person 
for salary or services either in cash or 
in kind as means of earning his livelihood 
is known as an employee. -

(iii) Independent worker-:-A person 
who is not employed by any one else. or 
who also does not employ . any body 
else in order_ to earn his livelihood is 
known as an independent worker. 

UNI'RODUCTIVE Occur ATIONS 

4. In addition to the three divisions 
mentioned above, namely, employers, 
employees and - independent workers, 
there is a class of non-agricultural 
self-supporting persons who are treated 
as ' Others '. The following groups of 
self-supporting persons who are included 
in non-agricultural livelihood class VIII 
and who derive their principal means 
of livelihooe} from miscellaneous sources 
are treated as' Others':-

(a) Non-working. owners of non-
agricultural property; ' 

(b) Pensioners and remittance 
holders ; ' ' · 

(c) Persons living on .charity and 
other persons with · unproduc
tive activities ; and 

(d) Inmates of paz:tal institutions· 
and asylums. 

All these sources of livelihood are known 
as unproductive occupations. 

PROPORTION OF EMPLOYERS, EMPLOYEES 
AND INDEPENDENT WORKERS 

' 5. Subsidiary Table 5·1 gives the 
figures of employers, employees and 
independent workers per 10,000 of self
supporting persons of all non-agricultural 
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classes. It also shows the proportion of 
• Others'. It appears that out of 10,000 
self-supporting persons as mentioned 
above, the number of employers is 118, 
employees 2,702, independent workers 
6,766, and others 414. Thus, independ~ 
ent workers are overwhelmingly large 
constituting more than two-thirds in 
the structure of the non-agricultural 
population. The employees are a little 
above a quarter of such population while 
employers and others form a low per
oentage. The distribution of population 
is represented almost in the same propor
tion in the two natural divisions of the 
State. But there is considerable differ
ence in the distribution of such popula
tion in the rural and urban areas. 
The following statement ~onveniently 
summarises the position. 
State or natural Employers Employees Independent 

diYiaion W1 rkers 

ORISSA 118 2,'702 6,'766 

Rural 112 2,178 7,160 

Urban us 4,229 4,921 

Inland DiYiliGD 130 2,611 8,880 

Rural 122 2,390 '7,1117 

Urban 180 4,071 6,050 

Coaatal DiYiaioa 108 2,'778 6,672 

Rural 102 2,3U '1,163 

Urban 132 4,309 4,856 

RATIO oF INDEPENDENT WoRKERS 
AND EMPLOYEES 

6. An interesting study may be made 
from the statement given above as 
regards the ratio of independent workers 
and employees. While this ratio for 

[ crtu. v 

the State of Orissa is 68: 27, it stands 
at 49 : 42 for the urban Orissa. In the 
inland division, the ratio is 69 : 26 for 
the whole division, and 51 : 41 in the 
urban areas. Similarly, in the coastal 
division, the ratio is 67 : 28 for the whole 
division, and 49 : 43 in the urban areas. 
As regards the rural areas, the ratio 
stands unchanged at 72 : 24 for either 
the State as a whole or any of the natural 
divisions taken separately. In the rural 
areas, the ratio of independent workers 
is higher than in the urban areas. This 
is because in the rural areas industries 
are hardly organised and workers take 
to their profession in an independent 
manner. Reviewing the position of 
districts it appears that the ratio of 
independent workers is high in rural 
Ganjam, while the ratio of employees 
is high in the urban areas of Cuttack, 
Purl, Balasore, ::M:ayurbhanj, Sambalpur 
and Keonjhar. The high proportion of 
employees in these towns is due to the 
organized bidi and other urban industries 
or to the location of Government offices 
and public institutions. 

EmLOYERS, EMrLoYEES AND lNDEl'END· 
ENT WORKERS IN DIFFERENT CLASSES 
oF NoN-AGRICULTURAL OccuPATION 

7. The ratio of employers, employees 
and independent workers differs in respect 
of different classes of non-agricultural 
population. The position is summarised 
in the statement given below with 
separate figures of rural and urban areas 
of the State. 

Employers Employees Independen' Workers Other• 

IJvelihood olasa , • ...., ,. 
Rural Urbaa Bural 

Cla• v 2•2 3•4 13•7 

Cia• VI 2•0 3•4 4'3 

Cia• VII 0'7 0•3 82•8 

a..-vm 0"1 &I 84•7 

8. It will appear from the above state
ment that employers are to be seen 
in larger proportion in classes V and 

• • Urban Rural Urban Rural Urban 

20'2 BH 78•4 

9"1 93•7 87·11 

70•3 38·5 29"4 

18'2 118'2 31•11 7·0 11•8 

VI, particularly in the urban areas. So 
far as employees are concerned the 
percentage is high under classes VII and 
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VIII for the obvious reason that under 
cla~s VII the O\n1ers of transports,namely, 
motor vehicles, trains, etc., ha\e com
paratively larger number of employees 
than in respect of persons belonging to 
classes V or VI. Similarly, class VIII, 
in which all public sen~ants, domestic 
servants, men in fine arts, letters and 
journalism, hotels, restaurants and 
services not elsewhere classified are 
included, comprises a large number of 
employees. Independent workers, how
ever, are to be seen in overw-helmingly 
large percentage in all the four livelihood 
classes of the non-agricultural popula
tion and particularly in classes VI and 
V. These two classes relate to the large 
number of independent bread earners, 
such as, retail or wholesale traders, per
sons engaged in food and textile indus
tries, fishing, stock raising and other 
primary industries. Finally, the section 
of population of the category of 'Others' 
occurs only under livelihood class VIII, 
which is described in detail below :-

ExTENT OF UNPRODUCTIVE AcTiirTIES 

9. In an earlier paragraph, the different 
classes of unproductive occupations have 
been mentioned. It appears from Subsi
diary Table 5·5 that there are 799 
unproductive self-supporting persons in 
the State out of a proportional popula
tion of 10,000 belonging to the non
agricultural livelihood class VIII. These 
unproductive persons are living mostly 
in towns, as there are 1,183 such persons 
in urban areas against 702 persons in 
rural areas of the. State out of 10,000 
self-supporting persons of livelihood
class VIII. 

In the fly-leaf of Table B-III appearing 
in Part II-B of this Report, a statement 
has been given showing the number 

of different categories of population 
having unproductive occupations. The 
number of such persons is 39,600. This 
overall figure of unproductive persons 
appears to be quite small but it is partly 
because this number represents only 
the self-supporting persons. Actually 
the total number of persons dependincr 
on m1productive occupations may b~ 
atleast three times this number. Even 
this number does not adequately 
represent the class of population existing 
in the State. Experience during the 
enumeration shows that people of un
productive occupations, particularly 
those who depend upon §Ources of income 
which. according to conventional 
standards are not moral or legal in 
character, are loath to disclose the actual 
source of livelihood. A beggar, a prosti
tute, a procurer, a vagrant or a recipient 
of doles, for example, would not always 
declare himslef to be so. This is why 
the number of recorded population under 
unproductive activities has become small. 
As, however, the figures stand, the popu
lation of 39,600 of self-supporting persons 
of unproductive activities is divided into 
the followfug classes. 

Class of persous No. of self-support· 
ing pereons 

Persons living principally on income 2,,95 
from non-agricultural property. 

Persons living on pensions 986 

Remittances 3,890 

Scholarships 116 

Other funds 10 

Inmates of Jails 3,682 

Asylums 737 

Almshouaes 

Recipients of Doles 

BeggiU'B and Vagrants 

Procurers and Prostitute&, etc. 

1 

9,480 

18,049 

154 
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SECTION IV 

Primary lndustri~s other than Cultivation, Mining and Quarrying 

}>B.DURY CWt"STRIES NOT SPECU"IED 

I. According to the Indian Census 
Economic Classification Scheme, indus
tries and serrices of all ca t('gories have 
been classified under 10 divisions, of 
which division 0 relates to primary 
industries not elsewhere specified. This 
division comprises economic activities 
such as stock raising, rearing of small 
animals and insects, plantation industries, 
forestry and wood cutting, hunting and 
fishing. The total number of self
supporting persons in the non-agricul
tural population of the State is 918,249 
of which 66,803 belong to division 0. 
In other words, out of a proportionate 
population of 10,000 self-supporting per
sons employed in all industries and 
services in the State, the number 
engaged in this division is 728 only. 
Presuming that the percentage of 
self-supporting persons in division 0 to 
the total self-supporting persons in the 
non-agricultural population of the State 
corresponds to the percentage of the total 
population under division 0 to the total 
non.aagricultural population of the State, 
this division, namely, the primary indus
tries other than cultivation, mining and 
quarrying comprises 7 ·3 per cent of the 
total non-agricultural population of the 
State. 

2. The coastal division offers compara
tively better scope for employment in 

these primary industrirs ra.thrr than the 
inland dh-ision. In the coastal di\·ision 
there are 793 self-supporting persons in 
the. aboYe proportion but in the inland 
division the number of such persons is 
limited to 649. Among districts, thrse 
industries are most popular in Phulbani, 
Purl and Dhenkanal, where 1,177, 1,117 
and 1,116 out of 10,000 self-supporting 
persons find employment. In other 
districts the number of such persons 
engaged in these industries is lower. 

STOCK RAISING 

3. Considering different industries 
comprised within division 0, it appears 
that stock raising, namely, employment 
as herdsmen, shepherds, breeders and 
keepers of cattle, buffaloes and other 
large animals, is the most popular 
industry. Out of 10,000 self-supporting 
persons employed in division 0, as many 
as 4,44 7 are employed in stock raising 
alone. Generally, rearing of cattle is an 
industry subservient to agriculture but 
there are a few favourable localities 
where there are special facilities of good 
pasture land enabling cattle breeding to 
be developed as an independent industry. 
The total number of self-supporting per
sons employed in the State in this 
industry is 29,704 as appears from the 
District Index of Non-agricultural Occu
pations. This is a popular industry in 
Koraput, Phulbani and Keonjhar. 

Fishinl 
4. This industry gives employment 

proportionately to 3,604 out of 10,000 
self-supporting persons of division 0. 

. The actual number of self-supporting 
persons in the State who derive their 
principal means of lh-elihood from fishine1 
is 24,073. This industry is popular ~ 
the throe coastal · districts of Orissa, 

namely, Balasore, Purl and Ganjam. 
5. The fishery wealth of Orissa is 

enormous as all the three types of 
fisheries, namely, marine, estuarine and 
inland fishery have considerable scope in 
extensiYe areas in the State. In addition 
to local consumption, Orissa is able to 
export nearly one lakh maunds of fish 
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every year from different localities of the 
State to Calcutta. The quantity of 
export of one typical year, namely 
1945-40, from different fishing centres 
is mentioned below :-

Nome of fishing centre 

Kaluparaghat 

Baluga.o•• 
Gangadharpur 

Cl1atrapur 

Rambha 
Khallikote 
Balasore 
Puri 

Total 

MARINE FISHERY 

Qu,,ntity of export in 
m~>unds 

51,698 

26,466 
16,102 
5,476 

7,325 
6,98!} 

5,247 
2,872 

122,175 

6. Orissa has a sea coast of about 
300 miles of which about 90 miles are 
covered by river mouths. Fishing in 
sea \Vaters is done at present in selected 
localities within three miles of the beach. 
\Vhile deep-sea fishing is unknow'll in 
Orissa, the foreshore fishing is extremely 
limited in extent. Before fishing is 
developed on a large scale, it would be 
necessary to introduce modern technique 
and appliances, such as, improved fishing 
nets, boats and trawlers. 

ESTUARINE FISHERY 

7. There is considerable scope of 
estuarine fishery in Orissa but as in the 
case of fishery in sea-waters, the estuarine 
fishery is limited in extent and is practi
cally confined to the Chilka lake. The 
major portion of the export of fish from 
Orissa comes from the Chilka \vhich 
alone supplies nearly 80 thousand maunds 
of fish annually. 

INLAND FISHING 

8. There are a number of rivers 
' streams and canal:3 and innumerable 

tanks throughout the State which form 
the chief source of local supplies of fish. 
The Fishery Department of the local 
Go,·ernment is trying to develop inland 

fishing by pisciculture and other 
measures. 

9. Orissa is thus potentially rich in 
fishery and t:w present supply for internal 
consumption and export is smaU in 
comparison with what may be developed 
if recourse is taken to proper exploita
tion. Fish being rich in protein contents 
and being a good source of certain vita
mines is important as a supplementary 
and protective food. People depending 
on a preponderating cereal diet as in 
Orissa need fish or similar protein supple
ments. Apart from its value as an item 
of wholesome food, fishery may become 
a source of wealth if properly developed. 
At present, there are many social groups 
particularly in the coastal districts, such 
as, Kaibarta of Ganjam, Nolia of Puri, 
Gokha of Cuttack and Keuta of Balasore, 
who depend upon fishing as the main 
source of livelihood. Moreover, the 
demand of fish outside Orissa has created. 
a group of middlemen who find lucrative 
business in purchasing fish from local 
fishermen and exporting them to distant 
markets. The development of fishery 
will provide employment to many more 
people if conducted on sound lines. 

FORESTRY AND \VooD CUTTING 

10. This industry gives employment 
to 1,722 out of 10,000 self-supporting 
persons of division 0. This is an 
important industry in the inland 
division, particularly in the districts of 
1\Iayurbhanj, Ganjam Agency, Sundar
garh, Bolangir and Kalahandi. Orissa 
forests are rich in timber. So localities 
within or nearby forest areas have a 
class of persons who derive their principal 
livelihood from cutting and transporting 
timber and fuel wood. Moreover, some 
people are also employed in operations 
relating to forestry, such as, conservation, 
planting, demarcating, etc. Collectors 
of forest products are also included in 
this class of people. 
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OTm:ti L'rntTSTRIES 

11. Other industries included in 
division 0 are plantation industries 
employing 141 self-supporting persons, 

(CUP. V 

rearing • of small animala ud insects 
77 persons and huntm6 including 

·trapping and game propagation 9 persons 
out of 10,000 self-suppo~ persons 
belonging to division 0. 
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SECTION V 
Mining and Quarrying 

1. An account of the geology and 
minerals of the State has been given in 
the Introduction from which it· will 
appear that the State is enon;nously. rich 
in mineral resources of vanous kinds. 
There are extensive stretches of coal
bearing rorks and iron ore deposits in 
the northern and western parts of the 
State. Other minerals of great industrial 
value are, manganese, copper, bauxite, 
chromite, mica, limestone in addition to 
the other less important minerals like, 
Kyanite, wolfram, dolomite, ~antalite, 
pitchblende, asbestos, graphite and 
clays. 

2. Mining and quarrying belongs to 
division 1 of the Indian Census Economic 
Classification Scheme. The industry 
is at present in an undeveloped State in 
Orissa and gives principal means of 
livelihood to 11,216 self-supporting 
persons only. To express it in terms of 
proportion, there are 122 persons engaged 
in mining and quarrying out of 10,000 
self-supporting persons belonging to 
all industries and services in the State. 
This figure is not inclusive of those 
who derive secondary means of livelihood 
from this industry or who are of the 
category of dependants. The industry is 
more highly developed in the inland 
division as it gives employment to 210 
persons than in the coastal division 
where only 50 persons in the above 
proportion are employed. .AB regards 
districts, the industry bas some import
ance in Dhenkanal, Mayurbhanj, 
Sundargarh and Keonjhar. 

CoAL MINING 

3. This industry gives employment to 
over 40 per cent of the workers under 
division 1. The actual number of self
supporting persons in this industry is 

, 4,549, constituting a proportion of 
4,056 out of 10,000 self-supporting 

persons in the division. Coal mining is 
the most important of all mining and 
quarrying activities in the State. In 
Sambalpur and Dhenkanal more than 
90 per cent of persons engaged in mining 
and quarrying are working in coal mines. 
The districts of Dhenkanal, Sambalpur 
and Sundargarh are important for large 
reserves of lower gondwana coals, con
taining good quality of coking coal. At 
present, coal mines are being worked 
at Talcher, Rampur, Hemgir and Ib, 
but the outturn except at Talcher is 
small. At Talcher, the present produc
tion of ·coal amounts to about 3 lakh 
tons annually. There is however a 
much greater scope for mining activity• 
in the north-western · districts of the r 
State. 

IRON ORE MINING 

4. Next to coal mining, iron ore mining 
is the most important branch of industry 
under division 1. The number of self
supporting persons deriving principal 
means of livelihood from this business is 
3,404. These workers amount to 30·4 per 
cent, or a little less than one-third of 
all the workers engaged_ in mining and 
quarrying in the State. The abundance 
of iron ore deposits in the soil of Orissa is 
well-known. The rocks of iron ore series 
in south Singhbhum (in Bihar), Bonai, 
Keonjhar and Mayurbhanj caiTy large 
reserves of workable iron ore estimated 
at 8,000 million tons and amounting to 
nearly 60 per cent of the total Indian 
reserves. The deposits at Badampahar, 
Gorumahisani and Suliapat in 1\fayur
bhanj and at Barbil in Keonjhar are 
being worked out by different steel. 
manufacturers in India. The prospect of 
increasing the manufacture of iron ·and 
steel within the limits of Orissa is 
enormous. In fact, the establishment of 
a major type of Steel and Iron Factory 
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~mcwhere between Bonai and :Mayur
bhanj attracted the attention of foreign 
and Indian industrialists and if tho idea 
docs not materialize, it v.ill be for 
reasons other than high industrial and 
technical considerations. The availa
ability of coal ncar at hand and the 
promise of cheap energy from hydro
electric projects are matters which cannot 
be lightly dismissed. · Other metals 
like manganese, chromium, wolfram 
and vanadium which are necessary for 
steel manufacture are found in Orissa. 
So also arc fireclay and refractories, 
considered essential for the industry. · 

/ 5. The industry is almost wholly con
fined to the inland division. In :Mayur
bhanj and Keonjhar over 90 per cent of 
the workers in mines and quarries are 
employed in iron· ore mines. Among 
other localities where iron ores have bElen 
found out or are being worked are 
Hirapur (near Umerkote) in Koraput and 
Sukinda in Cuttack, where the ores 
contain high grade iron. In several 
villages of Sambalpur, namely, Akhra
dand, Lohakhand, :Majhgan, and Kholi
gan, extensive deposits of low grade iron 
ore make local iron smelting industry 
possible. Similarly, in Borasambar, 
KoJabira and Rampur areas of this 
district, small local deposits of iron ore 

/are exploited by village blacksmiths. 
Smelting of iron as a cottage industry is 
seen in many localities, viz., Kodala, 
Barada and Bari in Ganjam and in 
Angul, in Khondmals and in many 

, villages of Koraput. 

METALS OTHER THAN !RoN ORE 

6. This relates to mining of various 
metallic minerals other than iron ores. 
Among such minerals, bauxite, manga
nese and chromite are of importance to 
Orissa. Bauxite, which is used for 
manufacture of aluminium is found in 

the hi~hland.s of K.hariar and Koraput 
and also in Kalahandi and Kconjhar. 
Manganese deposits are present in Keon
jhar, Koraput and Ganjam. Mining of 
these metals is a minor industry in 
Orissa. About 922 self-supporting persons 
derive their principal means of livelihood 
from this business. The workers consti
tute about 8 per cent of all the workers 
under dh-ision 1. 

QUARRYING 0.1!' STONE, CLAY, ETC. 

7. The nuinber of self-supporting per
sons depending upon the industry as 
chief source of income is 1, 793, consti
tuting 16 per cent of all workers engaged 
in mining and quarrying. This is a 
prosperous industry in Nilgiri in district 
Balasore where stones of good quality 
are quarried for manufacture of vessels 
and pots. Quarrying of laterite stones 
is done in Puri and to some extent 
in Cuttack for building purposes. More
over, stone quarrying is extensively 
carried on at various places in the district 
for supplying road metals or for revet
ment of embankments or for the 
railways. Limestone industry is of high 
importance for the district of Sundargarh. 
There is a modern cement factory at 
Rajgangpur and other factories else
where in the dietrict. Extensive deposits 
of limestone and dolomite suitable for 
lime burning and cement making occur 
in the districts of Sundargarh, Sambalpur 
Dnd Koraput. 

OTHER INDUSTRIES 

8. Other activities under mmmg and 
quarrying are of minor importance. 
About 3·9 per cent of all workers engaged 
in mining and quarrying industries are 
employed in the mining of saline ub
stances like saltpetre. About one· per cent 
of the workers ate assigned to non
metallic mining not otherwise classified. 
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SECTION VI . 

Processing and r.1anufacture-FoCk1stuffs, Texmes, Leather and Products thereof 
I. Industries relating to the processing 

and manufacture of foodstuffs, textiles, 
leather and products thereof come under 
diruion 2 of the Indian Census Economic 
Classification Scheme.· The total number 
of persons W"ho d('ri>e their principal 
means of li>elihood from this industry 
and W"ho are self-supporting persons, 
is 130,614:. Out of a proportionate popu
lation of 10,000 self-supporting persons 
belonging to all industries and sernces 

·in the State, 1,!22 persons or 14:·2 per 
cent deri>e their principal means of 
lin·lihood from this industry. In the 
inland division, the industry is more 

popular as 1,684 persons of self-support
ing category deriv-e their liv-elihood from 
it. In the coastal division, the number 
of such persons is 1,206, in the above 
proportion. Among . districts, , the 
industry has receiv-ed prominence .in 
Bolangir and Sambalpur where over 
2,400 out of 10,000 self-supporting 
persons in the abov-e proportion find 
employment in it. In Kalahandi this 
industry is also popular as 1,984 self
supporting persons deriv-e. their means of 
liv-elihood from it. Other districts have 
smaller proportion. 

Cotton Textiles 
2. Industries connected mth the closing paragraph of the Preliminary 

processing and manufacture of cotton Remarks to this Chapter. There are 
textiles are highly important for Orissa. inherent difficulties in the collection of 
X early 2 per cent of the total population reliable statistics regarding the number 
of the State depend upon these industries of looms and the number of weavers. 
for their linlihood. The number of These difficulties were experienced by 
self-supporting persons who derive their the Fact Finding Committee (Handloom 
principal means of livelihood from these and Mills) constituted by the Govern-
industries is 37,879 only, but this figure ment of India in the Commerce Depart-
docs not give a full picture of the entire ment in 19-H. This Committee recorded 
section of population attached to these the difficulties in the following words.* 
industries. Firstly, the above figure .... the condition of the industry is still unorga-
excludes all earning and non-earning nised, mo;;t of them still work in their own 
dependants, W"ho are many times more homes, and there is no facility for collecting 
the number of self-supporting persons. periodical returns as in the case of mills. 

h fi 1 Further as weaving has been for lona connected 
Secondly, t e gure re ates only to those with certain castes, there is a tende~cy on the 
W"ho derive their principal means of part ofthose members of the weaving castes 
livelihood from this particular busineRS. who have discarded their traditional occupation 
It is a. common experience that many of to enter themselves as weavers at the census 
the weavers and other workers in textile especially, if the new occupation adopted 
industry are also agriculturists, and if happens to be considered socially inferior to 

weaving.. Similarly, those who have lately 
a!ITiculture has been giv-ing them the taken up weaving may not e .• ter themselves as 
chief source of maintenance, these men weavers. especially those who had formerly been 
have been classified as agriculturists in pursuing anoccupation considered superior to 
the census. This is of course true in wea-ring. !lriPg to all these factors, a census 

re.spect of any other industrial or non- of weavers cannot bring in accurate results and 
- all statistics collected whether at a ce~s or 

agricultural worker, as stated in the separately must be taken cvm (ITano salis. 

• P.4'pori of the Fact Finding Committee (Handloom and llills), page 35. 
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. 3. Accorqing to the recorded figUres, 
· lhe workers in cotton textiles constitute, 
by way of proportion, 2,900 <mt of 10,000 
self-supporting persons engaged in all 
industries of division 2. Manufacture 
and processing of textiles is highly 
popular in the inland division where 
3,821 persons in the abo-ve proportion 
derive their source of li-velihood from 
it as against 1,832 persons in the coastal 
division. Among districts, Bolangir, 
Mayurbhanj, Sambalpur, Ganjam and 
Sundargarh attach high importance to 
this . industry where the proportion of 
self-supporting persons employed in this·
industry is high. Handloom weaving· 
is the most important activity under 
this industry. Other branches of the 
industry of smaller magnitude are cotton 

. dyeing, bleaching, printing, spinning and 
sizing ..and also ginning, cleaning and 
pressing of cotton. These minor 
branches of the cotton textile industry 
employ a. small number of workers, which 
may be seen in Appendix III (District 
Index of Non-agricultural Occupations). 

WEAvma 

4. 'Veaving is important among 
all industries connected with 
processing and manufacture of cotton 
textiles. It is a flourishing economic 
activity, particularly in the form. of 
handloom weaving, in many districts 
of the State, namely, Sambalpur, 
Bolangir, Mayurbhanj, Ganjam, etc. In 
the manufacture of handloom textiles, 
the weavers of Orissa have displayed 
great skill in design and pattern so as 
to earn a name outside the State. 
Besides wca ving of dhotis, saris and 
other items of common use, the making 
of attractive table cloths, purdahs, newar, 
tapes and pattis is also done in a consi
derable scale. 

lLumLOO:U 

5. The ascertainment of the number 
of handlooms and the number 
of wea-ve~ in Orissa will be useful for 
organising· the industry on impro-ved 

. lines. . The Report of the Fact Finding 
Committee (Handloom and Mills) shows 
that there were 48 thousand looms 
in Orissa in 1940 and that the number of 
wea-vers was 50 thousand and that of 
unpaid assistants of weavers was 150 · 
thousand. ·.The Committee did not take 
any cen~us of the ha.ndloom industry. 
They relied upon thfl statistics maintained 
by the Department of Industries and · 
other agencies in the Provincial Govern
ment. The Department of Industries on -
the other hand had no reliable basis for 
ascertaining the correct number of looms 
or weavers. So the figures adopted by 
the Fact Finding Committee were based 
on approximate departmental estimates. 
There has been no comprehensive survey 
in Orissa i.J) this matter, but the Census 
of Small Scale Industries conducted in 
November 1950 attempted to collect 
necessary figures village by village for 
the whole of Orissa. The results of the 
census have not been authenticated by 
the Government of India for reasons 
mentioned in the Preliminary Remarks 
to this Chapter. But it is believed that 
the results obtained in Orissa were much 
better than elsewhere in India, and 
given a small margin on account of 
possible omissions, the figures will be 
reliable for all practical purposes. It 
is thus worthwhile to study a summary 
of the number of textile establishments 
number of handlooms and the numbe; 
of workers in textile establishments in 
each district of the State, which is 
given in the following page. For more· 
detailed figures, particularly on village
wise basis, reference should be made to 
District Census Handbooks. 
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Name or district 

Cuttack 
Bala~Dre 

Puri 

Sambalpur . 
. Ganjam 
Koraput 

Dhenkanal 
' Keonjhar 

Phulbani 

Bolangir 
Snndargarh 
Kalaha.ndi 
M .• yurbhanj 

ORISS.o\ 

·No. of tf':rlile 
establishments 

8,017 
4,176 
3,972. 

14,998. 

5,243 
6,509 

4,270 
2,692 
3,226 

!1,594 
2,986 
5,510 
6,718 

77,911 

6. It will appear from the above 
statement that there are 93,45S handw 
looms and the number of workers in 
handlooms both whole-time and partw 
time is 210,043. As mentioned above, 
there is the possibility of a certain amount 
of . omission in the above figures. But 
this may be counterbalanced by the 
fact that in November 1950 when the 
census was taken, the tendency to 
exaggerate the number of looms or the 

'number of workers with the hope of 
obtaining adequate allotment of yarn 
was not totally absent. Under the cirw 
cumRtances, the number of handlooms 
and the number of workers as disclo~ed 
by the above census may be taken as 
approximately correct. 

7. The handloom industry was under
going a downward trend for some decadPs. 
Conditions became worse, particularly 
from 1942, when the supply of yam was 
restricted due to the war. The Yarn 
Control Order was however soon promul
gated which was greatly responsible for 
stabilizing the situation. Organizations 
such as the \Veavers' Cowoperative Socie
tie~, the Handloom Textile :Marketing 
Organisation, etc., did their best in 

No. of No. of workew• in handloo-r.a 
handloome ,----

Whole-time Part-time 

10,551 22,103 433 
4,821 7,633 1,691 
5,127 10,609 9H 

17,107 38,190 .2,3,35 
6,799 15,681 648 
7,020 14,545 1,204 

4,976 10.175 1,185 
3,165 5,761 193 
3,792 9,073 301 

12,801 SJ8,435 530 
3,385 6,108 772 
5,954 12,89! 1,312 
7,960 16,791 497 

93,458 197,998 12,045 

ensuring equitable distribution of yarn 
and quick disposal of finished products. 
The services of the latter organization 
particUlarly were helpful for improving 
the quality and design and increasing 
the quantity and variety of the handloom 
products .during .the last decade. 

TEXTILE MILLS 

8. '\Vith effective measures to arrest 
the decay of weaving as cottage 
industry, the last decade will be 
a memorable period for initiation 
of power weaving in Orissa. The first 
Textile :Mills of Orissa was established 
at Chaudwar (Cuttack) with a capital 
of Rs. 1·75 crores, which went into full 
scale production in November 1949. 
With a total number of 50 thousand 
spindles and 864 looms, the production 
capacity of the mills per month is 1,800 
bales of cloth and 600 bales of yarn. 
It is now a well established concern 
with about 4,000 workers on its roll. 
Initial measures have already been taken 
for the establishment of many more 
textile mills in Orissa, namely. at Kapilas 
Road (Cuttack), Uayurbhanj · a~d 
Sambalpur. 

• 20 
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Textile Industries otherwise Unclusified 
9. There are 17,405 self-supporting 

persons engaged in this industry in 
Orissa. Proportionately, 1,333 persons 
of self-supporting category are employed 
in' this branch of this industry out of 
10,000 such persons belonging to the 
division 2. This industry includes jute 
pressing, baling, spinning and weaving ; 
wool spinning and weaving, silk reeling, 
spinning and weaving, hemp spinning 
and weaving, manufacture of rayon, 
manufacture of rope, twine, string and 
other related goods from cocoanut, aloes, 
straw, linseed and hair, all other (includ
ing insufficiently described) textile 
industries, including artificial leather and 
cloth. 

JUTE 

10. Jute industry is increasingly 
becoming popular in the four districts 
of the coastal division. This is because 
the soil and climate of this natural 
division is suitable for cultivation of 
jute. There is no jute mill in Orissa, 
although the establishment of one is 
under contemplation. But pressing and 
baling of jute gives employment to a 
small number of workers, particlllarly 
in Cuttack and to some extent in other 
coastal districts. 

SILK 

11. \Veaving in Orissa is not 
confined to cotton fabrics alone. A 
large number of weavers manufacture 
silk textiles of three varieties, namely, 
tussar silk, mulberry silk and eri silk. 
There was a prosperous silk industry 
in Orissa in the past. Silk saris of 
Berhampur and the tussar cloth of 
Sambalpur were highly esteemed as 
wearing articles. But the import of silk 

• from China and Japan and of artificial 
silk gave a severe blow to the local 
industry. At present, however, tussar 
cloth is manufactured in Barpali and 

some other villages in Samba.lpur nnu 
·also at Berhampur in Ganjam, Olsing 
in Puri, Kasipur and Agarpada. in Bala
sore, Kaijanga and Gopalpur in Cuttack 
and in Angul. Mulberry silk yarn which 
is imported is wov-en mostly at Berham
pur in Ganjam district and at some places 
in Puri and Balasore. Eri silk was 
unknown in Orissa about a quarter of 
century back but it was introduced and 
has since spread enabling weavf'rs to 
manufacture eri silk cloth mostly in 
Koraput, Sambalpur and Cuttack. 

'VooL 
12. Although Orissa has a large 

number of sheep, there is practically 
no wool industry in the country. This 
is because people are ignorant in the 
practice of shearing and spinning of 
wool. In a crude form however, shearing 
is done in Ganjam and Koraput and to 
some extent in Cuttack. This wool, 
being inferior in quality cannot promote 
spinning industry, but may be used in 
the manufacture of coarse blankets or 
galichas. During the last war, woo 
yarn was imported for weaving of 
blankets, but the industry did not thrive. 

ROPE MAKING 

13. This is a common industry 
in many villages. The material 
used for the manufacture of rope is 
sun-hemp, jute, coir and some large 
sized grass. Sometimes ropes are also 
made of bark of trees. In the district 
of Sambalpur, a settled European family 
has started the manufacture of ropes 
from sisal. Jute strings are produced 
in large quantities in some villages of 
Kendrapara subdivision and in Balasore 
clistrict. In villages Bonth and Basudeh
pur (Balasore) strong and durable gunny 
bags are manufactured out of jute. 
Coir rope making is a cottage industry 
in Cuttack and Puri. 
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\'lEARING APPAREL ( EXCEPT FoOT-
WEAR ) AND MADE-UP TEXTILE GOODS 

14. This industry gives employment 
to 11,517 self-supporting persons who 
derive their principal means of livelihood 
from it. There are 882 self-supporting 
persons in this industry ·in a proportion 
of 10,000 such persons belonging to 
division 2. Tailoring is gaining a posi
tion of importance among the industries 
of this division. Tailors are found in 
almost all villages of importance for 
preparing ready-made or made-to
measure clothing. Some employment is 
also available in the manufacture of 
hosiery and hat making. The Hosiery 
Mill at Mayurbhanj is gradually acquiring 
a reputation for quality productions. 
The Hosiery Mill at Cuttack is beginning 
to do well. Hat making and manufacture 
of umbrella is done though to a small 
extent in the district of Cuttack. 

LEATHER, LEATHER PRODUCTS AND 
FooTWEAR 

15. A small number of 3,202 self
supporting persons are engaged in this 
profession in Orissa. Their number 
comes, by way of proportion, to 245 
out of 10,000 self-supporting persons in 
division 2. Orissa has ·a large cattle 
wealth, as mentioned in Chapter IV. 
It is thus possible to get a good supply 
of hides and skins in this country. 
But the industry has not developed 
and much of what could bring wealth 
to the country goes to waste. Orissa is 
only able to export about one lakh 
maunds of hides and a few thousand 
maunds of skins per year either raw or 
half-tanned. In return, a major part 
of leather products, such as, footwear, 
harness, saddlery, belts, straps, bags 
and cases are imported. A small extent 
of industry is available to the local people 
in flaying, curing, salting or tanning 
the hides. At some places there are 
cotta~e tanneries, namely, in Baudh, 
Russelkonda, Bolangir and Keonjhar. 
Besides, there are modern, but small 

sized tanneries at Cuttack and Khariar 
Road engaging a small number of 
tanners. Comparatively more employ
ment is found in manufacture of shoes, 
which is done generally by a class of 
persons known as' Mochi' or' Chamar'. 
This is also done on cottage industry 
scale in different parts of the State, 
particularly in Cuttack. 

GRAINS AND PULSES 

16. The most important industry in 
this division is the processing of grains 
and pulses in which 43,790 persons of 
self-supporting category are employed. 
Proportionately, 3,353 self-supporting 
persons. out of 10,000 belonging to all 
branches of this division are employed 
in business connected with grains and 
pulses. This industry is more developed 
in the coastal division where 4, 7 43 self
supporting persons are employed in it, 
while i:h the inland division 2,153 persons 
are employed in the al1ove proportion~ 
Among districts, Balasore, Puri and 
Cuttack have the highest importance 
for this industry. These are the import
ant agricultural districts of the State. 
Cuttack, particularly grows pulses in 
large quantity which are fried or 
otherwise processed fo sale in village 
markets. In Balasore, there are a large 
number of rice mills where rice is de
husked for consumption and export. 
There are about 93 rire mHJs +l rou· hou 
Ori~sa employing nearly 20,000 workers. 
Besides, dehusking of rice is a popular 
cottage industry in the villages, parti
cularly in districts noted for surplus 
or sufficient rice production. These 
districts are Cuttack, Purl ,Balasore, 
Mayurbhanj, Sambalpur, Kora-put and 
Kalahandi. The manufacture of parched 
or pressed rice is also a popular viUage 
industry throu~hout the State. More
over, flour grinding, making of blended' 
and prepared flour, milling of cereals 
and pulses, making of various cereal 
and pulse preparations give employment 
to a good many persons. 
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VEGETABL& On. AND DAmY PRoocCTS 

17. The number of self-supporting 
persons in this industry is 5,500, which 
amounts to 4·2 per cent of all self
supporting persons in division 2. Oil · 
pressing is a traditional occupation of a 
particular caste in Orissa. This business 
relates mostly to mustard oil particularly 
in the coastal districts. But pressing of 
groundnut oil, castor oil, till oil, and 

other Tegetable oils i~ also done in 
various localities. A few years hack, 
a large scale Yl'geta ble ghee factory was 
established in Chatrapur in the district 
of Ganjam with a capital of rup('CS 
thirty lakhs. Employment in dairy pro
ducts is also po.pular in villages of most 
of the districts of Orissa. There ar£' 
dairy farms in many places, nam£'ly, 
Cuttack, Sambalpur, Bolan~dr, Russel
konda and other places. 

Unclassified Food Industries 

MANUFACTURE OF SALT 

18. Salt was manufactured from time 
immemorial along the extensive sea-coast 
of Orissa. The industry gave employ
ment to thousands of persons living in 
the coastal districts of Balasore, Cuttack, 

· Puri and Ganjam and also gave part-time 
employment to many agricultural labour
ers in the off-season which coincides with 
the period' of salt production. Orissa, 
besides being self-sufficient in salt, was 
able to export in large quantities for 
consumption in Central Provinces 
(1\ladhya Pradesh). In 1853-54, there 
were 24 salt manufacturing centres in 
Balasore, Cuttack and Puri, besides some 
more in the district of Ganjam. These 
centres were 8 in Balasore, .namely, 
Ruttai, Sartha, Chennua, Dasmalang, 
Panchmalang, Ankura, Churamani and 
Dhamara; 7 in Cuttack, namely, 
1\Iundhamalang, Satbhaya, North Kan
pur, South ·Kanpur, Bahukud, South 
Dhobai and Harishpur; and 9 in Puri, 
namely, North Astarang, South Astarang, 
Bhusandpur, Haridas, Parikud, Gurubai, 
1\Ialud, Satpara and Gurubai. The East 
India Company introduced a system of 
monopoly under which the salt industry 
thriTed well but later on due to import 
of I..iverpool salt and due to the abandon
ment of Government monopoly in 1863, 
the industry started to dec~ line quickly. 
tntimately it was unable to stand com
petition not only from foreign salt but 
also from salt manufactured and imported 

from Madras. There was a temporary 
revival but ultimately the Sartha factory 
in Balasore was closed in 1893 and tho 
Gurubai factory in Puri in 1898. Tho 
industry was further revived during the 
non-co-operation movement in tho last 
years of the British rule in Orissa. As a 
result, salt manufacture was undertaken 
in a few villages in the coastal districts, 
namely, Humma in Ganjam, Astarang, 
Gurubai and Tua in Puri and Inchudi 
and Talpada in Balasore. In the middlo 
of the last decade, the production of salt 
in Orissa was nearly four lakh maunds a 
year, out of which 1,66,000 maunds 
were produced in Humma alone. 

OTHER INDUSTRIES 

19. Among other industries of division 
2, the sugar industry employs 751, bever
ages 935 and tobacco 6,853 self-support
ing persons in the State, the proportion 
out of 10,000 self-supporting persons of 
division 2 being 57, 71 and 525 respec
tively. In the sugar industry arc in
cluded industries, such as, manufacture 
of gur, refined or classified sugar, mostly 
from sugar cane. Gur is also manu
factured from juice of date-palm trees. 
Besides, there are sugar mills at Raya
ghada, Aska and Banki of which the 
latter is a small one. The tobacco 
industry is spread over the whole State, 
mostly in the form of manufacture of 
bidi for which Sambalpur, Sundargarh, 
Bolangir, Keonjhar, Cuttack and 
Balasore are noted. Manufacture • of a 
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kind of tooth paste from tobacco 
(gudakhu) is a prosperous industry of 
Cuttack. The industries connected with 
beverages. is mostly in the form of dis
tilling country liquor, which is done in 
large scale in most of the districts of the 
inland division, particularly in Koraput, 

Ganjam and Sambalpur. Manufacture 
of aerated and mineral waters is dorie in 
the principal towns, such as, Outtack, 
Puri, Berhampur, Balasore and Sambal
pur. Manufacture of ice is practically 
confined to Cuttack whe1·e there is an 
Ice Factory. 
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SECTION VII 
Processing and Manufacture-Metals, Chemicals and Products thereof 

1. According to the classification 
made under the Indian Census Economic 
Classification Scheme, the industries 
relating to processing and manufacture 
of metals, chemicals and products thereof 
come under division 3. From the point 
of view of number of persons engaged in 
this industry, it may be regarded as a. 
minor one, as there are 21,420 self
supporting persons under it, or 233 out 
of a. proportionate population of 10,000 
belonging to all industries and services 
in the State. The inland division has 
comparatively greater amount of 
activities in this connection as there 
are 331 persons in .this natural division 
against 152 in the coastal division in the 
above proportion. 

UNCLASSIFIED METAL PRODUCTS 

2. The importance of this branch of 
industry is apparent from the fact that 
out of 10,000 self-supporting persons in 
division 3, as many as 7,458 are employed 
in the manufacture of metal products 
otherwise unclassified. The actual 
number of self-supporting persons in this 
industry is 15,976. There are various 
activities under this~ranch of industry, 
the principal being smithy and other 
work in iron which is a. widespread 
source of employment in rural areas of 
the State. Village blacksmiths supply 
many of the agricultural implements and 
other articles of household use for 
villagers, such as, cutlery, padlocks, nails, 
door chains and hinges, etc. The industry 
has declined with the import of foreign 
articles and the establishment of Iron 
and Steel Factory at Tatanagar. Brass 
and bell-metal industry is a prosperous 
industry in many parts of the State from 
old times. Centres where varieties of 
utensils, betel cases, pots, boxes and 
other bell-metal products are manufac
tured are Bhagatpur in Cuttack, Balakati 

and Kantilo in Puri, Remuna, Chandan· 
pur and Irda in Balasore, Rt•menda, 
Rampella, and Katapalli in Sambalpur, 
Berhampur, Parlakimedi and Boirani 
in Ganjam and Jeypore and NO\Hanrrpur 
in Koraput. e 

MANUFACTURE OF lRO~ AND STEEL 

3. There are 2,450 self-supporting 
persons in this branch of industry which 
works out to 1,144 out of 10,000 persons 
belonging to division 3. These persons 
are mostly to be found in the inland 
division, particularly in the districts of 
Koraput, Sundargarh, :Mayurbhanj and 
in Angul where crude process of iron 
smelting is in ·practice. There is a rc
rolling mill at Cuttack, which in addition 
to rolling and drawing, manufactures 
castings, forgings and other basic forms 
of ferrous metals. The Kalinga Refri
gerator Corporation of Cuttack turns 
out excellent steel furniture and office 
equipment. In many of the principal 
towns, manufacture of steel trunks, boxes 
and cases is undertaken. There are 
bucket factories in Cuttack and Balasore. 
NoN-FERRous METALS 

4. This is a very minor industry with 
only 345 self-supporting persons in tho 
business in Orissa. The business relates 
to castings, forgings, rolling, drawing and 
alloying of non-ferrous metals, such as, 
brass and copper. 
TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT 

5. The number of self-supporting per
sons engaged in this work is I ,460 or 
682 per 10,000 of the total workers in 
division 3. This industry· relates to 
building and repairing of boats and 
vessels, repairing and assembly of cycles, 
motor vehicles and railway equipments, 
making of carriages, carts, palki, rickshaw 
and other transport equipments. Cuttack 
is most prominent of all districts in this 
business. 
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ELECTRICAL :MACHINERY, APPARATUS, 
APPLIA.NCES AND SUPPLIES 

6. 511 self-supporting persons in the 
Sta.te or proportionately 239 persons out 
of 10,000 for the division 3 are employed 
in this industry mostly in the supply of 
electric appliances and machiner~es, such 
as, wires, cables, fans and lamps, trans
mission equipment and household appli
ances. 

MACHINERY ( OTHER THAN ELECTRICAL 
MACHINERY ) INCLUDING ENGINEER· 
lNG WORKSHOPS 

. 7. There are 229 persons in this busi
ness, or proportionately 107 out of 10,000 
engaged for division 3. There are engi
neering workshops in Cuttack and 
Balasore with electrically operated 
machineries. But there are many private 
firms where tools and machinery are 
manufactured and repaired in other towns 
of the State. 

BASIC INDUSTRI.A.L CHEMICALS, FERTILI
SER AND POWER ALCOHOL 

8. This is a minor industry with 116 
self-supporting persons or 54 out of 10,000 
self-supporting persons of this division. 
The industry relates to the manufacture 
of acids, alkali salts, explosives and 

fireworks, etc. ::Manufactur6 of fireworks 
has acquired reputation in the principal 
towns of the State, particularly in 
Cut tack. 

MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRE· 
PARATIONS 

9. A small number of 44 self-supporting 
persons or 20 out of 10,000 employed in 
division 3 are attached to this business. 
It relates to the preparation of drugs 
and medicines. 

MANUFACTURE OF CHEMICAL PRODUCTS 
OTHERWISE UNCLASSIFIED 

10. Among the minor branches of the 
industry, this has some importance as 
289 self-supporting persons or 135 out 
of 10,000 self-supporting. persons in the 
division 3 find employment in this busi
ness. It relates to the manufa-cture of 
ink, soaps and other washing and clean
ing compounds, paints and varnishes, 
and the manufacture of perfumes, cosme
tics and other toilet preparations. These 
industries are mostly confined to the -
coastal districts of the State. Ink, paints 
and varnishes are manufactured in 
Cuttack and soap in Khariar Road in 
Kalahandi district. Soap manufacture 
as cottage industry is in existence in 
many towns of the State. 
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SECTION VIII 
Processing and Manufacture-Not elsewhere spedfi~ 

I. The industry relating to the pro
cessing and manufacture not specified 
elsewhere comes within divibion 4 of the 
Indian Census Economic Classification 
Scheme. This division relates to un
classified manufacturing industries, such 
as, working in precious metals, manufac
ture of petroleum products, coal products, 
wood products, cement, toys, bricks, 
tiles, rubber products. etc. Out of a 
proportion of lO,OQO self-supporting per
sons of all industries and services in the 
State, 777 persons are engaged in this 
division. The actual number of self
supporting. persons in this industry is 
71,376. 

WooD AND 'VOOD PRODUCTS OTHER 
THA..N FURNITURE AND FuTURES 

2. This is the most important branch 
of the industry absorbing 5,031 self
supporting persons out of a proportion of 
10,000 sclf-suppo' ting persons belonging 
to the division 4. The actual number of 
self-supporting persons engaged in this 
industry is 35,909. It includes sawyers, 
carpenters, turners and joiners, basket 
makers and other industries of woody 
materials not including furniture or 
fixture making. Carpentry is an 
important industry not only in the towns 
but also in villages. There are established 
firms of carpentry in Cuttack, Puri, 
Balasore, Bolangir, Sambalpur, Ganjam 
and Phulbani which produce wooden 
articles, tmch as, planks, rafters, beams, 
etc. :Manufacture of cart wheels in 
Tangi in Cuttack district is a prosperous 
business. 'Vooden sticks of finest work
manship are manufactured in Jajpur. 
There are a large number of saw mills, 
particularly in districts having forest 
areas. 

Ft:'RNITURE AND FIXTURES 

3. This business is in prosperous condi
tion in Cuttack, Balasore, Ganjam, 

Bolangir and Phulbani and at many 
other places in the State. \Yhile a lar,Te 
number of private firms in Cutta~k 
specialize in high grade furniture and 
cabinet making, the Industrial bchool 
of Balasore has achieved a rare distinc
tion. Other industrial schools, such as, 
at Phulbani and Bolangir are also doing 
well. Making of furniture and fixtures 
taken separately from other products of 
wood employ a comparatively smaller 
proportion of 217 out of 10,000 self
supporting persons in division 4. 

NoN-METALLIC MINERAL PRODUCTS 

4. This is another important branch 
of the industry employing 2,348 self
supporting persons out of 10,000 belong
ing to division 4. The actual number of 
self-supporting persons is 16,759. This 
includes potters and makers of earthen 
ware, makers of crockery, glass bangles 
and beads and other glass ware. The 
only glass factory of the State is located 
at Barang in district Cuttack. This has 
now been organi~ed on modern lines 
with the help of foreign experts and is 
turning out attractive and high grade 
glass and crystal wares. The potters 
constitute an important class of village 
artisans supplying pots for cooking and 
storing of water. The pottery of Kumar
pada in Puri which supplies earthen pots 
for the temple of Puri is a prosperous 
industry. 

BRICKS, TILES AND OTHER STRUCTURAL . 
CLAY PRoDUCTS 

5. Tile making is seen in various parts 
of the State. There are tile factories in 
Jeypore and at Cuttack which produce 
tiles in large quantities. Brick laying is 
widespread throughout Orissa and is a 
remunerative occupation. 2,177 self
supporting persons or 305 out of 10,000 
self-supporting persons in this division 
are attached to this industry. 
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CEMENI', CEMENT PIPES AND 0l'HEB 
CE.MENl' PBODUCl'S 

6. Considering the percentage of 
workers, · manufacture of cement 
appears to be insignificant as 8 persons 
out of 10 000 self-supporting persons 
belonging t~ divi:s.ion 4 are employed in 
this industry. This industry, however, 
became an organised and one of the noted 
industries of Orissa a few months after 
the last census. The cement factory at 
Rajgangpur which is approximately 
producing ~ hundred to~s o.f cement per 
day, went mto productiOn m November 
1951. 

P.&PER AND PAPEB PRODUCTS 

7. Manufacture of paper is an organised 
modern industry in Orissa on account of 
the prosperous paper mill at Brajraj
nagar in Sambalpur district. Its capacity 
of production is 30,000 tons per year. 
The actual number of self-supporting 
persons working in this industry in the 
State is 1,088, or 152 out of 10,000 
self-supporting persons of the division. 

MANUFACTURING lNDUSTBmS OTHERWISE 
UNCLASSIFffiD 

8. This relates to manufacture and 
repair of scientific or professional instru
ments, photographic and optical 
goods, watches, clocks, musical instru
ments, sports goods, toys and other 
miscellaneous manufacturing industries. 

The number of self-supporting persons 
attached to this industry is 13,289, 
which by way of proportion works to 
1,862 out of 10,000 belonging to division 
4. An important industry in this division 
is the manufacture of jewellery and 
ornaments and filigree works. Cuttack 
particularly is noted for artistic work in 
precious metals like gold and silver and 
for displaying inimitable artistic skill 
in filigree work. Berhampur is noted 
for work in precious stones and gold. 
Another industry of artistic excellence 
is the work in horns and ivory for which 
Cuttack and Parlakimedi have earned. 
high reputation. Manufacture of toys 
made of elay, particularly idols, small as 
well as- life-size, is a special industry of 
Cut tack. 

0l'HEB INDUSTBmS 

9. Other industries of this division, 
which.are less important from the point 
of view of numbers, .are manufacture of 
petroleum products, rubber products and· 
printing and allied industries. Printing 
is mostly an urban industry. There is 
a large printing press belonging to the 
State Government in Cuttack. Besides, 
there are a large number of private 
printing presses in this city which publish 
several daily or periodical newspapers. 
In other towns of the State, namely, 
Berhampur, Puri, Balasore, Sambalpur 
and Jeypore, the printing business is 
doing well. 
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SECTION IX 
Construction and Utilities 

I. The industries falling .under the 
cat('gory of construction and utilities 
belong to dh·ision 5 of the Indian 
Census Economic Classification Scheme. 
They giYe employment to 35,75-1 self
supporting persons, which in term~ of 
proportion is 389 out of 10,000 self
supporting persons belonging to all 
industries and services in the State. 
The industry is more developed in the 
coastal division where the above propor
tion is 425 as against 3-16 for the inland 
division. Among districts which are 
noted for activities falling under the 
category of construction and utility 
services, Puri shows the highest 
percentage particularly on account of 
the present constructional activities at 
the new capital at Bhubaneswar. 
Other important districts are Sambal
pur, Cuttack, Phulbani and Kalahandi. 
The latter two districts figure out pro
minently because of a smaller population 
and of lesser activity in other directions. 

CONSTRUCTION AND :MAINTENANCE OF 
BUILDINGS 

2. The number of self-supporting per
sons is 12,555. This business includes 
masons and bricklayers, stone-cutters 
and dressers, painters and decorators 
of houses as well as other persons engaged 
in the construction and maintenance of 
buildings. Building activities are wide
spread everywhere particularly in the 
urban areas. 

S.n;'ITARY SERVICES 

3. This industry absorbs 6,766 self
supporting persons. This is mostly an 
urban industry although many of the 
rural areas have scavengers and sweepers. 

CONSTRUCTION AND l\lAI~TENANCE 
OF RoADs, BRIDGEs AND 0TUE1~ 
TRANSPORT \YoRKS 

4. The number of self-supportinrr per-· 
sons engaged in this business is 4.::!00. 
This work is widespread throughout 
the State. Construction of :Xational Hinh
ways to serve ultimately as portionsc of 
the Calcutta-1\Iadras and Calcutta
Bombay roads was in prorrress durinrr the 
de~ade. A large numbe~ of impo;tant 
bndges, namely, those over the l\Iahanadi 
at Sambalpur, the Kathjuri and the 
Kuakhai in the districts of Cuttack and 
Puri were underh.ken during the decade. 
Moveover, many inter-district and rural 
roads with culverts and brid rres were 
also undertaken. 

0 

CoNSTRUCTION AND 1\:IAINTENANCE 
OPERATION-IRRIGATION AND OTHER 
AGRICULTURAL \VORKS 

. 5. The self-supporting persons in this 
mdustry number 4,123. During the 
decade a large number of minor irrirra-

• 0 
bon sources ·were undertaken extensively 
throughout the State as a part of the 
intensive agricultural development. 
Moreover, some persons are kept engarred 
in maintenance of old works. 

0 

OTHER SUBDIVISIONS 

6. Construction and maintenance of 
telegraph and telephone lines employ 
4 78 self-supporting persons. Similar 
number for works and services connected 
·with electric power and gas supply is 
34 7 and for works and services of domestic 
and industrial water supply is 3GO. 
The unclassified construction and main
tenance work shows a comparatively 
large number of self-supporting persons, 
namely 6,925. 
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SECTION X 
Commerce 

I. Services and industries connected 
with commerce which belong to division 6 
of the Indian Census. Economic Classi
fication Scheme absorb 1,509 self
supporting persons out of a proportion of 
10,000 such persons belonging to all 
services and industries in the State. The 
actual number of self-supporting persons 
engaged in this industry is 138,539. 
This industry is more developed in the 
coastal division than in the inland divi
sion in the proportion of 1,824 to 1,129. 
The industry covers mainly retail and 
wholesale trade in foodstuffs, textile 
and leather goods, financial activities, 
such as, banking, insurance and money 
lending. 

RETAIL TRADE IN FOODSTUFFS (INCLUD
ING BEVERAGES AND NARCOTICS} 

2. This is the most important sub
division of the industry comprising 53,317 
self-supporting persons. The importance 
of this industry lies in the fact that a 
large number of businessmen throughout 
the State have taken to business as 
retail dealers in grains and pulses, 
sweets and dairy products, eggs and 
poultry, vegetables and fruits. Some 
persons are also employed as vendors of 
wine, liquors and aerated waters or as 
retail dealers or hawkers or street vendors 
of pan, bidi, drinks, tobacco, opium and 
ganja. 

RETAIL TRADE IN FuEL INCLUDING 
PETROL 

3. The number of self-supporting per
sons for this subdivision is 14,355. The 
retail dealers in firewood, charcoal, coal 
and petroleum are included in this 
industry. 

RETAIL TRADE IN CoTTON TExTILES AND 
LEATHER Goons 

4. This business absorbs. 7,249 self
supporting persons. The retail dealers 
in piece goods, cotton, silk, wool, wearing 
apparel and made up textile goods, 
leather and skins are included under this 
group. 

WHOLESALE TRADE IN FooDSTUFFS 

5. Although only 6,159 self-supporting 
persons are attached to this industry, 
it is considered an important business 
in the- State which is surplus in food
stuffs. A large number of influential 
persons work as procur~ment agents in 
rice. Moreover, there are many wholesale 
dealers in pulses and other foodstuffs in 
different districts· of the State .. 

·wHoLESALE TRADE r:N CoMMODITIES 
OTHER THAN FOODSTUFFS 

6. This is also an important branch of 
the industry absorbing 9,686 self-support-, 
ing persons. Importers and wholesale 
dealers of stationeries and articles of 
household use are widespread throughout 
the State. 

OTHER INDUSTRIES 

7. The business connected with money 
lending and banking employs 4,168 
self-supporting persons. The number 
of such persons in insurance is 67 and 
in real estate 352. But a considerable 
number of self-supporting persons are 
grouped under unclassified retail trade 
whose number is 43,186. This unclassi
fied business relates to stationers, book
sellers, general store keepers, and un
classified hawkers and vendors who are 
fairly large in number. 
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SECTION XI 
Transport, Storage and Communications 

I. The industry relating to transport, industry is 282 out of a total number 
storage and communieations constitutes of 10,000 self-supporting persons employ-
division 7 of the Indian Census Economic ed in all industries and ~ciTircs in tho 
Classification Scheme. There are 25,900 State. It is mol-e developed in the 
self-supporting persons in the State who coastal division than in the inland, 
derive their principal means of livelihood the proportionate number of Mlf-support-
from this industry. Proportionately, the ing persons in these two divisions bt.'ing 
number of persons attached to this 329 and 226 respectively. 

Railway Transport 
2. The most important branch of this 

industry is the railway transport employ
ing 9,948 self-supporting persons, which 
proportionately amounts to 3,841 out of 
10,000 self-supporting persons engaged 
in division 7. Railway employees of 
all categories except those employed 
on construction works or those connected 
with manufacture, assembly and repair 
of railway equipments are included in 
this industry. Railway lines pass 
through all the districts of the State 
except Phulbani where there is no railway 
and Keonjhar where the railway route 
is negligible. So railway employees are 
to be found everywhere except in these 
two districts. :.Moreover, there are rail
way colonies at different localities, 
namely,. Jharsuguda in Sambalpur, 
Khurda Road in Puri, Titlagarh in 
Bolangir and Bhadrak in Balasore 
district, where there are larger number 
of railway employees. 

INADEQUACY OF R.A.ILWAY TRANSPORT 

3. The present railway communication 
in Orissa is inadequate, as only one mile 
of railway exists for every 71·8 sq. miles 
of the territory. At present there are 
733·6 miles of broad gauge and 104 miles 
of metre gauge railway lines within 
Orissa, while the total length of railways 
in India is about 37,000 miles. Thus, 
Orissa which comprises 4·7 per cent of 
India's area contains only 2·1 per cent 
·of the railway mileage of India. The 
present inadequacy of the railway trans-

port has proved to be a great handicap 
not only for the general moyement of 
the people but also with regard to the 
transport of raw materials, agricultural 
produce, piece and consumer goods and 
various articles connected with trade 
and industry. In spite of the limitation 
of railway mileage and the decrease in 
the number of train services during the 
last decade on account of \var and post
war conditions, railway transport, both 
goods and passenger, was on the increase 
from year to year. Statistics relating 
to the number of passenger tickets sold 
per year in five important railway stations 
of Orissa as given elsewhere* will not 
only indicate the growth of travel habits 
among the people but will also help 
in making out a case for increase in 
railway services and mileage in Orissa. 
These firures show that during the last 
15 years~ or since the creation of Orissa 
as a separate province, the number of 
passengers tra veiling from a particular 
railway station per year has increased 
to a very large volume, in spite of limi
tation in train services during the war 
time. Railway transport will increase 
to a considerable extent if some new 
lines are opened or the present ~nes 
extended. Extension of new lines 
between Rourkcla and Talcher and 
between Sambalpur and Titlagarh .has 
been sanctioned and the latter proJect 
is already in progress. But thi~ cxten· 
sion will not adequately meet the m<·reas
ing transport requirements of_ the Stat~. 

• Vidtl para. 27, Secaion III, Chapter I of thi1 Rcpori. 
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Development of mineral resources require 
construction of railway lines from areas 
where mines and factories are likely to 
Le worked in the coming decade to either 
Chandbali or Paradwip whichever may 

be selected as the port for Orissa. A 
railway line from Tatanagar to Chandbali 
and another from Khurda Road. to 
Kesinga on the Vizianagram-Raipur lines 
appear to be urgently necessary •. 

Transport by Road. 

4. This is the next important branch 
of the transport industry with 8,851 
self-supporting persons or 3,418 out of a 
proportion of 10,000 persons in division 7. 
The most extensive means of road 
transport is the bullock cart which is 
widespread throughout Orissa. It is used 
not only for the conveyance of agricul
tural products but also other com
modities and passengers. Secondly, the 
development of automobile transport 
particularly during the last 20 years is 
remarkable. Public buses and trucks 
have been plying increasingly during 
these years over new routes all over the 
State. Some of these transport lines 
were nationalised during the last few 
years by the State taking over the 
running of passenger buses in important 
routes. Among the districts, Ganjam, 
Rolangir, Sambalpur, Cuttack and Kora
put have got a network of public or 
State bus services. 

PooR RoAD CoMMUNICATIONs 

5. The poverty of road communica
tions in Orissa cannot escape observation. 
Proportionate to her superficial area, 
Orissa has extremely poor extent of 
roads. The total length of extra munici
pal roads in Orissa in 1\farch, 1948 was 
7,397 miles only of which 4,431 miles 
were unmetalled and 2,966 miles 
metalled, comprising one mile concrete, 
38 miles bituminous and 2,927 miles 
water bound macadam. The remarkable 
deficiency in the extent of Orissa's roads 
may best be illustrated by comparison 

with a few other States or countries 
The figures given below relate to 31st 
March 1948. * 
Name of State Arn Length of Road mileage 

or Country in eq. m. roads in m. per 100 .sq. m. 

Oriaea 60,136 7,391 12•3 

A seam • 85,012 12,,93 1•·7 

Madrt11 .. 127,790 37,852 29·6 

Bihar 70,330 30,785 43·8 

West Bengal ... 30,775 22,932 74•5 

India •• 1,269,640 255,,60 20•1 

Great Britain •. 89,041 183,659 206·3 

6. The above statement is typically 
illustrative of the poverty of communica
tions in India and of comparatively 
greater poverty of Orissa within India. 
Orissa has the greatest deficiency in 
roads among States named above. 
Assam might have some excuse in having 
low road mileage ·as it is a frontier 
State, blocked on one side by the un
communicative Himalayas and on· the 
other by the extreme wilderness of 
Indo-Burma border. But Orissa, which 
has better geographical location than 
Assam and is placed in between two 
progressive States, viz., West Bengal and · 
1\fadras, has lower road mileage than"' 
Assam. Orissa is also poor with regard 
to the total number of motor vehicles 
registered within her bounds. The 
following statement shows the number of 
motor vehicles and carts in existence 
in Orissa and a few other States. 

• Basic Road Statist ira of India, Sec:md (1951) l!lupplemeat, 'he Minietr;y of ,.rt.lllpori, Go~ernment of India 
pp. 16 and 18. 
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Populatiuo 
~ m&UJOna 

!\o.of 
mo\or 

Vt>hiclH 
reai>&ered 

!\o. of 
peroWD.~ per CAI'h 

mot<lr 
vehicle 

In the precM.ing statement the popula
tion given relates to the year 1951 but 
the number of motor vehicles is for 

India 
Oriaa U·6 

24·8 
61·0 
3~·9 
40·% 

!!611,66!) 

3,436 
6!!.~18 
33,924 
611,394 
13,93S 

1,3!!3 
4,263 

8,569·569 the year 19-!8 * and carts fnr the 
:i~:~:: year 19-!7--!8 t. This creates a little WeNt Bengal 

)[au.... •• 
Bombay •• 
Bib&r •• 

4:?2 
1,681 

714 
2,886 

1,ns,494 amolmt of discrepancy in the result but 
1 ·~g;~~~ it is so small that it may be ignored. 

Transport by Water 
7. This is not a de¥eloped form of or decline in the activity of the two 

transport in Orissa, although the State ports of Orissa, namely, Gopalpur and 
has a liberal extent of sea-board and a Chandbali, and the replacement of 
network of rivers. The total number mechanically propelled vessels for 
of self-supporting persons deriving their country-type cargo and passenger boats 
livelihood from this profession is 2,590 which employed larger number of crew. 
which works out to a proportion of 1,000 
out of 10,000 in division 7. The indus
try is de¥eloped more in the coastal 
division where there is a large number of 
ri¥ers1 canals and waterways than in the 
inland division. Transport by water 
being cheap, country boats are engaged 
for carriage of foodstuffs and commodi
ties between places connected by canals 
or rivers in the coastal districts. More
over, there is regular passenger services 
from Cuttack to interior localities in 
mechanically propelled boats. During 
the winter season timber and bamboo 
are floated down the :Mahanadi, the 
Brahmani and other rivers from forest 
areas to commercial centres. These 
activities give employment to a section 
of the people as mentioned above. 

8. Computed figures of livelihood 
dasses in 1931 show that the number of 
persons earning their principal means of 
livelihood from transport by water in 
1931 was 5,728 while the corresponding 
fi!!llre for 1951 is 2,590. Transport by 
w~ter has thus declined by over 50 per 
cent during the last 20 years. This 
decline appears to ha¥e resulted from 
such facts as bridging of rivers and 
water courses leading to discontinuance 

. of ferry services in those places, abolition 

PoRTs 

9. Transport by water includes 
the activities in ports. In Orissa, there 
are two minor ports, namely, Chandbali 
and Gopalpur. The volume of business 
in Gopalpur gradually disappeared parti
cularly due to cessation of traffic with 
Burma on account of political changes 
in that country. The port at Chandbali 
is however slowly developing and there 
was the proposal sometime back to 
construct a slipway at a cost of rupees 
three lakhs and a half. The shipping 
traffic which was suspended during the 
war years was resumed and was increasing 
slowly towards the end of the decade. 
A hydrographic survey of the port at 
Dhamra which is 16 miles downstream 
from Chandbali was also conducted and 
the locality was found suitable for deve
lopment of a port. There is also a 
proposal for the establishment of a 
major port at Paradwip on the mouth 
of the :Mahanadi, 52 miles from Cuttack. 
A French Technicall\Iission was appoint
ed by the Government of India to 
examine the suitability of Paradwip as 
a major port. According to their recom
mendations, a survey of the outer bar 
and the sea approaches upto a depth of 

• Collected (rom the Baeio Road St.atistice of India, Socond (1951) Supplement is~ued by thA Mini•try of Trans· 
pon, Government of India. 

t Indiao LiYe-noek Sta,inics (19U·-lS to 19.&9-60) by the llioi•~ry of Food and A~:ricnltur ... 
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five fathoms was conducted by Naval 
Officers. The suryey ofthe inland waters. 
upto the mouth of the l\Iahanadi has also 
been completed with encouraging results. 

10. It appears that in the present 
Five Year Plan an insignificant amount 
of one lakh of rupees out of a total 
provision of 18 crores has been made for 
the development of ports in Orissa. 
This Plan does not envisage the construc
tion of a new port at Paradwip, nor also 
the much-needed comprehensive develop
ment of Chandbali port. Development 

of these ports are indispensable not 
only to relieve congestion at Calcutta 
port, which handles about 10 million 
tons of cargo a year, a volume which is 
equal to that handled by all other Indian 
ports, or to compensate for the loss of 
Chittagong port in the East but also to 
be greatly helpful for the mining industry 
and the forest trade which have a very 
bright future in Orissa, but which are 
suffering from great handicaps due to 
difficulties created by middle-men infest
inglthe port of Calcutta 

Other Transport Services 

PosTAL AND ALLIED SERVICEs OTHER SERVICES 

11. The postal service is widespread 
throughout the country. There are 2,332 
self-supporting· persons in this service 
which is equivalent by proportion to 900 
out of 10,000 self-supporting persons in 
division 7. Other services of the allied 
nature have moderate number of such 
persons, namely,· telegraph services 73, 
telephone services 151 and wireless 
services 156 persons. 

12. There are 848 self-supporting 
persons or proportionately 328 out of 
10,000 for division 7 in the storage and . 
warehousing operations. Transport by 
air which has not developed is O:r;issa, 
has only 39 · self-supporting persons and 
unclassified transport and communica
tions have 912 such persons. 
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SECTION XII 
Health, Education and Public Administration 

1. Persons deriving their principal 
source of livelihood from services relating 
to health, education and public adminis
tration come under division 8 of the 
Indian Census Economic Classification 
Scheme. The number of such persons 
in the State is 59,909. It may be noted 
that this number is not inclusive of 
persons employed in the above mentioned 
services who derive a more lucrative 
income from a different source. For 
example, a large number of primary 
school teachers who might be derivinO' 
more income from lands rather tha~ 
from the profession of teaching are 
automatically excluded from this divi
sion on account of the fact that their 

. principal means of livelihood is agricul
ture, which entitles them to be included in 

·the agricultural population of the State. 
2. Out of a. proportion of 10,000 self

supporting persons employed in ,all the 
services and industries of the State, 
division 8 comprises 652 persons. The 
proportion is higher in the coastal divi
sion showing 705 than in the inland 
division with 590 such persons. 

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH 

3. This is inclusive of professors, 
lecturers, teachers and research workers 
employed in the university, colleges and 
schools as well as such workers who are 
not attached to educational institutions. 
1\lanagers, clerks and servants of educa
tional institutions including libraries 
and museums are also included in this 
division. The total number of such 
persons in the State is 14,378. This 
number is however not inclusive of 

. persons who have some other source of 
livelihood of yielding higher income as 
mentioned above. Proportionately, the 
persons deriving their main source of 
livelihood from these services amount 
to 2,400 out of 10,000 self-supporting 
persons in division 8, 

EliPLOYEES OF STATE GolEBNME~~ 

4. This is similarly not inclusive of 
persons classifiable under other divisions 
or subdivisions. The number of persons 
enumerated under this division in the 
State is 14,165. Proportionately, such 
persons amount to 2,364 out of 10,000 
self-supporting persons of division 8. 

POLICE ( EXCLUDING VILLAGK WATCH· 
MEN) 

5. The number of such persons in the 
State is 10,057. In proportion they 
number 1,679 out of 10,000 self-support
ing persons of"the whole division. 

'MEDICAL AND HEALTH SERVICES 

6. This includes registered medical 
practitioners, vaids, hakims and other 
persons practising in medicine witl}out 
being registered. This also includes 
dentists, midwives, vaccinators, com
pounders, nurses, veterinary officers, and 
all other persons employed in hospitals 
or other establishments rendering medical 
or health services but not including 
scavangers and sanitary staff. The 
number of such persons in the State 
is 6,957 constituting proportionately 
1,161 out of 10.000 self-supporting 
persons of division 8. · 

VILLAGE OFFICERS AND SERVANTS IN· 
CLUDING VILLAGE WATCHMEN 

7. A considerable number of such 
persons have been enumerated as agri
culturists and not under this subdivision. 
The remunerations of such persons 
from land.generally exceeds that obtained 
from the services. Those, however, 
whose principal means of livelihood is 
obtained from these services number 
8,157 in the State. In proportion they 
constitute 1,362 out of 10,000 self
supporting persons of the division. 
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OTHER EMPLOYMENTS 

8. Employees of the Union Govern
ment (not including persons classifiable 
under any other division or subdivision) 
number_ 3,616. They constitute a pro
portion of 604 out of 10,000 self-support-

. .. ' 
ing persons in this division. The 
employees of municipal.and 'local bodies 
excluding persons classifiable under any 
other division or subdivision number 
2,579. They constitute 430 within a 
proportionate population of 10,000 self
supporting persons of this division. 
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SECTION XIII 
Services not elsewhere specified and Miscellaneous Means 

1. The unspecified services and mis
ttllaneous means of livelihood constitute 
division 9 of the Indian Census Economic 
Classification Scheme and comprise 
domestic services, recreation services, 
legal and business services, religious, 
charitable and welfare services and as 
well as persons engaged in arts, letters, 
and journalism, in hotels, restaurants 
or eating houses, in laundries and in 
barbar and beauty shops. The number 
of self-supporting persons of this category 
in the State is 356,718. Out of a popula
tion of 10,000 of all self-supporting 
persons among non-agricultural popula- • 
tion, division 9 comprises 3,885 persons. 
There is a preponderance of such persons 
in the inland division rather than in the 
coastal division, the proportionate 
number being 4,046 and 3,751 res
pectively. 

DoMEsTIC SERVICES 

2. This includes all persons engaged 
in household services but does not include 
services rendered by members of family 
households to one another. Private 
motor drivers and cleaners, cooks, 
gardeners and other domestic servants 
are included. The number of self
supporting persons in this category 

.is 77,632. They constitute a proportion 
of 2,176 in the population of 10,000 
self-supporting persons of division 9. 

LAUNDRIES AND LAUNDRY SERVICES 

3. The services relating to washing 
and cleaning is widespread in the country. 
In fact,· the washermen constitute a 
professional class by themselves. But 
as in other services, it is likeJy that 
washermen deriving greater income from 
agriculture or other sources have been 
classified under the appropriate division 
of industry or service and not under the 
service under consideration. The 

number of self-supporting p<'rsons record
ed in this sen;ce is 21,639, of which 
6,359 are females. They constitute a 
proportion of 607 out of 10,000 under 
division 9. 

RELIGIOUS, CHARITABLE AND WELFARE 
SERVICES 

4. This is inclusive of prie~ts, monks 
and nuns, sadhus, mendicants and other 
religious workers, servants in religions 
edifices, burial and burning grounds, 
pilgrim conductors, circumcisors and 
managers and employees of organisations 
and institutions rendering charitable and 
other welfare services. The number of 
such persons is 13,888 or proportionately 
389 out of 10,000 self-supporting persons 
in division 9. 

LEGAL AND BusiNESS SERVICES 

5. There are 13,408 self-supporting 
persons in these services, forming 376 
out of 10,000 under division 9. The 
services include lawyers of all kinds 
including quazis and mukhtars, clerks of 
lawyers, petition writers, public scribes, 
auditors, accountants, stenographers, 
employees of trade associations and 
labour organizations and architects, 
surveyors, etc., not being State servants . 

RECREATION SERVICES 

6. This is a smaller branch of miscel
laneous services, employing 3,391 self
supporting persons or proportionately 
95 out of 10,000 such persons included 
under division 9. It includes persons 
employed in production a~d dist~bution 
of motion pictures, operat~on of cmem~s, 
radio broadcasting studios and alhed 
services mana<Ters and employees of 

' 0 • • • 
theatres, opera compames, musicians, 
actors dancers, conjurers, acrobats, 
recito~s and exhibitors of curiosities and 
wild animals. 
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HOTELS, RESTA tJRANTS AND EATING 
HOUSES. 

7. These are mostly located in towns 
but some are to be found in important 
rural centres. · The number of self
supporting persons employed in this 
business is 3,351, which proportionately 
is 94 out of 10,000 in division 9. 

ARTS, LETTERS AND JOURNALISM 

8. This includes authors, editors and 
journalists as well as artists, sculptors 
and image makers. Their total number 
is small, namely 1, 723, or 48 in a pro
portionate population of 10,000 self
supporting persons of division 9. 

UNCLASSIFIED SERVICES 

9. Persons such as rent collectors 
employed, by zamindars and landlords 
come under this class. But a large 
number of population has been included 
under services otherwise unclassified pri
marily because of inadequate description 
of the means of livelihood of such 
persons. . The self-supporting persons of 
unclassified category number 208,047 of 
which 150,856 are mal~s and 57,191 are 
females. Such persons constitute a pro
portion of 5,832 . out of 10,000 self
supporting persons belonging to divi
sion 9. 
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SECTION XIV 
Concluding Remarks 

N 0!'1 •A.GBlCULTUlUL POPUL.A.TION 

I. The population of non-agricultural 
classes in Orissa is 30·3 lakhs and consti
tutes 20·7 per cent of the total popula
_tion of the State. It may be grouped 
into four livelihood classifications, 
namely, production (other than cultiva
tion) comprising 9·3 lakhs of persons, 
commerce 4·2 lakhs, transport 0·8 lakh 
and other services and miscellaneous 
sources 16 lakhs. The occupations of 
non-agricultural classes of population 
may be roughly divided into two cate
gories, namely industries and services. 
A broad review of economic activities 
connected with various industries in 
the State is made as follows. 

COTTAGE INDUSTRIES 

2. The survey of non-agricultural 
population made in course of this Chapter 
shows that industrial activities in Orissa 
are mainly confined to handicrafts and 
cottage industries. In olden days the 
country was practically self-sufficient 
through such small scale industries but 
with the growth of modem system of 
transport, with an alien power ruling 
over the land, and with the competition 
of machine-made goods from outside 
Orissa, the decay of indigenous industries 
ensued. Attempts were made in recent 
decades to revive and develop the old 
industrial activities and although the 
extent of result achieved yet is small, 
the progress is encouraging. The most 
important of cottage industries, namely, 
the handloom industry, has been arrested 
from further decline and thanks to the 
efforts of the Handloom Marketing Orga
nisation, the \Veavers' Co-operative 
Societies, the general attitude of the 
public and the interest taken by the 
Government, improved qualities and 
patterns of handloom products are now 
being turned out in large quantity in 
various centres in the State. 

3. The production of salt in the State 
has been stepped up, the art-a. m1dcr salt 
increasing from 2,151 acres in 1946 to 
4,309 acres in 1951. The prest-nt produc
tion is about 12 lakh maunds compared 
to 4·9lakh maunds in 1946. The industry 
can be considerably developed to yield 
splendid results and may ultinlately be 
the basis of heavy chemical industries 
for the manufacture of different kinds 
of sulphates, clorides and bromides. The 
existing salt factories of the State do not 
recover these valuable by-products, which 
in itself constitutes a big industry. The 
exploitation of the limitless resources of 
the sea will bring material prosperity to 
the people of the Orissa coast. The 
activities of chief centres of salt produc
tion have been mentioned in an appro
priate Section of this Chapter. 

4. Fishery is another promising cottage 
industry of Orissa capable of immense 
development. "With 300 miles of sea
board, 500 square miles of lakes and 
estuaries and the extensive number of 
tanks, water courses and rivers in the 
inland area, fishery has a great future to 
be organized as a large scale industry 
as well as a lucrative cottage industry 
throughout the State. The value of this 
industry rests not only on the economic 
prosperity which it will bring to those 
employed in the industry, but also in 
being the source of an important item of 
diet with protective and nutritional 
elements. The extent and importance of 
the existing industry has been discussed 
in Section IV. 

5. Among other cottage uidustries of 
importance are carpentry, blacksmithy, 
pottery, oil pressing, roap making, 
gur making, leather, brass and bell-metal
industry, work in precious metals, horns 
and ivory, manufacture of bidi, soap, 
mats, bricks, tiles and a vast number of 
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other industries discussed in earlier 
Sections of this Chapter. 

MEDIUM INDUSTRIES 

6. The last decade is noteworthy for 
ushering in a number of medium scale 
industries in Orissa. A cold storage plant 
was set up by the Government w~th 
capacity of 15 thousand maunds, whiCh 
has proved not only a profitable concern 
but a useful institution. A re-rolling 
mill has been established at Cuttack 
recently for manufacture of structural 
parts and iron wares. The glass factory 
at Barang (Cuttack) has now expanded 
its scope and capacity to manufacture 
glassware of improved quality and larger 
quantity. 1\fanufacture of fire bricks, 
stone wares, pipes, ceramic wares, such 
as, clossets and washing basins are also 
being done at Barang. 

7. There are nearly 93 rice mills in the 
State, more than one-third of which are 
located in district Balasore alone. Other 
medi urn-sized industries of importance 
in the State are engineering workshops 
at Cuttack and Balasore with electrically 
operated tools and implements, printing 
presses mostly at Cuttack, electrical 
generating stations the largest of which 
is located in Chaudwar (Cuttack) with 
production capacity of 5,000 K." Ws., ice 
factory in Cuttack, sugar factories in 
Rayaghada and Aska and distjlleries 
n Koraput, Ganjam and Sambalpur 
districts. The Kalinga Refrigerator 
Corporation at Cuttack is manufacturing 
various kinds of steel furniture and office 
equipments as well as refrigerators. 

HEAVY INDUSTRIES 

8. The last decade will also be a 
memorable period for the introduction of 
heavy industries in the State. In Novem
ber 1949, the most important heavy 
industry of the State, namely, the Orissa 
Textile Mills was established which now 
has 50 thousand spindles and 864: looms. 
It is a prosperous and well-established 

business now and has helped tiding over 
the country's difficulty in the matter of 
textile shortage. The Orient Paper Mills 
at Brajrajnagar (Sambalpur) is another 
important large scale industry of the 
State. Recently, it has increased its 
capacity of production which is ·.now· 
rated at 30 thousand tons per annum.· 
The Orissa Cement Factory at Rajgang• 
pur (Sundargarh) has a capacity of 500 
tons of cement per day, which went into 
production in 1951. The vegetable ghee 
factory at Chatrapur, established at a 
cost of Rs. 30 lakhs, has been successfully 
producing vegetable ghee, refined oil and 
soap. 

9. Although up till now a compara
tively small number of concerns of the 
category of heavy industries has been 
established in Orissa, there is the prospect 
of many more such concerns coming to 1 
existence in near future. Negotiations 
are going on for putting up a Steel
Corporation; an aluminium plant, 
4 cotton textile mills, another paper 
mill, a jute mill, a tractor factory, a. 
rayon factory, a coal distillation plant, 
an alloy steel foundry and many more 
such industries. But the times ahead 
are uncertain, and it is not known 
whether a great slump or a great war is 
coming, so as to influence the course of 
industrialization in an effective manner. 

MlNING INDUSTRY 

10. An industry of potential magnitude 
is the mining industry of Orissa. The 
State contains extensive ore deposits of 
iron, manganese, bauxite, chromite and 
a number of other minerals of great 
industrial value. Coal deposits are found 
in abundance not far from the site of 
important minerals. Exploitation of 
minerals has thus a great future in Orissa. 
Although the present activities in mineral 
production are limited, prospecting and 
mining in more extensive scale and under 
a systematic plan is bound to increase the 
prosperity of the State. Haphazard 
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mining of ore bodies with an eye for 
immediate gains may lead to the rapid 
deplc!ion and waste of the Yaluable 
deposits. The existing leases cover an 
area of .184 square ·miles, out of which 
manganese accounts for nearly 70 square 
·miles. Iron comes next with 20 square 
miles and iron and manganese together 

• ab9ut 45 square miles. Limestone leases 
cover 18 square miles and coal 15 square 
miles. Other minerals occupy smaller 
areas. 
LIST Oll' F A.CTORIES 

11. A rough idea regarding the 
. extent and nature of industries in the 
State may be formed by glancing over 
the list of factories exisbing at present. 
!\pp~ndix IV appearing towards the end 
of this Volume gives a list of factories 
regi.stered under the Factories Act and 
existing towards the close of 1951. This 
'shows that there were 370 factories in 
Orissa, although, according to depart-
mental figures, the registered factorie.::~ 
numbered 349 in 1951, and 410 in 1952. 
Out of these 370 factories, 93 are rice 
milling and 125 are bidi-making facto- , 

· ries, constituting 2.} per cent and 34 per 
cent respectively of the t'Jtal number. 
Thus these two types of factories · 
account for 59 per cent of the totl'l 
registered factories in Orhsa. Ric~J 
milliiJg is such an important industry in 
Balasore that out of 48 registered facto
ries in that district, as many as 40 
are rice mills. Equally important for 
Sa.mbalpur is bidi-making, as there are 
99 bidi factories out of the total number 
of 120 f..t.ctories in that district. Printing 
is an important industry of Cuttack. 
The positio'n with regard to other indus
tries may be seen i~ Appendix IV. 

ELEcnucrTY 

. 12. The development of modern indus
tries is dependent on abundant supply 
of electrical energy. Its multi-purpose 
character makes it indispensable in the 

present age not only for household 
necessities, cottage industries and heavy 
industries but also for stabilising agri
culture even when there may be failure 
of monsoons. L1 fact, the quantity of 
production and consumption of electrical 
energy serves as an index of the material 
prosperity of a particular country in 
these days. On this basis, t will be 
possible to measure Orissa's glaring back
wardness in the material field in com
parison with other countries. The per 
capita annual production of electricity* 
is as high as 5,257 units in Norway, 
4,097 units n Canada, 2,749 units in 
Sweden, 2,399 nnits in U. S. A., 1,180 
units in United Kingdom and 488 units 
in Japan. But in: India, the annual 
production of electrical energy .is so low 
as 16 units per head, while in Orissa it is 
less than one unit ! It is not that Orissa 
or in fact India has poor limit of potential 
power resources, for up til: now 
India has hardly developed 2 per cent of 
its resources in this direction. The chief 
source of cheap and abnndant electrical 
power is coal and watet, both of which 
are available in abundance in Orissa. 
Orissa's total estimated coal reserve of 
240 million tons, and her great rivers 
with extensive catchment areas offer 
vast scope for the generation of thermal 
and hydro-electric power of unknown 
magnitude. The hydro-electric poten
tiality of Orissa's rivers has not yet been 
completely surveyed, but it is estimated 
that the Mahanadi alone, when fully 
harnessed, may yield the enormous power 
of 4 million K. W s. 

13. The supply of electrical power in 
Orissa is being organised under long
term and short-term projects. Under 
the latter, a few thermal power stations 
and other minor stations have been 
e~tablished during the last decade. Tho 
long-term projects relate to the develop· 
ment of Hirakud hydro-electric scheme 
and the l\Iachkund scheme which will 

• Power Engint~er, Vol. 3, No.2, April1953, pac;e 97. 

• 
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supply power to the northern and 
southern parts of the State respectively. 
The total ultimate effective capacity of 
the Hirakud project is estimated to be 
2 lakh K. \V s. The M:achkund scheme 
which is a joint enterprise between the 
Governments of Orissa and Madras will 
ultimately generate more than 1 lakh 
K.\Vs. of which 30 per cent will be avail· 
able for Orissa. On the face of these 
prospects the problem for Orissa is not 
the availability of cheap and abundant 
power but of creating sufficient ·field 
and load for the utilization of the 
enormous power to be shortly available. 
Capital and enterprise, which have always 
been shy ·n Orissa, "\\ill now be en
couraged to lead the way to extensive 
industrialization. Moreover, the pros
pect of cheap power, coupled with the 
availability of raw materials, will attract 
industrialists from outside the State, 
and industries will tend to come gravita
ting down to Orissa, just like her great 
rivers wending their way down to the sea. 

BALANCED DEVELOPMENT OF RESOURCES 

14. The non-agricultural population of 
Orissa which constitutes a small fraction, 
namely, a fifth of the total population, . 
has to play an important role in building. 
up a prosperous State and in solving 
atleast some of the complicated problems 
of population. The tradition of the people 
and the overwhelming preponderance of 
rural population in Orissa will ensure 
agriculture as the mainstay of the State's 
economy but the way to advancement 
on modern lines and attainment of . 
wealth and power will rest with the non
agricultural population, to be achieved 
mainly through a process of industria
lization on sound lines. Apart from help
ing to induce the productivity of labour 
and create a state of abundance, indus
trialization "ill lead to the control of the 
present high birth rate in an atmosphere 
of new pattern of living. Corresponding 

decline in mortality will follow suit, 
and with this, a vital problem of popula-. 
tion will be solved. The present industrial 
backwardness is a challenge to the con
structive energy, the efficiency and the 
statesmanship of the Government and 
the people as a whole. It is however, 
encouraging to find tJ!e evidence of 
increasing amount of realization and 
initiative in various directions of inaus
trial activity. But industrialization has 
its own limitations, and an indiscreminate 
and haphazard plan of industrialization 
may result in mal-adiustinent between 
resources and population, leading 
Ultimately to chaos. The solution lies 
not only in developing agriculture and 
industry in correct proportions, but also 
in striking a balance between large scale ' 
industries and development of cottage 
industries. The goal of Orissa's industrial 
development should be not only to 
exploit the .colossal wealth of minerals 
and other raw materials, but to work· 
them into finished goods ready for con-. 
sumption. Cottage_ industries may play 
an effective role in this aspect, as they 
do in Japan. Thus, the necessity of. 
a balanced development of .all. the 
resources, agricultural and non
agricultural, is indispensable. 

15. Equally indispensable is the neces
sity of speeding up the development. 
Every decade that Orissa tarries .in its 

· industrial development, there is the 
danger that. the growth of population 
will lower by that much the material 
prosperity or the· standard of living of 
the people. If this is to be averted, 
development of agriculture and industries 
of all kinds, cottage, medium and heavy, 
must proceed at a·pace and in volume 
hitherto unknown .. :Either an effort must 
be made on a scale hitherto unthought of, 
or a state of perpetual backwardness and 
comparative poverty in relation to other 
States in India must be helplessly 
accepted. 
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Subsidiary T th!: 
5·1-Non-agricultural classes per 1,000 persons of general population; number in eath cl:ss &::; 

employees an:l independent workers P8r 10,CC3 sell-su~;:::rtir.; 
Xumbt>r per 10,000 persons of all non-agricultural 

Non-agri- Total v YI 
cultural cl8118ee Production 

N~ division and district 
per 1,000 Self-supporting X on-earning Earning ( otht>r than 

persons of persons dependants dt>pendauts cultivation ) Commerce 
general 

( 1) 
population 

( 2) ( 3) (4 ) ( 5) ( 6) ( 7) 

ORillA 207 3,157 5,975 868 3,055 1,404 
Ul Oriua Inland Divisioa 173 3,139 5,697 1,164 3,438 1,108 
1.11 Orlua Ctutal Divilion 248 3,173 8,208 621 2,737 1,651 

Cuttack 251 3,295 6,009 696 2,578 1,411 
Balaeore .. , 148 3,369 6,065 566 2,473 1,352 
Puri 213 3,261 6,164 575 3,402 1,846 

• · . Sambalpur 208 3,895 4,693 1,412 4,380 937 
• Ganjam 339 2,906 6,516 578 2,513 1,983 

AflMC-1 193 2,906 6,488 606 1,281 3,197 
,rlaiM 355 2,906 6,517 577 2,586 1,911 

.Xoraput 227 2,133 6,867 1,000 1,936 1,076 
Dhenkanal 163 3,173 5,848 979 4,592 1,041 
Keonjhar 101 3,449 6,286 265 3,891 869 
l'hulbani 210 3,182 6,354 464 3,509 1,786 

- Bolangir 173 3,159 5,250 1,591 3,936 987 
Bundargarh 132 3,427 5,253 1,320 3,476 1,066 
Kalahandi 156 3,006 5,199 1,795 2,895 1,163 
l\layurbhanj 128 3,586 6,404 1,010 3,744 838 

. 5·1 (a)-Rural 
• ORISSA 180 3,129 5,928 945 3,380 1,278 

3.33 Orlua Inland Division 155 3,139 6,630 1,231 3,700 1,001 
• . 1.11 Orissa Coastal Division 210 3,120 8,194 688 3,053 1,624 

Cut tack 216 3,241 5,937 822 2,857 1,264 . Balaeore 120 3,390 5,990 620 2,711 1,104 
Pari 177 3,091 6,262 647 4,024 1,812 

SambalptU 181 3,936. 4,469 1,595 4,874 710 
Ganjam 297 2,908 6,526 566 2,678 1,887 

' .Agency 193 2,906 6,488 606 1,281 3,197 
, Plair.- 309 2,908 6,529 563 2,782 1,790 

Koraput 197 2,100 6,923 977 2,106 895 
Dhenkanal 146 3,152 5,789 1,059 4,800 !171 

Keonjhar 94 3,447 6,280 273 4,148 783 

Phulbabi 203 3,166 6,363 471 3,514 1,813 

Bolangir 144 3,208 4,992 1,800 4,449 823 

Bundargarh • 117 3,297 5,323 1,380 3,888 1,036 

Kalahandi 147 2,992 5,142 1,866 3,044 1,123 

Mayurbhanj U1 3,587 5,344 1,069 3,926 764 

5•1(b\-Urban 
ORillA 860 3,297 6,215 488 1,649 2,038 

3.33 Orlua hrland Diviaion 801 3,138 8,141 721 1,693 1,8111 

1.11 Orissa Coutal Dlwlsloll 897 3,384 8,256 361 1,470 2,1511 

Cut tack 893 3,519 6,317 164 1,405 2,029 

Balaeore 860 3,296 6,330 374 1,626 2,237 

Pari 928 3,907 5,792 301 1,041 1,973 

Samba! pur 848 3,687 5,844 469 1,83. 2,104 

Ganjam 894 2,895 6,472 633 1,786 2,406 

.A~y 
6,472 633 1,786 2,40~ Plair.- 89. 2,895 

Kora~ 880 2,299 6,586 1,115 1,088 1,971 

Dhe 670 3,309 6,227 464 3,256 1,490 

Keonjhar 562 3,468 6,345 187 1,249 1,749 

Pbulbani 815 3,519 6,157 324 3,405 1,23.& 

Bolangir 809 2,972 6,234 794 ' 1,977 1,614 

Sundargarh 661 4,228 4,819 953 938 1,250 

Kalabandi 813 3,188 5,936 876 1165 1,685 

Mayurbhanj ... 873 3,676 6,30' 121 973 2,118 
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5 Series 
sub-class per 10,000 persons of. all noh-At;ln•w•uuAa ".A.,;Jts ; and 
persons of all non-agricultural classes. 
classes Number per 10, 000 sell-supporting persons of all non-agri-

cultural classes --------~ vn 

Transport 

(8) 

258 
180 
318 
302 
402 
436 
:'f34 

24 
8 

237 
106 
196 
91 
55 

327 
320 
75 

180 

178 
108 
239 
264 
338 
274 
130 
145 

8 
166 

56 
167 
79 I 
43 
66 

300 
70 

166 

850 
871 
838 
461 
629 

1,052 
958 
570 

670 
360 
379 
213 
304 

1,.321 
444 
U3 
399 

VIII 

Other services 
and 

miscellaneous 
sources 

(9) 

5,285 
5,278 
5,294 
5,709 
5,773 
4,317 
4,419 
5,280 
6,614 
6,266 
6,883 
4,171 
5,149 
4,650 
4,750 
5,138 
5,867 
5,238 

5,188 
5,193 
5,184 
5,615 
5,847 
3,890 
4,286 
5,290 
6,614 
6,273 
6,943 
4,062 
4,990 
4,630 
4,662 
4,776 
5,763 
5,154 

5,785 
&,820 
&,738 
6,105 
5,508 
8,934 
5,104 
5,238 

6,838 
6,581 
4,875. 
6,789 
5,057 

. 5,088 
7,368 
7,207 
1,510 

r--------------~--------~~~ 
Employers 

(10) 

118 
130 
108 
178 
149 

59 

152 -
32 
10 
33 
40 

118 
45 
96 

223 
331 
145 
73 

112 
122 
102 
156 
186 

61 
127 

25 
10 
26 
29 

122 
44 

100 
210 
382 
149 
67 

148 
180 
132 
262 

11 
55 

286 
61 

61 
90 
90 
49 
38 

279 
88 
85 

180 

Employees 

(11) 

2,702 
2,611 
2,778 
3,239 
3,292 
2,749 
2,585 
1,942 
1,462 
1,970 
2,895 
3,225 
2,459 
2,151 
2,163 
2,760 
2,236 
3,032 

2,376 
2,390 
2,364 
2,820 
3,039 
2,189. 
2,237 
1,605 
1,462 
1,616 
2,689 
3,i01 
2,297 
2,117 
1,801 
2,504 
2,092 
2,902 

4,229 
4,071 
4,309 
4,862 
4,217 
4,432 
4,503 
3,430 

3,430 
3,833 
3.988 
4,122 
2,777 
3,656 
3,994 
3,988 
5,010 

Independent 
workers 

(12) 

6,786 
•. 6,880 

8,672 
6,101 
5,709 
6,789 
7,059 
7,767 
8,400 
7,730 
6,800 
6,356 
7,086 
7,651 
7,306 
6,477 

. '7,417 
5,494 

7,180 
7,157 
7,163 
6,617 
5,865 
7,453 

·~ 7,456• 
., 8,193 

8,400 
8,178 
7,161 
6,554. 
7,353 

• 7,690 
7,721 

'6,793. 
7,612 
5,646 

4,921 
5,050 

.4,855 
4,103 
5,142 
4,794 
4,875 
5,888 

6,888 
5,155 
5,141 
4,347 
6,925 
5,592 
4,956 
5,052 
3,177 

Others 

(13) 

414 
379 
442 
482 
850 
403 
204 
259 
128 
267 
265 
301 
410 
102 
308 
432 
202 

1,401 

352 
. 331 
371 
407 
910 
297 
180 
177 
128 
181 
121 
223 
306 

93 
268 
321 
147 

1,385 

702 
699 
704 
773 
630 
719 
336 
621 

621 
922 
781 

1,482 
260 
473 
964 
875 

1,633 

329 

number of employers 

Natural division and district 

(1) 

ORISSA I -

3.33 Orissa Inland Division 
5.11 Orissa Coastal Division 

Cut tack 
Ba1asore 
Puri 
·sambalpur 
Ganjam 

Agency 
Plat'na 

Koraput 
Dhenkana.l 
Keonjhar 
Phulbani 
Bolangir 
Sundargarh 
Kalahandi 

1 
MafU;l'~hanj 

5·1-:-(a) Rural 
.ORISSA .. 

3.33 Orissa Inland Division 
5.11 Orissa ·coastal Division 

Cuttack • 
Balasore 
Puri.. · .. •. 
Sambalpur 

· Ganjam 
Agency 
l;'laina 

Koraput 
Dhenkanal 
Keonjhar 
Phulbani 
Bolangir 
· Sundargarh 
Kalahandi 
Mayurbhanj 

5·1-(b) Urban 
ORISSA 

3.33 Orissa Inland Division 
5.11 Orissa Coastal Division 

Cut tack 
Balasore 
Puri 
Sw:nbalpur 
Ganjam 

Agency 
Plains 

Koraput 
Dhenkanal 
Keonjhar 
Phulbani 
Bolangir 
Sundargarh 
Kalahandi 
Mayurbhao.j 
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S-2--UveJihood class V (Production other than cultivation). Number per 10,C~ pers::r.s cf 
claSJ V who are emploJerS, empJoJees and independent workers; secondary rnaans cf 

Number per 10,000 of Number per 10,000 eelf· 
livelihood claaa V supporting persons of 

Number per 10,000 of livelihood cla.le V 

livelihood cl888 V 
Natural divi<ioo and 

dillt.rid Self. Non- Earning Employ- Employ-lndepcn· Culth·ation of Cultivation of Employment 611 
eupport.- earning depen- ens eea dent. O'l!>-ned land unowned land l"ultivat.ing 

ing depen· dBDtl worken labourer 
penone dante ~~,......_....... 

Self. Earrung Self- Earrung Self. Earning 
support- depen- support- depen. support- d!'~n-

ing dants ing dante i.ng d.mt.a 
persons persons persons 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) 

ORillA 3,252 5,682 1,066 233 1,422 8,345 371 121 72 33 124 201 

3.33 Orilla lnlan• Dn. 3,220 5,380 1,400 

1.11 Orilll Coastal Dn. 3,287 5,997 711 

. .• : . 

Cutt.ack 

Balaaore 

Puri 

Sambalpur 

Ganjam 

Agerte!J 

PlaiM 

~raput. "· 

'Dhenkanal 

Keonjhar 

Phulbani 

Bolangir 

Sundvgarh 

Kalahandi 

• Mayurbhanj 

8.545 6,695 760 

3,877 5,443 680 

3,217 6,081 702 

3,686 4,593 1,721 

2,851 6,439 710 

2,805 6,671 1,518 

~-. 2,852 6,462 686 

2,160 6,499 1,341 

3,049 6,024 927 

3,694 5,996 310 

3,335 6,132 533 

3,156 4,883 1,961 

3,335 5,122 1,543 

3,076 5,404 1,520 

• • 3,382 5,098 1,520 

250 1,668 8,082 

217 1,169 8,614 

351 1,345 8,304 

290 1,622 8,088 

135 1,102 8,763 

198 1,121 8,681 

63 779 9,158 

63 669 9,268 

63 782 9,155 

155 1,341 8,504 

164 3,283 6,553 

100 1,717 8,183 

242 1,621 8,137 

429 1,019 8,552 

748 1,891 7,361 

336 849 8,815 

123 ~.796 7,081 

378 

364 

308 

672 

407 

495 

295 

35 

302 

60 

705 

426 

579 

205 

328 

70 

525 

143 

98 

102 

144 

92 

195 

83 

10 

85 

88 

212 

96 

45 

119 

249 

50 

145 

73 

71 

42 

24 

108 

140 

305 

13 

62 30, 132 t7 

122 23 88 46 

98 17 157 100 

143 57 108 236 

43 23 148 138 

13 20 28 689 

44 23 152 122 

15 110 101 280 

36 8 68 224 

16 

58 

85 

76 

27 

81 

5 

9 

49 

30 

38 

20 

86 26 

120 132 

36 354 

28 281 

78 . 278 

334 792 

5·2 (a)-Livelihood class V (Production other than cultivation). Number per 10,000 persons 
of liweliho:»d class V in each sub-class ; number per 10,000 self-supporting persons of 

livelihood class V who are employers, employees and independent workers. 
Rural and Urban 

s .. t.o and natural div.Won 

ORISSA
Rural 
Urban 

( 1) 

3.33 OriMa Inland Div.Won
RW'al 
Urban 

6.11 on- Coutal Div.iaioo
RW'al 
Urban 

Number per 10,000 of livelihood class V Number per 10,000 self-supporting pcl'!loll!l of 
livelihood cl8811 V who are--

~----------------------A-------------~~--------------A---------------------, 
Self-supporting Non-earning Earning Employers Employees lndependen' 

pel'80DB dependants dependants workens 
(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

3,267 
3,097 

3,233 
3,033 

3,304 
3,137 

5,627 
6,262 

6,333 
6,050 

5,9.)0 
6,3116 

1,106 
641 

1,434 
917 

224 1,369 8,407 
342 2,023 7,635 

237 1,63~ 8,125 
4H 2,~28_ 7,428 

210 1,079' 8,711 
280 1,9.)8 7,762 
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livtlihood class V in each sub-class ; number per 10,000 self-supporting 
livelihood of 10,000 persons of livelihood class v. 

persons of livelihocd 

whose secondary means of livelihood is--

Rent on Prodnetion Other services and Total self-
agricultural (other than Commerce Transport miscellaneous supporting 

land -cultivation) sources persons in 
~ livelihood Natural division and 

Self- Earning Self- Earning Self- Earning !:>elf- Earning Self- Earning class V district 
support- depen- support- depen. support- depen- support- depen- support- de pen- in 1951 

ing dante ing dante ing dante ing dante ing I dante Census 
pet'SOn& persons persons persons persons 

(14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) ( 1) 

63 18 98 395 68 91 9 4 123 203 301,429 ORISSA 

39 16 92 527 33 96 6 2 116 269 152,573 3.33 Orissa Inland Dn. 

88 16 104 257 105 86 11 7 130 134 148,856 5.11 Orissa Coastal Dn. 

109 24 91 241 198 92 18 10 i89 185 68,112 Cuttack 

111 6 111 179 50 67 7 1 142 215 16,656 Balasore 

S7 17 116 30d 39 111 12 6 63 52 36,724 Puri 

32 33 139 850 27 94 6 2 129 264 43,708 Sambalpur · 

55 12 105 253 67 69 3 7 -"119 125 39,471 Ganjam 

10 59 51 139 337 58 352 -1,107 .Agency 

57 10 108 259 65 61 4 'I 121 119 38,364 ~ Plains 

17 3 109 339 79 115 1 128 406 12,049 KorapU.t ... 
141 9 56 176 15 141 18 2 116 155 19,190 Dhenkanal 

93 3 89 91 16 10 9 !01 79 8,549 Keonjhar 

7 73 74 132 66 23 12 1 111 118 11,250 Phulbani 

7 3 75 1,096 26 150 6 3 57 187 19,733f I Bolangir 

10 109 458 21 75 3 2 128 448 8,439 Sundarg!U'.b • . .. ... ' . 
1 484 30 102 3 2 115 666 11,913 Kalahahdi ... • ..... • .. . 

" 36 2 111 272 17 27 1 158 261 16,635 l'tlayurbhanj 
' . 
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S•3-Uvelihoo4 class VI (Commerce). Number per 10,000 persons of livelihccd cl~:3 VI in e:::t 
employers, employees and independent workers; secon::ary rn~ns cl 

X umber per 10,000 of Number per 10,000 self· 
livelihood cia. Vl eupporting pel'IIODS of Number per 10,000 of li,·elihood cldSII VI 

livelihood claae YI 

Sel(. Non· Earning Emplo- Emplo- Indepen· Cultivation of Cultivation of Employm<'n' as 
eupport.. earning depen. yere :yeee dent owned land unowned land cultivating 

ing depen· dante workers labotm'r 
pentona dante ,...... _ _.....___..,.~~ 

Self· Earning Self· Earning Self· Earning 
support- depen· support. depen· support· de pu. 

ing dante ing dents ing ua 
pe~ns pe~ns pe~ns e 

(I) (2) (3) (4) 

711 

928 

697 

(5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (II) (12) (13) 

ORillA 3,253 8,031 

3.33 Orlua Inland Dn. 3,071 6,993 

1.11 Orlua Coutal Dn. 3,351 1,052 

Cuttack 3,596 5,870 

Baluore 3,380 6,029 

Puri 3,398 6,041 

Sambalpur 3,768 5,313 

Oanjam 3,086 6,24 7 

3,011 6,420 

534 

591 

561 

919 

667 

566 

3,093 6,230 6'1'1 

Koraput 

Dhenkanal 

Keonjha.r 

Phulbani 

Bolangir 

• Sundarga.rb 

Kalahandi 

Mayurbhanj 

2,048 6,781 1,171 

3,287 5,872 841 

3,065 6,411 

3,344 5,755 

3,146 5,945 

410 

524 

901 

909 

3,265 5,158 1,577 

3,344 5,943 713 

234 550 9,211 260 88 

291 704 9,005 , 203 96 

204 472 9,324 292 84 

4 79 993 8,528 264 74 

394 78& 8,821 590 158 

10 196 9,794 525 61 

549 1,057 8,394 299 101 

3 35 9,962 212 84 

3 

35 

329 

7 9,993 

38 9,959 

176 9,789 

689 8,982 

292 9,708 

27 251 9,722 

429 1,169 8,402 

705 1,294 8,001 

285 677 . 9,038 

312 1,101 8,587 

22 15 

231 90 

54 188 

449 120 

441 116 

229 46 

142 47 

255 168 

62 34 

338 41 

64 

45 

75 

77 

63 

89 

95 

62 

22 

66 

17 

39 

8 

44 

63 

58 

22 

52 

33 

47 

26 

18 

8 

20 

27 

36 

40 

145 

20 

4 

4 

26 

24 

68 

2 

122 

70 

151 

134 

55 

107 

75 

198 

14 

216 

74 

48 

35 

121 

22 

28 

70 

164 

114 

153 

92 

63 

29 

70 

163 

13:! 

'l 

J.l4 

1H 

172 

39 

86 

115 

151 

311 

2.JO 

5·3 (a)-Livelihood class VI (Commerce). Number per 10,000 persons of livelihood class VI in 
each sub-class i number per 10,000 self-supporting persons of livelihood class VI who are 

employers, employees and independent workers. 
Rural and Urban 

State and nat.ural division 

ORISSA
Rural 

( 1) 

Urban •• 
S.3S on-a InJand Division

Rural 
Urban 

6.11 on- Coutal Di.Woo
Runl 
UrkD .. 

Number per 10,000 of livelihood olaae VI 

Sol.f'-eupporting Non-earning 
persona dependante 
(2) (3) 

3,248 6,986 
3,277 6,170 

3,115 6,851 
2,948 6,608 

3,323 6,066 
3,429 6,015 

Earning 
dependante 

( 4) 

768 
553 

1,034 
544 

611 
5~6 

Number per 10,000 self·supporting persona of 
livelihood claaa VI who are--

Employers 

( 5) 

199 
340 

2.&9 
456 

172 
293 

Employees 

( 6) 

432 
913 

611 
. 1,061 

333 
855 

( 7) 

9,369 
8,747 

9,140 
8,483 

9,495 
8,852 
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sub-class ; number per 10,000 self-supporting penons of livelihood class VI who are 
livelihood of 10,000 persons of livelihood class VI. 

whose eooondary means of livelihood it-

Rent on 
agricultural 

Lind 

Production Other services and Total self. 
(other U·.an Commerce Transport miscellaneous supporting 

_ cultivation) sources persons in 
___ ...__.,. r-----'-----\ ,..-----'-----,, .......___,,__ __ ,._.._ ___ ...,. livelihood Natural divisiOI\ and 

Self- Earning Self- Earning Self- Earning Self- Earning Self- Earning class VI district 
eupport- depen- support- depen- support- depen- support- depen- support• depen- in 1951 • 

ing danta ing danta ing danta ing dante ing dante Census 
persons persons persons persons persons 

(14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) 

115 

67 

141 

159 

162 

196 

54 

80 

12 

85 

42 

248 

279 

19 

22 

30 

12 

13 

18 

10 

22 

25 

16 

21 

6 

19 

3 

11 

9 

27 

8 

10 

13 

17 

t 

80 

49 

97 

157 

39 

54 

70 

75 

104 

117 

96 

82 

84 

129 

127 

84 

3 .. 1 

82 

50 

55 

43 

48 

32 

66 

38 

71 

9z 

172 
l'll 

194 

40 

57 

77 

116 

130 

114 

96 

69 

111 

125 

98 

110 

120 

93 

102 

52 

62 

106 

76 

78 

99 

106 

206 

305 

151 

122 

117 

183 

339 

152 

14 

166 

309 

137 

97 

165 

487 

321 

723 

143 

7 

3 

9 

13 

4 

3 

7 

10 

1 

11 

3 

4 

2 

1 

4 

1 

1 

6 

7 

5 

9 

7 

1 

5 

2 

14 

-
15 

2 

6 

11 

10 

18 

1 

130 

114 

139 

..172 

112 

62 

90 

. 172 

219 

164 

97 

97 

79 

228 • 

54 

93 

80 

102 

(23) 

145 

195 

117 

143 

178 

72 

154 

146 

520 

109 

202 

165 

95 

166 

128 

116 

276 

153 

(24) ( 1) 

138,539 ORISSA 

47,035 3.33 Orissa Inland Dn. 

91,504 5.11 Orissa Coa1ta1 Dn. 

32,254 Cuttack 

7,462 BalaSore 

21,037 Puri 

9,552 Sambalpur 

33,718 Ganjam 

. 2,961 

30,151 

6,342 

4,687 

1,780 

5,26h 

5,244 

2,441 

5,081 

3,680 

.A.gtmey 

PloiM . 
Koraput 

Dhenkanal' 

Keonjhar 

Phulbani 

Bolangir 

Sundarg8!h 

Kala.haudi 

Mayurbh&nj 

\ . 
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5·4-Uvelihood class VII (Transport). Number per 10,000 persons of livelihoc;t cl::s VII i;, 
employers. employees and independent workers; secondary me"ns of Hnlihc:j 

Natural division and 
distrid 

(I) 

Number per 10,000 of 
livelihood cia. \'11 

Number per 10,000 self
supporting person<~ of 

livelihood cl888 \'II 
Number per 10,000 of lh·elihood elM~~ \"11 

Self. Non- Earning Employ- Emplo- Indepen- Cultivation of Cultivation of Employment as 
aupport- earning depen- ers yeee den~ owned land unowned land cultivating 

ing depen· dante workers labourer 
persone dant• ~ r---·'----v---~ 

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Self- Earning Self- Earning &If- Earning 
support· depen- 11Upport- dt>pen- support- dt'pen-

ing dante ing danta ing dnnts 
persons persons persons 

(7) (8) (9) (10) (II) (I2) ( 13) 

ORillA 1,881 1,625 494 51 8,611 3,338 291 54 63 

44 

72 

21 

25 

11 

28 

18 

33 

80 

103 

40 

1.33 Orissa lnlan• Dn. 3.121 1,267 

L11 Orlua Coutal Dn. 1,764 8,795 

Cuttack 2,892 6,544 

Baluore ' 3,437 6,267 

Pori 

Sambalpur 

Ganjam 

Jf.gmey 

s,3og 

2,248 

6,883 

6,132 

7,367 

10,000 

604 1 01 8,678 3,223 

441 24 6.578 3.400 

564 51 5,955 3,994 

296 31 7,042 2,927 

393 7,067 2,933 

559 122 8,368 1,510 

385 6,730 3,270 

320 58 

277 53 

225 63 

405 41 

356 u 

327 48 

196 53 

65 

62 

67 

71 

94 

10 

6 

21 

18 

38 

37 

20 

17 

49 

30 

a 

35 

90 

77 

PlaiM 2,253 

1,923 

4,020 

2,362 

2,738 

7,362 385 6,730 3,2'10 196 53 94 38 19 .7'1 

Koraput 

Dhenkanal 

Ket\njhar 

Phulbani 

Bolan~· 

Sundargarh 

Kalahandi 

llla:rurbhanj 

... 
2,866 

3,603 

3,284 

3,483 

7,053 1,024 6,017 3 ~83 26 218 

5,462 

7,343 

6,502 

6,661 

5,989 

518 93 

295 (156 

760 

. 
7,412 2,495 

2,969 6,875 

903 9,097 

114 5,276 4,610 

60 3,842 6,098 

5,635 1,081 332 6,979 2,689 

5,905 612 61 8,194 1,745 

109 . 56 

258 37 

228 

91 

172 

119 

57 

12 

39 

574· 38 

20 

63 

95 

19 

9 

so 

111 

8 

23 

4 

4 

27 

30 

55 

2 

4 

20 

25 

85 

71 

55 

76 

23 

168 

278 

258 

5·4 (a)-Livelihood class VII (Transport}. Number per 10,COO persons of livelihood class VII in 
each sub-class; number per 10,000 self-supporting persons of livelihood class VII who are 

employers, employees, and independent v.-orkers. 
Rural and Urban 

State and natural division 

ORISSA
Rural 
Urban 

( 1) 

3.33 OriMa Inland Division
Rural 
Urban 

a.n on- Coast.al Division
Rural 
Urban 

Number per 10,000 of livelihood cl888 VII 

Self-supporting Non-earning 
persons dependants 
(2) (3) 

2,821 
2,961 

3,324 
2,925 

2,619 
2,!182 

6,537 
6,744 

5,887 
6,664 

6,798 
6,790 

Earning 
dependants 

( 4) 

642 
295 

789 
411 

583 
228 

Number per 10,000 self-supporting persons or 
livelihood class VII who ure--

------------~--------------, 
Employers Employees Independent 

workers 
(5) (6) (7) 

64 
34 

106 
96 

42 

6,283 
7,028 

6,720 
6,622 

6,059 
7,257 

3,653 
2,938 

3,1,. 
3,282 

3,899 
2,74: 
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r .. ach sub-class ; number per 10,000 self-supporting persons of livelihood class VII who are 
'cf 10,000 persons of livelihood class VII. 
I ' 

whose secondary means of liv£'lihood is--

' ' Rent on Production Other services and Total self. 
agricultural (other than Commerce Transport miscellaneous supporting 

land cultivation) sources persons in 
· ~~ ,-'-----"'----,. livelihood 
I Self- Earning Self- Earning Self- Earning Self- Earning Self- Earning class VII 

Natural division and 
district 

1 support- depen- support- depen- support- depen- support- depen- support- depen- in 1951 
ing dants ing dante ing dants ing dants ing · dants Census 

persons persons persons persons persons , 
(14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) 

92 

68 

103 

101 

154 

114 

46 

64 

64 

13 

261 

74 

13 . 

9 

110 

IU 

14 

4 

19 

19 

11 

28 

3 

11 

11 

55 

2 

13 

10 

4 

97 

115 

89 

153 

24 

76 

31 

40 

40 

3 

254 

37 

589 

266 

43 

50 

34 

104 

117 

98 

159 

32 

78 

63 

137 

145 

399 

139 

30 

129 

152 

44 

25 

53 

64 

29 

14 

15 

93 

... 
94 

20 

19 

240 

114 

12 

9 

40 

38 

74 

64 

79 

124 

11 

85 

41 

38 

38 

69 

104 

18 

57 

127 

9 

10 

30 

20 

20 

19 

32 

17 

8 

36 

15 

,. 
15 

45 

18 

19 

I 

10 

9 

17 

33 

51 

24 

33 

18 

31 

73 

6 

6 

10 

30 

18 

114 

21 

21 

397 

8 

78 

24 

103 

106 

69 

43 

28 

190 

190 

23 

34 

38 

6 

30 

10 

42 

(23) 

132 

182 

109 

125 

163 

71 

204 

99 

99 

394 

104 

111 

57 

126 

124 

258 

118 

(24) (1) 

22,340 ORISSA 

7,785 · 3.33 Orissa Inland Dn. 

14,555 5.11 Orissa Coastal Dn. 

5,543 Cuttaok 

2,255 Balasore 

3,986 Puri 

2,365 Sambalpur 

2, 771 Ganjam 

2,771 

590 

1,078 

128 

144 

1•486 

838 

331 

825 

Agency 

Plaina 

Koraput 

Dhenkanal 

Keonjhar , -

Phulbani·. .. 
Bolangm .• · 

Sundargarh 

Kalabandi 

Hayurbhanj 
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5·5-Uvelihocd class VIII (other services and miscellan=c-.:s S:)urc:s). r:ur.:::tr s::r 
persons of livelihood class VIII who are employers, employees ar.~ ir.::~;:ar.::ant ucrktrs; 

~um""' per 10,000 of Number per 10,000 of eelf-euppor\-
livelibood eta. \"III ing pei'IIOilS of livt>lihood Number per 10,000 of livelihood claae \"11, 

eta. \"'II 
Natural dirision aod 

diatriot &If- NoD- Earning Emplo- En.plo- Indepen· Others 
wppon- earning depen- yers yeN den\ 

Cuati-.ration of Cuaivation Employmcn\ 
owned land of unO"IIt'lled aa cultivating 

ing depen· dante workers 
perBOD8 dante 

( 1) (2) ( 3) (4) (6) (8) ( 7) 

ORillA 3,091 1,097 811 19 3,901 5,271 

3.U Orillalnlan• Dn. 3,091 5,822 1,078 11 3,&01 5,751 

5.11 Orilla Coastal Dn. 3,083 11,327 590 21 4,240 4,880 

3,128 8,159. 713 10 4,714 4,387 

(8) 

798 

727 

8&9 

889 

land labouror 
--..-1---~ 

Self- Earning Self. Earn- Self. Earn-
support.- depen· sup- ing IUp- ing 

ing dante port.- depen- port.- depen· 
per11011.1 ing dante ing dante 

peraona persons 
(9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (1-l) 

221 

197 

2&4 

82 43 20 51 151 

71 27 21 31 243 

11 &a 11 73 as 

142 49 " 21 50 46 Cut tack 

Bal8110re 3,145 6,325 530 21 4,521 3,881 1,577 

257 

335 

315 

58 69 20 41 27 

Puri 

Sambalpur 

Gaojam 

A gene~ 

PloiM _ 

Koraput 

Dhenkaoal 

Keonjhar 

" • l'h~bani 

Bolangtr 

Sundararh 

. 

3,291 8,210 499 27 4, 784 4,264 925 

4,164 4,574 1,262 36 3,889 . 5,643 

2,892 6,617 491 30 3,094 6,383 

1,811 6,710 419 4 2,621 7,233 

2,8U 6,611 496 32 3,129 6,330 

2,141 6,981 878 8 3,698 6,910 

3,241 6,666 1,093 18 3,563 5,712 

3,284 . 6,510 

3,117 6,497 

206 

386 

6 3,467 5,691 

6 3,309 6,461 

3,143 5,351 1,5011 13 3,139 6,196 

3,536 5,152 1,312 14 3,517 5,655 

432 

493 

236 

609 

384 

707 

837 

224 

652 

814 

421 

180 

27 

190 

34 

611 

253 

165 

107 

225 

72 85 24 76 83 

96 58 21 50 251 

45 45 14 106 152 

41 4 6 18 64 

46 47 16 112 168 

65 11 41 34 151 

186 26 7 39 235 

38 22 4 so 12 

31 16 6 51 94 

47 18 13 18 483 

136 19 10 33 236 

· Kalahandi 2,916 5,101 1,983 11 3,235 6,398 356 52 19 14 20 19 472 

Mayurbhan,j. 3,774 5,519 "707 8 3,293 4,158 2,541 218 45 61 8 66 222 

5·5 (a)-Livelihood class VIII (other services and miscellaneous sources). Number per 10,000 
,Persons of livelihood class VIII in each sub-class; number per 10,000 self-supporting persons of 

livelihood class VIII who are employers, employees and independent workers. 
Rural and Urban 

State aod natural division 

ORISSA-
Rural 
Urban 

(I) 

1.33 on- Inland Division -
Rural 
Urban 

6.11 on- Coast.a1 Division
Rural 
Urbul -

Number per 10,000 of livelihood 
olasa VIli 

Number per 10,000 self-supporting persons of 
· livelihood oiasa VIII who are-

Self. Non-earning Earning 
supporting dependante dependante Employers 

persons 
(2 ) ( 8 ) ( 4 ) ( 6 ) 

3,022 
3,396 

3,073 
3,25% 

2,975 
3,n5 

6,084 
6,158 

5,793 
6,99' 

8,348 
6,250 

89, 
446 

1,134 
754 

677 
275 

12 
46 

12 
. 89 

11 
50 

Independent 
Employees workeN 

.~ ( 6) (7) 

3,472 
6,624 

3,208 
6,184 

8,721 
5,853 

6,814 
8,147 

6,132 
3,618 

6,517 
2,901 

Others 

(8) 

702 
1,183 

6li0 
1,159 

751 
1,196 
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10,000 pa'"sons of live!ihood class VIII in each sub-class i numbu p1r 10,000 
secondary means of liV.!lihood of 10,000 persons ol liv .. lihood class Y iU. 

self·tupporting · 

whose secondary means of livelihood is-

Rent on agricul- Production (other Other services and Total self. ' 
turalland than oll'ltivation) Commerce Transport miscellaneouS sources supporting 

,...--.-A---~ persons of Natural division and. 
Self; Earning Self- Earning Self. Earning Self· Earning Self- Earning livelihood district 

support- depen. support- depen- support- depen- support. depen- support- depen· class VITI in 
ing dants ing dants ing dants ing dsnts mg dants 1951Census 

persons persons persons persons persons. i 

( 15) ( 16) ( 17) ( 18) (19) ( 20) ( 21) ' ( 22) ( 23) ( 24) ( 25) ( 1) 

73 14 61 98 43 51 5 4 155 387 495,541 ORISSA 

45 12 47 108 28 68 1 . 4 109 664 225,460 3.33 _Orissa Inland Dn. . 
87 16 72 87 55 48 7 5 193 240 270,081 5.11 Orissa Coastal Dn • 

105 19 91 112 65 66 8 7 210 300 . 113,5a7 Cut tack 

104 5 73 79 49 27 3 2 179 'j 313 29,637 Balasore 

160 34 42 94 41 37 4 2 140 153 47,663 Puri 

46 6 82 177 22 41 2 1 ,1~ 669 49,811 Sambalpur 

51 9 59 51 50 31 9 .3 194 I 185 84,119. . G~jam 

26 20 6 22 10 6 67 ';:266 '4,875 Agency 

52 8 62 62 62 82 10 4 202 . 181 '19,244 Plaifl8 .. 
27 32 32 77 34 106 11 139 395 42,455 Koraput. 

192 14 56 200 28 50 3 ·2' 79 399 18,524 Dhenkanal 
89 .. 6 33 44 14 3 2 93 99 10,034 Keonjhar 

24 38 34 55 so 1 1 155 191 13,932. · ,Phulbani .. ... '\,. , . 
12 1 40 ISO 16 50 1 1 73 781 23,718 Bolangir - -'r ~ .. . 
14 3 30 85 12 36 1 1 104 805 13,226 S11ndargarh 

9 1 44 99 30 s5' 2 2 1,315 22,897 Kalahandi 

81 4 69 93 28 33 2 139 '301 . 25,968 Mayurbhanj ~-

22 
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H-CIIIIJIII'il• If till cllllilleatieft lltlal ,...lation II 
a. ·11 •&iaD ot ~t.iaa 

11610... 1931 c.-. 
B111111111r pw 10.000 ol 0-.l Papala&ioo Number per 10,000 el Geoeral Populatiola 

Livelibood a... 
To&al d ·w 8elf'·IUppOrtiJI8 N---.ins E.miDg ToW claaBified Euuers Workiug 

(0 ~-- ,.... clllpeadao.\e d"f!Udau.U! popu~a-. d~ 
(!) (3) {4) (6) ( 6) (7) ( 8) 

ORIS8A 
I 6.111 1,tll6 3,'111 668 253 235 18 

n IN 1&8 38'7 89 1,407 1,370 37 
w 1,J11 '03 6'79 U9 1,166 917 2.9 
IV 1110 46 9'7 II 39 38 :! 

• v - J06 360 67 616 522 95 
VI 191 96 176 21 200 182 18 

vn A 15 36 3 12 12 
VIn 1,096 . 338 668 89 809 497 312 

ApioulWnl a.-J 7,128 !,!01 4,942 786 2,865 2,660 306 

BOD-Apicalwnl a... 2,072 65f 1,238 180 1,637 1,213 425 

Tot.al 10,000 2,866 6,180 965 4,602 3,773 731 

a·aa on- IDiao.d Diriaicm-
I 6,f67 1,762 3,962 743 188 167 21 

n fl2 111 236 66 1,«7 1,397 60 

lW' 1,317 f38 686 194 1,486 1,138 347 

IV 75 2f « 7 34 33 

v 594 191 320 83 644 534 llO 

VI 192 59 115 18 161 147 14 

vn 31 10 19 2 9 9 

VIn 912 283 531 98 .. '7 432 316 

Apioal~au- 8,271 2,385 4,926 1,010 3,154 2,736 419 

ltoo-AploalWnl a... 1,729 M3 986 201 1,581 1,122 440 

Tot.al 10,000 2,878 5,911 1,21" 4,715 3,857 859 

6·11 on- Ooutal Diviliao-
I 6,339 1,395 3,606 339 337 322 16 

n 811 2lf 526 72 1,366 1,335 11 

m 1,180 363 671 96 751 6l!9 123 

IV 2.0 71 159 10 46 44 2 

v 8'79 223 407 49 580 506 74 

VI - 137 248 24 251 227 24 

vn 79 22 M 3 17 16 

vm 1.113 406 880 71 889 581 308 

qrioui\unl CIMIN 7,UO 2,M3 4,980 617 2,490 2,330 181 

NOD-Apiaultural C.... 2,680 787 ) ,53!1 154 1,'737 1,330 407 

Total 10,000 2,BSO 6,499 671 4,227 3,860 1118 
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Orissa by livelihood classes at the 1951 and 1931 Censuses. 
Aotive and Semi-aotive Workers 

1951 Census 1931 Census 

Self-supporting Secondary means of Secondary means Principal Subsidiary ocoupa. Working Livelihood ()lass 
persons livelihllod of self· o• livelihood of earners tion of prinoipal dependants 

supporting persons earning dependants earners 
(9) (10) (11) ( 12) (.13) '· (14) 

ORISSA 
(1) 

2,335,636 121,528 222,767 292,983 17,254 22,677 I 
231,374 84,260 47,530 1,711,202 98,588 46,829 II 
591,074 161,201 416,016 1,144,821 137,657 311,571 m 
66,523 35,566 8,763 47.306 14,924 1,925 I i ,J:V 

301,429 225,928 250,126 651,608 198,895 118,262 v 
138,539 119,689 98,521 227,030 102,863 22,677 VI 
22,340 16,815 7,693 15,128 16,409 . 368 VII 

495,541 319,796 362,070 620,252 220,081 390,018 VIII 

3,224,607 402,555 695,076 3,196,312 268,423 383,002 · Agricultural Classes 

957,849 682,228 718,410 1,514,018 538,248 531,325 Non-Agricultural Classes 

4,182,456 1,084,783 1,413,486 4,710,330 806,671 914,327 . . Total 
~ • 't 

3•33 Orissa Inland di.;wou 
1,404,899 52,404, 164,596 117,954 5,100 14,699 I 

88,328 24,279 26,455 986,440 58,913; • 35,536 II 
349,260 70,745 317,837 803,435 69,812 245,022 m· 

19,100 110,679 3,484 23,329 4,452 B45 IV 

152,573 114,153 165,951 377,061 95,786 77,873 v 
47,035 41,·:02 49,777 103,691 42,239 9,675 VI 

7,785 3,600 2,564 6,370 4,391 74 VII 
225,460 141,":94 234,239 304:727 90,518 222,816 VIII 

1,861,587 158,107 512,372 1,931,158 138,277 296,202 Agricultural Classes' 

432,853 300,749 . 452,531 791,849. 232,934 310,438 Non-Agricultural Classe 

2,294,440 458,856 964,903 2,723,007 371,211 . 606,640 Total 

930,737 69,124 58,171 175,029 
5•11 Orissa Coastal Division 

12,154 7,978 I 
143,04.6 59,981 21,075 724,762 39,675 11,293 II 
2U,814 90,456 98,179 341,386 67,845 66,549 m 
47,423 24,837 5,279 23,977 10,472 980 IV 

14.8,856 111,775 84,175 274,547 103,109 40,3~9 v 
91,504. 78,487 48,744 123,339 60,624 13,002 VI 
14,555 13,215 5,129 8,758 12,018 294 VII 

270,081 178,002 127,831 315,525 129,563 167,202 vm 
1,363,020 244,448 182,704 1,265,154 130,146 86,800 Agricultural Classes 

524,996 381,479 265,879 722,169 305,314 220,887 Non-Agricultural Classea 

1,888,016 625,927 448,583 1,987,323 435,460 307,687 Total 
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5·7 Territorial distribaticn of 10,000 stH·S:IP;JJrting p;rsons of &II in:::astri:s ~~~ 
services in the State \by d.visicn~). 

0 1 2 3 • I e 7 8 • Procee- Procee-
AD Primary :\lining sing and aing and Procee-

1\a&ural diriaioo BDJ diltric' indWI· in dna- and manu- manu· aingand Con· Tnma- H~alth, Servi(W 
• \neB trit!tl quarry- factur&- facture -manu- etruc- Com· por&, Eduoa- nc\elae. 

and n••t elro- ing f ... ·d·· t If.-, m~• ~~ol , facture tion and rot reo atora~, tion wla e 
toer,·ice~ •h· re t.-·~·j!,.., cberni •len•·• el a· uL•IiL.e!l ad c.nd B)Jt•C.fied 

•P""i· I ·ather and wbeoe con muni- ! ubi o 
fiod 1'-n•t product8 speci- cations adn.ini•· 

product a thereof tied tration 
the reo£ 

~I) (2) ( 3) (4) ( 5) ( 6) ( 7 ) (8) ( 9) ( 10) ( 11) ( 12) 

ORillA 8:8,241 128 122 1,423 233 n1 381 1,&01 282 ' 652 3,W 

3·33 Orissa lnlan• Dlvlaioll 418,458 841 ~OS 1,684 331 790 348 1,129 228 &90 4,041 

1•11 Oriaaa Coutal Dlwiaion &01,791 793 &0 1,208 152 768 425 1,8~3 329 705 3,7&1 

Cut tack l!l!J,3!>6 496 56 1,399 143 820 303 1,618 333 833 3,999 
Balaeore 50,336 744 3 1,735 127 501 272 1,482 472 991 3,673 
Purl ... 105,002 1,117 89 1,159 170 962 878 2,003 393 651 2,578 .. 
Sambalpur 103,283 671 22 2,413 286 841 451 925 256 761 3,374 

• Gt.njam 155,931 952 27 772 154 626 320 2,162 216 474 4,297 
Agency 8,834 474 14 367 71 326 292 3,359 16 603 4,678 
Pi aiM 147,091 981 28 796 169 644 a2l 2,091 228 472 4,280 . • I . . 

'>KOn:Jiut. 59,807 569 644 313 487 229 1,061 151 531 6,015 
Dhenkanal 42,169 1,116 944 1.246 340 905 213 1,111 315 1,012 2,798 
Keonjhar 19,670 816 312 1,329 409 1,481 261 905 129 399 3,959 
Pbulbani 30,275 1,177 30 1,582 239 688 497 1,738 96 290 3,663 

Bolsngir 48,635 472 2 2,489 2117 827 2511 1,078 338 187 3,884 
Sundargarh •• ' 23.867 518 367 I,:!n 559 845 378 1,023 411 640 4,012 
Kalahan<li .. 39,408 358 1,!!84 244 437 424 1,289 112 340 4,812 
:Mayurbhanj •• 40,510 356 720 1,347 581 1,102 343 908 225 590 8,828 

5·7 (a)-Territorial distribution of 10.000 self-su .. porling p~rsons of a:l industries and 
services in the State (ty divisions). 

Rural and Urban 
..,. ... 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . , . 

Proces- Prores· 
"" . a·ng and sin~ a• d Proce•a· 

All Prim"ry m .. nu· m•·nU• ing nnd Trans· 
Indus· indus- :M:nim? fac•ure- faclure- manu· Con· port, Health, 

State and natural division tlies Hies and fo .d. tuffs, met .Is, facture struc· Com- SIOrtge Euuca- Servic<'a 
and not • lse· qu<>rry· textiles, ch< m:c~1' nor. else· t ion ~>Dd merce and t•on aud not. < 118• 

sen.·icea where ing 1'atner and where utiohies com- public <ah<ra · 
speci· and products ~peci· muni< a· ad mini a- sp•ciflecl 

fied productA thereof fifd t.iona tn.tion 
thereof 

(I) ( 2) ( 8) ( 4) ( 5 ) ( 6 ) ( 7 ) ( 8 ) ( 9) ( 10) ( 11 ) ( 12 ) 
ORISSA-

Rural .. 766,(1i8 823 144 1,586 246 838 307 1,371 193 488 4,024 

Urb&D 156,633 !66 14 628 176 481 790 2,176 714 1,549 3,206 

8.33 Oriaaa Inland Diviai()n-
Rural 363,642 703 235 1,826 351 826 819 • 1,027 147 437 4,129 

Urban 52,816 277 40 707 193 543 532 1,834 769 1,638 3,469 

1.11 Ori- Coaatal Division--
Rural 397,974 932 62 1,367 148 849 296 1,686 235 497 3,9:8 

Urb&D 103,817 260 588 167 450 921 2,350 . 687 1,1505 I,C7J 
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5·8-Territorial distribution of 1o,ono s~If-suppnrting persons in the Slate, engag£d · 
in primary ind11stries not elsewhere specified (by sub-div~sions). 

Natural division and district 

( 1) 

ORISSA 

3•33 Orissa Inland Division 

5•11 Orissa Coastal Dlvlaion 

Cuttaok .... 

'Balasore · 

Puri 

Sambalpur 

'Ganjam 

Agency 

Plains 

Koraput 

Dhenkanal 

'Keonjhar 

Phulbani 

Bolangir 

· Sundargarh · · 

Kalahandi 

Total 
division 

0 

( 2) 

728 

. 619 

793 

496 

744 

1,117 

671 

952 

474 

981 

569 

1,116 

816 

1,177 

471 

518 

358 

0.1 
Stock 
raising 

( 3) 

4,447 

4,993 

4,075 ' 

4,819 

918 

3,959 

2,967 

4,464 

3,842 

4,482' 

7,745 

5,872 

6,910 

7,618 

1,788 

4,191 

4,883 

0.2 
Rearing of 
- small 

animals an<l 
insects 

(4) 

77 

145 

31 

53 

37 

. 26 

130 

19 

24 
. '19 

120 

'113 

• 93 

.. 90 

135 

.. 97 

517-

0.3 
Plantation 
industries 

( 5) 

• :141 

201 

99 

105 

37 

1'' 

208 

193 

334 

. '189 

6 

87 

.. 100 

53 

916 

202 

.. 525 

0.4 0.5 
Foresting Hunting 

and (including 
woodcutting trapping 

and game 
propagation) 

(6) (7) 

0.6 

Fishing 

( 8) 

·1,722 

2,027'. 

1,515 .. 

9 I J 3,604 

1,550 

195 .. 

1,049 .. 

1,899 

2,238'. 

3,055'. 

2,214'. 

1,727 •. 

1,664. 

1,981. 

589. 

2,355'. 

'2,961. 

2,601 

:; 

16 2,615 

6 4,275 

7 

1 

6 

6 

17 

57 

81 

78 

3,473 

8,813 

' 4,958 

4,795 

3,080 

! i,745 

'3,o9o 
.... . I ... #.... .. . 

··.t·'",40~ 1.· 

2,247 • 

916 

-1,650 

4,749 

2,468 

1,396 

Mayurbhanj • 356 · 2,980 312 48 . 5,946 · .•• .. 714. _ 

5•8 (1)-Terrlto-rial distribution of 10,000 's11f.;suppl»rtin1 p'!rSlnS in th9 Shte, engaged .·.-
· in primuy in;l;utrie,; nlt el.tewhere ~patified (by sub-djvisions). . ·· · 

Rural and Urban 

State and· natural division 

ORISSA
Rural 

Urban 

. ( 1) 

3.33 Orissa Inland Division
Rural 

Urban 

5.11 Orissa Coastal Division
Rural 

Urbm 

Total 
division 

0 

( 2) 

822 

266 

703 

277 

932 

260 

0.1 
Stock 
raising 

. ( 3) 

4,521 

3,330 

5,121 

2,761 

4,107 

3,038 

0.2 
Raa!'ing of 

email 
animal9 and 

insects 

(4) 

82 . 

2 

153 

7 

33 

0.3 
Plantation 
industries 

(5) 

137 

•' 205 

183 

581 

106 

0.4 0.5 
Foresting Hunting 

and (including 
woodcutting trapping 

and game 
propagation) 

(,6) 

1,740 

1,460. 

... 
1,998 

. 2,529 

1,502 

881 

( 7) 

7 

38 

-u 
55 

3 

30 

0.6 

Fishing 

( 8) 

. 3,513 

4,965 

2,531 

4,061 

,4,189 

5,451 



3d MON-AOBIOULTU.BAL OLAS9BS 

H-T•tllllllll ....... ..._. ol10.000 •R~upporlilllltWIOIII in tlllltate, enppl in 
-~~~~~~·- tiUM'Jilll ,., ....... ,. 

1.0 1.1 I.% 1.3 1.f. 1.5 1.6 1.7 
NOD·me&al· Coal Iron on Jlatal Crude S•ooe Jliaa Bah, aal\o 

T~ lie 1D Dille miDiiiB mining mining pe'rolewn qutrf7•Q& p&'re uad 
• .._1 divillion aod dittrid clmaioD aDd qual'· acep' II' .)11 aad clay and aaliDe 

1 l')'ing DOl ore rnioiQg na•III".Al !l&lld pile IIUb~ 
oc.benriae pa 
olaeaified 

(1) (I) (I) (4) (5) (6) (7) (II) (9) (Ill) 

OllilA 1U 1M 4,111 3,135 - 1,111 311 

HIOitllai .... DitiiiH .• 111 13 4,113 3,al 511 - 11 

1'110rlllaiMitiiDhllltll •. .. - , .. &I 1,711 .... 1,113 

ea&&.ak 61 339 2,282 71 3,7f.3 3,666 

BalMOI'e 3 6,000 4,3'76 626 

Pari 89 OM 8,M6 2,801 

llambalpur 22 1'79 9,643 178 

OaDjam 2'7 282 lf.1 141 6,704 3,732 

~ 14 769 769 6,386 3,016 

PWrN 28 266 146 121 6,714 3,164 

Konput 10,000 

Dha:akaaal 9« 9,9f.5 20 36 

Keonjhar 312 9,787 147 33 33 

Phulbani 30 9,4« 56& 

Bolaagir 2 5,455 1,818 1,818 909 

SUDdargarh 367 1,188 3,349 6,429 M 

Kalahandi 

Mayutbhaaj 720 31 9,564 319 96 

5"1 (a)-Territorial distribution of 10,000 self-supporting persons in the State, engaged· 
. in mining and quarrying (bJ sub-divisions). 

Rural and Urtaan 
1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 

Non-metal· Coal Iron ore Metal Crude Stone Mica Salt, salt-
Total lie mining mining mining m11ung Petroleum quarryin£, petre and 

State and natural diviaion Division aDd quarry u:cept iron and clay and ealine 
1 ing DO' ore mining natural sand nbetancee 

otharwiae gas pita 
olBIIBified 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (6) (6) (7) (8) (II) (10) 

OBISSA-
Rural U4 97 4,114 3,098 676 1,625 3H 

Urbe.D 14 275 1,101 92 8,257 271i 

a·u on- IDJaDd Divillioo-
Rural 2M 8 5,008 3,981 389 818 II 

Urbe.D 40 282 1,128 IN 8,451 n 

I'll on.. OoMI.al Divi8ioo-
Ranll 81 406 1,055 61 1,'722 5,079, 1,111 

Urbe.D 10,000 

... 



SUBSIDIARY 1'ABLE 5 SERIES 343 

5·10-Territorial distribution of 10tOOO self-supporting persons in thl State,·engaged in proces-
sing and manufacture of foodstuffs, textiles, leather and products tllereof (bJ sub-divisions) • 

• 
2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7· 2.8 2.9 

Food Vege- Wearing Textile Leather, 
Total indus- Grains table Sugar Cotton apparel indus- leather 

Natural division and district division tries and oil and indus- Bever- Tobacco textiles (except tries products 
2 other- pulses dairy tries ages foot- other· and 

wise pro- wear) wise foot-
unclassi- ducts and unclassi· wear 

fied 
, made up fied 

textile· 
goods 

(1) ( 2) (3) (4) ( 5) (6) ( 7) ( 8) (9) (10) (ll) ( 12) 

ORISSA 1,422 213 3,353 421 57 71 525 2,900 882 1,333 245 

3•33 Orissa lnlan~Division 1,684 200 2,153 434 38 107 660 3,821 930 .· 1,370 287 

5•11 Orissa Coastal Division .. 1,206 228 4,743 408 79' 31 367 1,832 826 1,289 197 

Cut tack 1,399 311 4,729 212 67 42 345 1,441 891 1,799 163 
Balasore 1,735 234 6,207 126 .. 11 16 527 1,040 689 1,057 93 
Purl 1,159 98 5,092' 601 155 26 33 1,549 1,176 1,060 210 

Samba.lpur 2,413 118 2,421 496 166 1,590 2,879. 1,889. 128 313 
Ganjam 772 161 3,313 872 81 21- 653 3,669 '412 480 338 

Agency 367 123 2,932 679 123 62 71:1 1:,321 1:32 309 278 
Plaiflll 796 162 3,323 877 80 20 651 3,651 . 411 485· (. 31:0 

. ' 
Ko~ 644 1,271 2,070 309 26 3 135 3,840 ''693 1,191 462 
Dhe 1,246 42 3,121 599 232 204 430 3,121 632 1,461 158 
Keonjhar 1,329 57 1,144 513 80 130 409 3,665 . 673 1,921 1,408 
Phulbani 1,582 14 1,526 478 21 19 115 3,951 553 3,273 50 

Bolangir 2,489 313 2,193 519 75 58 50 6,337 160 88 207 
Sundargarh 1,247 349 ' 2,970 228 7 252 158 4,837 403 212 584 
Ka.Iahandi 1,984 40 1,775 266 37 32 1,816 224 5,721 89 
Mayurbhanj 1,347 103 1,045 149 20 11 128 5,456 493 2,45* 141 

5•10 (a)-Territorial distribution of 10.000 self-supporting persons engaged in processing and 
manufacture of foodstuffs, textiles, leather and products thereof (by sub-divisions). 

Rural and Urban 
2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 

Total Food Graius Vege- Sugar Bever· Tobac· Cotton Wearing Textile Leather, 
division indus- and table indus- , ages co textiles apparel indus- leather 

2· triES pulses oil and tries (exoept . t;ries products 
State and natural divialon other- dairy foot- other- and 

wise pro- wear). wise foot-
unclassi- ducts and unclassi- wear 

fied · made up 
textile 

fied 

goods 

( L) ( 2) ( 3) 
ORISSA 

(4) ( 5) ( 6) ( 7) ( 8) ( 9) (10) (11) ( 12) 

Rural 1,586 209 3,449 420 58 67 430 2,922 828 1,400 217 
Urban 628 259 2,171 437 46 134 '1,690 2,627 1,538 502 596. 

3•33 Orissa Inland Division-
Rural -1,82() 198 2,183 444 39 102 606 3,826 899 1,434 269 
Urban 707 228 1,618 236 40 190 1,621 3,742 1,479 238 608 

5·11 Orisea Coastal Division-
Rural 1,387 223 4,994, 389 83 23 214 1,820 74,2 1,359 153 
Urban • - 588 279 2,508 561 4,9 100 1,733 1,946 1,574 662 588 

.. 



344 NOS·AGRICUL1URAL CLASSES 

&·11-Territotial di!tr:buticn of 10,0CO self-support!ng persons in tha &t:t~. er.:z::~ in ~rtCEU· 
ing and manufacture-Metals, Chemicals and products thereof (bJ sa.b-c:ivi~i~nJ ). 

3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.0 3.7 • 3.8 
:Mana· Iron and .Xon· Elec~rical llachi.oery Baaio lledical llanufa"· 

To~ facture steel Cerroua machinery, (o~her industrial and phar. tur" of 
Na~anl divillioo diVIBlon of (ba81o me~ Transpor' apparatus,. than chemicala lll&Ct.'utical chemirMI 

and diatrid me~ manufao- (b .. ~lc eqwp- apphancee eleotncal fertili8ers pl"t'para. product• 
3 producte \ure) manufao- ment. and machinery) and tiona othnwllt8 

other· t.ure euppliee includ.mg power uncluasi. 
wise UD• engineer. aloohol fied 
claasi· ing 

fied workahopa 
( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( ' ) ( 6 ) ( 0 ) ( 7 ) ( 8 ) ( 8 ) ( 10 ) ( 11 ) 

0 RillA Ill 7,458 1,144 1111 682 238 107 54 20 135 

UJ Oriaa IDI .. d DL 331 7,692 

L11 Oriua Coastal DL 152 7,038 

Catt.ack 143 5,063 

Balaeore 127 6,881 

Puri 

Samba! pur 

Oanjam 

.Agmer 

PI aiM 

Koraput 

Dbenkanal 

Keonjbar 

Phulbani 

Bolangir 

Sundargarh 

Kalabandi 

170 8,492 

286 8,251 

154 8,410 

1'11 9,62~ 

159 8,380 

313 7,466 

340 8,389 

409 9,801 

239 9,613 

•·• 267 4,935 

559 5,652 

2U 9,262 

1,511 

461 

965 

784 

6 

75 

121 

159 

lZO 

2,149 

1,172 

37 

3,741 

3,463 

198 

182 

160 

262 

548 

457 

50 

51 

35 

547 

73 

407 

1,178 

1,857 

925 

257 

1,071 

1,093 

1,123 

59 

174 

162 

14 

346 

517 

312 

85 

491 

1,007 

78 

469 

24 

13 

13 

192 

304 

177 

232 

4.2 

48 

211 

301 

125 

128 

44 

213 

11'1 

110 

107 

8i 

77 

10 

23 

110 

66 

11 

85 

15 

30 

93 

• 
42 

f2 

167 

42 

13 

7 

46 

38 

48 

291 

::u 

587 

ld 

10-& 

69 

116 

68 

10 

Mayurbbanj 581 7,421 2,256 21 221 34 21 26 

&·11 (a)-Territorial distribution of 10,000 self-sup~nrting persans in the Shte engaged in 
proctssing and manufacture-Metals,· Chemicals and products the. eoJ (by Sllb·d~.visions). 

Rural and Urban 

t St.-t• and 
nat.aral division 

ORISSA
• • Rural 

UrbaD 

( 1) 

3.0 -3.1 
Manu- Iron and 

Total facture steel 
division of (basio 

metal manufao· 
3 producte t.ure) 

other· 
wi&eUD• 
claAsi· 

fied 
(2) (3) (4) 

t•5 7,894 
176 4,506 

1,266 
316 

· 3.33 on- Inland Division-
Rural 851 7 809 
UrbaD 193 5,098 

1.11 on.. Coutal Divi.ion-
Ranl U8 7,883 
u~ 16T ~.161 

1,620 
245 

3.2 
Non· 

ferrous 
metals 
(b~sic 

manuCao· 
tare) 

(6) 

166 
127 

163 
1~7 

173 
116 

3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 3. 7 3.8 
Electrical Machinery B81lio Medical Manufao. 

machinery, (other industrial and phar. •u •• of 
Tran.qport apparatus, than chemicals, mac,•uti· chemical 

equip· appliances electrical fenilisers, cal produc~ 
ment. and machinery) and prepara. otherwi.ae 

supplies including power tiona unclaaai·. 
engineer• aloobol tied 

in~r 
worksbop1 · 

( 6 ) ( 'I ) ( 8 ) . . ( 9 ) 10 ) ~ 11 ) 

315 
3,170 

209 
2,896 

149 
U6 

35 
~" 

398 
M7 

66 
381 

29 
255 

148 
64'11 

35 
185 

16 
108 

71 
131 

13 
73 

9 
10 

22 
110 

96 
396 

20 
403 

~81 
392 



SUESIDIARY TAELE 5 SIRlES 345 

r·12-Territorial distribution of 10,CCO relf-supporting p~rsons in the St~l!•. engaged in proces-
sing and manufacture- Not elsewhere sptclfied ( by sub-diVISions ). 

4.0 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.6 4.7 4.8 4.9 
:Manu- Pro- Bricks, Cement Non- Rubber Wood and Furni- Paper Printing 

Total factur. ducts tiles pipes metal io pro- WO•d pru- ture and and 
Natural division and district division ing of and and mineral duots ducts and paper allied 

indus- petro- other other pro- other fixtures pro· indus-
4 tries leum struc- cement ducts than ducts tries 

other. and tural pro- furni-
wise coal clay ducts ture 

unclassi- pro- and 
tied ducts fixtures 

I 1 ) (2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) (6) (7) ( 8) ( 9) (10) ( 11) ( 12) 
ORISSA 777 1,862 305 8 2,348 1 5,031 217 152 78 

3.33 Orissa Inland Dlvlalo• 79) 1,602 278 18 2,140 6,423 182 330 29 

5.11 Orissa Coastal Division 768 2,084 330 2,528 2 4,695 248 1 118 

Cut tack 820 2,029 217 3,244 3 3",817 . 468 1 221 

Balasore 501 2,691 238 2,636 4,273 150 12 

Puri 962 2,809 414 1,587 5,020 98 2 70 

Samba! pur 841 1,592- 153 1,444 5,215 347 1,~48 1 

Ganjam 626 1,248 452 2,277 5,964 . 45 14 

Agency 826 1,351, 243 2,81,'1 5,556 

FlaiM 61,1, 1,21,5 459 2,259 5,976 46 15 

Koraput 487 1,912 151 2,660 4,758 474 f· 45 

Dhenkanal 905 1,399 97 2,243 6,112 18 131 

Keonjhar 1,481 1,960 388 1,133 6,519 

Phulbani 688 1,666 106 2,560 5,668 

Bolangir 827 2,806 673 2,420 4,076 5 2() 

Sundargarh 845 580 372 223 3,099 5,151 575 

Kalo.handi 437 1,313 953 81 2,993 '4,393 174 93 
Mayurbhanj 1,102 836 96 2,464 6,573 18 13 

5·12 (a)-TerritClriar distributi,n of "O,COOn11-ll;l}1rtin% oer!;onl in the S~ah, en.,aooed in 
protessing, mant facture-Not elsewhere sp:cified (b7 sub..jivisions)."' "' 

Rural and Urban 
4.0 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.6 4.7 4.8 4.9 Manu- Pro- Bri<'ks, Cement Non- Rubber Wood Furni- Paper Printi! Total factur. ducts tiles pipes metario pro· and ture and and S~ate and natural division division ing of and and mineral· ducts woo I pro- and paper - al'ie<l indus- petro- other other pro- ducts fixtures pro- • indWI• 4 tries leum struo- cement ducts other duots tries other- and tural pro- than 
wise coal clay ducts furni-

unclassi- pro- ture 
tied ducts and 

ORISSA-
( 1 ) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) (5) (6) (7) 

fixtures .· ( 8) ( 9) ( 10) ( 11) ( 12) 

Rural 838 1,819 241 9 2,418 5,163 172 166 12 Urban 481 2,224 850 1,760 8 3,911 593 40 614 
1.33 Orissa Inland Divis"on-

Rural 826 1.430 238 20 2.212 5.642 98 351 9 Urban 643 8,415 677 1,388 ,{ 3,129 1,060 101 230 
8.11 Orissa CoutaJ Division-

Rural 849 !.168 243 2,600 4,737 238 1 Urban '60 1,,9f 15 986 1,988 13 4,392 JOG : 8,9 



3-16 ::s-o~·A.GRICULTURAL CLASSES 

5•13-Territorial distribution of 10,000 self-supp~rting persons in the st:t3, e:a::·:~ i:a 
constructi. n and uJiities (by sub-divisions). • 

5.0 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 ... ., .:;.6 S.l Construe- Cowrtrac- Construe- Construe- Construe- Worb and Worb and &ruw, Total Lion and tion and tion and Lion and tion and eervices-- l!len;ce&- worb and 
Na&ural diviaioo and dist.rid division maint.e- maint.e- maint.e- mainte- mainte- Electric Domt'Stio ~~en;~ 

nance or nance or nance-- nance-- nance power and including 
6 works buildings Roads. Telegraph operation.&- and gsa industrial 11<.".&\"C~ 

othenrise bridges and Irrigation supply water 
unclaaai- and other telephone and otht"r supply 

fied transport lines agricul-
works tural 

works 
( 1) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4 ) (5) ( 6) ( '1 ) ( 8) ( 9) 10) 

ORillA 389 1,937 3,511 1,175 134 1,153 97 101 1,191 

3-U Oriua lalaa• Dlvilioi 341 1.229 2,081 1,689 191 1,75& 111 111 1,801 

1-11 Oriua Coutal DIYiaiOII •. • 415 1,740 4,471 828 92 746 82 87 1,949 

CuUack 303 2,01' 3,720 1,190 179 953 us 138 1,658 

Baluore 272 380 5,000 1,184 103 2,032 124 227 950 

Pari 875 2,436 5,264 276 27 276 61 43 1,617 

Samba! pur 451 1,336 1,534 2,027 77 2,937 103 152 1,83-i 

Canjam 320 439 3,826 1,275 98 1,060 26 62 3,2U 

.Ag-tteg 29Z 659 5,116 116 1,667 2,442 

PloiM 321 427 3,755 1,338 103 1,027 27 66 3,251 

Koraput 229 950 4,686 1,060 llO 9-13 183 146 1,922 

DbenlcaoaJ 213 956 655 844 689 2,089 311 67 4,389 

Keonjhar 261 1,615 2,043 992 272 3,521 117 175 1,265 

l'hulbani 497 2,400 4,189. 1,077 86 858 20 1,370 

Bolaogir 255 3,470 700 2,576 290 886 145 ll3 1,820 

Sundargarb 378' 3,459 1,186 2,727 1H -- 942 300 200 1,06-i 

KaJabandi 424 3,259 2,079 1,390 312 1,168 42 108 1,642 

Mayurbhanj 343 4,492 1,274 1,822 310 727 72 137 1,166 

5•13 (a)-Territorial distribution of 10,000 self-supporting persons in the State, engage:l in 
. construction and utilities (by sub-divisions). . 

Rural a nd Urban 
5.0 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.7 

Construe- Construe- Construe· Construe- Construe- Works and Works and Sanitary 
Total tion and tion and tion and tion and tion and BCrvices-- services-- worke and 

Skote and Datura! division division mainte- mainte· mainte- mainte· mainte- Electric Domestic service• 
nance or nance of nance-- nanc&-- nance power and including 

5 works buildings Roads, Telegraph operation.&- and gaa industrial acavengers 
otherwise bridges, and Irrigation supply water 
unclassi- and other telephone and other supply 

fied transport linea agricul-
works tural 

wom 
(1) (I) ( 3) ( 4 ) ( 5) ( 6) ( 7) ( 8) ( 9) ( 10) 

ORISSA-
Rural 307 2,802 !,942 1,1a 143 1,679 29 22 1.218 
Urban 7110 300 4,588 1,176 135 J5g 226 2-19 3,168 

3·33 <m-IDland Di,·iaitm-
Rural 319 2,582 2,152 I,;;.; 153 2,101 211 19 1,190 
Urban 1132 769 1.794 1,331 374 331 4!lR fo42 4,361 

5·11 on- Ooutel DiviNoo-
Rura1 296 3.019 3,720 683 .. 114 1,264 30 25 1,2.0 
Urt.D .. 9:.!1 182 11,409 1,130 65 108 145 163 2,818 



SUBSIDLlRY TABLE 5 SERIES 347 

5·14-Territorial distribution of 10,000 s~lf-supporting persons in the State, 
engaged in commerce (by sub-divisions). 

Natural division 
and district 

l . ( 1 ) 
!ORISSA 

6.0 6.1 6.2 
Retail Retail Retail 

Total trade trade trade 
division other- in food· in fuel 

wise un- Btuffs (including 
6 classified (induciing petrol) 

beverages 
and 

narcotics) 
(2) (3) (4) (5) 

1,509 3,117 3,849 1,036 

3.33 Orissa Inland Dn. 1,129 3,448 3,653 820 

&.11 Oriua Coastal Dn. 1,824 2,947 3,950 

Cuttack 1,618 2,224 3,899 

Balasore 

Purl 

Sambalpur 

Ganjam 

Agency 

PlaiM 

Koraput 

Dhenkanal 

Keonjha.r 

Phulbani 

Bolangir 

Sundargarh . 
Kalahandi 

Mayurbhanj 

1,482 3,342 . 4,538 

2,003 2,482 4,380 

925 3,353 3,253 

2,162 3,863 3,440 

3,359 3,188 2,154 

2,091 3,928 3,564 

1,061 3,420 2,337 

1,111 3,254 3,441 

905 4,202 3,629 

1,738 2,825 5,622 

1,078 3,118 4,123 

1,023 4,019 4,383 

1,289 3, 779 4,442 

908 4,361 3,386 

1,147 

918 

223 

1,098 

406 

1,737 

2,690 

1,645 

2,687 

553 

753 

281 

242 

156 

354 

226 

6.3 
Retail 
trade 

in textile 
and 

leather 
goods 

( 6) 

523 

662 

452 

589 

401 

410 

6.4 6.5 
·wholesale Wholesale 
trade in trade in 

foodstuffs commodi-
. tiea other 

tho1.n 
foodstuffs 

(7) (8) 

445 699 

490 

421 

530 

512 

628 

777 

659 

787 

899 

904 

695 - 1,158 892 

345 

822 

299 

382 167 

725 398 

349 . 144 

885 192 

435 510 

933 

536 

553 

541 

626 

764 

242 

340 

91 

262 

376 

527 

381 

1,730 

185 .. 

390 

1,581 

463 

252 

538 

6.6 

Real 
estate 

( 9) 

25 

26 

25 

56 

21 

15 . 

70 

11 

4 

2 

8 

57 

38 

Insurance 

( 10) 
5 

2 

6 

5 

8 

8 

3 

9 

18 

5·14 (a)-Territorial distribution of 10,0DO self-supporting persons in the State,· 

Rural and Urban 
engaged in cJmmerce (by sub-divisions). 

6.0 6.1 6.2 6.3 
Retail Retail _ Retail Retail 

Total trade trade trade trade 
State and natural 

division 
division other- in food- in fuel in textile 

wise un- st .. ffs (including and 
6 classified (includ ng petrol) leather 

beverages goods 
and 

( 1) 
ORISSA-

narcotics) 
(2) (3) (4) (5) 

Rural 
Urban 

3.33 Orissa Inland Dn. -

1,371 3,370 3,816 
2,176 2,343 3,947 

Rural 1,027 3,546 3,697 
Urban 1,834 3,071 3,481 

ii.ll Orissa Coastal Dn.-
Rural 1,686 3,272 3,883 
Urban 2,350 2,054: 4:,133 

1,040 
1,026 

579 
1,753 

1,296 
737 

( 6) 

474 
674 

650 
707 

376 
660 

6.4 6.5 
Wholesale Wholesale 
trade in trade in 

foodstuffs commodi-
ties other 

than 
foodstuffs 

(7) (8) 

423 
511 

530 
333 

363 
!182 

784 
440 

883 
371 

729 
468 

6.6 6.7 

Real Insurance 
estate 

( 9) • ( 10) 

6 
84 

3 
114 

8 
72 

3 
11 

2 
4 

3 
14: 

6·8 
Money 
lending, 
banking 

and 
oth<>r· 

financial 
business 

( 11) 

301 

122 

393 

992 

64 

75 

173 

58 

~0 

62 

87 

•73 

56 

6 

290 
1
168 

96 

. 160 

6.8 
Money 
lending, 
banking 

and. 
other 

financial 
business 

( 11) 

84 . 
964 

110 
166 

'10 
1,9,80 
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5·15-Territorial diitribution of 10,000 sell-supporting p!rsons in tha St&te, e:.g:::~ in 
trans;lJrt, stor3ge an42 com:nunications (by sub-d~vhions). 

( 1) 

ORillA 

3.33 Orissa lnlan• Dlwlsloa 

1.11 Orissa Coutal Dlwlslon 

Cut tack 
Baluore 
Puri 

Samb~lpur 
Oanjam 

..4gnu:J 
Plain• 

·Koraput. 
Dhenkanal 
K9onjhar 
Phulbani 

Bolangir 
Sundargarh 
Kalahandi 
Mayurbhanj 

7.0 7.1 7.2 7.3 
Trana-

7.4 7.5 '1.1 7.7 7.8 

pon Trans- Trans- Trans
pan pon 

storage 
Railway and 
trans- ware

pan housing 

Postal Tele- Tele- Wire! Me 
service• Total and pon 

dh"isioo comma· by by by 
nit'ataons road water air 

7 other-
1fise UD• 
claol'li. 

fied and 
inci. 

dental 
aervices 

( 2) 

282 

221 

329 

333 
f72 

393 

(3) (4) (5) 

352 3,418 1,000 

683 3,243 700 

163 3,517 1,171 

133 3,·US 2,196 
3,499 405 

422 2,911 495 

256 23 3,888 529 
216 21 4,369 516 
16 

228 21 4,388 618 
151 3,914 244 

315 45 2,703 866 
12!1 315 4,567 157 
96 3j 2,089 . 2,808 

338 2,964 1,661 
411 .4,4!11 3,442 183 
112 862 2,449 113 
225 1.571 2,220 

(8) (7) 

15 3,841 

I 3,641 

21 3,955 

38 2,529 
5,593 

10 5,832 

19 
15 

IS 

4,486 
3,299 

3,312 
2,383 
4,503 

4,419 
418 

4,082 
5,275 

eervioee gnph phone 
BerVlcee aervicee 

(8) (9) 

328 900 

&99 939 

172 878 

22 1,450 
16 391 
17 230 

476 
'180 

3,571 
'169 

1,885 
603 

1,299 
1,952 

116 
285 
811J 
110 

450 
911 

6,129 
88'1 

1,452 
1,137 
2,835 
2,877 

688 
988 

1,247 
582 

( 10 ) ( 11 ) ( 1! ) 

28 58 10 

20 78 14 

33 49 41 

54 78 42 
21 33 42 
17 34 32 

15 
21 

21 
33 
15 
39 
34 

12 
31 
23 
11 

61 
18 

18 

60 
512 

61 
81 

159 
99 

53 
50 

61 
89 
68 

276 
206 

79 
81 

249 
132 

5·15(3)-T~rritoral distribution of 10,COO self-supporting persons in the State, engaged in 
transport, storage and corr.mun.cations (by sub-divisions). 

Rural aud urbln 

State and natural division 

ORISSA
Rural 
Urban 

(1) • 

I.SS Ori- Inland Diviaion
Rural 
Urban 

U 1 on- Coaat.al Division
Rural 
'OrD&D 

7.1) 7.1 7.2 '1.3 7.5 7.8 7.'1 7.8 7.9 
Tran9· storage 
port Trans· Trans. 

port 
by 

water 

Trans• Railway and Postal Tele- Tele· Wireless 
Tot.al and port port trans- ware· services psph phone aervioee 

division commu. by by port housmg services services 
nil'ations road air 

7 other. 
wise UD• 
cl11Mi· 

fied and 
inci. 

dental 
aervicea 

(2) (3) (4) (5) (8) (7) 

193 604 2,685 1,364 21 3.827 
714 21 4,381 621 '1 a,8GO 

147 1,172 2,297 639 8 3,794 
769 39 4,490 781 . 3 3,439 

235 279 2,006 1, 779 29 3,845 
687 u 4,318 873 10 4,099 

(8) (9) 

301 1,149 
359 674 

695 1,312 
473 448 

79 1,0155 

295 "' 

t 10 ) ( 11 ) ( u ) 
II 36 

65 120 92 

32 61 
44 133 160 

!I 
77 Ill 69 
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5·16-Territcr:al disfrlbuticn of 10,CC~ setf-s~pp:Jrti~g persons in ~h~ _state, engaged 
education an.i pub.rc admLn.s,rataon (by sub-~lY&se:.ns). 

in health, 

Natural divil>ion and 
district 

Total 
diVISion 

8 

8.1 8.2 8.4 8.5 8.6 8. 7 8.3, 8.8 and 

Educational Police 
Medical and services and (other than 

health research vill ge 
sen·ices watchmen) 

Yillage 
officers ar..d 

servants 
including 

village 
watchmen 

8.9 
Employ~ Employees Employees 
of muruc1- of State of the Union 
palities and Governments Governments 
local boards (but not (but not 

(but not including including 
including persons persons 
person~ classifiable classifiable 

classifiable undt>r any under any 
under any · other other 

othor division or division or· 
division or sub-division) aubdivisbn) 
sub-division) and 

employees of 
non-Indian 

Government 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

ORISSA 652 1,181 2,400 1,679 1,362 430 2,348 &04 
3.33 Orissa Inland Dn. 590 1,079 2,175 2,445 1,644 269 1,507 881 
&.11 Orissi Coastal Dn. 705 1,218 2,556 1,147 1,165 543 2,960 411 

Cutte.ck 833 1,370 2,044 1,236 1,062 391} 3,594 298 
Balasore 911 682 2,658 42!i 497 467 3,631 1,640 
Puri 651 1,122 3,681 1,101 1,472 640 1,854 130 
Sambalpur 761 808 1,497 1,605 1,189 303 2,032 2,5Jl6 
Ganjam 474 1,308 2,650 1,460 1,639 838 2,032 73 

Agency 503 856 3,446 878 2,387 631 1,734 68 
Plains 472 1,337 2,599 1,497 1,590 851 2,050 76 

Koraput. 531 1,745 2,297 1,941 2,836 202 904 75 
Dhenkanal 1,012 792 2,231 2,990 1,93! 312 1.732· 9 
Keonjhar 399 1,898 3,351 1,668 1,389 459 1,146 89 
Phulbani 290 1,104 2,696 2,537 2,434 296 876 57 
Bolangir 387 1,440 3,342 1,955 1,759 228 .1,143 J33 
Sundargarh 640 779 I, 793 4,f35 1,336 196 1,282 79 
Kalahandi 340 1,440 1,955 3,313 1,172 254 1,560 306 ; 
Mayurbhanj 589 - 1,064 2,781 3,982 1,072 117 884 100 

5•16(a)-Territorial aistribution of 10,000 self-suptJorting persons in the.State, engaged 
in health, ~clucation and public administratinn (by sub-divisions). 

Rural and Urban 

State and 
natural division Total 

division 

8 

(\) (2) 

ORISSA-
Rural 468 
Urban 1,549 

S.SS Orissa Inland Dn.-
Rura! 437 
Urban 1,637 

a·n Orisea Coastal Dn.-
Rural 496 
Urban 1,605 

8.1 

Medical and 
health 

eervices 

( 3) 

1,085 
1,274 

1,018 
1,191 

1,139 
1,319 

8.2 

Educational 
services and 

research 

( 4) 

2,902 
1,663 

2,647 
1,306 

3,107 
1,860 

8.4 8.5 

Village 
Police officers and 

(other than servants 
villR ge including 

watchmen) village 
watchmen 

(5) (6) 

1,303 1,922 
2,230 539 

2,048 2,112 
3,175 783 

703 1,76~ 
1,707 403 

8·6 8.7 8.3, 8.8 and 

E I 8.9 
rr p oy~s Employees Employees 

of .~uruCl· of State of the Union 
paht1es and Governments Governments 
local boards ( but not (but. ont 
(~ut. nc;>t including including 
mcluding person.~ persona 
persona claasifiable classifiable 

classifiable under any under an 
under any . «:»t~er other Y 

. «:»t~er diVISion or division or 
dtVJSlO~ .or sub-division) subdivision) 
aub-divJS1on) and 

• 

employees of 
non-Indian 

( 7 ) Government. 
( 8 ) (:1) 

236 
715 

136 
514 

318 
828 

1,918 
3,021 

750 
2,899 

2,858 
8,088 

634 
658 

1.:?89 
132 

107 
791 
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5·17 -Territerial tlittrilt1tion mf 10,010 ~llf-supportinl pwsons in tile ltate, 111111111 in •me~~ 
not elsewb .. speciftetl (lty sullt-diYisioas). 

9.0 P.l 9.~ 9.3 9.4 9.5 9.6 9.7 9.8 

Domestic 
.-rviOE'I' Laundrit'"S HotE-ls, Legal Art.A. Religioua, 

Servioea (but not Barbers and restau- and letters charitable 
:Salural diviD:m and Total ot.ber- including and laundry ranta Recrea- busine&ll and and 

difiric\ diviaion wiae un· aervicee beauty eervices and tion services journa- ...tfa.re 
cw.i- -dered shops eating services liam aervices 

9 lied "by houses 
.-ben 
of family 

bouse-
holds 
to 011e 

another) 
( I ) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) ( 7) ( 8) ( 9) ( 10) ( 11 ) 

o••••• 3,115 5,IU 1,171 313 IOl 94 tl 311 41 311 

3-31 Orilla ...... DL 4,141 1.110 1,- 333 m 14 10 101 14 111 

5•11 Orilla OMIIId DL 3,111 5,171 1,311 411 .. , 121 1H 533 l9 Ml 
Cut tack 3,999 5,317 2,129 317 550 138 220 976 115 238 
HaiMOr<l 3,673 5,910 2,343 331 4QO 137 88 196 4 641 

•Puri 2,578 2,991 3,080 927 990 115 101 201 178 1,41'i 

Sambolnur 3,374 7,751 946 !90 530 92 121 103 3 164 
Oenjam 4,297 5,750 2,230 372 739 96 29 213 11 660 

.Agency 4,678 6,370 1,818 294 628 77 22 210 5 511 
Plow 4,280 5,710 2,251 an 746 97 29 213 12 569 

Koraput 6,015 3,447 4,903 336 576 109 70 172 1 386 
Dbenkanal 2,798 7,194 857 504 1,005 9 41 81 31 278 
Keonjbar 3,959 5,131 1,896 1,643 1,052 13 21 68 23 263 
Pbulbani 3,663 8,129 657 193 734 77 23 44 6 137 

Bolangir 3,884 6,595 1,340 274 504 29 21 1,009 64 164 
Sundargarb 4,012 8,107 957 164 320 80 124 74 3 171 

Kalahandi 4,812 8,297 1,314 121 145 22 17 17 12 IllS 
Mayurbhanj 3,828 7,264 1,908 231 331 36 35 71 11 128 

5•17 (a)-Territorial distribution of 10,000 self-supporting persons in the state, engaged in · 
services not elsewhere specified (by sub-divisions). 

Rural and Urlaan 
• 9.3 1,8 9.0 9.1 9.2 9.4 9.5 9.6 9.7 

Domestic 
services Laundries Hotels, Legal, Arte, Religioua, 

~toa .. and Services (but not Barbers and restau- and letters charitable 
-tural division Total other- in!!luding and laundry rants Reorea- business and and 

division wise un- services beauty services and tion services jo~· welfare 
claasi- rendered shops eating services lilm servioea 

9 fled by houses 
memben 
of family 

bouse-
holds 

t.oone 
another) 

( 1 ) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5 ) ( 6) ( 7) ( 8) ( 9) ( 10) (11 ) 
ORISSA-

.;8 314 Runl 4,0" 8,182 1,942 375 605 58 85 391 
Urbul 3.206 3,699 8,608 428 614 311 167 284 li3 848 

3·U OriiM IDlaad Du. -
13 140 Runl 4,129 6,837 1,877 324 532 40 38 199 

lTrban 3,489 4,382 3,053 408 570 264 243 213 27 840 

&-11 on- ec-tal Du.-
81 681 Raral 3,928 ~552 !.004 &24 1'16 77 :ao 575 

"{Trbua 3.072 3,306 3,117 440 - SJ7 108 325 18 1110 



CHAPTER .VI 
Families, Sexes and Principal Age Groups 

SECTION I 

Preliminary Remarks 

1. In this Chapter, a review of statistics 
relatin<Y to distribution of houses, compo
sition ~£family households, r_ati~s re~ating 
to sex and marital status, d1stnbutwn of 
population under principal age groups, 
etc., will be made. 

INTERPRETATION 

2. House-There is obvious difficulty in 
framin<Y the definition of a house. The 
term house covers a great diversity of 
dwellhw be<Yinning from the flimsy 
structu;e of foliage and grass in the hilly 
tribal areas of the State which hardly 
conform to the usual notion of a place of 
d wellin 0', to the large masonry buildings 
seen int-> urban areas. It will therefore 
be confusing to define a house on ~he 
basis of size, structure ot matenal. 
During the 1951 crnsus operations, the 
ideas conveyed by the term house were 
expressed as follows. 

3. The term ' house ' means a dwelling 
with a separate main entrance. The idea 
is that each group of human beings living 
together in any sort of dwelling place 
having independent access to the outer 
world is treated as residing in a ' house '. 
If there are two economically independent 
groups of human beings living together 
in a dwelling with one main 
entrance, they are said to be living in 
one house. But if these two independent · 
groups are living_ in a dwelling having 
two separate mam entrances, they are 
regardt>d as residing in two houses. 

4. In police lines, hospitals, hotels 
and rrsidential clubs, each room allotted 

to different persons who are e~onomically 
independent of one another IS regarded 
as one separate house. In residential 
schools and colleges each separate hostel 
is treated as a separate house. The 
quarters of the teaching staff and menial 
residents are regarded as separate houses. 

5. The definition of ' house ' has under
gone change from census to census, and 
this has.. weakened the absolute compa
rability of figures. In the censuses of 
1921. and 1931 the portion of Orissa 
which then formed part of the province 
of Bihar and Orissa adopted the defini
tion of house as the· dwelling of a com
mensal :family. But the ex-Madras are~ts 
had a separate definition in 1921, namely, 
" the residence of one or more families 
possessing a common entrance from the 
public way". In 1931, the ex-Madras 
areas changed the definition to "every 
dwelling with a separate main entrance". 
In the census of 1941, when Orissa was 

. already a separate province, the defini
tion was different fo.r rural and urban 
areas. In the rural areas of the entire 
province, the old Bihar · and Orissa 
definition, namely the dwelling of the 
commensal family still continued. But 
in the urban areas, a house meant 
a dwelling with a SelJarate main . entrance. 
In 1951, the latter definition was uniformly 
applied to the urban ·as well as the 
rural areas of the State. It will thus be 
seen that the present definition of the 
term was applicable in 1941 to the ur~an 
areas only and in 1931 and 1921 to the 
ex-Madras areas only. The definition in 
1941 for rural areas and in 1931 and 
1921 for the ex-Bihar and Orissa areas 
was more liberal in sense than at present. 
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: 6. A • household ' consists of persons 
who are in the habit of living and messmg 
together and inc:udes their resident 
dependants and resident serrants. A 
person who habitually liYes and messes 
alone may witlt his resident serYa.nts, 
if any, com.titute a household. If three 
families,. who cultiYate their lands 
separately and cook separately, are liYing 
in a dwelling bouse haVing only one 
main entran::!e, the dwelling will be 
regarded as one house, but the inhabi
tants will constitute three separate bouse
holds or families. But if such a dwelling 
has three separate main entrances, it 
will be regarded as three houses contain
ing three households. 

REFERE~CE TO STATISTICS 

7. The statistics discussed in this 
Chapter are contained in the· C-Series 
Tables appearing in Part li-B of t~is 
Report. Table C-1 has be,en prepared 
from the Census Abstract of Sample 
Households which in turn is based on 
1 in 1,000 sample of households recorded 
in the National Register of Citizens. 
This Table furnishes certain characteris
tics of the . family household compiled 
for the first time. The rem'lining four 
Table3 of the C-Series are based op 
10 per cent samples extracted during the 
Tabulation stage in accordance with the 
procedure explained in the Fly-leaf of 
Table C-II. . 

8. A eet of 14 Tables known as Sub
sidiary Tables 6-Series provide addi
tional statistics at the end of this Chapter. 
Subsidiary Table 6·1 gives the number of 
persons per 1,000 houses and the number · 
of houses. per 100 square miles with 
comparable figures for past censuses. 
Subsidiary Table 6·2 gives the number 
of households per 1,000 houses and 
distribution by· size of 1,000 sample 
households of rural and urban popula
tion. Table 6·3 gives the family composi
tion of 1,000 households of the general 
population. The Tables 6·4 to 6·6 give 
the sex ratio of the general, rural and 

urban population and also of the npi.::-ul
tural and non-agricultural classes and 
sub-classes. The Tables 6·7 and 6·8 
relate to marital status and age distribu
tion of married p~rsons of each SPX. 

Subsidiary Tables 6·9 to 6·14 drnl with 
the proportion of infants (below 1 year), 
young children ( 1-4 years), boys. and 
girls (5-14: years), young men and women 
(15-34: years), middle-aged ptJrsons (35-54: 
years) and elderly persons (aged 55 and 
over) in the general population. 

COMPARABILITY OF SUTISTICS OF 
PREVIOUS CENSUSES 

9. The statistics relating to the houses 
and household population, sex ratio and 
marital status as given in Subsidiary 
Tables 6·1, 6·4 and 6·7 have been 
compared with those of the previous· 
censuses upto 1921. In doing so, necrs
sary adjustments have been made on 
territorial basis in order to obtain figures 
comparable with those of 1951. "'here
ever figures were not available on terri
torial basis, calculation on pro rata 
basis was made. The statistics are there
fore comparable. The Subsidiary Tables 
6·8 to 6·14 which relate to age distrilm
tion have compared the figures of 1951 
with those of 1941. While the figures of 
1951 are based on 10 per cent sample, 
those of 1941 are taken from the 2 per 
cent ' Y ' sample published in Census 
of India, Paper No.4, 1949 (Age Tables
Orissa, 1941). This sample may not be 
regarded as good a basis for study of the 
age distribution as the 1951 sample, 
firstly because the two per cent sample 
slips of 1941 for some areas, namely, 
Mayurbhanj, Patna and Gangpur could 
not be traced or otherwise taken into 
consideration and secondly because these 
sample slips were not always properly 
extracted, and sometimes not properly 
stored after extraction owing largely 
to the conditions created by the war. 
It appears however, that adjustments 
were made at the time of tabulation to 
eliminate the effects of the latter defect. 
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SECTIOU II 

Territ:lrial distribution of Houses and HJuseholils 

HorsE: IxcREA.SE rx NmmER 

1. The total number of occupied houses 
in Orissa is 3,008,716, out of which 
2,888,490 houses or 96 per cent are 

, spread over 48,398 nllages and the 
remaining 120,226 or 4 per cent are in 
existence in the 39 towns of the State. 
The number of houses has been consis
tently increasing for the last few decades. 
It was 24: 1lakhs in 1921, and it increased 
to 26·4 lakhs in 1931, 28·9 lakhs in 1941 
and finally to 30 ·1 1 akhs in 1951. The 
rate of increase in the number of houses 
for the decade 1921-30 was 9·6 per cent. 
In the next decade, namely 1931-40, 
the rate rose to 9·2 per cent but during 
the last decade it fell down to 4·2 per cent. 
The number of houses per 100 square 
miles of the territory in Orissa works out 
to 4,011 in 1921, 4,395 in 1931, 4,801 in 
1941 and 5,004 in 1951. This is a clear 
indication of growing congestion of houses 
from decade to decade. During the last 
30 years nearly 1,000 houses per 100 
square miles have been newly built. In 
other words, 10 houses per square mile 
have increased during the period 1921-51. 

2. The increase in the number of 
houses during past decades, as observed 
abov-e, is noticeable to a great extent in 
the inland division than in the coastal 
dinsion. The rate of increase in the 
inland dinsion is 12·8 per cent in 1921-30, 
11·1 per cent in 1931-40 and 6·7 per cent 
in 1941-50. Such rates for the coastal 
di·dsion are 6·3, 7 ·2 and 1·4 per cent 
respectiv-ely. Among individual districts 
Cuttack, Ganjam Agency, Phulbani, 
Bolangir and ~Iayurbhanj hav-e actually 
suffered some amount of decline in the 
number of houses between 1941-50. Such 
decline howev-er may be partly unreal 
in v-iew of the restricted definition of 
houses adopted in 1931 census as obser\ed 

in the previous Section. The criterion 
of determining a house in 1941 and 
earlier censuses for most part of the State 
was the dwelling of a commensal family 
but in 1951, houses were no longer 
counted as such, but on the basis of 
separate main entrance. This difference 
in the difinition has been responsible in 
making the figures of different censuses 
incomparable to some extent. 

3. There has, however, been a satis· 
factory increase in the number of houses 
in Ganjam Plains, Koraput, Dhenkanal, 
Sundargarh and Kalahandi. The in
crease in the number of houses in the 
districts of Balasore, Puri and Sambalpur 
is moderate. 

HOU'EHOLDS IN RURAL AREAS 

4. Out of the total number of 3,159,157 
households in Orissa, 3,02~,550 house
holds forming 95·9 per cent are in exis
tence in the rural areas. Proportionately 
there are 1,048 households to 1,000 
houses in rural Orissa. The proportion 
of households in respect of the two 
natural divisions is 1,037 for the inland 
division and 1,063 for the coastal division. 
This is indicative of the fact that houses 
in the coastal division are somewhat 
bigger than those in the inland division 
and contain a larger number of household 
families. Among the districts Cuttack 
shows the highest proportion of house
holds, namely 1,090 per 1,000 houses. 

HousEHOLD PoPULATION m RURAL 
AREAS 

5. The houSehold population living 
in 1,000 houses number 4,716. The 
a \erage number of persons residing in 
one house is 4·7. This number is a little 
higher in the inland division than in 
the coastal, the respective figures being 
4·8 and 4·6. The household population 

;3 
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contains a little larger proportion of 
females than males. Out of 4,716 
persons residing in 1,000 houses as stated 

--above, 2,327 are . males and 2,389 are 
females. 

UHBAN HouunoLDs AND HousEHOLD 
POPULATIO~ 

6. The total number of households 
in urban areas is 130,607, which is 
4·1 per cent of the total households of 
the State. \Vcrking out proportion, it 
appears that in the urban areas, there are 
1,086 household3 per 1,000 houses. These 
households contain 5,396 persons out of 
whom 2,651 are males and 2,745 are 
females. There is thus preponderance 

. of females in the urban households 
ns in thJ rural. But an average urban 
household contains a larger number of 
population, namely 5·4 than an average 
rural household which contains 4·7 
per3ons. 

7. In ·some districts, the number of 
pers~ns per house in urban areas is less 
than in rural areas. This is seen in 
districts of Puri, Koraput, Keonjhar 
and Bolangir. The reason may be that 
in the urban areas of these districts 
ccm?aratively more houses. have been 
built during the past years resulting in 
·lesser number of men per house,. while 
in villages there ha·s been no appreciable 
improvement. in this regard. Another 
explanation may be offered on the basis 
of the peculiarity of the definition of the 
term ' house '. The chief criterion being 
the main entrance, the houses in urban 
areas are subject to more liberal counting 
because of adequacy in the number of 
entrances.· 

. OvERCROWDING OJ!' HousEs IN TowNs 
AND VILLAGES 

8. The density of population in towns 
does not alone give a correct picture 
of overcrowding and congestion. Over
crowding is a purely relative term and 
mere density of population means but 

little unless correlated with the extent of 
conglomeration of houses. In tho towns 
of Orissa houses are mostly single and 
occasionally double storeyed. Tall multi
storeyed buildings as are seen in cit.es 
of other countries are non-existent in 
Orissa. In spite of the absence of such 
commodious buildings, the density of 
population in the towns has been fairly 
good which only shows that small houses
must have been located in a congested 
manner. 

9. Although overcrowding and con
gestion may be a normal feature of town 
dwelling, it is seen that many villages 
exhibit an almost equal amount of over
crowding. It is a well observed phcno-

. menon of rural habitation that the 
occupied lands in villages possess a 
high density. Even in small villages, 
houses are clo3ely built one beside the 
other with a narrow lane or gangway 
in between or sometimes even without 
it. If the village density is calculated 
on the area of the inhabited site by 
excluding the cultivated and other lands 
of the village, it will appear that the 
density of population is very high, 
perhaps not less than that of towns. 

PRESSURE OF POPULATION UPON HOUSING 

10. In order to form an idea as regards 
the extent of overcrowding, it becomes 
necessary not only to take into account 
the number of houses per square mile 
but also the ·number of persons per 
house. Subsidiary Table 6·1 shows the 
:qumber of persons residing in 1,000 
houses in rural and urban areas of tho 
State in different decades. This shows 
that the number of persons residing in 
1,000 houses has increased from 4,627 in 
1921 to 4,727 in 1931, 4,770 in 1941 and 
finally to 4,868 in 1951. In the rural 
areas of the State the population per 
1,000 hou~es has increased from 4,633 
in 1921 to 4,865 in 1951 while in the 
urban areas the number of population for 
these two census years is 4,415 and 
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4,941 respP.ctivelj. Between 1921 and 
19.31 the number of houses per square 
mile has increased by about 10 and the 
number of persons per house has increased 
from 4·G to 4·9. The increase in both 
these aspects is a real indication of 
growing congestion. 

SHORTAGE OF HousEs 

11. The acute shortage of houses in 
urban areas of the State was felt through
out the last decade, particularly with the 
outbreak ofthe last \Vorld War. Owners 
of houses took full advantage of the 
situation whenever letting out by 
demanding high rent from tenants~ As 
a safeguard against such tendency, the 
State Government had to introduce the 
House-Rent Control Order in most of the 
districts and the authorities had to take 
resort to emergency Ia ws for finding 
accommodation for offices and officers. 
Building materials and labour being 
costly, sufficient number of new houses 
were not built during the last decade, 
even though there was inflation of cur
rency to an unprecedented extent and 
money was cheap. This accounts for 
a notable decline in the rate of growth 
of houses from 9·2 per cent in 1931-40 
to 4·2 per cent in 1941-50. Acute short
age of houses thus continued throughout 
the period. 

HousiNG CoNDITIONS 

12. A survey of housing conditions has 
never been made in this State on a com
prehensive basis. In the year 1950 the 
Agricultural Labour Enquiry set up by 
the Ministry of Labour conducted a 
survey on an extremely small scale. The 
survey extended to 45 sample villages in 
the State and covered a population of 
15,679 belonging to 3,183 families. It 
is thus smaller than 1 in 1 000 sample. 
Moreover, it relates to only the rural 
areas of the State. Its findinus are 
summarized below. 

0 

13. The total number of houses occu
pied by 3,183 families regarding whom 
the survey was made was 3,035. On 
the average, 1·04 families lived in one 
house. This gives an interesting com
parison with the results of the Population 
Census exhibited in the Subsidiary Table 
6·2 which shows that 1,048 family house
holds are accommodated in 1,000 houses. 
This works out to 1·05 families per house. 
The results of the Agricultural Labour 
Enquiry further shows that 2,930 families 
out of 3,183 had separate houses for 
themselves. 81 houses accommodated 
two families each and 25 houses had three 
or more families each. The average 
number of pel'8ons per house is 5·2. The 
Population Census however shows a 
smaller figure, namely 4·7 persons per 
house in the rural areas. 

14. Other principal findings of the 
Agric~tural Labour Enquiry regarding 
the housing conditions in Orissa are as 
follows:-

( i) Of the 3,035 houses in the villages, 
17 were pucca, 12 partly pucca and partly 
katcha and the remaining 3,006 katcha. 
Most of the pucca houses were occupied _ 
by owners, though three agricultural wor
kers' families and one non-agricultural 
worker's family. also had such houses. 
Of the total number of houses, 2,558 or 
84·3 per cent were occupied by agricul
tural and 468 or 15·4 per cent by non
agricultural families which had no 
specific stable occupation. Agricultural 
workers occupied 1,310 houses or 43·2 
per cent of the total. 

( ii) The katcha houses, were built of 
mud walls plastered with· clay and cow
dung. The roofs were made of >straw 
and bamboo. In some villages tiles were 
replacing the traditional thatch rapidly~ 
Neither the living rooms nor the kitchens 
were provided with windows for light 
and v~ntilation. The houses had 
generally an outer verandah. SmaJl cow
sheds were usually erected in front of 
the house. 
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(iii) The houses were generally owned 
by the residents.. There were 3,056 fami
lies wh"ch O\l"lled thP houses OCf"upi· d 
by them. Since there were in all 3,055 
houEWs in the sample tillages, it follows 
that more than one family owned some 
of the houses. Sixty-one families occu-

pied rented houses and 48 rent-£..~e. 
There were two families which owned 
the houses but had to pay ground rent. 
Sites were allowed free of rent to 13 
families. The rented or rent-free hous('S 
were mostly held by agricultural workers. 
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SECTION Ill 

Size and Composition of Family Households 

SizE oF HousEHOLDS 

1. The size of households may be 
described according to the number of 
persons attached to them. Households 
which contain 3 members or less may be 
described as small, those containing 4 to 6 
as medium, 7 to 9 as large and 10 
members and above as very large. Out 
of 1,000 households in the rural areas, 
there are 371 households of small size, 
434 of medium size, 14 7 of large size 
and 48 of very large size. In the urban 
areas, the households of small size number 
255, medium size 491, large size 170 and 
very large size 85. 

PREDOMINANCE OF 1\fEDIU!II-SIZED 
HousEHOLDS 

2. It appears from the figures given 
above that the largest number of house
holds in the rural areas is the of medium 
size. They constitute 43·4 per cent of 
the total households of the rural areas. 
Among individual districts, this is also 
the most popular size of household. 
The same feature is observable in the 
urban areas of the State where the 
medium-sized households constitute 49 
per cent or nearly half the households. 

SMALL-SIZED HOUSEHOLDS 

3 NPxt i'1 mportance to the medium
sized housf'holds are the small-sized 
ones, f"r tl~ose that contain three members 
or leg~ each. These· households consti
t·l·~ 25•5 per cent or nearly one-fourth 
of He households in the urban areas of 
the State. The coastal division is noted 
for a larger percentage of such households 
where the percentage is nearly 35 but 
in the inland division, such households 
are rather scarce, being limited to 10 
per cent, which is much less than the 
percentage of large-sized households in 
the towns. In the rural areas, the small-

sized households are next in importance 
to medium-sized ones. The . percentage 
of small-sized households is 37 ·1 in 
rural areas which is higher than that of 
the urban areas. The· coastal division, 
again, has larger percentage of these 
households in the rural areas than the 
rural areas of the inland division. Small 
households are generally considered as 
the natural result of social advancement 
and progress. In Orissa since these 
small households have not yet grown 
to be the top most among all sizes of 
households, it is indicative of the fact 
that it Will. take a good few generations 
more to attain. an advanced standard 
of family and social life in this country. 

HousEHOLDs oF LARGER SIZE 

4. The large-sized households con
taining 7 to 9 members constitute 41.7 
per cent of households in the rural areas 
and 17 per cent of househo ds in the 
urban areas of the State. The house
holds of very large size which contain 10 
members or more are to . be found in 
comparatively small proportion~ namely 
4·8 per cent in the rural areas and 8·5 
per cent in the urban areas. Both 
the categories of households, large and 
very large, are more numerous in the 
rural areas of the inland division than 
in the coastal division. As regards the 
urban areas, the percentage of large 
households . is less and of very large 
households more· in the coastal div~lon 
than in the inland division. The large . 
and very large households, however, 
are a peculiarity of the towns, for they 
are to be found in larger percentage in 
towns rather than in villages of the 
State. Shortage of housing in urban 
areas is mainly responsible for house
holds becoming larger in size. 
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DlsTRIBUTIO!i OJ' Hot:sEBOLD Port:U
nos 
5. The medium-sized households con-

6tituting 43·4 per cent of households 
contain 44·9 per cent of the rural popula
tion while small-sized households consti
tuting 37·1 per cent of households con
tain 18·6 per cent of such population. 
The remaining 36·5 per cent of the rural 
population lh·e in large and Yery large
sized households which together consti
tute 19·5 per cent of the total households 
of the JUral areas. Similarly, in the 
urban areas the medium-sized households 
constituting 49 per cent of the households 
contain 45·5 per cent of the urban 
population and the small-sized households 
constituting 25·5 per cent of the house
holds contain 11·0 per cent of the urban 
population. The remaining 25-5 per cent 
of households which are of large and very 
large size contain 43·5 per cent of the 
urban population. Combining small and 
medium-sized households in one group 
and large and very large sizes in another, 
the percentage of households .com:pa!es 
with the percentage of populatiOn hvmg 
therein as follows :-

State or Small+:Medium Large+ Very 
nat ural division large 

,--_. ' ,-----A-----. 
Honse. Popula· Bouse- Popula· 

holds tion holds tion 

Orisaa Rural 80·5 63·5 19·5 36·5 
Orisaa Urban 74•6 56•5 25•5 43·5 

Inland DiviAiou Rural 78•2 61•4 21•8 38•6 
Inland I.Jivision Urban 70·0 62•7 30·0 47•3 

Coastal Division Rural 82•9 66•6 17•1 33•4 
Coaatal I:ivision Urban 77•2 69•3 22•7 40•7 

The importance of small and medium
sized households is evident from the 
above statement. They constitute 
nearly four-fifths of the total households 
in the State, while the large and very 
large-sized households · make up the 
remainincr one-fifth. The small and 
medium-~ized households contain a little 
less than two-thirds the total household 
popu'ation, leaving a little above one
th:rd to the large and very large house-
holds. -

SEx R.ino :nf Hot:sEBoLD Port:LATIO!i 

6. The sample households comprising 
a population of 4,742 is constituted of 
2,340 males and 2,40:! females. This 
shows that males constitute 49·3 per cent 
and females 50·7 per cent in household 
population of the State. This gives 3;n 
interesting comparison with the sex ratio 
exhib1ted m Subsidiary Table 6·-t which 
is d1scussed in the next Section ot this 
Chapter. It will appear therefrom that · 
for every 1,000 males there are 1,022 
females in the general population. This 
works out to a ratio of 49·5 to 50·5 
which closely supports the sex ratio 
obtained from the sample household 
population. 

Co:MJ.>osiTION oF F Al\IILIEs 

7. Subsidiary Table 6·3 shows the 
family composition of 1,000 sample house
holds. This population includes heads 
of households and their wives numbering 
1 786 sons numbering 1,032 and 
d~ughters 757. Other relations who are 
living together with the heads of house
holds number 1.143 of whom 404 are 
males and 739 are females. In other 
words the heads of households and their 
wives constitute 37 ·7 per cent, sons 21·7 
per cent, daughters 16·0 per c~nt, male 
relations 8·5 and female relatiOns 15·6 
per cent. The remaining 0·4 per cent 
which has not been shown in the Subsi
diary Table may be accounted fo~ _by 
servants and unrelated persons res1dmg 
in the sample households. This analysis 
shows that the heads of the families 
with their wives, Rons and daughters 
constitute 75·4 per cent of the household· 
population, and other relatives, male an.d 
female, constitute 24·1 per cent. It IS 

interestincr to find that out of 'other 
relatives'~ nearly two-thirds ~re females. 
This is so because-a son contmues to be 
a son of the head of the household after 
hii marriage, but a daughter l?ses h~r 
status as such after marriage and IS classi
fied as 'other t:elativcs' as soon as she 
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goes into another family as a daughter- · 
in-law. Moreover, a large number· of 
widows are included in the household of 
their relatives under the present social 
conditions in the State. Another inter
esting feature is that the heads of the 
households and their wives are exactly 
C<]ual in percentage to the sons and 
daughters taken together, each group 
forming 37 ·7 per cent of the total house
hold population. 

TREND OF FA:r.ULY SIZE 

8. Statistics relating to size and com
position of family households have been 
compiled for the first time during the 
present census. Therefore a picture of 
the family size in previous decades is 
not a-vailable. If, however, information 
as regards the rate of fertility were 
available for the past censuses, it would 

have thro"n some amount of light in the 
matter. But even this is not forth· 
coming. In the absence of any statistics, 
all that can be studied· is· the general 
popular tendel.1cy now observable. The 
fall in the birth rate during the last few 
years would have led to reduction in the 
size of the family but a nearly correspond
ing fall in the death rate has tOunteractcd. 
So a decline in the family size could not 
have resulted to any appreciable extent 
in the present decade on account of the 
'very late decline in the rate of births and 
deaths. It is however no'ticed 'that the· 
desire for getting fewer and fewer children 
is gradually becoming apparent with .the 
present generation of married persons. 
Forces of disruption are also at work in 
the joint family system. This tendency 
will be effective in bringing about a 
decline in the family size in coming 
decades. · · 
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SECTION IV 
Sex Ratio 

1. Sex ratio is one of the important 
factors influencing the growth or decline 
of population. The immediate increase 
or decrease of population depends upon 
the sex ratio of the population in the 
productive period, while remote influ· 
ence is exercised by the sex ratio at 
birth and the rate of survival in each 
sex. 

SEX RATIO IN ORISSA ~"'D OTHER 
STATES 

2. The actual population of the State, 
as enumerated at the present census, 
comprises 7,242,892 males and 7,403,054 
females. That is to say, there are 1,022 
females for every thousand males. The 
figures below show the sex ratio in 
India and some States, as found in the 
census of 1951. Among all the Part A 
States, Orissa. leads easily in shoWing a 
surplus of females. The only other Part A 
State in India. which has a surplus female 
population, is Orissa's immediate neigh· 
bour, Madras. The range of difference is 
not small, as Orissa has 22 spare females, 
as against Madras's 6, per every thousand 
males in the respective States. If, 
however, all the States and localities in 
India are taken into consideration, 
including the smaller ones, Kutch stands 
at the peak with 1,079, followed by 
Manipur with 1,036 females per 1,000 
males. Among Part A States, 7 out of 
9 are female minority areas, the propor
tion sinking as low as 863 in Punjab and 
859 in \Vest Bengal. 

State FemalN per 1,000 males 
U''DIA 947 

Ori-
llihar 
WedBellgal 
:Madru 
A .am 
U tar Pradesh 
:Madhya Pradesh 
Punj"b 
Dombar 
llanipur 
Kutch 

.. 1,022 
989 
859 

1,006 
879 
9ll' 

993 
863 
932 

1,036 
1,071 

.FLUCTUA.TIO~ ~ Fl:li.A.LE l~A.TIO 

3. The proportion of females per 1,000 
males in the general population of Orissa. 
during the last half a. century is shown 
below. 

Yoor Nu. or femaltB per 1,001) males 

1901 1,037 

19 1 1,058 

1921 1,086 

1931 1,067 -
1941 1,053 

1951 1,022 

The proportion of females consistently 
improved during the first 20 years of 
the present century. It rose from 
1,037 in 1901 to 1,056 in 1911 and 
finally to 1,086 in 1921. But from the 
year 1921, a. downward curve in the 
ratio of females to males began, and this 
has been steadily continuing till the 
year 1951. 

RISING FEMALE RATIO DURING 1 01-21 

4. The period of first 20 years of the 
present century as observed in Chapter I 
of this Report was noted for bad public 
health, poor harvests and disastrous 
epidemics. These conditions were respon
sible for keeping down the rate of growth 
of population at a low level. In fact, 
between 1911 ·and 1921 the population 
of Orissa suffered a decline in number. 
This was primar ly due to the deadly 
incidence of the influenza epidemic of 
1918, which carried away lakhs of victims 
and which was selective in its incidence 
on women in particular. It may therefore 
be surprising that in spite of a~ th~se 
unfavourable circumstances and m sp1te 
of the decimation caused by a wide
spread epidemic particularly fatal to 
women, the proportion of females kept 
on rising till the year 1921. The roal 
explanation is provided by the trend ()( 
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migration in those years. It w-~s s~en 
in an earlier Chapter that enugratlon 
from Orissa to Bengal, Assam and .Burma 
was on the increase between 1901 and 
1921. A great majority of the emigrants 
belonrred to the male sex. so that the 

0 
inevitable result was to swell the propor-
tion of females in the resident population. 
Yet another expla-nation may be fo~d 
in tho selective. character of certam 
natural calamities. It is true that the 
influenza epidemic of 1918 was most 
fatal for women. But this unfortunate 
discrimination was more than offset 
by the effects of famines a:nd agricult~al -
distress which caused~ higher mortality 
among males. The Census Report of 
India for the year 1911 ( pp. 220 -222 ) 
has mentioned with some amount of 
evidence that conditions of scarcity and 
famines always lead to great mortality 
among males than females and promote 
a higher female ratio. It was observed 
earlier that for about 20 years from the 
beginning of the present century, Orissa 
had far more than her due share of acute 
distress due to floods, famines and pesti
lence. The combined effect of these 
conditions, namely migration and public 
health may be held responsible, at least 
to some extent, for raising the female 
ratio in the general population between 
the years 1901 and 1921. 

DECLlNE IN FEMALE RATIO FROM 1~21 

5. The number of females per 1,000 
males for the last four censuses has been 
shown in the Subsidiary Table 6·4. The 
ratio which was improving till the year 
1921 started to decline thereafter, so 
that there has been a steady movement 
of the sex ratio against the female. 
In 1921, the number of females per 
1,000 males w-as 1,086. Since then it 
has been declining persistently decade 
by decade. The number fell down to 
1,067 in 1931, 1,053 in 1941 and finally 
to 1,022 in 1951. This decline is more 
noticeable in the coastal division than 
in the inland dirision. In the coastal 

division the ratio has fallen by Ill 
during a period of 30 years. In other 
words, there are 111 females less per 
1,000 males in the general population 
now than they were in the year 1921. 
This remarkable decrease raises a serious 
population problem. In the .nland 
division, there has also been a ·decline 
during the last 30 years but it amounts 
only to 18 per 1,000. 

6. Examining the position with regard 
to individual districts, it appears that· 
there has been a declme in all the dis
tricts except one, namely Sundarga.rh. 
Three districts, namely, Cuttack, Ganjam 
Plains and Balasore have a striking 
decliue of female ratio. The proportion 
of females to 1,000 mal~s has fallen in 
Cuttack from 1,160 to 1,025, in Ganjam 
from 1,223 to 1,113 and in Balasore from 
1,098 to 989 between the years 1921 and 
19tH. Thus the decline during the last 
30 years amounts -to 135 in Cuttack, 
llu in Ganjam and 109 in Balasore. 
The decline in other districts is 67 
in Puri, 57 in Dhenkanal, 37 in Keonjhar, · 
24 in Sambalpur, -18 in Bolangir, 14 in 
1\Iayurbhanj, 12 in Kalahandi, 8 in 
Koraput and 3 in Phulbani. The solitary 
district which made a gain in ft>male 
ratio dunng the last 30 years is Sundar
garh, where the proportion has increased 
from 1,004: in 1921 to 1,012 in 1951, a 
gain of 8 females in a male population 
of 1,000. 

7. Thus, the position is very serious in 
all the coastal districts and particularly 
in Cuttack, Ganjam and Balasore, where 
the decrease in proportion exceeds one 
in ten. In Balasore, although the fall in 
ratio is not as heavy as in Cuttack, the 
position is still more serious because 
the district has now been reduced to a 
female deficiency area. Next to the 
three districts mentioned above, Purl 
has suffered, though to a lesser extent. 
Dhenkanal and Keonjhar being close 
to the coastal districts have been affected 
most among the districts of the inland 
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di¥ision. The districts which are away 
from the coastal region, riz., Sundargarh, 
Phulbani, Koraput, etc., are compara
ti¥e.y safer. 

CA&s:Es o:r DE~I~o FDIALE RATIO 

8. Se\"eral factors arc responsible for 
this steady fall in the proportion of 
females to males that has been going on 
since 1921. It has been observed above 
that the female ratio was increasing 
between 1001 and 1921 and that emigra
tion of males in increasing extent during 
this pcr.od was mainly responsible for 
swelling the proportion of females in the 
resident population. This trend was 
reversed from the year 1921. It may be 
seen again that the nature and extent of 
migration have operated to disturb the 
sex proportions. The decline in the sex 
ratio from 1921 is due to an extent to the 
return of a large number of persons, 
mostly males, who had emigrated during 
the earlier decades. From the year 1931 
onwards the external flow of migration 
started dr)ing up by and by, as seen in 
the opening Chapter of this Report. 
There was a fall of over two lakhs in the 
number of emigrants during a period of 
20 years preceding the present census. 
Conditions in Burma became unfavour
able for emigration from India, which 
stopped almost completely by the year 
1938 when Burma was separated. The 
tea plantations of Assam were gradually 
depending on locally available labour 
which was steadily increasing. In Bengal, 
a variety of conditions dimmed the usual 
attraction to emigrants from Orissa. 
These were the conditions with regard to 
migration which resulted in decreasing 
the flow of outward movement of men 
from Orissa. Thus, more and more men 
who in earlier decades had gone out of 
Orissa. stayed at home, automatically 
reducin"' the-female ratio which has thus 
shown ~ steady decline from decade to 
decade. 

9. Although migration has played an 
effective part in influencing the 

proportion of sexes in Orissa during the 
past decades, it does not by any means 
offer a comprehensive explanation of the 
ratio \"ariation. There nrc various other 
reasons for the decline in female ratio. 
The old social attitude t1ndcr which a, 
girl is looked upon as a liability is still 
at work though unconsciously in most 
cases. Girls in their infancy are subjected 
to greater amount of n('g}('ct by the 
parents than in the case of boys, result
ing in greater mortality among girls as 
they grow up. This particular attitude, 
governing the thought and action of the 
people through centuries, may result in 
the survival of those females who are 
likely to bear a preponderance of malo 
issues. This becomes at once vivid 
from the vital statistics for the last few 
decades showing that the birth of female 
children is less than that of male children 
in Orissa. 

10. Another reason for the decline 
in the female ratio may be the compara
tively greater amount of malnutrition 
from which the women of Orissa suffer. 
In poor families whenever food for ~he 
day is inadequate for the whole famlly, 
it is the woman rather than her husband 
or children who voluntarily gets a 
greater amount of cut in her diet. \Vhcn
ever a small quantity of nutritious or 
delicious food is available, it is the 
woman rather than other members of 
the household who must content herself 
with the least share out of it, and some
times with nothing. In times of sickness 
in the family, while she cannot escape 
from the usual strain of domestic life, 
the additional duty of nursing oth~rs 
falls on her, even when herself Ill. 
This results in a perpetual state of ~nder
nutrition and low level of health m the 
woman who is rendered less capable of 
procreating her own species. 

11. Besides the above, there are many 
theories explaining the decline in female 
ratio. It is stated; for example, that 
harder economic stntggle and outdoor 
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life is responsible for . the downward 
trend in female popula bon. The caste 
system favouring. ~bree~g leads to 
increased masculin·.ty which becomes .a 
hereditary trait so long as endoga_my lS 

maintained. It is also stated that climate, 
race environment and local conditions 
play an important part in determining 
the sex of the child to be born. None 
of these theories, however, can be taken 
as definitely established, for the result 
of recent investigations do not conclu
sively support them and sometimes point 
in the opposite direction. 
PocKETS oF FE~IALE MINORITY 

12. Looking to the Subsidiary Table 
6·4 it appears that while there are 1,022 
females in Orissa per 1,000 males there 
are three districts, namely, Balasore, 
Koraput and Keonjhar where the ratio 
of females is below par, i.e., 989, 990 
and 995 respectively. This low propor
tion of females in relation to males has 
resulted from such causes of general 
nature as mentioned in the paragraphs 
above. :Moreover, in respect of these 
three pockets of female minority, there 
is an additional reason which may be 
stated as marriage migration. The three 
districts, Balasore, Keonjhar and 
Koraput are border districts adjoining 
other States, where the proportion of 
females to males is poor. Balasore adjoins 
\Vest Bengal in which State there are 
859 females per 1,000 males. Similarly, 
Keonjhar adjoins Bihar where the ratio 
of females to males is 989: 1,000. Lastly, 
Koraput adjoins Madhya Pradesh which 
State has also a deficiency of females, 
namely 993 per 1,000 males. On account 
of shortage of females in these bordering 
States, women are taken in marriage 
from the districts of Balasore, Koraput 
and Keonjhar reducing the proportion 
bf females to males below par in these · 
districts of Orissa. 
SEX RATIO IN RURAL AREAS 

13. The rural areas have generally a 
liberal proportion of women. The rural 

population of Orissa numbering 
14,051,876 is made up of 6,927,016 males 
and 7,124,860 females. This shows that 
per every 1,000 males there are 1,029 
females in the villages of Orissa. There 
has been a steady fall in the proportion 
of females to males during the last three 
decades. The number of females per 
1,000 males in 1921 was 1,090. It 
declined to 1,072 in 1931, 1,058 in 1941 
and 1,029 in 1951. The decline, as in the 
case of the general population, is notice
able to a greater extent in the coastal 
division. The rural areas of three 
districts, namely, Balasore, Koraput· and 
Keonjhar show deficiency in the propor
tion of females to males. The remaining 
ten districts have surplus female popula
tion in the rural areas. 

SEX RATIO IN URBAN AREAS 

14. Urban areas are generally noted 
for a smaller proportion of females. The 
population of urban areas of the State 
is 594,070 of which 315,876 are males and 
278,194 are females. In other words, 
there are only 881 females for every 
thousand males in the towns of Orissa. 
The proportion is thus small but even 
this has undergone consistent decline 
from decade to decade since 1921. The 
number of females per 1,000 males in the 
urban areas of Orissa was 963 in 1921. 
It was reduced to 930 in 1931, 918 in 
1941 and lastly to 881 in 1951. The 
decline in the proportion. of women in 
urban areas during the last 30 years is 
8·2 per cent, which is greater than the 
extent of decline in the female ratio of 
the rural population or the general 
population of the State, amounting to 
6·1 and 6·4 per cent respectively. 

15. Taking districts individually, the 
urban areas everywhere show at present 
lesser number of females than males 
except in the towns of Ganjam district, 
where there are 1,002 females per 1,000 
males. Though the females are propor
tionately greater than males in the towns 
of this district, there has been a decline 
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in the female ratio to a marked extent 
during the last 30 years. In 1921, the 
number of females per 1,000 males in the 
towns of Ganjam was 1,089 which was 
reduced to 1,058 in 1931 and to 999 in 
1941. A slight mproYement was regis
tered by the year 1951 when the number 
rose to 1,002. This is just aboye the par 
ratio. 

SEx R.t.no AMOXG AGRICUL'!'UIUL 
CLASSES 

16. The population of the agricultural 
classes in Orissa is 11,612,368 comprising 
5,745,10.) males and 5,867,263 females. 
The·-number of females per 1,000 males 
in agricultural classes is 1,021, which is 
less than the proportion noticeable not 
only among the non-agricultural classes, 
but also among the general population. 
One would ordinarily expect in a country 
which is predominantly agricultural in 
character and which has a surplus popula
tion of females, that the ratio of females 
of the agricultural classEJS "ill be higher 
than that o£ the non-agricultural classes 
or of the general population. This is 
however not the case in Orissa. In 
7 out of 13 districts of the State, namely, 
Cuttack, Balasore Ganjam, Koraput, 
Phulbani, Bolangir and Kalahandi the 
proportion of females to males of the 
agricultural classes is smaller than that 
of the non-agricultural classes. In the 
remaining six. districts, the proportion of 
females in the agricultural classes is 
greater than that of the non-agricultural 
classes. This peculiarity seems to have 
resulted from the fact that in the seven 
districts named above, women of the 
agricultural classes often take to 

General Agri~ural 
S~te or natural popnla- , 

divillioll tion Total s. • P. N.E.D. 

ORISSA 1,022 1,021 182 1,936 
. 

In1and Diviaio11 1,007 1.010 187 1,831 

eo.~ta IDiviaion 1,0~0 1,036 1'75 2,071 

certain non-agricultural professions, and 
in such a case if their earnings justify 
their classification as self-supporting 
persons, they would .automatically be 
returned as women belonging to non
agricultural classes in spite of living in 
agricultural households. In the districts 
of Kalahandi and Bolangir, women 
belonging to agricultural classes are 
known to ha Ye been returned as self
supporting persons of non-agricultural 
category· by lirtue of their deriving the 
principal means of livelihood from bidi
making. In Koraput and Phulbani, 
women have their own earnings from 
collections of forest products, while in 
the coastal districts of Cuttack, Balasore 
and Ganjam women belonging to agri
cultural families engage themselves in 
retail trade and in manufacture of food· 
stuffs, such as, mudhi, chuda as well as 
such industries as husking of paddy, 
weaving and spinning, stock raising and 
domestic service. Such a woman is 
enumerated among non-agricultural 
population, as soon as it appears that 
her income from any· source of non
agricultural livelihood is sufficient to 
maintain herself. Thus the economic 
status of the individual is responsible 
for swelling the number of women of 
non-agricultural classes, who otherwise 
on the basis of household connection or 
social convention, should have been 
regarded as belonging to agricultural 
classes. 

17. The proportion of females per 1,000 
males in the general population, and in 
agricultural and non-agricultural classes 
and sub-classes is shown below :-

Non-agricultural 
-~ 

-.A. 

E. D. Total S •• P. N.E.D. E. D. 

1,081 1,025 290 1,868 1,135 

1.'76 993 21l0 1,800 l,C71 

518 1,053 325 1,!122. 761 
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18. It appears from the above state
ment that the non-earning dependants 
among females ~Je high .n the agri
cultural as well as the non-agricultural 
classes. The earning dependants are 
·also quite high particularly in the inland 
division, both among the agricultural 
and non-agricultural classes. "\Vomen 
in the inland division are more habituated 
to out-door life than in the coastal divi
sion and take to part-time earning in 
greater proportion. In the coastal divi
sion, the women of agricultural classes 
and also of non-agricultural classes, such 
as, masons, carpenters, smiths, etc., 
mostly remain idle at home unlike their 
counterparts in the inland division. This 
explains the remarkable difference 
between the figures of earning dependants 
of the two divisions. 

19. A reference to Subsidiary Table 
6·5 shows that among the agricultural 
classes, women of self-supporting cate
gory are largest in proportion in class IV 
forming 599 against 1,000 males of the 
same category. Their proportion among 
cultivators of class III is only 252 and 
is much less in classes I and II. The 
proportion of females of the category 
of earning dependants is highest in 
class III. This is natural because in the 
population of livelihood class III, the 
level of income is low and requires to 
be supplemented by part-time labour 
of other members of the household. 
The proportion of female earning depen-

dants in each of the other three agricul
tural classes is a little above half that 
of class III. As regards the non-earning 
dependants, approximately equal propor
tion is noticeable in all the four •classes, 
which however is very high, being nearly 
double of males of the respective cate
gory. 

SEx RATIO AMONG NoN-AGRICULTURAL 
CLASSES 

20. The total population belonging to 
non-agricultural classes is 3,033,578 
of which there are 1,497,787 males·a.nd 
1,535,791 females. _ For every 1,000 
males there are thus 1,025 females among 
the non-agricultural population of Orissa. 
Of the four non-agricultural classes, the 
highest number of self-supporting women 
per 1,000 self-supporting men of the 
same class is to be seen in livelihood 
class VI (Commerce) in which class the 
proportion is 323. The next highest 
proportion occurs in class v~ "'!lumbering· 
305. In classes VIII and VII, there are 
285 and 59 women respectively. With 
regard to the earning dependants, the 
proportions are very high, as in the case 
of agricultural population, with 1,955 for 
class VI, 1,865 for class VIII, 1,856 for 
class VII and 1,834 for class V. The 
earning dependants are high in class V 
with a proportion of 1,462. The remaining 
three classes have smaller proportion, 
namely, 1,040 in class VIII, 844 in class 
VII and 762 in class VI. 
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SECTION V 
Marital ~tatus Ratios 

1. Marriage is a factor of basic import· 
ance for the future of population. The 
proportion of people who marry and the 
age at which they marry determine for 
the most part the number and the 
frequency of births, which in turn effec
tively influence the trend of population. 
A reference to the Subsidiary Table 6·7 
sho·ws that nearly half the people in the 
State are married. The remaining half 
is ~onstituted to a predominant extent 
by unmarried people and to a small 
extent by the widowed. It appears 
that nearly one out of every 8 females 
and one out of every 25 males in the 
State is a widowed person. 

INTERPRETATION : l\1 \RRIED 

2. Persons who were recognised by 
custom as married were entered as such 
even though th.ey might not have gone 
through a full ceremony. The criterion 
was that where persons were accepted by 
the members of their community as 
regularly married, such persons were 
recorded as married. The intention was 
to widen as far as possible the ddinition 
of marriage, since it is in no way the 
concern of the census whether a couple 
are legally married or not, so long as they 
are living together in such a manner .as 
to beget children and to form a family 
household. There was therefore little 
scope for uncertainty whether a person 
should be regarded as married or not. 
It was however not improbable that 
wrong statements were made to the 
enumerators at times. For example, 
under the instructions given, persons 
living in unregulated sex relation were not 
to be returned as married, though some 
of such persons insi.sted on being record~d 
as such '\\ith a. VIew to keep up soc1al 
prestige. A few widowed or diyorced 
persons or even grown up spmsters 
might have concealed their unwelcome 
civil condition, but it is presumed that 

• 

the number of such delibt'mto mis· 
statements are negligible and dors 1 ot 
affect the marital ratios as shown in the 
statistics. 

WIDOWED : DIVORCED 

Divorced persons, for purpose of 
census statistics, are included among the 
widowed. The question may arise how 
far the recorded number of widowed 
persons is affected by such combination. 
Divorce is not legally. recognised under 
the personal law of the majority of 
Orissa's population, and although among 
some small sections particularly of lower 
social strata, and among certain religious 
minorities and tribes this is permissible, 
in actual practice it is rare with all 
sections of people. Even such rare cases 
are followed by marriage in many in
stances, so that the net residual number 
is insignificant in influence on the statis
tics of the widowed. A widowed person, 
as usual, means a man or a woman who 
has lost the married partner by death. 
If a person who after being widowed or 
divorced has again married, he or she 
was treated as married and not as 
widowed or divorced. 

PAST TREND: MARRIED 

3. The following statement gives the 
number of married persons out of 1,000 
of the general population of each sex 
for the last four censuses. 

Sex 

l\Ialea 

Females 

Number of married persons -- ..... ~ 1951 1941 1931 1921 

490 467 481 439 

483 467 439 

There has been a rise in thA number of 
married persons, males as well as females, 
from the year. 1921 onwards except _in 
the year 1941 when there was a sHght 
decline. This decline was more than 
compensated by a greater rise in numher 
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·in the year 1951, so that the number of 
married persons in the year 1951 is hig-her 
than that of the year 1921. The propor
tion of married males has been higher 
than that of married females in the years 
1951 ~nd 1931 for reasons discussed in 
a subsequent paragraph. 

UNMARRIED 

4. The proportion of unmarried persons 
out of 1,000 of each sex of the general 
population for different censuses is II!-en
tioned below. 

1\Iales 

Females 

Numb •r of unmarr:eJ persons 
Sox ,.. ---- __ .A._ ----~ 

1951 1941 1931 1921 

471 

386 

493 

362 

48,1, 

350 

619 

375 

While the proportion of unmarried males 
has been declining from decade to decade 
with a fluctuation in the year 1941, the 
proportion of unmarried females has 
shown slight increase during the last 
30 years. The reason why the propor
tion of unm uried females has been 
increasing particularly from the year 1931 
while the proportion of unmarried males 
has been going down may be that it is 
among the females rather than among 
males that education has made compara
tively greater progress during the last 
few decades. Therefore an increasing 
proportion of females remain unmarried 
upto a higher average age. Education 
has also spread during the last few 
decades among the boys but in point 
of proportion boys ha vo been left behind 
girls. This explains to some extent why 
the proportion of unmarried females has 
risen against a background of decline 
noticeable with regard to males. It is 
further seen that, the proportion of 
unmarried males is much higher at every 
census than the proportion of unmarried 
females. Social disapproval is stronger 
against a woman rather than against 
a man when the marriage is delayed or 
does not come at all. The males generally 
marry later than females, and so the 

proportion of unmarri~d males has all 
along remained higher than that of 
unmarried females. 

'VIDOWED 

5: Out of a proportion of 1,000 persons 
of each sex, the number of widowed 
persons among males and females for 
different censuses is given below. 

Number of widowed persons 
Sex r--~-

1~51 1941 1931 1921 
Males 39 40 35 42 
Fem"'les 131 171 172 186 

The above figures show a rem~rkable 
disparity in the number of widowed. 
persons of different sexes in the censuses 
of the past. This is the natural result of 
males· being permitted to marry after 
becoming widowers, while the females 
are debarred from taking a husband 
second time. The proportion of widowed 
males has practically remained at a level 
subject to slight fluctuations since the 
year· 1921. It shows no trend. Bu~ 
as regards the females, there has been a 

. consistent fall from decade to . decade 
since the year 1921. The age old pre
judice against.. widow remarriage is gra
dually weakening but in actual practice 
there has been· no appreciable progress 
in this direction. The remarriage of 
widows now makes as much a striking 
item of news these days as it used to make 
two or three decades ago. Therefore 
this does not explain the fall in the 
proportion of widows. The matter seems 
to be-correlated with the decline in the 
death rate of males. Another reason 
may be that on account of the rising 
average age of marriage .for girls in 
recent years there has been a decrease 
in the number of child widows which in 
previous decades used to swell the pro-
portion of widows. . . 

DISTRmUTION OF POPULATION BY 
MARITAL STATUS 

6. The distribution of the 1951 popula
tion between the three marital conditions, · 
namely, unmarried, married and widowed 
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is sho\l"Il below. The figures relate to 
10 per cent samples of the general popula
tion. The absolute total population of 
the State under the three classes may be 
worked out approximately by multiplying 
the figures by ten. 

Sex Unmarried Married Widowed 

llal~ 3U.567 356,1\33 28,566 
Femal.,. 283,767 354,968 96,1102 

It thus appears that the number of 
married persons among males and females 
is greater than the number of unmarried 
persons in the State. Nearly half the 
total population belong to the category 

· of married persons. There are 490 
married males and 483 married females 
out of every thousand of the general 
population. This practically means that 
almost every person of marriagable age 
has been married and is actually living 
in married state or has passed into the 
widowed state. The universality of 
marriage is the _outco~e of reli~?us 
practices and social attitude obtammg 
in the country, which look upon celibacy 
with disfavour. These considerations are 
so strong as to outweigh the lack of 
economic stability of the bridegroom, 
which is of minor significance in a joint 
family system. The percentage of un
married among the total male population 
of the State is 47·1 and among the 
total female population is 38·6. Simi
larly, out of the total male and female 
population of the State, 3·9 per cent 
are widowers and 13·1 per cep.t are 
widows. The marked disparity b~tween 
the males and females in the widowed 
state is due, as i~ well known, to ~he 
practice of a widowed . ':llale gettmg 
married again and re-acq~g the. status 
of a. married person, which a mdowed 
female belonging to the most sections of 
the population, is not allowed to do. 

ExcEss oll' 'MA.Immn MALEs 

7. The figures given above with regard 
to the married males and females show 
a striking fact. In a. sample population 

of the dimension of 10 per cent, there are 
357 thousand married males as against 
355 thousand married females, which 
presents an apparently impossible posi
tion of nearly two thousand married 
males with non-existent wives. The 
feature becomes all the more striking 
when considered against the background 
of surplus female population in OriS3a 
and when the practice of polygamy, 
even though existing in an extremely 
limited form in Orissa, is taken into 
consideration. It was ordinarily expec
ted that the number of married femalrs 
should exceed, or at least Rhould not be 
short of, the number of married males. 
This is, however, not the first occasion 
when such reverse position has come to 
notice. As the Subsidiary Table G·7 
shows, the unexpected feature of surplus 
of married males over married females 
was present in Orissa in the year 1931, 
when there were 481 married men for 
every 478 married women in the general 
population. The shortage of married 
women vis a vis married men was also 
noticed in the all-India figures for the 
year 1931. In Orissa, the proporti.on 
of married women was at par with 
that of marrierl men in the years 1921 
and 1941, but has turned into a higher 
proportion for married men in the years 
1931 and 1951. No explanation is avail· 
able why there was a larger proportion 
of married men in the year 1931. The 
excess cannot of course be imputed to 
polyandrous conditions as are prevalent 
among some Buddhists of the Himalayas, 
for Orissa, a land of surplus females, 
never took to such a social order. So 
far as the present census is concerned, 
the first and foremost reason of the 
disparity in marital ratio has to be 
ascribed to the vagaries of sampling 
procedure under which the figures 
presented above have been obtained. 
This however appears at best a par~ial 
explanation. Out of every 490 marrted 
men there are seven whose wives has 
not been accounted for in the statistics, 
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It is likely that a few of these missing 
wives are outside the bounds of Orissa, 
so that they have not been censused 
and included in the statistics. It is a 
well known fact that a number of married 
male refugees, contractors, businessmen 
and men employed in miscellaneous 
services and professions have come to 
Orissa, either on account of political 
conditions in India or on account of the 
multi-purpose and industrial develop
ments in the State, and such married men 
have uot brought their wives to Oris!3a 
in all cases. ThiR has partly led to the 
increase in the number of married men 
over married women. Yet another 
teaRon may be found in the contravention 

Unmar·i d 

of the Child :Marriage RE>straint Act. 
Brides are generally younger in age than 
bridegrooms and the necessity to conceal 
the marital status of the child-bride is 
greater and more frequent than in the 
case of the bridegrooms. A greater 
number of concealment of the married 
state. of females corr·espondingly swells 
up the proportion of married males. 
Thus the excess of married males is 
partly unreal. 

AGE AND MARITAL RATIO 

8. The following statement shows the 
distribution of 1,000 persons of each sex 
at differeut age groups according to their 
marital status in 1951. 

Married Widowed 
Age r----..A. r-----~ ""' Males Females 

0 1,000 1,000 

1-' 1,000 1.ooo 

5-U 943 880 

15-24 537 223 

25-34 101 37 

M-U 27 21 

45 and over 18 15 

9. The above statement shows that in 
the age groups 0 and 1-4 years, the 
entirP male and female population is 
unmarried. In actur..l practice, howe\:er, 
tlwre are cases of infant marriages taking 
pl:1ce here and there occasionally, and 
hy the age of 4 yea,rs, there are a good 
few cases in Orissa not only of marriages 
solemnized but of widowed status 
acquired bv suckling babies and vounO' 
children, male and female Such· cas~ 
however are insignificantl.v small, com
pared to the vast population of the State. 
On account of this reason, it was held 
for statistiral purpo~es that persons upto 
the age of 4 years should be taken, one 
and all. as unmarriNL The Rtl\.tAment 
above thus shows 1,000 out of 1,000 as 
unmarried in the age- groups 0 and 1-4. 

Males Females Males Females 

55 

451 

868 

919 

840 

... 

.. ' 
117 2 3 

743 12 3' 

882 31 81 

785 54 194 

500 142 485 

10. In the ag~ group 5 to 14 years, 
as many as 880 out of 1,000 females are 
unmarried and the remaining 120 have _ 
entered into the bonds of marriage, 
of whom 3 are already-- widows and the 
remaining 117 are in married state. 
1\fost of these 117 ' married ' girls may 
be in pre-puberty age, unfit for consum
mation. Among males of this age group. 
943 are unmarried, 55 are married and 
2 are widowed. In the next age group. 
namely 15 to 24 years, comes the peak 
of marriages of females, for out of I ,000 
females in th;s r ge group, 743 are marri
erl, 34 are widows and only 223 remain 
unmarried. Among males, the propor
tion of married. wiciowed and unmarriPd 
is 4.51, 12 and 537 respectively. Thus 
at the age of 24, more than half the 

24 
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males bclongillg to the age group 15-::!! EXTEXT OF Rllu.Y ~lARRIAGE 
vears remain unmarried, while the 13. As the figures stand, the numbt'r 
proportion of females remaining unmar- of married male persons between 0 and 
ried at·this age is Jess than one-fourth. u )-ears of age has inereas('d from 18 in 
Xearly 31 per cent of. the total number 19-H to 28 in 19.31. Jn r('spect of the 
of women·.of.the age group 15-24 years females ofthe same age group th(' number 
are already widows. has declined from 60 to 57. It is muler

standable that child marriages among 
ii: The rush of marriage which is females has decreased as the figures show. 

confined to the ·age group l5-2! years But it is difficult to explain why child 
for females, is spread onr almost equally marriage among males has inereased 
for males in the age-groups :15-2! and during the last 10 years. It appears 
25 -3-1. The proportion of married males absurd from common knowledge that 
is 451 out of 1,000 in .the age group marriage in younger age has be('n incrNts-
15-2-1 but rises to 868 out of 1,000 in ing among boys during the last few years. 
the next age group 25----3! years. In the The real position may be otherwise. 
latter age group· there are 101 males The fact seems to be that the 19-H 
and 37 females only who are still un- firures calculated on the basis of the small 
~arried.- ·The ·figures for the widowed .: ·s;inple of 2 per cent size are not reliable 
persons have risen to 31' for males and ·· with regard to this age group, and that 
81 for females out of 1,000 population of. the proportion of married males aged 
the respective sex in this age group. 0 to 14 years must have been higher The· aO'e groups· beyond 34: years are· than 18 out of 1,000 in 19!1. At any 
notable 

0 

for large number of widowed rate, it could not have been lower than 
persons, there being 54: widowers and the 1951 fiO'ures, namely 28 out of 1,000. 
194: widows in the age group 35-44 and The fiO'ures

0
for the year 1951 show that 

142 widowers and 485 widows in the age at lea~t 5·7 per cent of married females 
group 45 and over, out of a population of and more than 2·8 per cent of married 
1,000 persons of each sue~ age group males are breakinO' the law by contraven-
a.nd sex. ing the provision~ of th~ C~ild :Marri~ge 

CHANGES SINCE 1941 

12. Subsidiary Table 6·8· shows ·the 
age distribution of 1,000· married persons 
of. each sex for the censuses of 1951 and 
194:1. The figures relating to 1951·have 
been drawn from the 10 per cent samples, 
while· those relating to 194:1 are based 
on a. 2 per cent samT>le technically known 

·as.' Y' sample. The 'result- available 
from -these two 11izes of samples, -one 

·of which, namely the 1941 sample~.is 
too small, does not afford in all case~ a 
sound comparable basis. The figures 
however are useful for giving an approxi
ma:te idea of age distribution ~f marrwd 
persons .during the ·last , two censuses, 
and are discussed in the following 
paragraphs. 

Restraint Act by entermg mto marned 
··life at an age ranging from 0 to 14 years. 
·If the married males upto the age of 
18 years, which is the age limit under the 
law prohibiting child marriage, are taken 
into consideration, the percentage of 
married male children contracting early 
marriaO'e will be hiO'her than 2·8 as men
tioned 

0

above. Th~ country is thus not 
yet free from the practice ?~ early 
marriage, in spite o_f legal p;ovisiOn~ to 
sto}? it .. This practiCe. of c~1ld marnago 
naturally involves child Widowhoo_d, a 

· 'feature of little significance where w1dow 
remarriage is permissible, but of grave 
social and demographic consequences 
where it is not. · 
FEI\m AoE GRoti-P 

14. The period of maximum fertility 
is between 15 and 34 years of age. In 
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this age group, married males and married 
females both have decreased in propor
tion between the years 1941 and 1951. 
The decrease in respect of males is 
from 445 in 1941 to 424 in 1951, and 
in respect of females the figures are 618 
and 552 respectively. This may be 
indicative of the fact that the people in 
general are taking to marriage at late 
age but it cannot be conclusively estab
lished due to statistical weakness of 1941 
figures. The decline has been more 
marked in the case of females than males. 
In other words, comparatively greater 
proportion of women than men are 
marrying late. This is highly signi
ficant in explaining the fall in the birth 
rato as seen in Chapter I of this Report. 

LATE REPRODUCTIVE AND OLD AGE 
GROUPS 

15. In the age group 35--54 years 
reproductive activities undergo sharp 
decline. This age group is therefore less 
potent for population trend than the 
fertile age group of 15-34 years. The 
number of married males in the age group 
35-54 years has decreased from 423 in 
1941 to 412 in 1951, but the number of 
married females in the group has 
increased from 284 to 317 during the 
last ten years. The position with 
regard to both the sexes is mutually 
counterbalancing and is not likely to 
have exercised a pronounced effect on 
the birth rate of the last decade. Here 
again, it is not possible to express any 
confirmed view on account of the sus
pected defects in the sample age figures 
of the year 1941. 

16. Among the old people aged 55 and 
over, there has been a tendency both 
among males and females to gain by 
increasing proportion of married persons 
in 1951 as compared with that o · 1941. 
The increase is more noticeable among 
females rather than among males but 
the actual proportion of married females 
in this age group is very low as compared 

with males. In· the· year· 1951-out of. 
every 1,000 married males, .there· were~ 
135 males over the age of 55 years· and 
above, while there were· only 73 females 
of such a category~ -This is·the natural 
outcome of widowhood which ~auses 
depletion in the proportion of ·i[iarried 
women~ · Widows - greatly · outnumber 
widowers at the advanced age· beyond 
55 years, so that the ·proportion of 
married old persons is fa-vourable for 
males rather than for females. 

LATE MARRIAGE 

17. It has generally been seen that 
persons are marrying at a higher average 
age in the present decade than they 
used /to do before. The tendency is 
more marked in respect of women than 
men, for men were already marrying 
at somewhat later . age in previous 
decades. This change in marriage habit 
is not .without a bearing on the popula
tion because delayed marriages tend to 
lower birth rate not only by shortening · 
the effective child bearing period but 

. also by reducing the most fertile period 
of reproduction· which comes in the 
earlier years. It is generally held, though 

'there are no statistics in Orissa to support, 
that the period between 15 and 25 years 
of age is markedly more fertile than the 
later ones. There seems to be a fall 
in the proportion of married persons 
both amongst males and females in this 
fertile period. This has partially contri
buted to the decline of birth rate between 
the years 1941 and 1951. 

SARnA AcT 

18. The rise in the average age of 
marriage may be due to the spread of 
education and other socio-economic con
ditions of the present day but the effects 
of legislation are also there. A Bill 
moved by Dewan Bahadur Harbilas 
Sarda was passed in its .final form as the 
Child :Marriage Restraint Act which came 
into force in April 1930, This Act 
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prorides penalties for solemnizing marri
age of male children under 18 and of 
female children under 14 years of age. 
The Act mPt with wide approval among 
the educated persons but se·ious opposi
tion came from the orthodox sections. 
In spite of :nrr·ngement now and then, 
tho 1£-gislation achievro ts object to 
some extent by influencing the attitude 

of persons against marriage at an early 
age. Its ultimate effect on the popula
tion has been good not only from eugenic 
point of view but also from social and 
economic considerations. :Mol'{'over, the 
restriction in child marriage led to reform
ing movements in other directions. viz., 
remarriage of wido"WS, divorce and inter· 
caste marriages. 
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SECTIO.'t VI 
Infants 

DEFINITION 

1. The definition of infant has under
gone a change in the present census. 
In the censuses of 1931 and 194:1, the 
a rre of a person w-as reckoned from the 
n~arcst birth date but in the present 
census the number of completed years 
of age has been shown. Persons whose 
age did not exceed six months were 
shown as 0 year old in 1931 and 1941 
censuses. But on the present occasion, 
an infant of 11 months was shown as 
aged 0. Similarly, an infant of 23 months 
was shown as one year old. It appears 
that this was the arrangement in the 
census of 1921 and before. But since the 
two intervening censuses adopted a 
change in the basis of determination of 
age calculated from the nearest birth 
day, it became necessary to make the 
recorded age comparable with those of 
1921 and previous censuses. This was 
done at the tabulation stage by including 
in the age group 0-1 all persons upto 
six months of age and half the number 
of persons between 6 and 18 months. 
On account of such adjustment, the 
figures of 1941 census are comparable 
with those of 1951, subject, of course, 
to the usual shortcomings of the small 
2 per cent sampling adopted in 1941. 

INCREASE IN NUMBER 

2. The number of persons aged 0 years 
according to the 10 per cent sample is 
40,797, of which 19,540 are males and 
21,257 are females. They constitute 
2·8 per cent of the total sample popula
tion of the State. A perusal of Subsidiary 
Table 6·9 shows that there has been a 
very large increase in the number of 
infants in the present census. There 
were 141 infants per 10,000 persons of 
the general population in 1941 but in the 
year 1951 the proportion of infants rose 
to 279 which is practically double the 

1941 figure. This is indicative of the fact 
that there has been a real fall in infant 
deaths. It was shown in Chapter I of 
this Report that the death rate for the_ 
year 1950 is the lowest ever recorded in 
the State. There was thus a large number 
of survival of babies born in 1950, who 
being within the age of 12 months when 
the census was taken in March 1951, 
have increased the number of infants 
aged 0 year. These infants will be 
responsible, if all goes well with t~em, 
in raising the birth rate in 1971, when 
they will have swel.ed the reproductive 
age group by their large number. 

GREATER SURVIV A.L OF FEMA.LECJ . 

3. Out of 279 infants in the general 
population of 10,000 persons in 1951, 
there are 134 males and 145 females. 
The birth statistics show a larger- number 
of births of male than female children. 
But since at the close of 12 months of 
age, · the male children are lesser in 
proportion than females, it appears that 
a larger proportion of male children 
are v ctims of infantile death. From 
common experience it appears that male 
children die in greater percentage than 
female children by the third month of 
their life. It is thus not strange that at 
the end of one year the number of male 
children is reduced below that of the 
females. 

RURAL AND URBAN 

4. In a population of 10,000 persons 
of rural areas, there are 267 infants of 
whom 130 are males and 137 are females. 
In the urban areas however there are 
222 males and 343 females There is 
preponderance of female infants in the 
rural as wer as in the urban areas, the 
proportion in the urban areas being 
remarkab y high as compared with the 
rural areas. The percentage of female 
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infants in the general, rural and urban 
population is 1·5, 1·4 and 3·4 respective
ly. Similarly, the percentage of male 
children are 1·3, 1·3 and 2·2 respectively. 
The urban population is remarkable as 
it not only contains a higher proportion 
of infants among the total population 
but there is a strikingly high ratio of 
female infants. 

Livl:Lmoon CLAssES 

5. Out of a population of 10,000 
persons belonging to the agricultural 

classes, there are 262 infants of whom 
128 are males and 134 are females. 
Among the non-agricultural classes, thero 
are 342 infants, namely, 154 males and 
188 females. The non-agricultural classes 
are therefore more fortunate in the 
number of infants both male and femalo 
in comparison with the agricultural 
classes. This is a welcome feature of the 
population which stands in need. of o. 
larger number of industrial hands in the 
coming decades. 
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SECTION VII 

Young Children 

DIMINISHING PROPORTION 

I. Persons aged 1 to 4 years are 
classed as young children. The number 
of such children in the 10 per cent sample 
population is 144,120 which constitutes 
9·8 per cent of the total sample popula
tion of the State. In a proportionate 
population of 10,000 persons of the 
State, there are 985 persons between 1 
and 4 years of age. In the year 1941, 
the proportion of such children was 780. 
The proportion of young children has 
thus increased during the decade 1941-50. 
In the previous Section it was seen that 
the proportion of infants has increased" 
considerably, being nearly double in 
1951 of what it was in 1941. Adding the 
two age groups 0 and 1-4, it appears that 
there are 279 infants and 985 young 
children, total 1,264 persons of the age 
0-4 years in 1951. In the year 1941, 
the number of such persons of 0-4 
years of age was 921. The growth in the 
number of infants and young children 
during the last decade is remarkably 
high. 

SEX 

2. Of the 985 young children in the 
population of 10,000 persons of the State, 
there are 483 males and 502 females. 
The females have kept up the numerical 
superiority in this age group as they had 
in the infant stage. But the gap seems 
to be narrowing do"'"'ll in favour of males. 
In the infant stage, there are 134 males 
against 145 females. Among the young 
children there are 483 males which, in 
the infant ratio, requires 523 females but 
actually there are 502 females among the 
young children. This is indicative of the 
fact that among the young children, 
there has been a lesser number of deaths 
among the males than among the females 

so that the males have been propor· 
tionately growing in number. The 
greater amount of infantile death at 
the infant stage among males is partly 
compensated by comparatively lesser· 
amount of deaths among them at the 
age group 1-4 years. 

RURAL AND URBAN 

3. In the rura1 areas, out of 10,000 
persons, there are 986 young children 
which is almost the same proportion as 
in case of general population. The rural 
population of young children is consti
tuted of 482 males and 504 females. In 
the urban areas, the proportionate 
number of young children is 975 which is 
lower than that of the rural or the 
gener~l population.- This urban popula
tion contains 504 males and 471 females. 
Thus the sex proportion in urban areas
is reverse to that of the rural areas or of 
the State as a whole. In the infant stage, 
the ratio was in favour of females but 
in the present stage it has changed. It 
is difficult to· account for this change 
seen in the urban areas. The only 
explanation may be that the towns have 
a comparatively much smaller population 
than either the rural areas or the State 
as a whole and as 10 per cent samples 
were drawn from this small urban popula
tion, the results became somewhat 
unusual. 

PROPORTION IN LIVELIHOOD CLASSES 

4. The agricultural classes contain 998 
young children out of a total population 
of 10,000 of this class. There are 494 
males and 504 females included in this 
proportion. Among the non-agricultural 
classes the total number of young children 
in a population of 10,000 persons is 
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932 compnsmg 438 males and 49-l 
females. Thus both among the agricul
tural and non-agricultural classes the 
numb~r of male young children is less 
than that of female children. Female 
young · children are howeT"er higher 

-
comparatiT"ely among the non-a~cul-
tural classes than the agricultural classes. 
The agricultural classes have got a poor 
proportion of infants but a liberal piT por
tion of young children as compared with 
the non-agricultural class?s. 
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SECTION VIII 
Boys and Girls 

p JOR PROPORTION 

1. Persons between the age of 5 and 
14 years have been classed as boys and 
girls. The number of such persons acco~d
ing to the 10 per cent sample populatwn 
is 356,980 which forms 24·4 per cent of 
the total sample population of the State. 
Expressing it in terms of proportion, the 
general population of the State contains 
2,440 boys and girls in a total population 
of 10,000. This is a poor proportion as 
compared with 1941 composition when 
there were 2,810 persons in this age· 
group. The fall in the year 1951 is the 
result of the calamitous years 1943 to 
1945, when death rates were generally 
high and birth rates low. There was 
considerable devitalization of the people, 
resulting in impairment of their reproduc
tive powers. This has been reflected in 
the poor proportion of boys and girls 
in 1951 as compared with that of 1941. 

SEX 

2. Out of 2,440 persons belonging to 
this age group, there are 1,247 boys and 
1,193 girls. In this age group the boys 
have outnumbered the girls for the first 
time in the age structure. It was seen 
earlier that the proportion of females was 
larger than that of males in younger age 
groups. If the ratio at the infant stage 
were maintained there should have been 
1,349 females in this age group against 
1,24 7 boys. But the girls number only 
1,193 which is low indeed. Even if the 
less favourable ratio of the age group 
1-4: years had continued, there should 
have been 1,296 girls against 1,247 boys. 
The depletion of females in this age 
group is therefore notable. The deple
tion has occurred more between the years 
10 and 14 than between the years 5 and 
9. In the 10 per cent sample, the actual 
number of girls of the age group 5 to 
9 years is 93,089 and boys is 93,690, 

while in the age group 10-14, the girls 
number 81,397 and boys 88,804:. Normal 
death rate should not have caused such 
large reduction. There must therefore 
be larger mortality of females during. t~e · 
economic distress and natural calannt1es 
which visited the land from the year 
1942. 

RURAL AND URBAN 

3. -The rural population contains a. 
larger proportion of boys and girls than 
either the State as a whole or the urban 
areas of the State. There are 2,451 boys 
and girls in the rural areas ou~ of a. 
population of 10,000. Here agam the 
number. of boys is greater than the 
number of girls for their respective 
number is 1,250 and 1,201 only. In the 
urban areas of the State the propor
tionate number of boys and girls is 
2,197 only composed of 1,199 males and 
998 females. The boys again have · 
outnumbered the girls . in the urban 
population. 

LIVELraOOD CLASSES 

4. Among the agricultural classes there 
are 2,467 boys and girls and among the 
non-agricultural classes there are 2,337 
boys and girls in a population of 10,000 
persons of each of these classes. · The 
non-agricultural classes are thus poorer 
in this respect than the agricultural 
classes. At a time when the importance 
of the non-agricultural pursuits is gaining 
ground, this will lead to abandonment 
of hereditary occupation of agricultural 
character by many who will j_9in the 
fold of non-agricultural classes. The 
proportion of sex shows a favourable 
position with regard to boys among both 
the agricultural and the non-agricultural 
classes. There are 1,258 boys and 
1,209 girls among the agricultural classes 
while there are 1,208 boys and 1,129 girls 
among the non-agricultural classes. 
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SECTIOH IX 
Young Men and Women 

1. The age group 15 to 3-l years 
comprises persons who are classed as 
young men and women. This age group 
is the most important in the entire age 
structure. The position in this age 
group determines the immediate trend 
of population, for this is the best period 
of fertility. 

PROPORTION 

2. The sample population of the State 
contains 472,466 persons forming 32·3 
per cent, who belong to the age group 
15-3-l years. Proportionately, in the 
general population of 10,000 persons 
there are 3,230 young men and women. 
In the year 1941, their proportion was 
3,389. The number has thus declined in 
the present decade. As the proportion 
of women of child bearing age to the 
rest of the population has declined in . 
the year 1951, this will lead to a decline 
of population if the fertility remains 
constant. There is thus no prospect of 
a favourable influence on the growth 
rate by the year 1961. 

SEX 

3. There are 1,582 young men and 
1,648 young women included in the total 
number of 3,230 persons belonging to 
this age group. Here the ratio of females 
is higher than that of males. This is one 
factor which will partially counteract 
the decline of growth rate which was 
ordinarily expected from a fall in the 
proportiop of persons belonging to th_is 
age group as seen above. The sex ratio 
in this age group is practically the same 
as that of the age group 1-4 years 
which is favourable to females. 

RtJ'RAL AND URBAN 

4. In a population of 10,000 pt'rsons 
living in the rural areas, there are 3,2:!-l 
young men and women between ages 
15 and 3-l, the young men· numbering 
1,569 and the young women 1,6.35. 
There is thus a clear majority of females 
in the rural population of this age group. 
The position is however difl'ercnt in the 
urban areas. A proportionate population 
of 10,000 persons living in towns contains 
3,354 young men and women of whom 
1,871 are males and 1,483 are females. 
The females are strikingly poor in propor
tion. The excess of male population i~ 
a general feature of the towns. This is 
because of concentration of non-agricul
tural workers, students and other sec
tions of the population belonging to male 
sex, engaged in economic activities of 
various kinds. 

luVELIHOOD CLASSES 

5. Out of a population of 10,000 
persons belonging to the agricultural 
classes, 3,221 belong to the age group 
15-34 years. Of them, 1,571 are males and 
1,650 are females. The non-agricultural 
classes contain 3,264 persons in this age 
group out of a total population of 
10,000 persons of this category. Among 
them 1,623 are males and 1,641 arc 
females. Thus there is a greater ratio of 
females than males in the agricultural 
as well as non-agricultural classes of the 
population. The proportion of females 
of this age group is however higher in 
the agricultural classes than in the non-

. agricultural classes. 
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SECTION X 
Middle aged Persons 

1. The middle aged persons are those 
that are in the age group 35-54 years. 
Some of them, particularly those between 
the acres 35-44, are within the fertility 
period, although the extent of fe~tility 
in this age group may not be as high as 
in the previous one. The proportion 
of persons in this age group is therefore 
important for consideration of growth 
of population in the immediate future. 

PROPORTION 

2. The total sample population of the 
State numbering 1,462,903, contains 

· 187,825 or 12·8 per cent in the sub-group 
35to44years and 131,149 or 9·0 per cent 
in the sub-group 45-54 years. It is 
the first sub-group, namely ·35-44 years 
which is more important of the two. 
It is a good feature of the population 
structure that this sub-group is well 
represented. Combining both the sub
groups it appears that out of a total 
population of 10,000 persons of the State, 
the proportion of persons in the middle 
age amounts to 2,180. In the year 1941, 
the number of such persons was 2,139. 
The proportion of middle aged persons 
is thus higher in the present -decade than 
it was in the last. 

SEX 

3. The total number of 2,180 persons 
belonging to this age group is composed 
of 1,105 males and 1,075 females. This 
age group therefore contains a larger 
number of males than females. The 
paucity of females in this age group is 
partly the result of the.infiuenza epidemic 
of 1918 which was fatal not only to the 
infants and young children but also to 
the females in particular. It was the 

poor female ratio in this age group 
which was partly responsible in lowering 
the growth rate in the decade 1941-50. 
This age group however is gradually 
passing out of importance and as it is 
followed by a female majority age group 
of reproductive period, the position is 
favourable for growth of population, 
judged from this point of view .. 

RURAL AND URBAN 

4. The proportion of 10,000 persons 
of the rural areas contains 2,184 middle 
aged persons of whom 1,104 are males 
and 1;080 are females. In the urban 
areas, the proportion of middle aged 
persons in a population of 10,000 persons 
is 2,091, made up of 1,149 males and 
942 females. The females are thus every
where smaller in ratio than the males 
and the ratio is particularly low in the 
urban areas. The lower ratio of females· 
in the urban population as compared 
with the rural population is due to the 
fact that in this age group people are 
still employed in economic activities for 
earning their livelihood and as such there 
is greater amount of concentration of 
male population in the towns. 

LIVELIHOOD ~SES 

5. The non-agricultural classes contain 
a larger proportion of middle aged persons 
than the agricultural classes. In a popu
lation of 10,000 there are 2,164 persons 
of middle age in the agricultural classes 
and 2,245 persons of similar age in the 
non-agricultural classes. In the agri
cultural classes there is a smaller propor- · 
tion of females than males in the same 
manner as in the rural, urban or the 
general population. The proportion Of 
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agricultural population of middle age 
numbering 2,16-l consists of 1,103 -males 
and 1,061 females. But the position is 
reverse in the non-agricultural classes 
where the females outnumber the males, 
their respective number being 1,128 and 
1.117. In one way this ·will show that 
the influenza epidemic of 1918 which 
was primarily responsible for depletion 

of the females in this age group ws.s more 
severe on the agricultural classes than on 
the non-agricultural. In fact, the 
influenza epidemic was preceded by agri. 
cultural distress and it is not stranl:O 
that the result of these combined cala· 
mities was more disastrous to the femaleca 
of the agricultural than the non-agricul· 
tural classes. 
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SECTION XI 
Elderly Persons 

PROPORTION 

1. Persons aged 55 and over are classed 
as elderly persons. Their number in the 
sample population of the State is 128,082 
which constitutes 8 8 per cent of the total 
population. In other words, the pro-
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portion of such persons is 876 out of 
the general population of 10,000. This 
is exceedingly poor when compared with 
the parallel age group of some of the 
ndnmced countries of the world. It 

shows that longivity of the people of this 
State is poor as compared with that of 
other countries. But in 1941 the pro
portion was poorer. It stood at 741 
out of the _total !;eneral pupulation of 
10,000 persons. This · may show that 
there has been some improvement in the 
ongivity of the population during this · 
lecade but the fact may not be a.c cepted 
dithout caution. The 1941 figures· as 
mentioned earlier were drawn from a 
poor 2 per cent sample, yielding in many 
instances less reliable result than has 
been obtained with a bigger sample of 
1951. 

SEX 
· .. 

2. The population of 876 of elderly 
age group is composed of 419 males and 
457 females. The females at last outlive. 
and outnumber the males of Orissa. 
For every 419 elderly males there are· 
38 elderly females who are surplus in 
number. This also shows the corres
ponding extent of widowhood in the 
society. 

RURAL AND URBAN 

3. In the rural areas, for every 10,000 
persons there are 879 persons of elderly 
age of whom 419 are males and 460 are 
females. In the urban areas, the total 
number of elderly persons out of 10,000 
population is 805 made up of 418 males 
and 387 females. As in the case of th9 
general population, there is a greater 
ratio of females in the rural population. 
But the opposite is seen with regard to 
the urban population where the males 
are more in ratio than females. This 
does not. necessarily mean that the 
females of the rural areas are more long 
lived than those of the urban areas. 
The fact is that among the elderly 
persons there are still some earners of 
livelihood living in towns who generally 
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belong to the male sex. They therefore 
swoll the ratio of males in the urban 
population as compared with that of rural· 
population. 

LivELIHOOD CLAssES 

4. Out of a population of 10,000 
persons of agricultural classes, the pro· 
portion of persons aged 55 and over 
amounts to 879. Similarly, out of 10,000 
non-agricultural population, the number 
of elderly persons stands at 862. Elderly 
persons are thus slightly larger among 

the agricultural classes than among the 
non-agricultural. Both among the 
agricultural and non-agricultural classes 
there is the majority of females among 
the elderly persons. For eTery 426 males 
of the agricultural classes there are 
453 females in the age group 55 and oYer. 
Among the non-agricultural classes, for 
every 391 elderly males there are 471 
elderly females. The excess of females 
is however more marked among the 
non-agricultural classes than among the 
agricultural. 
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SECTION XII 
Concluding Remarks 

383 

RELIABILITY OF AGE STATISTICS on the basis of age groups rather than 
single years. In this way it is possible 

1. The preceding six Sections of this to minimise the defects in the recorded 
Chapter relate to the distribution of age of individuals by considering a mass 
population by age groups. The ascer- of figures extending over a group of years 
tainment of correct age is one of the which ultimately yield a reasonably 
most important aspects of the Census accurate estimate of the age constitution 
Operations. But there are various cir- of the population as a whole. The 
cumstances which affect the accuracy study of the age structure in the form of 
of age returns. Firstly, large sections a pyramid as given below is interesting 
of the population, particularly belonging and illustrative. 
to the rural areas, appear to be ignorant AGE PYRAMID 
of their correct age. Although their 
memory was aided with reference to 2. The pyramid shown in the next page 
some outstanding event of the past, depicts the age structure of the popula-
namely by asking the enumerated person tion of-Orissa in 1951 in 5-yearly age 
what was his age at the time when the groups from 0 to 79 years. The outstand-
first railway line was built or when ing feature of this age structure is that it 
the world war I broke out and so on, has got a very broad base, and with some 
the answer received was at best approxi- amount of fluctuations, it has reached 
mate. Secondly, as regards the section ~quickly attenuated top. This structure 
of people who knew the age correctly, IS characteristic of countries having high 
there was often the tendency either to mortality and high fertility. The ideal· 
exaggerate or to understate the age. age struc~ure will ~e one .. where every, 
Elderly persons generally were inclined age group IS substantmlly larger than that 
to state higber age with the feeling · - of the next older group and the whole 
that enhanced age adds to their dignity· ·structure _tapers off slowly as the effect 
and importance in the society. Young .. of mortality cuts down the generations 
men and women, particularly those who as they pass through life. The age 
were unmarried or widowed generally structure of Orissa is not like this. 
understated their age so that they may I~s extreme_ly broad foundation shows the 
appear more eligible for matrimonial dis:propo~tw~ate extent of young popu-
alhance. In consequence, inaccuracy in latio~ wh1~h IS the natu~al conseq~ence 
age figures in some cases crept in. of h1gh birth rate, while the qmckly 
Thirdly, there was the general prefere.nce narrowing top shows .th? lack o~ longivity 
for use of round numbers in making an of the general populatwn, which is the 
estimate -of age. Whethel' on ac_count result_ of _high death rate. Moreover, 
of absence of exact knowledge· or on the~e _ar_~ so~e fluctuations_'_in "tlie· distri;. 
account of the tendency to exaggerate b'!lt10~ . of th~_ p_opulatwn. · between 
or understate the age, the preference for d1ff~r~nt age groups in between the top 
the nearest round number resulted in and the bottom on account of the effect 
swelling up the. age structure relating of :var~g birth an<:J.. death rates~ effects 
to the years whwh are multiples of 5. of..faD?J.Il;e a;nd ~carCI_ty of ·~oo~; and of 
P:rsons either of 21. or 19 years of age unste_ad~ ~gra,twn. n 

will generally mel!t10n 20 · a~ the age. 3. The firstn ~wo age ifoups, na111ely. 
On_ account of this reason 1t is more 0-4 and 5--:9 4a..ve built up a heavy founda-
desirable to study the structure of age tion for the age pyramid of Orissa. "'The 
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next age group 10 14 has substantially 
reinforced the broad base. The age 
group 0--1 alone comprises a population 
of 184,917, out of the total 10 per cent
sample population of 1,462,903 in the 
State. This age group therefore com
mands 12·6 per cent of the total popula
tion of the State. The next age group 
5-9, baring a strength of 186,779 out 
of the abovementioned sample popula
tion represents 12·8 per cent of the total 
population. Adding the two lowest age 

groups, it appears that infants nnd 
young children upto 9 years of a~o 
constitute more than one-fourth of tho 
total population of the State. This ii 
indicative of the extremely ~-onngish_ 
character of the population. Children 
between 5-14 years of age number 33G,DSO 
in the sample population constitutin,!! 
24·4 per cent of the total population of 
the State. The total of infants and 
children upto 14 years of age is 37 per 
cent of the whole population.· 

• to 

I AGE PYRAMID 

Sample (101) Population 
AGE GROUP 

a 73·79 a 
t:::l 70·74 c:2 
c:::::l 6 So6 G &::::::1 

f'IAUS ' C :-:: I 60·64 tt ==::a• FEMAlU 

r:::: ;a ss-se c~ • 
C _:::;~: •• ;I 50·54 L -:;:; I 

45"49 I .; : I 

I ::::; ;•;:.t 40-44 rr:::::;::::=====l* 
g: ::;:: ;::;:: :- ) 35-J9 tr=:::;:::::::====-==:1:::1 

c= -;::~ = :z:a 30·34 cc:::•::::=======:::Jj 
= ,: ; Q : :;::;::;: :a 25·29 ~!~:~:~·=~=~·~:~~~~~~, 

t~;;;;~~~~~:~:~;~:~-:~:~!=~~!~:~·~::~~_;,- 20-24 c:: :: I ·'· =;t:=; == ::::::~,,_IS~'::;:;:;;:;, I 
f # ·.; 4 ;: # id*';'::. <: : ; :; ; :; ; ::W 10 ·14 r:::;:;:: ;: - L.;::= :::.= 

e·:::• =:::::-:;::;=: ; •: :e:::::::: :,: :::::J ~-9 r:ct:.'":':::= ::=======::::;;:::::::==:::=:··::::::::: :1=1 
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'':~x:t-:~:::::::z::::•:::::*:•::::::;:;::::::::~::=:J1 o-4 tc:=:::::::=::-:::::::::·::::::::=::=:=======:::J:J 
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4. 'Vith the 15th year in the age 
structure starts an abrupt shrinkage. 
The age groups 15-19 and 20-24: are 
comparatively small both comprising a 
sample population of 240,654 constitn
ting 16·5 per cent ofthe population of the 
State. Thus, while persons of the first . 
10 Y"ars of age. namelv 0 to 9 constitute 
~a·-t ~r <'ent, -those· of a subsequent 
10-year group, namely 15 to 24, consti-

tutes only 16·5 per cent. The import
ance of this age group in the entire 
population structure is obviou~. It is 
the most fertile age group and as it is 
poorly represented, the growth of porml:t
tion in 1951-60 will be corresponninglv 
small. The next age groups 25 to 29 and 
30-34: years are however normal as 
compared with the two immediately pre· 
ceding age groups, but whon <'onsidered 
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against the heavy piling up of infants 
and children at the foundation of the 
pyramid, the strength of age groups 
from 25 to 34 years does not appear 
adequate. Th9se two age groups consti
tute 15·8 per cent of the total population 
with 231,812 individuals. 

5. The age groups 35-39 and 40-44 
are on the whole normal containing 
187,825 persons of the sample population 
and constituting 12·8 per cent. But 
the· ·· age group 45-49 shows a sudden 
fall though somewhat counterbalanced 
by the next higher age group 50-54. 

· Both these age groups contain 9 per cent 
of the total sample population. 

6. There is abrupt shrinkage again in 
t.w age group 55-59. The elderly 
section of the population aged 55 . to· 
79 years have been exhibited in 5 age 
groups in the diagram above. Persons· 
aged 80 and above have not been shown 
as they are too small in proportion. 
All the five age groups from 55 to 79 
combined contain a sample population 
of 119,176, constituting 8·1 per cent of 
the total. Persons between ages 0-54 
form 92·1 per cent while the elderly 
group of persons of the age 55 and above 
constitute 8·9 per cent only. This shows 
that there is a poor proportion of elderly 
persons in the population of Orissa. 

COMPARISON WITH ADVANCED COUNTRIES 

7. The following statement compares 
the distribution of population by suitable 
age groups of Orissa and a few advanced 
countries of the world *. The figures 
shmvn under each country relate to the 
percentage of population against each 
age group. 

Age group Orissa 

0-U 37·0 
15-H 45·1 
45-54 9•0 

55 and above 8·9 

U. B.A. 

24·2 
47·5 
12·2 
16-1 

England 
and Australia 

\\"ales 

21•8 24·1 
45·0 47•4 
12·9 12·3 
20·3 16-2 -----------------------·-----------

It will appear from the above state
ment that children upto 14 years of age 
in Orissa are a hove one and a half time 
the number of children in the U. S. A., 
England or Australia. But the e~derly 
population aged 55 and above is nearly 
half that of U. S. A., and Australia and 
is much less than half that of England 
and Wales. This clearly shows the excess 
of children population and the shortage 
of elderly population in Orissa. 

SPECIAL FEATURES OF AGE STRUCTURE 

8. The most prominent. feature of the 
age structure of Orissa is that the popula
tion is greatly child ridden, with a 
proportion of adults which is poor and 
of elderly persons which is poorer still .. 
Yet another feature is the predomin2nce 
of unproductive age groups. It has been 
seen how children upto the age of 14 
are disproportionately large in number.' 
They. belong mostly to unproductive 
category of population. Among the 
middle aged persons, those who are in the· 
best period of fertility, namely in the 
age group 15 to 24 years, are comparative
ly poor than those who belong to the 
later reproductive span of life. Persons 
belonging to the age groups 35 to 54 
years are on the whole well represented 
in the age structure. But these groupE' 
are less important as regards fertility 
and reproductive activities. · 

9. In Western Countries, the age 
structure generally remains stable, being 
governed mostly by the fertility rate. 
But in Orissa, conditions of harvest and 
public health affect the age structure 
particularly in the earlier groups to a 
remarkable extent so that the rate of 
fertility is by no means the most import
ant factor in determining the structure 
of population. On account ofunstability 
in the age composition due to fluctuations 
of birth and death rates, the reproduction 
rate does not happen to be a. reliable 
index of population growth. 

• Fi~ 1ret adopted from Poplllation an<l Fo:>d Planni•'lg in lndia b7 Baljit Singh (Hind Kitab1, Limited. 
Bombay, 19!7 ) page 9. 

· 2o 
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CoRRELATION WITII Ecoxomc Co!mi
TION 

10. The age structure of Orissa has an 
important significance. The age compo
sition of the population generally bears 
a dose relationship to the economic 
condition of the country. 'Yhere a large 
part of the population consists of children, 
as in Orissa, the economically active 
population tends to be small in propor
tion. This is a feature of most of the 
economically under-developed countries. 
Korea, "ith more than 40 per cent of 
its population under 15 years of age 
is typical of countries which are economi
cally least advanced. The situation in 
Korea bears a close resemblance mth 
that of Orissa. England and 'Vales 
which are on the other end of the econo
mic scale, have about 22 per cent in this 
age group, which is nearly half the 
proportion in Korea or in Orissa. Italy 

which occupies an intermediate pol'ition 
mth regard to the economic d.ewlop
ment has 27 per cent of its population 
under 15 years of age. 

11. If the proportion of children 
declines it results in a reduction in tho 
average number of dependants per adult 
of working age, contributing substan
tially to the rise in the standard of 
living. The high proportion of 
children in the population of Orissa 
can be regarded as a symptom of in
efficient national economy. In such cir
cumstances a large share of income is 
spent in bringing up a large number of 
children, many of whom do not survive 
to lend their helping hand to the agricul
tural or industrial development of the 
country. The economic disadvantage of 
a disproportionately largo , childhood 
dependency is obvious. 
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Subsidiary Table 6 Series 
6·1-Persons per 1,000 houses and houses per 100 square miles and 

comparison with past censuses _ · 
General population Rural population 

Natural division 
Persons per 1,000 houses Persons per 1,000 houses and 

district 

1951 1941 1931 1921 . 1951 1941 1931 1921 

(1) (2) ( 3) (4) (5) (6) ( 7) ( 8) ( 9) 

ORISSA .. 4,868 4,770 4,727 4,627 4,865 4,768 4,733 4,633 
3.33 Orissa Inland Dn. 4,864 4,798 4,716 4,591 4,886 . 4,802 . 4,728 4,598 
5.11 Orissa Coastal Dn. 4,873 4,738 4,739 4,664 4,839 4,729 4,738 4,670 

Cuttack 5,188 4,786 4,756 4,642 5,114 4,756 4,744 4,646 
Balasore 4,367 4,499 4,599 4,870 4,353. 4,495 . 4,605 4,894 
Puri 5,295 4,960 4,781 4,539 5,303 4,966 4,787 4,546 

Sambalpur 4,139 4,292 4,391 4,443 4,144 4,282 . '4,398 4,457 
Ganjam 4,414 4,614 4,740 4,631 4,381 4,619 '.4,744 4,623 

Agency 4,381 4,471 4,408 4,412 4,881 4,471 . .4,408 4,412 
Plai118 4,41~ 4,682 4,785 4,664 4,880 4,6~9 4,798 4,657 

Koraput 4,625 4,632 4,641 3,948 4,644 4,634 '.4,647 3,891 
Dhenkanal .. ' 4,951 4,912 4,557 5,055 4,965 5,147 '.4,560 5,072 
Keonjhar 5,706 5,176 5,094 4,902 5,724 5,185 •• 5,094 4,902 
Phulbani 4,416 4,195 4,437 4,096 4,415 4,200 4,437 4,096 

Bolangir 5,398 5,065 4,921 4,865 5,501 5,089 .. 4,938 4,887 
Sundargarh 4,985 5,060 5,152 5,209 5,049 5,060 •• 5,152 5,209 
Kalahandi 5,043 5,328 5,038 4,990 5,053 5,334 •• 5,059 4,996 
Mayurbhanj 5,510 5,116 5,243 5,124 5,494 5,125 5,247 5,133 

Urban population 

Natural division Houses per 100 square mile~ 
and Persons per 1,000 houses 

district 

1951 1941 1931 1921 1951 1941 1931 1921 

( l) ( 10) ( 11) (12) (13) (14) (15) ( 16) ( 17) 

ORISSA 4,941 4,821 4,518 4,415 6,004 4,801 c ,4,395 4,011 
3.33 Orissa Inland Dn: • 4,201 4,604 3,963 4,076 3,560 3,335 3,002 2,661 
5.11 Orissa Coastal Dn. 5,541 4,947 4,752 4,532 9,730 9,597 8,954 8,426 

Cut tack 6,935 5,653 5,061 4,543 11,581 12,1'52 'J1,683 11,248 Balasore 4,749 4,632 4,435 4,275 10,704 9,775 • c 9,187 8,565 
Puri 5,131 4,784 4,586 ' 4,339 7,345 7,260 • 6,967 6,619 

Sambalpur 4,033 4,630 4,185 3,954 4,649 4,142 •• 3,594 3,179 
Ganjam · 4,918 4,538 4,666 4,778 7,7~ 7,158 . 6,211 5,614 

Agency 2,5 9 2,672 • ' 2,640 2,496 Plai118 4,918 4,688 4,666 4,7'18 10,006 9,066 . 7,784 6,941 

Koraput 4,239 4,524 4,218 8,931 2,780 2,465 2,072 2,066 Dhenkanal 4,557 4,905 4,408 4,295 4,011 3,574 3,728 2,759 Keonjhar 4,767 4,717 3,206 3,182 2,811 2,407 Phulbani 4,484 3,839 2,416 2,505 2,167 2,146 

Bolangir 3,856 4,441 4,267 3,773 4,936 5,051 4,749 4,304 Sundargarh 3,458 2,924 2,560 2,239 1,913 
Kalahandi 4,422 4,893 3,621 4,481 3,367 2,949 2,741 2,325 
Mayurbhanj ··- 7,990 4,201 4,709 4,227 4,644 4,817 4,220 3,661 
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6·2-rlum~er of households per 1,000 houses and distributicn by size of 1,000 sampla 
h~useholds or rural and urban population 

Rural 

,.. 
Houae- Small Medium Large Yery lal').,"'e 

Na~ural division hold.e Household population ( three members (Four to aix ( se,·en to nine ( Ten memb..•r1 
and per or lees ) members ) members) or more ) 

diatric& 1,000 
bolJ.6.l8 ,-- A _ __.....,____, ' -4 w 

....._ 
Persona llal~ Females Number PeraollS Number Persons Number Persoiiii Numba Pcrso11 

( 1 ) ( 2) ( 3) (') (G) ( 6) (7) ( 8) ( 9) ( 10) ( 11 ) ( u) (13 

ORillA .. 1,041 4,711 !,327 !,389 371 898 434 !,114 147 1,121 41 685 
3.33 Orlualnlant Dn. 1,037 4,8U 2,414 2,421 349 840 433 2,135 163 1,237 65 631 
1.11 Oriua C:ouua Dn. 1,0U ·4,511 2,229 2,342 3:t5 951 43-1 2,090 130 990 41 533 

·cuttack 1,090 4,450 2,220 2,230 419 1,003 398 1,909 133 1,016 50 6'"' 
Baluore 1,068 4,767 2,418 2,349 431 1,203 444 2,082 86 669 39 11:!3 
Puri 1,067 4,839 2,284 2,555 324 753 468 2,277 164 1,261 .u 548 

Sambalpur 1,019 4,192 1,984 2,208 "5 1,098 376 1,878 1 'N 934 27 :?8:! 
·~ 

Ganjam 1,014 4,222 1,977 2,245 426 968 432 2,106 116 877 26 271 
.Agmcv 1,021 4,031 1,891 2,140 600 1,234 375 1,791 94 681 31 31J 
PlaiM 1,013 4,272 2,000 2,272 401 898 447 2,181 122 927 2l :!60 

Koraput. 1,044 4,530 2,325 2,205 372 865 456 2,186 126 9.&9 46 530 
Dhenkanal 1,020 5,137 2,601 2,536 285 645 478 2,3.&0 167 1,319 72 b33 
Keonjhar 1,076 4,883 2,450 2,433 300 683 500 2,350 100 767 100 1,0S3 
Phulbaoi 1,0.51 4,552 2,260 2,292 354 833 510 2,625 125 979 11 115 

Bolangir 1,060 4,977 2,574 2,403 328 836 425 2,097 202 1,537 45 oo7 
Sundargarh 1,010 5,271 2,563 2,708 302 750 396 1,937 250 . 1,938 52 646 
Kalahandi 1,031 5,496 2,744 2,752 278 684 451 2,195 181 . 1,384 90 1,233 
llayurbhanj - 1,043 5,600 2,836 2,764 237 660 418 2,158 2-18 1,782 117 1,000 

Urban 

,-
House. Small Mecliwn Large Very lRrge 

Natural division hold.e Household population (Three members (Four to t~ix (Seven to nine ( ten mt~rub"'r~ 
and per or les.tJ members ) 111 memboi'S ) or more ) 

diatric' 1,000 
houses ..----"---. ~ r---A---

" 
Persoiiii .Males Females Number PeBoiiii Nwnber Persoiiii Number Persons Nwnber l'ci'IIOJ 

( 14) ( 15) (16) ( 17) ( 18) ( 19 ) ( 20) ( 21) ( 22) ( 23) ( 2i) ( 2:i 

ORISSA - 1,088 &,391 2,651 !,745 255 594 491 2,453 170 1,292 85 1,057 
3.33 Orlualnland Dn. 1,039 8,075 3,050 3,025 100 275 600 2,925 225 1,700 75 1,175 
1.11 Orissa Coastal Dn. 1,125 4,985 2,409 2,578 348 788 424 2,167 138 1,045 91 885 

Cut tack .. 1,166 5,241 2,552 2,689 345 793 379 1,965 104 759 172 1,724 
Dalaaore 1,015 6,000 2,500 3,500 250 750 375 2,000 375 3,250 
Puri - 1,224 3,727 1,727 2,000 454 909 646 2,818 

Samba! pur - 1,076 6,778 3,667 3,111 333 889 444 2,000 2'''' 3,889 

Ganjam 1,068 4,889 - 2,556 2,333 333 722 445 2,167 167 1,167 5(; 1133 

.Agmcv - 1,167 [J5 ~;;J PlaiM - 1,068 4,889 2,656 2,333 333 722 445 2,167 167 

Korapu' 1,030 6,600 3,200 3,400 600 3,000 300 2,400 100 1,200 

Dhenkanal - 1,002 6,000 2,333 3,667 333 1,333 667 4,667 
Keonjhar - 1,013 4,000 3,000 ,1,000 500 1,500 500 2,600 
Phulbani - 1,018 6,000 3,000 3,000 1,000 6,000 

Bolall{lir 1,000 6,111 2,667 2,444 889 4,222 Ill 889 
Sondargarh - 1,000 6,250 3,000 3,250 600 2,500 600 3,760 -Kalahandi 1,000 7,000 2,000 5,000 1,000 7,000 

MayurbbanJ 1,561 6,000 3,000 a,ooo 1,000 6,000 
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6·3-Family composition of 1,000 households of the general population 
Heads of households 

Natural division and district Sample Household population and Sons of Daughters Other male Other 
their wives Heads of of Heads relations female 

liouseholds of house-. to Heads relations 
Persons Males Females Males Females holds of house- to .He .. ds 

holds of house 
holds 

( 1 ) ( 2) ( 3) (4) ( 5) ( 6) (7) ( 8) ( 9) ( 10) 

ORISSA 4,742 2,340 2,402 889 897 1,032 757 404 
t f 

739 
3.33 Orissa Inland Division 4,879 2,433 2,446 921 921 1,135 832 378 693 
5.11 Orissa Coastal Division •• 4,593 2,239 2,354 854 871 920 674 434 790 

Cut tack 4,500 2,241 2,259 . 853 814- 873 559 515 886 
Balasore 4,4308 2,421- 2,387 904 812 792 571 600 904 
Pw'i 4,800 2,265. 2,535 842 1;022 1,107 790 316 722 

Samba! pur 4,280 2,042 2,238 898 894 818 644. 326 700 
Ganjam 4,259 2,009 2,250 835 851 927 805 .. 247 594 

Agency 4,031 1,891 2,140 891 875 891 703 .. 109 562 
Plaina 4,314 2:038 2,276 822 845 936 829 280 602 

Koraput 4,622 2,364 2,258 924 902 1,200 '840 240 516 
Dhenkanal 5,156 2,596 2,560 887, 936. 1,220 844 489 780 
Keonjhar 4,885 2,468 2,387 903 984 1,178 774 387 629 
Phulbani 4,567 2,268 2,299 959 1,010 1,093 907 .. 216 381 

Bolangir 4,986 2,580 2,406 951 930 1,293 .. 832 .. 336 644 
Sundargarh 5,310 2,580 2,730 910 860 1,150 , 1,150 .. 520 720 
Kalahandi 5,507 2,739 2,768 925 948 1,321 865 493 955 
Mayurbhanj .. 5,602 2,837. 2,765 952 928 1,283 921 .. 602 916 

6·4-Females per 1,000 males (Generaf, rural and urban population) and 
comparison with previous censuses 

Natural division 
General population Rural population Urban population 

and district ....... ....... 
1951 1941 1931 1921 1951 1941 1931 1921 1951 1941 '1931 1921 

( 1 ) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) ( 7) ( 8) ( 9.)' ( 10) <P > ( 12 ) ' ( 13) 

ORIS9" 1,02'Z 1,053 1,087 1,0!18 1,029 1,058 1,072 1,090 881 918 930 983 
3.33 Orissa Inland Dn. 1,007 1,019 1,026 1,025 1,011 1,020 1,028 1,026 901 958 •• 954 978 
5.11 Orissa Coastal Dn. 1,040 1,094 1,114 1,151 1,051 1,104 1,124 1,161 869 894 917 955 

Cuttaok 1,025 1,084 1,112 1,160 1,040 1,097 1,125 1,170 796 836 858 937 
Balasore 989 1,024 1,058 1,098 993 1,028 l,064 1,103 844 910 8!14 977 
Purl 1,029 1,082 1,078 1,096 1,042 1,092 1,088 1,110 810 836 843 808 

Samba! pur 1,009 1,035 1,044 1,033 1,015 1,037 1,047 1,036 882 964 •• 934 959 
Ganjam 1,113 1,169 1,191 1,223 1,122 1,180 1,199 1,232 . 1,002 999 1,058 1,089 

Agency 1,043 1,046 1,043 1,016 1,043 1,046 1,043 1,016 
Plaina 1,121 1,185 1,212 1,257 1,131 1,199 1,224 1,269 1,002 999 1,058 1,089 

Koraput 990 994 1,002 998 996 994 1,003 998 872 996 986 1,021 
Dhenkanal 1,017 1,030 1,053 1,074 1,020 1,033 1,055 .i,075 923 939 986 1,009 
Keonjhar 995 1,011 1,028 1,032 997 1,013 1,030 1,033 925 887 898 956 
Phulbani 1,015 1,021 1,022 1,018 1,016 1,021 1,022 1,017 961 1,029 1,G34 1,034 

Bolangir 1,010 1,020 1,025 1,028. 1,013 1,021 1,027 1,028 9.i7 994 988 1,014 
Sundargarh 1,012 1,017 1,013 1,004 1,016 1,020 1,017 1,007 903 914 914 913 
Kalahandi 1,019 1,035 1,035 1,031 1,020 1,035 1,036 1,031 965 1,028 1,014 984 
Mayurbhanj 1,001 1,005 1,0ll 1,015 1,004 1,008 1,013 1,017 741 728 763 769 
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6·5-F'ema!es per 1,000 males in 
All agricultural classes I, Cultivators of land wholly or mainly II-Cultivators !'and 

owned and their dependants unowned 
Na~ural division 

and ,-
district Self- Non- Earning Self Non- Earning Self 

Total su~port- earning depen- Total sul.'port- earning depen- Total support· 
mg depen- danta mg depen- danta ing 

persons dants persons danta persons 

( 1 ) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) { 6) ( 7) ( 8) . ( 9) (10) (11) 

ORISSA 1,021 182 1,938 1,081 1,024 183 1,954 988 987 127 

3.33 Orissa Inland 1,010 
Division. 

187 1,831 1,478 1,014 175 1,851 1,318 1,003 133 

5.11 Orissa Coastal 1,038 175 2,071. 618 1,038 148 2,102 408 977 124 
Division. 

Cut tack 1,022 142 2,157 528 1,030 115 2,224 402 963 140 
Balasore 981 166 1,882 540 994 160 1,854 479 924 105 
.Purl 1,038 140 2,056 675 1,046 134 2,104 499 999 80 

Sambalpur· 1,018 158 1,965 268 1,037 160 1,963 240 1,003 80 
Ganjam 1,109 289 2,143 302 1,085 209 2,192 228 1,015 182 

.Agency 1,032 148 2,263 326 1,021 134 2,336 266 1,152 68 
Plains 1,119 310 2,128 298 1,097 223 2,168 219 1,010 187 

Koraput 985 118 1,825 858 979 115 1,828 832 982 131 
Dhenkanal 1,027 203 1,927 992 1,030 207 1,923 834 1,039 50 
Keonjhar 1,004 173 1,995 161 1,008 176 1,924 111 964 130 
Phulbani 1,014 166 2,316 218 1,020 141 2,342 163 969 144 

Bolangir 1,004 157 1,674 1,832 1,000 156 1,701 1,543 1,042 123 
Sundargarh 1,023 183 1,739 1,753 1,034 176 1,767 1,619 987 219 
Kalahandi 1,012 246 1,634 1,627 1,009 169\ 1,694 1,547 1,024 128 
Mayurbhanj 1,014 298 ~.640 1,633 1,019 268 1,690 1,574 989 253 

6·6-F'emales per 1,000 males in 
Non-agricultural classes V-Production other than cultivation VI-

· Natural division 
and Self· Non- Earning Self. Non- Earning Self •• 

district Total su~port- earning depen. Total support· earning depen- Total support-
mg depen- danta ing depen- danta ing 

persons danta persons danta persons 

( 1 ) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) ( 7) ( 8) ( 9 ) (10) ( 11) 

ORISSA 1,025 290 1,868 1,135 1,028 305 1,834 1,462 1,038 323 

3.33 Orissa Inland 993 250 1,800 1,473 
Division. 

987 241 1,769 1,834 1,052 293 

6.11.0rissa Coastal 
Division. 

1,053 325 1,922 759 1,073 378 1,898 940 1,031 339 

Cut tack 1,032 338 1,845 1,003 1,057 437 1,744 1,384 987 376 
Balasore 1,034 345 1,861 947 1,154 587 1,947 928 971 270 
Puri 999 229 1,975 1,074 1,065 336 1,878 1,183 1,001 244 

Sambalpur 977 286 1,788 3,084 1,046 286 1,816 3,407 1,104 443 
Ganjam 1,121 373 1,994 370 1,071 267 2,066 488 1,102 367 

Agency 1,092 314 1,871 952 956 244 1,414 2,010 1,049 152 
Plains 1,123 37'1 2,001 345 1,0'15 209 2,087 441 1,10'1 392 

Koraput 1,006 125 1,964 298 922 163 1,712 412 1,052 167 
Dhenkanal 971 186 1,943 1,373 1,024 187 1,970 1,691 1,098 326 
Keonjhar 923 228 1,900 186 959 192 2,458 1,470 936 234 
Phulbani 1,019 235 2,196 197 983 247 2,234 128 1,009 206 

Bolangir 1,042 266 1,609 3,084 991 188 1,565 3,247 1,117 371 
Sundargarh 948 224 1,693 2,447 945 226 1,592 2,467 988 256 
Kalahandi 1,060 305 1,633 2,116 989 254 1,727 1,570 1,151 396 
Mayurbhanj 919 385 1,409 1,661 919 345 1,349 1,881 848 230 
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agricultural classes and sub-classes 
wJ,olly or mainly III-Cultivating labourers and their IV-Non-.,ultivating owners of land, 
and their <.lep ·ndants dependants agricultural rent receivers and their 

dependants 

Non- Earning Self- Non- Earning Self. Non· Earning Natural division 
earuing d··pe•·· Total support- earning depen. Total support- earning depend- and district 
d'''Jf'U· dants ing depen- dants ing de pen· dants 

dants persons dants persons dants 

( 12 ) (13) (H) ( 15 ) ( 16) ( 17 ) (18) ( 19) ( 20) ( 21) ( 1) 

1,954 995 998 252 1,827 1,761 1,291 599 1,950 852 ORISSA 

1,821 1,691 977 238 1,712 2,248 1,363 657 2,089 1,306 3.33 Orissa Inland 
Division. 

2,031 557 1,027 272 1,981 1,028 1,265 577 1,907 607. • 5.11 Orissa coastal 
· Division. 

1,!l63 626 960 194 1,998 1,078 1,250 490 1,951 576 Cut tack 
2,0!)~ 672 897 180 2,031 832 1,218 845 1,524 1,053 Balasore 
2,073 622 1,009 174 1,851 1,586 1,280 483 2,080 861 Puri 

2,003 2,745 916 135 1,939 3,863 1,829 1,354 2,325 2,441 Sambalpur 
2,019 324 1,234 611 2,074 575 1,301 692 1,918 484 Ganjam 
2,00.) 811 1,073 369 1,588 943 1,154 350 2,475 1,311 Agency 
2,020 316 1,241 6.ZO 2,110 560 1,313 • 729 1,892 326 PlainB 

1,948 803 1,016 126 1,713 1,099 1,152 153 2,038 7M' Koraput 
2,074 1,215 944 154 1,851 2,253 1,476 646 ' 2,353 1,073 Dhenkanal 
1,942 374 961 133 2,935 392 1,282 811 1,781 128'. Keonjhar 
2,132 311 984 281 2,215 573 1,407 514 2,362 465 . Phulbani 

1,679 2,613 994 162 1,571 2,807 1,120 379 1,648 2,477'. Bolangir 
1,357 2,586 930 206 1,586 2,842 1,400. 960 1,868 1,857 Sundargarh 
1,595 1,999 1,015 491 1,436 1,733 1,131 378 1,823 1,389 Kalahandi 
1,562 1,640 990 433 1,411 1,989 1,180 678 1,515 1,476 Mayurbhanj 

non-agricultural classes and sub-classes 
Commerce VII-Transport VIII-Other services and miscellaneous 

sources 
~ ,- Natural division 

Non- Earning Self- Non- Earning Self- Non· Earning and 
eRrning depen. Total support- earning depen- Total supoprt- earning depen- district 
d<'pen- dants ing ., depen- dants ing depen- dants 
do.nts persons dants persons dants 

( 12 ) ( 13 ) ( 14) ( 15) ( 16) ( 17) (18) ( 19) ( 20) { 21) ( I ) 

1,955 762 884 59 1,856 844 1,028 285 1,865 1,040 ORISSA 

1,961 979 811 38 1,824 1,088 992 256 1,785 1,336 3.33 Orissa Inland 
Division. 

1,951 609 920 70 1,870 715 1,058 310 1,929 710 5.11 Orissa Coastal 
Division. 

1,751 875 881 104 1,675 1,252 1,041 296 1,923 874. Cut tack 1,861 939 825 93 1,934 481 1,018 284 1,825 983. nalasore 2,112 733 969 31 2,091 873 952 169 1,985 1,179 Puri 
1,896 1,992 901 38 2,195 2,603 895 275 1,708 2,931. Sambalpur 2,0!16 382 985 48 1,902 •• 85 1,159 44S. 1,932 304. Ganjam 2,416 470 1,500 1,500 1,152 459. 1,732 879. 2,066 375 983 Agency 48 1,904 85 1,160 447 1,945 284 Plai1UI 
2,0:!2 339 939 9 1,862 303 1,025 110 2,031 246. Koraput 2,100 1,135 475 11 1,206 580 916 166 1,917 1,201. Dhenkanal 2,006 254 783 1,355 1,285 898 264 1,605 197. Keonjhar 2,158 286 833 83 1,631 667 1,054 238 2,191 222 Phulbani 
l,fl77 1,567 967 36 2,067 2,223 1,076 336 1,538 3,245 Bolangir 1,i09 1,743 667 22 1,684 696 962 232 1,763 2,637 Sundargarh l,i66 2,541 568 28 1,236 627 1,088 320. 1,568 2,342. 1,5.:!4 1,ll0 817 Kalahandi 124 l,G90 1,900 935 450 1,421 1,469 Mayurbhanj 



J~:l .AJOLJM, SKXBS AND AGB GBOUPS 

.. 7-Miritalllat. oi1.0DO of eacll IIX of I...,. I 
Jl.alea 

Nat ani cliriliaD aDd 
cl.iRrin UDIMII".ed llarried Widowed ...,, 

~ 
1t61 1N1 1831 19!1 1t61 1941 1931 1921 1951 19-&1 1931 1921 

( 1 ) ( ! ) < a l ( 4) ( 6 ) < e > ( 7 ) ( 8) ( 9) ( 10) ( 11 ) ( 12 ) ( l3) 

HillA m - - 111 - 417 411 431 • 40 3S 41 

UIOriiiii ..... DIL 411 - - Ill 417 4U 414 431 31 3l 31 41 

1.110riiii ...... Da. 431 ... 411 117 111 4U 411 441 44 4l 3l 41 

Ou"-ck 44! 618 514 547 ~ 436 448 412 54 47 38 41 ...._ 166 503 411 617 686 4M 469 434 50 63 50 49 
Pari 460 A [603 486 533 5!2 458 480 419 !!8 39 34 48 ... 
8ulabalpur 4M aLu7 414 446 513 530 541 504 53 43 45 50 
OaDJam 48! &.I. 486 430 483 .,j ~·84 539 36 30 31 

A,_:y 490 .... 616 481 • 0 0 441 29 37 
PkliM 481 0 0 414 472 48& ~-· 666 494 36 30 34 

~· .... 1 •·1 • ~I li29 f 494 481 512 439 (468 481 445 32 38 35 4~ 
516 , .. 495 499 543 458 L477 475 416 26 28 26 41 

Keonjbar 533 h. 522 r r 429 446 

{m 
r 38 32 f ~ .. Phulblmi 478 i1LL432 I I 540 480 524 I 419 42 « 

Bo!Agir - 477 ~ 5011 ~ 490 1 33 i 29 BUildargarb «8 I 519 33 
Kalabaodi 551 532 

l 
421 436 I 28 32 

L Mayurbhanj 509 l 457 l L 34 l 
Noc.-{1) Figures for 1951 have been calculated from Table C-ill; figures for 1941 from Table prepared by the Indian Statistical 

(!) Separate figuree for 1921 and 1931 in respect of the merged states not being available coDBOlidated figures have been 
(ll) Figune for widowed include thoee of divorced. 

8·8-Age distribution of 1,003 married persons of 
Ma'•s 

w.o..; ........ 
I r \'- 1"' 

Natural division and .A.- -, 
dietrict 6-14 15-U ~--:~5i 55 ar.d over 

~ Jo..~-..,. ,---.A. ~ -. ~ --1951 19U 1951 1941 1951 1941 H51 1941 

( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3). ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) ( 7 ) ( 8) ( 9) 

OllilA II 11 414 441 411 413 135 114 
~ ,... 

Ul Orlllll .. aH DL n 10 435 470 434 413 113 97 

1.11 ... 01ut11DL 41 17 411 411 387 431 151 12t 

Cut teak " 7 412 408 377 431i 161 147 
Baluore 35 8 394 422 366 465 204 105 
Purl 12 6 400 409 439 449 149 136 .. 
Bambalpur - 14 30 450 495 42-1 366 112 109 
O&Djam - 68 40 "" "7 366 397 125 116 

A,_:r l 466 406 116 
Plotrv 16 443 - 361 126 

Korae~ 38 11 409 445 429 462 123 82 
Dl!erLa.nal 5 12 428 453 448 422 119 113 
Kecmjbar 10 18 422 446 453 432 105 105 
Pbulblmi 8 llll 423 486 471 389 98 92 

Bolaagir 7 4151 445 97 

~ ll8 48& 00 376 00 100 .. 
10 7 "" 489 433 420 ll3 74 

llqarbbaDj • 407 450 133 
N.,._Fiprel f« JNI llaw t-eaa oaloulated l'lllll Table C-m aDd ~ for 1941 aro ba.d on ' Y • Sample TablOR of Ori-. 
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population and comparison with previous censuses 
Females 

Natural division and 
Unmarried Married Widowed district .. ..... 

1951 1941 1931 1921 1951 1941 1931 1921 1951 1941 1931 1921 

( 14) ( 15) ( 16) (17) (18) ( 19) ( 20) ( 21) ( 2~) ( 23) 24) ( 25) ( 1) 

386 362 350 375 483 467 478 439 131 171 172 186 ORISSA 

401 389 398 418 473 473 466 427 126 138 136 155 -3.33 Orissa Inland Dn. 

368 341 297 331 495 462 491 451 137 197 212 218 5.11 Orissa Coastal Dn. 

364 341 328 356 524 447 448 419 112 212 224 225 · · Cuttack 
369 313 283 306 541 4fi0 464 437 90 237 253 257 ; Balaso1'6 
373 350 335 374 474 463 470 415 153 187 195 211 .. Purl 

351 348 331 357 493 609 522 490 156 143 147 163 Sambalpur 
379 350 280 433 488 541 188 162 179 Ganjam 
498 436 397 442 109 122 Agency 
364 25/i 293 436 657 612 196 188 196 Plain~~ 

430 421 405 429 440 473 485 436 130 106 110 135 Koraput 
399 371 392 419 469 466 462 406 132 163 146 176 Dhenkanal 
439 428 436 4;16 125 136 Keonjhar 
398 342 

{~· J·" 
467 500 r 

J ... 
135 158 r J .. l Phulbani 

I 
126 1141 · · Bolangir 390 484 ~ 452 422 440 138 · Sundargarh · 

448 439 441 431 
L 

Ill 130 I I . · · Kalahandi 
363 l l 555 L 82 l. l Mayurbhanj 

jpstitute from • Y' S~ples; and those for 1931 and 1921 from the Imperial Tables of Bihar and Orissa and Madras. 
l!•iven in brackets. 

each sex and comparison wiih 1941 census 
Females 

N~tural division ____.A. 

0-14 15-34 35-64 55 and over Age not stated, 1951 and district 
~ r--.A. "-\ 

1951 1941 1951 1941 1951 1941 1951 1941 Males Females 

( 10) ( 11) (12) ( 13) ' (14) ( 15) (16) (17) 18) ( 19) ( 1 ) 
-

57 60 552 618 . 317 284 73 38 1 1 ORISSA 

39 54 583 613 314 293 63 40 1 1 3.33 Orissa Inland 

78 86 516 622 321 276 
Division. 

83 36 2 2 &.11 Orissa Coastal 

45 
Division. 

87 464 625 330 288 115 42 1 4 Cut tack 
38 66 510 658 351 255 101 21 1 Balasore 
41 36 601 642 316 2'!5 . 42 37 Purl 

29 62 593 589 316 293 62 56 Samba! pur 
127 105 535 592 284 268 50 35 7 4 Ganjam 
16 601 311 42 13 ao Agency 

137 ' 530 281 ·so {j 2 Plain~~ 

75 30 549 637 308 304 66 29 1 2 Koraput 
33 72 585 614 310 281 72 33 DhenkA.nt>l 
32 48 609 622 304 290 49 40 6 Keonjhar 
45 85 573 585 337 284 45 46 Phulbani 

25 591 327 57 Bolangir 
26 547 346 80 1 Sundargarh 
23 18 630 649 304 30a 43 30 Kalahandi 
52 569 297 82 1 Mayurbhanj 



39-1 F.um.n:s, SEXES AND .AGE OROUFS 

6"9--lnfants a:ar 10,0~ persons 

General population Natural diYiaioo 
and 

diaWict 
,-----------A-----------~ 

1951 19U ,. ,...~ 

Per~na Mal~ Femalea Pel'lJOn& 

(1) 

ORIHA •• 
J.:Jl Orilla lnlan• Da. 
L11 Orilla Coastal Da. 

Cut tack 
BalMOre 
Purl 

Samba! pur 
Oanjam 

.Agmell 
Plain I 

Koraput 
Dbenk8118l 
Keonjhar 
Pbulbani 

Bolangir 
Sundargarb 
Kalabandi 
Mayurbbanj 

(2) (3) 

171 134 
1110 1'ZI 
301 140 

225 110 
237 109 
297 137 

199 95 
484 228 
443 328 
488 t11 

388 181 
237 111 
259 141 
232 115 

277 132 
280 145 
250 126 
167 79 

(4) 

us 
132 
1112 

115 
127 
160 

104 
256 
liS 
t71 

207 
126 
118 
117 

145 
135 
124 
88 

(5) 

141 

Infants por 10,000 por8ons or 

Rural Urban 
Po}'ulation population 

, ·-~~ 
Males Ft>malee 'Males Femal··• 

(6) 

130 
128 
133 

112 
111 
139 

95 
195 
335 
180 

181 
llO 
135 
113 

132 
147 
127 
79 

(7) 

137 
130 
145 

116 
129 
161 

104 
183 
117 
190 

201 
126 
120 
117 

146 
134 
123 
88 

(8) 

222 
149 
268 

(9) 

343 
168 
454 

91 86 
61 97 
96 128 

90 104 
666 1,231 

666 1,231 

195 319 
118 148 
551 
259 111 

121 128 
llO 143 
103 206 
109 22 

A~~:rit•ultural 
- clas.. ... 's 
,--J'--~ 
~take Fem .. lt-s 

(10) 

121 
128 
129 

113 
113 
136 

96 
180 
300 
161 

183 
110 
141 
113 

137 
154: 
128 

76 

( 11) 

134 
124 
147 

118 
128 
169 

105 
187 
114 
195 

183 
12-i 
84 

ll1 

151 
137 
127 

83 

Non-ago it·ultur..l 
dn-a 

r----"---. 
M,.t,,. F<'m,,J,I 

( 12) 

1~4 
179 
na 
103 

9:! 
13!1 

89 
3:!-l 
417 
317 

1i6 
Ill 
140 
125 

107 
!JO 

116 
102 

( 13) 

188 
168 
208 

105 
J•>·> 

1:!5 

100 
3ll-l 
J:!J 
Ill 

2s; 
HO 
431 
13~ 

120 
ll7 
10~ 
127 

Noe.-Figurea for 1951 have been calculated from Table C-ll and those for 1941 are based on' Y' Sample Tables of Orissa. 

Natural division 
and 

dil¢rict 

( I ) 

6•10-Young children (Aged 1-4) per 10,000 persons 
Young children per 10,000 persons of 

r----------------------------- ~------------------------------
General population 

1951 1941 

Rural 
population 

Urban 
population 

Agricultural 
population 

Non-agricultural 
population 

----'~ ~ ,.......-----A-~r---"-----
Persons 1\lnlee Femalos Persons Males FemalPp Males Females Males Femnles Males Femulc1 

( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) (7) ( 8 ) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) 

ORISSA 985 483 
513 
448 

502 
521 
480 

7!10 422 
515 
441 

504 
523 
480 

504 
465 
528 

471 
445 
488 

494 
525 
455 

504 
529 
472 

438 
460 
419 

494 
481 
508 

3.33 Orissa Inland Dn. 1,034 
1.11 Orissa Coastal Dn. 828 

Cuttack 
BalMOre 
Purl 

Samba! pur 
Oanjnm 

.A~!I 
Plaiu 

Koraput 
Dbonkanal 
Keonjbar 
l'bulbani 

Bolangir 
f\und..rgRrb 
Kaluhnndi 
Mayurbhanj 

908 
779 
995 

866 
1,003 
1,083 

995 

1,221 
1,110 
1,003 

991 

975 
9!18 

1,15. 
963 

473 
322 
491 

408 
455 
658 
llS 

699 
544 
524 
482 

471 
600 
528 
433 

435 
457 
504 

458 
548 
625 
650 

522 
566 
479 
509 

50.& 
498 
628 
530 

474 440 
315 456 
487 511 

409 460 
448 537 
670 636 
135 631 

711 526 
546 567 
518 483 
482 510 

470 507 
1)0:! 4!}8 
528 ""630 
43-i • "532 

465 
505 
587 

399 
572 

672 

454: 
498 
915 
518 

47-i 
407 
4~2 
3S3 

361 
486 
354 

395 
727 

721 

463 
552 
298 
444: 

442 
517 
:187 
361 

504 
301 
498 

411 
468 
694 
154 

46.& 
551 
539 
516 

470 
51) 
522 
42-i 

434 
453 
520 

458 
508 
607 
508 

654 
562 
4!15 
518 

513 
li01 
641 
527 

3~0 442 
445 480 
465 443 

3!18 4;jj 
436 633 
61.1 6fJI 
429 6J6 

4i6 ' 415 
511 5~9 
3!12 348 
3&0 4i2 

476 462 
42!1 484 
557 (>1,') 

4!17 c;:;o 

.l\"ot-1-'iguroe for 1951 have been calculated fPOm Table C-ll and tlJOil'e for 19U are based on' Y 'Sample Tables of Ori .. ,u. 
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6·11-Boys and girls (aged 5-14) per 10,000 persons 
Boys and girls per 10,000 persons of 

r--
Rural Urban A.gricultw-al Non-agricultural Natwal division General population 

and population population pcpulation population 

district 1951 1941 
~,-----A---.. ,-----A---.. 

Females :Persons Male<J Females Persons l\Iales Females Males Females Males Females Males • 
( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) (7) ( 8) ( 9) (10) ( 11) (12) ( 13) 

ORISSA 2,440 1,247 1,193 2,8.,., 1,250 1,201 1,199 998 1,258 1,209 1,208 1,129 
3.33 Orissa Inland Dn. 2,568 1,324 1,244 1,327 1,250 1,219 1,052 1,342 1,258 1,240 1,178 
611 Orissa Coastal Dn. 2,288 1,157 1,131 1,155 1,141 1,187 964 1,148 1,145 1,181 1,088. 

Cut tack 2,254 1,156 1,098 1,158 1,102 1,167 1,081 1,156 1,115 1,165 1,056 
Balasore 2,056 1,009 1,047 1,004 1,052 1,159 936 994 1,045 1,108 1,064 
Puri 2,314 1,171 1,143 1,175 1,162 1,093 749 1,172 1,183 1,170 989 

Sambalpur 2,339 1,164 1,175 1,159 1,185 1,295 930 1,180 1,204 1,104 1,060 
Ganjam 2,504 1,253 1,252 1,255 1,277 1,286 980 1,265. 1,274 1,242 1,221 

Agency 2,649 1,271 1,378 1,298 1,407 1,308 1,413 1,275 1,393 
Plains 2,489 1,251 1,239 1,250 1,263 1,286 980 1,261 1,259 1,239 1,206 

Koreput 2,643 1,4:!2 1,211 1,441 1,217 1,252 1,100 1,477 1,202 1,281 1,250 
Dhenkanal 2,619 1,325 1,294 1,334 1,29'? 1,057 1,222 1,352 1,303 1,191 1,252 
Keonjhar 2,722 1,407 1,315 1,406 1,325 1,632 838 1,413 1,352 1,375 1,007 
Phulbani 2,481 1,278 1,203 1,277 1,204 1,386 1,164 1,265 1,208 1,328 1,184 

Bolangir 2,543 1,309 1,235 1,315 1,245 1,173 1,015 1,331 1,250 1,206 1,163 
Sundargarh 2,588 1,290 1,298 1,299 1,304 1,035 1,128 1,310 1,321 1,171 1,154 
Kalahandi 2,831 1,448 1,384 1,450 1,387 1,239 1,153 1,464 1,400 1,358 1,293 
Mayurbhanj 2,461 1,305 1,155 1,307 1,157 1,191 962 1,301 1,161 1,335 1,121 

Note-Figures for 1951 have been calculated from Table C-II and those for 1941 are based on 'Y' Sample Tables of Orissa. 

6·12-Young men and women (aged 15-34) per 10,000 persons 

Young men and women per 10,000 persons of 
r-

Natural division General population Rural Urban Agricultural Non-agricultural 
and population population population population 

district 1951 1941 .. . 
r- . ,.-.............. ,-----A---.. .-..... 
Persons Males Females Persons Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females 

( 1) ( 2 ) ( 3) ( 4 ) ( 5) ( 6) ( 7) ( 8) ( 9 ) (10) ( 11) (12) ( 13) 

ORISSA 3,230 1,582 1,648 3,389 1,569 1,655 1,871 1,483 1,571 1,650 1,623 1,641 
3.33 Orissa Inland Dn. 3,242 1,582 1,660 1,576 1,657 1,807 1,757 1,568 1,856 1,849 1,677 
5.11 Orissa Coastal Dn. 3,215 1,580 1,635 1,561 1,653 1,911 1,311 1,574 1,643 1,600 1,610 

Cut. tack 3,315 1,671 1,644 1,617 1,659 2,631 1,367 1,604 1,655 1,877 1,610 
llalasore 3,300 1,600 1,700 1,588 1,702 1,907 1,663 1,613 1,706 1,521 1,668 
Puri 3,154 1,522 1,632 1,499 1,629 1,967 1,700 1,503 1,602 1,591 1,748 

Sarubrtlpur 3,3fl2 1,610 1,752 1,590 1,748 2,102 1,826 1,578 1,731 1,736 1,831 
Ganjam 3,033 1,472 1,561 1,506 1,614 1,024 866 1,563 1,592 1,294 1,500 

Agency 2,937 1,485 1,452 1,485 1,452 1,542 1,434 1,351 1,496 
Plain8 3,043 1,471 1,572 1,509 1,63Z 1,024 866 1,565 1,609 1,289 1,501 

Koraput 2,937 1,394 1,543 1,392 1,543 1.460 1,538 1,384 1,551 1,430 1,514 
Dheukanal 3,115 1.529 1,586 1,523 1,575 1,683 1,875 1,491 1,571 1,717 1,662 
Koonjhar 3,288 1,645 1,643 1,654 1,646 1,087 1,453 1,612 1,652 1,948 1,564 
Phulbani 3,233 1,601 1,632 1,603 1,631 1,460 1,682 1,645 1,619 1,433 1,684 

llolnngir 3,254 1,617 1,637 1,603 1,625 1,916 1,884 1,610 1,615 1,649 1,738 
Sundllrg!lrh 3,156 1,697 1,459 1,682 1,439 2,119 2,047 1,650 1,418 1,986 1,712 
Kalnhlltt<li 3.275 1,654 1,621 1,648 1,620 2,083 1,687 1,668 1,614 1,675. 1,665 
l\l!lyurbhllnj 3,599 1,640 1,959 1,635 1,962 2,131 1,617 1,607 1,989 1,869 1,750 

Sole-Figures for 1951 have been culculated from Table C-II and those for 19H are based on' Y' Sample Tables of Orissa. 
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6·13-Middle aged persons (aged 35-54) per 10,CCO pencns 
lriddle agt"d Fent•n• per 10,000 pen10na of 

,--
N•&ural wrilioo General oopulation Rural 'l"rban Agricultural Xon .... gricnltural 

aod population population population l•Opulati<ln 
cliArid 1951 19U 

~ ~ 
}'enoM .llalee Femalee PeraoM lralee Femalee Males Females Males Femalee Malee Ft:'malt•• 

(I) ( 2) (3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) ( 7) ( 8) ( 9) ( 10) ( 11) ( 1:1 ) ( 13) 

ORillA 1.110 1,105 1,075 1.131 1,104 1,080 1,141 142 1,103 1,061 1,117 1,128 

S.U Grilli lalaa• DL 1.140 1,111 1,021 1,110 1,030 1,126 1,015 1,097 1,017 1,171 1,087 

LU Orilla Coutal DL 1.221 1,100 1,121 1,095 1,143 1,163 191 1,111 1,111 1,065 1,183 
' 

Cut.tack 2,211 1,094 1,117 1,086 1,131 1,2-10 874 1,0!10 1,111 1,106 1,137 
Baluore 2,317 1,172 1,145 1,165 1,148 1,336 1,061 1,193 1,120 1,0H 1,:!!16 
Pnri 2,361 1,220 1,141 1,208 1,141 1,461 1,155 1,205 1,119 1,275 1,226 

Samba! pur 2,339 1,186 1,153 1,182 1,160 1,290 9.}9 1,172 1,151 1,240 1,157 
Ganjam 2,057 951 1,106 961 1,137 81i 694 973 1,109 90!1 1,100 

.Ageft(;y 1,093 1,176 911 1,176 911 1,186 899 1,152 962 
PlaiM 1,054 928 1,126 938 1,162 811 69,1 9l9 1,13:1 881 1,112 

KoraJu' 2,055 1,073 982 1,074 981 1,062 1,002 1,053 962 I,IH 1,049 
Dbe anal 2,129 1,070 1,059 1,073 1,056 993 1,138 1,066 1,059 1,089 1,060 
Keonjhar 2,039 1,108 931 1,115 932 646 8!13 1,105 931 1,136 933 
Phulbani 2,383 1,260 1,123 1,263 1,125 1,054 961 1,218 1,099 1,427 1,215 

Bolangir 2,235 1,157 1,078 1,156 1,078 1,190 1,067 1,156 1,050 1,166 1,206 
Buruiargarh 2,089 1,093 996 1,092 999 1,106 936 1,079 986 1,179 1,058 
Kalahandi 1,893 963 930 961 929 1,145 938 932 . ~06 1,13!1 1,057 
Mayurbhanj 2,100 1,108 992 1,106 991 1,301 1,202 1,108 !16 1,106 967 

N~Figurell for 1951 have been calculated from Table c.n and those for 1941 are based on' y'• Sample Tables of Orissa. 

6·14-Eiderly penons (aged 55 and over) per 10.000 persons 
Elderly persons per 10,000 per<K>QS or 

Natural diviaion General popuiation Rural Urban Agricultural N on-r.gricultural 
and , ....... population population population population 

diat.ric\ 1951 1941 

~~· 
.. .. .. .. ~ 

Persona lllalea Females Persona .Males Females Ill ales Females l\lales Females 1\Ialea Females 

( 1) ( 2) ( 8) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) ( 7) ( 8 ) ( 9) ( 10) ( 11) ( 12 ) ( 13) 

ORillA 871 411 457 741 . 419 460 418 387 421 453. 391 471 

S.33 Orilla Inland Dn. 148 333 415 331 411 410 377 333 417 331 401 

LU Orilla Coutal Dn. 1,028 521 507 &21 514 424 393 547 501 4J9 528 

Cut. tack 1,067 529 637 644 550 300 325 563 627 431 572 

Balaeore 1,306 791 615 807 521 407 359 825 509 594 549 

Puri 878 463 415 471 416 319 391 481 411 400 429 

Sambalpur 895 373 522 378 529 266 3U 3Sfl 526 325 {;05 

Ganjam 881 362 619 342 524 6!6 488 332 527 423 509 

.Agency 688 349 239 350 244 348 246 376 210 

PlaiM 81J 363 648 840 664 646 488 330 658 421 633 

Koratu' "5 350 395 329 399 83-1 321 297 387 540 423 

Dhen anal 790 327 463 328 465 286 4:H 337 475 274 404 

Keonjhar 670 304. 366 304 353 386 1,202 306 360 291 423 

l'hulbani 679 312 367 310 365 425 536 322 366 269 375 

Bolangir 716 305 411 307 415 257 333 309 409 2R5 424 

Sundargarh 887 331 556 336 666 176 275 340 591 273 347 

Kalahandi 597 n' 323 275 322 224 353 283 315 223 364 

llayurbbanj 706 365 3U 364 342 481 240 380 348 262 298 

N*-Figuree for 1gs1 have beeoa calculated from Table C-fi' and thoee Cor 1941 are b&!JIId on' Y' Sample Tablee of on-. 



ChAPTER VII 
Special Topics 

The form and contents of the 1951 
' 

Census Report, as approved by the 

Government of India, do not include the 

present Chapter. The Government of 

India intend to issue separate brochures 

on special topics, such as, Literacy and 

Education, Language, Religion, Back

war~ Classes and Displaced Persons. 

But since some of the readers may loolt 

for these subjects for supplementing 

their study on other aspects of the 

population discussed in this Report 

brief outlines are given in the following\ 

pages for the sake of convenience. The 

scope for exhaustive treatme11:t of the 

topics, l..owever, is limited. 
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SECTION I 

Uteracy and Education 

RJ:n:Bl:NCE TO STATISTICS 

1. The main statistics relating to 
.literacy may be seen in table D-VII 
(Livelihood Classes by Educational 
Standards) and table C-IV (Age and 
Literacy) published in parts II-A and 
11-D respectively of this Report. Of 
these tables, D-VII has been prepared 
on the basis of full enumeration count 
while table C-IV has been compiled 
from 10 per cent sample of enumeration 
slips. The following Subsidiary Tables 
appearing at the end of this Chapter 
have been constructed from the above 
two tables and from table B-Ill and the 
Indices of Non-agricultural occupations. 

( i) Progress of Literacy-based on 
sample population of 1941 and 
1951. 

(ii) Literacy Standard of Livelihood 
Classes-based on table D-VII. 

(iii) Educational Services and 
Research-based on table B-Ill 
and Indices of Non-agricultural 
occupations. 

lNTERrRETATION 

2. • Literacy' at this census has been 
defined as the ability to read and write. 
The test for reading is the ability to 
read a simple letter either iri print or in 
manuscript. One useful innovation at 
this census is that literacy has been 
classified also by the standard of examina
tion passed. 

The expression 'Partly Literate' 
refers to a person having the ability to 

~ead only. In other words, if a person 
1s able to read but cannot 'nito, ho is 
taken as 'partly literate'. Such per
sons are not shown in any of the main 
tables but are exhibited in the Fly-leaf 
to table D-VII. 

3. Following the instructions of the 
Population Advisory Committee, all 
children who are of the age 4 years and 
below have been eliminated for tho 
purpose of calculation of percentage of 
literacy in respect of tables and state
ments built up from sample population. 
For, from the nature of things, a child 
upto the age of four years cannot be 
expected to have acquired literacy. In 
the present census, the mention of age 
of a person relates to the completed 
number of yearS" of life and not the 
months. In consequence, persons of the 
age, say, 4 years and ·11 months have 
been excluded from calculation of percen
tage of literacy. In other words, until 
a person has complettld 5 years of age, 
he is outside the consideration. The 
desirability of excluding such persons is · 
justified by the fact that the percentage 
of persons in the first five years of life 
generally varies from census to census, 
which will have the effect of exaggerating 
or obscuring the progress of literacy in 
the total population. The proportional 
figures given in this Report are thus 
exclusive of children below five years of 
age. This is, however, not the case with 
tableD-VII, the table relating to literacy 
for the general population, which includes 
such children. 

Extent of Literacy based on total Count of Population 

4. The following statement shows the 
number and percentage of literate males 

and females out of the total population 
inclusive of children below five years. · 
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State, 
natural tlivi"ion 

or di!'ltrict 

Total population No. of literates Percentage of literacy 
----"" Females Total Males r-----------~-------

(1) 

ORI~SA 

Inl md Divi~ion •• 
Coastal Divi•ion •• 

Dal11eoro 
Cuttack 
Puri 
Dl•enkanal 

Sambalpur 
GaJJjrun 

AgePcy 
l'lait1s 

Keonjhar 
Sundargarh 
Dol ... ngir 
Pltulbani 

(2) 

14,645,946 
7,972,895 
6,673,051 

l,lOIJ,Ol2 

2,529,244 
1,572,262 

8'19,241 

1,301,804 
1,G24,829 

159,296 
1,465,533 

588,441 
552,203 
917,875 
456,895 

Persolll! 
(3) 

2,313,431 
864,526 

1,448,905 

262,60.) 

5~9.541 

342,842 
156,9U 

211,918 
262,784 

8,86'1 
253,91'1 

71,146 
56,686 
92,461 
45,961 

1\Iayurb!.anj 1,028,825 98,611 
Ka!.,handi 858,781 54,144 
Koraput 1,2G9,534 67,788 

5. The total number of persons 
returned as literate at the present census 
is 2,313,431 of whom 1,978, 705 are males 
and 334,726 females. The rate of literacy 
based on the entire population works 
out to 15·8 per cent. The vast majority 
of these literate persons are males who 
form 13·5 per cent while the percentage 

1 of female literates is 2·3. In the state
ment above, the districts have been 
arranged in order of literacy among 
the total population. If, however, a list 
is drawn up on the basis of literacy 
among the males only, it will mostly 
correspond to the list of both sexes 
combined, since the number of female 
literates is hardly sufficient to exercise 
a determining influence. Rut the list 
will undergo considerable change if drawn 
up according to the percentage of female 
literacy. 

6. Among the two natural divisions, 
the coastal division is by far more 
advanced in point of literacy and educa
tion than the inland division. The 
percentage of literacy in the coastal 
division is 21·7 which is about two times 

Males 
(4) 

1,978,705 
765,445 

1,213,260 

224,428 
487,231 
287,474 
139,006 

183,975 
222,108 

'1,981 
214,12'1 

63,101 
48,712 
83,919 
42,619 

87,983 

Females 
(5) 

334,726 
P9,081 

235,645 

• 38,177 

102,310 
55,368 
17,938 

27,943 
40,676 

886 
39,'/eo 

8,045 
7,974 
1!,542 
3,342 

10,628 

(6) (7) (8) 

15·8 13·5 !1•3 

10·0 9·6 1·2 

21•7 18•2 3•5 

23•7 20·3 3·4 

23·3 19•3 4•0 

21·8 18•3 3•5 

18·7 16·6 2·1 

16•3 . 14•1 2•2 

16•2 13•7 2·5 

6·6 6·0 0·6 

1'1-3 14-6 , . ., 
12·1 10•7 1·~ 

10•3 8•8 1•5 

10•1 9·2. 0·9 

10•0 9·3 0·7 

9•6 8·6 1·0 

49,635 4,509 6·3 5·8 o·5. 
58,514 9,274 5•3 4·6 0•7 

that of the inland diVision, which stand
at 10·8. The same proportion is noticeas 
ble with regard to males and females 
taken separately. The coastal division 
which in 1931 formed the most important 
portion of the Orissa Administrative 
Division of the 'Old Bihar and ·orissa 
province, was said to have a long
standing pre-eminence in the sphere of 
literacy over the other Administrative 
Divisions of Bihar and Orissa. Mr. Lacey 
in his Census Report of 1931 describes 
the position as follows. " The Orissa 
districts occupy the Coastal strip of 
land which connects Bengal with Madras 
-and these are, with the exception of 
Burma, the most highly educated Pro
vinces in India. Moreover~ priests are 
many in Orissa and its traditions are 
clerkly rather than martial." Dealing 
with backward areas of Orissa, he says, 
" the Oriya's love of learning is over
shadowed by the aboriginal's neglect of 
it ; but .therr are certain States-notably 
Dhenkanal, Khandpara, Talcher, 
Narsingpur, Daspalla and Athgarh
where the proportion of literate persons 
of both sexes is exceptionally high. All 
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these outstanding States are grouped 
together in the south-eastern comer, 
quite close to Cuttack and Purl". The 
inland division, being the home of 89·7 
per cent of the total number of sr.heduled 
tribes of the State, is easily the more 
backward of the two natural ·divisions. 
Taking into consideration all the back
ward classes of population, namely, 
scheduled tribes, scheduled castes and 
other backward classes, the inland divi
sion contains 66·6 per cent of the back
ward population of the State. But it has 
its bright spots too, and in 1951, the 
proportion of literacy in district Dhenka
nal is above the average for the State and 
is distinctly higher than that of any 
district in the State other than Cuttack, 
Balasore and Purl. 

7. Among individual di!$tricts, Balasore 
has the highest extent of literacy, 23·7 
per cent followed by Cuttack with 23·3. 
Purl comes next with 21·8. Ganjam 
returns an aggregate percentage of 16·2, 
namely 17·3 for its coastal area (Plains) 
and 5·6 for the inland area (Agency). 
Balasore has retained its pre-eminent 
position in educational sphere among the 
districts of Orissa for a long time. In 
the year 1931, when this district formed 
a part of the province of Bihar and 
Orissa, it was second only to Patna 
district in point. of literacy. Next in 
order came Cuttack and Purl. So far as 
Orissa is concerned, the same order has 
continued till the year 1951. · 

8. Among the districts of the inland 
division, Dhenkanal as stated earlier, 
stands at the top in point of literacy, 
having 18·7 per cent literates. It is 
fol1owed by Sambalpur which has 16·3 
per cent literates At the other end is 
Koraput with 5·3 per cent. Other 
districts :n the reverse order are Kala
handi 6·3 and :Mayurbhanj 9·6 per cent. 
Districts which are mediocre having a. 
percentage less than the State average 
are Phulba.ni 10·0, Bolangir 10·1, Sundar
garh 10·3 and Keonjhar 12·1. 

Co'lll'A.RISO~ W1Tll OTHER STATES 

9. The statement below comparr.s tho 
percentage of literates in different States 
in India, and shows that this State is 
comparath·ely more backward than her 
immediate neighbours, Madras and 'Ycst 
Bengal, though she is ahead of many 
other States of lesser importance. 

Perot>ntaS' of litt>rates in 1951 
State 

Per.-ons Mille~ Female 
INDIA 16·6 

Ori·~a 15·8 27•3 4·5 
West Beugal 24•5 3'·7 12·7 
Madras 19•3 28·6 10•0 
Madhy~ Pradesh 13•5 
Bihar 12·2 20·6 3·7 
Madhya Bhara' 10•8 
Assam 1R·1 27·1 7·8 
Uttar Pradesh •• 10·8 17·4 3·6 
Punjab 16•1 
Pep..u 12·0 17·7 1\•2 
Delhi 38·4 43•0 32•3 
Tripura 15•5 22·3 8·0 
Tra...-ancore-Cochin 46·4 
R"j'\llthl\n 8•4 13·7 :.·6 
1\lyeore 20•3 

PARTLY LITERATE 

10. The number of persons who aro 
able to read only is shown b-.low. 
Cuttack has the highest number of such 
persons. Puri comes next. Sundarga~h 
district occupies the lowermost place m 
this respect. 

State or district Persons Males Fem,.les 

ORISSA 729,706 1544.1171 185,13/i 

Inland Division .. 237,538 205,984 at,5a 

Coast..l D;vision •• 492,168 338.607 1113,561 

Cuttnok 180,365 113,862 66.503 

Puri 151,488 106,987 44,501 

Balasore 83,858 54,977 28 881 

Ganjam 81,896 67,258 14,638 

.Agmcy 6,439 4,477 962 

Plain.t 16,451 62.181 13.676 

Samba1pur 46.366 39,733 6,633 

Koraput 37,228 33,024 4,204 

Mayurbhanj 37,041 29,001 8,0~0 

Dhmkanal 32.013 27.993 4,020 

Bolangir 26,534 24,886 1,648 

Keonjhar 19,893 17.8~ 2,039 

Pbulbani 16,716 14.097 1.619 

Kalahandi 111,802 9,602 1,200 

Sundargarb 6,5CI6 5,297 1.209 
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EXTENT OF LITERACY AS FOUND ON table C-IV excludes ~uch children. Tho 
SAMPLE CoUNT · difference in the result of the two tahles 

11. The percentage ofliteracy as shown IDlJSt be attributed to the behaviour of 
by thl) total connt of population (table the sampl~. Subsidiary Table 7·1 appear-
D-VJI) in 1951 is 15·8. The percenta(l'e of ing at the end of this Chapter shows the 
literacy as 1 evealed by the sample p~pu- literacy of the s1mple population distri-
lation (table C-IV) works out to 12·6. buted according to age groups. It is 
The difference between the two comes to not neces"lary to dwell at lar(l'e on the 
3·2 per cent but in fact it should be ·a literacy figures reJating to i~dividual 
little more. \Vhil~ the literacy fir!ures di~tricts as available from the. sample 
given in table D-VII include children count as the figures based on full count 
below 5 years as stated above, the sample (~able D-VII) are better of the two. 

Progress of Literacy between 1941 and 1951 
· 1~. There has been an increase of the case of males of Cut tack and Balas ore 
34 htorate pcrso?s per t~ousand of the districts, there has been increase in all 
general· populatiOn dunn~ a period of the districts in varying proportions· 
I? ye~rs from 19~1 to 1951, ~he projl~r- amongst males and females. As regards 
t1o; m 1941 hom~ 92 a~amst 126 m the two exceptional cases 'mer.tioned 
19al. The proportiOn of .hterate males above, the following statement shows the 
has !ITOWn by 40 and of literate females extent of decrease. 
by 24 per thousand during the last ten 
years. ·This is not a bad index of progress. 

13. Though the absolute increase in 
the number of literate females is less 
than that of males; the percentage 
of increase is by far higher among 
females than males. The literate 
males have grown from 166 in 1941 to 
206 in Hl5l per thousand, which 
amounts.•to an inerease of 2t·1 per cent 
only, while the literate females have 
increased from :.:'2 in 1941 to 46 in 1951 
an increase of 109·1 per cent. ' 

14. Among the natural divisions, the 
gene1 a.l growth of literacy during the 
p 1st decade is greater in the coastal 
division than in the inland division the 
proportion of increase in the c~astal 
division being 50 and in tbe inland 
nivision 24 per thousand. Amon(l' males 
the increase amounts to 50 rer thousand 
in the coastal division against 38 in the 
inland division. Amonf!st females, the 
im·rease is 42 in the coastal division and 
10 in the inland division. 

15. 'Vith regard to individual districts, 
there has been a gent>ral increase of 
literacy from 194:1 to 1951. Except in 

District Literacy among males Decrease 
per thousand 

r-----'-.A'---,...., 
1951 1941. 

Cuttack 223 227 4 
Balasore 217 · 229 12 

16. The decrease in these two cases 
must be attributed to the behaviour of 
~he sample.s only and not to the 
maccuracy of the returns either on this 
occasion or in the last. As mentioned 
elsewhere, the sample taken in the year . 
1941 was very small, being one out of 
every fifty persons. In 195l, the size of 
the sample was one in ten. It wafl much 
better tban in 1941, though perhaps 
not as good as might be obtainable from 
full f'Ount figo/es. Literacy in Cuttack 
and Balasore · has been making rapid 
stride" and there is no doubt that in 
both the districts literacy amongst males 
should have increased at least by 10 per 
eve:ry thousand males when compared 
with the position in 1941. 

vARIATION BY AGES 

17. At the prosent census, it is noticed · ' 
that literacv has increased in the age 
group up to 9 years am<?ngst males as 
well as females. The obvious conclusion 

26 
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is that elementary education is making 
noticeable progress. The proportion of 
increase thereafter, i.e., from age 10 
to U years is comparatively less. Never
theless, it must be stated that secondary 
education has also increased between 
HH1 and 19.j1 both amongst males and 
females. .An increase of 20 per thousand 
in the age group 5-9 is noticeable among 
males between 1941 and 1951, the propor
tion rising from 56 to 76 per thousand 
during the period. Purl district has the 
highest proportion among all districts of 
the State, namely 152, with regard to 
the males in this age group. Dhenkanal 
with 130 and Sambalpur with 110 also 
show a. high proportion of literacy 
amon~st 5-9 years olds. l\layurbhanj 
and Kalahandi with 14 and 19 are 
miserably low in point of literate males 
between ages 5 and 9. Even amongst 
girls aged 5-9, these two districts along 
with Bolangir share the demerit of being 
the last in the list. As regards literacy 
of males between 10 to 14 years, Purl 
aga·n occupies the top place. Next 
comes Dhenkanal followed by Cuttack, · 
Sundargarh, Mayurbhanj, Keonjhar and 
Balasore. 

LITERACY STANDARD OF LIVELIHOOD 
CLASSES 

18. Subsidiary Table 7·2 shows the 
literacy standard of livelihood classes. 
The figures given in the table represent 
the number of literates and educated 
persons per every 1,000 males and 
1,000 females shown under different 
livelihood classes. A perusal of this table 
shows that the standard of literacy 
and education is highest among persons 
of livelihood class IV-Non-cultivating 
owners or land ; agricultural rent 
receivers and their dependants. 445 out 
of every 1,000 males under this livelihood 

·class· are either literate or educated. Out 
of 'them 372 are able to read and write, 
and the remaining 73 are persons who 
ha vo passed some recognised examina
tion. Even among females, this liveli-

hood class has a proportion of lit<-rah·s 
higher than among any other liwlihood 
c!ass. 

19. Next comes livelihood class VIII 
other services and miscellanoous sourct's, 
408 males out of enry thousand nrc 
literates, 332 of whom are able to rrad 
and write, the rest having passed some 
recognised examination. The other liveli
hood classes have no special feature to 
be commented upon. Livelihood class III 
(agricultural labourers) occupies the 
lowest place in the matter of literacy. 
Among the agricultural classes, livelihood 
class I has higher proportion of literates 
next to livelihood dass IV. Livelihood 
class V has the lowest number of literates 
or educated men among the non-agri
cultural classes. 

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH 

20. Subsidiary Table 7 ·3 shows the 
persons engaged in educational services 
and researches by their numbers and 
their proportion per one lakh of popula
tion. It may be seen that there are 
altogether ·14,378 persons (12,554: males 
and 1,824 females) deriving their princi
pal means of livelihood from services in 
educational and research institutions. 
Of these, 12,911 persons, namely, 11,198 
males and 1,713 females are professors, 
lecturers and teachers other than those 
employed in universities, colleges and 
research institutions. That is to say 
76 males and 12 females out of one lakh 
population of each sex are engaged in this 
profession. The number of professors, 
lecturers, teachers and research workers 
employed in universities, colleges 3:nd 
research institutions is small, bemg 
limited to 523. It may appear at first 
that these figures are too small but the 
fact is that a considerable number of 
managers arul teachers of aided, private 
or unrecognized schools have more than 
one source of livelihood and such persons 
seem to have returned some other occu
pation as their principal means of liveli
hood. Another factor that must have 
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affected the returns is that some persons 
have given vague answers regarding 
their occupations with the result that 

such cases have been included under 
' Sences unclassified '. 

Educational Institutions and Students 

21. The total number of recognized of students to 420,410. In 1950-51 the 
educational institutions in Orissa in number of schools finally stood at 9,666 
)!arch 1951 was 11,673 and the total when there were 334,735 boys a:g.d 101,368 
number of students attached to such girls or 436,103 students on the roll. 
institutions was 597,388 of which 482,282 In addition, there were nearly 1,550 un-
were boys and 115,106 were girls. These recognised primary schools. The number 
institutions were of different types, of school teachers of both sexes working 
namely, colleges for general education 14, in the primary schools in 1947 was 
colleges for professional education 4, 10,571 and in 1950-51 it was nearly 
colleges for special .education 3, high 15,000. 
schools 172, senior basic school 1, middle 
schools 501, junior basic schools 136, 
primary schools 9,666, schools for 
prrf ·s-.ional eduf'ation 53 and s-:h'l•l3 for 
special educa'tion 1,123. In addition, 
there were a. large number of unrecog
nised institutions numbering 1,592. Thus 
the total number of institutions, recog
nised and unrecognised, in the State of 
Orissa in l\Iarch 1951 was 13,265. Of 
these institutions as many as 277 were 
specially meant for girls. 

PRDURY EDUCATIO:N 

22. The number of primary schools 
existing within the present territorial 
limits of Orissa showed a. pro!ITessive 
decline from the year 1936 t; 1945. 
But thereafter the trend has undergone 
a favourable change. The number of 
such schools stood at 7,567 in 1936-37 
but it declined to 7,383 in 1940-41 and 
6,514 in 1945-46. The decrease accordin(J' 

ffi . ' 0 
to o c1al reports, was due to elimination 
of nominal schools without any student 
on the roll and closing down of un-aided 
schools due to financial strin(J'ency in 
course of time. From the year 

0

1946-4 7, 
however, the number of schools rose 
gradually, standin~ at 6,615 in that year 
with a. total number of 27,476 students 
on the. roll. The ~xtension of primary 
educahon was raptd with the mer(J'er 
of ex-state areas in 1948. In 1948-49 the 
number of schools rose to 9,218 and that 

SECO:NDARY AND COLLEGIATE EDUCATION 

23. In the year 1950-51 there were 501 
middle schools of which 33 were meant 
specially for girls. The number of high 
schools stood at 172 of which 7 were· 
girl schools. The total number of students 
in the middle and high schools according 
to official report, -was 47,923 of which 
3,400 were girls. The number of colleges 
of all types for men and women in 1951 
was 21 including 1 Degree College for 
women. Of these, there were 3 giving 
professional education, namely, the 
Radhanath Training College, the 
Sriram Chandra. Bhanj :Medical College 
and the :Madhusudan Law College. The 
total number of boys attending colleges 
was nearly 4,800 while that of girls was 
241. Out of this, there were 32 girls in 

·the :Medical College, 6 in the Law College 
and 3 in the Training College. 

TEC:ID.'"ICAL A::"'W PROFESSIONAL EDUCA, 
TION 

24. In this category may fall 30 insti
tutions, namely, Engineering School 1, 
Technical and Industrial Schools 26, 
Commercial School 1, :Medical College 1 
and Gopabandhu Ayurvedic Institute I. 
For higher training in different technical 
subjects, qualified students were sent to 
different institutions in India and outside 
mostly for engineering, poly-technique 
and technological education. 
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GEYJ:BAL PROGRESS 

25. There was satisfactory progress in 
the spread of education in various direc
tion during the decade. The progress in 
the field of female education was steady 

· a.1d rapid. Although primary education 
was decl!ning till the middle of the last 
decade, it quickly recouped the lost 
ground and forged ahead in the second 
half of the decade. The expansion in 
secondaey. and collegiate education as 
well as technical education during the 

last decade is noteworthy. The general 
extension of democratic notions a.nd 
institutions, and the conferment of 
franchise right. on adult section of the 
population under the new Constitution 
of India has been a powerful factor 
behind the desire in the common mind 
to acquire literacy and education. But 
s_g long as the absolute number of illi
terates does not show a significant 
decline, the position can hardly be called 
satisfactory. 
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SECTION II 
Language 

REFERENCE TO STATISTICS 

1. Table D-I appearing in Part II-A 
of this Report shows the statistics of 
languages in Orissa as ascertained at the. 
census of 1951. The table has two 
parts ; the first, table D-I( i) relates to 
mother tongue and the second, table 
D-I(ii) deals with bilingualism. The 
first table corresponds with the Mother 
Tongue Table (Table XV) of the census 
of 1931 and with the Languages Table 
(Table XV) of earlier censuses. The 
record of bilingualism came to be main
tained only from 1931. 

lVfOTHERTONGUE 

2. Mothertongue at this census has 
been defined as the language spoken 
from the cradle. In the case of infants 
and deaf-mutes, the. mother tongue 
recorded is that of the mother. In 1931, 
the direction to the enumerator was 
to enter "The language which each 
person ordinarily speaks in his home". 
There is thus some difference in the 
criterion of determining mother tongu~ 
between the censuses of 1931 and 1951. 

3. In the past, it was customary to 
group the dialects with their main langu
ages of origin. At this census, however, 
the results of the enquiry have been 
compiled and shown in the table without 
going into the distinction between langu
ages and dialects. Each language or 
dialect as the citizen named it, was 
treated.as a distinctive' mother tongue' 
for the purpose of the census. So all 
languages and all dialects which have 
been returned as mother tongue have 
been given in table D-I(i). Thus, no 
attempt has been made to effect a 
classification of the actual returns· only 
wrong spellings have been correct~d and 
obvious mistakes rectified. The order 
n whiclJ the languages appear follows 

the number of people speaking the 
language as mother tongue in the State. 

DIFFICULTIES IN PREPARING CORRECT 
RECORD 

4. Difficulties invariably arise. in secur
ing an accurate account of the languages 
at the census. Obscure local terms were 
entered in the enumeration slips in some 
cases. Incorrect spellings written by 
the enumerator and mutilations by the 
tabulator further added to the difficulties. 
As stated above, the languages returned 
by distinctive names, irrespective of 
whether they are in the recognised list 
of languages or not, have been tabulated, 
and shown. For example, Paraja, Koyas 
Jatapu, Konda, Bhuyan, Dhruva, Bonda, 
Jharia, Mirdha, Kisan and Pengo are not 
languages at all, but are the name& of. 
castes or tribes. The lanugages spoken 
by them commonly go by the name of the 
castes or tribes and so they have been 
included in the present language table. 

TRIBAL LANGUAGES 

5. Below is given a list of languages 
which are grouped as tribal in 1951. It is 
possible that some of the languages so 
treated at this census were treated as 
dialects of Oriya or other languages in 
t~ previous censuses. 

List of languages treated as tribal 
Santali Oraon Jharia 
Kondh M~ndari Halbi 
'Kui Gond Mirdha 
Savara KbJ.ria Pengo 
Ho Jua~ Pareng 
Pa.raja Konda Banjari 
Bhumij Jatapu Tari 
Kisa.n Karam ali Gharia 
Kol Bhuyan Mahali 
l'ilunda Koda. Didayi 
Koya. Dhruva Binjhali 
Gadaba Bonda • Benon:o 
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PERCENTAGE OF LANGUAGES SPOKEN IN DISTRICTS 

• 

• • • 

• . . . 
CUTTACK 

. . . . . . 

. . 

. . •. . . 
• • • • 

SAMBALPUR 

• . . . • 
. . . ~ . 
. ~ . . 0 . . . . . . . • • E . • 

DHENKANAL. I<EONJHAR 

. . 0 • 

• • • . . . . . . 
• • 

BALASORE PURl 

• • . . . ., 
• 
• • 

GANJAM 

SUN OAR 
GARH .. 

. ..- . . . . 
' . . . . . . . 
•,. • ! • • • 

. . : : r 
BOLANGIR 

. . . 

. . 

F'HULBANI KORAPUT 

. ·• ~ . .. . . ~ . . . . 
. • . = 
. .. . . . 
. . . . . ~ 
. . 
KALAHANCI MAYURBHANJ 

~; 

NOTE:-1. LANGUAGES BELOW I PER CENT OMITTED 
2 .. SCALE OP RECTANGLES: hq. iDch•l,OOO,OOO peraou. 

-REFERENCE-

ORJYA TELUGU HINDI URDU BENGAU TRIBAL OTHERS 

ffi1IIIfll ~ fill ..._.f ___.I §§j D 
11 
. ·, 
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ANALYSIS AND COl\IP.ARISON WITH 

PREVIOUS CENSUSES 
European languages, namely, English, 
German, Spanish, Italian, French and 
Swedish. Although so many languages 

6. Altogether 66 languages have been have been returned, the problem of 
returned as spoken in Orissa at this diversity of languages is not as compli: 
census, 52 of which are Indian languages cated as it appears to be. Only a 
and 14 non-Indian. Of the 52 Indian few languages are of outstanding numeri-
languages, 36 are again tribal languages cal importance. In the statement below, 
as mentioned in the paragraph above. the population of Orissa has been ana-
The non-Indian languages comprise 8 lysed since 1921 according to the per-
Asiatic languages, namely,_Nepali, Sindhi, centage of the total population by certain 
Burmese, Chinese, Persian, 1\Ialay, Pustu principal languages used as mother 
( or Pashtu ) and Singhalese and 6 tongue. 

Distribution of population by languages 
1921 1931 1941 1951 

Languages or groups' 

I. Oriya 
2. Tribal langu"ages 
3. Telugu 2·2 298,250 3·4 
4. Hindi 1•3). 

224,500 1·~ 
5. Urdu 

6. Bengali • • .~ 79,598 0•7 
7. Other r,on-triballenguages.. 15,770 0•1 
8. Non-Indian languages 1,987 0•02 

187,417 
76,231 
10,061 
2,597 

1·5J 
. 0•6 

0·1 
0•02 

38,150 0·4 
4,250 0·1 
1,800 0•02 

159,017 
86,083 
29,190 

2,158 

1•1 
0·6 
0•2 

0·01 . 

7. In the above statement the figures 
of 1921, 1931 and 1951 are based on 
full count tabulation. The figures of 
1941 are based on 2 per cent sample 
tabulation. ·They are not thoroughly 
representative of the whole on account 
of the reason that they are based on a 
small sample count and that they are 
available only for the old districts of 
Orissa and not for the merged states. 
The figures of 1941 must therefore be 
accepted with reserve for purpose of 
companson. 

PERCENTAGE OF SPEAKERS 

8. Statements A and B appearing at 
the end of this Section show the 
percentage of speakers of different lanru
ages in the general population of Ori~sa 
and_ of individual districts. Languages 
hanng a small number of speakers have 
been omitted. Oriya, naturally, has an 
over-riding position, but the importance 
of tribal languages is also evident from 
the statements. 

0RIYA 

9. ·It is the most predominant language 
of Orissa, and is spoken as mother tongue 
by 12,065,272 persons, or 82·4 per cent 
of the entire population. In 6 out of 
13 districts more than 90 per cent of the 
population speak Oriya as their mother 
tongue. In Bolangir the percentage is 
as high as 98·6 per cent. Dhenkanal 
comas next with 97 ·9 per cent and Puri 
with 96·7 per cent. The other three 
districts are Cuttack with 94·2 per cent 
Sambalpur with 91·1 per cent and 
Kalahandi with 90·7 per cent. But 
the average for the State as a whole is 
brought down by such districts as 
Koraput, Phulbani and l\fayurbhanj 
where a little more than half the popula~ 
tion speak Oriya as their mother tongue. 

10. Generally speaking, Oriya has 
!llaintained its stable position all along 
m the past. There has been a slight 
loss of 0·1 per cent of speakers bt:tween 
1931 and 1951 which is due to the fact 
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that tho prerious census figures for 
Oriya included many dialects which have 
now beon sho·wn separately as mother 
tongues. In HH1 the percentage rose 
up to 8!·3, but this rise may not be real 
and may have been tho result of 
behariour of the sample as indicated in 
para. 7 above. 

TRIBAL LANGUAGES 
' 11. Taking all the tribal languages 

together, the total number of spea~ers in 
1951 is 1,837,732 constituting 12·6 per 
cent of the population. Speakers of 
Santali are found in considerable numbers 
in :Mayurbhanj, Keonjhar and Balasore 
districts. · Speakers of Sa vara in Ganjam 
and Koraput, of Kui and Khond in 
Phulbanj, Kalahandi and Koraput, and 
of Ho in :Mayurbhanj and Keonjhar. 
:Munda .and Oraon languages. are promi
nent in Sundargarh and Paraja in 
Koraput. On the whole a large element 
of the tribal languages is seen in ::Mayur
bhanj, Phulbani, Koraput, Keonjhar and 
Ganjam and to an extent in Sundargarh. 

12. The proportion of the speakers of 
the tribal languages has been very slowly 
increasirig from decade to decade except 
in 19!1 for reasons given in an earlier 
paragraph. The increas.e between 1921 
and 1951, as the recorded figures show 
is mostly due to improved enumeration 
in 1951 as well as to the change in the 
list of tribes as adopted at the time of 

· different censuses. The speakers of tribal 
langua.~es have increased to 12·6 per cent 
in 1951 from 11·2 per cent in 1921. 
In absolute numbers, they have increased 
by 59!,056 between 1921 and 1951, 
durinrr which period the increase in the 
gener~l population of Orissa amounts to 
3!·9 lakhs. 

TELUGU 

13. There are 3!2,523 persons speaking 
, Teluru as their mother tongue. This 
lan~age has tho maximum number of 
speakers in tho districts of Ganjam 

and Koraput which border the Andhra 
portion of Madras, where telugu is 
spoken as the mother tongue. A little 
less than one-seventh of the population 
of Ganjam and one-sixteenth of the 
population of Koraput speak Telugu a.s 
their first language. Speakers of Tdugu 
have slightly i.ncreast'd since ID21, the 
increase in the proportion between each 
of the periods 1921-31 and 1931-51 
being 0·1 per cent. 

IhNDI AND URDU 

14. (a) Hindi-Hindi is used as 
mother tongue mostly in Sundargarh 
and Sambalpl.Jr districts. These two 
districts between themselves contribute 
about 60 thousand speakers out of the 
total of 124 thousand' in the State. 
The other major contributors appear 
from Kalahandi, Cuttack, Koraput and 
Bolangir. As the recorded figures indi
cate, there app'ears to be some confusion 
in recording the languages Hindi and 
Urdu in 1941. There was a conspicuious 
decline of Hindi between 1921 and 
1931 and a further decline between 1931 
and 1951. 

(b) Urdu-Urdu is used as the mother 
tongue of 159,017 persons in Orissa. 
Although there was a perceptible increase 
in the number of speakers of Urdu 
during the decade 1921-31 by over a 
lakh, there has been decline of about 
30 thousand between 1931 and 1951. 
No separate figures are available for 1941. 
In 1931, this language was spoken by 
1·5 per cent of the total population while 
in 1951 it declined to 1·1 per ccn t. 

(c) Taking both Hindi and Urdu 
together, there is· a gradual fall in the 
proportion of the speakers of these two 
languages since 1931. 

BENGALI 

15. Bengali is the mother tongue of 
86,083 persons in 1951. This language 
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has flourished in the districts of Mayur
bhanj and &lasore which adjoin West 
Bengal, as well as in Keonjha~. Cuttack 
and Puri districts also contnbute to an 
extent. The number of speakers of 
Bengali in Orissa form 0·6 per cent of the 
total population. 

OTHER INDIAN LANGUAGES 

16. All other languages in Orissa are 
relatively unimportant. There are 
66,428 persons who use Kisan as their 
mother tongue. Kisan is a dialect of 
Oriya spoken by a class of people called 
' Kisan ', who are Hindus by religion. 
They appear in Sambalpur, Sundargarh, 

Keonjhar and Dhenkanal districts. 
Laria is spoken by 13,392 persons. It 
is a dialect of Oriya in some districts and 
of Hindi in others and is used in Sambal
pur, Sundargarh, Kalahandi, Bolangir, 
Dhenkarial and to a very small extent 
in Koraput district. The other Indian 
languages are of minor importance and 
call for no remarks. 

NoN-INDIAN LANGUAGES 

17. English and Nepali are non-Indian 
languages of some importance. At the 
present census, English was returned 
as the mother tongue of 728 persons and 
Nepali of 864 persons. 

Bilingualism 

18. If a person commonly spoke an 
Indian language other than his mother 
tongue, the name of that .language was 
recorded at this census and the informa
tion about bilingualism was abstracted 
from such record. Similar information 
was also extracted in 1931. The inten
tion is to ascertain the nature of and the 
extent to which the members of one 
particular linguistic fold have found it 
necessary or expedient without abandon
ing their own mother tongue, to adopt 
as a secondary language the tongue of 
some other group with which they are 
brought into close contact in day-to-day 
life. The figures disclose two aspects 
of a question, firstly, the bilingualism 
prevalent in the border areas where 
some languages co-exist and secondly 
the bilingualism that arises out of neces
sity of certain persons to employ the 
regional language as a means of communi
cation. The figures are also of additional 
interest in that one can know how far the 
primitive races wherever they exist are 
acquiring the use of the regional language. 

19. The figures obtained in this respect 
must however be accepted with a certain 
amount of reserve. For, it is not unlikely 

that some enumerators have, without 
proper understanding of the spirit under
lying ~he enquiry, shown the languages 
other · than . their mother tongue, 
irrespective of whether such subsidiary 
languages were commonly used out of 
necessity in daily life. Nor were some 
people less anxious to give out the name 
of some language which they acquired 
for cultural purposes as a· subsidiary 
language. But on the whole, the record
ed figures seem to err, if at all, on the 
side of · deficiency. The returns have 
however been tabulated, as actually 
recorded and shown in table D-1( ii) 
without attempting to eliminate even the 
unimportant items of bilingualism. 

20. There are altogether 939 239 
persons in the State forming 6·4 per ~ent 
of the population who speak a secondary 
language. The statement given in the 
following page shows by districts the 
number of persons who speak a subsi
diary language and the percentage they 
form to the total population. It may be 
seen from the statement that the element 
of the subsidiary language is strong in 
Koraput, Ganjam, Keonjhar, Sundargarh 
and Phulbani. · 
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·· Number and percentage of speahriJ of 
&ubsidiary la1•gua11es in Orissa 

(I) 

ORISSA 

Cuttack 
· Balaeore 

Puri 

Samba! pur 
Oanjam 

· Koraput 

Dhenkanal 
Keonjhar 
Phulbani 

Number of perao 11 
who 6pedk Pubsi
diary languag .'II 

(2) 

939,239 

40,666 
19,350 
40,715 

61,865 
225,199 
226,U9 

9,731 
75,415 
45,192 

Perl-enta~ of 
persona sP-k
iug aubaidi.uy 
la~eato • 

the io:al 
population 

(3) 

6•41 

1·60 
1·75 
2•59 

4•75 
13•86 
17•84 

1•16 
12•82 
9-89 

Bolangir 9,275 1•01 
8undargarh • • 66,051 11·96 
KaLJu.ndi • • 58,659 6•83 
!rl&furbhanj.. 60,772 5·91 

21. As many as 607,363 persons have 
Oriya. as their secondary language. 
Similarly, 128,401 persons have Telugu, 
85,43-i Hindi, 24,139 Bengali and 3, 705 
Urdu as subsidiary languages. Among 
those who use Oriya as their mother 
tongue (namely 12,065,272) only 261,458 
use a. subsidiary language in their daily 
life. The distribution by mother tongue 
and subsidiary languages of population 
of Orissa. will be found in Subsidiary 
Table 7·4 appearing at the end of this 
Chapter. The extent and the nature of 
bilingualism prevalent in Orissa may be 
seen from the figures given therein. 

22. The extent to which Oriya is 
spoken as subsidiary language used by 
certain principal tribal language groups 
is shown below. It appears that the 
acquisition of Oriya. as a secondary 
language has proved an indispensable 
necessity for a. considerable section of 
the tribal population. It is however 
interesting to find that bilingualism is 
extremely rare among Santals and Koyas. 
Only 3·5 per cent of the Santals and 0·9 

per cent of the Koyas speak Oriya. as 
their subsidiary language. This shows 
that these tribes are living in comparative 
aloofness. Bilingualism is also low 
among Parajas, Gonds, Gadabas, 
Bhumijs, Sa varas and Kuis. Only "8·5 per 
cent o£ Parajas, 17 ·9 per cent of Gonds, 
18·1 per cent of Gada bas, ll·i per cent of 
Bhumijs, 16·-i per cent of Savaras .and 
15·9 per cent of Kuis speak Oriya. as 
their secondary language. 

Moth~r tongue 

Kondh 
Mundari 
Kol 

Munda 
Kharia 
Ho 

Per~ntage speaking 0 iya 
as aubaidiarflanguage 

47•2 
35•9 
34"1 

33•8 
30•8 
30·1 

Oraon 27•7 

STATEMENT A 

Percentage of speakers of different 
languages in Orissa 

(The languages below 0•01 per cent have been ncluded) 
Language Percentage of Langu~ge Percentag .. 

speakerd ofspeukers 

Oriya 82·38 Kharia 0•14 

Telugu 2·34 Larit\ 0•09 

Ban tali 2•28 Juang o·os 

Kondh 1•91 Konda 0•06 

Kui 1"41 Jatapu 0•06 

Savn:a 1•31 Karamali 0•05 

Ho 1•24 Gujarati 0·03 

Urdu 1•09 Bhuyan 0•03 

Paraja 1•00 Puajabi 0'03 

Hindi 0•84 K.oda 0•03 

Bhumij 0•68 Tamili 0•03 

Bengali &69 Dhruva 0•02 

Kiaan 0•45 Bond a o·o:! 

Kol 0•34 Jh ria 0•02 

Munda 0•31 Halbi o·o1 

K·ya 0•25 Mirdha o·o1 

Gadc.ba 0•22 Pengo o·ot 

Oraon 0•22 Marwari &01 

Munda•i 0•19 English 0·01 

Gond &liS Nepali 0'01 
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STATEMENT B 

Percentage of speakers of important languages by districts 
LangWlge Percentage to Language Peroentage to 

t.>tal populatiou. total population 

(1) (2) (1) (2) 

cuttack Ganjam 

Oriya 94•20 Or:ya 72'40 
Urdu 2·66 Telugu 14.•58 
Sa.ntali 0•86 Savara 7•22 
Bengali 0•68 Kondh I • • 3•05 

Hindi 0•61 Kui 0'99 
Bhumij 0'37 Kol I Q-58 
Telugu 0•30 Gond 0'44 
Ho 0•23 Hindi 0•24 

Balasore Urdu 0•24 
Oriya 87'79 Tamil 0•10 
Urdu 3 22 Bengali 0•08 
San tali 3•14 
Bengali 1•63 Koraput 

Bhumij 1•17 Oriya 54•81 
Hindi 0•48 Kondh 12•54 
Ho 0·22 Pa.raja 11•57 
Telugu 0•13 Telugu 6•27 

Puri Savara 4•22 

Oriya 
Koya. 2•93 

96·70 Ga.daba 
Urdu 2•60 

1•63 Hindi 1•09 Kui 0•56 
Telugu Q-45 Gonda 1•04 
Bengali 0'39 

Konda 0•66 
Hindi 0·13 Jatapu 0•65 

Bengali 0•29 
Sambalpur Dhruva 0•25 

0 iya 91•05 Urdu 0•23 
Kiean 3•03 Jharia 0•20 
Hindi 2•03 Bonda. 0·20 
Munda. 0•60 Halbi 0•16 
Kha.ria 0•59 

Pengo 0·09 
Laria 0"57 
Urdu Dbenkanal 

0•37 
Oraon 0•34 Oriya 97•89 

Ho 0•41 Bengali Q-26 Kisan 
Koda 0•25 0•24 

Urdu 
Kol Q-19 0•20 

Punjabi 0•17 Hindi 0·19 
Tt>lugu 

Kui o-n 0•14 Juang 
l\lirdha .. 0•17 o-a B"ngali 
Gujurati 0·15 0•12 Oraon 0•14 
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I..Dguaf') Pt-f'Of'D&agtoto LAnguage -~11~,0 
total populatiOil toW popuL.UOil 

(I) .(!) (1) (I) 

KHejlau 
IIINiar:US. 

Oriya n·t7 

Oriya, '11"15 Hi.udi 15•515 

Ho 1•54 Oraon 4•158 

Eo I 1•31 Kunda 4•28 

&nt.&li . 5•15 Eisan 1•40 
Kharia 2·~ 

Kunda 2·21 Ho 2-41 
IJeDgaU 1-88 Kui 1"77 
Juaor, 1•87 

Earamali .. 1•24 Urdu 0•93 
Bengali 0•61 
BhumiJ 0"1515 

M1111dari N2 

Jtia.D 1"04 Telugu &43 

Bhuya11 0•80 Laria 0•43 

Hindi· &31 Gujllrati 0•16 

Urdu 0·29 
Kalahandi . 

Plaulbani 
Oriya 90•66 
KonUh •• 6·71 
Hindi 1•71 

Oriya 64·61 

Kui 37•28 Telugu .. o·u 
Savara 4•61 

Urd11 o·21 
Laria 0•16 

Eondb 2•91 

Gond 0•40 
MayurbhanJ 

Oriya 152'61 

Bolangir 
San taU 23•96 
Ho 11'42 

Oriya 98•57 
Bhumij 7•22 

Hindi 0·61 Mundari 2•03 
Telugu 0•23 Bengali 1'89 
Urd11 0•21 Urdu 0·61 

La ria 0·12 Hindi 0•21 
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SECTION Ill 
Religion 

1. Table D-II appearing in Part II-A 
of thi:-- R-eport shows the distribution of 
population by religion in each district 
of the State. . '. 

SUBSTITUTION OF EcoNOMIC CLASSIFICA. 
TION FOR CLASSIFICATION BAS"ED ON 
RELIGION . 

2. In the previous censuses, the record 
did not merely confine itself to show the 
number of followers of each religion, 
but religion or community was used 
also as a basis of classification for other 
important statistics, namely, those 
relating to age, sex, literacy, civil condi
tion, etc. At this census, however, classi
fication by religion has been substituted 
by economic status. The following 
ex tract from the Census Report of India, 
1921 briefly explains why the substitu~ 
tion of religion by economic classifica
tion was felt necessary. 

The value of this basis of classification 
(religion) hall been impugned on the grounds 
that whatever homogeneity of race, tradition 
and custom may have been connoted by the 
term Hindu, Muhammadan, Christian etc., in 
the past has ceased to exist to a sufficient degree 
to influence the statisti(·s. It is argued that so 
far as customs of demological importance are 
concerned, e.g., early marriage, seclusion of 
women, treatment of children etc., the divisions 
of real significance are now r.ot vertical sections 
of society by difference of religion, but horizon
tal divisions into strata differentiated from (ne 
another by social and economic conditions. 

3. Although the classification of statis
tics by religion was considered not satis
factory as early as 1921, the difficulty 
lay in finding a suitable basis of classi
fication to take the place of religious 
differentiation. Now, with the political 
independence won in 1947 and the 
emphasis laid on the secular character 
of the Indian Union, whatever little 
doubt that existed previously that 
religious doctrines still influenced ·the 
determination of the social custom consi
dered so vital for demological studies 

up to 1941, has vanished and the focus 
of attention shifted from religion to 
economics. In the census of 1951, there
fore, the exhibition of statistics for 
details of sex, age and civil condition has 
been done with reference to economic 
classification and not by religion or com
munity, and a separate table (D-11) 
showing simply the record of the number 
of followers of each religion by males and 
females has been .prepared. 

CLASSIFICATION BY RELIGION AND 
COMMUNITY 

4. For the present purpose it is un
ne~e~sary to expla~ what is meant by 
religwn or commumty or to expatiate 
on the definitions of the different reli
gions, viz., Hinduism, Islam,Christianity 
et?. It is howe-yer . worth bearing ~ 
mmd that the criteriOn of classification 
of the population by religion. in some 
cases has undergm;e .c~ange in the past. 
Upto 1921, the primitive population was 
classified as 'animist ' but in 1931 they 
were known as 'tribal'. In 194i the 
designation· changed to 'tribes' ~hile 
in 1951, it finally stood as HCheduled 
tribes. Nor was the change confined 
to nomenclature alone .. The component 
groups changed from time to time so 
th~t it becomes risky to compare 'un
adJusted census population of different 
censuses. Moreover, in 1941, the classi
fication was done by communities rather 
than by religions as was being done 
before, largely on account of the difficul
ties in the classification of the tribal 
population. At the census of 1951 
th~ population has be.en classified· by 
reli!po~s, na~ely, ~dus, Muslims,· 
Christians, Jams, Budhists, Zoroastrians 
Jews and ot4er religions tribal and non~ 
tribal. 

5. The determination of an individual's 
religion in the· census of 1951 was more 
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a matter of choice on the part of the 
individual· concerned, than a ground of 
investigation for the enumeration agency. 
The instructions given to the enumerators 
in the matter of recording the religion 
was as follows :-

You r.re particularly cautioned not to have 
any controveny on religion. Accept the reply 
u given by t.he pereon to be enumerated .•••.•• 
If the person I&YI that he doee not believe in 
any religion or baa no religion, record him as 
A\heist. 

If a person gives the name or a caste or 
eub-ca~te as his religion, you should enter the 
religion of which it. is a sect. In case of doubt 
you may record the exact answer as given by 
the person. If a person is not able to give the 
name of his religion but appears to be an 
adherent of some rrligion, you may ascertain 
the religion by a"'king the name of the deities or 
by making enquiries from co-villagers. 

The instructions did not admit of 
much freedom of discretion h<'ing l<'ft 
to the enumerators, and as far as reports 
go~ no difficulty has been experienc<'d 
nor any contro>ersy raised in recording 
the religion in the State. 

DISTRIBUTION oF PoPULATION BY 
RELIGION 

6. Subsidiary Table 7·5 shows the 
distribution of population by relicrion 
at the census ~f 1951 with corresponding 
figures of preVIous censuses for Orissa 
and for each natural division and district. 
The following table, however, shows 
at a glance the numbers as they stood 
at the past four censuses for each of 
the various religions in Orissa. 

Pop~lationin Religion ----___________ .,.. ______________ ~ 
1951 un 1931 1921 

11,158,5E6 All religiona 

Hindua 
Mu~1ima 

Chriatiana 

Sikha 
.Taina 
.Tewa 

Budhist• 

U,645 946 

U,318,411 • 
176,338 
141,9:.4 

4,163 
1,248 

72 

969 

Zuroaatriana 181 
Othera 2,630 

7. The statement below shows the 
distribution of 10,000 persons between 
the various religions at each of these 
censuses. It may be seen that a great 
majority of the population of Orissa 
profess the Hindu religion. The next 
important religions are Islam and 
Christianity although when compared 
with the total population, they are 
numerically very small. The tribal 

. population of the State has largely 
been assimilated by Hinduism and to 
a small extent by Christianity. In 
order to ensure comparability of the data 
compiled at previous censuses with those 
or 1951, the population that was classed 
as tribal or animist in the previous 

13,767,S8~ 

13,418,470 
16 ,661 
147,979 

476 
765 
13 

12,491,056 

12,225,206 
148,666 
114,323 

276 
427 

3 

10,946,721 
13 • '60 
69,882 

119 
397 

1,889 1,828 ',612 
24 43 34 

2,711 284 1,461 

censusf's has been treated as Hindu in 
these statements except in the case of 
110,002 tribals who were sho·wn in the 
Census Report of 1941 as professing 
Christianity. This number has been 
included in the figure of Christian popula-
tion of 1941. ' 

Rdigioa 1951 1941 1931 1921 

All religion• •. 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 

Hindus .. 9,776 9,768 9,787 9,810 
Mu~limr. 120 120 119 124 
Chri~tians 97 108 92 63 

Sikhs 3. 
Jaine 1 1 I .. 
Budhiata 1 1 1 J 

Zorol\ltr;ans .. 
JE'WB .. .. 
Other rE>ligiona % 2 1 
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8. It may also be noticed that the 
quota contributed by each of the religions 
towards the total population altered 
but little since 1921. The predominance· 
of Hindus is so marked that at no time 
were they less than 97 out of 100. In 
1951, there are 97·76 Hindus, 1·2 
Muslims, 0·97 Christians and 0·07 others 
per one hundred of the general 
population. 

GROWTH 

9. The following statement shows the 
percentage increase or decrease in the 
numerical strength of the three main reli
gions of the State decade by decade since 
1921. Other religions form an infinite
simal fraction of the population and so 
the percentage increase with regard to 
these minor religions is not shown here, 
but their growth will be discussed at 
the appropriate place in coming para-
graphs. · . 

Religion 1921-31 1931-41 1941-51 

General population 11•94 10'22 6·38 

Hindus .. ll·68 10·<.~1 6•47 

Muslims 7•45 11-43 6·45 

Christians .. 63•59 29•44 -4·09 

HINDUS 

10. Orissa is a stronghold of Hinduism. 
Of the total population of 14,645,946 
in the State, as many as 14,318,411 
or 97 ·76 per cent are Hindus. This 
figure includes a vast multitude of primi
tive tribes who returned their religion 
as Hinduism, and also includes such 
sects as Brahmos and Arya Samajists. 
Sikhs, Jains and Budhists are however 
outside the fold. The proportion of this 
religion to the total population during 
the last four decades is steady being 
always in the neighbourhood of 98 per 
everv 100, with nominal variation from 
decade to decade. 

11. The numerical increase in the 
Hindu community since 1921 closely 
corresponds with the general increase in 

population, for with incomparably vast 
proportion of the general population 
which it commands, it has always been 
the determining fuctor in the overall 
growth of population in the State. The 
decennial increase of Hindus between 
1931-41 and 1921-31 has been slightly 
lower than the increase in the general 
population in these decades, but during 
1941-51 it was slightly higher. The loss· 
during the decades 1921-31 and 1931-41 
is 0 bviously due to a number of tribal 
population having returned themselves 
as Christians. , 

12. Subsidiary Table 7 ·6 at the end of 
this Chapter shows the districtwise dis
tribution of the three principal commu
nities, Hindus, Muslims and Christians 
per 10,000 persons. The Hindus are 
predominant in all the districts. They 
cover more than 99 per cent of the general 
population in 1951 in the districts of 
Dhenkanal, Keonjhar, Kalahandi, 
Bolangir, l\Iayurbhanj and Ganjam. 
Sundargarh records the lowest, namely 
85·98 per cent Hindus in the total popu
lation. Hindus in other districts, viz., 
Cuttack, Balasore, Puri, Sambalpur, 
Koraput and Phulbani range between 
9 6·44 to 98·80 per cent. 

MusLIMs 

13. The second important religion in 
Orissa is Islam, although the numerical 
strength of the followers of this religion 
is incomparably smaller than that of the 
leading religion of. the State. The 
number of Muslims at the census of 
1951 _is 176,338 or 1·2 per cent of the 
total population. They are at their 
maximum strength in the three coastal 
districts. . Cuttack district alone con
tributes 77,264 or about 2/5ths of the ' 
total Muslim population of the State. 
Next comes Balasore with a strength 
of 37,834. Puri's contribution also is 
large, being 29,869. They. are foU?d .in 
their lowest number (324) m the distnct 
of Phulbani. 
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U. The decennial increase in Orissa 
of this community during the last three 
decades 1D21-31, 1D31-.U and 19-U-51 
was 7·45, ll·.J.3 and 6·45 respcctinly 
against the general population increase 
of ll·D-t, 10·22 and 6·38. During the 
decade Hl21·31 the growth of ~Iuslims 
was lower than the g('neral growth, but 
it quickly gained during 1D31-41. The 
increase during the last decade was just 
a little over the general growth. In no 
district has the community lost ground 
during the decade lD-tl-51, but the rate 
of increase in Balasore has been more 
rapid than elsewhere, probably due to 
influx of Muslim cultivators from 1\Iidna-. 
pur (\Vest Bengal). There was not much 
of the problem of migration of Muslims 
from Orissa arising out of the partition 
of India, and this is confirmed by the 
growth rate as given above. 

CHRISTIANS 

15. · Christians in . Orissa number 
141,934: in 1951, forming 0·97 per cent 
of the total population. The Christian 
population has shown unusual fluctua
tion in the past four censuses. The total 
strength was only 69,882 in 1921, and 
within a. decade it rose to 114,323 in 
1931, a. gain of 63·6 per cent which is 
hicrh indeed. By 1941, the number 
fu~ther rose to 147,979, an increase of 
29·4 per cent in ten years. The 1951 
census however recorded 141,934 
Christians only within the bounds of 
Orissa, which is a decrease of 4·1 
per cent as compared with 1941 figure 
but which amounts to an increase of 

· 24·2 per. cent in 20 years from 1931. 
The growth of Hindus and 1\Iuslims 
during the last 20 years, between 1931 
and l951 is 17·1 and 18·6· per cent 
respectively. The growth of Christians 
during the same 20 years amounting to 
2.J.·2 per cent is higher than that of the 
other principal communities. This 
larger Jm>wlh is justified in view of the 
proselytising activities favoured by 
Christianity. Similarly the phenomenal 

increase of Christians bctW('('n 1921 and 
1931, as stakd abov(', may bt• due to 
a large numb('r of triba·l population 
d('claring Christianity as th('ir r('}i!:!:ion. 
But th('rc is no r('ason to suppose'that 
there 'vas a ITal fall in the population 
of Christians b('hn•('n 19-H and 1951. 
!he fall, as shown by the rerorded fi.!.!lm.'s, 
Is due to some amount of confusion in 
1~-U in recordin.!( the religion of hill 
tnhcs. The Christian population was 
swelled up in this confusion. In fact, 
the correct population of Christians in 
19-tl would be some where between 114 
thousand and 141 thousand, which are 
the recorded population of 1931 and 1951 
respectively. 

16. 1\Iore than half the Christian popu
lation of the State is found in Sundargarh 
district, its contribution being 71,943. 
Koraput district comes next with 23,834. 
Ganjam, Phulbani and Sambalpur are . 
the other districts which also contribute 
a significant proportion. The communi
ty has its lowest strength in Keonjhar, 
viz., 245. 

TnrnAL RELIGIONS 

17. At the census of 1951, a vast 
majority of the tribal people has declared 
its religion either as Hindu or as Christian. 
The total population of scheduled tribes 
in Orissa numbers 2,967,334 of whom 
2,898,349 profess Hinduism and 66,409 
Christianity as their religion. The 
remaining 2,576 have described them
selves as not belonging to the fold of any 
major religion of India, but as adherents 
of a tribal religion distinct from Hinduism 
or Christianity, etc. Such persons belong
ing to the northern portion of the district 
of 1\Iayurbhanj have named their tribal 
religion as 'Sarana '. 

SARAN A 

18. As stated above, persons belonging 
to this religion inhabit the northern 
portion& o ~ 1\fayurbhanj mostly. Tho 
name .of the religion is derived, according 
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to a local report, from the word ' Sarin ' 
or ' SaJgi ' which is an appellation of 
the Goddess of nature. The members 
of this religion believe that the Goddess 
of nature is the mother of the world 
and. has originated this religion for 
lmmanity for comfortable and peaceful 
worldly life and for attainment of 
salvation. According to this belief, the 
soul is immortal and it comes to earth 
to enjoy the body and returns to heaven 
without the body. The worship is per
formed under a tree, in the midst of a 
grove and not in a temple. or a building 
of any kind. There is no priest to 

· conduct the worship, which is done 
either on a community or individual 
basis. Drinks, food and occasionally 
the blood of an individual or of his pet 
animal are offered for worship. 

19~ The customary marriage among the 
Saranas takes the form of the bride
groom taking away the bride to the house 
of one of his relatives where a few 
senior persons gather to ascertain the 
mutual consent of the couple and accord 
their approval. Thereaft~ the re1atives 
of the bridegroom wash the feet of the 
bride and bridegroom and the couple 
are taken to the house of the bridegroom 
where turmeric and oil are rubbed on 
their body and the bride is made to wear 
an iron bangle on her left hand which is 
to be removed only on divorce or widow
hood. So long as the woman lives with 
her husband she is entitled to paint 
v~rmilion on her forehead. No woman 
without a patch of vermilion is allowed 
to . t~ke part. ~ any formal worship or 
religwus actiVIty. On such occasions 
the vermilion is rubbed on the forehead 
only by the husband and by no other 
person. 
OT:m:R NoN-TRmA.L RELIGION-Kmmm

PATIA 

20. This is described* as a sect that 
originated in the Orissa states in the 

,< 

middle of. the last century in revolt 
against Hinduism, the particUlar features 
of it to which objection was taken 
being idolatry and the caste , system. 
The Kumbhipatias do not worship the 
Hindu Gods ; they do not reverence 
the Brahmin ; they take no account of 
the caste system and they do not ·bury 
their dead. Theoretically therefore they 
are not Hindus, but the movement is 
sufficiently recent to maintain its front 
against Hinduism. l\Ioreover, the com
munity is not a large one and marriage 
outside the fold is permissible. This 
practice leaves a side door open and gives 
·scope for fraternization and easy relapse 
into Hinduism. The number of Kumbhi
patias has varied from census to census. 
It was 755 in 1911 and 1,231 in 1931. · 
In the present census it has reduced itself 
to 51 only. This shows that complete 
fusion into Hinduism· may not be far off 
Snrns· 

21. The number of Sikhs in Orissa in 
1931 was 276 and in 1941 their number 
was 476. In 1951, there were 4,163 
Sikhs in Orissa forming about 3 out of 
10,000 population. They are mostly 
found in Sambalpur, Cuttack and :Mayur
bhanj. The attractions of growing indus
tries and the result of partition are the 
main causes of influx of a large number 
of Sikhs into this area. 
OTHER RELIGIONS 

?2. At one time in the long past, 
Onssa was the seat of Jainism and 
Budhism, but these have almost become 
extinct now. There are 1,248 Jains and 
969 Budhists now against 765 and 
1,889 in 1941. Recently, there was 
consecration of the Jain temple at 
Khandagiri in the district of Puii 
which attracted some members of th~ 
community from outside the State. 
The number of Zoroastrians in Orissa 
is 181. l\Iost of them are found in 
Cuttack district. 

• Cen-us Report of Bihar and Orissa, 1921, Part I. Page 124. 
27 
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SECTION IV 
Backward Classes 

1. The backward classC3 of people, 
accordin; Jo the present definition of the 
term, constitute nearly two-thirds of the 
total population of the State. In a 
population of 146 lakhs, Orissa. has over 
97 lakhs of people who belong to the 
category of backward classes. 

CLA.Ssmc.A.TION 

2. The term ' Backward Classes ' has 
not been defined. It is, however, clear 
from Article 340 and also from Clause 4 

·· of Article 16 of the Constitution of India. 
· that the backward classes are such 

classes of people in the country as are 
socially and educationally backward. 
The name and specification of different 
categories of backward population has 
undergone change from time to time. 
The aboriginal section of the backward 
population has been kno·wn by different 
names at different times, such ae, 
animists, primitive tribes, tribal popu
lation and scheduled tribes, while the 
other section of the backward popula
tion has been known as untouchables, 
depressed classes, harijans or scheduled 
castes. In 1936 an attempt was made by 
an Order of the Government of India to 
define the castes and the tribes treated as 
backward. This was, however, more 
systematically done under the Constitu
tion Orders of 1950 specifying the 
scheduled castes and scheduled tribes 
for different States in India. As there 
were sections of backward population 
other than scheduled castes and sche
duled tribes, the State Governments 
were authorised to draw up a. list of such 
castes. Accordingly, in the census of 
1951 the backward classes of people 
have been divided into three classes, 
viz:-

(i) Scheduled Tribes, 
( ii) Scheduled Castes, 

(iii) Other Backward Classes. 

TRrnE\VISE oR CASTE\VISE FIG mu:s ~oT 
WoRKED OCT 
3. The population of each tribe or 

caste in different districts or smaller 
administrative units in the State is not 
available for the present census. This is 
highly regrettable particularly in view 
of the fact that the backward classes 
constitute a large percentage of the 
general. population of Orissa, and their 
problems are of utmost importance from 
political, admihistrative or social consi
derations. The Census of India merely 

. undertook a. brief districtwise classi
fication of the scheduled castes and the 
scheduled tribes as appears in table 
D-Ill published in Part II-A of the 
Report. This table does not show the 
population of each caste or tribe in e~ch 
district or parts of a district. Attentwn 
of the State Government was drawn to 
the fact that such castewise and tribe
wise population may be useful for .the 
Administration and that the organiSa
tion under the.Superintendent of Census 
Operations will be glad to undertake the 
necessary tabulation of castewise a~d 
tribewise population, literacy, econonnc 
condition, etc., if the State Government 
were prepared to bear the cost o~ this 
particular operation. Perhaps considera
tions of economy led to unfavourable 
decision by the State Government, so 
that the work was not taken up. In the 
absence of such statistics, much of the 
valuable information relating to the life 
and economy of the backward peoples of 
the State cannot be given in the present 
Report. 

SFECIFICATION OF BACKW .ARD CLASSES 
NOT SATISFACTORY 

4. The specification of different cl~sses 
of people under scheduled tnbes, 
scheduled castes and other backward 
classes are mentioned in coming para
graphs at appropriate places. It was not 

·, 
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unusual during the census operations of 
1951 to come across criticisms, sometimes 
strong and reasonable, from various 
quarters against such specifications. In 
paragraph 7 below it has been shown 
how the composition of the tribes has 
changed between two censuses and how 
the section of population treated as 
tribes in 1941 has been classified in the 
present occasion partly as scheduled 
tribes and partly as schedwed castes or 
as other backward classes and also 
how a part of the tribal population of 
1941 has been completely omitted from 
either of the three classes of backward 
population of 1951. It has also been 
mentioned elsewhere how at least one 
section of the population known as ' 
' :Mahesya ' which was one of the ' Other 
Backward Classes ' forced the hands of 
the State Govemment to alter the speci
fication by omitting its name from the 
list. :Moveover, there were a large number 
of cases in which representations or 
protests were made by the concerned 
classes of population for revision of the 
list. The Gonds of Kamakshyanagar 
subdivision in Dhenkanal district 
expressed resentment against their classi
fication as a scheduled tribe at present. 
Of late, they have been declining to 
accept rewards, scholarships and other 
facilities granted by the Education and 
\Velfare Departments of the Government 
to their students. They consider that 
acceptance of such facilities is derogatory 
to their social -prestige. In the city of 
Cuttack the Gurias and the Banias 
similarly raised objection to their being 
included among other backward classes. 
The Telis of the district of Cuttack also 
had similar objection. Some of the 
backward classes like Gouda, Tanti 
and Jyotis of Jajpur subdivision strongly 
objected to their being recorded as back-

ward classes, as in their opinion, their 
economic and social conditions were in 
no way inferior to those of the other 
sections of people in the locality:. In 
Ranpur, persons belonging to:tha: castes· 
Bhandari, Barika and Bania represented 
against their being shown as backward 
classes. On the other hand, the Keutas 
of Ranpur moved the authorities for · 
inclusion of the name of their caste among 

· other backward classes in order to be 
able to claim special privileges. Some of 
the backward classes like the Pana and 
Kandara expressed dissatisfaction as the 
name of the class to which they belonged 
was changed from Harijan to scheduled 
castes. There are many other sections 
of the scheduled castes who likewise . 
expressed preference for the name 
Harijan. Other shortcomings in the 
specifications of the backward classes 
which came to notice· in course of the 
census operations related to omission of 
some ·classes of population from the list 
of backward classes. The Jharas of 
Kamakshyanagar, for example, who in 
the past used to be classed as one of the 
backward classes have not been included 
in any of the . three lists adopted in the 
present census. The Jharas are still 
continuing in the same social and cultural 
conditions as the members of the 
scheduled castes of the locality and it 
appears that their name was not included 
in the list of scheduled castes through 
oversight. But in larger number of cases 
it would appear that sections of people 
who are socially and economically not 
more backward than their immediate 
neighbours have been included in the 
list of other backward classes. As a. 
result of this the list of other backward 
classes has become unduly large and 
requires drastic curtai'men~. 

Scheduled Tribes 
LisT OF TRIBEs 

5. The specification of the scheduled 
tribes as required under Article 342 of 

the Constitution of India, has been laid 
down in the Constitution (Scheduled 
Tribes) Order, 1950. It is not clear 
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what was tho criterion of such specifica
t!on, but it appears that the following 
aspects were taken into consideration, 
viz.-· 

(i) tnbal origin, 

(ii) primitive way of life and habita-
' tion in remote and less accessible 

areas, 

(iii) general backwardness~ 

The following tribes are deemed to be 
scheduled tribes within the State of 
Orissa. 

(1) Bagata 
(2) Baiga. 
(3) .Ba.njara. or Banjari 
(4) Bathudi 
(5) Bhuiya or Bhuyan 
(6) Binjha.l 
(7) Binjhia or Binjhoa. 
(8) Birhor 
(D) Bondo Pora.ja. 

(10) Chenchu 
{11) Dal 
(12) Gadaba. 
(13) Ghara. 
(14) Gond 
(15) Gorait or Korait 
(16) llo 
(17) Jatapu 
(18) Juang 
(lD) Kawa.r 
(20) Kharia. or Kha.rian 
(21) Kharwar 
(22) Khond (Kond) or Kandha, or Na.nguli 

Kandha. or Sitha Kandha. 
(23) Kisan . 
(24) Kolha-Ko!-Lobaras 
(25) Kolha. 
(26) Koli 
(27) Kondadora 
(28) Kora. 
(2D) Xorua 
(30) Koya 
(31) Kulia 
(32) Mahali 

(33) Mankidi 
(3-1) MankirJia 
(35) Mirdhas 
(36) )lunda (Munda-I.uhar.l ._nJ :.~~~~~~1..-

Maualis). 
(3i) Mundari 
(38) Oraon 
(39) Paroja 
(..&0) Santa} 
(41) Saora, or Silvar, or Saura, or Sahara 
(42) Tharua 

DISTRIBUTION' oF PoPULATioN 

6. The population of tho scheduled 
tr.ibes, according to the census of 1951, 
is 2,967,334 constituting 20·2 per cent of 
the total population of the State. The 
inland division is the real homo of the 
scheduled tribes,.- for, out of the total 
number more than 26·6lakhs live in this 
division and only 3 lakhs in the coastal 
division. The largest population of the 
scheduled tribes is to be found int he 
district of Koraput (522,841) followed by 
:Mayurbhanj (504,679), Sambalpur 
(351,788) and Sundargarh (312,639). 
Other districts where the 1:1cheduled 
tribes are to be found in appreciable 
number are Kalahandi (243,699), Kcon
jhar (228,090), Phulbani (195,719), 
Bolangir (186,147), Ganjam (112,006) 
and Dhenkanal (104,383). The threo 
coastal districts of Cuttack, Balasore 
and Puri have got the lowest number of 
scheduled tribes living therein, with a 
population of 80,194, 62,975 and 62,714 
respectively. The - statement below 
shows the percentage which the 
scheduled tribes living in each district of 
the State constitute out of the total 
population of the respective district. 

Sundar!(arh 56·6 
Mayurbhanj 49-l 
Phulbani 42•7 

Koraput 41-2 
Keonjhar 38•8 
Kale>handi 28•4 

Sambalpur 27•0 
Bolangir 20•3 
Dhenkanal 12•4 

Ganjam 6·9 
Daluaore 6·7 
Puri 4•0 
Cuttack 3•2 
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VARIATION IN THE Co~IPOSITION AND 
PoPULATION OF TRIBES 

7. Tho population 'vhich was held 
equivalent to th~ pr~~~ent day t,cheduled 
tribes numbered.·J(_21~lfl.~8.7 .. ip. JV31 and 
2,584,293 in 194L .. iJ6sf.AmJoo; above the 
population of tl1e sc~fluled tribes in 
1951 is 2,907,334. The variation in the 
population is not a true index of the 
growth of the members of the tribes. The 
composition of the tribes and even the 
nomenclature has changed from time to 
time. The list of tribes on which depen
dence was made in the census of 1931 
was changed under Schedule XIII of the 
Government of India Order, 1936. The 
population of the tribes was determined 
in 1941 according to this new list. 
Again in the year 1950 the composition 
was changed under the Constitution 
(Scheduled Tribes) Order, 1950. The 
figures of different censuses are not 
comparable in toto on account of the 
change in the composition of the tribes 
from time to time. Comparing the posi
tion between 1941 and 1951 it appears 
that the list of tribes in 1941 included 
Pano, Panika or Panka, Dombo, Bhumij, 
Dhanwar, Pradhan and Tamodia, but 
all of them have been taken over to the 
list of scheduled castes in 1951. Again 
there are other sections of the popula
tion, namely, Agaria, Bhokta and Lohra 
which were regarded as tribes in 1941 
but which are included in 1951 in the 
list of other backward classes and not in 
the list of scheduled tribes or scheduled 
castes. It also appears that there are 

l\Ialhor and Panguria which were included 
in the list of tribes in 1941 but which 
now remain completely unclassified being 
omitted from the 1951 list of scheduled 
castes, scheduled tribes or other back
ward classes. Thus the 1941 lis.t of tribes 
was very much confused and different 
from what it is now and as such the popu
lation of the tribes in 1941 as ·mentioned 
above is not comparabl~ with the present 
population of the schedUled tribes. 
Similarly there is no comparable basis 
between the figures of 1931 and of 
subsequent censuses. 

8. If, however, the total population of 
the tr!bes is not comparable between 
one census and another, the question 
arises whether the population of a parti
cular tribe which is included in the lists 
of different censuses is comparable. The 
reply is in the affirmative with regard 
to a few tribes only but not all becauSIJ 
a few of the small and less known tribes . 
of earlier censuses have been merged 
into the more notable tribes of the present 
day. Moreover, there has been no 
tril;>ewise tabulation of population •. )n 
1951 and thus no figures are available 
with regard to 1951 for comparison with 
those of earlier censuses. The population 
of different important tribes in the year 
1941 is shown below:-

K•md 
Gond 
Sa.ntal 
Saora 

690,"65 
343,864 
330,114 
326,326 

Kisan 96,815 
Kbaria 70,004 
Munda 63,291 
Gadaba 34,315 

Paroja. 
many sections of the population, such Kollah 

145,717 Koya. 27,891 
109,585 Bhuiya 19,685 

as, l\Iaria, Baghua, Didayi, Bhuinhar, OrJon 78,998 Juang 17,032 

Important Tribes 

9. In this short essay, it is not proposed 
to devote a considerable amount of 
space for giving a comprehensive picture 
of the extremely interestin(J' tribal life 
of Orissa. Little can be stat~d about the 
anthropology, racial affinity, lan<Tua(J'e 

. l l'l' l' • I o o ' soeut ae, teshva s, religion and clothes 

and ornaments of the tribes. It is nut 
even possible to give the exact popu1a- .. 
tion of each tribe, as it was in 1951, on 
account of the regrettable position as 
mentioned in paragraph 3 above. A 
sketchy account is given below of just 
a few important tribes living within the 
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State, in view of the limited scope allowed 
for the purpose. A more elaborate 
discourse would be necessary if all ·has 
to be told about the facta of the tribal 
ru:e and about the things of value in the 
tnbal system. On the whole, the tribal 
life is simple and happy, enriched by 
natural pleasure, even in the midst of 
disease, poverty and backwardness in 
our civilized sense. The tribes have 
plenty of romance and gaiety and are 
full of songs of rare beauty and deep 
simplicity. They have their own set 
of morals and discipline, and they obey 
the elders or the heads of clans in an 
implicit manner. Some of the tribes in 
Orissa. are the most primitive, like the 
J uangs and the Saoras. Their tribal 
organizations are· still unimpaired to a 
considerable extent and their artistic 
traditions unbroken. Some of the tribes· 
are experts in the art of personal orna
mentation, decoration of the house, and 
the arts of recreation and of love, while 
others are noted for the practice of black 
art and magic, the diagnosis and cure 
of disease, and the knowledge of the 
forests and natural surroundings. Yet 
evils are rampant. The tribal life is 
marked by crude superstitions and 
notions. Some of the tribes are utterly 
unreclaimed and may be said to be 
living in a. state of nature, in the inacces
sible hills and remote forests, free from 
clothing and living in wicker work huts. 
Most sections of the tribal community 
have taken to the devastating and ruinous 
form of cultivation, known as podu or 
shifting cultivation. A study of the life 
and history of the tribes of Orissa. will be 
highly interesting and useful. 

KoND 
10. The largest single schedu~ed tribe 

of Orissa is Kond, the approximate 
population of which may be nearly seven 
lakhs and a. half. They are scattered over 
the region on the right bank of the 
:Mahanadi nearby Baudh and Daspalla, 
extending south-west into Khondmals 

and Ganjam .Agency where their ('C\ncen· 
tration is most marked, and further into 
the hilly regions of Koraput, Kalahamli 
and Bolangir districts. They arc also 
found in small numbers in Sambalpur 
district. Outside Orissa, the Kouds arc 
to be seen upto the extreme west of 
Bisakhapatnam district, and in llastar 
and south-east portion of ::\Iadhya 
Pradesh. 

11. There are four classes of Konds, 
namely, Kutia, Dungaria, Desia and 
Jatapu. The Jatapu Konds are the most 
advanced among them having assimilated 
to an extent the culture and eivilization 
of the Aryan neighbours. But tho 
Kutia Konds are the most primitive 
among them, occupying the most iil
accessible hills and remotest forests, 
living on what they can secure with 
their bows and arrows, which they wield 
with great skill, and on other forest 
produce. They are practically naked, 
the women using a kind of bark which 
they tie round their waist and turn it 
between the thighs. 

12. Habits and customs are not similar 
among all the Konds. The Kond women 
of Phulbani tattoo their face but this 
is not the practice in Koraput. Some of 
the Konds eat beef but not the Konds of 
Balliguda. and Koraput. The Koncls are 
generally simple in nature, innocent, 
truthful aud credulous. Their behaviour 
is pleasant and they are extremely 
hospitable to guests, giving protection 
to enemies if they take refuge. They can 
be won over with good gesture and 
kindness. The offerings of country 
cheroots to men and glass beads to 
women are easily accepted as presents. 
They are generally kind and cheerful 
and are lovers of recreation. They wcro 
formerly addicted to human sacrifice 
and infanticide. 

13. The Konds appear to have suff(:red 
perceptible degeneration during the last 
one century or so. The Konds of old 
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were noted for being brave, high spirited, 
utterly independent, very well-behaved, 
ready to oblige and having orderly 
manners of life. The following observa
tions* made by Lieut. :Macpherson, 
Assistant Surveyor General of :Madras 
in the year 1841 will show the character
istic traits of Konds noticeable more 
than 100 years ago. 

Agricultnre is practised b.v the Konds with 
a degree of skill and energy, which is perhaps no 
where surpassed in India, and which has 
produced a degree of rural afliuence rarely 
parallelled. 

At the season of labour, the Kond rises at 
day break. Before quittir g his cottage, he eats 
a full meal consisting of Moong, Ragi or Juar, 
boiled with a portion of jungle herbs, and 
flavoured with a p:ece of goat's or swine's flesh. 
Then yoking his team or shouldering hi~ axe, he 
goes out for the day. When employed in 
ordinary work, as at the plough, he labours 
without intermission until three o'clock in the 
afterno Jn, when he bathes in the nearest 
stream. But when hi9 toil is more severe, as in 
felling wood, he rests to eat a. mid-day mess 
which is brougb~ to him to the field. At evening 
he rot urns home to a meal similar trJ that of the 
morning with the addition of liquor or tobacco. 
At harvest and st>ed time, the women share in 
every form of field labour. 

14. The noted historian Hunter has 
also described the Konds as brave and 
fighting people. The old collection of 
papers relating to Jeypore Estate 
(Published in 1803) also mentions t' That 
the Konds of Rayaghada were very 
industrious-more industrious people it 
would be impossible to meet with'. 
But the Kond of to-day is markedly 
timid and shy, takes life easy, does not 
think of the morrow and is not worried 
about crops or food. He is hardly a good 
agriculturist, and when compared with 
some other tribesmen, Saora for example, 
he cuts a sorry figure. It is noticed that 
while the Saora works hard to grow hill 
crops, the Kond goes to the field, if at 
all, with apparent indifference. The 
Konds are very fond of shifting cultiva-

tion which leads to the extensive destruc
tion of valuable forests of the State. 
Engaged as a cooli for road building or 
earth work, the Kond easily annoys his 
employer by his unwillingness or inability 
to do hard physical labour. Fighting 
qualities have so completely vanished 
in a Kond, that he runs away nervously 
at the sight of a foreigner, sometimes 
hiding himself behind a tree or a mound 
of rocks and peeping therefrom with 
timid eyes in the manner of a sambar 
or a deer living in the forests nearby. 
This marked degeneration is due to loss 
of nerve resulting from devastation in 
various forms wrought by external 
culture contact which synchronised with 
the British occupation of the country. 
The Kond is no longer the master of the 
hills and forests which he once was. 
He faced a serious crisis as a result of 
official and foreign missionary inter
ference, attemptmg to wean him away 
from evil practices. He felt greatly 
frustrated, subdued and vanquished in 
all walks of life and developed inferiority 
complex, servility, timidity and indolence 
which marks his present character. How 
the problem should be tackled so that 
the Kond and other tribes may attain 
real advancement and progress has been 
discussed elsewhere in this Section. 

GOND 

15. Numerically the second most 
- important scheduled tribe of Orissa is 

the Gond, whose principal habitation is 
to be found in Madhya Pradesh. The 
Gonds were once a royal tribe, giving 
the ancient name of Gondwana to their 
native country. In Orissa, they are 
found chiefly in Kalahandi, Bolangir, 
Sambalpur and Koraput districts and 
also to some extent in Keonjhar and 
Sundargarh. They are also thinly dis
persed over Dhenkanal and :Mayurbhanj 
districts. Their total strength in Orissa 
may be a little less than 4lakhs. 

• Lieut. llfa~pho>rson's Report upon the Khonds of the districts of Ganjam and Cut tack ( United Scottieh Press 
Madras, 18tl3 ) P. 49. 

t Quoted at page H of the Hill Tribes of Jeypore by Sri L. N. Sahu, 
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16. Tho Gonds ha.Y"e usually a well 
den·lopcd physique, w.lh fine chests and 
massh·c shoulders but having scantily 
grown bearru and moustachcs. They 
are good in n<'gotiating stc('p climbs and 
narrow hill tracks, carrying heavy burden. 
They are much more industrious than the 
Konds, and take physical labour with 
pleasure. They have a distinct culture (\f 
their O\\n and their songs have a rich 
vocabulary and are emotional and colour
ful. They possess detailed knowledge of 
the kinds of trees, qualities of timber, 
nature of rocks, properties of bark, grass 
and flowers and habits of birds and ani
mals. But they are a sot of high ~y supersti
tious people and their social and economic 
activities are allied with protective and 
preventive magical rites. Counter magic 
or defensive magic is also taken resort 
to frequently. 

SANTAL : 

17. Another important and large tribal 
community of Orissa is constituted of 
Santals who are concentrated in the 
north-east portion of the State. District 
:Mayurbhanj alone contains nearly 85 per 
cent of the total Santal population of 
Orissa. In the district of Balasore, 
they are found mostly in northern part 
and in Nilgiri and are also seen men and 
women, working in tho large number of 
rice mills in the district. A small 
number of Santals also belong to Keon
jhar district. Their total number in 
Orissa may bo about 3 lakhs and a 
half. Outside Orissa, the Santals are 
found in Bihar, particularly in Santa} 
Parganas and in \Vest Bengal and Assam. 

18. The Santal is a good agriculturist 
but also loves forest surroundings and 
is an expert hunter. Both men and 
women work in the field, either their OW'll 

or on the basis of wages in some body 
dso·s lands. They do not worship in 
temples or other structures but in the 
midst of a. duster of trees nearby the 
village They believe in witches and 

supernatural powers. The administra
tion of a Santa} >illago ;s somewhat 
agreeable to modern democratic notions, 
with the :llajhi as the chosen reprcscnta
ti•e of the village and the Pargana as 
the head of a number of 1\lajhis, the 
whole set up being subordinate to tho 
v.il: of the total Santal population of 
a particular tract. Village disputes are 
settled by the l\lajhi and appeals aro 
preferred before the Pargana. Divorce 
is very frequent among them, and is 
allowed on the v.ish of either the husband 
or the wife. A remarkable f(•aturc 
about the Santals is their habit of 
cleanliness, of body, of clothing as well as 
of the place of dwelling. Their other 
tr_aits display a mixture of opposites, 

. generally simp1e and timid by nature but 
at times obstinate and ferocious, hardy 
at others' fields but lazy in their own. 

SA ORA 
19. The Saoras are one of the most 

ancient tribes of India. It is nQ..t possible 
to say if they are more primitive than 
the Juangs, who are found in Pal-Lahara 
and Keonjhar, and who are generally 
attired in leaves, living a strongly knit 
communal life. The Saoras are ment oned 
in the Ramayana and the Mahabharat 
as well as in the Puranas and also in tho 
ancient works of Pliny and Ptolemy 
in the early centuries of the Christian 
era. The beautiful Eastern Ghats plateau 
of Koraput district and Ganjam Agency 
is the home of this great tribe, but mem
bers of this tribe are found to some extent 
in Phulbani, Cuttack, Dhenkanal, Puri 
and Kalahandi districts. Their total 
number may be nearly three lakhs and 
a half. The hill Saoras aro simple, 
straight-forward and truthful and have 
an inflamable temperament so that they 
are apt to commit grievous hurt or 
murder on slight provocation. They aro 
highly skilful in construction of their 
fields on hill sides and their houses. 
They are known as a<l:epts in magic and 
witch-craft. They unquestioningly obey 
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the headman of their clan. The women 
folk do not generally cover their breasts 
which they keep covered with glass beads 
E>trung together. The Saoras are addi~ted 
to shifting cultivation or podu cultrya
tion, which is practised after cuttmg 
and burning of tracts of most valuable 
forests. The products of podu cultiva
tion are not sufficient to maintain them 
all the year round and have to be supple
mented by edible roots and fruits from 
the jungle. 

PAROJA 

20. This tribe is entirely found in the 
district of Koraput numbering nearly 
one lakh and a half. They are divided 
into 12 clans, each clan being named 
after the region in which it resides. 
Among them the Bonda Parojas are the 
most primitive. Their women as well as 
men are almost naked. The women do 
not wear any cloth except a little strip 
in the middle of the body. The women 
folk tattoo their whole body from foot 
to the waist and also the breasts and the 
cheeks at times. In this matter they 
can be distinguished from other hill 
tribes as no other tribe takes to tattooing 
in such extensive manner. They shave 
their heads and wear large sized rings 
of split bamboo round their neck. The 
Parojas are somewhat more intelligent 
than the Konds but they are dirty as 
compared with other trlbes, particularly 
the Santals. They are good mountaineers. 
Their sex morals are not as h!gh as those 
of the Konds. Boys and girls after 
attaining puberty are sent to live in 
dormitories known respectively as the 
'Dhangadaghar 'and the 'Dhangadi 
ghar ' where they principally devote 
time for choosing the life's partner. 
Geographical conditions have largely 
protected them from contacts with the 
plains. The Paroja's favourite form of 
cultivation is known as podu cultivation, 
the evil effects of which are well known. 

OTHER IMPoRTANT TRmEs 

21. The names of a few other important 
schedu'ed tribes, their approximate 
population and the 'ocalities in which 
they reside are given below. On account 
of the reasons mentioned in paragraph 
3 above, it is not possible to give the 
exact population of each tribe. The 
figures given below are at best rough 
indication in round numbers. 

Tribe 

Kolha 

Oraon 

Kisan 

Kbaria 

Munda 

Bhuiya 

Qadaba 

Koya 

Kora 

Rough indication 
of population (in 

thousands) 

120 

85 

100 

80 

75 

Principal habitation 

Keonjhar; • Bonai, Nilgiri 
and Bamra. 

Gangpur, Bonai and 
Sambalpur. 

Gangpur, Bamra and Bonai 

Gangpur, Mayurbhanj an 
Sambalpur. 

Gangpur, Bona.i and 
Sambalpur. 

25 ·Bona.i, Bamra, Pal-Lahara 
and Keonj har. 

35 Koraput 

35 Koraput 

30 Bamra, Athmalik and 
R"eonjhar. 

J uang 20 Keonjhar and Pal-Lahara 

PROBLEM OF SCHEDULED TRIBES 

22. The problem of scheduled tribes 
is serious and in some respects different 
from that of other backward population. 
They have been pushed back for centuries 
into inaccessible forests and unhealthy 
regions, cut off from civilization and 
advancement and consequently left in 
oblivion. With the British occupation 
of the country and opening up of lines 
of communication and spread of mission
ary activities, contact was gradully 
established by men from plains, from 
whom however the innocent and simple-' 
minded aboriginals did not receive a 
square deal. Several uprisings of the 
tribal people took place, such as the 
Kond uprising in 1846 and 1882. The 
underlying cause of these uprisings was 
connected with deep dissatisfaction 
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among the tribal people against exploita
tion by their more adl"anced neighbours. 
The nsult of such exploitation has been 
tragic for many tribes. The Juang tribe 
of Keonjhar, for example, being unable 
to cope l\ith the growing economic 
pressure from the people of the surround
ing plains and finding it difficult to take · 
to wet cultil"ation, hal"e been losing 
zest of life and declining in numbers. 

The Government ultimately felt that 
there should be an end to such exploita
tion and specified and constituted the 
tribal areas into 'Scheduled Tracts' 
under the Government of India Act, 
1919. This was just the beginning. 
More effective provisions for special treat
ment of tribal areas were laid down in 
the 1935 Act when the partially excluded 
areas were defined. Finally in the wake 
of freedom of India, came the new 
Constitution which safeguarded the 
social, economic and educational 
interests of scheduled tribes and 
scheduled castes. A Commission was 
appointed under Article 340 to investigate 
the conditions of backward classes and 
to plan and execute welfare schemes. 
Moreover, constructive activities were 
undertaken by social service institutions 
and by eminent and selfless social workers 
like Shri A. V. Thakkar, whose contri
bution in the realm of welfare work was 
of no mean order. 

23. Opinion seenis to be dangerously 
divided on the future of the tribes. The 
views ·of experienced administrators like 
Dr. Hutton and Grigson, who spent many 
years of their lives among the primitive 
tribes and whose knowledge of the tribal 
life traditions and customs and genuine 
lov~ for them cannot be questioned, are 
decidedly in favour of complete protec
tion at least for the time being, against 
expioitation and encroachment by the 
so-called civilized races, in the garb of 
either politicians, social workers or 

religious preachers. Ycrricr Elwin, a 
noted scholar and writer, who sp<'nt his 
life among the aboriginals and fmally 
settled down in an aboriginal villago in 
Madhya Pradesh strongly ad voca tcs a 
policy of temporary isolation and with 
characteristic emphasis say~, * 

It is vital that the future of the Indian 
aborigina.ls should not be left either to ignor&nt 
politicians or to self-willed administrator& who 
are not prepared to learn from what haa 
happened in ()ther lands. · 

24. On the other hand, there is another 
school of thought offering a different 
solution of the problem, based on the 
consideration that the tribes have been 
left neglected for centuries to wallow in 
utter poverty and backwardness, reacting 
as a dead handicap to the general pros
perity and advancement of the country 
as a whole. They therefore need most 
urgent and comprehensive attention in 
all aspects of their life if they are to be 
raised to the same level as other sections 
of the population. There is also tho 
suspicion that foreign missionaries may 
capture still more of the 'market' 
unless the tribal areas are quickly 
covered up by expansion of the regional 
culture. The advocates of this opinion 
suggest an all-out m~asure for t~e rapid 
absorption of the tnbal people mto tho 
educational, cultural, religious and even 
linguistic standards of the neighbouring 
region. 

25. Thus there are two sharply 
opposite views one of which may be 
termed as a policy of isolation and the 
other a policy of open door. The advo
cates of both present their respective 
cases with richness of argument why a 
particular policy should be preferred to 
the other. The English writers seem 
inclined to treat the problem of contact 
of the tribes with the outside world under 
an attitude possibly tainted ·with the 
concern over the then impending 
transfer of political control from the 

• Tbe Aboriginals (Oxford Pampbleta on Indian Affair~) by Verrier Elwin, pag• 29. 
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British to Indian hands. On the 26. The matter thus requires a compre~ 
other hand, it is also probable that hensive study before any reform is 
the Indian scholars were actuated by the attempted. This is a subject on which 
apprehension of the creation of unabsorb- the views of the politicians and adminis-
able regions ef men and resources, right trators, howsoever intelligent and well-
in our midst, which might later on prove wishing, cannot be regarded as the final 
to be highly prejudicial, if not hostile, word. The anthropologist and the socio-
to our national aspirations. There is · · · logist will have to .be consulted. A 
however no difficulty in coming to· con- · . dispassionate .. study from all the angles 
elusion that the study of and attempt to · of vision may ultimately show that if the . 
offer a sound solution of a multisided contact is sudden and indiscriminate and 
problem such as the contact of two tends to upset the tribal life by forced 
peoples, is bound to create difference of measures, the results will be unhappy 
opinion. There is even difference as and perhaps disastrous as shown by 
regards the origin· of the degradation rapid depopulation of the primitive tribes 
and backwardness of the tribes. But it in Australia, Newzealand and the U.S. A. 
appears that the initial inroad on the On ~h_e other hand, a negative pohcy of 
integrity of the tribal life was made segregation or isolation, though essential 
by the advent of the British rule. The in early stages, is not conducive to the 
British methods of collection of revenue well-being of the tribes. Isolation gene-
and maintenance of law and order rally leads to stagnation and decay and 
directly resulted in the loss of authority seldom to progress. If, therefore,. isola-
of the tribal elders and break up of the tion cannot be the ultimate solution of 
tribal solidarity. This automatically the problem of the tribes, so cannot be. 
brought a revolution in the nature of. indiscriminate and sudden contact. The 
contact between the men of the plains correct policy should be to safeguard the 
and of the hills. There was then a gradual social organisations and integrity of 
flow of traders and money-lenders, land- tribal life at the same time initiating 
grabbers and social or religious reformers ways and means so as to give the tribes 
from the plains to the hills. This teature an opportunity to be gradually 
is a mere corollary of the breaking of integrated into the larger life of the 
sanctity of the tribal life originating from nation. 
the British occupation of the land. 

Scheduled Castes 

27. The specification of scheduled having professions which involve the 
castes as required under Article 341 of physical handling of dirty and putrefying 
the Constitution has been laid down in matter and other so-called unclean jobs, 
the Constitution (Schedu ed Castes) such as, skinning and tanning of hides, 
Order, 1950. As in the case of scheduled sweeping of streets, scavenging, etc., 
tribes, no definite test has been pres- were grouped under this class of back-
cribed for the specification of scheduled ward population. The objective w~s to 
castes. But it appears that originally confine the list to the section of popula-
thA prevailing notion of untouchability, tion which on account of its traditional 
though now abolished and forbidden position in the society suffered from 
under Article 17 of the Constitution, was various religious and social disabilities, 
the guiding factor in dra\'iin.g up the such as, prohibition from entry into 
list of untouchables or depressed classes temples, or drawing water from the 
which is more or less equivalent to the village wells or admission of their children 
present-day scheduled castes. The castes into the village schools. It was recognized 
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• that the criterion of classification of such 
backward population should gradually 
change from religious or social considera
tions to the degree of back-wardness in 
economic and educational spheres. But 
even the 1950 list of scheduled castes is 
a compromise between the two criteria 
and it may take some time before the 
Backward Classes Commission set up 
under Article 340 (I) of the Constitution 
investigates thoroughly into the matter 
and draws up a list purely based on the 
latter criterion. 

LisT 011' SCHEDULED CASTES 

28. The following castes are deemed 
to be scheduled castes within the State 
of Orissa under the Constitution 
(Scheduled Castes) Order, 1950-

(1) Adi-And.hra 
(2) Aman' or Amat 
{3) Audheli& 
(4) Badaik 
(5) Bagheti 
{6) Bajikar 
(7) Bari 
(8) Bariki 
(9) Basore or Burud 

(10) B11uri 
(11) Bauti 
(12) Bavuri 
(13) Bedia or Bejia. 
(U) Deldar 
(15) Bhata 
(16) Bhumij 
(17) Chaohati 
(18) Chamar ' 
(19) Chandala. or chandal 
(20) Cherua or Chhelia 

· (21) Dandasi 
(22) Desuabhumij 
(23) Dewar 
(U) Dhanwar 
(25) Dharua 
(26) Dhoba or Dho':.>i 
(27) Dom or Dombo 

(28) Dosadha 
(:.-!9) Ganda 
(30) Ghan~rghada or Ghantra 
(31) Ghasi or Ghaaia 
(32) Ghogia 
(33) Ghusuria 
(3-t) Godagali 
(35) Godari 
(36) Godra 
(37) Ookh 
(38) Gunju or Ganju · 
(39) Haddi or Hadi or Hari 
(40) Irika 
(41) Jaggali 
(42) Kandra or Kandara . 
(43) Karua 
(4t) Katia 
(4.5) Kela 
(46) Khadala 
(47} Kodalo 
(48) Kori 
(49) Kumbhar 
(50) Kul'Uilga 
(51) Laban 
(52) Laheri 
(53) Madari 
(114) Madiga 
(55) :Mahuria 
(56) Mal~ or Jhala 
(57) M11ng 
(59) Mangan 
(59) Mehra or Mahar 
(60) Mehtar or Bhangi 
(iiI) l\Iewar 
(62) Mochi or Muchi 
(63) l\Iundapotta 
{64) Nagarchi 
(65) Paidi 
(66) Paind!l 
(67) Pamidi 
(68) Pan or Pano 
(69) Panchama 
(701 Panika. 
(71) Panka 
(72) Pantanti 
P3) Pap 
(74) Pasi 
(75) Patial or Patikar or Pa.tratanti or Patua 
(7A) Pradhan 
(77) RajM 
(78) Relli 
(79) Sabakhia 
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(80) Sa.ma.si 
(81) Sanei 
(82) Sapari 
(83) Satnami 
(84) Sidhria 
(85) Sinduria. 
(86) Siyal 
(87) Sukuli 
(88) Tamadia. 
(8~') Tamudia. 
(90) Tiar or Tior 
(91) Tmi . 
(02) Valamiki or Valmiki 

DISTRIBUTION 

29. The scheduled castes of Orissa 
have a population of 2,630,763 consti
tuting 18·0 per cent of the general popu
lation of the State. This population is 
div.ded nearly half and half between the 
inland and the coastal divisions of the 
State. The scheduled caste population 
of the inland division is 1,391,455 or 
17 ·5 per cent of the total population of 
the division and that of the coastal 
division is 1,239,308 constituting 18·6 
per cent of the total population of the 
division. 

30. The scheduled castes are concen
trated in the four coastal districts of 

Orissa, namely, Cuttack (494,460), 
Ganjam (302,736), Puri (255,276) and 
Balasore (217,339). Two other districts, 
namely, Sambalpur (222,976) and 
Koraput (209,955) have also a good 
percentage of the scheduled castes. 
Districts which occupy the middle posi
tion with regard to the number of 
population of scheduled castes are 
Bolangir (183,032), Kalahandi (176,753), 
Mayurbhanj (174,228) and Dhenkanal 
(144,793). Districts having the smallest 
number of scheduled castes are Keonjhar 
(90,244), _ Phulbani (86,380) and 
Sundargarh (72,591). The percentage of 
scheduled castes population to the total 
population of each district is shown 
below. -

~laharull 20·6 

Bolangir 19·9 

BaJa. sore 19•6 
Cuttack 19-5 
Phulba.ni 18•9 
Ganjam 18•6 
DhE"nka.n.al 17•3 
Sambalpur 17•1 
Mayurbhanj 16·9 
Koraput 16•5 
Puri 16•2 
Keonjha.r 15•3 
Sundarga.rh 13·2 

Other BackWard Classes 
LisT OF OTHER BACKWARD CLAssEs caste known as Mahesya and it appears 

that there was an administrative enquiry 
into their grievances and ultimately 
the State Government were staisfied 
about the representation and ordered 
removal of the name from the list. 
Therefore the list of other backward 
classes stood finally with- 111 classes 
of population as named below. 

31. A list of backward classes other 
than the scheduled tribes and the 
scheduled castes was published by the 
Go>ernment of Orissa in .January 1950. * 
According to this list, there were 112 
classes termed as ' Other Backward 
Classes'. After publication of this list, 
representations were made by a number 
of different classes included therein for 
removal of their names from the list on 
the ground that they have attained a 
degree of advancement in social, educa
tional and economic fields which in their 
opinion entitled them not to be included 
in the list of backward classes. Stroncrest 

h . 0 
p:::-otcst owcver was received from the 

(1) Agbria. 
(2) Badhai 
(3) Ba.ipari 
(4) Bania 
(5) Banka 
(6) Baraji or Barui 
(7) Barika. 
(8) Batakusuda 

• Home Department Notification No. 117-Reforms. dated the 26th .January 1950. 
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(0) Deotbn or Bentkar 
(10) Bhatua 
(11) Bhokta 
(12) Betera or Betra 
(13) Birjhia 
( 14) Baruaahaokar 
(15) Bogada 
( 16) Bolodhia. 
(17) Bhunjia 
(18) Bhandari or Bhandaria 
(19) Badaauda 
(20) Bhojan 
(21) Bhania 
(22) Bindhanies 
(23) Bhuliya 
(i4) Chitra 
(25) Chik 
(26) Churia 
(27) Dehuri 
(28) Dhaner 
(2lJ) Dahalias 
(30) Darji 
(31) Dumal 
(32) Dangua 
(33) Deona 
(34) Girigiria 
(35) Gingra 
(36) Gour or Goud or Go~, 
(37) Gudia or Guria 
(38) Gola or Golla 
(39) Habra 
(40) Hanai 
(41) Jogi or Yogi 
(42) Jyotish 
(43) Jhodia 
(") Kuda 
(45) Kanhara 
(46) Koda 
(47) Kbaoduala 
(48) Kuduma 
( 49) Kudamatia 
(SO) Kamar 
(51) Khondal 
(52) Khati 
(53) Kollar 
(5') Kapudia 

SPECIAL TOPICS 

(55) Kulta 
(56) Ktajirin 
(57) Khodra 
(.:8) Kbatoa 
(59) Kandarpa 
(60) Lubura 
(61) Lohar 
(62) Lakhra 
(63) l\Iagadhas 
(6!) l\Iahuntas 
(65) l\Iinka 
(66) Maghi or l\Iaghia 
(67) Mali 
(68) l\Iachhua 
(69j Magura 
(70) Mangla 
(71) l\Iangli 
(72) Magadhi Goral 
(73) Nuhra 
(74) Nahar 
(75) Nolia 
(76) Namasudra 
(77) Omeyita 
(78) Omanatiya' 
(79) Penguas 
(80) Pita 
(81) Panjira 
(82) Pal 
(83) Paiko 
(84) Patra or Patara 
(85) Padaria or Pamaria 
(86) Pathuria 
(87) Rona 
(88) Radhi or Niari 
(89) Routia 
(90) Suda 
(91) Sithula 
(92) Sinkoa 
(93) Sulia 
(94) Situlia 
(95) Sundi 
(96) Shabar 
(97) Sitria 
{98) Sutradhar or Badhir• 
(99) Sagarpesha. 

(100) Bankhari 
(101) Sauntis 
(102) Tana 
(103) Tania Gaud 
(104) Tiyaro 
(105) Telli 
(106) Tanti 
(l'l7) Tamili 
f.lOSj Thuria 

[CRAP. Til 
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(10!l) Thatari 
(110) Vina. Tulavina. 
(111) Yerna Gollas 

32. Judging from local conditions and 
public opinion it appears that the list 
was unduly elaborate and liberal. The 
result was that more than 41 lakhs of 
people or to give the exact number, 
4,173,155 were enumerated as other 
backward classes during the last census. 
This population constitutes 28·5 per cent _ 
of the total population of the State. 
It is needless to say that many of the 
classes included among the ' Other 
Backward Classes ' are really not more 
backward than some sections of the non
backward population of Orissa. The 
Kultas of Sambalpur, for example. are 
not more backward than the Chasas 
of the coastal districts, yet the former 
has been included in the list of other 
backward classes while the latter is not. 
It is however 'nteresting that although 
the list of other backward classes drawn 
up by the State Government was very 
elaborate and liberal, a large number of 
representations were received by the 
Census authorities from various classes 
of popu1ation in the State claiming 
inclusion in the list of other backward 
classes. No action on these representa
tions was taken as it appeared that the 
claim of these classes of people for being 
included in the list of other backward 
classes was prompted by a desire to 
avail of the privileges and protections to 
which the backward classes are eligible 
under the Constitution of India. 

ToTAL BAcKw .ARD PoPULATION 

33. The total backward populat=on of 
the State of Orissa comes to 9,771,252 
as follows :-

Namo of backward class Population Percentage 

Scheduled Tribes 2,967,334 20·2 

Scheduled Castes 2,630,763 18•0 

Other Backward Ch~sseb .., 4,173,155 28•5 

Total 9,'171,252 66.7 

The population of the schedule tribes 
and the scheduled castes in the census 
of 194:1 was- ' 

Scheduled Tribes 

· Scheduled Castes 

Total 

3,509,458 

1,864,624 

5,374,082 

34. There was no enumeration of 
other backward classes ·in the sense in 
which this has been done in 1951 census. 
The population of the scheduled tribes 
and the scheduled castes together in 
1951 comes to 5,598,097 or 38·2 per cent 
while in 1941 it stood at 5,374,082 or 
39 per cent. The difference is small 
but it will be wrong to compare the 
figures without entering into greater . 
details, .as there was a change in the 
specification. of tribes and castes in 
between the two censuses. 

35. Subsidiary Table 7 ·7 . shows the 
scheduled tribes, ·the scheduled castes, 
other backward classes and. non-back
ward classes by livelihood classification 
relating to each district of the State. 

PRoPORTION OF BACKWARD AND NoN
BACKWARD POFUL.ATION 

36. The following statement gives the 
percentage of non-backward and back
ward classes of population in different 
districts of the State. It will appear 
therefrom that Sundargarh and
Kalahandi districts have the highest 
proportion of backward population 
exceeding 90 per cent. The districts 
where the percentage of backward popu
lation ranges between 80 and 90 are 
Bolangir, Phulbani, Mayurbhanj, Keon
jhar, Sambalpur and Koraput. Thus, 
8 out of 13 districts of the State have an 
overwhelming majority of backward 
population exceeding 80 per cent. The 
remaining 5 districts are not so backward. 
Ganjam and Cuttack, of all the districts 
in the State, have the least percentage 
of backward population. 
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8~te aod di.tt.rio' Noo-back.....rd Tot.al backward 
~ cl-

OIUSSA 33•3 66•7 

!Dland Diviaioo 18•3 81•7 

Couial Divi..ion 61"1 48•9 

Cuti.Jck 62•7 47•3 

Balaaore 46•7 53•3 

Purl 48•8 61-2 

Sambalpur 17•8 82•2 

Gaojam 64•1 45•9 

Agency 6Z.O 48•0 

Pl~M 64•3 45•1 

Koraput 18"1 81•9 

Dhe:akanal 41-2 58•8 

Keonjhar 16•9 83•1 

rhulbnni : 13•.& 86•6 

Bolaogir 12•6 87•4 

Suodargarh 9•4 90·6 

Kalahaodi 9-6 90'5 

Mayurbhanj 16·0 84•0 

.AMELIORATIVE MEASURES 

37. In order to improve the social 
and educational conditions of the 
scheduled tribes and castes, the State 
Government have taken measures which 
may broadly fall .. into .. 4 divisions, 
namely-( i) educatiOnal, ( u) health and 
sanitation, (iii) economic and (iv) social, 

(i) Ecl·ucational-A number of Ashram 
schools were established in the last half 
of the decade which are residential 
institutions of -six years' course of the 
middle school standard. without English 
but with special training in ~carpentry, 
agriculture, weaving, spinning and crafts. 
Only tribal students are admitted to these 
schools. The number of . such schools 
was 30 in the year 1951-52. Moreover, 
a. number of educational institutions 
known as Sevashram8 of the standard 
or primary schools were established for 

Scheduled Scheduled Other bat·klnUd 
tribes e&att'S cia-a 

2()-2 18·0 %8-5 

33•4 IN 31)-8 

4•6 18·6 2S•7 

3•2 19·6 ~4·6 . 
6•7 19-6 28•0 

4•0 16•2 31•0 

27•0 17-1 38·1 

6•9 18·6 20·4 

8·4 19·1 ' 20:4 

6·'1 18·6 20·4 

41•2 16•5 24•2 

-. 12•4 17'3 29•1 

38•8 15·3 29·0 

42·7 18•9 25•0 

20•3 19•9 47·2 

56·6 13·2 20·8 

28•4 20•6 41•5 

49•1 16·9 18•0 

imparting general education of primary 
standard along with spinning and garden
ing. Children belonging to scheduled 
tribes and scheduled castes, and other 
backward classes are admitted into 
these institutions. The number of Seva
shrams in 1951-52 was 540. A special 
type of training was given to a few boys 
of the scheduled castes and scheduled 
tribes in the Harijan Udjyogasala in 
Delhi with a view to absorb the trainees 
as teachers and village welfare guides. 

(ii) Health andSanitation-An ammaJ 
grant is usually made by the Government 
for sinking of wells in the backward 
areas of the State:. The amount sanc
tioned in the year 1951-52 was Rs. 94,000. 
It is also usual to make a grant every 
year for distribution of common drugs 
among the backward classes through 
touring officers. 
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(iii) Ecrmomiv-A measure to bring 
about considerable prosperity to the 
backward classes is to encourage the 
ecttlement of scheduled tribes on land. 
In the year 1951-52, fourteen colonies 
for the settlement of these tribes were 
sanctioned in Bamra, Kalahandi, Raira
khol, Bonai, Keonjhar and Pal-Lahara. 
In the matter of settlement ·of waste 
lands preference is genera.Uy. given to 
landless members of the tribes. Illigal 
transfer of land belonging to hill tribes 
was penalised and action was taken to 
restore such lands to the original owners. 
A few muzzle loading guns were given 

·free of cost to tribal head-men for protec
tion of crops from wild animals. The 
backward classes' were encouraged to 
undertake. cottage industries of va~ious 

types. Bee-keeping centres and poultry 
units were established in some areas 
inhabited by the backward classes. 
Forest shops were opened to afford better 
marketing facilities to the backward 
people. 

(iv) Social-Many of the social evils 
were discouraged by adoption of suitable 
administrative policies as weJ! as by the 
patient and praiseworthy work of non
official institutions and workers and of 
missonaries. Sense of decency and 
cleanliness and habits of civilized cloth
ings were gradually spreading. The 
Government helped to break the aloofness 
of the backward population by providing 
liberal grants for excursion of aboriginal · 
boys and by holding annual exhibition 
of tribal arts and handicrafts. 
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SECTION V 
Displaced Persons 

1. An unusual type of moyement of 
population began from the year 1946 
onwards due to the conditions preYailing 
in the Punjab and Bengal in the pre
partition and post-partition periods. 
There was an exodus of lakhs of persons 
from these areas to different parts of 
India which was shared to some extent 
by Orissa~ The territories from which 
these persons migrated are now included 
in the Dominion of Pakistan.. Such 
migrants are generally known as 
displaceq persons. 

DEFINITION 

2. All persons who migrated from 
Pakistan into India, however, are not 
to be treated as displaced· persons, for 
example, persons who came in usual 
course from the territories now constitut
ing Pakistan a few years before the 
partition of India took place cannot be 
classified as displaced persons. In 
ascertaining whether a person coming 
from East or \Vest Pakistan should be 
treated as a displaced person, there is a 
reference to a particular date on which 
such person moved out of Pakistan. 
If such person left his home in Western 
Pakistan on or ~~ofter the 1st of March 
1947 or his home in Eastern Pakistan 
on or after the 15th_of October 1946, 
he was treated as a displaced person on 
coming into India. Persons who came 
from Pakistan prior to these dates were 
not enumerated as displaced persons. 

VoLUME OF MIGRATION AND DATE oF ... 
ARRIVAL. .· · 

3. Altogether 20,039 persons (10,801 
males and 9,238 females) were enumer
ated in Orissa on the 1st of l\Iarch 1951 . 
as displaced persons from Pakistan. 
or these, 17,741 persons (9,306 males 
and 8,435 females) came from East 
Pakistan and'2,298 persons {1,495 males 
and 803 females) from West Pakistan. 

The influx of displaced persons from 
East Pakistan started as early as the 
last quarter of 1946 and from 'Vest 
Pakistan in the beginning of 194 7 in the 
pre-partition period. The number of 
persons who immigrated into Orissa 
upto the end of 1946 was 333 and a 
majority of these were from East 
Pakistan districts. Table D-V (i) 
appearing in Part II-A of the Report 
shows the trend of migration of displaced 
persons from Pakistan to Orissa. year by 
year from 1946 to March 1951. The 
arrivals reached a peak point in August 
1947 and continued to be heavy till 
January 1948. The year 1950 also 
records a large number of displaced 
persons coming to Orissa. These arrivals 
represent the second major wave from 
Pakistan. The real influx into Orissa. 
seems to have started from the beginning 
of 1950, reaching its peak point by the 
middle of the year. But there was more 
or less a constant stream of in-coming 
refugees throughout the period: Most 
of the displaced persons preferred to 
settle down in the rural areas of Orissa. 
On the day of census, 16,804 or 83·86 
persons were found living in rural areas 
and the remaining 3,235 or 16·14 per cent 
were settled in urban localities. 

OCCUPATION OF DISPLACED PEBSONS 

4. It will appear from Table D-V (ii) 
that the persons who were attached to the 
soil of Pakistan being agriculturists by .. 
profession hardly moved out of their 
country of origin. It also appears that 
persons who were engaged in transport, 
industries and commerce in Pakistan 
came to Orissa in small numbers. A 
vast majority of the displaced persons 
belonged to the do-nothing category 
of persons, as 16,215 out of the total 
number of 20,039 displaced persons or 
more than 80 per cent have described 
their occupation as 'other services and 
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miscellaneous sources.' Of the persons 
that arrive in Orissa, only 873 or 4·36 
per cent belonged to agricultural classes 
and the remaining 19,166 persons or 
95·64 per cent make their livelihood 

Livelihood class 

from . non-agricultural professions. , The 
economic· composition of these displaced 
persons as returned at the censu~ is 
as shown below :-

Enumerated :Percentage 
population 

I. Cultivators orland wholly or mainly owned and their dependants 
II. Cultivators of land whnlly or mainly unowned and their 

dependants 

658 
7 

3•28 
0•04: 

III. Cultivating labourers and their dependants 197 0•98 

IV. Non-cultivating owners ofland; agricultural rent receivers and 
their dependants 

11 0·06 

Persons ( including dependants ) who derive their principal 
means of livelihood from-

V. Production (other than cultivation) 
VI. Commerce 

VII. Transport 
vni. Other services and miscellaneous souroes 

REGISTRATION OF DIS:PLACED PERSONS 

5. In Orissa there was no legislation 
for compulsory regist:mtion of displaced 
persons, but a system of registration of 
sponsored and unsponsored · displaced 
persons was introduced by : an order 
of the Government. According to a 

. departmental -report, it appears· that 99 
per cent of the displaced persons who were 
registered claimed or expected assistance 
from Government for their rehabilitation. 

INITIAL RELIEF 

6. Soon after their arrival, the dis
placed persons were taken to the transit 
camps. There were altogether (? such 
camps, namely-

Name ofoamp Capacity 

Amarda 10,000 
.. 

Maitapur 2,000 

Charbatia 2,000 

Barang 500 

Nalibar 500 

Chand pur 2,000 , :-

There was a rehabilitation officer for 
each camp whose duty was to remain in 
close touch with the refugees, attend to 
their personal ·difficulties . and select 
particular persons for different rehabili
tation centres. Each camp was also 

1,097 
1,445 

409 -
16,215 80•92 

in charge of a Commandant and a number 
of officers'· subordinate to him to look 
after the inmates of the .. ~amp. The 
displaced persons were given free meals 
for about two days and medical aid 
wherever necessary and thereafter they 
were put on doles. Clothing, bedding 
and utensils were also supplied according 
to bare necessity. ·· · 

REHABILITATION SCHEMES 

7. The di~placed persons were removed 
from . the transit camps to the rehabili
tation centres a:s soon as this could be 
done. After taking a very careful occu
pational census, the Government of 
Orissa drew up the following schemes 
for the repabilitation of the displaced 
persons, viz.- ~ 

(i) Land colonisation scheme (for 
agriculturists). _ 

(ii) Scheme for the rehabilitation 
ofweavers. · 

(iii) Scheme for the rehabilitation of 
fishermen. · 

(iv) Scheme for the rehabilitation of 
betel-leaf growers. 

(v) Scheme Jor the rehabilitation of 
petty traders, shopkeepers, 
etc., in urban and semi-urban 
areas. 
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In the rehabilitation centres the dis
placed persons- were provided with semi
~nnanent houses and other require
mepts, such as, bullocks, agricultural 
implements, seeds and land for the 
agriculturis~; loom, yam, _dyes, · etc., 
for the weavers; fishing ·nets for the 
fishermen and so on.- Those who were 

rehabilitated · as petty tr.:.dera cr 
businessmen were gn.nted loozs varym:; 
from Rs. 500 to Ua. 3,00:). In all 
cases maintenance ·loan . wu pve:1 
to the needy families for a cert&in period 
during which they were expected to 
become self-sufficient and e&rn the!r -· 
living. ~ 
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SECTION VI . 

Anglo-Indians . 
1. Anglo-Indian population in Orissa 

has always been small. There were 
~ altogether 485 Anglo-In<lians in Orissa 

at the census of 1951. • 

POPULATION 

2. The following statement shows the 
. distribution of Anglo-Indians among the 
districts of Orissa . in the censuses of 
1951 and 1941. · 

State, natural division 
or district 

ORISSA 
Inland Division 
Coastal Division 

Cut tack 
Balasore 
Puri 

Sambalpur 
Ganjam 
Koraput • •• 

Dhenkanal ..... 
Keonjhar 
Phulbani 

• Bolangir 
Sundargarh 
Kalahandi 
Mayurbhanj 

. .. 

. 
"' 

1951 

485 
111 
374 

138 
32 

191 

68 
13 

5I 

]1 

9 

4 
14 

. -·-. 
3 

DISTRIBUTION , 

1941 

949 
279 
67.0 

352 
20 

285 

112 
13 
11 

21 

• .21 
106 

1 
7 

... 

. . . 

. 3. 'More than tfuee-fourths ~f ·the 
population of Anglo-Indians in Orissa 
are to be· found in ·the coastal division. 
The. concentration is highest in the dis
tricts of Cuttack and Puri whic'h contain 
about two-thirds of the total number of 
Anglo-Indians in the State. ·The con
centration in Puri is due to the location' 
of the Railway colony at Khurda· Road. 

In Cuttack, however, the comparative 
large number is due tq the general 
importance of Cuttack.city. There are . 
some educatio1;1al institutions established, 
by various· Christian organisations to 
which Anglo-Indians are attached. In 
Sambalpur, the Anglo-Indians are seen 
to some extent on account of the location 
of the Railway colony at Jnarsuguda .. 
Tne distribution of population in other 
districts is smaU and calls for no remark. 

DECREASE SINCE. 1941 • ... . 

4. ·During t4e decade Hf41-51, there 
was a· decline in the number . of Anglo
Indians as "may be s~en fro~ the state
ment above. There has been a loss of 
464 persons . in the past"ten years • 
Enquiry reveals that in 1941 there was 
some amount of inflation in' the number 
of Anglo-Indians, ' as some Indian·. 
Christians claimed to be .Anglo-Indians • 
with the hope of better t>rospect of· 
employment in the Railways. So the 
real -population of Anglo-Indians in 
1941 was not as high as recorded in the 
census. On the other hand, in 1951 
the enumerators appear to have been· 
subjected to sonia amount·of confusion, 
recording dark-complexioned Anglo
Indians as Indian Christians. Some of 
the District Magistrates have explained 
the decrease in number on the grounrd· 
of migration to Jamshedpur, Kharagpua, 
Calcutta and other places outside Orissa. 
But this must have happened,,if at all, 
to a small e~tent only. ...The principal 
reason, as stated. abo-ve, may be the 
confusion in . ·recording Anglo-Indiaps. . 
·and Indian Christia:nil··: 
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Subsid:uy r~.'abl 

7·1-Progrcss 
Sample 

Number of literate peraon8 among 1,000 malee who were 

State and distric:' Aged 6-9 Aged6-9 .Aged~U Aged6-U Aged 6 and Aged 6 and Aged 15 and 
on .. on on on over on over on over on 

1-3-1951 1-'·19U 1-3-1951 1-4-111t1 1-3-1951 1-t-19.U 1-3-1951 

( 1) ( 2) (3) (') ( 6) ( 0) ( 7) ( 8) . 
71 Iii 137 ·oRIIIA •• 

3.33 Orissa lnlan• Dtwialoa 
M 101 161 134 

·1.11 Orissa Coutal Diwiaio• 
Cut tack 
Baluore 
Puri 
Sambalpnr 
Ganjam 

..4gmcy. 
Plaan. 

Koraput 
Dhonkanal 
Keonjbar 
Pbulbani 
Bolangir 
Sundargnrh 
Kalahandi 
Mayurhhanj 

• 

-
.... 

-

Iii 40 
104 70/ 
·90 '18 

. 91 76 
15.11 82 
110 43 
8t 51 
B5 

·82 
35 11 

130 · r 93 
68 57 
49 29 
34 
61 
19 8 
u 

107 71 111 113 185 
171 115 160 110 181 
168 126 223- 227 U3 
150 130 217 229 235 
255 127 365 237 405 
182 '15 255 1n 281 
133 89 243 158 293 uo 141 183 
132 244 ' 294 

50 23 95 54 118 
216 .. 15.11 317 257 363 
129 101 192 158 221 
99 62 1U 116 165 
66 135 164 

137 142 !143 
36 16 67 58 83 
77 86 68 90 

Note-Figures for 1951 have ~n calculated from table C-IV and 

7·2-LiteracJ sta~dard of livelihood classes. Numbar per 1,CCO males an:I1,0C:» 
Agricultural classel 

.. 

I II m " IV 
Cultivators of land Cultivators of land Non-cultivating owners 

Educational Standard wholly or mainly owned wholly or mainly unowned Cultivating labourers of land; agricultural rent 
and their dependants and their dependants and their dependants receivers and their 

dependants 

Malee Femalea Malee Femalea Malee Femalea Malee Females 

.( 1) (I) ( 3) (') (6) (6) ( 7) ( 8) ( 9) 

ORillA 271 35 213 37 101 • 444 ua 
Litera tell 252 34 198 37 • 105 9 372 160 
Middle IIOhool 22 1 13 1 a 46 5 
Matriculate or S.L.C. 3 1 15 1 

Highor Secondary. 
Intennediate in Arte 1 ' or ScieDOe. 
IN~ or Diplofruw ' l 1 8 
Graduate in Arts or .. 

Scienoe. ·. 
Post-Graduate in .. 1 

Arts or Science. 
Teaching 8 
Engineering .. . . . .. 
Agriculture 
Veterilary 
Commoroe 
Lejral 

1 Medical ... 
0\hen 1 I 2 
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7 Series 
of literacy 
population 

Number of literate persons ai)long 1,000 females who were 
.- J. • 

Aged 5-9 Aged 5-9 Aged 5-14 Aged 5-14 Aged 5 and Aged 5 and Aged 15 and State and district 
on eon • on on over on.· over on over on. 

1-3-1951 1-4-1941 1·3-1951 1·4-1941 1-3-1951 1-4-1941 1-3-1951 

( 9) ( 10) ( 11) (12) ( 13) ( 14) / ( 15) ·( 1 ) 

28 19 45 27 46 22 46 ORISSA 
18 14 24 19 24 14 23 3.33 Orissa .Inland Division 
41 24 72 34 71 29 71 5.11 Orissa' Coastal Division · 

42 24 77 36 71 30 69 Cutta.ck. 

28 . 29 . 58 38 91 30 101 Balasore 
44 27 91 38 81 36 77 Purl .·. 

31 '18 45 22 38 18 36 Sa.mb8.lpur 
45 19 55 27 48 22 46 Ganja.m •• 
28 46 60 62 Agency 
46 p6 48 46 Plains 

10 3 16 5 25 8 29 Koraput 
29 28 

, 
39 37 •)32 29 29 Dhenkanal •t,:. 

14 22 25 29 28 20 so .. Keonj~. 
12 8 .16 13 14 10 14 Phulba.m.. 

7 9 10 10 Bolangir 
35 43 38 ,3: •. 

Sundargarh 
5 2 7 4 8 -'5 Kala.l;landi 
9 15 .11 6 10 MaYil;l'~hanj . 

those for 1941 are based on ' Y 'Sample Tables of Orissa. . 

females of. each livelih,ood class, by litera~y and educational standard .. 
Non-agricultural claases --

r --. 
Persons (including their dependants) who derive their principal means of liveli4pod from 

. ~ . 
v VI VII 'V1II Educational Standard 

Production Other services 
other than Commerce Transport and miscellaneous 
oultivation sources 

,... 
Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Fe:rna.Ies 

•. 
(10) (11) (12) ( 13) . ( 14) ( 15). ( 16) 

~ 

( 17) ( 1) 

265 44 400 87 373 148 408 112 ORISSA 
233 .41 347 78 275 125" 332 104 .Literates 

25 2 35 8 65 17 40 I 6 Middle school 
4 13 1 . 22 "2 '18 1 Matriculate or S.L.C. 

1 2 4 
Higher Secondary. 

1 5 , .. Intermediate in Arts 
or Science. 

2 3 7 1 12 1 J)egrees or Diplomaa .. 1 2 3 Graduate in Arts or 
Science. 

1 :' Post-Graduate in .. 
1 2 

.. Arts or Science • 
3 Tea.ching 
1 · Engineering 

1 Agrioulture ... Veterinary 
Commerce 

·r 1 Legal 

1 1 
1 ·Medical 

2 1 ... .Qthers 
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\ 

7-1-LittracJ ltalldard of livelihood classes. Number per 1,000 males and 

Agricultural cl881i1e8 

I II 
Cult.iva&ol'll of laod Cultivatol'll of land 

wholly or mainly owned wholly or mainly unowned 

Ill 
Culti\·ating labourel'll 
and their depeudanta 

IY 
:Son-l'UltlvQlm!o! owtw111 

of lan<l ; ugnndlurul 
rent rt'<-'<'1 n·rs and 

their dep..•n<.hillt<! 

(I) 

UJ Orilla ...... DhiiiM 

Litent.ee 
Middle ecbool 
llat.ricu~Me or 8. L. C. 

Higher Beocmdar7· 
lnt.ermediat.e in AN 

or 8cieooe. 

D.,_ or~ 
Graduate in AN or 

8cieoce. 
Poet-Graduate in AN 

or Soienoe. 
Teaching 
EDgiDeering 
Agriculture 
V.wrinary 
Commerce 
Legal 
Medioal 
Ot.ben 

L11 Orilla Ooutal Dlvllltl 

Literat.ee -Middle IICboo1 
Mamoulat.e or 8. L. C. 

Hiaher Seoondary. 
lnt..mediat.e in AN 

or 8cieooe. 

D.,..tW~ 
Graduate in AN or 

Soienoo. 
PaR-Graduate in AN 

or 8oienoe. 
Teeobing 

BapaeeriDa 
Agrioulwre 
VeWinary 
~ 

Lep1 -lilediNl 
0\Mn -

aad \heir depeadaot.e and their depeudanta 

:aw. 

(J) 

111 

1118 
19 
s 

I 

411 

888 -
17 
4 

1 

' 

1 

l'emalee 

(8) 

11 

17 
1 

59 

58 
1 

Malee 

(4) 

111 

101 
8 

1 

1 

274 

256 

17 
1 

I 

Female~~ 

(5) 

11 

10 

54 

53 
1 

Male11 

(6) 

57 

M 
2 

185 

179 
4 

1 

Female~~ 

(7) 

4 

1!1 

I.:i 

Mal.,. J:o'cmak•s 

8) (9) 

402 71 

3:!I 69 
63 6 
J·· 

3 

.J 

459 1:-7 

:!90 .t l 

40 jj 

I6 I 

4 

9 
I 

I 

3 
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1,000 f~malas cf ea:h Hvci:hcoj class, by literacy and educationll shndard-(contd.) 

Non-cgricultura1 Classes 

l'eroow (including their dependants) who derive their principal means of livelihood from 
--------------------------------------~--------------------------------~ Educational Stan~ard 

v n 
Production c.thcr thun Ccmmerce Transport 

~ultivation 
r----~ 

Males Females Male a Females :Males Females 

(10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) 

!42 26 369 66 451 189 

212 21 ' 29! 5! 31S 152 
23 4, 4,9 12 L9 3G 

6 21 28 1 

1 3 3 

2 2 
1 1 1 

... 1 1 

._. 

290 £2 417 99 3H 126 

2.37 Gl 3i6 91 f5! 113 
2'> 1 27 6 4.'l 9 
3 ~ 1 13" 3 

1 .j 1 

2 8 1 
2 

i 2 

1 

1 1 2 

VITI 
Other services and 

miscellaneous sources 

Males Females 

(16) (17) (1) 

419 86 3.33 Orissa Inland Division 

3!5 
(1 

19 

f 

9 
3 

1 

3 
1 

1 
1 

398 

321 
40 
18 

5 

u 
3 

1 

3 
1 
l 
1 

1 
2 
1 

76 
8 
1 

1 

133 

126 
f 
2 

1 

· .. 

5.11 

Literates 
Middle school 
Matriculate or S. L. C. 

Higher Secondary • 
Intermediate in Arts. 

or Science. 

Degreu or DiplomQII 
Graduate in Arts or 

Science. 
Post-Graduate in 

Arts or Science. 
Teaching 
Engineering 
Agriculture 
Veterinary 
Commerce 
Legal 
Medical 
Others 

-.... ,., 

Orissa Coastal Division 

Literates 
Middle school 

Matriculate or S. L. c. 
Hig~er Secondlll}". 

-Intermediate in Arts · 
or &ienre, 

Dtgreu or Diplomcu 
Graduate in Arts or 

Science. 
Post-Graduate in 

Art-s or Science. 
Teaching 
Engineering 
Agriculture 
Veterinary 
Commerce 
Legal 
Medical 
Others 
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7-1-Educatio_. _,..._ 

"r•pn., oledra aad aenu• ~----and Prof--, lecturera, ~ .. 
II&Me, aManll clmliaa ol ~oul aad ..-.Ia ...., .. other \ban~ and~ worken employ-

aad 6Uin iiiiRiwu- iDcladiD8 emploJ8d ill univerait.iee. eel in univel'llitiee, coU~ 

librariee IID1l - coUepaand~ and ~ instituti011a 
iustitu~ 

Malee ....... Malee f Females L.Malell Femalee 

(I) (I) I) (4) (6) (I) (7) 

o•IIIA .. • 11,1M 1,ns 111 u ....................... 111 .. ... Ill 11 
L110fiiii ...... DiwiiiM - • t.no 1,410 43J IS 

Clateok 171 17 1,812 982 120 20 
JWuore 11 I 1,128 73 82 
Pari 83 2,179 230 23 

~ 
17 1,029 78 " .. 

6 1,760 189 30 3 A,.... 149 4 .. 
Plaiu 6 1,601 166 80 8 

~~~~ 
700 29 

M 906 23 
Keoojhar 71 I 180 9 
Phu1buai 203 34 

Bolaagir 171 20 899 20 18 J 

Bandal'prb 9 240 25 
Kalab1111di 139 8 98 18 1 
llaJarbhllll,j 77 18 625 27 17 

.-. 

7•4-Distriltution by mother tongue and 
(Motlltr tonpe spoken lty leu tll1n one per mille ot tile total 

Number;p&r Number per 10,000 persona in 
10,000 of 

Hindi 88 ., ..... toogae population Mother- Oriya as Telugu as Bengali as Kui as 

mort!~ toogae subsidiary subsidiary subsidiary ' subsidiary subsidiary 
only 1aDguage language language language language 

ill Col. (1) 

( 1 ) (I) ( 3) ( 4) ( 6) ( 8) ( 7 ) ( 8) 

Ori,ya ... 9,783 50 98 15 28 

Telup 134 8,480 3,299 193 28 
Sutill Ill 9,580 352 1 
Kondb 111 4,801 4,718 331 67 
Kul 141 8,809 1,588 17 

Ba-nn 131 8,097 1,837 23 
BO 1M 8,8M 8,008 M 1 1 
Para,la 100 9,111 851 29 1 
Urdu 101 7,880 2,118 892 10 124 

lliDdi II 7,014 2,843 29 114 2 = .. 8,545 1,140 lJ 2 
II 8,789 1.7615 344 5 

m.o 41 8.18G 8,487 129 

Kol 14 8,101 8,413 2 73 
lluada 11 8,809 ... 78 uo 

=.. u 9,783 88 149 
u 8,123 1,811 88 

<>r- .. 8,778 1,768 ftG 
llaadad 11 8,401 1,687 
Kbaria 11 8.840 8,078 161 7 
Ooad 11 8,111 1;794 
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and research 

Number- per lakh of population 
,--- .A. __,. 

Professors, lecturers and Professors, lecturers, teachers 
teachers other than those and research workers employ· State, natural division 

Total employed in universities, ed in universities, colleges and district 
colleges and research and research institutions 

institutions 
r --:f.L --, -'\ 

Males Females Males Females Males Females 

(8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (1) 

12,554 1,824 76 12 3 ORISSA 
5,028 312 56 3 1 3.33 Orissa Inland Division 
7,526 1,512 101 22 6 5.11 Orissa Coastal Division 

2,354 1,039 74 39 12 Cuttack 
1,251 75 102 7 6 Balasore 
2,285 230 139 15 1 Puri 

1,101 76 79 6 3 Sambalpur 
1,785 172 108 10 2 Ganjam 

149 4 94 3 Agency 
1,636 168 109 11 2 Plains 

700 29 55 2 Koraput 
929 23 108 3 Dhenkanal 
251 12 31 2 Keonjhar 
203 34 44 7 Phulbani 

589 40 43 2 2 Bolangir 
249 25 43 5 Sundargarh 
238 24 11 2 Kalahandi 
619 45 51 3 2 Mayurbhanj 

subsidiary languages of the population of Orissa 
population have not been shown in this Table) 

column 2 speaking 

Bhumij as Ho as Santali as Kol as Urdu as Particulars of the 
subsidiary subsidiary subsidiary subsidiary subsidiary Others languages Mother tongue 
language language language language language in column 14 

( 9) ( 10) ( 11) ( 12) (13) ( 14) ( 15) ( 1 ) 
2 3 1 1 1 22 Kondh Kisan, Laria, Mundari Oriya 

Paraja and Oraon. 

65 29 3 Kondh and Mundari 
Telugu 
San tali 

60 33 Savara Kondh 
21 11 54 Savara and Koda Ku 

80 144 19 Kondh Savara 
28 91 25 Kisan, Mundari and Laria Ho 

8 Kondh Paraja 
Urdu 

86 12 Laria Hindi 
82 220 6 Kisan and Mundari Bhumij 

127 Bengali 
99 1\Iundari, Laria and Oraon Kisan 

3 161 257 Kondh, Savara and Kisan Kol 
8 51 36 Kisan Munda 

Koya 
Gadaba 

f7 39 4 141 Kisan, Mundari and Laria Oraon 
1 10 .Mundari 

114 Laria and Mundari Kharia 
51 22 Kondh Gond 
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Natural division 
and 

district 

(1) 

1951 

{2) 

Total 

1941 1931 

- {3) (4) 

ORISSA 14,645,946 13,767,988 12,491,058 

3.33 Orissa Inland Dn. 7,972,895 .. 7;362,36~ · 6,519,043 

&.1r Orissa Coastal D~. 6,673,051 6,405,623 5,972,013 

.Cuttack 
Balasore 
Puri 

Sambalpur 
Ganjam 

.Agency 
Plains 

Koraput 
Dhenkanal 
Keonjhar · 
Phulbani 

Bolangir 
Sundargarh 
Kalahandi 
Mayurbbanj 

Natural division 
and 

district 

(1) ... 
ORISSA 

·3.33 Orissa Inland Dn. 

5.11 Orissa Coastal Dn. 

Cuttack 
Balasore "' 
Puri 

Sambalpur 
. Ganjam 

.Agency 
Plains 

Koraput 
Dbenkanal 
Keonjbar 
Phulbani' 

Bolangit 
Sundargarh 
Kalabandi 
Ma.yurbbanj 

-

2,529,244 
1,106,012 
1,572,262 

1,301,804 
1,624,829 

169,296 
1,466;633 

1,269,534 
839,241 
588,441 
456,895 

917,875 
552,203 
858,781 

1,028,825. 

1951 

(18) 

4,163 

2,923 

1,240 

1,027 
47 

13S 

'1,248 
30 

2 
28 

64 
79 
76 
11 

89 
271' 
348 
735 

2,448,772 
1,108,775 
1,455,888 

1,202,584 
1,560,669 

168,481 
1,392,188 

1,127,862 
741,900 
529,786 
450;059 

87l,S04 
490,708 
794,440 
984,741 

Sikhs 

1941 

(19) 

476 

362 • 

114 

59. 
.12 

41 

89 
2 

28 
42 
10 

68 
15 
85 
25 

• 

• 

2,339,2~ 
1,059,194; 
1,346,60ll-; 

1,067,702 
1,391,069 

164,09/J 
1,226,974 

949,652 
635,628 

~ 460,609 
411,669 

80li,844 
436,8_60 
698,381• 
889,603 

1931 

(20) 
..... 

"!' 

. ...... 

,, 
16,; 

... 

. . 
16 

.. 

.. 
... --

' 

7·5-Population ac~ording 

1921 

(5) 

195-l. 

{6); . 

. .Hindus 

1941 •. 1911 

(7) {8) 

1921 

(9) 

11,158,58jl 14,318,411 13,448;470 12,225,206 10,946,721 , ... . .... 
5,626,840 i"',814,177 . :7,195,045 6,390,151 5,543,667 

' 5,531,748 6,504,234 6,253,425 5,835.055 . 5,403,054 

.2,198,195 
1,045;726 
1,214,573 

955,412 
1,228,465 

14,6,213 
1,0'13,262. 

2,446,324 ... 2,~69, 730 
1,161!,586 1,070,974 
1,54 0,433 1,426,583 

1,2!i6,1~9 

1,608,698 
16'1,80'1 

1,460,891 

1,189,60~ 

1,537,755 
-· 161,61'1 
1,~86,138 

805,58'3 1,242,448: 
515,176. .... 936,914 '· 
379,496·-· .• 586,33~~ • 

376,355 • 445,511 ~ • .. 

1~099,171 

739,736 
527,919 

449,456 

721,207 
~77,449 

'- 51!6,635 -· 
754,:ij4 

~-Jio,3S2 
474,776 
855,132 

1,018,802 

'I 

861,582 
. 405,278 

¥- 791.~25 
~ 978,760 

2,266,976 
1,025~928. 

1,321,304 

·1,058,358 
1,380,412 
. 169,666 
1,220,84'1 . ,. •. ~ 

925,708 
633,797 

. 459,15! 
1,99,857 
~ _; 

795,601 
368,487 
696,238 
883,383 . 

1921 1961 

{22) 

1,248 

1,171 

t7 

1941 1931 "" 1921 .. 
{21) 

.. 

.. 
... .. 

"' .... 

. . ' . ... 

. . . 
•, .. 

• 

... 

. 

58 

-~ 
13 

211 •. 

. .. 
56 

2 

533 

336 
33 

;.• 

(23) . ~ :·· (24) - (25).' 

·'765.: 

717 

48 

-~ .. . ~ ~ .... .; ~ :·. 

36 .,.. • 

·il 
39 . "" 

22 . . .,. 

• 

. . ~ 
550 •... 
106 

... 

. ... ~.-

.. 
> ~-

l" 

r 

~ . •·· .. 
... 

.. 
.. 

. . . 

·.- ~ 

2,128,394 
1,914,549 
i,192,036 

948,310 
1,223,288 
_.166,213 
1,0§8,076 

790,065 
512,622 
378,382 
375,891 

712,375 
336,598 
585,039 
749,172 

Jews 

1951 

(26} . 

72 

61 
.11 

3 
2 
6 

... 
61 

... 
~ 
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I 

'leligion 
Muslims Christians Natural divi:!ioo 

and 
1951 1941 1931 1921 1951· 1941 1931 1921 district 

(10) (11) {12) (13) (14) (18) (16) (17} (1) 

t71,338 115,111 148,161 138,310 141,934 147,979 114,323 19,881 ORISSA 

17,708 14,976 21,915 .18,547 113,955 139,378 105,994 61,816 3.33 Orissa lnlal'lll Dn. 

148,632 140,81& 126,751 119,81t·· 17,979 8,601 8,319 7,056 5.11 Orissa Coastal Dn. 

77,264 73,411 67,247 65,351 3,716 ,.. 3,275 3,200 2,858 Cut tack 
. 37,834 35,978 31,788 29,848 1,534 1,753 1,467 1,281 Balasore 

29,869 27,547 23,709 21,045 1,782 1,364 1,568 1,309 Puri 

5,0ll 4,522 4,121 3,8!5 9,094 8,177 5,027 3,215 Sambalpur 
4,002 3,813 4,017 3,569 . 12,097 19,009 6,616 1,608 Ganjam 

837 64 8 1,150 . 16,800 4,522 Agency 
3,665 &.749 4,009 8,569 10,94'1 2,209 2,094 1,608 PlaiM 

3,047 2,545 2,016 1,771 23,834 26,039 21,912 13,747 Koraput 
1,818 1,796 1,425 : 1,319 393 296 378 114 Dhenkanal 
1,783 1,639 1,3Ui 1,011 245 195 130 46 Keonjhar 

324 302 334 269 11,039 281 1,478 194 Phulbani 

1,967 1,872 1,562 1 ... Jfl7 4,896 7,706 7,117 7,145 Bolangir 
5,213 4,624 4,164 3,259 71,943 79,260 64,187 37,554 Sundargarh 
1,849 1,753 ~;660 1,438 1,QGS . ; .I 563 . 35& 112 Kalalumdi 
6,350 5,859 5,310' 4,418 308 61 885 699 Mayurbhanj 

Budhists Zoi-oastrians Othel'fl Natural division 

193l 
a.r.d 

1951 1941 1921 19 n lf4Y 1931 1921 1951 1941 1931 19 1 district 

(27) 28} (29); . o(30) ..(31) (32) (~3) "r {35) (36) (3-7) (38) (1) 

H9 14 111 2,630 4,637 2,821 3,623 ORISSA 

149 27 2,616 1~7 967 1,800 3.33 orissa lnlaMI Dll· 
720 24 154 4 2,750 1,854 1,813 &.11 Orissa Ceutal Da. 

700 152 2,261 1,820 1,592 Cut tack 

'"' ... 2,261 1,820 1,592 Baluore ... . 
17 4 341 21 183 Puri 

83 .. J" 38 156 196 62 Bambalpur 
24 I 90 Ganjam 

.. ..ttt-e, 
24 2 90 PlaiM 

20 57 Koraput 
32 5 0 28 1,121 Dhenkanal 

1 23 7 57 Keonjhar 
5 3 20 1 Phulbani 

61 7 L 26 564 450 Boia.ngJ 
1,531 22 38 Sundargarh 

54 4 8 125 46 Ka.!abandi 

• 15 2,576 36 25 25 llayorbb-J 
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7·6-Distribution of 10,000 persor 

Hindus Muslli 
Name of distric~ 

1951 1941 1931 1921 1951 1941 

(1) ( 2) ( 3) ' ( 4: ) ( 5) ( 6) ( 7) 
" l r;q 

Ou~tack 9,672 9,677 9,6~1 . 9,682 305 300 

Balasore 9,644: 9,659 9,686 9,702 342 324 

Purl 9,798 9,799 9,812 9,814: 190 189 

Sambalpur 9,880 9,892 9,912 9,926 38 38 

Ganjam 9,901 9,853 • 9,923 9,958 25 24 

Agency 9,901 8,99R 9,124 io,ooo 21 

Plains . 9,900 -·.-9,961_ . 9,960 9,952: . . 25 2'1 

Koraput 9,787 9,746 9,748 9,807 24~ 23 . - . 
Dhenkanal 9,972 9,9n 9,971 9,950 22 . 24 

.. 
Keonjhar 9,964 9,963 9,968 9,971 30 31 

Phulbani .. 9,751 9,98'i 9,956 9,988 7 7 

Bolan~ 9,918 9,883 9,883. . 9,878 21 21 

Sundarga.rh 8.598 8,259 8,4:35 8,918 94 94 

- '· 

Kala.handi .. 9,958 9,968 . 9,969 9,973 22 22 

•·' ;' 

:Mayurbhanl .. 9,903 9,93!). 9,930 9,932 '6 59 
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according to principal religions 

Christians 
Name of district 

1931 1921 1951 1941 .1931 1921 

( 8) ( 9) ( 10) ( 11) ( 12) ( 13 
II!GII 

287 297 1~ 13 14 13 Cuttack 

300 285 14 16 14 12 Balasore 

176 173 ·n 9 12 11 Puri 

39 40 70 68 47 34 Sambalpur 

' 29 29 74 122 48 13 Ganjam 

'12 997 ' 276 Agency 

83 33 75 . !6 ' 1 15 Plains 

21 22 188 231 231 171 Koraput 

22 26 5 6 2 Dhenkanal 

29 27 3 1 Keonjhar 

8 7 242 6 36 5 Phulbani 

19 17 ~ 53 88 88 99 Bolangir 

95 86 1,303 1,615 1,469 995 Bundargarh 

24 25 12 7 5 2 Kalahandi 

GO 59 3 1 10 9 MayurbhaaJ 
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7·7-Sthtduled Trib&s, Schec!ufed Castes, Other ll~Ck\"::rd Cl:tsts t::, 

Total 
Agricultural C'la._.. 

State and di.stric\ ,- Total Lin•li- Linli- Lin-li- Lin•Ji. 
Pcnons Malee Female3 boo.i hood hood hO<'d 

P<•rsona Males Females class I dllSS II da&illll cla..«JIV 

(1) (2) (3) (-&) (:i) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 

ORillA 14,645,948 7,242,892 7,403,05C 11,612,368 5,745,105 5,867,263 8,718,822 869,751 1,803,968 219,827 

rheduled Tribes 1,967,334 1,478,062 1,489,272 2,615,289 1,311,601 1,303,688 1,972,977 166,003 463,185 131,124 
Pcbeduled Cwltoe 1,830,761 1,314,925 1,315,838 1,925,763 971,384 954,379 1,183,669 208,636 613,221 20,232 
Other Backward Cl&Mee 4,173,155 2,030,857 2,092,298 3,356,607 1,665,569 1,691,038 2,625,635 203,482 474,559 62,931 
Non-Backward Claseee •• 4,874,694 2,369,048 2,505,648 3,714,709 1,796,551 1,918,158 2,936,541 291,630 352,998 133,540 

Cut tack 2,521,244 1,249,171 1,280,088 1,893,529 936,309 957,220 1,376,46-& 167,612 268,793 80,661) 

Scheduled Tribe. 80,194 41,642 38,552 61,371 32,027 29,3H 36,518 5,71-l '17,695 1,44-& 
Bobedulod Castes 494,460 253,698 240,764 381,595 199,297 182,2!l8 203,000 52,088 120,0-13 6,46 .. 
Other Backward CIMSOII 821,404 314,235 307,169 5U,1!l6/ 258,427 255,769 3G9,777 40,915 82,\165 20,o39 
Non-Backward CI088CS •• 1,333,188 639,605 693,581 936,367 4-&6,558 489,809 767,174 68,8!l5 48,090 52,213 

Balaeore 1,108,012 558,088 549,948 9!2, 7-&3 475,816 466,927 742,239 95,042_ 93,199 18,263 

Scheduled Tribes 62,975 33,071 29,904 55,255 29,293 25,962 29,765 11,425 13,517. 548 
Scheduled Castes 217,339 109,410 107,929 18.'1,885 93,006 92,879 119,516 28,053 36,3!l6 1,920 
Otbor Backward Cl8880e 309,442 158,879 150,563 280,183 IH,016 136,167 23i,650 22,136 18,756 4,641 
Non-Backward Claeeee •• • 516,258 254,708 261,550 421,421) 209,501 211,919 358,308 27,428 2-&,530 11,15 4 

Purl 1,572,262 774,830 797,432 1,236,731 606,981 629,750 827,019 172,070 210,986 26,656 

Scheduled TribJII 62,714 . 30,691 32,023 50,321 25,232 25,089 26,032 3,358 20,430 501 
Bohedulod Castell .. 55,278 121,514 133,762 186,203 87,975 98,228 '18,696 39,830 65,093 2,589 
Otbor Backward Cll\8908 487,785 24,,701 243,084 30~.872 153,072 153,088 220,813 34,719 44,014 7,326 
Non-Backward Claseo8 •• 766,487 377,924 338,563 693,335 340,702 352,633 601,481 9,1,,165 81,449 16,240 

Sambalpur 1,301,804 647,858 653,948 1,031,128 510,978 520,150 779,240 56,235 185,627 10,0260 

Scheduled Tribes 351,788 174,397 177,391 300,307 149,455 150,852 203,001 22,456 73,1ll 1,73~ 

Rcheduled Castes .. 222,978 109,393 113,583 149,72-& 75,147 74,577 86,701 13,354 48,!l37 733 
Other Backward Claeeea 495,782 248,282 249,500 420,738 207,363 213,375 354,487 14,623 48,02-& 3,104 
Non-Backward Cla8808 231,258 117,788 113,472 160,359 79,013 81,346 135,051 5,802 15,355 4,151 

Ganjam 1,1124,821 769,080 855,7e9 1,073,930 509,333 564,597 730,163 117,773 188,592 37,402 

Scheduled Tribes 112,008 52,890 59,118 83,869 38,683 45,186 63,635 7,3(>2 Jl,915 96j 
Scbedulod C&Rtert .. 302,738 148,872 155,864 176,955 86,494 90,461 101,777 21,103 61,870 2,20~ 

OLbor Baolr.ward Cl68861 331,131 159,040 172,091 223,461 10!l,724 113,737 1o0,382 27,288 40,038 5,753 
Non-Backward Cl8811ea •• 878,958 410,258 468,6tl8 589,645 274,432 315,213 414,3G9 62,030 84,769 28,471 

Korapu' 1,269,534 637,903 631,631 981,496 494,333 487,163 754,31i8 86,009 131,783 8,441 

Bohedulod Tribes &22,841 261,178 261,665 431,939 222,536 209,403 320,224 46,848 62,666 2,201 
Bohedull'd Caetee 209,955 112,514 97,441 13!1,412 74,802 64,610 102,412 13,701 22,233 1,068 
Other Backward Cl881K'; • 307,420 151,801 155,619 236,337 Jl3,1!l3 123,144 102,248 15,241 27,749 1,101 
Non-Dackward Cl&Mee •• 229,318 112,412 116,908 173,808 83,802 90,006 139,f76 11,119 19,135 4,071 
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Non-Backward Classes by livelihood classification 
Non-agricultural Classes ,.. 

Total Livelihood Livelihood Livelihood Livelihood State and district 
class V class VI class VII class VIII 

Persons Males Females 

( 12) ( 13) ( 14) ( 15) ( 16 ) ( 17 ) ( 18 ) ( 1 ) 

3,033,578 1,497,787 1,535,791 926,788 425,852 77,538 1,603,400 ORISSA 

352,045 166,461 185,584 95,483 24,009 4,591 227,962 Scheduled Tribes 
705,000 343,541 361,459 241,200 75,385 9,545 378,870 Scheduled Castes 
818,548 415,288 401,260 317,382 137,786 18,35!1 345,042 Other Backward C:asses 

1,169,985 572,497 587,488 272 723 188,692 47,044 651,526 Non-Backward Classes 

631>,715 312,R69 ':122. 46 163,915 89,692 19.168 362,940 Cut tack 

1~,823 9,615 9,208 7,018 2,666 407 8,732 Schedu_ed Tribes 
112,6811 54,399 58,466 30,669 11,686 2,741 67,769 Scheduled Castes 
107,20~ 55,808 51,400 3•,626 25,786 3,448 t6,q18 Other Backward C'laRees 
396,819 19~,047 203,772 94,602 4!),1}54 12,372 240,091 Non-Ba~kw.;,rd Clas~es 

l63,269 81),250 83,019 40,391 22,080 6,560 94,248 Balasore 

7,720 3,778 3,942 1,917 265 -338 5,200 Scheduled Tribes 
31,454 16,404 15,050 8,137 3,657 660 . 19,000 Scheduled Castes 
29,259 14,863 14,396 8,739 6,175 796 13,549 Other Backward Classes 
94,836 45,205 49,631 21,588 11,983 4,766 56,499 Non-Backward Classes 

335,531 167,849 167,682 114,155 61,913 14,632 144,831 Puri 

12,393 5,459 6,934 6,261 2,103 198 3,831 Scheduled Tribes 
69,073 33,539 35,534 25,434 7,154 1,449 35,036 Scheduled Castes 

180,913 91,629 89,284 71,356 38,488 4,063 67,00 Other Backward Classes 
73,152 37,222 35,930 41,104 14,168 8,922 38,958 Non-Backward Classes 

270,676 136,880 133,796 118,566 25,354 7,148 119,608 Samba! pur 

1>1,481 24,942 26,539 21,488 2,136 961 26,89 Scheduled Tribes 
73,252 34,246 39,006 35,908 2,656 1,322 33,366 Scheduled Castes 
75,044 38,919 36,125 40,192 7.426 1,626 25,800 Other Backward Classes 
70,899 38,773 32,126 20,978 13,136 3,239 33,546 Non-Backward Classes 

5.50,899 259,727 291,172 138,441 109,256 12,324 290,878 Ganjam 

28,137 14,207 13,930 6,257 5,224 609 16,147 Scheduled Tribes 
125,781 60,378 65,403 29,128 20,004 1,279 75,370 Scheduled Castes 
107,670 49,316 58,354 41,964 22,472 1,861 41,373 Other Backward Classes 
289,311 135,826 153,485 61,092 61,556 8,675 157,988 Non-Backward Classes 

288,038 143,570 144,468 55,768 30,957 3,068 198,245 Koraput 

90,902 38,640 52,262 13,546 4,652 434 72,270 Scheduled Tribes 
70,543 37,712 32,831 16,856 8,635 360 44,692 Scheduled Castes 
71,083 38,608 32,475 16,270 9,635 482 44,695 Other Backward Classes 
tlli1!i10 28,610 26,900 11,095 8,0311 1,792 36,588 Non-Backward Classes 

29 



450 SPECIAL TOPICS 

7·7-Scheduled Tribes, Scheduled castes, Other Backward Classes and 

Agricultural Classes 
Total --"'-

Siate and district """"\ Total Liveli- Liveli- Liveli- Liveli-
Persollil Males Females hood hood hood hood 

Persons Males Females class I class II class III class IV 

" (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7} (8) (9) (10) (11) 

Dhenkanal 839,24~ 416,0411 423,193 702,200. 346,502 355,698 567,522 19,261 97,765 17,6111 

Scheduled Tribes 104,383 49,014 65,369 88,305 42,306 45,999 53,434 3,892 29,374 1,606 
Scheduled Castes 144,793 70,537 74,256 104,590 52,395 52,195 77,293 4,052 20,897 2.11'8 
Other Backwark Cl8BB6s 244,659 121,486 123,1_73 206,787 98,410 108,377 168,744 5,372 28,316 4,415 
Non-Backward Classes .• 345,406 175,011 170,395 302,518 153,391 149,127 268,051 5,945 19,238 11,284 

Keonjhar 588,441 294,902 293,539 528,972 263,985 264,987 451,647 13,715 58,831 4,770 

Scheduled Tribes 228,090 114,907 113,183 212,244 106,161 106,083 182,090 5,145 24,368 641 
Scheduled Castes 90,244 M,296 48,948 76,710 34,652 42,058 57,662 3,562 14,8711 611 
Other Backward Classes 170,710 86.505 84,205 152,659 77,183 75,476 132,515 3,199 15,5711 1,870 
Non-Backward Classes •. 99,397 52,194 47,203 87,359 45,989. 41,370 79,380 1,809 4,013 2,1117 

Phulbani 458,895 228,738 230,157 360,770 179,125 181,645 290,900 111,092 113,269 1,1109 

Scheduled Tribes 195,179 97,274 97,905 178,062 88,742 89,320 155,366 4,427 17,889 380 
Scheduled Castes 88,380 44,423 41,957 49,599 26,428 23,171 31,748 3,850 13,808 193 
Other Backward Classes 114,138 57,736 56,402 92,637 46,002 46,635 72,902 4,987 14,1811 563 
Non-Backward Classes •• 61,198 27,305 33,893 40,472 17,953 22,519 30,884 1,828 7,387 878 

Bolangir 917,875 456,608 461,269 759,020 378,818 380,202 562,643 29,876 163,894 1,607 

Scheduled Tribes 186,147 93,786 92,361. 167,944 85,126 82,818 116,044 5,496 45,799 606 
Scheduled Castes 183,032 91,657 91,375 140,361 70,257 70,104 88,976 9,014 41,928 "' Other Backward Classes 433,292 214,172 219,120 367,751 183,581 184,170 294,859 11,989 60,076 817 
Non-Backward Classes .. ·115,404 56,991 58,413 82,964 39,854 43,110 62,764 3,377 16,091 711 

Sundargarh 552,203 274,401 277,802 47-9,415 237,032 242,383 415,218 11S,OIS1 47,749 1,887 

Scheduled Tribes 312,639 154,683 157,976 491,698 142,968 148,730 251,002 10,772 29,455 468 
Scheduled Castes 72,591 39,573 33,018 58,712 33,424 25,288 50,634 1,420 6,498 160 
Other Backward Classes 114,907 65,767 59,140 94,231 46,412 47,819 82,605 2,231 9,066 Bit 
Non-Backward Classes· •• 62,066 24,398 27,668 34,774 14,228 20,546 30,977 628 2,730 431 

Kalahandi 858,781 425,251 433,530 724,969 360,300 364,669 508,533 47,971 165,319 1,141 

Scheduled Tribes 243,699 122,189 121,510 217,801 111,924 105,877 148,567 22,898 45,756 680 
Scheduled Castes 176,753 88,773 87,980 133,719 66,726 66,993 85,807 7,907 39,517 488 
Other Backward Classes 358,775 176,975 179,800 308,066 151,860 156,208 226,740 14,137 66,070 1,118 
Non-Backward Classes •. 81,554 37,314 44,240 65,383 29,790 35,593 47,419 3,029 13,976 Nl 

Mayurbhanj 1,028,825 514,051 514,774 897,465 445,593 451,872 712,876 39,144 138,161 7,JM 

Scheduled Tribes 504,679 252,362 252,317 476,173 237,148 239,025 387,299 16,220 71,210 1 .... 
Scheduled Castes 174,228 85,267 88,961 142,298 70,781 71,517 99;450 10,704 31,131 1,011 
Other Backward Classes 185,710 93,278 92,432 152,689 76,326 76,363 124,915 6,655 19,15811 l.U. 

Non-Backward Classes .. 164,208 83,144 81,064 126,305 61,338 64,967 101,212 5,575 16,2311 1.-:J 
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Non-Backward Classes by livelihood Classification-( contd. ) 

Non-agricultural Classes 
r 

Total Livelihood Livelihood Livelihood Livelihood State and district 
class V claas VI class VII class VIII 

Persons Males Females 

12) ( 13) ( 14) ( 15) ( 16) (17) ( 18 ) 1) 

137,041 69,546 67,495 62,938 14,261 2,682 57,160 Dhenkanal 

16,078 6,708 9,370 5,652 330 51 10,045 Scheduled Tribes 
40,203 18,142 22,061 21,224 1,568 344 17,067 Scheduled Castes 
37,872 23,076 14,796 19,205 6,734 928 11,005 Other Backward Clasees 
42,888 21,620 21,268 16,857 1!,629 1,359 19,043 Non-Backward Classes 

59,469 30,917 28,552 23,142 5,166 542 30,619 Keonjhar 

15,846 8,746 7,100 4,642 1,016 178 10,010 Scheduled Tribes 
13,534 6,644 6,890 7,992 . 1,070 115 4,357 Scheduled Castes 
18,051 9,322 8,729 7,697 1,438 93 8,823 Other Backward Classes 
12,038 6,205 5,833 2,811 1,642 156 7,429 Non-Backward Classes 

96,125 47,613 48,512 33,730 17,167 526 44,702 Phulbani 

17,117 8,532 8,585 1,948 1,280 65 13,824 Scheduled Tribes 
36,781 17,995 18,786 11,125 8,743 51 16,862 Scheduled Castes 
21,501 11,734 9,767 13,110 2,954 94 5,343 Other Backward Classes 
20,726 9,352 11,374 7,547 4,190 316 8,673 Non-Backward Classes 

158,855 77,788 81,067 62,529 15,680 5,185 75,461 Bolangir 

18,203 8,660 9,543 3,013 913 187 14,090 Scheduled Tribes 
42,671 21,400 21,271 17,638 1,723 422 22,888 Scheduled Castes 
65,541 30,591 34,950 32,961 6,465 1,506 24,609 Other Backward Classes 
32,440 17,137 15,303 8,917 6,579 3,070 13,874 Non-Backward Classes 

72,788 37,369 35,419 25,3011 7,759 2,326 37,398 Sundargarh 

20,941 11,695 9,246 5,932 1,060 505 13,444 Scheduled Tribes 
13,879 6,149 7,730 5,870 562 269 7,178 Scheduled Castes 
20,676 9,355 11,321 10,296 1,712 587 8,081 Other Backward Classes 
17,292 10,170 7,122 3,207 4,425 965 8,695 Non-Backward Classes 

133,812 64,9111 68,861 38,732 15,562 1,008 78,510 Kalahandi 

25,898 10,2611 15,633 6,559 888 1'79 18,272 Scheduled Tribes 43,034 22,047 20,987 14,974 5,748 158 22,154 Scheduled Castes 48,709 25,115 23,594 13,797 5,579 437 28,896 Other Backward Classes 16,171 7,524 8,647 3,402 3,347 234 9,188 Non-Backward. Classes 

131,360 68,458 62,902 49,188 1 11,oo5 2,389 68,800 Mayurbhanj 
28,506 111,214. 13,292 11,250 1,476 579 15,201 Scheduled Tribes 31,930 14,486 17,444 16,245 2,179 2711 13,131 Scheduled Castes 33,021 16,9112 16,069 10,168 2,902 437 19,514 Other Backward Classet 17,903 21,806 16,097 11,523 4,448 978 20,954 Non-Backward Clasaae 
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APPENDIX I 
No. 3l82-P .H. 

LT.-Cor.. P. PAPATLA, B.A., H.B.,B.s. (Madras), P.B.o.s. ( Edin. ), D.O.K.S., D.L.o., D.P.ll. ( LonJ. ), 
DIRECTOR OF HEALTH AYD IYSl>ECTOR-GEXERAL OF PRISuXS, ORI:SU. 

THE SUPERI~~ENDEXT OF CENSUS OPERATIONS, ORISSA, CUTTACK. 

Daletl Bl&uba.uwar, 1M 3~1 May 195:3 
SvBlKC~oUoo\ionan~ Registration of Yital StatisUos 

. In continuation of th~ office let~~ N~. 2~-P.H., dated the lOth January 1952 on the subject 
Indicated above. I forward herew1th a note g1vmg t.eta1Js of the system of collection and registration of vital 
ocourrenoea iD the State of Orissa as discussed in my office on the 12th May 1952. 

Yours faithfully 

P.PAPATLA 

Director of Health and ]A.!peclor-G•Mral 
of Pri11ons, Oriua 

Collection and Registration of Vital Statistice ia the state of Orlaaa 

Vital oocurrenoes are collected according to the Madras and Bengal Births and Deaths Registration 
Acts in South and North Orissa districts re!!pectively. 

So"'h Oris11a-The Madras Births and Deaths Registration Act ( Aot III of 1899 ) is extended to the 
rural and urban areas of tl;e districts of Ganjam and Koraput, vide Govemmeut of Madras Orders No. 912-P.H., 
dated the 2.9th June 1922 and No. 2448-P.H., dated the 1st December 1925 respectively. 

It ia compulsory in municip:~l towns of Berhampur, Parlak.imedi, Panchayat Boards and villages having 
a population of 2,000 and over in Ganjam Plains. 

U is extended to the entire Ganjam Plains, 3,634 villages in Ganjam Agf'lncy and Union Board areas of 
Jeypore, Koraput, Nawrangpur, Gunupur, Rayaghada, Kotpad and Gudari in the district of Koraput. 

In municipal areas, the figures are collected by the municipal staff and a monthly statement of vital 
atatistics is submitted to the office of the Director of Health and Inspentor-General of Prisons by the Chairman. 

A~ regards the rural areas, the figures are collected by village Headmen and a monthly return is sent to 
the Taluk Officers every month. The Taluk Officers submit them to the office of the Director of Health and 
Inspector-General of Prisons where they are consolidated into taluk and dLtrict figures. 

In the Union Board areas of Koraput district vital occurrences are colJected by the staff of the Board 
and a monthly return is submitted to the Health Directorate by the President of the Board. 

North Ori1111a-The Bengal Births and Deaths Registration Aot ( Act IV of 1873) ia extended to North 
Orissa Districts ( ex-Bihar and Orissa and ex-C. P. area). 

It ia compulsory in 6 municipalities of Cuttack, Kendrapara and Jajpur in Cuttack district; Bala.sore, 
Puri and Sambalpur. It i11 extended to the rural areas ofthe districts of Cuttack, Balasoro, Purl, Samba! pur 
including Nawapara subdivision now transferred to Kalahandi distriot, Angul and KhoDdmals subdjviaiona 
now merged in Dhenkanal and Phulbani districts respectively. · 

According to role 127 of the Orissa Police Manual, Vol. I, collection of vital occurrences in municipalitiea 
baa been transferred from Police Department to the municipal authorities who collect the figures by their 
at&IJ and fnrrush a monthly statement to the Civil Surgeon oonoerned for inclusion of the same in the monthly 
district figures compiled in his office. 
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According to rule 126 of the Orissa. Police Manual, Vol. I, the vital statistics of rura~ are.as are oollected _by 
tle village chwkidars and reported to the Than~ .Officer3 concerned ~h~, after _reg~stermg the same furrueh 
a oonsolidated monthly report to the office of the CiVIl Surgeons for compilatiOn of d1str1ct return. 

The work of compilin~ district vit~l &tatistical figures has eince been transferred to the District Health 
Officer from the Civil Surgeon. ~Ionthly returns reoeived from the village Headmen through Ta.luk Officers : 
Chairmen, ~Iuniciralities ; and Presidents of Union Bo ~rds in respect of South Oris~ta. districts are consolidated 
jn district figures in the Health Directorate. 

The district figures received from the.offioes of the Civil Surge_ons in respect of old North Orissa. districts 
are consolidated into Provincial figure.i m the office of the Director of Health and Inspector-General of 
Prisons, Orissa. 

The provincial area of the State ii divided into 9 rural and 14 urban units for the purpose of reporting 
of Yital statistics as detailed below:-

Rural Unit ( District) 

I. Cutta.ck 6. Khondmals 
2. Balasore 7. Ganjam Plaine 
3. Puri 8. Ga.njam Agency 
4. Sambalpur 9. Koraput 
5. Angul 

Urban Unit (Town) 

I. Cuttack 
2. Kendrapara 
3. Jajpur 
4. Bhadrak 
5.Puri 
6. Khurda 
7. Sambalpur 

8. Bargarh 
9. Angul 
10. Phulbani 
11. Balasore 
12. Berha.mpur 
13. Parlakimedi 
14. Jeypore 

An adva.nce manuscript copy of the monthly vital statistical return compiled in the Health Directorate 
is sent to the Dire(·tor-Genera.l of Health Services, India, New Delhi aR first hand information and another 
copy to GovernmE:nt Press for publication in the State Gazette. Printed copies are also supplied to the 
Diredor-General of Health Services, New Delhi, Secretary to Government of Orissa, Health Department, 
Senior Statistician of the Cabinet Department of Government. 

Annual statisti<'al datas required for the Public Health Report of ·the Stat" are collected from the 
registers of ntalstatistics maintained in the Directorate. 21,894 square miles having a population of 7,588,473 
according to the Census, 1941, are brought under registration. 

'Ihe population of non-registered area. is not taken for the purpose of the report. The figures are a.lso not 
available. 

Although the above system of collecting vital statistics is in vogue in most of the States of the Indian 
Union, it is very defective with regard to correct classification of causes of deaths as the Chawkida.rs and 
village Headmen are mostly uneducated and entirely dPpend on the reports of the villagers. In the circum
stances the classification of deaths based on such diagnosis is not all accurate. Sometimes omissions occur 
and as the collecting agencies don't feel for its importance, they don't take pains to a.~ount for such omissions. 

Ceded area.t-Prior to the integration there was no arrangement for collection of vital statistics in ceded 
area.:i. Pending introduction of the registration of births and deaths according to the Bengal Births and 
Deaths Registration Act, arrangement was made for the collection of weekly figures of attacks and deaths 
from cholera. and smallpox with efft'ct from July 19!8-for taking preventive measures. Arrangement has been 
made for the collection and registrati.m of vital statistics in ceded areas with effect from the lst January 1952, 
under the Bengal Births and Deaths Registration Act, 1873. A proposal for bringing uniformity and accuracy 
in collecting vital occurrences throughout the State of Orissa is under the consideration of the State 
Government. 

Besides this weekly vit.al occurrences in towns having a population of 30,000 and over and weekly 
epidemic report in respect of all districts and towns showing attacks and deaths from smallpox and cholera 
are issued every week from this Directorate. 

~nfant mor~ality is li~ited to one year of age for the p~rpose of statistical report. 

The area of the 7 Union Boards of Kora.put district which are under the registration of vital statistics 
has been taken to be 117 square miles in total area according to the Census of 1941. 

If during Census Operations of· 19.'-1, it is revealed that the area of thE:se Union Boards including 
~acbkun~ ~as been 20 square miles tl.e actual area. of the Union Boards brougut under the r~istration of 
Yltal stahsbcs may be co:rected accordingly and an intimation to the effect is given to this office. . 
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S.aBl D. ~USlU. B . .&g. (:Xag), l.III',•Ilf·AGRL (Cantab.), 
DIRECTOR OV AGRICULTURE AND FOOD 
PRODUCTIO.Y, OlUSSA. 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 011' AGRICUI.· 
TURE AXD FOOD PRODUCTIO~, ORISS.\ 

D. 0. No. 6i60/Agri.-9S-118-52. 

Datetl OuUad, &he lJill Ma1 19S2 
D&a MB. A.aoo, 

Will you .kindly refer to your D. 0. No. 752-Cen., dated the 8th May 1952. Th~ figures so far available in 
this office have been furnished in the presoribed tables along with the explanatory notes. 

To 

.lit. AIIMED, EsQa. 

Superiflltndenl, Oenaua OperatioM, Oriua. 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

Yours Sincerely 

D. MISRA 

TaJ;u No. I Y (7)-Figures for average net area. as per column A(1), A(l), A(3) and A(4) for different 
decades in all th~ distric's of present Orissa. have been adopted from the following sources :-

For Cuttack, Baluore, Purl and aambalpur districts 

For decades 1921 and 1931 have been taken from the Season and Crop Report, Bihar and Orissa.. 
decades 1941 and 1951-from the Season and Crop Report of Orissa. 

For 
• 

Ganjam Agencr and Plain• 

For deoaaes 1021 and 1~31-JHgnres have been taken from Statistical Atlas of Madras. 

For dc~adcs 19U and 1951-Separate figures for Agenct and Plains are not available. So only one 
figure for the entir~ district has been furnishe<l from Season and Crop Report of Orissa. . • 

Oriua Stat11 

Figures for 19.U have been taken from the report of Agricultural Statistics of E~stern States A.,gency 
compiled by Agrioultural Adviser, Eastern States Agency. The sa.me figure• are adopted for the decades 1921 
and 1931 as there was no other source for which figures of the above decades could be compiled. 

For 1951 decade the tlgures have been taken from the report of District Officers and compiled by the 
Statistics Section of Agricultural Department. As regards Ma.yurbhanj state the figures for 1931, have been 
collected from the Directory of villages compiled by Censua Officer of the said state. Figures for 1921 
and 1941 are not available from any authentic source. 

Table No. IV (8)-Thi.li table will be compiled by the Census Department utilising the figures of IV(7). 

Table No. IV (9)-Figures from 2 to 7 will be compiled by the Census Department. Yield figures are 
not available for state districts. The average yield figure of the Eastern States as a. whole have been furnished. 
Dependable data. regarding the size of holdings are not available except in tho& case of Ganjam district whore 
the average holding recorded 3·77 acres. 

Produetlon Capacity 4·8 

Outtaok BalYore Purl Sam~a.lpur Ganjam Koraput Jrlayurbhanj Dhenkanal Keonjhar Kalahandi Eastern States 

1821 10•6 UJs. ll·5 10•3 8·6 -per acre. 

1931 7'1 Do. 8·, 12·8 8·1 68llbl. 

19U 6·8 7·1 8·3 7·j 6·6 7"1 - 9•5 '43lbs. 

1861 8·0 6·6 5•6 5·9 ,., 7•6 6·9 7-3 10·6 -



Name Anrage net area IOWD (AI) in aorea Average area sown more than onoe (A2) in ac1'81 

1951 1941 1931 1921 lllil 19'1 1931 1921 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (6) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

{ORISSA •• 12,1211,642 11,805,190 12,366,909 12,974,005 1,065,259 1179,473 613,433 716,378} 
3•33 Orisaa Inland Division 8,213,202 7,958,462 8,307,755 8,372,004 194,369 129,444 120,311 193,838 
6·11 Orissa Coastal DiYision 3,913,340 3,846,728 4,059,154 4,602,001 870,890 650,029 493,122 522,540 

Out tack 1,115,858 1,268,321 1,223,600 1,388,431) 550,872 195,830 . 182,244 230,041 
Balasore 1,019,834 970,321 993,189 1,031,189 9,191J 2,332 10,100 9,500 
Puri 1,063,534 817,003 854,398 1,101,798 167,681 218,330 179,792 119,592 

Samba! pur 1,365,240 1,240,461 1,191,266 1,173,566 76,098 29,570 15,816 82,601 
Ganjam 770,865 839,435 1,068,437 1,169,154 178,923 136,971 120,986 163,407 

Ganjam Agency 56,751 48,352 80,470 88,570 35,785 3,434 
Ganjam Plain3 714,114 791,083 987,967 1,080,584 143,138 133,537 120,986 163,407 

Koraput 1,4111,370 1,416,261 1,460,501 1,611,549 2,694 2,694 10,222 17,749 
Keonjhar 592,768 508,625 508,625 508,625 7,000 11,720 11 720 11,720 
Dhenkanal 702,371 764,430 764,430 792,230 14,496 34,300 34,900 34,100 
Bolo~ngir 1,171,056 1,209,111 1,209,111 1,209,111 38,378 38,378 3S,378 38,3711 

Sundargarh 751,669 734,849 734,849 734,849 11,717 > 
Phulbani 481,425 363,821 452,110 447,111 1,136 (Baudh) 9,348 9,875 !),290 "d 

"d Kalahandi 874,1712 874,712 874,712' 874,712 Not available tr1 
Mayurbhanj 797,840 1,031,681 7,065 Nol; available !2l 

t:t 
~ 
....... 
1-1 

Name Average net area irrigated (A3) in acres Average area irrigated more than once tA4) in acre1 
~ 

,.. 
1951 1941 1931 1921 1951 1941 1931 1921 

(1) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) 

fORIBSA •. 1,889,320 1,553,337 1,607,922 2,405,640 7,131 115,238 1,3-i3 78,280j 
3·33 Oris1a Inland Diviaion 981,646 674,950 663,600 1,366,115 6,024 651 
5•11 Ori8aa Coasial Division i)0';,674 878,387 944,322 1,039,525 2,107 115,238 1,343 77,728 

Cut tack ~19,244 274,627 . 348,805 408,000 J.6t0 111,603 74,4S9 
Balas ore 6,084 12,882 14,450 73,635 470 
Puri 257,993 216,903 367,074 366,884 - -
Sarnbalpur 295,330 48,490 319,223 397,977 5,024 -Ganjam 324,353 373,975 213,998 191,006 467 3,165 1,343 3,2~9 

GanjrJm Agency 
Ganjam PtainB 324,353 37,3,975 • 213,993 191,008 487 . 3,165 1,343 3,239 

Korapu• 473,366 471,655 236,140 1,056 - - 552 
Keonjhar Figurea not av~ilable Figures not available 
Dhenkanal Figure a not available 34,100 Figures not available 
Bolangir Figures not available 781,482 Figures not available 

Sundargarh Figures not ayailabf" 12,950 Figures not available 
Phulbaui 116,595 95,630 ",632 22,001 ' 
Kalahandi 62,219 5~,175 .. ~ 
l\1:ayurbhanj 44,136 60,605 ... Qt 

l;,lt 



456 

Oroup 
Oode 

Number 
ORISSA 

3·33 
on- Inland Di'-ision 

APPEN 
District lndlcea ol 

11·11 
OrM Coastal Dil·ision 

l'enooa MaiM Females Penona Malee Females Pel'I!OruJ Malee Ft-malee 

(I) (I) (I) ( 6) ( 8) ( 7 ) ( 8) ( II ) ( 10 ) ( 11 ) 

ALL INDUITRIEI AND IERYICEI 

Dl18. O. PrlmiiJ l .. ustrlll not eltewllen lptclfld 

111,141 711,451 101,711 411,451 331,1U 80,311 501,711 310,311 '111,411 

0·1 
0·11 
o-u 
0·10 

0·1 
0·11 
0·11 
0·11 
0·16 
0·1 
0·31 
0·10 

0·61 
O·U 
0·63 
Q.6 

0.1 
0·60 

0·61 
0·62 

81«11 Ra ... ng 
Herdsmen and lhepherda , • 
Breeden and keepeon or cattle and buffaloes 
Breeden and keepen of other large 

animal8 including transport animala. 
R.-ing of MfKIU ammoU and wet:W 
Poultry fanneJ11 •• 
Beekeepen 
Silkworm rearen 
Cui tivaton or lao 
Plal'lloltoft lndunnu 
Tea plantation 
.All other plantationa but not including the 

cultivation or 11pe0ial crops in eonjuction 
with ordinary cultivation ·qr field orope. 

Porutrfl ond tDOOdouUing • , •• 
Planting, replanting and ooneervation 

of foreatl (including !oreal officers, 
rangel'l, and guards). 

Cbarooal bumera , • 
Colleotora of roreat produce and lao 
Woodoutten 
Hunling (including lrapping and game 

propog!Uion). 
Pwhing •• •• 
Fishing in aea and inland waters including 

the operation or fish rarm~ and fish 
batoheriea. · 

Oatheren or chanka and pearll •• 
Gatheren of sea weeds, sea shella, sponges 

and other water producta, 

Dlvlelon t. Mlnlnc and quarrylnc 
1·0 Non'mf!lallic mining and quarrr~."rag no• 

oiAerwi•• dtU•ijlerl-induding mining 
and quarrying of such materiall as 
precious and eemi-pre<'ioua atones, 
asbestos, gypsum, sulphur, asphalt, 
bitumen. 

I·J Ooal rmning-Minea primarily engaged in 1 

tho est.raotion or anthracite and or 10ft 
ooall suoh a1 bitumenous, sub-bitumen· 
OUI a d legnite, 

J ·I I ron ore mining 
J·l Mual mimng e~p• iron Me mining 
1·32 Lead, silver and Eino 
1·33 Manganese •• 
1·80 Other metallic minerala 
J•l Slonl-quarrying, clay and aand JJill. Ex

traction from the earth or stone, clay, 
aand and oth• r materiall uaed in 
building or manufacture of cement. 

I·F Ball, aaltpdra anclaoliM 6Ub1tancu 

Dlvlalon 1. Proceaslnr and manuracture-Foodstulh, 
textiles, leather and products thereof. 

1·0 Pood l"dw.n.. o.IMrwWI undM81jled 
1·01 Canning and preservation or fruita and 

wgetablee. 
1·03 Slaughter, preparation and preservation 

of meat. 
1•00 O~her food indaatrie• 

11,803 
19,704 
20,720 

8,983 
1 

llfl 
315 
106 
u 
63 

944 
193 
7151 

11,605 
1,393 

I 

204 
2,0,4 
7,864 

u 
24,0'13 
23,8'3 

1 
229 

11,218 
112 

1,40~ 
922 

8 
1102 
412 

1,793 

~3fl 

11,140 
13,759 
16,298 

7,470 
I 

~2~ 
261 

89 
34 
60 
79~ 
168 
636 

'1,961 
1,386 

137 
1,388 
5,057 

61 

22,629 
22,400 

1 
128 

8,803 
96 

8,130 

1,192 
'139 

8 
819 
412 

MIS 

131 

11,'113 
.S,93S 
4,422 
1,613 

91 
64 
18 

12 
160 

35 
115 

3,53& 
8 

67 
666 

2,807 
4 

1,444 
1,443 

1 

1,413 
1fl 

819 

1,fH2 
18& 

183 

17& 

I 

t30,814 87,985 42,149 

2,'188 2,123 159 
2,100 1,4.89 611 

64, 438 6 

238 196 42 

17,014 
13,488 

6,908 
6,679 

1 

893 
204 
98 
29 
62 

652 
167 
395 

172 
1,1129 
2,616 

43 

8,728 
11 

4,281 

11 

13,23'1 
11,473 

6,905 
6,667 

1 

lOS 
lf4 
u 
29 
60 

440 
122 
318 

4,291 
1,150 

112 
1,137 
1,897 

a9 

6,6'18 
6,669 

11,395 
9 

B,l&'l 
311 

802 
0 

389 

16 

70,114 13,928 

1,401 1,261 
1,064 960 

190 190 

U7 107 

3, 713 39,781 32,401 
1,015 lfl,218 12,295 
1,003 13,812 10,393 
1,012 2,j04 1,(103 

88 lU 
60 111 
16 ' 

IS 
u 

liS 89!1 
3.5 36 
77 3116 

1,1'19 1,030 
8 235 

60 32 
392 11111 

'/19 11,248 
4 18 

885 17,010 
3811 16,789 

I,IJ71 
236 

25 
2111 

3,160 
18 

16,9$1 
U,731 

l 1 

1,331 
s 

803 

1,204 
183 

188 

18'1 

40 

220 211J 

2,490 
101 

182 

18 
128 

8 
n 

403 
J,lfl7 

419 

1,408 
87 

6 
428 

8 
17 

403 
1,228 

411 

80,500 14,037 

1,381 8fl8 
1,036 1129 

llll4 us 
Ill 8(1 

7,381 
3,92' 
3,ua 

6ol 

• ' 
38 

18 

I,IU 

' 264 
2,088 

1,01J9 
1,0118 

1 

81 
11 

II 

II 

' 21,413 

616 
607 

• 
2 



DIX Ill 457 
Non-agricultural Occupations 

Cuttaolc Balasore Puri Sambalpur Ganjam Group .. -4- Code 
Ma!es Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Number 

( u) ( 13) ( l') ( Ill ) ( 16) ( 17 ) ( 18 ) ( 19) ( 20) ( 21} ( 1 ) 

149,301 110,01111 37,734 12,802 88,384 18,818 80,418 22,887 113,838 42,283 

7,1180 1,300 3,3111 433 8,918 1,817 11,998 838 11,939 1,908 Dhrn. o 
3,660 1,101 209 136 3,40'1 1,238 1,856 201 5,145 1,1.82 O·I 
3,250 97ll 107 78 2,708 1,235 1 788 201 4.,-i53 1,172 O·ll 

610 126 102 62 699 3 67 692 310 0·12 
1 0·10 

514 11. &0 69 31 14 " 0·2 
'7 10 ao 59 81 20 4, 0·21 

' 4 0·2J 
5 0·21 

0·24 
'11. 30 u 1 118 26 280 1 0·3 
23 22 .. O·:U 
.9 80 14 1 118 26 2158 7 0·80 

1,019 80~ 60 143 '110 I.(Jl '186 532 1,908 1,1.16 (j-4, 

4.1 8 63 154 112 0·40 

21 ' 4, 3 2 11 0·41 
130 268 ll 4.2 1 259 129 1!4 7 0·42 
816 233 37 28 661 4,57 370 392 1,732 1,408 0·43 

g 1 g 0·5 

2,16/J 66f' 3,028 2'16 8.100 11'1 3,11'1 148 4,5'13 0·6 
2,762 666 8,027 17ll 8,484 117 8,177 148 4,1!7a 0·60 

1 0·61 
-I 1 216 0·62 

1,078 43 13 3 838 1 711 149 3110 38 Dlvn.1 
ZlJ 13 61 I. 11 I 1·0 

fUO 18 '!D 147 (j 1·1 

8 .. fJ 1·2 
1,20 8 2 B 1·3 

8 .. 1·32 
17 2 2 1·33 

403 .. 1.30 
394 6 4 3 684 210 33 1·6 

1 162 1 167 z 1·7 

18,1111 11,737 3,809 4,812 8,202 11,8811 18,290 1,828 8,103 3,830 Divn. 2 

181 1.8'1 196 g 111. i 143 80 180 14 1·0 
1113 481 96 7 8/J ll 22ll 1!0 159 14 2·01 

178 6 20 29 18 111 2·03 

10 T9 J 1·00 





DIX Ill 459 
Non-agricultural Occupations 

Keonjhar Phulbani Bolangir Sundargarh Kalahandi Mayurbhanj Group 
,...__..A...--...... , ,._ __ ~,..----A--., Code 

Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Number 

( 80) ( 81 ) ( 32) ( 33 ) ( 34) ( 35) ( 36) ( 37) ( 38) ( 39) ( 40) ( 41 ) ( 1 ) 

18,1&5 3,&15 24,547 &,728 38,689 9,948 19,830 4,237 30,242 9,188 30,533 9,977 

1,108 397 1,824 740 2,103 190 1,108 130 1,098 313 1,200 243 Dlvn. 0 
742 367 2,086 629 358 52 477 41 546 143 351 79 0•1 

1,495 521 180 a 470 41 104 36 272 156 Ooll 
742 367 691 108 178- 49 7 442 107 79 26 Oo12 

0 0 OolO 

1.5 21 11 31 11 1 51 22 .t5 00 Oo2 
1 21 11 23 10 1 4 2 0 0 Oo21 .. 5 24 10 11 Oo22 
5 3 1 20 0 0 Oo23 
9 .. 23 12 12 .. Oo24 
,3 1,, 17 /l 175 85 23 2 53 21 1 6 Oo3 
8 13 00 53 1 oO 53 21 1 Oo31 

17 2 122 34 23 2 6 Oo30 

301 17 112 98 502 38 319 .t7 273 94 703 155 Oo4 
93 32 102 20 117 8 344 .. Oo40 

0 0 00 7 9 8 12 5 43 18 Oo41 
99 7 19 17 91 'J 60 12 81 48 135 84 Oo42 

109 10 61 81 302 31 230 27 63 33 181 53 Oo43 
13 10 7 4 Oo5 

147 588 1,024 66 266 39 168 29 100 3 Oo6 
147 688 1,024 65 266 39 168 29 91 3 OoCIO 

Oo61 
9 Oo62 

441 188 90 7 4 580 29& 1,810 1,088 Dlvn. 1 

" ! .. 1o0 

[:5 9 3 1·1 

433 167 2 1,751 1,037 1°9 
9 85 1 1 113 180 93 0 0 1o3 .. Oo Oo 1o82 
4 86 1 1 113 180 93 1o33 
5 1o30 
2 369 106 28 1o5 

1 1 5 1 3 .. 1•'1 

2,108 506 3,607 1,184 9,714 2,392 2,288 889 8,809 1,210 4,204 1,252 Dlvn. 2 

15 'l 369 zo '12 32 13 18 506 2°0 239 14 3 18 40 2o01 

15 3 100 13 10 '7 2o03 

4 20 6 59 32 9 !·00 



460 

Group 
Code 
No. 

( 1 ) 

i·1 
2·ll 

2·12 
2·13 

1·2 
i·21 
i·22 
2·23 

2·3 
2·31 
2·30 

2·4 
~l-41 
2·42 
2·43 
2·40 

fl-5 
2·51 
2-:iO 

fH 
2·61 
2·62 
2·63 

2·7 

2·71 
2·72 

2·73 
2·74 

2·75 
2·70 

2·8 
2·81 

2·83 
2·84 
2·86 

2·80 

2.9 
2·91 
2·92 

2·~0 

Occupation 

( 2) 

Gra4n3 ana pulsu 
Hand pounders of rice and other persons 

engaged in manmtl dehusking and flour 
grinding. 

Millers of cereals and pulses .. 
Grain parchers and makers of blended 

and prepared flour and other cereal and 
pulse preparations. 

Vegetable and dairy products 
Vegetable oil pressers and refiners 
Manufacturers of hydrogenated oils 
Makers of butter, cheese, ghee and other 

dairy products. 
Sugar Industries •. 
Gur manufacture .. 
Other manufactures and refining of raw 

sugar, syrup and granulated or clarified 
sugar from sugarcane or from sugar 
beets. 

Beverages 
Brewers and distillers 
Toddy drawers 
Jog-manufacturers 
Manufacture of aerated and mineral waters 

and other beverages. 
Tobacco 
Manufacture of bidis 
Manufacture of tobacco products (other 

than bidis) such as cigarettes, cigars, 
cheroots and snuff. Stemming, redrying 
and other operations connected with 
preparing raw leaf tobacco for manu
facturing are also included. 

Ootton textiles 
Cotton ginning, cleaning and pressing 
Cotton spinning, sizing and weaving 
Cotton dyeing, bleaching, printing, pre-

paration and sponging. 
Wearing apparel (except footwear) and 

made-up textile goods. 
Tailors, milliners, dress makers and darners 
Manufacturers of hosiery, embroiderers, 

makers of crepe, lace and fringes. 
Fur dressers and dyers ... 
Hat-makers and makers of other articles 

of wear from textiles. 
Manufacture of house furnishing of textiles 
Makers of other made-up textile goods 

including umbrellas. 
Textile Industries otherwise unclassified .• 
Jute pressing, baling, spinning and 

weaving. 
Silk reeling, spinning, twisting and weaving 
Hemp and flax spinning and weaving .. 
Manufacture of rope, twine, string and 

other related goods from cocoanut, 
aloes, straw, linseed and hair. 

All other (including insufficiently des
cribed) textile industries, including 
artificial leather and cloth. 

Leather, leather products and footwear .. 
Tanners and all other workers in leather 
Cobblers and all other makers and repairers 

of boots, shoes, sandles and clogs. 
Makers and repairers of all other leather 

products. 

.A.FPENDIX TII 

3·33 
OHISSA Ori1sa Inland Division 

------"--~------A------
Persons 

( 3) 

43,790 
20,650 

2,352 
20,788 

5,500 
4,321 

22 
1,157 

751 
577 
174 

935 
257 
596 

29 
53 

6,853 
6,411 

442 

37,879 
1,251 

36,186 
442 

11,517 

5,208 
195 

570 
. 2,101 

2,466 
977 

17,405 
4,272 

2,191 
394 

10,535 

13 

3,202 
Ui9 

2,912 

131 

Males Females Persons Males Females 

( 4) 

1!1,585 
1,916 

1,583 
11,086 

4,613 
4,064 

21 
528 

692 
549 
143 

894 
242 
578 
25 
49 

4,803 
4,521 

282 

32,020 
1,033 

30,606 
381 

10,631 

4,798 
126 

544 
2,028 

2,222 
!H3 

14,729 
3,640 

1,913 
163 

9,000 

13 

2,875 
121 

211828 

126 

( 5) 

29,205 
18,734 

769 
9,702 

887 
257 

1 
629 

59 
28 
31 

41 
15 
18 
4 
4 

2,050 
1,890 

160 

5,859 
218 

5,580 
61 

886 

410 
69 

26 
73 

244 
64 

2,676 
tl32 

278 
231 

1,535 

327 
38 

284 

5 

( 6) 

15,093 
5,887 

502 
8,704 

3,040 
2,403 

637 

2'11 
183 
88 

748 
226 
505 

15 
2 

4,630 
4,530 

100 

26,793 
834 

25,618 
341 

6,518 

1,608 
118 

529. 
2,054 

1,919 
290 

9,607 
2,461 

1,201 
157 

5,787 

1 

2,013 
107 

1,865 

41 

( 7 ) 

~.84~ 
1,201 

420 
5,225 

2,050 
2,254 

296 

231 
159 
72 

715 
211 
487 

15 
2 

2,973 
2,874 

99 

22,642 
707 

21,630 
805 

6,280 

1,565 
87 

522 
2,019 

1,845 
242 

8,589 
2,237 

966 
101 

5,284 

1 

1,845 
73 

1, 736 

36 

( 8 ) 

8,247 
4,686 

82 
3,479 

490 
149 

341 

40 
24 
16 

33 
15 
18 

1,657 
1,656 

1 

4,151 
127 

3,988 
36 

238 

43 
31 

7 
85 

74 
48 

1,018 
224 

235 
56 

503 

168 
34 

129 

5 

15-11 
Orissa Coastal Di,·i~;c :c. 

Persons Males Fem,,· ... 

( 9) 

28,697 
14,763 

1,850 
12,084 

2,460 
1,918 

22 
520 

480 
394 
86 

187 
31 
91 
a 
51 

2,223 
1,881~ 

342 

11,086 
417 

10,568 
101 

4,999 

3,600 
77 

41 
47 

647 
687 

7,798 
1,811 

990 
237 

4,748 

12 

1,189 
52 

1,047 

90 

( 10) 

7,739 
715 

1,163 
5,861 

2,063 
1,810 

21 
232 

461 
390 
71 

179 
31 
91 
10 
47 

1,830 
1,647 

183 

9,378 
326 

8,976 
'16 

4,351 

3,233 
39 

22 
9 

377 
671 

6,140 
1,403 

947 
62 

3,716 

12 

1,030 
48 

892 

90 

( ll 

20,~: I 
14,(••. 

11 

' u 

1,70A 
91 

1,59~ 
2~ 

61! 

36~ 
!~ 

lP 
3S 

1 j(• 

16 

1,6.B 
40~ 

• 1 •• v. 



DISTRICT INDIOES OF NON·AGRL. OCCUPATIONS 461 

Cut tack Bala.sore Puri Sa.mbalpur Ganja.m Group 
Code 

Males Females Males Females MaJ.es Females Males Females Males Females No. 

( 12) ( 13) ( 14) ( 15) (16) ( 17) ( 18) ( 19 ) (20) ( 21) ( 1) 

4,352 8,839 968 4,461 1,573 4,623 2,731 3,302 876 . 3,110 1·1 
205 5,813 223 8,307 ISO 2,572 174 1,984 171 2,427 2·11 

521 85 543 652 14 17 85 2·12 
3,626 2,991 192 502 1,429 2,051 2,540 1,318 620 683 2·13 

483 109 109 1 511 220 1,073 163 980 69 2.2 
475 23 478 63 1,049 854 46 2·21 

21 1 2·22 
8 109 86 1 33 157 24 163 105 22 2·23 

171 ~7 8 2 188 98 2·3 
105 2 6 2 188 95 2·31 

66 15 2 3 2·30 

110 8 14 J2 402 13 25 fN 
9 10 104 13 14 2·41 

53 5 22 293 11 2·42 
10 4 5 lH3 
38 4 9 2·40 

777 184 397 63 40 2,337 1,626 636 150 2·6 
652 64 397 63 40 2,333 1,626 578 111 2·51 
125 120 4. 118 39 2•110 

3,393 625 717 191 1,526 359 5,912 1,262 S,874 541 2·6 
306 91 9 20 2•61 

3,023 517 712 183 1,526 359 5,783 1,242 3,847 541 2•62 
64 17 5 8 120 20 7 .2•63 

2,124 361 515 sr 1,231 200 4,670 36 495 2·7 

1,701 315 4.53 Ill 609 1 314 484 2·71 
9 9 30 29 39 8 2·72 

22 19 522 7 2•73 
4 18 5 20 1,949 17 2·74 

' 377 163 1_,841 9 2·75 
388 32 240 16 5 11 2·70 

4,061 956 822 101 732 558 234 84 6J3 45 1·8 
1,139 377 67 9 123 16 41 29 74 6 2·81 

552 34 51 9 51 27 344 2·83 
41 164 21 11 19 2·84 

2,881 415 170 47 358] 533 123 28 1111 39 2·86 

12 2·80 

304 151 74 7 255 68& 9i 406 1 1•9 
28 20 4 SHU 

276 1111 IH 3 255 688 92 316 1 !•112 

90 2·~0 
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Group 
Code 
No. 

{l) 

2·12 
2·13 

2·2 
2·21 
2·22 
2·23 

:l-3 
2·31 
2·80 

fl·4 
lJ-4.1 
2·4.2 
2·43 
2·40 

2·6 
Hil 
2·150 

2·~ 
2·61 
ll·62 
2·63 

ll-7 

2·71 
2·72 

2·73 
2·74 

2·76 
2·70 

2·8 
2·81 

2·83 
2·84 
2·86 

2·80 

Occupation 

( ~) 

Gf"aifiB ana puZse8 
Hand pounders of rice and other persons 

engaged in manual dehusking and flour 
grinding. 

Millers of cereals and pulses 
Grain parchers and makers of blended 

and prepared flour and other cereal and 
pulse preparations. 

v egetab!e ana dairy producu 
Vegetable oil pressers and refiners 
Manufacturers of hydrogenated oils 
Makers of butter, cheese, ghee and other 

dairy products. 
Sugar InawdriM .. 
Gur manufacture .. 
Other manufactures and refining of raw 

sugar, syrup and granulated or clarified 
sugar from sugarcane or from sugar 
beets. 

BeveragM ~- • • 
Brewers and distillers 
Toddy drawers 
Ice-manufacturers 
Manufacture of aerated and mineral watera 

and other beverages. · 
Tobacco 
Manufacture of bidis 
Manufacture of tobacco products (other 

than bidis) such as cigarettes, cigars, 
cheroots and snuff'. Stemming, redrying 
and other operations connected with 
preparing raw leaf tobacco for manu
facturing are also included. 

Oolton textiles .• 
Cotton ginning, cleaning and pressing 
Cotton spinning, sizing and weaving 
Cotton dyeing, bleaching, printing, pre-

paration and sponging. 
Wearing apparel (except footwear) and 

made-up textile goods. 
Tailors, milliners, dress makers and darners 
Manufacturers of hosiery, embroiderers, 

makers of crepe, lace and fringes, 
Fur dressers and dyers 
Hat-makers and makers of other articles 

of wear from textiles. 
Manufacture of house furnishing of textiles 
Makers of other made-up textile goods 

including umbrellas. 
Textile Industrie8 otherwise unclassified .. 
Jute pressing, baling, spinning and 

weaving. 
Silk reeling, spinning, twisting and weaving 
Hemp and flax spinning and weaving .. 
Manufacture of rope, twine, string and 

other related goods from cocoanut, 
aloes, straw, linseed and hair. 

All other -(including insufficiently des
cribed) textile industries, including 
artificial leather and cloth. 

Leather, leather produol8 and footwear •• 
Tanners and all other workers in leather 
Cobblers and all other makers and repairers 

of boots, shoes, sandles and clogs. 
Makers and repairers of all other leather 

products. 

APPENDIX m 

Agency Plains 
_____.A.--. ~ 

Males Females Males Femalea 

( 22) 

20 
14, 

20 
20 

4 
4 

20 
20 

132 

182 

14 

14 

8 

8 

9 

9 

( 28) 

75 
71 

4 

fl 
1 

1 

4 
4 

8 

8 

( 24) 

86~ 
1157 

85 
814 

9~0 
834 

21 
106 

94 
91 

3 

':1& 
li 
11 

~16 
ll158 

68 

S,741 
20 

3,7115 
7 

481 

4:70 

11 

lfl6 
74 

844 

107 

( ll15 ) 

8,036 
2,815G 

67Q 

6'1 
45 

1 
21 

14~ 
107 
zg 

688 

533 

87 

1 

1 

Koraput Dhenka.nal 
r--------..,. ,--~---

Males Females Males Femalat 

( 26) 

618 
21 

102 
102 

10 
10 

1 
1 

44 

" 

1,011 
10 

007 
4 

2~7 

262 

5 

469 

49 
4JO 

1'18 

178 

( 27) 

!80 
1M 

II 
112 

1'1 
g 

8 

8 
8 

4~9 

4.60 

( 28) 

304 

292 
245 

47 

120 
86 
34 

100 
26 
78 

1 

flf5 
225 

1,4'11 

1,471 

821 

148 

3 

175 

(Jf/8 
594. 

61 
38 
10 

'10 
16 
54 

( 2~ 

1,111 
n•· •... 

2J 
1 

22 

' 
2 

7 

7 

1 
1 

11 

10 

1 

'10 
4: 

1 
156 

9 

13 
7 
6 



DISTRICT INDICES OF NON·AGRL. OCCUPATIONS 463 . 

Keonjhar Phulbani Bolangir Sundargarh Kalahandi Mayurbhanj Group 
~ , .. 

' , A 
' Code 

Males Female• Malee Females l!ales Females Males Females Males Females Males Females No. 

( 30) ( 31) ( 82) ( 83) ( 34) (SIS) ( 86) ( 37) ( 38) ( 39) ( 40) ( 41) .' 1 ) 

180 Ilg 16~ 61J8 1,412 1,243 14& 411 '109 6'19 1'10 400 11-1 
6~ " 289 420 484 82 257 184 224 u 198.. loll 

4 291S 74 40 6 J.l2 
115 71S 168 279 988 759 361 184 230 881 SIS 197 ll-13 

1B'1 'I 191 68 4'11 1/Jl 66 13 147 IJ1 66 15 .. , 
1111 ' 177 IS 893 105 40 83 20 46 ' 2·21 

28 a 14 33 84 46 liS 
1·22 

13 64 41 20 11 ll·23 

4 17 10 'lfl 19 fl 11 2•3 
4 l7 10 34 IS 2 11 2·31 

38 14 2·80 

84 9 IJ8 B '13 2 u 8 s 1 2·4 
26 28 24: 2 2·41 
6 II 87 2 49- 17 8 8 1 2·42 
2 s 2 2 2·43 

ll 2·40 

107 65 68 3 66 12. flB ,3 '10 2·6 37 ISIS 33 ll SIS 12 22 3 70 2·61 70 25 1 .. 2·1SO 
- -:--··. 

'181 17'1 1,6'10 623 IJ,'/79 892 1,30/J 1811 1,30'1 111 1,8rl IJOI I·!Jl 25 T 170 84 48 17 69 891 19 2·111 786 170 1,88/S 239 6,786 871S 1,224 134 914 94 2,232 688 2·62 
liS 23 2 141 16 2·63 

116 41 246 20 18'1 7 10/J 14 92 88 148 t!J 2·7 
1111 15 289 20 1150 48 77 2 1911 6 2·71 10 21 aT 7 1 2·72 

6 8 2·73 
58 14 s 2-'74: 

12 ' 153 2•71S 6 8 28 43 20 2·70 
16'1 us 1,38& 136 '11 6/J 29 84 4,264 119 1,14/J 193 B·8 132 80 117 liS 45 16 16 1,328 " 2·81 

107 14: T47 193 11·83 
125 85 1,1211 186 26 20 29 18 2,928 171S 398 

2·84 
2·86 

.. 1 2·80 

168 14 Bll 1g 11J9 6 44 fl!J IJ4 18 B·l 2 211 IS 21 " 15 13 2·111 IIS8 22 181 12 169 IS 8 14 59 2·9ll 
21 2 liS 3 2·90 



4&1 lll'::L'WIX m 

I·IS HI 
Oroup ORIS d.&. On.. lnlaod DivilliOD Oriaaa CouW I>maioa 
Code Oeeapauon 
No. Pereooa Malee Femalee P8190011 lUlee Femalee Pereooa Malee Femalee 

(I) ( 2, (I) ,,, (&) (fS) ('I) ( 8) ( t) ( 10) ( 11) 

DLI. Prece~~lnc ••• Muutacture-Mttals, 11,410 11,111 1,113 13,711 11,141 1,117 7,111 7,011 Ill 
Cbtmlcall ••• Pn•uctl_tJitnol 

1·1 Morw.J~ of fMial produc:U, 01~ 16,915 14,3.19 1,5Z1 
-~~-

10,514 1,401 1,110 1,3~1 I,IIU 411 

1·01 Blacbmitlw and other workers iD iron 11,368 10,250 1,118 
and makers of implement& 

'7,6~5 8,833 822 1.714 MlT 29'1 

1·02 Workers iD copper, b~ and bell metal ,,562 ,,0'70 682 2,910 2,568 382 1,842 1,1522 120 
1·01 Workers iD other metals 65 2t 28 68 23 28 8 8 
H lrwt and.,_ (Borie mo~tu/Gdure) 1,450 1,114 33~ 

Manufacture of iron and steel, iDcluding 
1,096 1,'17& 111 355 33~ n 

aU proce- auch as amel~ and 
relining ; rolliug and drawing; and 

· alloying and the manufacture of 
oaat.ing8, forgings and other basic 
forma of ferrous metals. , .. Non-/M'f'f~W mdGU (BIUio monu/Gdure). 
!melting and refining, rolling, drawing 

8.15 139 II 123 11& I Jjj 121 1 

and alloying and the manufaoture of 
· oaating8, forgings, and other basic 

forms of nOD ferrous met.als. , · · 
1·1 f'l'orvporf equipmer&l •• 1,.1~0· 1,810 160 161 141 116 89! 168 130 
1·11 !Juilding and repairing of ships and boats 2U· 110 131 '7l 63 8 1'10 67 123 
1·12 :Manufaoture, -embly and repair of 928 921 '7 au 311 81T IHO 7 

railway equipment. motor vehicles 
· and bioyclea. 

( Railway fitters are iDcluded iD this 
group). 

291 279 u 180 a-s• Coach builders and makers of carriages. 188 12 111 111 
palJr.i, rickshaw, etc. and wheel wrights 

Ill .189 Ill 181 1·1 Etidricol machr:Mr"y, appal'attu, appli· 12~ 6 180 161 11 
GfiCU Gild IIUppltu. 

I·" :Manufaoture of electric wire and cable 68 68 '. 158 68 10 10 

•·•o :Manufaoture of electrical generating, 643 421 22 '73 CIS 6 170 3113 17 
transmission and distribution appara-
tus 1 electrical household appliances 
other than lights and fana ; electrical 
equipment for motor vehicles, aircraft 
and railway locomotives and cars ; 
communication equipment and related 
produota, iDcluding radios, phono· 
graphs, electric batteries, X-Ray and 
therapeutic apparatus ; electrouio 
tubee, eto. 

1·6 MachtMI'!/ (OIMI' I han eledricolmechiM~"y) asg 221 I 18 63 116 168 8 
iMiud,;ng EngiMM'ing WMklilop6, 
Engineering Workshops engaged iD 
producing machine and equipment 
parts. Moohanica unspecified. 

115 111 8 84 81 3 u Bcuto i~tdwerial chemr:cals,fmiliBit' and " II 
f'OtDit' alcllollol. 

118 us I 82 8i 84 81 s 1·82 Dyes, exploeives and fireworks 
1·1 Medacol a"d pharmaceutacol prepMafioM •• •• 11 11 83 3t ,., M anufaclun of cllemacol product. Ollllf'· 189 271 11 61 I'/ 131 211 11 

UltH uMiauijl.d. 
1 t 8 1 1.81 Manufaoture of perfumes, oosmetio and t 8 

other toile' preparations. · 
.. 

1·81 Soape and other washing and cleaning . 12'7 11'7 10 Ill 81 118 88 10 
compounds 

and laoquers and 12 12 12 11 1·81 Paints. vami.sbea 
polishes. 

It Jg 7 7 12 12 1·85 Matohee 
1·88 Candle 88 88 88 88 
1·87 Starch '' 28 29 12 12 '. 17 17 

1·80 Other chemical products .. 6 6 6 6 



DISTRICT INDICES OF NON·.A.GRL. OCCUPATIONS 465 

Cut tack Balasore Puri Sambalpur Ganjam Group 
~ ~ • -+ • Code 

Males Females Males· Females Males Females Males Females Males Females No. 

(12) ( 13) (H) ( 15) (16) (17) ( 18) (19) (20) ( 21) (1) 

2,292 568 605 33 1,788 2 2,640 311 2,392 4 Dn.3 

l,OGO 388 415 24 1,518 2 2,144 291 2,011 • 3·0 

742 277 179 18 1,112 1,247 45 1,443 3 3·01 

318 lli. 236 6 400 2 897 246 568 1 3•02-.. ' 6 - 3•03 
2G5 11 42 8 1 6 1'1 29 - l•l 

J. u 1 135 - 12 - .• •2 

401 130 59 46 814 2 262 3·3 
47 123 39 1 r'oo 3·31 

26'1. 7 46 38 188 262 3·32 

90 13 8 87 1 3·34 

271 17 5 84 6 1 a ~~ - 3·1 

5 5 
~ 

3•43 271 17 79 6 1 3 3·40 

78 8 8 23 13 61 3·6 

51 3 6 11 10 13 3·6 - -51 3 6 11 10 -
12 10 

13 3.62 
79 ... 10 3·'1 11 26 105 13 1 3·8 
6 1 2 - 3·81 

'13 10 12 10 1 3·82 

- - 3·83 
12 . 3 3·85 - 1:18 - 17 .- 3·86 

·- .... 3·87 ._. ..• .. . ... . . . . ' 3·80 

V9 



466 .AlT:&NDIX W 

Oroup ~ P1aiDa Koraput. Dhellkaoal 
000. Oeeup&tioD I 

..... • No. lialee l'emalee Malee Femalell lialee Females Malee Femalee 

(I) (!) (22) ( 23) ( 2t) ( 25) ( 26) ( 27) ( 28) ( 29) 

Da.S. Pnclalnc •• Maaafactii,._M•taJa. 
Cllllllicall Ud Prodacta UllrHI. 

II ' 1,330 3 1,171 1.311 1U 

1-G N-Jat:~ww oJ tMGl produa., CIIMtwiH 59 J 
wtda.eftjfc4. 

J,9SS I 1,40(1 1.103 100 

1·01 Blacbmit.he and other workerw in iroo 69 I 1,38! 2 1,14.0 683 13 
aod maken of implemeota. 

1·02 Workerw in copper, tna. and beD metal 568 1 260 U3 61 
1.03 Worbn in other metaJ. 7 28 

~ 1·1 li"'ft aftd .,.Z (BoUie ma"u/Gdure) l .. 28 403 168 
Kaoufacture of iron aod steel. including 

all proceeeee ncb aa smelting aod 
refining; rolling aod drawing; and 
alloying aod ~ mBDufactuf(t of 
081Riugs, forgings aod other basio 
forma of ferrous metal& 

1·1 N0t1/.,.,_ IMIOZ. (Baric manu/Gdur8). IS 
Smelting aod refining, rolling, drawing 
and alloying aod the mBDufacture of 
C&BtingB, forgings, aod other basic forma 
of non-ferrous metal& 

1·1 !l'ronqorl equi pntefll •• ... 2611 . . . 11 25 
1·31 Building aod repairing of ships aod boats . 
1·32 1\IBDufacture, aasembly aod repair of 262 11 2~ 

railway equipment, motor vehicles 
and bicyolea. 
(Railway fitters are iaoluded in tbia 

group). 
1·36 Coaob builders aod makers of carriages. 1 

palk.i. rickshaw, etc. aod wheel wrighta , .. EkclricaJ machimf'y, opparotu/1, oppli- J 36 
GfiCU o"d .uppliu 

H3 Manufacture of electric wire and oable 36 
l·tO Manufacture of electrical generating, 3 J, .. 

tranamission and distribution appara- • . 
tWI ; electrical household applianoea 
other thao lighta and fans ; eleotrioal 
equipment for motor vehicles, aircraft 
aod railway locomotives and oars ; 
oommunioation equipment and related 
products, including radios, phono-
graphs, electric batteries, X-Ray and 
therapeutic appar4tua, electronic 
tubes, eto. 

I·S M ochiMry (oilier lhon electrical mec:hiMry) I 49 20 12 
ir&Cluding Engineering Work811op8. 
Engineering W orkahopa engaged in 
producing maohine and equipment 
parts, Mechanics uu~eoified. 

6 u BC~Mc indwenal chemic , Jmiluer ond 13 2 
JlOtHr olchohol. 

ti 3·62 Dyee. explosives and fireworks 13 2 
1·1 M edicaJ and pharmoceulicaJ preparolioM 10 1 
1·8 Monufoclura of chemical product. o&her· .. 1 3 IS 

toiH ur&Cla.6iM4. 
3.81. Manufacture of perfumes. cosmetic and 

other toilet.J:reparationa. 
11 3·82 Soaps and o er washing and cleaning 1 

oompounda. 
lacquers aod 1·83 Paillta. varniahea and 

1·85 
polishes, 

Matohee 4 
1·88 Candle 
1·87 Starch .. - 3 
1·80 Other chemical produota .. .. 



Keonjhar • 'Va.Ics 

30) 

803 

788 

751 

34 
3 
2 

18 
'1 

' 6 

" 
Females 

( 31) 

1 

1 

DISTRICT 

Phulbani 
r-------'------.. 
Ma.Ies 

( 32) 

723 

695 

557 

138 

1 

1 

5 

.. 
5 

Females 

( 33) 

INDICES OF NON-AGBL. OCCUPATIONS 

Bolangir Sundargarh Kalahandi 
,...----.-"'--
Males 

( 34) 

1,189 

552 

370 

182 

466 

71 

44 

43 

10 

2 

2 
6 

15 

9 

6 

Females 

( 35) 

110 

89 

62 

27 

20 

1 

Males 

( 36t 

1,188 

692 

675 

17 

3'19 

.. 
68 
7 
6 

55 

31 

31 

4 

4 
5 
9 

9 

Fema.Ies 

( 3'l) 

141 

62 

61 

I 

83 

1 
1 

~ 
Males 

( 38) 

-641 

441 

193 
13 
8 

'I 

15 
10 

r· v 

9 

9 

1 

1 

Fema.les 

( 39) 

174 

244 

217 

27 

11 

15 
6 

9 

4 

4 

467 

M.ayorbhanj Group 
~Code 
Males 

( 40) 

1,745 

1,324 

910 

414 

346 

s 

51 

32 

19 

8 

8 

I 

6 

6 

l!'ema.les 

( 41) 

809 

423 

~3 

185 

-
1 --
1 

No. 

, 1) 

Dn.3 

8·0 

3·01 

3·02 
3·03 
3·1 

a. a 
3·31 
3·32 

3·5 

3·6 

3·62 
8·1 
3·8 

3·81 

3·82 

3·83 

3•85 
3•86 
3•8'7 
3·80 
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Group 
Code 

Number 

( 1 ) 

Occupation 

( 2) 

APPENDIX m 

Persons 

( 3) 

3·33 5·11 
ORISSA Orissa Inland Division Orissa Coastal Division 

.-------~------~r.--------~~----~ 
Males Females Persons Males Females Persons Males FemalEI 

( 4) ( 5) ( 6) ( 7) ( 8) ( 9) (10) (11 

Division 4. Processing and Manufacture-Not else- 71,376 59,345 12,031 32,920 27,176 5,744 38,456 32,169 6,281 

4•05 

4·06 

4·09 
4·00 

4·2 

4·3 

4·4 
4·41 
4·43 

4·44 
4·40 

4·5 
4·6 

4·61 
4·62 
4·64 
4·60 

4·8 

4·9 
4·91 
4·92 

_lvision 
6·0 

IH 
5·11 
5·12 
5·13 
5•10 

where specified. 
Manufacturing industries otherwise un

classified. 
Photographic and optical goods 
Repair and manufacture of watches and 

clocks. 
Workers in precious stones, precious 

metals and makers of jewellery and 
ornaments. 

Manufacture of musical instruments and 
appliances. 

Stationery articles other than paper 
and paper products. 

Toy makers 
Other miscellaneous manufacturing 

industries, including bone, ivory, horn, 
shell, etc. 

·Bricks, tiles and other structural clay 
products. 

Structural clay products such as bricks 
tiles, etc. 

Cement--Cement pipes and other cement 
products. 

Manufacture of cement, cement pipes and 
cement concrete products. 

Non-metallic mineral products 
Potters and makers of earthen ware .. 
Glass bangles, glass beads, glass neck-

laces, etc. 
Makers of other glass and crystal ware .. 
Makers of other miscellaneous non-metallic 

mineral products and lime burners. 
Rubber products .. 
Wood and wood products other than 

furniture and fixtures. 
Sawyers 
Carpenters, turners and joiners 
Basket makers 
Other industries of woody meterial, 

including leaves, but not including 
furniture or fixtures. 

Furniture and fixtures 
Manufacture of household, office, public 

building, professional and restaurant 
furniture ; office and store fixtures, 
screens, shades, etc., regardless of 
material used. 

Paper and paper products 
Manufacture of paper and paper board 

and articles of pulp, paper and paper 
board. 

Printing and allied industries 
Printers, lithographers, and engravers 
Book binders and stitchers .. 

6. Construction and Utilities 
Construction and maintenance of works-

otherwise unclassified. 
Construction and maintenance-buildings 
Masons and bricklayers 
Stone-cutters and dressers 
Painters and decorators of house 
Other persons engaged in the construction 

or maintenance of buildings other than 
buildings made of bamboo or similar 
materials. 

t3,2S9 

21 
258 

8,836 

1,014 

176 

1,139 
1,845 

12,009 

21 
258 

8,644 

864 

128 

635 
1,459 

2,17'/ 1,920 

59 

16,7 59 
15,589 

350 

657 
163 

6 
35,909 

2,244 
15,444 
16,285 

1,936 

1,547 

1,088 

542 
63 

479 

35,754 
6,925 

12,555 
1,679 
1,570 

142 
9,164 

50 

14,153 
13,079 

308 

639 
127 

6 
28,644 

2,240 
15,338 
10,197 

869 

1,177 

887 

499 
63 

436 

27,529 
5,972 

9,897 
1.679 
1;497 

12:! 
6,599 

1,280 

192 

150 

48 

504 
386 

257 

9 

2,606 
2,510 

42 

18 
36 

7,265 

4 
106 

6,088 
1,067 

370 

201 

43 

43 

8,225 
953 

2,658 

73 
20 

2,565 

5,275 

11 
118 

3,407 

493 

715 
531 

909 

59 

7,044 
6,680 

206 

19 
139 

17,854 

1,161 
5,009 

10,586 
1,098 

600 

1,085 

94 
20 
74 

14,408 
3,211 

3,000 
568 
537 
129 

1,766 

4,789 

11 
118 

3,336 

413 

512 
399 

769 

50 

6,095 
5,785 

188 

19 
103 

13,941 

1,157 
5,008 
7,187 

589 

570 

884 

78 
20 
58 

10,600 
2,710 

2,073 
568 
489 
109 
907 

486 

71 

80 

203 
132 

140 

9 

949 
895 

18 

36 

3,913 

4 
1 

3,399 
509 

30 

201 

16 

16 

3,808 
501 

927 

48 
20 

869 

8,014 

10 
140 

5,429 

521 

176 

424 
1,314 

1,268 

9,715 
8,909 

144 

638 
24 

6 
18,055 

1,083 
10,435 
5,699 

838 

947 

3 

448 
43 

405 

21,346 
3,714 

9,555 
1,111 
1,033 

13 
7,398 

7,220 

10 
140 

5,308 

451 

128 

123 
1,060 

1,151 

8,058 
7,294 

120 

620 
24 

6 
14,703 

1,083 
10,330 
3,010 

280 

607 

3 

421 
43 

378 

16,92!1 
3,262 

7,824 
1,111 
1,008 

13 
5,692 

7 

121 

" 
301 
2M 

11'1 

1,65ll 
1,611 

u 
1& 
.. I 

3,35t 

10$ 
2,6~ 

558 

341 

27 

2'1 

4,411 
452 

1,73J 

2i 

1,70t 



DISTRICT INDICES OF NON-AGRL. OCCUPATIONS 469 

Cut tack Balasore Puri Sambalpur Ganjam Group 
r-- _.... 

' 
, .. 

' Code 
Jllo.les Females J';lales Females Jllales Females Males Females Males Females Number 

(12) ( 13) ( 14) ( 15) ( 16) ( 17) ( 18) ( 19) ( 20) ( 21) ·(1! 

13,322 3,035 2,123 400 8,640 1,455 6,993 1,688 8,328 1,443 Division 4 

2,891 428 488 191 2,681 155 1,268 114 1,196 23 4·0 . 
3 .. 6 7 4·02 

97 1 38 .2 4 4·03 

1,662 452 79 2,086 33 950 25 1,144: 12 4·04: 

155 34 7 4: 276 ;l2 162 27 13 4·05 

128 48 .. 4·06 

70 213 5 66 20 11 35 21 28 11 4·09 
776 133 23 42 261 79 113 41 4·00 

276 79 34 26 406 12 82 61 442 '4·1 

. 4·3 

4,096 1,210 699 66 1,697 5 1,090 164 1,836 389 4·4 
3,429 1,177 531 57 1,572 5 994: 160 1,831 389 4·41 

72 15 44 9 96 4 4 4·43 

595 18 25 4·44 
24 4·40 

6 4·6 
6,253 990 961 117 3,802 1,266 3,369 1,168 4,817 1,009 4,6 

348 190 .. 252 136 298 4·61 
4,684 73 384 11 2,127 1,355 3,143 21 4·62 

170 661 288 88 1,324: 1,106 1,715 1,098 1,339 845 4·64 
51 256 99 18 99 160 163 60 37 143 4·60 

448 318 38 99 299 2 22 22 1/1 

1 2 884 199 4·8 

351 10 3 63 17 1 .. 14 4·9 29 3 10 1 4·91 
322 10 43 17 I 13 . 4:·92 

4,235 1,797 1,292 76 7,915 1,299 3,073 1,589 3,675 1,315 Divn.S 
1,058 167 52 2,001 244 658 65 164 55 6·0 

1,14'1 1,09'1 669 16 4,3'15 475 . "120 596 1,764 155 6·1 102 174: 233 44 617 5·11 88 28 466 54: 474 25 5·12 13 5·13 9-U 1,097 467 15 3,676 475 22 595 663 130 5·10 



470 

Group 
~Code 

Number 

~( 1 ) 

Occupation 

( 2) 

Division 4. Processing and Manufacture-Not else
where specified. 

4•0 

4·02 
4·03 

4·04 

4.05 

4·06 

4·09 
4·00 

4·4 
4·41 
4·43 

4·44 
4·40 

4·5 
4·6 

4·61 
4·62 
4·64 
4·60 

4·8 

4·9 
4·91 
4·92 

Manufacturing industries otherwise un
classified. 

Photographic and optical goods 
Repair and manufacture of watches and 

clocks. 
Workers in precious stones, precious 

metals and makers of jewellery and 
ornaments. 

Manufacture of musical instruments 
and appliances. 

Stationery articles other than paper and 
paper products. 

Toy makers 
Other miscellaneous manufacturing 

industries, including bone, ivory, 
horn, shell, etc. 

Bricks, tiles and other structural clay 
products. 

Structural clay products such as bricks, 
tiles, etc. 

Cement--Cement pipes and other cement 
products. 

Manufacture of cement, cement pipes and 
cement concrete products. 

Non-metallic mineral products 
Potters and makers of earthen ware 
Glass bangles, glass beads, glass neck

laces, etc. 
Makers of other glass and crystal ware .. 
Makers of other miscellaneous non-metallic 

mineral products 
Robber products .. 
Wood and wood products other than 

furniture and fixtures. 
Sawyers 
Carpenters, turners and joiners 
Basket makers . . . . 
Other industries of woody material, 

including leaves, but not including 
furniture or fixtures. 

Furniture and fixtures 
Manufacture of household, office, public 

building, professional and restaurant 
furniture ; office and store fixtures, 
screens, shades etc., regardless of 
material used. 

Paper and paper products 
Manufacture of paper and paper board 

and articles of pulp, paper and paper 
board. 

Printing and allied industries 
Printers, lithographers, and engravers 
Book binders and stitchers .. 

Divisioi'l 5. Construction and Utilities .. 
5·0 Construction and maintenance of works-

otherwise unclassified 
5·1 Construction and maintenance--buildings 
5·11 Masons and bricklayers 
5·12 Stone-cutters and dressers 
5·13 Painters and decorators of house 
5·10 Other persons engaged in the construction 

or maintenance of buildings other than 
buildings made of bamboo or similar 
mete rials. 

APPENDIX ITI 

Agency Plains Koraput Dhenkanal 
r·----A---...,. ,. ___ .A.. ____ ~-,,-.A. __ , 

Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females 

( 22) 

242 

36 

36 

7 

69 
69 

130 

5 
8 

111 
6 

188 
13 

121 
15 
48 

58 

( 23 ) ( 24 ) 

46 

3 

3 

13 
13 

30 

11 
19 

70 
4 

11 

11 

8,084 

1,160 

7 
4 

1,108 

13 

28 

435 

1,766 
1,762 

4 

4,687 

293 
3,135 
1,228 

31 

22 

14 
1 

13 

3,487 
151 

1,633 
602 
426 

605 

( 25) 

1,397 

20 

9 

11 

376 
376 

979 

21 
834 
124 

22 

1,245 
51 

144 

25 

119 

( 26) 

2,497 

480 

19 

323 

14 

120 
4 

44 

613 
613 

1,209 

21 
416 
761 

11 

138 

13 
1 

12 

1,153 
130 

528 
251 
58 

219 

( 27 ) ( 28 ) 

416 

77 

7 

1 

68 
1 

162 
162 

177 

173 
4 

215 

113 

113 

3,258 

469 

3 
24 

275 

91 

8 
68 

35 

812 
777 

3 

32 

1,885 

63 
380 

1,153 
289 

7 

50 
15 
35 

672 
86 

55 
38 

5 

12 

( 29) 

559 

65 

11 

30 
24 

2 

44 
44 

448 

I 
365 

82 

228 

4 



DISTRICT INDICES OF NON-A.GRL. occur ATIONS 471 

Keonjhar Phulbani Bolangir Sundargarh Kalahandi Mayurbhanj Group 
Jo. • I ... , r--_.. , Code 

Males Females Males Females Hales Femnles Males Females Males Females Males Females Number 

( 30) ( 31 ) ( 32) ( 33) ( 34) ( 35) ( 36) ( 37) ( 38) ( 39) ( 40) ( 41) ( 1 ) 

2,608 305 1,781 301 3,600 424 1,723 294 1,108 613 3,368 1,098 Divn. 4 

551 20 347 1,103 26 85 32 130 96 320 63 1·0 

2 .. 4·02 
2 46 8 4 13 4·03 

286 267 846 3 54 3 77 5 222 u. 4·04 

7 28 12 11 14 2 85 39 4·05 

4·06 

162 20 23 145 21 4 19 39 ... 4·09 
96 27 66 2 11 14 14 50 4·00 

9& 17 15 7 248 23 64 11 156 8 22 21 1·2 

36 9 14 4·3 

330 533 834 140 530 95 369 146 916 185 4·4 
327 531 750 126 530 95 298 110 896 185 4•41 

3 2 84 14 4•43 

19 4·44. 
71 36 4·40 

1.•6 
1,631 268 886 294 1,409 231 919 120 407 349 2,096 838 1.·6 

217 4 98 85 82 76 374 4·61 
370 409 565 585 184 736 4·62 

1,044 264 379 294 759 231 229 107 147 331 889 525 4·64 
23 13· 18 97 313 '·60 

89 27 30 'I 1 4·7 

2 4·8 

6 2 2 14 6 4·9 
2 2 4·91 
4 2 2 14 4 4•92 . 

337 177 1,124 380 996 246 728 174 1,229 440 1,100 289 Divn.5 
62 31 289 ?'2 375 66 299 13 410 134 498' 126 5•0 

62 43 604 26 85 2 1/8 19 254 93 156 21 6·1 
3 53 41 . 20 40 63 5·11 25 21 196 26 2 14 51 25 12 5·12 13 7 23 18 24 1 31 12 j;.}3 

21 15 332 26 54 19 139 67 50 9 5-10 



472 

Group 
Code 
No. 

( 1) 

Occupation 

{2) 

APPENDIX Ill 

3·33 . 5·11 
ORISSA Orissa Inland Division Orissa Coast.al Division 

"""' Persons Males Females Persons Males Females Persons Males Femaleu 

{ 3) { 4 ) ( 5 ) ( 6) ( 7 ) ( 8 ) [9) ( 10 ) ' ( 11 ) 

6•2 Construction and maintenance-Roads, 4,200 3,903 297 2,433 2,262 171 1,767 1,641 126 
bridges and other transport works. 

6·3 Oonatruction and .maintenance-Telegraph 478 478 282 282 196 196 
and telephons linea. 

6·4 Oonatruction and maintenance operations- 4,123 2,659 1,464 2,530 1,468 1,062 1,593 1,191 402 
Irrigation and other agricultural works. 

6·6 Works and services-Electric power and gas 347 343 4 172 172 176 171 4 
supply. 

5·51 Electric supply 347 343 4 172 172 175 171 4 
6·6 Works and SenJice-Domeatio and indua- 360 274 86 176 112 (]3 186 162 23 

trial water.aupply. 
6•7 SanitarY works and services-Including 6,766 4,003 2,763 2,605 1,521 1,084 4,161 2,482 1,679 

scavengers. 

DIYision 8. Commerce 

6·0 
6·01 

6•02 
6·03 
6·00 

6·1 

6·11 

6•12 

6·13 
6•14 

6·15 
6·2 
6·21 
6·20 

6·3 

Retail trade otherwise unclassified 
Hawkers and street-venders otherwise un-

classified. . 
Dealers in drugs and other chemical stores 
Publishers, booksellers and stationers 
General storekeepers, shopkeepers and 

persons employed in shops otherwise 
unclassified. 

Retail trade in foodstuffs (including beverages 
and narcotics). 

Retail dealers in grain and pulses ; sweet
meats, sugar and spices, dairy products, 
eggs and poultry ; animals for food ; 
fodder for animals ; other foodstuffs, 
vegetables and fruits. 

Venders of wine, liquors, aerated water 
and ice in shops. 

Retail dealers in tobacco, opium and ganja 
Hawkers and street-venders of drink and 

foodstuffs. 
Retail dealers in pan, bidis and cigarettes 
Retail trade in fuel (including petrol) 
Petroleum distributors 
Retail dealers (including hawkers and 

street-venders) in firewood charcoal, coal, 
cow dung and all other fuel except 
petroleum. 

Retail trade in te:ctile and leather goods 
Retail trade (including hawkers and street 

venders) in piece goods, woll, cotton, 
silk, hair, wearing apparel, made-up 
textile goods, skin, leather, furs, 
feathers, etc. 

Wholesale trade in foodstuffs. 
Wholesale dealers in grains and pulses, 

sweetmeats, sugar and spices dairy 
products, eggs and poultry animal for 
food, fodder for animals, other food
stuffs, wholesale dealer in tobacco, 
opium and ganja. 

Wholedale trade in commodities other than 
foodstuffs 

Real Estate 
House and estate agents and rent collector 

except agricultural land. 
Insurance 

Insurance carrl.ers and all kinds of 
insurance agents and other persons 
connected with nsurance business. 

138,539 104,694 33,845 47,035 36,373 10,662 91,504 68,321 23,183 

43,186 
6,248 

756 
3,523 

32,659 

53,317 

38,939 

1,004 

1,158 
• 4,098 

8,ll8 
14,355 

454 
13,901 

7,24.9 

6,159 

9,686 

352 

67 

32,791 
3,536 

748 
3,163 

25,344 

40,162 

28,510 

978 

1,114 
2,873 

6,687 
8,154 

449 
7,705 

6,757 

4,334 

8,447 

236 

62 

10,395 
2,712 

8 
360 

7,315 

13,155 

10,429 

26 

44 
1,225 

1,431 
6,201 

5 
6,196 

492 

1,825 

1,239 

116 

5 

16,218 
2,499 

317 
1,476 

11,926 

17,180 

12,066 

402 

604 
827 

3,281 
3,859 

92 
3,767 

3,113 

2,304 

,3,655 

122 

10 

13,079 
1,528 

312 
1,384 
9,855 

12,790 

8,671 

389 

573 
612 

2,545 
2,684 

87 
2,597 

2,913 

1,252 

3,117 

71 

10 

3,139 
971 

5 
92 

2,071 

4,390 

3,395 

13 

31 
215 

736 
1,175 

5 
1,170 

200 

1,052 

638 

51 

26,968 
3,749 

439 
2,047 

20,733 

36,137 

26,873 

602 

554 
3,271 

4,837 
10,496 

362 
10,134 

4,136 

3,855 

6,031 

230 

57 

19,712 
2,008 

436 
1,779 

15,489 

27,372 

19,839 

589 

541 
2,261 

4,142 
5,470 

362 
5,108 

3,844 

3,082 

5,330 

165 

52 

7,256 
1,741 

3 
268 

5,244 

8,765 

7,034 

13 

13 
1,010 

695 
5,026 

! • 
5,026 

292 

70:t 

65 



DISTRICT L'\DICES OF NO~ -.A.GRL. OCCUP .A.TIOXS 473 

Cult a!'!: Balasore Puri Sambalpur Ganjam Gr-oup 
,-----------------. ~ ~ Code 

:'lbl~s Females ::Hales Females Males Females Males Females ~I ales Femnl"l9 Nr, 

( 12) ( 13 ) ( 14) ( 15) ( 16 ) ( 17) f!8) ( 19) ( 20) ( 21 ) ( 1 ) 

'92 12(j 162 254 918 27 636 5·2 

108 14 25 36 49 6·3 

435 12(1 242 36 196 58 872 497 313 216 6·4 

65 4 17 56 48 13 5·5 

8.5 4 17 56 48 13 .. 5·51 
77 6 25 6 36 4 41 30 24 ~- 5·6 

713 287 111 19 972 518 480 375 722 &82 5·7 

23,447 8,807 5,875 1,587 16,913 4,124 6,621 2,931 24,662 9,056 Division.& 

5,257 1,915 2,057 437 3,980 1,243 2,513 690 9,112 3,85.1 6·0 
948 866 233 216 515 568 150 221 343 13:l 6·01 

47 168 86 74 135 3 6·02 
234 242 55 904 140· 419 22 399 73 6·03 

4,028 1,049 1,414 166 2,475 535 1,870 447 8,295 3,644 6·00 

8,516 4,061 2,594 792 7,858 1,356 2,224 883 8,952 2,647 6·1 

6,072 3,349 2,041 702 6,173 881 1,312 596 7,021 2,184 6·11 

27 92 5 154 90 316 8 6.12 

171 19 176 218 18 175 13 6·13 
1,451 530 29 437 329 120 36 367 165 6·14 

1,7[)5 182 413 85 918 146 484 233 1,083 287 6·15 
1,582 1,379 81 85 971 1,339 236 152 3,526 2,331 6·2 

341 2 5 13 14 6·21 
1,:.!41 1,379 79 95 966 1,339 223 152 3,512 2,331 6·20· 

' 1,716 155 280 19 863 570 94 1,170 118 6·3 

1,187 521 222 160 1,265 56 371 626 36 

2,0G6 610 61 1,786 116 570 282 1,112 fJ2 ·; .. ) 

50 1 15 31 35 32 1 ·6 

13 12 4 26 



474 Al'PE~'"DlX nt 

Oroap Ageocy Plaina Koraput Dhenhnal 
C.ode Oceupat.ioa ' ""' ' No. :ualee Females :uales Femalee :ualee Femalee :ualee Fem~ 

(I) (J) ( 22) ( 23) ( 2') (25) ( 26) ( 27) ( 28) ( 29) 

1·1 CO!Uhdiotl oA4 MGtftleftGRCe-Boad.t. ~ 6JJ. us 16 
6ridgu oA4 cder huport -b 

1·1 CoMrWtiotl oA4 WIGt~Teltgrupl 49 lS 63 
oA4 kUplttme lirlu. 

1·1 CO!Iftnlc:liotl attd --~-~ lS 28 298 188 1.l 66 122 66 
Wrigali<m aM otlter ogricullural-b. 

1·1 Worb attd ~El«:lric povw attd '" lJ 2s 28 
.upplr. 

6·151 Electric wpply • • • • 13 25 28 
1·1 Worb attd S""""'-Domulic attd ittdu- 24 'I 20 • ' rial waler...upplg. 
1·'1 BattilMy -b attd ~Inclading 86 2'1 686 85S 21'1 . 46 2J9 lSI 

IC&vengen. 

Dlwlslol L Commerce 1,571 391 22,081 1,685 1,434 908 3,531 1,151 

1·0 Rwil trotk oeltenoNe uf&Clauijied 164 192 8,418 3,661 1,951 218 l,J27 198 
6·01 Hawken and street. venders otherwise UD• 31 42 312 91 34 5 25 27 

claaified. 
6·02 Dealers in drugs and other chemical stcree 135 3 18 44 
6·03 Publisher~~. booksellers and atationera 399 73 102 357 28 
6·00 General atorekeepera, ebopkeepera and 723 150 7,572 3,494 1,797 213 901 143 

peraona employed in ebope otherwise 
unolBIIIiBed. 

l·l Re~aillrcuk ittJootUiv.lf• (includ'ng beveragu 
attd taarCOCiu). 

648 ·91 8,404 2,666 1,247 235 1,069 644 

6·11 Ret.ail dealera in grain and pulsee ; eweet- 468 82 6,553 2,102 1,015 199 723 606 
meate, eugar and epicee, dairy products. 
egge and poultry ; animals for food ; 
fodder for animale ; other foodstuffs. 
vegetables and fruit&. 

109 ' 6·U Vendera of wine, liquore, aerated water 316 8 50 
and ice in ehope. 

3 24 1 8·13 Ret.ail dealers in tobacco, opium and ganja 175 13 80 
6·16 Hawken and atreet-vendera of drink and 13 ' 344: 151 3 

foodstuffs. 
8·11 Retail dealera in pan, bidia and cigarette& 87 5 1,016 282 102 33 210 34 
tJ-1 Rwil rcuk itt fuel (tnczudang pelrol) 690 lOB 2,836 2,223 1,257 447 65 194 
8·21 Petroleum diatributora .. 11 1 
8·20 Retail dealers (including hawkers and 

atreet.-vendera) in fire wood charcoal, coal, 
690 108 2,822 2,223 1,246 44:7 64 194 

oow dung and all other fuel except. 
petroleum. ,., Rwillrotk itt u:ni14 ottd kalher good/1 , 

192 lJ :Ret.ail trade (including hawkers and street.- 215 95S 118 659 
vendera) in piece goods, wool, cotton, 
Bilk, hair, wearing apparel, made-up 
textile goode, Bkin, leather, furs, fea-
tbera. etc. ,., W lolualllrotk itt Jootklu.f!• 

120 111 Wboleea'e dealera in grains and pulsee, liB 408 36 122 
eweetmeata, eugar and epioee dairy 
f.roduota, eggs and poultry animal for 
ood. fodder for animals, other food· 

etufl"s, wholeeale dealer in tobacco, 

, .. opium and !f.anja. 
W ltoluall Ira til commoditiu other IAOII 244 868 52 236 ' 127 84 

Joodm4Jf• , .. Real Ellai4J 
7 2 Bouse and estate a~tente and rent. colleo- 1 

tora except. agricultural land. 
6·1 Iuuro-

Inauran.oe oarriara and all kinds of 1 2S 1 
inauraace agenta and other persona oon-
neot.ed wiUl insurance busine81. 



DISTRICT INDICES OF NON ·AGRL. OCClJ'l' ATIONS 475 

Keonjhar Phulbani Bolangir Sundargarb Kalahandi Mayurbhanj Group 
4- ------, ~Code· 

Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females No. 

( 30) ( 31 ) ( 32) ( 33) ( 34) ( 35) ( 36) ( 37) . ( 38) ( 39) ( 40) ( 41) ( 1 ) 

51 114 48 288 32 219 2'1 23% 216 3'1 5·S 

14 13 36 11 52 43 5·~ 

96 85 56 '13 '12 38 34 51 85 110 43 58 5·4 

6 3 18 2'1 1 10 5·5 

6 3 18 27 7 10 .. 5·51 
3 6 6 8 10 8 13 5 15 4 5·6 

53 12 45 161 116 110 40 56 1'16 98 119 43 5·1 

1,443 337 4,362 899 3,826 1,418 1,943 498 3,639 1,442 2,993 687 Divn.a 

61'1 131 ,1,236 250 1,13'1 498 868 113 1,401 519 '1,2'15 330 6·0 
337 120 43 58 662 316 38 44: 117. 69 69 91 6·01 

105 5 8 14: 23 26 6·02 
104 38 12 29 17 -114: 11 108 2 113 6·03 
71 6 1,147 180 446 165 702 58 1,153 448 1,045 261 6·00 

501 145 2,356 602 1,434 '128 823 24'1 1,593 661: 995 251 6·1 

395 129 1,570 464 1,276 678 594: 167 808 388 510 187 6·11 

14 23 7 17 64: 3 15 6 6·12 

21 7 120 14 48 19 2 29 6·13 
415 125 8 42, 53 8 6·14: 

71 9 228 13 137 50 156 38 702 271 388 50 6·15 
'13 61 102 '46 80 4'1 23 15 85 95 '13 10 6·2 

7 - 24 5 31 .. 6·21 
73 61 102 46 73 47 23 15 61 90 42 10 6·20 

166 281 1 f62 28 12'1 5 281 3'1 260 21' 6·8 

13 179 21 2'1 18 46 . 100 91 160 

31 205 '146 83 81 32 103 25 1'12 26 ·. 6·6 

1 2 19 10 6 9 6·6 

9 6·1 



4'16 .APPE!(DIX ttl 

Oroup 
3·33 l·ll 

ORISSA Orissa Inland Division Orissa Coa.N.1 DivW<. 
Code Oceupel.ion 

%\amber Peraona Malee Females Peraona Malee F emalee Pei"!!Ins Malee Fc.>malee 

(I) ( 2) (S) (f) (6) ( 8) ( 7) ( 8) ( 9) ( 10) ( 11) 

••• JIOMrkftdang, 6aAiing oltd «A. finaMial 1,168 3,751 411 571 4S7 111 J,S9l 3,291 JOfJ 6uiMM. 
omoer., empla,-- ol joint sWc:k banks 

and co-operative baoka, IDllllima, agen&e 
or emplo~ of iDdigeoona banking 
finna, individual money lcndel'!l, a;. 
cbaoger11 and ezcbange agents, money 
cbaoger8 and broken~ and their agents. 

D!IL 7. Trauport, 8tora&t an• Communicationt • • 15,900 24,501 1,392 9,410 9,037 373 11,490 15,471 1,019 
1•1J 'l'ronq&rl ollll commtmicolioM «'-iMI 1113 861 48 643 621 22 269 243 26 

u~d ond incidenlal•ervicu. 
H TroMpOrt by rood 

Otrnen, manage.-. and employees con• 8,851 8,420 431 J,052 2,974 78 6,799 S,4l6 3JJ 
nected witb mechanically driven and 
other vehicles (excluding domeetio 
aervant) pelki, etc., bt>arel'!l and ownars, 
tack elephant, camel, mule, 818 and 

ullock owners and driven, porter& and 
~ngers, persona engaged in road 
transport not otherwise classified inolud-
ing freight trauapon by road, the opera-
tion of fixed facilitif'41 for road transport 
aucb aa toll roads, highway bridges, 
terminals and parking facilities. ,., Tron.pori by wotM 

Owners and employees, offioera, marinel'll, 2,690 2,438 152 659 621 38 1,931 1,817 114 
etc., of ship plying on the high aeas. 
ships and boats plying on inland and 
C068tal waters, persons employed in 
harboUI'II, docks, rivel'!l and canals, 
including pilota, ship brokers. 

N Tronapore by Air 
Pei'IIODI concerned with air fields and 39 39 6 34 34 

aircref'ta other tban conatruction of 
airfields and air porta. 

1·1 Roilwoy tronaporC 
Railway employees of all kinde exceept j,948 9,338 610 3,426 3,279 14'1 6,522 6,059 463 

tboee employed in manufacture, 
&~~embly or repair of railway equip. 
ment and those employed on-construe· 
tion work& 

Hl Railway employees of all kinde except 6,861 6,261 600 2,412 2,266 146 4,449 3,995 454 
thoee employed on conatruction work. 

3,163 3,153 7·U Railway porters •• 10 1,090 1,089 1 2,073 2,064 9 ,., Bklrage and warehowing 
The operation of storage faoihties such 848 704 144 664 ~'16 88 284 228 66 

aa warehouse, cold storage, Bale depo-
aita when such storage ia offered as an 
independent service. 

2,332 2,330 B ·'1·6 Polllol •enricu 884 884 1,448 1,446 2 
1·'1 Teltgroph Benricu 73 '13 18 18 65 65 
'foB TekphoM Bert1icu lSI 146 6 71 71 80 75 6 
7·g lfirelu• 8ert1icu 166 156 88 88 68 68 

Ditlaiol L Health, Education and Public Ad minis· 69,909 65,458 4,451 24,552 23,667 885 35,357 31,791 3,588 
tratlon 

H Medieol ond olher lieallh Hrllicu 6,96'1 6,864 1,093 2,649 2,343 306 ~.308 3,.521 '18'1 
8-11 Ro~tiBt.ered medical praotitionel'll •• 1,421 1.418 3 655 654 1 766 764 2 
8·11 V aida, Hakima and other persona practising 1,958 1,953 6 836 836 1,122 1,117 6 

medicine withou' being registered. 
10 10 ' ' 6 6 8·13 Dentists 

8·16 Midwives 389 389 140 140 249 249 
815 Vaccinators 220 I 220 94 94 126 126 
8"16 Compounders 1,160 1,160 368 368 792 792 
8-17 No..- 555 24 531 124 9 115 431 15 4 
8·18 Veterinary Servioea 76 76 36 36 40 40 



Cnttack 
r-------A-------~ 

J\fulcs Females 

( 12) 

2,946 

6J10 
. G2 

1,344 

25 

1,408 

70S 

700 

15 

960 
36 
48 
28 

14,412 

1.840 
2.36 
5i1 

4 

20 
51! 

8 
23 

( 13) 

254 

526 
26 

111 

113 

270 

270 

2 

4 

2,185 

433 

102 

261 

DISTRICT IXDICES OF NO~·AGRL. OCCUPATIONS 

Balasore 

~Iales Females 

( 14) 

30 

2,183 

96 

.1,23,1 

745 

488 

4 

93 
fj 

8 
10 

4,635 

288 
112 

89 

1 

26 
41 
6 
3 

( 15) 

18 

192 

97 

95 

95 

353 

52 

30 

21 

Puri 

Males Females 

( 16 ) 

147 

4,003 
174 

1,11'1 

203 

4 

2,370 

1,737 

633 

7 

95 
7 

13 
13 

6,341 

643 
ll3 
140 

1 

16 
152 

14 

( 17 ) 

10 

119 

83 

1 

34 

34 

1 

492 

124 

25 

55 

Sambalpur 
~ 
Males Females 

( 18 ) 

102 

2,550 
1 

1,011 

125 

5 

1,126 

549 

577 

119 

119 
4 

16 
14 

7,578 

569 
150 
119 

9 
83 

10 

( 19) 

63 

94 
fj 

17 

60 

60 

7 

287 

67 

23 

22 

477 

Ganjam 
~ 

Group 
Code 

Number Males Females 

( 20) 

177 

3,189 
7 

1,411 

174 

6 

1,048 

805 

243 

207 

307 
7 
6 

17 

6,830 

783 
290 
343 

64 
85 
1 

( 21 ) ( 1 ) 

18 6·8 

182 Dn. 7 
7·0 

62 7·1 

-
'1-3 

64 7-4 

55 7·41 

9 7·42 

56 7·5 

7·6 
7·7 
7·8 
7·9 

554 Dn. 8 

183 8·1 
2 8·11 
5 8·12 

8·13 
97 8·14 

8·15 
8·16 

79 8·17 
8·18 



t78 .Al'l'ENDIX IU 

Oroup Agency Plains Koraput. Dbeokanal 
Code Oeeupatioa 

' 
... • t .... • Number Malee Females l[alea Femalee Males Femalee Malee. Femalee 

(I) (I) ( 22) ( 23) ( 2j) • ( 25) ( 26) ( 21) ( 28) ( 29) 

1·1 Jl~krulillg, 6alllillf on4 oew ftMN:ial lrJ ,....__ .. 
omcan. •mployeee of Joint. ~~Wck banb .. 171 11 65 31 

and co-operative b&nb, munima, agoota 
or empl~ of indigeoOUll banlUng 
rum., individual mooeylenders, ex-
changen and uchallge agenta, mon117 
changera and broken and their agente. 

Din. 7. Transport, ltorap an• Communications •• 1C 3,175 112 115 17 1,304 14 
1·0 TraMpOrl oM -unicotiou GChenrlift 1 6 

vradomfl" oM incilknlol Nn1icu. 
'1-1 Tnnvporl 6J roo4 

Owners, managera and employeea connected ... 1,111 62 350 3 351 B 
with mechanioally driven and other 
vehiolee (uoluding domestic servant) 
palki, et.o., bearen and owners, flack 
elephant, camel, mule, aea and bu lock 
ownen and drivers, porters and meeeen-
gen. J::: engaged in road transport. 
not o erwise cla&~~ified, including fnight. 
tran9p0rt. by road, the operation of fixed 
racilitiea for road t.r&DI!p<lrt mob 88 toll 
roada, highway bridges, t.erminala and 
parking facilitiee. 

'1-! Trarvporl by tDGier 
Owners and employee&, officers, mariners, 171 ... 20 113 I 

eto., of ahil, plying on the high seas, 
ahipa and ata plying on inland and 
coastal wat.en, persona employed in 
harboun, docks. rivera and canals, ,., including pilots, ahip brokers. 

Trarvporl 6y .A w 
Peraona concerned with . air fields and 6 

airoraft.a other than oonatruotion of ,. airfields and air porta. 
RGUV/Gfl lrGMporl 
Railway employees of all kinde except 1,048 64 215 596 

those employed in manufacture, 
assembly or repair of railway equip-
ment and those employed on oonatru-. ction worka. 

'r-41 Railway emptor- of all kinde except 805 55 215 263 1 
those employed on conatruction work. 

'7·41 Railway port.en •• .. ... 243 9 333 1 
N 810f'Gf/l Graci tDGnJAouftng 

The operation of storage facilities FilCh 88 6 202 56 us 22 68 11 
warehouaee, cold atorage,aafe deposita 

. ,., 
when such s\orage it ofrerefl as an inde-
penden' service. 

Po.kJl NrVioN •• 9 298 131 151 ,., Tekgrap"A Bemou 1 3 2 , .. Tel.pllone Bemou 6 8 ,., WinUH Bemou 11 8 9 

DltL L Htaltb, EducaUon and Public Admlnlt- 427 17 1,403 &37 3,117 17 4,141 121 
tratlon 

1·1 M •clictJI G"cl otMr Aeali"A HrtMu 33 6 150 178 526 28 2811 61 
1·11 &gistered medical practitioners •• ., 283 2 78 93 
8·U V aida, Hakim& and other persona practising 26 317 5 343 38 

medicine& without. being regiat.ered, 
8·11 Dentiat8 • • • • • • 
8·1· Midwivee 6 92 21 21 
8·15 Vaocinat.ora 64 6 25 
8·11 Compoundera SIS 94 61 
8-11 N~ 1 79 1 31 
8·1~ Vet.erin&rJ Servioea .. 6 'l 



Keonjhar 

liialee 

( 30) 

10 

247 
8 

116 

26 

'12 
1 

13 
'I 

757 

133 
39 
82 

--8 
4 -

Females 

( 31) 

7 

'I 

28 

16 

7 

9 

DISTRICT 

Phulbani 

lllales 

( 32) 

3 

272 
1 

60 

82 

48 

84 
1 

6 

828 

80 
30 
33 

7 
. ~0 .. 

Females 

( 33) 

20 

11 

9 

51 

1'1 

17 

INDICES OF NON·.A.GBL. OCCUF.A.TIONS 

Bolangir Sundargarh Kalaha.ndi 

lllalee 

34) 

145 

1,585 

480 

245 

~-

'109 

709 

13 

113 
2 

10 
13 

1,792. 

232 
41 
8S. 

7 
u.. 
0 

Females 

( 35) 

1 

58 

1 

28 

11 

17 

6 

90 

39 

.24 

15 

lllales 

( 36) 

1 

954 
429 

333 

11 

41 

27 

14 

18 

91 
a 
8 
8 

1,458 

92 
33 
14 

1 
25 

2 

Females 

( 37) 

40 

28 
12 

s 

1 

... 

.. 
10 

.. ' 

72 

21 

6 

5 

~ 
Males Females 

( 38) 

48 

421 
83 

106 

1'18 

178 

20 

25 

65 
1 
'I 
ll 

1,273 

168 
50 
34 

1 

16 
1.2 
~ 

•• 

( 39) 

1 

20 
6 

a 

2 . ... 
11 

87 

25 

... 
3 

~4: .. 

479 

Mayurbha.nj Group 
• Males 

( 40) 

63 

815 
143 

111 

414 

325 

145 

6 

' 63 
1 
9 

12 

2,298 

228 
83 
59 

3 

15 
38 
5 
7 

... , Code 
Females Number 

(41) (IJ 

6 6·8 

95 Dn. 7 
1·0 

ts r-1 

.... '1·2 

N 

66 '1·4 

66 7·41 

7•4.2 

4 'J.S 

1•6 
1·1 .. 1·8 
1·9 

90 DLI 

t6 8·1 
1 8·11 

8·1.2 

.. 8·13 
7 8·lt 

8•15 
8·18 

18 8·17 - 8·18 



480 A.l'PENDIX m 

3'33 5"11 
O.Oup ORISSA Oris..• Inland,Di\"ision Ori- Coastal Di\·isiCG Code Oceapation 

.No. Par8008 Malee Femalee Pert10ns AI.\ lee Females Pef'>IOlls llales Ft•m alee 
( 1) ( J) (3) (4) (6) ( Cl ) ( 7) ( 8) ( 9) ( 10 ) ( 11 ) 

8-10 AD other penoM employed iD hospitaht or 1,168 1,003 165 392 3.&2 50 776 661 115 other publio or private establishments 
readering medical or oU!er health 
.....-icN : but not including BCavenger& or 
ot.ber II&Ditary .t.aff. 

8·1 Ed~ior!Gl ~ ond Buearct. 11,378 12,654 1,8Z4 6,310 6,028 312 9,038 7,526 1,511 1·21 l'rof~ lectUl'81'11o teachel'8 and l"eeleU'Ch 539 516 23 81 81 458 435 !?3 worker8 employed in universities, colleges 
and ~b lnatitutiona. 

8·22 All other prof~ 1ecturel'8 and teachers 12,911 11,198 1,713 4,691 4,428 263 8,220 6,770 1,450 8·20 Managera, cleru and eervanta of educa- 928 840 88 568 519 49 360 321 39 tional and reeearcb institutions, including 
librariee and mll8eUID8, eto. .. , Pollc8 (other tt.G1t f1illoge trokAmm) •• 10,057 10,057 6,003 6,003 4,054 4,054 .. , V illag• 0 flicer• ond Hl'tiGnU, including 8,151 7,901 250 4,031 3,989 48 4,120 3,918 202 f1illog• .,akAme~t. .. , Employeu oJ mv~ticipal"iu Gltd local bodiu 2,619 1,680 899 660 603 151 1,919 1,177" 142' (but not including persons classifiable 
under any other divisicn or subdivision). 

• 8·'1 Employeu of StaU Gowmmet~U (but not 11,165 13,832 333 3,699 3,617 22 10,466 10,155 311 including pei'80D8 classifiable under any 
other division or subdivision). 

8·8 Employeu of tlwJ Unto.. Gowmmer~U (but 
not including pei'IIOns claasifiable under 
any other division or subdivision). 

3,616 3,664 52 2,164 2,124 40 1,452 1,440 12 

358,718 273,259 83,459 Dlwlsloa t. Benices not elsewhere specified •• 168,480 133,498 34,982 188,238 139,761 48,477 1·0 Sf!l'f1icu otMrwiB• tlracla38ijied (l'almi8tB, 208,041 150,856 51,191 110,690 86,025 24,665 97,357 64,831 3:!,526 a3Wologer•, eomindar'• rem collutiolt •tap, 
home guarde, dcJaU under tAte .Wrlivi.non). 

9·1 Domulic urtricu (but t101 iraclwling semce• 71,632 69,768 11,164 33,782 25,902 7,880 43,850 33,866 9,984 
re~tdered by member• of family AotiBelwlde 
to OM onotAer). 

9-11 Private motor drivers and cleaners 1,133 1,133 678 678 455 455 
9·11 Cooka •• 15,279 12,771 2,508 2,927 2,325 602 12,352 10,446 1,906 
9-13 Gardeners 1,841 1,404 437 1,059 679 380 782 725 57 
9•10 Other domestic aervanta .. 59,379 44,460 14,919 29,118 22,220 6,898 30,261 22,240 8,021 
1·1 Barber• ond beauty ehopB 13,639 12,797 842 6,613 5,425 188 8,026 7,372 654 

Barbers,, hair dressers and wig makers, 
tatooers, sbampooera, bath houses. 

1·1 Laundriu ond laundry •emcu . 
Laundries and laundry services, washing 21,639 15,280 6,359 9,041 6,898 2,143 12,698 8,382 4,216 
and cleaning. · 

3,351 3,021 324 1,018 1,051 9·4 Hotel~, rulauratiU ond ealing AotiBu 21 2,273 1,970 303 
1·6 Reoreatiofa Sfll't1icu 

l'roduction and distribution of motion 1,391 2,617 814 1,018 .933 85 2,373. 1,684 789 
picturee and the operation of cinemas 
and allied aervicBB, managers and 
employees of theatres, opera oompa-
niea, eto.. musicians, actors, dancers, 
eto., conjurers, acrobats, wrestlers, 
pahalwans, recitore, exhibitors of 
ouriositiea and wild animals, radio 
broadcasting studios. 

13,408 13,405 3 3,380 3,380 10,028 10,025 3 9·5 Legal ond bueinu• •ervicu • • • 
9·61 Lawyers of all kinds, including qazia,law 4,427 4,427 974 974 3,453 3,453 

agents and mukhtiar& 
6,969 6,968 ·a 1,786 1,786 5,183 5,180 3 9·61 Clerka of lawyers, petition writers, etc ••• 

9.63 .Archit.ecta, Surveyers, Engineers and their 1,310 1,310 200 200 1,110 1,110 
employees (not being State servants). 

298 298 198 198 100 100 9·M l'ublio Scribes, Stenographers, Account-
ants, Auditol'8. . . 

404 404 222 -222 182. 182 9·65 Managers, clerks, servants and employees -of Trade AIII!OCiationa, Chamber of 
. Commerce. Board of Trade, Labour 

Organisation and similar organisation 
of employers and employees. 

1,723 1,723 240 240 1,483 1,483 9·7 An., ldlen ond joumalimt •• - -9·71 Artists, 10ulpto1'8 and image makers - 1,575 1,575 221 221 1,354 1,354 
1·71 .Aat.hors, edit.ol'8 and journalists . - 68 68 12 12 56~ 56 



Cuttaok 

~r .Je~ 
( 12) 

444 

2,354 
320 

1,862 
172 

2,051 
1,563 

270 

5,851 

483 

80,668 
27,312 

15,105 

194 
6,237 

345 
8,329 
2,385 

3,338 

822 

1,107 

1,782 
3,095 

4,465 
93 

83 

46 

-·~·? "~~ 
85.') 

21 

'""' Fem•lcs 
(13) 

70 

1,039 
20 

982 
37 

199 

388 

114 

11 

19,058 
15,077 

1,867 

878 

989 
145 

1,049 

275 

645 

DISTRICT D'DICES OF NO~·AGRL. OCCUPATIONS 

Bates •re 

~Ia'es 
(14) 

10 

1,2.51 
62 

1,128 
61 

212 
245 

201 

1,621 

817 

13,884 
8,024 

3,010 

ll3 
290 

72 
2,535 

539 

558 

247 

uo 

360 
73 

260 
18 

9 

~ 
I 

1 
6 

Females 
(15) 

I 

75 

73 
2 

3 

32 

190 

1 

4,603 
2,902 

1,321 

45 
25 

1,251 
73 

273 

6 

23 

3 

3 

Males 
(16) 

207 

2,285 
23 

21 
83 

752 
1,006 

299 

1,267 

89 

23,728 
7,189 

6,916 

82 
3,421 

230 
3,183 
2,073 

2,158 

288 

242 

543 
126 

330 
87 

d.S2 
459 

22 

Puri 

Fema.les 
(17) 

44 

230 

230 

138 

3,344 
908 

1,423 

.. 
32 

1,391 
436 

523 

22 

32 

Sambalpur 

:'.L!us 
(IS) 

198 

1,101 
45 

1,029 
27 

1,262 
935 

145 

1,587 

1,979 

26,600 
20,094 

2,671 

204 
263 

48 
2,156 

979 

1,235 

312 

366 

360 
90 

154 
49 

67 

10 
10 

Femalc•s 
( 19) 

22 

76 

76 

93 

11 

40 

8,252 
6,918 

624 

9 

615 
32 

613 

8 

57 

481 

G:~njam Group 
r-~ c,de 

:Ma.le~ F,males ~o. 
(~tiJ (~l) (1) 

1,785 
30 

1,750 
5 

1,078 
1,210 

427 

1,493 

5I 

44,132 
23,875 

9,312 

68 
509 

85 
8,560 
2,494 

2,457 

644 

101 

1,425 
181 

167 
927 

23 

127 

u 
3(1 

7 

112 
3 

169 

192 

7 

22,865 
14,646 

5,631 

1,078 

~,553 

2,496 

92 

8·10 

8·2 
8·21 

8·22 
8·20 

8·4 
8·5 

8·6 

8·1 

8·8 

Divn. 9 
9·0 

9·1 

9·ll 
9·12 
9·13 
9·10 
9·2 

9·3 

9·4 

9·5 

9·6 
0·61 

9·62 
9·63 

9·64 

9·65 

9·7 
9·71 
9·72 



482 

Group 
Cx1e 
No. 
(I) (2) 

8·10 AD other penoM employed iD h08pitals or 
oc.her public or private establishmenta 
rendering medical or other health 
~ ; but. not. including 8Cavengen or 
other IIIUlit.&rJ et&ff. 

1•1 Edueotional S~eu a~td Rueard 
8·%1 Prof~ra. lecturers. teachen and J'e8(>VCh 

workera employed in universities, collegee 
and ~rch Institution&. 

8·22 AD other profe.ora. lecturen and teachera 
8·20 .Managon. clerka and 11ervanta of educa

t.ional and reeearch institutions. including 
librariee and muaeWDB, etc • 

• 1·4 Pol'" (olher tlaa1t fliUage toakhmm) 
1·1 YNI<Jge Offi«re and eerTGnt., including 

ftllag• toaldmen. 
l·tl Employeu of municipalilau and local bod au 

(but. not. mcluding pen10ns cl88s;fiable 
under any other division or subdivision). 

8·1 Employeu of StaUI Government. (but not 
including pei"Bvns classifiable under any 
other division or subdivision). 

8·8 Employeu of the Union Governmmte (but 
not. includ~ng peraons classifiable und:r 
any other division or subdivision). 

Dlwlalol 1. 6enicea not elstwhere apecified 
1·0 Senficu olhen»Ue unclcusijied (Palmist8, 

aetrowgrn, zamindar'e rent collecticm 
aaJ!, horM guarcl.t, etc., faU under thU. 
eubdiv i.fton). 

I• I DomutWI eervicu (bul fiOI including 11ef'tlicea 
rendered by member• of family houllehol~ 
to OM another). 

9.11 Private motor driven and cleanen 
9.12 Cooka •• 
9-13 Gardenen 
9.10 Other domestic servants 
1·1 Barber• and beauty 11hope 

Barbers, bait· dnssers and wig makers, 
tatooen, shampoors, both houses. 

1·1 Laundriu and laundry 11ervicu 
Laundriea and lanndry services, WMhiDg 

and cleaning. 
1·4 Holele, rutaurant. ancl eal;ng houllu 
1·6 Recreaticm Servicu 

Production and distribution of motion 
pictnrE'& and the operation of cin''m88 
and allil'd &~'rvices, mansgers, and 
employee& of thC'atres, ap"'ra companies, 
etc., musicians, acturs, dancers, f'tc., 
conjuren, acrobats, wrestlers, pahal· 
wans, recitors, exhibitors of curiosities 
and wild animals, radio broadcasting 
studios. • 

1·6 Legal and buBinue eervicu • • • • 
9·61 Lawyers of aU kinds, including qazis, law 

agents and mukhtiars. 
9·62 Clerks of lawyers, petition writers, etc .•• 
9.63 Architects, Surveyors, Engineers and their 

employ&N (not being State servants). 
9·6' Publio Scribes, Stenographers, Account. 

ants, Auditors. 
11•65 Managers. clerks, 11ervanta and employees 

of Trade AIIBOCiations. Chamber of 
Commeroo, Board of Trade, Labour 
Organisation and aimilar organisation 
of employers and employee&. 

1·1 Arle, kiter• IJf&d jqumaliem •• 
9·71 Artists, eoulpton and image makers 
1·'11 Aut.hors, editors and journalist& -

Xoraput. .... 
Malee Femalee Males Femalee • :Malee F~ 

(%7) (22) (23) (2j) (25) 

U9 

&9 
106 

20 

'I 'I 

2,651 
1,669 

41'1 

2 
101 

7 
367 
119 

129 

31 

6 

86 

22 
42 
16 

6 

I 

-

B 

1,393 
1,001 

268 

96 

163 

126 

3 

-

1,636 
30 

1,601 
6 

1,039 
1,104 

401 

1,416 

61 

41,481 
22,306 

8,836 

66 
498 

78 
8,193 
2,3'16 

2,328 

613 

96 

1,840 

159 
126 
912 

17 

127 

'12 
39 

7 

168 
3 

165 

184 

, 

21,472 
13,639 

6,373 

983 

4,390 

1,311 

89 

-

(26) 

700 

700 

616 
900 

64 

281 

24 

32,441 
11,389 

16,628 

20 
668 
13 

14,827 
1,210 

1,611 

889 

150 

619 

116 
158 
73 

163 

109 

I 
1 
1 

29 

29 

3,521 
1,011 

2,109 

60 

2,059 

402 

a 
1 

-

llales 
(28) 

68 

929 

1,11tl 
811 

101 

'liB 

I 

..... 
'1,206 

166 

66 
96 
13 

592 
686 

911 

10 

45 

96 

22 
89 
13 

22 

3'1 
84 -

23 

4 

u 

JJ 

1,111 
1,680 

-
2415 

I 

273 

J 

a 

----
---



DISTRICT INDICES OF NON·.A.GRL. OCCUPATIONS 

Keonjbar Pbulbani Sundargarh Kalahandi 

Males Females Male~ Females Males Females Males Femalea Males Females 
(30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) 

l7 16 61 8 

251 12 203 3l 589 lO 219 25 238 24 
18 1 

180 9 203 34 399 20 240 25 98 16 
71 3 172 20 9 139 8 

131 223 368 693 444 
109 214 328 3 188 16 144 13 

36 26 35 8 26 I 29 6 

90 'I 'I 215 196 209 

'I 6 25 12 11 

8,199 1,589 8,938 2,153 13,877 5,014 7,664 1,911 14,177 4,787 
2,948 1,0l8 1,135 1,819 9,618 2,8l1 6,105 1,651 12,225 3,510 

1,051 l26 510 159 609 1,922 '152 164 1,350 1,142 

22 10 16 20 146 
151 42 92 91 127 93 265 150 210 
152 52 10 96 202 62 232 95 726 332 458 68 370 1,627 415 164. 822 837 

1,199 3 208 6 600 11 150 1 169 61 

109 110 108 106 '121 229 229 '11 203 '12 
8 2 83 2 52 2 'I 'I 42 

16 2l 1 31 3 113 6 ao z 

53 l9 1,906 .. '11 31 23 33 60~ 20 10 
24 15 1,233 26 15 2 43 1 ... 4: 

4: 1 22 2 

24 

18 'I 121 3 23 16 4: 116 3 23 2 3 li •• .. .. 

483 

Mayurbhanj Group --.Jo---- Code 
Malee Females No. 
(40) (41) (1) 

18 8·10 

619 45 8·2 
17 8·21 

525 27 8·22 
77 18 8·20 

951 8·4 
Ill 11 8·6 

21 1 8·6 

211 8·1 

21 8·8 

10,962 4,548 Divn. 1 
1,136 3,514 9·0 

2,128 831 9·1 

172 .. 9·11 
413 i2 9·1! 
66 31 9·13 

1,487 788 9·10 
305 53 9·2 

311 136 9·3 

63 a 9·1 

46 9 9·6 

'110 9·(1 
30 9·61 

80 9·62 
9·63 
9·64: 

9·65 

11 9•1 
14: 9·'11 
1 9·71 



4St 

ORISSA 3·33 1·11 
Oroop 
Code 

Number 

on- Inland Division on- Cout.J Divillioa 

Persona Malee Females Pei'IIOD8 Males Females Penooa Kale~! Female 

( I ) (J) (I) (I) (G) (7) 

1·73 Photographer-. emlo:yeee or Newspa~ 
Pree. o~ber &baa aulhors. edi~ 
joornaliak_ lithogr•pben and 
enj;!T•ven. 

80 

9 I Ri!ligiotu. Cia~ a"~ Wdfare StP'flicu 13,888 13,886 
1·81 Pri<"'lta, M.inist.elw. monlu. Nuns. Sadhos, 12.187 12.185 

Religioaa mendicaota and other religious 
workerL 

1·82 Servaota in religiooa edifices, burial and 1,411 1,Ul 
burning grounds, pilgrim cooduct.ora 
and circumciaora. etc. 

1·83 llaoagen and emplo:r- of organisatiooa 290 290 
and ioati~u~iooa rendering charitable 
and other welfare eervicea. 

7 7 

J 1,838 1,538 
2 3,057 3,057 

318 318 

263 263 

Unproductiwe occupations 39,600 28,048 13,554 18,395 10,213 
Penooa living principally on income from non-

agricultural property. 
Pen.siooa •• 
Remit tao~ 
Scholarshipe 
Oth.,r funds 
.Jaile 
Asylum11 
Almho~ 
Rooipienta of doles 
Beggan and vagraota • • • • 
All other penooa living principally on income 

derived from non-productive activities. procurers 
and proetitutea. 

Group 
-code 

Number 

( 1 ) 

Occupation 

( 2) .. 

9·73 Photographers employees- of Newspaper 
Preas other than authors, editors, 
journaliata, lithographers and engravers. 

9·8 Rdigioull, ClaaritabZ. and WelfareSeroicetl 
9·81 Priesta, Ministers, Monks, Nuoa, Sadhos, 

Religiooa Mendicants and other religious 
workers. 

9·82 Servants in religious edifices. burial and 
burning grounds, pilgrim conductors 
and circumoiaora, etc. 

9·83 Managers and employees of organisatiooa 
and institutious rendering charitable 
and other welfare aervicea. 

UnproductiYI occupations 
Penona living principally on income from non· 

ajtl'icultural property 
Penaiooa 
Remit tan~ 
Scholarahipe 
Other funds 
.Jails 
Allyluma 
Alm bo~ •• 

.. 
Recipients of doloa 
B"~gara and Vagrant• • • • • 
All other penona living ~rincipally on income 

derived from· non-productave activities. procurers 
and prostitutes. 

2,495 1,985 510 390 289 

986 
3,890 

116 
10 

3,682 
737 

1 
9,480 

18,049 
154 

864 
3,472 

94 
7 

3,607 
442 

1 
4,550 

11,024 

Agency 

Males Females 

( 22) 

2 

233 
233 

62 

24 

.. 

.I 

I! 

( 23) 

63 

20 

122 
418 

22 
3 

75 
295 

4,930 
7,025 

154 

1U 
393 

1,969 
528 

5,561 
7,393 

20 

126 
236 

1,931 
313 

2,861 
4,457 

Plains r---__.j..._ __ _ 

Malee 

( 24) 

26 

3,611 
3,362 

155 

2,851 

18 
104 

631 
25 
1 .. 

2,018 

Femalea 

( 25) 

1,116 
11 

2 
91 

8 
16 

1,008 
34 

( 8 ) ( t ) ( 10 ) ( 11 ) 

73 73 

10,250 10,248 
9,130 9,128 

1,093 1,093 

27 27 

1,182 13,205 
101 2,105 

15 845 
157 3,497 

116 
10 

38 1,713 
215 209 

1 
2,700 3,919 
2,936 10,656 

20 134 

15,133 
1,ti96 

738 
3,236 

94 
7 

1,676 
129 

1 
1,689 
6,567 

' I 

7,371 
409 

107 
261 

22 
3 

37 
80 

2,230 
4,089 

134 

Koraput Dhenkanal 
,....~ 

Ka1ea l!'em ales Males Femalea 

( 26 ) ( 27 ) ( 28 ) ' !!9 ) 

1,381 
925 

216 

246 

1,250 
52 

7 

745 

379 
4 

2 
27 

346 

3 

32R 
315 

13 

851 
26 

7 
50 

183 
15 

570 

458 
15 

1 
62 

u 

379 



DISTRICT INDICES OF NON-.AGRL. OCCUP .ATIONS 4-::.5 

Cutt~k Bala.sore Puri Sambalpur Ganjam Group 
,--..----A-----... Code 

lllales Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Number 

( 12 ) ( 13 ) ( 14 ) ( 15 ) (16) ( 17 ) ( 18 ) ( 19 ) ( 20) ( 21 ) ( 1 ) 

46 1 28 9·73 

1,895 999 2 3,837 573 3,750 !i"S 
1,644 992 2 3,130 573 3,595 9·81 

237 701 155 9·82 

14 7 6 9·83 

7,181 2,909 3,154 1,520 2,641 1,767 1,540 613 2,919 1,229 
1,048 295 648 97 47 34 17 

545 67 98 15 77 23 93 12 18 2 
2,507 118 128 21 497 31 96 17 128 Ill 

94 22 
7 3 

568 15 218 7 259 7 363 9 631 8 
57 28 17 25 30 11 47 33 25 16 

1 
236 887 867 728 586 615 120 

2,126 1,461 1,178 604 1,185 1,016 774 508 2,116 1,041 
16 23 61 34 

Keonjhar Phulbani Bolangir Sundargarh Kalahandi Mayurbhanj Group 
r---~ ,-------'----., Code 

Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Number 

( 30) ( 31 ) ( 32 ) ( 33) ( 34) ( 35) ( 36) ( 37) ( 38) ( 39) ( 40) ( 41 ) ( 1 ) 

2 9·73 

197 152 310 164 104 190 9·8 
189 107 310 164 89 152 9·81 

8 43 15 36 9·82 

9·81 

541 300 225 87 942 604 756 321 574 240 3,472- 3,126 
84 32 17 12 37 26 14 

3 11 5 2 
17 20 19 13 15 25 6 4 5 

99 1 83 169 11 135 4 152 1 341 10 
21 9 25 17 65 25 20 22 63 52 17 18 

37 2,704 2,700 
367 270 95 57 609 511 578 283 307 187 374 362 

20 
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APPEf:DIX IV 

Lid of BtgisteYecl Fadoriu in Orissa 

DL.&rio& Oeoke ollocaUoa Total lllDnber Type of Faotoriee Number 
of Fao\oriee 

(I) (%) (3) (4) (5) 

CUTl'ACK 1. Banki .. 1 Lime 1 
( 59 Faotorit'll ) 

2. Barang 2 Glasa 1 
Ceramics 1 

3. Cut.tack 45 Rice Milling 2 
Biscuit 2 
Ply-Wood 1 
Iron and Steel 1 
General Engineering 3 
Lime 1 
Bidi 3 
Tobacco 1 
Saw Milling 8 
Bobbin 1 
Printing 14 
Dyeing 1 
Automobiles 2 
B.-N. R. Workshop 1 
Spray Painting 1 
HumePipe 1 
Ice 2 

4. J agatsingpur 1 Textile ... 1 
5. Kendrapara 6 Bidi 6 
G. Chaodwar · .. 1 · Textile 1 
7. Byree - 1 Rice Milling 1 ._. -8. Baitarani Road I o 

1 Rioe Milling 1 . 
9. Narsingpur · 1 Bidi 1 

BALAS ORE 1. Bhadrak .. 3 Rice Milliog 2 
( 48 Factories ) Oil Crushing 1 

2.Chandbali 5 Rice Milling 5 
3.1darkona ... 2 Rice Milling 2 
4. Boro 3 Rice Milling 2 

Iron and Steel 1 
5. Bahanaga 3 Rice MiJling 3 
6. K.hantapara 3 •• --Rice Milliog 3 
7. Balasore .. 11' Rice Milling 6 

General Engineering 1 
Saw Milliog 1 
Printing 1 
Electricity 1 
Arms and A mmunitiona 1 

8.Rupsa 5 Rice Milling 5 
9. Basta 6 Rioe Milling 6 
10. Jaleswar 6 Rioe Milling 5 

Hosiery 1 
11. Lakhannath Road 1 Rioe Millng .. 1 .• , 



LIST OF REGISTERED FACTORlES 

LL-;trict Centre of location Total number Type of Foctories 
ofFaetori-:11 

'I) (2) (3) {4) 

rur:.r I. Puri 1 Electricity 
( ~.) Factories) 

2. Sakhigopal 1 nice Milling 
3. Jatni 6 Wheat Flour 

Rice ~filling 
Lime 
Bidi 

4. Balugaon P.ice ~filling 
Saw Milling 
Ice 

5. Ka.luparaghat 1 Ice 
6. Ta.ngi 1 Rice :Milling 
7. Bhubaneswar 5 Saw ~filling 
8. Khandpara 1 Printing 

SAMBALPUR I. Sambalpur 99 Rice Milling 
( 123 Factories } Oil Crushing 

1Veaving 
General Engineering 
Bidi 
Saw ~Iilling 
Sisal Hemp 

2. Sason .1.0 
Dyeing and Bleaching 
Rice Milling 
Bidi 

3. Jharsuguda 
ryein~ and Bleaching 

10 Bidi 
Saw Milling 

4. Brajarajnagar 1 Paper 
5. Bamra 4 Saw Milling 

Printing 
Wood ware 

6. Bargarh 1 Rice Milling 
7.Burla 1 Automobiles 

GANJAM 1. Raml-ha 3 Rice Milling 
( 28 Factories) Ice 

2. Chatra.pur J Oil Crushing 
3. Aska 5 Sugar 

Distillery 
Saw Milling 
Aurvedic l·harmacy 
Automobiles 

4. Berha.mpur 14 Rice l\Iilling 
Distillery 
Oil Crmhing 
General Engineering 
Saw :Mil:ing 
Hosiery ' Electricity 
Metal Works 

5. Parlakimedi 
Jewellery Workshop 

I Rice ~Iilling 
6. Russelkonda. 4 Saw Milling 

487 

Number 

(5) 

I 

1 
1 
3, 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
I 
1 
5 
1 

2 
2 
1 
I 

82 
8 
2 
I 
I 
8 
1 
9 
1 
1 
2 
1 
I 
1 
1 

% 
I 
1 

- I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
5 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
l 
1 
l 
1 

' 



488 A.lTE!IDIX IV 

Di.&ric' Ceo&re o£ locJ.Ueo TC'Ial numbu Tne of Factoriee Numb.w 
olFadorie. 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

KOnAPUT I. GunupW' .. 2 Rice Milling 1 
(31 Factories) Distillery .. 1 

2. P-ayaghada .. ' Sugar 1 
Distillery 1 
General Engineering 1 
Agar Factory 1 

3. Xoraput. 1 Rice Milling •• 1 
4. Jeypore 11 Rice Milling 8 

Di!!tillery 1 
Tile I 
Automobiles 1 

5. Machkond 2 General Engineering 1 
Electricity 1 

6. Boriguma .. 2 Rice Milling 2 
'7. Kotpad 4 Rice Milling ' 8. N owrangpur 4 Rice Milling 4 
9. Boipariguda 1 Saw Milling 1 

DHENKANAL 1. Dhenkanal .. 1 Saw Milling 1 
(17 Factories) 2. Meramundali .. 1 Saw Milling 1 

3.Angul 15 Bidi 13 
Saw :Milling 1 
Automobiles 1 

KEONJHAR 1. Keonjhs.r 1 Printing .. 1 
(1 Factory) 

PHULBANI I. Baudh .. 1 I Tanning 1 
(1 Factory) 

BOLANGIR 1. Titlagarh .. 8 Rice Milling 1 
(11 Factories) Tannery 1 

Weaving 1 
Tile 1 
Saw Milling I 
Printing •• 1 
B. N. R. Workshop I 

- Graphite Mining 1 
2. Bolangir 2 Bidi 2 
3. Kantabanjl 1 Saw Milling I 

SUNDARGARH 1. Birmitrapur 3 Lime 1 
(8 Factories) Lao 2 

2. Hemgir Road 1 S!row Milling 1 
3. Bisra 2 Saw Milling 2 
4. Jaraikella 1 Saw Milling I 
5. Rajgaogpur 1 Cement 1 

·~ 
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District Centre of location Total number Type of Factories Number 
of Factories 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

KALAHANDI I. Khariar Road 7 Rice Milling 4 
(10 Factories) Soap .. 1 

Saw Milling - 1 
Ice •• 1 

2. Nawe.para Road 2 gice Milling .. 1 
Saw Milling 1 

3. Kesinga 1 Rice Milling 1 

MAYTTRBHANJ 
(10 Factories) 

1. Baisinga 1 Rice Milling 1 

2. Betnoti 3 Rice Milling .. 3 
3. Baripada. 3 Ricl3 Milling .. 1 

Oil Crushlng •• 1 
Textile .. 1 

4. Rairangpur 2 Potteries .. 1 . 
Iron and Steel .. 1 

5. Bahalda 1 . Glass 1 



1 ND EX 
( References are to page numbers ) 

A 

Active-workers 247-249, 295. 

Activities-unproductive 295, 297 ; economic 
295. 

Age-age and marital ratio 369 ; r_eliability of 
age statistics 383 ; age pyramid 383-385 ; 
literacy by age 401-402. 

Age group-fertile age group 370-371 ; late 
reproductive and old age group 371. 

Age structure-unfavourable. 101 ; spe~ial fea:
tures 385 ; correlation With economic condi
tion 386. 

Agrarian-reforms 216-217. 

Agricultural-expansion 123-124 ; development 
216 · reforms 216 ; backwardness 267 ; 
probiem surveyed 269-270 ; pressure on agri
cultural land 212. 

Agricultural classes-Chapter IV; classification 
113-114 ; percentage in rural areas _163 ; 
percentage in urban . areas 199; _rat~o of 
agricultural populatiOn . 220; hvelih~od '· 
classification 220 ; working populatiOn 
among agricultural classes : their secondary 
m/1 226 : proportion of different classes 227, 
228; agricultural classes of 1931 and 1951 , 
227 • correlation with holdings of different 
sizes' 231 ; population classified 267. 

Agricultural holdings-source of information 
229 · definition 229 ; distribution 229-233 ; 
size ~fholdings 230-231, 233 ; See Holdings. 

Agricultural Labour Enquiry-classification of 
population 222-223 ; findings of the Enquiry 
regarding holdings 230. 

Agricultural labourers-percentage 118 ; rural 
percentage 163; population, dependency 
and secondary m/1 243 ; shortage of labour 
24:3-244 ; under employment 268. 

Agri~ulture...:....importance of 211 ; abnormal de· 
pendence on 226, 267; dependence on 257· 
258 ; difficulties in system 268. 

Anglo-Indian-population 437. 
Angul-annexation of 4. 
Area-of England and Orissa 6 ; change in 

Orissa's area 7; Table 132; area of forest, 
cultivated and uncultivated lands, fallows 
250 ; sown area 250-252. 

B 

Backward classes-Section IV, Chapter· VII 
(418-433); other backward classes 429-431 ; 
backward population ~ 431 ; ameliorative. 
measures 432-433. 

Balasore-formation of district 4 ; spread of 
Burdwan fever 37 ; low standrad of health 
38 ; history of population since 1872, 52-56; 
condition of health un; growth of town 187. 

Bauxite-deposits 13 ; mining 302. 

, Bengali-language 408-409. 

Berhampur-growth of town 186. 

Bhag tenants-119. 

Bhudan Yajna-merits and demerits 268. 

Bilingualism-definition and percentage of speak-
ers 409-410. · 

Birth control-126-127. 

Birth rate-of -Orissa ·compared with other· 
countries and States 100-104; of rural areas 
157-159 ; of urban areas 193-194; wrong 
basis of calculation 97 ; absence of estimates 
99 ; causes of high rate 100 ; decline in rate 
and causes 100-103 ; trend 103 ; decline 
through improved way of life 127. 

Bolangir-history of · population since 1872, 
76-78. 

Boys-bo:ys and girls 377. 

British rule-termination of 5. 

Buildings-construction 314. 

c 
Car-See Motor Vehicle. 

Cart-Census 318. 
Castes-scheduled 427-429. 
Cattle-census 213. 
Cement-manufacture 313 ; f~ctory 325. 
Census-first decennial census 34 ; census of 

1881, 34 ; of 1891, 34 ; of 1901, 35 ; summary 
of censuses 1872-1901, 36 ; census of 1911, 
36 ; of 1921, 37 ; of 1931, 38; of 1941, 
39 ; of the last decad : 40-45. 



4!)2 INDEX 

Chemical&-manufacture 311. 

Children-1oung children 3i5-3i6; Su Boys. 

Christian-religion 416. 

Chromite-mining u. 302. 

City-definition 175; growth of Cuttack 183-
185 ; ~dian cities compared 185. 

Climate-of Orissa 17-20. 

Coal~currence and fields 13 ; mining 301. 

Coastal Division-geology and minerals 12; 
climate and rainfall18-19; distribution and 
density of population 31 ; See Natural 
Division. 

Commerce-percentage of population 120, 163; 
B<.'rvices and industries 315. 

Communications-Bee Transport. • 

Condition-in pre-census days 33 ; material con
dition in last decade 40-44 ; health condi
tion in rural areas 161-162; health condition 
in urban areas 195-198, 202 ; condition 
of cultivators of class II, 241 ; of housing 355 ; 
correlation between age structure and eco
nomic condition 386. 

Construction-of buildings, roads, bridges, irri
gation works, etc., 314. 

Consumer--ratio of workers and consumers 248. 

Consumption-per eapila 261 ; actual food con
sumption 261-263. 

Contraceptive measure-secondary importance 
127. 

Cottage Industries-census of 285 ; summary 
324 ; See Handicrafts. 

Cotton-Bu. Textiles. 

Crop-rotation of 213; acreage of all crops 256; 
cash crops 257; .preference for food crops 
266. 

CroBB Section-of Orissa_ 3-4 

Cultivating labourers--Bee Agricultural labourers. 

Cultivation-progress of 250-266, 269-270 ; area 
of cultivated and uncultivated land 250 ; 
extension of 265. 

Cultivators of land owned-percentage of popu
lation 118; percentage in rural areas 163; 
population, sub-classes, dependency and 
aocondary m/1 237-239. 

Cultivators . of land unowned-percentage of 
population 119; percentage in rural areas 
163; population, sub-classes, general condi
tion and secondary m/1 2-!0-2-U. 

Cuttack-fo~mati~n of ~strict 4 ; history of 
population smce 1812, 49-52 ; condition 
of health 162 ; growth of city 183-185. 

D 

Dairy-products 308. 

Death-from different diseases 107 ; fight against 
123 ; causes of 160. · , 

Death rates-of Orissa compared with other 
countries and States 10-!-106 ; of rural 
areas 159-161 ; of urban areas 194-195 · 
wrong basis of calculation 97 ; absence of 
estimates 99; annual rate 105; high rate 
105 ; decline in rate 106 ; trend 109. 

Deficit-districts 249. 

Density-general population 28-32 ; of States 
in India 28 ; of foreign countries 28 ; Tables 
132-133, 169, 205; rural density 147, 166; 
urban density 176-177 ; of cities in India 177. 

Dependants-causes of high incidence of depen
dency 238 ; dependence on agriculture 257. 
258, 267 ; non-agricultural population 289 ; 
Bee Earning dependants, Non-earning 
dependants. 

Development-of towns 203. 

Dhenkanal-history of population since 1901, 
69-71. 

• Diet-oomposition 263. 
Displaced Persons-number and period of arrival 

90-91 ; definition, volume of arrival, occupa
tions, etc. 434-436. 

Distillation-industry 309. 
Distribution-general population 28-32 ; rural 

population 144-147, 166; urban population 
176-180, 202 ; of sex in towns 179-180 ; of 
non-agricultural population 288. 

District-density of population 32 ; distribution 
of rural population 145-146,149, immigration 
from other districts 155 ; rural birth rate 
158; condition of health 161-162; rural 
livelihood pattern 165; rural population 
149; urban population 183; movement of 
urban population 190-191 ; percentage of 
agricultural and non-agricultural population 
in urban areas 200 ; proportion of agricul
tural classes 228 ; distribution of holdings 
231-233 ; ratio of non-agricultural population 
288 ; deficit districts 249. 
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District Census Handbook-description and dis
tribution 143. 

Divorced-persons 366. 

E 

Earning dependant-definition 221 ; secondary 
mjl 224-225 ; cultivators of land ov.'11ed 
237-238 ; See Dependant. 

Economic-crisis 42-43 ; outlook in rural areas 
167 ; holdings 235-236 ; activities 295. 

Education-Section I, Chapter VII ; services 320, 
402 ; institutions 403. 

Elderly-persons 381-382. 

Electricity-development and schemes 326-327 ; 
supply and manufacture of machineries 311. 

Emigration-from Orissa 91-95; decline in 
number 91-92 ; occupation of emigrants 92-
94; of Muslims 94-95; Tables 137. 

Employees-definition, proportion, ratio, etc. 
295-297. 

Employers-definition and proportion of popula
tion 295-297. 

Employment-under-employment of agricultu-
rists 268. 

Engineering-workshops 311. 

England-area compared with Orissa 6. 

Epidemic-influenza of 1918, 37 ; epidemics in 
1931-1941 , 39-40; outbreak in different 
districts from time to time 49-85. 

Estates-Abolition Act 216. 

Extension-of cultivation 265. 

F 

Factory-list of 326 ; Appendix IV. 

Fallow land-area 250 ; figures for different 
years 265. 

Family-composition 358-359 ; trend of family 
size 359. 

Famine-of pn.st centuries 33 ; Na-anka famine 
of 18G6, 33, 34; Ganjam famine of 1889, 
35; Sambalpur famine of 1900, 35; famine 
or scarcity conditions in different districts 
from time to time 49-85. 

Farming-collective : co-operative 236. 

Female-pockets offemale minority 363 ; greater 
survival of infants 373; See Sex Ratio. 

Fertility-loss of 213 ; fertilB age group 370-371 

Feudatory States-area 7; See Tributary 
Mahals. 

Fever-high death rate from 107-108. 

Fishing-industry 298, 324 ; marine, estuarine 
and inland 299. 

Flood-of 1886, 35 ; of 1896, 35; of 1931-41,39; 
occurrence of flood in different districts 
from time to time 49-85. 

Food-position precarious 41-42 ; effects of food 
scarcity 101 ; habit of the people 263-264 ; 
production to be increased 264 ; preference 
for food crops 266 ; production difficulties 
266. 

Foodstuff-processing and manufacture 303-309; 
retail and wholesale trade in 315. 

Footwear-industry 307. 

Forestry-industry 299. 

Forests~of Orissa 21-23 ; area 250. 

Fragmentation-of the holdings 235. 

Fuel-retail trade 315. 

Furniture-manufacture 312. 

G 

Gangpur-transfer from Chotanagpur 4. 
Ganjam-transfer from Madras 4; history of 

population since 1901, 62-66. 
Geographical setting -of Orissa 1. 
Geology-of Orissa 9. 
Girls-boys and girls 377. 
Glass-occurrence of glass sand 14; factory 325 
Gond-tribe 423-424. 
Grain-industry 307. 

Growth-of population 33-85 ; during last 50 
years 45-46 ; in other States in India 46 ; in 
foreign countries 46 ; in districts of Orissa 
49-85 ;, rural population growth 148-152; 
of villages 150; urban population growth 
181-188, 202; growth of city 183-185; 
growth of tonws 186-188 ; progress of 
cultivation in relation to growth of popula
tion 250-266. 

Growth rate-mean decennial 44-45 ; of Orissa 
and India 122; inter-census 134-135, 170-
171, 206-207; rural rate decreasing 148 · 
causes of decline 148 ; decennial rural growth 
rate 148-149 ; of rural population 166 · 
urban growth rate slow 181. ' 
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H 

Uandicrart.-decline of 282-284. 

Handloom-industry 30!-305. 

Health-of pulbio in last decade 41 ; unsatis· 
factory· public health 106-107 a matter of 
concern 121 ; of rural public 166-167. 

Health oondition-in rural areas 161-162 ; in 
urban areas 195-198, 202. 

Health services-in Orissa 320. 

Hindi-language 408. 

Hindu-religion 415. 

History-of Orissa, 4-6. 

Holdings-fragmentation 235 ; economic hold-
ings 235 ; See Agricultural Holdings. 

Home-born proportion-87. 

Hous~efinition 351; increase in number 353; 
overcrowding 354 ; pressure of population 
354 ; shortage in number 355 ; housing 
condition 354. 

Household-definition 352 ; in raral areas 353; 
in urban areas 354 ; sizes 357 ; distribution 
358 ; sex ratio 358. 

I 

Immigration-into Orissa, natural divisions and 
districts 88-91, 155-156; Tables 136, 172, 
210; from other districts 155. 

Immobility-of population 86; extent of 154-155. 
Implements-antiquated agricultural implements 

213. 
Improvement-qualitative improvement of popu-

lation 127-128. , 
Independent Workers-definition, proportion, 

etc. 295-297: 
India-population zones 8; 1951 population 25; 

density and distribution of population 28-30; 
birth rate 100; death rate 104; low rate of 
population growth 122; percentage of rural 
population compared with foreign countries 
144-145. 

Industrial-resources 284 ; population : See 
Non-agricultural classes. 

Industrialization-in 1921-31, 38-!l9; consequence 
of 103 ; arguments in favoar and against 125. 

Industry-importance and limitations of indus
trial occupations 281-282 ; rise of modern 
industries 282-284 ; primary industries 
298-300; cottage, medium and heavy 
industries 324-325 ; mining 325-326. 

Infant-definition and num h<-r 373-37 .&. 

Infantile mortality-decline 103. 

Inflation-of currency 42-43. 

lnfluenz~pidemic of 1918, 37, 102. 

Inland division-geology and minerals 11-12 ; 
climate and rainfall 17-18 ; distribution and 
density of population 31 ; See Natural 
Division.· 

Internal mo'vement-89-90. 

Irrigation-insufficiency of 212, 253-255 ; irri
gated more than once 255 ; construction and 

.. maintenance of ir~igation works 314. 

Iron-deposits 12-13; ore mining 301-302; 
manufacture 310. 

Japan-example in agricultural prosperity 214-
216 ; example in· industrial advancement 
284-285. . 

· Jewellery-manufacture 313. 

Jute-industry 306. 

K 

Kalahandi-transfer from C. P. 4 ; history of 
population since 1901, 80-82. 

Keonjhar-history of population· since 1872, 
.71-73. 

Khondmals-ceded 4. 

Kond-tribe 422-423. 

Koraput-transfer from Madras 4; history of 
population since 1891, 66-69. 

Kumbhipatia-religion ·417. 

L 

Laboar-system . 243 ; shortage of agricultural 
labour 243-244: · 

Labourers-See Agricultaraf Labourers. 
Land-reforms 216 ; per capita 252-253. · 
Land area-of forests, cultivated and unculti

vated lands, fallows 250. 
Language-Section II, Chapter VII (405-412) ; 

tribal languages 405, 408. 
Leather-industry 307; retail trade 315. 
Limestone-deposits 14. 
Literacy-Section I, Chapter VII (398-404); 

definition 398 ; comparison with other 
States 400. 
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Livelihood-pattern 113-120, 163-165, 199-
201 ; classes 113-115, 289 ; principal means 
115 ; comparison with other States 116-117 ; 
distribution of population by livelihood 
classes 118-120; Tables 172, 209; liveli
hood classes of agricultural population 220 ; 
livelihood sub-classes 221-222; secondary 
means of livelihood of agricultural classes 
224-226 ; literacy by livelihood classes 402. 

M 

Machinery-manufacture 311. 

Mahanadi-description of course- 2-3. 

Malaria-high death rate 107. 

Male-excess of married males 368-369 ; See Sex 
Ratio. 

Manganese-mines 13 ; mining 302. 

Manufacture-of foodstuffs, textiles, leather, etc. 
303-309 ; of metals, chemicals and products 
310-311 ; of wood, non-metals, bricks, 
cement, paper, etc. 31~-313. 

Manuring-255-256. 

Marriage-marital status ratios 366-372 ; early 
marriage 370; late marriage 371. 

Material condition-in the last decade 40-44. 

Mayurbhanj-merger with Orissa 5 ; history of 
population since 1872, 83-85. 

Means of livelihood-principal 115. 
Median-size of agricultural holdings 233-235. 

Medical-preparations 311. 

Merger-of states 5. 

Metal-mining 302 ; processing and manufacture 
310-311 ; non-ferrous 310. · 

Mica-occurrence 14. 
Middle aged-J ersons 379-380. 

Migration~ar~er accounts 86; types of 87-8~; 
net mtgratwn 95-96 ; Tables 138 ; limitation 
of_ mi_gration statistics 153; rural-urban 
mtgratwn 153-151; extra-State migration 
154 ; from beyon~ India 155, 191 ; from 
other parts of India 155, 191 ; from rural 
areas 189; nngrants from other districts 
190-1.91 ; . See ?l~ovement; · Immobility. 
Immtgratwn ; Emtgration • • 

Mill-textile 305. 

Mineral-of Orissa_9-15 ; early history of mining 
9; unmethodical development 10 · resourc 

10; economic 12. ' es 

Mining-industry 301-302, 325-326. 

Mother tongue-See Language. 

Motor vehicle-census of 318. 

Movement-of general population 86-96; of 
rural population 153-156; of urban popula.· 
tion 189-191 ; · inter-village movement 154 ; 
classification of figures 154 ; See Migration. 

Muslim-religion 415-416 .. 

N 

Natural Division-description of 7-9; growth 
of population 47-48; livelihood pattern 117; 
rural distribution 145; growth of rural 
population 149 ; immigration into 155-156 ; 
rural" birth rate 158 ; rural death rate 159 ; 
rural livelihood pattern.164-165; distribution 
of urban population 179 ; growth of urban 
population 182 ; movement of urban popu
lation 189-190;' livelihood classes in urban 
areas 200 ; proportion of agricultural classes 
228 ; ratio of non-agricultural population 
288. 

Natural increase-of general population 
of rural population 157-162 ; of 
population 192-198 ; calculated 
109-110. 

97-112 
urban 

figures 

Natural population-variation 96; Tables 138. 

Nawapara-transfer from C. P. 4. 

Net area-See Ar~a. 

Nilgiri-national movement 5. 

Non-agricultural occupations-immportance of 
281 ; limitations of 281 ; index of 287. 

Non-agricultural population -Chapter V; classi
fication 114-115 ; percentage in rural areas 
163-164 ; percentage in urban areas 199; 
percentage of population in difierent census 
282 ; ratio of population 288 ; distribution 
288 ; summary 324. 

Non-cultivating owners of land-percentage of 
population 119 ; rural percentage 163 ; popu-· 
lation, dependency and secondary m/1 245-
246. . 

Non-earning dependant-definition 221 ; culti-
. vators of land owned 238 ; See Dependant. 
Non-tribal-Religion 417. 

0 

Occupation-unproductive 295,297. 
Occupational-Distribution in 1931 and 1951 

censuses 292-294. 
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Oil-nget&ble 308. 
Old pen10n.s-Su Middle aged ao.:d Elderly 

penona. 
Optimum population-1.29-13(). 
Orissa-geographical setting I ; physical features 

1-2 ; crosa section 3-4 ; history •..6 ; formation 
into separate province 4. 39; resources 
5-6, 2s.t; comparison of areas 6; population 
2l; over populated I 129; ability to suppor\ 
larger population 130; future "trend 130-131 ; 
development of resources 327. 

Oriya-langaage 407. 
Other services and miscellaneous lonrces-per

cent&ge of population ll9-120, 163. 

Over population-129. 

Ownership of land-definition 223 ; See Culti
vaton of land owned. 

p 

Paper-manufacture 313; mill325. · 

"Paroja-tribe 425. 

Partly literate-definition 398 ; actual number 
400. 

Patna-transfer from C. P. 4. 
P"' copllo-land 252-253 ; consumption of 

food 261, 269. 

Pharmaceutical-preparations 3ll. 

Phulbani-history of population since 1901• 
73-76. 

Physical features-of Orissa 1-4. 
Police-station-small and large 32. 
Population-Chapter I ; zones 7 ; of Orissa 25 ; 

of other States in India 25 ; di&tribution and 
density of 28-32 ; growth of 33-85 ; of Orissa 
in 19th century 33; trend 46-47; move
ment of 86-96 ; world population 121 ; 
qualitative improvement 127-128 ; optimum 
129-130; over population 129; growth of 
population in relation "to progress of culti
vation 250-266. 

Population problem-primary 122; complexity 
of 123 ; ultimate solution 128-129. 

Ports-in Orissa 318-319. 
Postal-eervices 319. 
Post Office-remittances and deposits in last 

decade 43. 
Poverty-in plenty 130. 

·Pressure-on agricultural land 212. 

Price-of commodities 37 ; of common rice 42 ; 
rise in 43 • .. 

Primary-industries !!98-300. 

Processing-of f~X><istuffs, t~xtiles, leather, etc. 
303-309 ; of me tali, chemicals and products 
310-311 ; of wood, non-metals, structural 
products such as, bricks, tiles, etc., cement, 
paper 312-313. 

Production-actual production offood 261-263 ; 
· food to be increased 264 ; difficulties in food 

production 266. . 

Production other than cultivation-percentage 
of population 120, 163. 

Productivity-causes of low productirity 
212-21!: 

Progress-of cultivation 250-266, 269-270. 

Public health-in last decade 41 ; unsatisfactory 
106-107; a matter of concern 122-; in rural 

- areas 166-167. 

Pulses-industry" 307. 

Purl-formation of district 4 ; history of popula
tion since 1872, 56-59; growth of town 186 

Pyramid-age pyramid 383-385. 

R 

Railway-increase in traffic 43-44 ; inadequacy 
need for extension 316-317. 

Rainfall-of Orissa 17-20. 

Rairakhol-transfer from C. P. 4. 

Rate-Sa Growth rate. 
Registration area-of vital statistics : not exten

sive 97-98; rural registration area 157 ; 
urban registration area 192-193. 

Regist~ation system-of vital statistics : defects, 
omissions, procedure, deterioration in system 
97-100; extent of error 111-112. 

.Religion-Section III, Chapter VII (413-417). 
; Research--services 402. 
Resources-of Orissa 5-6, 28!; mineral 10 

development of 327. · 
Rics-price of 42 ; V•. wheat 26! ; mills 325, 326. 
Rivers-of Orisra 2-3. 
Road-transport 120, 317-318; construction. 

314; road mileage 317. 
Rope-making-industry 306. 
Rotation-of crops 213. 
Rural-Chapter II; rural-urban proportion 144; 

rnral percentage in India and other countries 
1-l!; population of districts 149; uplift 167-
168; rnra1 character of towns .173 ; See 
Village. 



s 
Salt-manufacture 808, 3U. 

Sambalpur-transfer from C. P. 4; history of 
population since 1872, 59-62; growth of 
town 187. 

Sanitary-services 314. 

Santal-tribe .4,24. 

Saora-tribe 424-425. 

Sarada-Act, 371-372. 

Sarana-religion 416-417. 

Scheduled castes-See Castes. 

Scheduled tribes-See Tribes. 

Secondary means of livelihood-of agricultural 
classes 224-226 ; of cultivators of land owned 
238-239 ; of cultivators of land unowned 
241 ; of cultivating labourers 242-243 ; of 
non-cultivating owners 245-246; of non
agricultural population 29l-292. 

Self-sufficient-districts 249. 

Self-supporting perso_n-definition 221 ; having 
secondary mjl 225; cultivators of land owned 
237 ; non-agricultural population 289-290. 

Semi-active worker-See Worker. 

Services-miscellaneous 322-323 ; village 320. 

Sex ratio-In Orissa and other States 360 ; in 
rural and urban areas 363 ; among agricul
tural and non-agricultural classes 364-365 ; 
fluctuation in female ratio 360-361 ; causes 
of decline 362; of young children 375; of 
boys and girls 377 ; of young men and women 
378 ; of middle aged persons 379 ; of elderly 
persons 381. 

Sikh-religion 417. 

Silk-industry 306. 

Small scale industries-See Cottage Industries. 
Smallpox-incidence 109 ; recorded number of 

deaths 107. 
Soil-description 15-17 ; erosion 17. 

Sonepur-transfer from C. P. 4. 

Statistics-General population: references 25-
26 ; area, population and density 132; 
variation and density 133 ; inter-census 
growth rate 134-135 ; immigration 136 ; 
emigration 137 ; migration 138 ; natural 
population 138. Rural population : references 
142-143; distribution 169; variation and den
sity 169; inter-census growth rate 170-171 ; 
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livelihood pattern 172 ; immigration 17!. 
Urban population: references 175; distribu. 
tion 204: ; variation and density 205 ; inter
census growth rate 206-207 ; towns cla.ssifie<l 
and city 208 ; livelihood 209; immigration 
210. Vital statistics: of general population 
134-135 ; of rural population 170-171 ; or 
urban population 206-207. .Agricultural~ 
deficiency of statistics 217 ; Subsidiary 
Tables 218-219, 271-279. Industrial: reli
ability of non-agricultural statistics 286 ;. 
Subsidiary Tables 328-350. Non-c:e'M'IU 
statistics :inadequate erroneous 26; statistics. 
dispensable 26-27, 141. Families, 
sexes and age : reference 352 ; compar· 
bility 352 ; Subsidiary Tables 387-396 ; 
reliability of age statistics 383. Literacv 
and education, religion and backward classu 
-Subsidiary Table 7 series 438-451. 

Steel-See Iron. 

Stock raising-population 298. 

Stone-quarrying 302. 

Storage-f!ervices 319. 

Students-number 403. 

Sub-classes-livelihood 221 ; proportion 223-224 ; 
cultivators of land owned 237 ; cultivators 
ofland unowned 240-241 ; non-agricultural 
population 289. 

Sugar-industry 308. 

Sundargarh-history of population since 1872,. 
78-80. 

Surplus-districts 249 ; food 261 ; exportabl& 
263 ; real cause of food surplus 269. 

Telugu-language 408. 

Terminology-115. 

T 

Textile-processing and manufacture 303-306 ; 
retail trade 315; industry 324; mills 325. 

Tobacco-industry 308. 

Town-emergence of 173 ; definition 17 4 ; classi
fication 177-178; distribution of population 
17 8-179 revision of list of towns 183 ; 
future towns 183 ; growth of towns 186-188. 

Trade-retail trade in foodstuffs, fuel, textiles,. 
etc. 315; wholesale trade in commodities 
315 ; See Commerce. 

Transport-percentage of population 120 ; tra.na
port by road, railway and water 120, 316· 
319 ; manufacture of equipment 310. 



'J.'rend-ohange since 1921, ~-47; future 130-131 • 
Trib&l-religion 416 : language 405, 408. 

Tri~hedllled 419-4.27 ; problem of tribes 
~-

Tribut.a.ry 1tfa.ha1s f : Su Feudatory States. 

u 
Unmarried persona-See Marriage. 

Unproductive-occupations 295; e.ctivities 297. 

Urban-Chapter m ; rural-urban proportion 
. . 144 ; percentage of population 176; density 

176 ; composition of urb~n population 189. 

Urbanization-causes of slow urbanization 173-
17 4 ; increasing tendency 17 4 ; extent. of 
178. 

Urdu-language 408. 

Utility-eervices 314. 
. . 

v 
Vanadium-occurrence 14. 

Vegetable oil-industry 308 ; factory· 325. 

Village-stability of life 141 ; definition 141-142; 
uninhabited village ~42 ; average population 
146; actual number in different districts 
150 ; growth 150-151 ; large villages 151 ; 
watchmen and servants 320 ; See Rural. 

Vital statistic;._wrong basis of calculation 97 ; 
procedure of registration 98-99; deterioration 
jn system 99 ; value of 100 i See Statistics. 

OGP (Census) 13-SOQ-10.12-USS 

Waste lands-area 265. 
Water-Transport 318-319. 
Wearing apparel-industry 307. 
Weaving-indastry 304:. 
Wheat- V1. rice 264 
Widowed-persons 366,367. 
Wood-wood cutting industry 299; manufac

ture of wood products 312. 
W ool-indastry 306 .. 
Worker-active and semi-active workers ill 

cultivation 247-249; livelihood class 247- • 
ratio of workers and consumers 248 ; 
independent workers 295-297. 

Working population-among cultivating labou
rers 242; among non-cultivating ownera. 
245. 

Workshop-engineering 311 • 
. World population-fast groWth 121. 
World War 11-effects 40. 

y· 

Year-1921 a turning point 121 ; importance or· 
1921, 148. 

Yield-low yield of crops 211 ; improvement or 
yield 264-265. · · 

Young-children 375-376; men and women 3'18. 

z 
Zamindary-abolition 216. 
Zones-of population 7. 


